TENTATIVE, SUBJECT TO CHANGE

MEETING OF THE BOARD OF EDUCATION OF BALTIMORE COUNTY, MARYLAND
MONTHLY WORK SESSION
Tuesday, December 16, 2008
5:30 P.M.-Closed Session, 6:30 P.M. – Work (Open) Session
Educational Support Services Building

I.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

II.

SILENT MEDITATION IN REMEMBRANCE

III.

AGENDA
Consideration of the agenda for December 16, 2008

IV.

REPORTS
A.

Superintendent’s Report on Upcoming FY10 Budget Issues

(Dr. Hairston)
Exhibit A

B.

Report on Proposed Grandstand Seating Project for Milford Mill
Academy (first reading)

(Mr. Lawrence)
Exhibit B

C.

Report on Proposed Grandstand Seating Project for Randallstown
High School (first reading)

(Mr. Lawrence)
Exhibit C

D.

Report on Proposed Marquee Sign Project at Franklin Elementary
School (first reading)

(Mr. Lawrence)
Exhibit D

E.

Report on Proposed Installation of New Basketball System at
Prettyboy Elementary School (first reading)

F.

Report on the following Board of Education Policies (first reading):

(Mr. Patzkowsky)
Exhibit E
(Ms. Harris)

•

Proposed Changes to Policy 1200 – COMMUNITY RELATIONS:
Community Involvement

Exhibit F

•

Proposed Changes to Policy 1220 – COMMUNITY RELATIONS:
Community Involvement-Citizens Advisory Committee

Exhibit G

•

Proposed Deletion of Policy 7130 – NEW CONSTRUCTION:
Planning-Relationships with the Public

Exhibit H

•

Proposed Deletion of Policy 7140 – NEW CONSTRUCTION:
Planning-Relations with Other Governmental and Education Units

Exhibit I

•

Proposed Deletion of Policy 7320 – NEW CONSTRUCTION:
Financing-Payments to Contractors

Exhibit J

•

Proposed Changes to Policy 8132 – INTERNAL BOARD
POLICIES: Organization-Formulation of Policies: Control and
Communications

Exhibit K

Board of Education
Open Session Agenda

IV.

V.

VI.
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REPORTS (cont)
G.

Report on Physical Facilities

(Mr. Sines)
Exhibit L

H.

Report on FY2010-2015 County Capital Budget (first reading)

(Ms. Burnopp)
Exhibit M

INFORMATION
A.

Bridge to Excellence Master Plan

Exhibit N

B.

Financial Report for months ending October 31, 2007 and 2008

Exhibit O

C.

Third Party Billing Annual Report – 2007-2008

Exhibit P

D.

Minority and Small Business Enterprises (MBE/SBE) 2008 Annual
Report

Exhibit Q

E.

Deletion of Superintendent’s Rule 4117 – Permanent: Administrative
and Supervisory Personnel

Exhibit R

F.

Central Area Education Advisory Council Meeting Minutes of
November 20, 2008

Exhibit S

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Next Board Meeting
7:30 PM

Tuesday, January 13, 2009
Greenwood

Exhibit
BALTIMORE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
DATE:

December 16, 2008

TO:

BOARD OF EDUCATION

FROM:

Dr. Joe A. Hairston, Superintendent

SUBJECT:

REPORT ON UPCOMING FY 2010 BUDGET ISSUES

ORIGINATOR:

J. Robert Haines, Deputy Superintendent

RESOURCE
PERSON(S):

Barbara Burnopp, Chief Financial Officer
George Sarris, Director, Office of Budget and Reporting

RECOMMENDATION
That the Board of Education review upcoming FY 2010 budget
issues in preparation for the superintendent’s budget request
presentation to the Board on January 13, 2009, the Board’s work
session on January 20, 2009, and Board action scheduled for
February 10, 2009.

**************************

Attachment I – FY 2010 Operating Budget Revenue Estimates
Attachment II – General Fund Revenues and Expenditures
Attachment III – Realignment of Teacher Positions Due to Reduced Enrollment
Attachment IV – Major FY 2010 Operating Budget Discussion Items
Attachment V – Spending Affordability FY 2009
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A

Attachment I

FY 2010 OPERATING BUDGET REVENUE ESTIMATES

1. State education aid to Baltimore County is projected to increase slightly by only 1%, or about
$5 million, according to the only information available to date from the Department of
Legislative Services. By comparison, state education aid increased by $11.2 million in FY
2009 and $67.6 million in FY 2008. It is important to note that although the state’s general
revenues are projected to increase next year by 3.5%, expenditures are increasing by 6.4%,
resulting in an overall deficit. The state has deferred a formal announcement on aid to
education that is usually released on November 15 each year. It is quite possible we will
have no further information prior to the initial compilation of the FY 2010 budget.
2. Teacher pension costs are rising dramatically due to investment losses in the stock markets.
State aid is offset by the on-behalf payments for the teacher pension, so state aid to BCPS
could decrease. There is also a possibility that some or all of these costs will be shifted to
county governments, reducing the county’s capacity to fund education.
3. Enrollment declined by 1,071 students between September 30, 2007, and September 30,
2008. This decline was somewhat less than originally forecasted, and enrollment is expected
to increase by 512 students in FY 2010, eventually resulting in additional state revenues of
$2.3 million.
4. In recent fiscal years, county government has permitted BCPS to redirect funding from
teaching positions to other academic programs as enrollment declined since September 30,
2004. However, in FY 2010 we will have to hire additional teachers to accommodate
enrollment growth. This expense will be offset by increased state aid and county funding for
maintenance of effort (MOE).
5. County funding exceeded MOE by 7.9% in FY 2001. Between 2003 and 2008, when state
aid to education increased dramatically under the Bridge to Excellence, county funding in
excess of MOE declined to a low of 0.8% in FY 2004. County funding increased from 2.2%
to 5.7% above MOE between FY 2008 and FY 2009, as state funding has decreased.
6. The county’s Spending Affordability Committee recommended that county spending growth
should not exceed 5.16% in FY 2008 and 4.56% in FY 2009. The FY 2010 guidelines are
now being developed and will be released in February 2009. County fiscal policy is designed
to limit increased government spending by the amount of local economic growth. Strict
adherence to this policy has placed Baltimore County in a better position than other
Maryland counties during the current recession. This conservative plan limited budget
growth throughout the unprecedented real estate boom that ended in 2006. BCPS is now in a
position to preserve education programs while avoiding layoffs, furloughs, increased class
size, and other emergency measures being taken by local education agencies throughout the
state. However, a slowing economy will likely result in a lower growth calculation for FY
2010.
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7. County government has imposed increasing budget reductions for employee turnover that
began at $6 million in FY 2004 and increased to more than $15 million in FY 2008. FY
2009 represents the first year since 2004 that this target was not increased, and it has helped
us to better manage payroll costs with an eye toward deficits that may have to be addressed
in other areas.
8. Funds provided by the pass-through grant for special education increase only slightly each
year and at a much slower rate than the growth in salaries, benefits, and contracted services.
In FY 2009, approximately $2.5 million was redirected to continue to provide needed
services to special education students. No further adjustments are planned in FY 2010,
although the pass-through grant and general fund expenditures are being very closely
monitored.
9. Funds provided by the Third Party Billing program are decreasing. In FY 2009, $6.4 million
was redirected to replace the lost revenues and continue to provide needed psychological,
social services, and health services to students throughout the school system. State and
federal policies are subject to change again in April 2009, and we are projecting another
decline of approximately $450,000 for FY 2010.
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Attachment II

General Fund Revenues & Expenditures
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FY08 Actual

FY09 Adopted

FY10 Proposed

Baltimore County Public Schools
Realignment of Teacher Positions due to Reduced Enrollment
FY2006-FY2009
FY2006
Projected Student Enrollment
Actual St udent Enrollment
Programs
Classroom Teacher (ratio)
•All Day K
•Prekindergarten
•AVID
•ELL
•Maryland's Tomorrow
•Other

Total New/Expanded
Programs
Net Change

FY2007
108,100
107,386
Teachers
(35.6)
18.0
3.5
12.0
4.0
10.6
8.0

56.1
20.5

Projected Student Enrollment
Actual Student Enrollment
Programs
Classroom Teacher (ratio)
•All Day K
•Prekindergarten
•AVID
•ELL
•Advanced Placement
•Reading
•Gifted & Talented
•Other
Total New/Expanded
Programs
Net Change

Programs
Classroom Teacher (ratio)
•Kindergarten
•AVID
•Restructuring
•Career & Tech Ed
•Crossroads
1
•Special Education
1

•Student Support Svc
Total New/Expanded/
Redireced Programs
Net Change

FY2008
107,100
106,182
Teachers
(91.5)
29.5
19.8
3.5
11.5
7.4
25.4
9.7
3.5
110.3
18.8
FY2010

FY2009
Projected Student Enrollment
Actual St udent Enrollment

Attachment III

103,360
103,643

104,155

Teachers
(161.1)
25.2
6.0
3.0
2.0
13.0

Teachers
58.8

79.0
42.7
170.9
9.8

1. Positions previously funded by the Third Party Billing and Passthrough Grants
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Projected St udent Enrollment
Actual Student Enrollment
Programs
Classroom Teacher (ratio)
•All Day K
•Prekindergarten
•AVID
•ELL
•Advanced Placement
•Crossroads *
•Instructional Tech
•Advance Path
•Other
Total New/Expanded
Programs
Net Change

105,330
104,714
Teachers
(105.2)
23.3
14.0
1.0
4.0
2.6
60.0
4.0
5.0
7.0
120.9
15.7

Attachment IV
MAJOR FY 2010 OPERATING BUDGET DISCUSSION ITEMS
1.

Salary restructuring and scheduled salary increments for all employees

2.

Preserve programs and services for children and retain jobs

3.

Increased cost of existing health benefits for all employees

4.

Towson West Elementary School startup costs

5.

On-going funding for the Imagine Discovery Charter School

6.

Parity upgrades for temporary employees

7.

Parity upgrades for building service workers

8.

Continuing support of mathematics and language arts teachers for restructuring at
Woodlawn High School, Lansdowne Middle School, and Southwest Academy

9.

Textbook replacements

10.

Additional teachers to comply with legal requirements for special and alternative
education programs and homeless students

11.

Twenty-first Century Classrooms initiatives and technology enhancements
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Attachment V

Spending Affordability
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Budgeted Growth

SAC Growth

In March 1990, the Baltimore County Council enacted legislation (Bill 33-90)
that established a spending affordability law (Baltimore County Code sections
2-3-101 to 2-3-107) for Baltimore County to ensure that growth in county
spending does not exceed the rate of growth of the county’s economy. The law
mandates that the Spending Affordability Committee (SAC) make a
recommendation each fiscal year on a level of county spending that would be
consistent with the county’s economic growth.
Committee guidelines are intended to set recommended maximum county
spending levels that should not be exceeded in a particular fiscal year;
however, they may be exceeded at the discretion of the Baltimore County
Executive and the Baltimore County Council if a rationale is provided for doing
so. The Baltimore County Executive has not proposed, and the Baltimore
County Council has not adopted, a budget exceeding the committee's
recommended guidelines since the committee was established.
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BALTIMORE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
DATE:

December 16, 2008

TO:

BOARD OF EDUCATION

FROM:

Dr. Joe A. Hairston, Superintendent

SUBJECT:

REPORT ON PROPOSED GRANDSTAND SEATING PROJECT AT
MILFORD MILL ACADEMY

ORIGINATOR: William A. Lawrence, Assistant Superintendent, Northwest Area
RESOURCE
PERSON(S):

Nathaniel Gibson, Principal, Milford Mill Academy

RECOMMENDATION
That the Board of Education approves the installation of Grandstand Seating to be constructed at
Milford Mill Academy. This is the first reading.

In accordance with Superintendent’s Rule #7330, Milford Mill Academy is proposing the
installation of Grandstand Seating be approved. This Grandstand Seating is being constructed
with donations from the County Council. The installation will be done by Southern Bleacher.
Southern Bleacher, which is an approved BCPS vendor, presented a proposal for the installation
of Grandstand Seating and followed the procedure set forth in Superintendent’s Rule #7330.
Students, as well as the total school community, will enjoy the Grandstand Seating while
attending games at Milford Mill Academy.

*****
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BALTIMORE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
DATE:

December 16, 2008

TO:

BOARD OF EDUCATION

FROM:

Dr. Joe A. Hairston, Superintendent

SUBJECT:

REPORT ON PROPOSED GRANDSTAND SEATING PROJECT AT
RANDALLSTOWN HIGH SCHOOL

ORIGINATOR: William A. Lawrence, Assistant Superintendent, Northwest Area
RESOURCE
PERSON(S):

Cheryl Pasteur, Principal, Randallstown High School

RECOMMENDATION
That the Board of Education approves the installation of Grandstand Seating to be constructed at
Randallstown High School. This is the first reading.

In accordance with Superintendent’s Rule #7330, Randallstown High School is proposing the
installation of Grandstand Seating be approved. This Grandstand Seating is being constructed
with donations from the County Council. The installation will be done by Southern Bleacher.
Southern Bleacher, which is an approved BCPS vendor, presented a proposal for the installation
of Grandstand Seating and followed the procedure set forth in Superintendent’s Rule #7330.
Students, as well as the total school community, will enjoy the Grandstand Seating while
attending games at Randallstown High School.

*****
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BALTIMORE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
DATE:

December 16, 2008

TO:

BOARD OF EDUCATION

FROM:

Dr. Joe A. Hairston, Superintendent

SUBJECT:

REPORT ON PROPOSED MARQUEE SIGN AT FRANKLIN
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

ORIGINATOR: William A. Lawrence, Assistant Superintendent, Northwest Area
RESOURCE
PERSON(S):

Joyce Albert, Principal, Franklin Elementary School

RECOMMENDATION
That the Board of Education approves the installation of a marquee sign to be constructed at
Franklin Elementary School. This is the first reading.
In accordance with Superintendent’s Rule #7330, Franklin Elementary School is proposing the
installation of a marquee sign be approved. This marquee sign is being constructed with
donations from the Franklin Elementary School’s PTA. The installation will be done by MOST,
Incorporated.
MOST Incorporated, which is an approved BCPS vendor, presented a proposal for the
installation of the marquee sign and followed the procedure set forth in Superintendent’s Rule
#7330.
A marquee will provide and promote communication in reference to school events for parents,
students, and community members. This communication will promote increased awareness and
attendance at school functions.
*****
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BALTIMORE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
DATE:

December 16, 2008

TO:

BOARD OF EDUCATION

FROM:

Dr. Joe A. Hairston, Superintendent

SUBJECT:

REPORT ON PROPOSED THE NEW BASKETBALL SYSTEM AT
PRETTYBOY ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

ORIGINATOR: Lyle R. Patzkowsky, Assistant Superintendent, Central Area
RESOURCE
PERSON(S):

Stacey Durkovic, Principal, Prettyboy Elementary School

RECOMMENDATION
That the Board of Education approves the installation of a basketball system to be constructed at
Prettyboy Elementary School. This is the first reading.
The installation of the basketball system at Prettyboy Elementary School is proposed in
accordance with Superintendent’s Rule 7330. This system is being fully funded by the
Department of Recreation and Parks. The installation will be done by ALL GYMS Incorporated.
ALL GYMS Incorporated, which is an approved BCPS vendor, presented a proposal for the
installation of the basketball system and followed the procedure set forth in Superintendent’s
Rule #7330.
An up-to-date basketball system will provide state-of-the-art equipment for students’ use during
school hours as well as supporting after school activities for the community.

*****
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Exhibit
BALTIMORE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
DATE:

December 16, 2008

TO:

BOARD OF EDUCATION

FROM:

Dr. Joe A. Hairston, Superintendent

SUBJECT:

PROPOSED CHANGES TO BOARD OF EDUCATION POLICY
1200 – COMMUNITY RELATIONS: COMMUNITY
INVOLVEMENT

ORIGINATOR:

Kara Calder, Chief Communications Officer

RESOURCE
PERSON(S):

RECOMMENDATION
That the Board of Education considers the proposed changes to Policy 1200. This is
the first reading of this policy.

Attachment I – Policy Analysis
Attachment II – Proposed Policy 1200

F

Policy Analysis for
Board of Education Policy 1200
Community Involvement
Statement of Issues or Questions Addressed
Board of Education Policy 1200 has not been reviewed since it was adopted in 1969. Since that
time, a number of policies and rules have been adopted that define with specificity some of the
information covered in Policy 1200. The suggested revisions communicate the Board’s desire for
continuing community involvement.
Cost Analysis and Fiscal Impact on School System
No fiscal impact is anticipated by the deletion of this policy.
Relationship to Other Board of Education Policies
Board of Education Policy 1210, Relationship with Parent-Teacher (Student) Associations
Board of Education Policy 1220, Citizen Advisory Committees
Board of Education Policy 1230, Area Education Advisory Councils
Board of Education Policy 1270, Family/Community Involvement
Legal Requirements
20 U.S.C. §6318 (No Child Left Behind Act of 2001)
Similar Policies Adopted by Other Local School Systems
1. Montgomery County, Policy ABA, Community Involvement
2. Montgomery County, Policy ABC, Parental Involvement
3. Howard County, Policy 10000, Parent, Family, and Community Involvement
Draft of Proposed Policy
Attached
Other Alternatives Considered by Staff
Staff considered deleting the policy, which was rejected in favor of revising the policy.
Timeline:
First reading: December 16, 2008
Public comment: January 13, 2009
Third reading: February 10, 2009

2

POLICY 1200
COMMUNITY RELATIONS: Community Involvement
[The Superintendent of Schools is encouraged to arrange countywide and area meetings
for the purpose of involving the public in the school budget process. In addition, public
meetings shall be held periodically to acquaint the public with the curriculum and other
aspects of the school program.
The Superintendent of Schools and the staff shall cooperate with PTAs and other citizen
groups in providing speakers and information for meetings at which the school program
is discussed.
The Superintendent and the staff shall consider involving interested members of the
community in developing new curriculum, new policies, the budget process and other
facets of education as often as appropriate.
All regular meetings of the Board of Education are open to the public. Citizens desiring
to be heard at the meeting of the Board of Education are requested to communicate with
the Superintendent of Schools with respect to this desire, preferably at least ten (10) days
in advance of the meeting, in order that their request may be place on the agenda.]
THE BOARD OF EDUCATION OF BALTIMORE COUNTY (BOARD)
ENCOURAGES COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION AND INPUT REGARDING THE
SCHOOL BUDGET PROCESS, ACADEMIC PROGRAMS, BOARD POLICIES, AND
OTHER SCHOOL SYSTEM ACTIVITIES.
THE BOARD DIRECTS THE SUPERINTENDENT TO ESTABLISH MECHANISMS
TO ENHANCE THE PUBLIC’S UNDERSTANDING OF AND INVOLVEMENT IN
SCHOOL SYSTEM ACTIVITIES.

RELATED POLICIES:

Policy
Adopted:
REVISED:

BOARD OF EDUCATION POLICY 1210
BOARD OF EDUCATION POLICY 1220
BOARD OF EDUCATION POLICY 1230
BOARD OF EDUCATION POLICY 1270

Board of Education of Baltimore County
10/6/69
______
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BALTIMORE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
DATE:

December 16, 2008

TO:

BOARD OF EDUCATION

FROM:

Dr. Joe A. Hairston, Superintendent

SUBJECT:

PROPOSED CHANGES TO BOARD OF EDUCATION POLICY
1220 – COMMUNITY RELATIONS: COMMUNITY
INVOLVEMENT-CITIZENS ADVISORY COMMITTEE

ORIGINATOR:

Kara Calder, Chief Communications Officer

RESOURCE
PERSON(S):

RECOMMENDATION
That the Board of Education considers the proposed changes to Policy 1220. This is
the first reading of this policy.

Attachment I – Policy Analysis
Attachment II – Proposed Policy 1220

Policy Analysis for
Board of Education Policy 1220
Citizen’s Advisory Committee
Statement of Issues or Questions Addressed
Board of Education Policy 1220 has not been reviewed since it was adopted in 1969. The policy
is being revised to reiterate the Board’s desire for community input.
Cost Analysis and Fiscal Impact on School System
No fiscal impact is anticipated by the revision of this policy.
Relationship to Other Board of Education Policies
Board of Education Policy 1200, Community Involvement
Board of Education Policy 1230, Area Education Advisory Councils
Board of Education Policy 1270, Family/Community Involvement
Legal Requirements
Annotated Code of Maryland, Education Article §4-112
Similar Policies Adopted by Other Local School Systems
1. Montgomery County, Policy BMA, Board of Education Advisory Committees
Draft of Proposed Policy
Attached
Other Alternatives Considered by Staff
Staff considered deletion of the policy, which was rejected in favor of revising the policy.
Timeline:
First reading: December 16, 2008
Public comment: January 13, 2009
Third reading: February 10, 2009
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POLICY 1220
COMMUNITY RELATIONS: Community Involvement
Citizens Advisory Committee
The Board of Education OF BALTIMORE COUNTY (BOARD) encourages [the use of
citizens and] community [resources] INPUT to SUPPORT [assist in developing] the
educational program. Advisory committees MAY [shall] be appointed by the Board [of
Education] to PROVIDE DESIRED SUPPORT [perform a definite function]. [; this
function shall be indicated to such an advisory committee in detail, in writing, at the time of
appointment. Advisory committees shall be appointed primarily to advise the Board of
Education, but the Board of Education shall seek the recommendation of the Superintendent
of Schools before establishing or dissolving any advisory committee.]
[All public announcements concerning the operation or recommendations of an advisory
committee shall be released through the Office of the Superintendent of Schools.]
[Upon completing its assignment,] [a]An advisory committee MAY [shall either] be given
new duties or [shall] be dissolved BY [T]the Board [of Education]. [shall have the sole
power to dissolve any of its advisory committees at any time during the life of any such
committee.]

LEGAL REFERENCE:

ANNOTATED CODE OF MARYLAND, EDUCATION
ARTICLE §4-112

RELATED POLICIES:

BOARD OF EDUCATION POLICY 1200
BOARD OF EDUCATION POLICY 1230
BOARD OF EDUCATION POLICY 1270

Policy
Adopted:
REVISED:

Board of Education of Baltimore County
10/9/69
______
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BALTIMORE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

DATE:

December 16, 2008

TO:

BOARD OF EDUCATION

FROM:

Dr. Joe A. Hairston, Superintendent

SUBJECT:

PROPOSED DELETION OF BOARD OF EDUCATION POLICY
7130 – NEW CONSTRUCTION: PLANNING – RELATIONSHIPS
WITH THE PUBLIC

ORIGINATOR:

J. Robert Haines, Deputy Superintendent

RESOURCE
PERSON(S):

Michael G. Sines, Executive Director of Physical Facilities

RECOMMENDATION

That the Board of Education considers the deletion of Policy 7130. This is the first
reading of this policy.

Attachment I – Policy Analysis
Attachment II – Proposed Policy 7130

Policy Analysis for
Board of Education Policy 7130
Relationships with the Public
Statement of Issues Addressed or Questions Addressed
Board of Education Policy 7130 is being recommended for deletion. Several school systems
were reviewed (Montgomery, Howard, Harford, and Price George’s County Public Schools), and
no other LEA possessed a similar policy. The current process of developing and adopting an
annual Capital Improvement Program is presented in multiple public forums and is provided to
county and state government agencies in compliance with Interagency Committee procedures.
Cost Analysis and Fiscal Impact on School System
No fiscal impact is anticipated by the deletion of this policy.
Relationship to Other Board of Education Policies
None
Legal Requirement
None
Similar Policies Adopted by Other School Systems
None
Draft of Proposed Policy
Attached
Other Alternatives Considered by Staff
No other alternative was considered.
Timeline:
First reading: December 16, 2008
Public comment: January 13, 2009
Third reading: February 10, 2009

2

[POLICY 7130
NEW CONSTRUCTION: Planning
Relationships with the Public

The Board of Education shall be responsible for keeping the public informed as to the use of
bond monies and other funds for new school construction. The Superintendent of Schools
shall establish administrative procedures with respect to the release of public information
concerning the school construction program.

Policy
Adopted:

Board of Education of Baltimore County
9/25/69]
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BALTIMORE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

DATE:

December 16, 2008

TO:

BOARD OF EDUCATION

FROM:

Dr. Joe A. Hairston, Superintendent

SUBJECT:

PROPOSED DELETION OF BOARD OF EDUCATION POLICY
7140 – NEW CONSTRUCTION: PLANNING – RELATIONS WITH
OTHER GOVERNMENTAL AND EDUCATION UNITS

ORIGINATOR:

J. Robert Haines, Deputy Superintendent

RESOURCE
PERSON(S):

Michael G. Sines, Executive Director of Physical Facilities

RECOMMENDATION
That the Board of Education considers the deletion of Policy 7140. This is the first
reading of this policy.

Attachment I – Policy Analysis
Attachment II – Proposed Policy 7140

Policy Analysis for
Board of Education Policy 7140
Relations with Other Governmental and Education Units
Statement of Issues Addressed by the Proposed Policy Revision
Board of Education Policy 7140 is being recommended for deletion. The current process of
developing and adopting an annual Capital Improvement Program is presented in multiple public
forums and is provided to county and state government agencies in compliance with Interagency
Committee procedures.
Cost Analysis and Fiscal Impact on School System
No fiscal impact is anticipated by the deletion of this policy.
Relationship to Other Board of Education Policies
None
Legal Requirement
None
Similar Policies Adopted by Other School Systems
Anne Arundel County Section K - Policy 505, Joint Agreements
Draft of Proposed Policy
Attached
Other Alternatives Considered by Staff
No other alternative was considered.
Timeline:
First reading: December 16, 2008
Public comment: January 13, 2009
Third reading: February 10, 2009

2

[POLICY 7140
NEW CONSTRUCTION: Planning
Relations with Other Governmental and Education Units

The Superintendent of Schools shall establish administrative procedures governing planning
relationships between the Division of Physical Facilities and various units of county and
state governments. These procedures shall conform with pertinent laws and regulations.
Except as otherwise provided by law, such relationships shall be advisory in nature and
shall not be binding upon the Board of Education.

Legal Reference:

Policy
Adopted:

Ann. Code of Pub. Gen. Laws of Md., Art. 77
#47 Construction, etc., of school buildings;
acquisition, sale, etc., of grounds, school
sites or buildings.

Board of Education of Baltimore County
9/25/69]
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BALTIMORE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
DATE:

December 16, 2008

TO:

BOARD OF EDUCATION

FROM:

Dr. Joe A. Hairston, Superintendent

SUBJECT:

REPORT ON PROPOSED DELETION OF POLICY 7320 – NEW
CONSTRUCTION: PAYMENTS TO CONTRACTORS

ORIGINATOR:

J. Robert Haines, Esq., Deputy Superintendent

RESOURCE
PERSON(S):

Barbara Burnopp, Chief Financial Officer

RECOMMENDATION

That the Board of Education reviews the proposed deletion of Policy 7320. This
is the first reading.

*****

Attachment I – Policy Analysis 7320
Attachment II – Policy 7320

Policy Analysis for
Board of Education Policy 7320
Payments to Contractors
Statement of Issues or Questions Addressed
Board of Education Policy 7320 is recommended for deletion because the policy for payments is
addressed in Board of Education Policy 3215 – Contracts.
Cost Analysis and Fiscal Impact on School System
No fiscal impact is anticipated by the deletion of this policy.
Relationship to Other Board of Education Policies
Board of Education Policy 3215, Contracts.
Legal Requirement
None
Similar Policies Adopted by Other School Systems
None
Draft of Proposed Policy (see attached)

Other Alternatives Considered by Staff
None
Timeline:
First reading: December 16, 2008
Public comment: January 13, 2009
Third reading: February 10, 2009

2

[POLICY 7320
NEW CONSTRUCTION: Financing
Payments to Contractors
The Superintendent of Schools shall establish administrative procedures governing
payments made to a contractor during the construction phase of a new school project. The
total of such payments shall not exceed the contract total approved by the Board of
Education plus the change order allowance. These procedures, moreover, shall conform
with pertinent laws and regulations and shall protect the Board of Education’s interest in
the successful and timely completion of the project free and clear of all liens, claims,
security interests or other encumbrances.

Policy
Adopted: 9/25/69]

Board of Education of Baltimore County
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BALTIMORE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
DATE:

December 16, 2008

TO:

BOARD OF EDUCATION

FROM:

Dr. Joe A. Hairston, Superintendent

SUBJECT:

REPORT ON PROPOSED CHANGES TO POLICY 8132 – INTERNAL
BOARD POLICIES: CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS

ORIGINATOR: Frances A. S. Harris, Chairperson, Policy Review Committee
RESOURCE
PERSON(S):

RECOMMENDATION
That the Board of Education reviews the proposed changes to Policy 8132. This is
the first reading.

****

Attachment I – Policy Analysis 8132
Attachment II – Policy 8132

Policy Analysis for
Board of Education Policy 8132
Control and Communications
Statement of Issues or Questions Addressed
Board of Education Policy 8132 has not been reviewed since it was first adopted in 1968. The
policy outlines the Board’s expectation that the Superintendent should distribute and disseminate
its policies and the Superintendent’s rules. In order to update the policy, it does not include
specific details on how this is to be accomplished, simply the expectation that it will be
completed.
Cost Analysis and Fiscal Impact on School System
No fiscal impact is anticipated by the revision of this policy.
Relationship to Other Board of Education Policies
1. Policy 2111, Superintendent of Schools, also explains certain duties of the superintendent.
(note that this policy is scheduled for deletion)
2. Policy 1100, Communication with the Public, has only ancillary relationship to Policy 8132.
Legal Requirements
Annotated Code of Maryland, Education Article, §4-108
Similar Policies Adopted by Other Local School Systems
1. Anne Arundel County, Section B – Policy 204.01, Number BFA, Policy Dissemination
2. Carroll County, Policy BGA, Policy and Policy Development
3. Harford County, Section 22 – 0014-000, Policy Development and Review
4. Howard County, Policy 2020, Policy Development and Adoption
5. Montgomery County, Policy BFA, Policy Setting
6. Washington County, Policy BF, Policy Setting
Draft of Proposed Policy
Attached
Other Alternatives Considered by Staff
No other alternatives were considered
Timeline:
First reading: December 16, 2008
Public comment: January 13, 2009
Third reading: February 10, 2009
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POLICY 8132

INTERNAL BOARD POLICIES: Organization
Formulation of Policies:

Control and Communications

I. The Superintendent [of Schools] is directed to [establish and maintain an orderly plan
for] preserv[ing]E and mak[ing]E accessible the policies adopted by the Board of
Education OF BALTIMORE COUNTY (BOARD) and [the administrative] THE
NECESSARY rules [and regulations needed to put them into effect].
[Accessibility is to extend to all employees of the school system, to members of the Board
of Education, and interested citizens.]

LEGAL REFERENCE:

ANNOTATED CODE OF MARYLAND, EDUCATION
ARTICLE §4-108

Policy
Adopted:
9/18/68
REVISED: ________

Board of Education of Baltimore County
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Baltimore County Public Schools
Report on Physical Facilities
Including Air Conditioning Feasibility
Preface
Under the direction of the Superintendent of Schools, Dr. Joe A Hairston, and in
response to a request by Board members, the following report is intended to:
•

provide an assessment of the current condition of physical facilities

•

provide relevant information regarding the installation of air conditioning in
schools.
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History / Status of Physical Facilities

1

2

Inventory Information

3

4

Total Number of Buildings
Baltimore County Public Schools uses the following three criteria to define school, for the
purpose of AYP reporting:
•
•
•

Long-term official student enrollment
Testing information is reported
Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) is reported

Any organizational structure (see definition below) that does not meet all three criteria is
considered either a center or a program. The following chart provides summary information
of the types of organizational structures, the extent to which they meet the criteria of a school,
and the current number of each.
Organizational Structures: Criteria Met and Numbers
AYP is
Total
Testing
Organizational
Long-term
Reported
Number
Information is
Structure
Official Student
2008-2009
Reported
Enrollment
School
Long-term
Yes
Yes
160
Center
No
No
No
10
Program
No
No
No
2
The following definitions are provided to ensure clarity when referring to schools, centers,
programs, facilities and offices:
School – An organizational structure that is used by staff and students where students are
officially enrolled for educational purposes, testing information is reported, and the Adequate
Yearly Progress (AYP) is reported. Total number of Schools for school year 2008-2009 = 160.
Center – An organizational structure that is used by staff and students for educational purposes
where students are officially enrolled on a short term basis, testing information is not reported at
a center, but returned to schools, and no Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) is reported. Total
number of Centers for school year 2008-2009 = 10.
Program – An organizational structure that is used by staff and students for educational purposes
where no students are officially enrolled (students remain enrolled at school or center), testing
information is not reported at the program, but returned to schools, and no Adequate Yearly
Progress (AYP) is reported. Total number of Programs for school year 2008-2009 = 2.
Facility – A physical structure or building (owned or rented) that may be used for staff (offices)
and/or students (school, center, or program).
Office – A facility that is used by staff as a work environment to meet the needs of the school
system.
Organizational Structure – Delivers (or provides for the delivery of) the BCPS curriculum to
meet the instructional needs of students, may or may not be a facility.
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Baltimore County Public Schools: 2008-2009 School Year
Centers
1 Bridge Center
2 Caton. Ctr. Alt. Study

Area

Type

Open

NW
SW

TRANSITION
ALT

3
4
5
6
7

Evening High School
ALL
ALT
Meadowood Ed. Ctr.
SW
ALT
Rosedale Center
NE
ALT
Home Assmt Primary
ALL
ALT
Home Assmt - Sec
ALL
ALT
Afternoon Group
8 Learning
ALL
ALT
9 Campfield EC Center
NW
K/PreK
10 Crossroads Center*
NE
ALT
*Secondary Academic Intervention Model
Programs
1 Home & Hospital
2 Sollers Point

Area
C
SE

24
27
105
4
160

Centers
Programs

10
2

Total Organizational Structures

172

2005 Leased
1958
1938
1999 Leased
1948
1986
1986
1984
1954
2007 Leased

Type
ALT
HIGH

Totals for 2008 - 2009 School Year
High
Middle
Elementary
Special Education
Schools

Notes

Open
1887
1948

Note: Non-public placements are not part of the BCPS organizational structure.
* The information above was provided by the Office of Strategic Planning

School Facilities Square Footage
Elementary Schools
Middle Schools
High Schools
Other

6,285,386
3,810,425
5,239,232
405,190

Total Square Footage

6

15,740,233

Total Number of Buildings

120

105
100

Number

80

60

40
33
27
24
20
10

10
4
0

Buildings
Elementary
Middle
High
Special Ed
Centers
Programs
Offices
Leased Buildings
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Age of School Buildings
The Age of School Buildings (page 9) chart shows the quantity and types of schools that were
built during certain date ranges. For the purposes of this chart, alternative, special education, and
K/PreK were combined and represented as “Other.” The information is based on the current
usage of the school and does not include additions.
The oldest BCPS building was opened in 1887 and is currently the location for the Home and
Hospital Program. During the years 1887 to 1949, there were thirteen (13) elementary schools,
four (4) middle schools, four (4) high schools and two (2) alternative schools built.
From 1950 to 1959, twenty-seven (27) elementary schools, four (4) middle schools, four (4) high
schools, one (1) alternative, one (1) special education, and one (1) K/PreK were built.
Baltimore County experienced major growth between 1960 and 1969, which had a
significant impact on Baltimore County Public Schools (BCPS). During this period, thirtynine (39) elementary, twelve (12) middle, nine (9) high schools and two (2) special education
schools were built.
BCPS reached a peak of one hundred thirty-four thousand, forty-two (134,042) students between
1970/1971. Thereafter, the demand for new construction began to subside. From 1970 to 1979,
twelve (12) elementary schools, three (3) middle schools, five (5) high schools and one (1)
special education school were built.
Enrollment in Baltimore County Public Schools diminished to eighty thousand, six hundred
thirty (80,630) students in the mid 1980s. Over the next two decades, enrollment increased to
one hundred eight thousand, seven hundred ninety-two (108,792) in the mid 2000s. During the
1990s facilities constructed between 1960 and 1979 were in critical need of replacement or
renovation. From 1980 thru 2008, thirteen (13) elementary, two (2) middle, and one (1) high
school were built.
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Age of School Buildings

45

39

40

35

30

Number

27
25

20

15

13

12
9

10
6
5

13

12

4

6

4

5
3

2

2

3
1

2

1

0
1887 - 1949

1950 - 1959

1960 - 1969

Date Range

Elementary
Middle
High
Other

9

1970 - 1979

1980 - 2008

Computerized Maintenance Management System

The Computerized Maintenance Management System (CMMS) is used to schedule, track and
measure data. The database will capture and store information relating to work orders, building
and equipment maintenance history, inventory tracking and costs of labor and material. XM
Web is used for schools to report on-line, via the intranet, work requests and work order status.
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Open/Closed Work Orders FY 07 - 08
July 1, 2007 through June 30, 2008

10000
9429
9000

8000

Number of Work Orders

7000

6000

5710

5000
4495

4000

3000

1825

2000

1535
1169
1000

945
668

674
57

0

Electrical

Contract
Maintenance

General
Maintenance

Mechanical

Safety &
Security

OPEN
CLOSED
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Work Orders FY 07 - 08
July 1, 2007 through June 30, 2008

Safety and
Security
6%
Mechanical
21%

Electrical
38%

Contract
Maintenance
9%

General
Maintenance
25%
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Open/Closed Work Orders FY 08 - 09
July 1, 2008 through September 18, 2008

1400

1200

1155
1080
997

Number of Work Orders

1000

838
800

753
694

600
491

400
275
221
200
107

0

Electrical

Contract
Maintenance

General
Maintenance

Mechanical

Safety &
Security

OPEN
CLOSED
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Work Orders FY 08 - 09
July 1, 2008 through September 18, 2008

Safety and
Security
8%
Mechanical
20%

Electrical
31%

Contract
Maintenance
12%

General
Maintenance
29%
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Capital Program Database

•

As illustrated in the graphs (Total Number of Buildings and BCPS Historical Enrollment
Trend, pages 5 and 21) approximately 75% of all school facilities in BCPS were
constructed between l950 - 1980.

•

The basic building infrastructure systems (mechanical, electrical, windows, doors, etc.)
have a life expectancy of 15 to 40 years. As a consequence of normal wear and tear, and
average life cycle expectancy, the majority of the school system’s infrastructure needed
refurbishment or replacement in the 1990s.

•

The State of Maryland Public School Construction Program (PSCP) Guidelines allow for
State funding participation of systems that are 16 years old or older (See Appendix Section 400 Systemic Renovations).

•

A new program utilizing the Computerized Maintenance Management System (CMMS)
software is currently under development to track all capital project activities within the
school system. All State funded projects are recorded in a State sponsored database,
which can be accessed and viewed in the public domain (www.pscp.state.md.us). Prior
to the current program under construction, the department has not had a universal
database to record local capital program information.
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Department of Physical Facilities
Grounds Program
The Office of Grounds maintains approximately 4,000 acres at more than 180 locations around
Baltimore County. School exterior properties are an extension of the classrooms, which are
used daily as places of learning and study for students in subjects such as; environmental
science, horticultural studies, physical education, music (band) classes, and other school
program based activities. The proper maintenance of grounds (fields, walkways, roadways,
sub-surface utilities, etc.) is essential to safeguard the safety and well being of students and
staffs.
Each day, tens of thousands of students take to the athletic fields participating in learning
activities involving a variety of sports such as field hockey, lacrosse, baseball, soccer, football,
softball, and other sports. There is a growing trend to use sporting events to teach team concepts
as well as the promotion of individual personal growth. Recently, there has been data published
on “KidsHealth.org”1 and “Adventistrisk.org,”2 to support the importance of regular exercise for
children as well as adults. Baltimore County Public Schools grounds are used for both local and
regional sporting events. Regional events showcase the properties and school system. Well
maintained campuses promote the school system in a positive manner while supporting the
educational community and personal property values. School grounds also provide space for
individuals and communities to recreate during non-student school hours. It is common to
observe community members walking on a high school track, playing tennis, basketball, a pickup game of baseball or just spending time on the properties with their children or grandchildren.
Baltimore County Public Schools properties serve as parks and natural areas; the grass and trees
clean the air and produce oxygen as well as provide homes to thousands of local and migratory
birds and animals. BCPS properties abut critical streams that support the reservoirs and bay
providing an important buffer along with sediment control, which protects fragile wetlands.
School grounds include parking lots and walkways which facilitate safe parking and egress to
and from the buildings. Today, in many schools, the enrollment and use have outgrown the
original design intent. In many cases there is inadequate parking and ADA access to buildings
and grounds is deficient. This is due in some cases to increased enrollment and the increased
demands resulting in the utilization of itinerant staff to serve students needs. Additionally, since
the original construction, many new ADA laws have been enacted affecting parking lots and
sidewalks.
Sub-surface infrastructure includes an intricate network of pipes, drains, and wires which carry
gas, electric, and water into and away from the buildings and properties. This network of piping
is, in many cases, original from the initial school construction, and a failure of any of these
systems can cause closure for multiple days. Underground water lines, sewage lines and stream
lines will need maintenance or replacement some time between ten and thirty years after

1

Kids and Exercise, http://kidshealth.org/parent/nutrition_fit/fitness/exercise.html, (September 2008).
Washington Adventist Hospital, Benefits of Exercise, http://www.adventistrisk.org/Wellness/index.php?q=node/25, (September
2008).

2
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construction.3 In addition to the underground pipes, the concrete pavement and curbing,
bituminous pavement, retaining walls, and fencing, which are all part of the exterior
infrastructure located within and on the grounds of the Baltimore County Public Schools, will
also need maintenance to provide adequate protection to students and as reasonable stewardship
of facilities.
On another issue related to the many tasks performed by the Office of Grounds, is the interaction
with Baltimore County Government in regard to snow removal. This unique arrangement where
20 of Baltimore County Public Schools largest dump trucks and drivers report to assist in snow
removal on county roads was negotiated4 in 1995 between the two agencies. In this agreement,
Baltimore County Public Schools receives salt to apply to school drives and parking lots, which
assists the process of melting snow and ice, while the county receives the services of trucks and
drivers that report to Baltimore County Government until the conditions are deemed safe by
county inspectors. This arrangement was requested by Baltimore County Government after
downsizing their workforce. After work is completed on the roads, these same trucks and drivers
respond to the school needs. This oftentimes contributes to the difficult task of getting the
schools open and safe for operation.

3

Guidelines for Maintenance of Public School Facility in Maryland,
http://www.pscp.state.md.us/Reports/MAINTENANCE%20GUIDELINES%20DOC%20FINAL%207-15-08~3.pdf, (September
2008)
4
Board of Education / Baltimore County Highways, Joint Snow Removal Assistance Program, February 27, 2004.
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Capital Improvement Program
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BCPS Historical Enrollment Trend
BCPS Historical Enrollment, 1940 to Present
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Data provided by the Office of Strategic Planning

As illustrated in the Historical Enrollment Trend graph, Baltimore County experienced a rapid
increase in student population between 1950 and 1970. The school system served approximately
forty thousand (40,000) students in 1950. During the period between 1950 and 1970 the public
school system tripled its student enrollment by exceeding one hundred thirty-four thousand
(134,000) students.
In response to the unprecedented increase in student enrollment, forty-two (42) schools were
constructed in the 1950s with an additional sixty-two (62) schools in the 1960s.
The accepted life cycle of a school is approximately forty (40) years of service. Consequently,
BCPS was confronted with another unprecedented circumstance in the 1990s. The critical
infrastructure of the bulk of the BCPS inventory was in need of major restoration/replacement
work.
In 1997/98 the consultant firm of Perks-Reutter Associates inspected all schools. The intent of
this report was to identify items and indicate whether they were in poor / fair / or good condition.
This information was used to develop the scope of work for the elementary, special, and middle
schools.
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FY2010 Public School Construction
Capital Improvement Program Guidelines

The following chart illustrates State funding eligibility based upon the age of an existing facility.
Age Category

Project was Occupied or Placed in Service:

40 years & older
31 – 39 years
26 – 30 years
21 – 25 years
16 – 20 years
0 - 15 years

On or before December 31, 1968
On or after Jan. 1, 1969 through Dec. 31, 1977
On or after Jan. 1, 1978 through Dec. 31, 1982
On or after Jan. 1, 1983 through Dec. 31, 1987
On or after Jan. 1, 1988 through Dec. 31, 1992
On or after Jan. 1, 1993 to present

% of State
Construction
Cost
100%
85%
75%
65%
50%
0%

* Information provided by the State of Maryland, Public School Construction Program
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Perks-Reutter Associates
Assessment Program
Executive Summary
In October 1997, the Board of Education approved a contract with Perks-Reutter Associates to
perform a complete assessment of all Baltimore County Public Schools. The purpose of this
assessment was to evaluate and to identify immediate (one to four years), short term (five to
nine years), and long term (ten or more years) infrastructure needs for each school and to
provide a tool for budgeting, planning, and managing each school’s condition.
The proposed plan was intended to be complete in a ten year period and did not address
educational program concerns, abatement activities, design cost, contingency, or construction
phasing and scheduling.
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Fiscal Expenditures To Date ($1 billion)
Between 1998 and 2008, $1,070,000,000 of capital funds was expended by Engineering and
Construction on new schools, additions and renovation projects. These expenditures included
partial renovations at elementary and special schools as well as more encompassing renovations
at middle schools and new school construction. Even with everything that has been
accomplished over the last ten years, considerable work remains to be done to bring all of our
facilities into the 21st century. High school renovations are now underway with a cost projection
of approximately one billion dollars ($1,000,000,000)*. Staff is also in the process of
reevaluating what other renovations are necessary to complete the elementary and special
schools. The initial projected cost for these renovations may also exceed one billion dollars
($1,000,000,000) and would include a modest program to incorporate the mechanical systems
necessary to provide air conditioning, educational enhancements to support the instructional
program, and the refurbishment or replacement of current infrastructure/structural issues.

* Based upon FY2009 dollars

Capital Projects Fund Expenditures

1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
Total

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(per CAFR Audited
Statements)
56,686,957
57,781,173
67,633,841
112,160,296
170,110,883
109,213,128
50,898,554
56,682,135
66,240,727
156,876,000
166,250,000

$ 1,070,533,694
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Critical Infrastructure Components

Critical infrastructure incorporated in most school renovations include:
Structural Systems
• Roof System
• Wall System
• Floor System
• Ceiling System
• Windows - (comprehensive upgrade)
• Doors – (hardware only, comprehensive upgrade)
Mechanical Systems
• Heating System
Boilers
Unit Ventilators (heating only)
Heating Piping
• Ventilating System
Ventilators (AHU)
Exhaust Fans
Kitchen Hood/Makeup
• Air Conditioning System
Chillers
Individual Zoned Roof-top Air Conditioners and Heating Units
Health Suite
Administrative Offices
Computer Labs
Science Labs
Cooling Piping
• Mechanical Sub-systems
New Gas Service
Plumbing Systems
• Water Supply
Domestic Water Piping (interior)
Domestic Water Piping (exterior)
• Sanitary Sewer System
Electrical Systems
• Power System (comprehensive upgrade of power including switchgear and distribution)
New Service Exterior
New Gear/Power System
Generator (Natural Gas/Diesel)
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•

Lighting System
Exterior
Interior

Fire Safety
• Fire Alarm System
• Sprinklers
Conveying Systems
• Chair Lifts
• Elevator (installation, replacement or renovation of elevator system)
Miscellaneous Systems
• Telecommunications
Internal CCTV
Phones
Speaker System/PA
• Security Systems
Doors
Cameras and Servers
Card Reader
Door Mag Locks
Alarms
• ADA Systems
Chairlifts
Ramps
Bathrooms

Educational Program Enhancements (Must be included in all Limited Renovation projects;
these are improvements or enhancements to portions of the building that impact the delivery of
the educational program for a large percentage of the school’s population). Examples include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Renovation/Updating of Science Rooms & Support Rooms
Renovation/Updating of Math Rooms
Renovation/Updating of Art Rooms
Renovation/Updating of Music Rooms
Renovation/Updating of Media Center & Support Rooms (Computer Labs)
Renovation/Updating of Health Suite
Renovation/Updating of Family Studies Rooms
Renovation/Updating of ‘Shop’ or Career and Technology Education Rooms
Renovation/Updating of Cafeteria Rooms
Renovation/Updating of Technology Infrastructure to Enhance 21st Century Leanring
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Systemic Roof Replacement

A cyclic roof replacement program was initiated in the mid 1990s. The impending crisis in
facilities was evident; a resolution to address roof system problems (leaks, mitigation of water
damage, structural deterioration, etc.) could not be deferred any longer.
The current roofing program is modeled after the State of Maryland, Department of General
Services (DGS) plan. Every school roof in BCPS is inspected twice per year, new roofs require
a 20 year warranty, and inventory information is recorded in the Computerized Maintenance
Management System (CMMS) database.
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Strategic Initiatives
Funding 2007


Continue capital investment strategies



Place greater emphasis on window replacement



Improve response to schools through
Computerized Maintenance Management
System (CMMS)



Continue to work aggressively with fiscal
authorities to secure funding so that all students
will be educated in school environments that are
safe and conducive to learning



Enhance BCPS indoor air quality program
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Strategic Initiatives
Funding 2008


Continue capital investment strategies



Continue implementation of IAQ Tools for
Schools Program



Continue building automation system (BAS)



Continue boiler/burner preventive
maintenance program



Continue cyclic maintenance of building
components
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Department of Physical Facilities
Environmental Services
Environmental Services deals with a variety of environmental concerns in schools, but none are
quite as prominent as indoor air quality (IAQ). For this reason, significant resources have been
dedicated to IAQ.
Although the school system had an IAQ program in place for many years, it was somewhat
reactive and ad hoc. In 2000 a written protocol was developed to follow for environmental
investigations and at the same time, attempted to tailor maintenance and operations procedures to
be more conducive to a quality indoor environment. Then, in 2003, the Baltimore County
Council passed a resolution recommending that an Environmental Assessment Committee be
established for BCPS to evaluate the procedures that were in place to ensure a good indoor
environment and make recommendations for improvement. As a result, a written IAQ Program
was developed that incorporates a BCPS protocol for investigations, and adopts the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) Tools for Schools (TfS) program. The basic
program has been modified to better fit the needs of BCPS, but modeled after the USEPA
program. TfS is a self-help program that uses site based individuals to evaluate school problems
and look for simple solutions. Teachers, the building operation supervisor and the school nurse
are common members of the team for a school. The program began in 2005 by involving 40
schools in the program as a pilot project. Since then 40 additional schools have been included in
the program each year. This school year, we are drafting the last group of schools into the
program, and at that point we will have 100% participation. Participation in this program is
intended to create an awareness of what can be done at the classroom level to help improve the
environment in each school. Also, participants are more attuned to possible problems that arise
and can alert Environmental Services before the problem becomes a crisis. BCPS has been very
successful with the TfS program as exemplified by the recognition by the USEPA for our efforts
with three awards, the Great Start Award, the Leadership Award, and the National Excellence
Award. In addition BCPS was awarded the American Lung Association Distinguished Service
Award for Clean Air.
The Offices of Maintenance and Grounds, and Operations have been proactive participants in the
IAQ program. Rapid identification of potential problems and the direct involvement of repair
technicians have served to prevent numerous major IAQ events.
Lastly, due to the success of the IAQ program more funds and effort have been directed toward
preventive measures as opposed to cleanup. Much of our preventive work is aimed at reducing
moisture in buildings, the most immediate cause for mold growth. In effect, there is a beneficial
synergistic effect at work. That is, the more effort put into prevention, the less spent on cleanup
and the more we have for further proactive work. The best way to illustrate this is to review the
expenditures for the last several summers for mold cleanup. Summer is typically our worst time
for mold and it is when the bulk of mitigation funding is expended. During the years 2004 –
2005, approximately $500,000 was dedicated each year to mitigate environmental issues. With
the implementation of a preventative program, expenditures were reduced to an average of
$55,000 per year from 2006 through 2008.
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As the evidence suggests, the results are dramatic. With three summers of data to compare, the
IAQ program is proving to be cost effective, and based upon the reduction in IAQ complaints,
the program is operating in full support of the instructional programming.
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Public School Construction Program Inspections
Inspectors from the Public School Construction Program (PSCP) inspect a portion of BCPS
buildings every year. The inspections are currently on a six (6) year schedule to visit all schools
and to provide a formal written report. The format for the facility inspections includes thirty-five
(35) specific points, including but not limited to: roadways and parking lots, site appearance,
roof conditions, plumbing and bathroom fixtures, fire and safety equipment, and electrical
service equipment. Each component is given a number and the results are tallied for an overall
rating. The ratings are; superior, good, adequate, not adequate, or poor. The Operations staff
utilizes a similar inspection form to inspect approximately one half of all BCPS buildings
annually.
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Baltimore County Public Schools
FY 2007 Maintenance Survey Results
Public School Construction Program

School Name
Battle Grove
Battle Monument Special Ed.
Bear Creek Elementary
Berkshire Elementary
Carroll Manor Elementary
Catonsville Alternative School
Catonsville Elementary
Charlesmont Elementary
Chase Elementary
Cromwell Valley Elementary
Deer Park Elementary
Eastern Technical High
Fifth District Elementary
Grange Elementary
Harford Hills Elementary
Hawthorne Elementary
Lansdowne Elementary
Loch Raven High
Middlesex Elementary
Old Court Middle
Orems Elementary
Overlea High
Owings Mills Elementary
Patapsco High
Perry Hall Middle
Pinewood Elementary
Powhatan Elementary
Reisterstown Elementary
Summit Park Elementary
Towson High
Warren Elementary
Wellwood Elementary
Winand Elementary

Overall Rating
Good
Superior
Adequate
Good
Good
Good
Superior
Good
Good
Good
Good
Adequate
Superior
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Adequate
Good
Good
Adequate
Superior
Good
Adequate
Good
Good
Good
Superior
Good
Good
Good
Good
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Date of Inspection
10/04/06
10/03/06
10/04/06
10/06/06
09/28/06
09/29/06
10/03/06
09/27/06
09/25/06
09/28/06
09/27/06
10/11/06
10/13/06
09/27/06
09/28/06
09/25/06
09/25/06
10/04/06
10/03/06
10/11/06
9/11/06
10/10/06
09/29/06
10/06/06
09/22/06
09/28/06
10/12/06
09/29/06
10/12/06
10/10/06
09/21/06
09/26/06
09/29/06

Baltimore County Public Schools
FY 2008 Maintenance Survey Results
Public School Construction Program

School Name
Cedarmere Elementary
Chatsworth Elementary
Chesapeake High
Cockeysville Middle
Deep Creek Elementary
Eastwood Primary
Fort Garrison Elementary
Glenmar Elementary
Golden Ring Middle
Gunpowder Elementary
Hampton Elementary
Hereford Middle
Hernwood Elementary
Joppa View Elementary
Lutherville Lab
Maiden Choice Spec. Ed.
Oakleigh Elementary
Pleasant Plains Elementary
Red House Run Elementary
Relay Elementary
Riderwood Elementary
Ridge Ruxton Spec. Ed.
Ridgley Middle
Woodbridge Elementary
Woodlawn Middle
Woodlawn High

Overall Rating
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Superior
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Adequate
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Superior
Good
Good
Good
Good

Date of Inspection
11/01/07
11/01/07
10/22/07
11/02/07
10/22/07
10/25/07
10/17/07
10/25/07
10/26/07
10/26/07
10/30/07
10/29/07
10/17/07
10/26/07
10/31/07
10/23/07
10/16/07
11/02/07
10/22/07
10/23/07
10/30/07
10/16/07
10/31/07
10/15/07
10/18/07
10/17/07
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Baltimore County Public Schools
FY 2007 Operations Survey Results
School Name
Arbutus Elementary
Baltimore Highlands Elementary
Battle Monument
Berkshire Elementary
Campfield Center
Carroll Manor Elementary
Carney Elementary
Carver Center for the Arts and Technology
Catonsville Elementary
Cedarmere Elementary
Chadwick Elementary
Charlesmont Elementary
Chapel Hill Elementary
Church Lane Elementary
Colgate Elementary
Cromwell Valley Elementary Regional Magnet
Deep Creek Middle Magnet
Deer Park Middle Magnet
Dundalk Middle
Eastern Technical High
Eastwood Center
Elmwood Elementary
Franklin High School
Fullerton Elementary
Glyndon Elementary
Golden Ring Middle
Gunpowder Elementary
Halstead Academy
Hampton Elementary
Hebbville Elementary
Harford Hills Elementary
Hawthorne Elementary
Hereford High
Hernwood Elementary
Joppa View Elementary
Kingsville Elementary
Lansdowne Middle
Loch Raven Academy
Lutherville Laboratory
Maiden Choice School

Overall Rating
Good
Good
Good
Superior
Superior
Good
Good
Good
Good
Superior
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Adequate
Good
Good
Superior
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Adequate
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Adequate
Superior
Good
35

Date of Inspection
1/20/2007
1/20/2007
1/18/2007
1/26/2007
1/18/2007
1/18/2007
1/19/2007
1/30/2007
1/20/2007
1/18/2007
1/20/2007
1/18/2007
1/25/2007
1/22/2007
1/26/2007
1/30/2007
1/30/2007
1/18/2007
1/18/2007
1/19/2007
2/01/2007
1/22/2007
1/18/2007
1/25/2007
1/24/2007
1/26/2007
1/22/2007
1/31/2007
1/31/2007
1/20/2007
1/19/2007
2/01/2007
1/31/2007
1/22/2007
1/25/2007
1/25/2007
1/21/2007
1/17/2007
2/08/2007
2/12/2007

Baltimore County Public Schools
FY 2007 Operations Survey Results
School Name
Mars Estates Elementary
Martin Boulevard Elementary
Middle River Middle
Milbrook Elementary
Norwood Elementary
Oakleigh Elementary
Oliver Beach Elementary
Orems Elementary
Owings Mills Elementary
Overlea High
Parkville High
Parkville Middle
Perry Hall Elementary
Perry Hall High
Perry Hall Middle
Pikesville High
Pine Grove Elementary
Pine Grove Middle
Pleasant Plains Elementary
Powhatan Elementary
Prettyboy Elementary
Randallstown High
Red House Run Elementary
Riderwood Elementary
Ridgely Middle
Riverview Elementary
Sandalwood Elementary
Scotts Branch Elementary
Seven Oaks Elementary
Shady Spring Elementary
Southwest Academy
Sparrows Point Middle / High
Stoneleigh Elementary
Summitt Park Elementary
Timonium Elementary
Warren Elementary
Western School of Technology
Wellwood International
Windsor Mill Middle
Winfield Elementary
Woodbridge Elementary

Overall Rating
Good
Good
Superior
Superior
Good
Good
Superior
Good
Superior
Good
Adequate
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Superior
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Adequate
Good
Good
Superior
Good
Good
Good
Superior
Superior
Good
Good
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Date of Inspection
1/24/2007
1/22/2007
1/18/2007
1/18/2007
2/01/2007
1/31/2007
1/25/2007
1/26/2007
1/18/2007
1/19/2007
1/19/2007
1/19/2007
1/25/2007
1/22/2007
1/25/2007
1/18/2007
1/18/2007
1/19/2007
1/31/2007
1/21/2007
1/31/2007
1/22/2007
1/26/2007
1/31/2007
1/31/2007
1/21/2007
1/30/2007
1/22/2007
1/22/2007
1/26/2007
1/21/2007
1/24/2007
1/31/2007
1/18/2007
1/31/2007
1/31/2007
1/21/2007
1/18/2007
1/21/2007
2/12/2007
1/21/2007

Baltimore County Public Schools
FY 2007 Operations Survey Results
School Name
Woodlawn High
Woodlawn Middle
Victory Villa Elementary
Villa Cresta Elementary

Overall Rating
Adequate
Adequate
Good
Good
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Date of Inspection
1/21/2007
1/21/2007
1/22/2007
1/31/2007

Baltimore County Public Schools
FY 2008 Operations Survey Results
School Name
Arbutus Middle
Battle Grove Elementary
Bear Creek Elementary
Bedford Elementary
Bridge Center
Catonsville Alternative
Catonsville High
Catonsville Middle
Chase Elementary
Chatsworth Elementary
Chesapeake High
Chesapeake Terrace Elementary
Cockeysville Grounds
Cockeysville Middle
Crossroads Center
Deep Creek Elementary
Deer Park Elementary
Dulaney High
Dumbarton Middle
Dundalk Elementary
Dundalk High
Edgemere Elementary
Edmondson Heights Elementary
Essex Elementary
Featherbed Lane Elementary
Fifth District
Fort Garrison Elementary
Franklin Elementary
Franklin Middle
General John Stricker Middle
Glenmar Elementary
Grange Elementary
Greenwood Offices
Halethorpe Elementary
Hereford Middle
Hillcrest Elementary
Holabird Middle
Home and Hospital
Jacksonville Elementary
Johnnycake Elementary

Overall Rating
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Adequate
Good
Good
Superior
Good
Good
Good
Good
Superior
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Adequate
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Superior
Superior
Superior
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Superior
Good
Good
Adequate
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Date of Inspection
2/01/2008
1/22/2008
1/23/2008
1/26/2008
2/01/2008
2/20/2008
2/07/2008
2/04/2008
2/26/2008
1/23/2008
2/05/2008
3/05/2008
2/04/2008
1/30/2008
1/30/2008
2/13/2008
1/23/2008
1/25/2008
2/01/2008
2/20/2008
2/14/2008
1/28/2008
2/09/2008
1/29/2008
2/09/2008
1/25/2008
1/28/2008
1/23/2008
1/23/2008
1/22/2008
1/29/2008
1/23/2008
2/01/2008
2/09/2008
1/24/2008
2/11/2008
2/14/2008
1/28/2008
1/28/2008
2/13/2008

Baltimore County Public Schools
FY 2008 Operations Survey Results
School Name
Kenwood High
Lansdowne Elementary
Lansdowne High
Loch Raven High
Logan Elementary
McCormick Elementary
Meadowwood Center
Middleborough Elementary
Middlesex Elementary
Milford Mill Academy
New Town Elementary
New Town High
Old Court Middle
Owings Mills High
Padonia Elementary
Patapsco High School
Pikesville Middle
Pinewood Elementary
Professional Development Center
Pot Spring Elementary
Randallstown Elementary
Reisterstown Elementary
Relay Elementary
Ridge Ruxton
Rodgers Forge Elementary
Rosedale Center
Sandy Plains Elementary
Seneca Elementary
Seventh District Elementary
Sollers Point
Southwest Student Support Services
Sparks Elementary
Stemmers Run Middle
Sudbrook Middle Magnet
Sussex Elementary
Timber Grove Elementary
Timonium Office
Towson High
Westchester Elementary
Westowne Elementary

Overall Rating
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Superior
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Superior
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Adequate
Good
Good
Adequate
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Good
Adequate
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Date of Inspection
1/29/2008
2/13/2008
2/14/2008
1/31/2008
1/24/2008
1/25/2008
2/19/2008
2/07/2008
1/29/2008
1/24/2008
1/23/2008
1/23/2008
1/23/2008
1/28/2008
1/24/2008
1/29/2008
1/23/2008
1/29/2008
1/29/2008
1/30/2008
1/25/2008
1/23/2008
2/19/2008
2/01/2008
2/04/2008
1/25/2008
2/20/2008
2/11/2008
1/22/2008
2/11/2008
2/20/2008
1/25/2008
1/17/2008
1/28/2008
2/11/2008
1/23/2008
2/04/2008
2/01/2008
2/21/2008
2/24/2008

Baltimore County Public Schools
FY 2008 Operations Survey Results
School Name
White Oak School
Winand Elementary
Woodholme Elementary
Woodmoor Elementary

Overall Rating
Good
Good
Superior
Adequate
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Date of Inspection
2/04/2008
1/23/2008
1/23/2008
2/25/2008

Quantum Shift in Approach to
Refurbishing / Restoring Vintage Buildings

Quantum Shift in Approach to
Refurbishing / Restoring Vintage Buildings
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High School Feasibility Studies

43

44

High School Feasibility Studies
The Perks-Reutter Study was completed in l998. The study identified items as “poor” that
required replacement/renovation over the next 0-5 years. The elementary schools, special
schools, and middle schools had their infrastructure systems renovated based on the l998 study.
During the middle school renovations, the State approved a Limited Renovation (LR) Program
for possible funding. The Limited Renovation Program requires the Local Education Agency
(LEA) to replace/repair a minimum of five (5) systems along with making educational
enhancements to the school. It is essential to evaluate the approach to renovate high schools.
In 2008, consultants were hired to inspect seven (7) high schools and prepare feasibility studies.
The feasibility studies have:
•
•
•
•
•

Investigated the infrastructure condition, including site assessment and accessibility of each
school.
Investigated possible educational enhancements at each school.
Determined what type of work (boiler replacement, science room upgrading, lighting
retrofits, etc.) that has been completed at each facility over the past 15 years.
Prepared budgetary construction estimates for all proposed renovation work.
Assisted facilities personnel with the capital budget preparation.

The high schools are being investigated (and feasibility studies prepared) on an age order (oldest
to newest) basis. However, after review of the first seven high schools (Sollers Point Technical
HS, Milford Mill Academy, Hereford HS, Kenwood HS, Parkville HS, Dundalk HS, and
Franklin HS), it was evident that building conditions should serve as the primary component to
determine the order for design development and renovation. For example, the BCPS FY2010
Capital Budget has been prepared based on the seven (7) High School Feasibility Studies. In
doing so, the overall physical condition of the infrastructure has been used as the guide to
prioritize each school. For this reason the FY 2010 budget was prepared with Sollers Point
Technical HS, Milford Mill Academy, Dundalk HS, and Parkville HS, as top priorities in this
specific order.
Over the next several months, additional consultants will be selected to begin investigations on
the next set of five (5) to seven (7) high schools, by age order. The information provided from
these studies along with the completed ones will be the key factor in developing future capital
budgets.
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Pragmatic Approach to Revisit
Elementary, Middle, and Special Schools
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Air Conditioned Schools
Elementary, High, Middle,
Special Education, and
Alternative Schools 2007- 08

Area

Type

Carroll Manor
Cromwell Magnet
Fifth District
Halstead Academy
Hampton
Jacksonville
Lutherville
Oakleigh
Padonia
Pinewood
Pleasant Plains
Pot Spring
Prettyboy
Riderwood
Rodgers Forge
Seventh District
Sparks
Stoneleigh
Timonium
Villa Cresta
Warren
Carver Center
Dulaney High
Hereford High
Loch Raven High
Towson High
Cockeysville Middle
Dumbarton Middle
Hereford Middle
Loch Raven Acad.
Ridgely Middle

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

Ridge/Ruxton School

C

White Oak School
Rosedale Alt, center
Carney
Chapel Hill
Elmwood
Essex
Fullerton
Glenmar
Gunpowder
Harford Hills
Joppa View

C
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE

EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
MID
MID
MID
MID
MID
Spec
Ed.
Spec
Ed.
ALT
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL

# +/Cap.

Total/ Partial
Magnet
Status Y/N

Air
Cond.
Status
Y/N

Year
Opened

Sq. Ft.

347
432
277
506
376
556
453
472
297
499
492
541
429
512
624
387
517
604
425
520
349
708
1925
1395
1098
1442
829
983
1044
576
1064

-15
21
3
-59
69
-81
46
-71
-26
-67
-17
64
31
49
228
-74
107
105
20
-112
-46
-58
-59
165
123
182
-220
-131
-79
-506
-18

N
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
N
N
Y
N

N
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N

1935
1963
1932
1962
1958
1994
1951
1955
1968
1966
1958
1963
1941
1965
1951
1969
1998
1930
1959
1952
1971
1949
1964
1953
1972
1949
1967
1956
1984
1961
1960

35,175
49,650
33,425
39,325
49,800
75,672
33,230
39,565
46,960
40,370
59,505
45,790
33,765
51,145
37,395
13,405
54,800
22,410
60,795
28,787
54,790
46,995
184,790
102,060
190,600
160,154
126,140
149,455
88,130
139,355
142,370

240

122

-118

N

Y

1962

40,790

410
250
527
636
519
471
463
371
499
323
621

123
212
460
788
477
442
496
411
501
343
564

-287
-38
-67
152
-42
-29
33
40
2
20
-57

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

Y
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
Y
N
N

1977
1948
1965
1962
1958
1995
1976
1957
1970
1962
1990

81,000
30,460
52,780
42,870
53,280
66,650
62,910
58,000
47,360
48,200
56,987

State
Rated
Cap.

FTE
Enrl.

362
411
274
565
307
637
407
543
323
566
509
477
398
463
396
461
410
499
405
632
395
766
1984
1230
975
1260
1049
1114
1123
1082
1082
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Elementary, High, Middle,
Special Education, and
Alternative Schools 2007- 08
Kingsville
Martin Boulevard
McCormick
Middlesex
Orems
Perry Hall
Pine Grove
Red House Run
Seven Oaks
Shady Spring
Victory Villa
Eastern Tech. High
Kenwood High
Overlea High
Parkville High
Perry Hall High
Golden Ring Middle
Middle River Middle
Parkville Middle
Perry Hall Middle
Pine Grove Middle
Stemmers Run Mid.
Bedford
Cedarmere
Chatsworth
Church Lane
Deer Park
Fort Garrison
Franklin
Glyndon
Hernwood
Milbrook
New Town
Owings Mills
Randallstown
Reisterstown
Scotts Branch
Summit Park
Timber Grove
Wellwood
Winand
Woodholme
Franklin High
Milford Mill Acad.
New Town High
Owings Mills High
Pikesville High

Area
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW

Type
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
MID
MID
MID
MID
MID
MID
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH

State
Rated
Cap.
349
324
455
534
291
516
526
481
425
499
370
1380
1527
1273
2037
2110
901
1007
1089
1643
1241
1154
309
405
414
476
451
431
496
565
398
319
697
699
398
438
511
336
634
455
609
676
1647
1465
1303
1103
1007

FTE
Enrl.
351
271
417
494
309
542
441
462
376
553
299
1236
1793
1279
1882
2321
699
868
1102
1498
1038
713
307
457
384
481
413
398
494
460
450
346
661
648
394
458
482
352
550
438
445
676
1591
1537
963
1086
966
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# +/Cap.
2
-53
-38
-40
18
26
-85
-19
-49
54
-71
-144
266
6
-155
211
-202
-139
13
-145
-203
-441
-2
52
-30
5
-38
-33
-2
-105
52
27
-36
-51
-4
20
-29
16
-84
-17
-164
0
-56
72
-340
-17
-41

Total/ Partial
Magnet
Status Y/N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
N
N

Air
Cond.
Status
Y/N
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
N
N
Y*
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N

Year
Opened
1954
1999
1971
1956
1960
1956
1969
1966
1992
1977
1943
1970
1955
1961
1958
1967
1931
1959
1953
1963
1974
1949
1962
1971
1974
1963
1970
1961
1956
1978
1967
1967
2001
1926
1908
1963
1960
1966
1968
1956
1966
2005
1960
1949
2003
1978
1964

Sq. Ft.
40,095
54,947
54,450
52,000
51,870
57,920
49,565
48,500
56,987
54,620
38,805
136,915
248,390
178,300
202,215
178,960
43,800
125,410
113,845
146,530
150,190
115,860
44,030
55,175
76,085
49,070
52,500
49,555
55,000
54,420
37,970
43,518
83,307
20,775
8,050
41,545
54,640
38,995
52,343
44,770
38,495
82,837
132,625
119,675
209,609
162,770
186,520

Elementary, High, Middle,
Special Education, and
Alternative Schools 2007- 08
Randallstown High
Deer Park Middle
Franklin Middle
Old Court Middle
Pikesville Middle
Sudbrook Mag. Mid.
Battle Grove
Bear Creek
Berkshire
Charlesmont
Chase
Chesapeake Terrace
Colgate
Deep Creek
Dundalk
Eastwood
Edgemere
Grange
Hawthorne
Logan
Mars Estates
Middleborough
Norwood
Oliver Beach
Sandalwood
Sandy Plains
Seneca
Sussex
Chesapeake High
Dundalk High
Patapsco High
Sparrows Pt. High
Deep Creek Middle
Dundalk Middle
Gen. Stricker Middle
Holabird Middle
Sparrows Point Mid.
Sollers Point Tech Mag

Area
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
NW
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE
SE

Battle Monument Sp
Catonsville Alt. Center
Arbutus
Baltimore Highlands
Catonsville
Chadwick
Dogwood
Edmondson Heights

SE
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW

Type
HIGH
MID
MID
MID
MID
MID
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
MID
MID
MID
MID
MID
OTHER
Spec
Ed.
ALT
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL

State
Rated
Cap.
1444
1368
1422
1082
1070
1060
377
573
408
426
393
292
340
368
590
217
523
477
587
517
431
291
509
265
542
677
409
380
1083
1538
1302
850
1113
900
1249
1028
615
725

FTE
Enrl.
1272
1134
1369
552
917
1004
304
408
319
335
312
181
322
425
577
170
518
346
515
493
370
277
623
263
453
515
388
327
1026
1238
1513
803
844
434
790
670
481
NA

270
100
405
585
405
408
503
545

49
41
298
493
368
402
484
550

51

# +/Cap.
-172
-234
-53
-530
-153
-56
-73
-165
-89
-91
-81
-111
-18
57
-13
-47
-5
-131
-72
-24
-61
-14
114
-2
-89
-162
-21
-53
-57
-300
211
-47
-269
-466
-459
-358
-134
NA

Total/ Partial
Magnet
Status Y/N
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
Y

Air
Cond.
Status
Y/N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
N
N
Y*
N
Y
Y
N
Y*
N

Year
Opened
1969
1973
1929
1966
1968
1956
1959
1955
1954
1962
1939
1930
1924
1963
1925
1963
1998
1960
1954
1968
1950
1960
1957
1981
1971
1966
1966
1955
1977
1959
1963
1956
1963
1946
1968
1961
1956
1948

Sq. Ft.
186,825
135,695
47,110
149,315
135,170
150,042
56,540
52,340
57,150
58,900
20,870
18,570
14,765
37,315
30,280
36,855
66,650
55,165
55,240
63,190
37,965
45,835
53,245
50,400
50,500
72,250
47,175
55,075
207,500
193,015
156,275
82,025
145,200
95,860
169,555
124,525
82,025
67,229

-221
-59
-107
-92
-37
-6
-19
5

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

Y
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
N

1962
1958
1925
1960
1910
1966
2000
1957

36,560
22,095
11,770
39,570
32,820
39,525
66,984
54,640

Elementary, High, Middle,
Special Education, and
Alternative Schools 2007- 08
Featherbed Lane
Halethorpe
Hebbville
Hillcrest
Johnnycake
Lansdowne
Powhatan
Relay
Riverview
Westchester
Westowne
Winfield
Woodbridge
Woodmoor
Catonsville High
Lansdowne High
Western Tech.
Woodlawn High
Arbutus Middle
Catonsville Middle
Lansdowne Middle
Southwest Academy
Windsor Mill Middle
Woodlawn Middle

Area
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW

Maiden Choice

SW

Type
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
EL
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
MID
MID
MID
MID
MID
MID
Spec
Ed.

State
Rated
Cap.
716
389
540
542
559
313
313
428
572
499
468
498
392
631
1685
1420
1009
2129
1079
593
975
1102
720
1015

FTE
Enrl.
686
364
447
649
567
354
324
428
460
499
483
424
372
511
1708
1317
936
1881
820
685
698
806
601
687

# +/Cap.
-30
-25
-93
107
8
41
11
0
-112
0
15
-74
-20
-120
23
-103
-73
-248
-259
92
-277
-296
-119
-328

130

105

-25

Total/ Partial
Magnet
Status Y/N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
N

Air
Cond.
Status
Y/N
N
Y
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
N
Y*
Y
N
Y
Y

Year
Opened
1958
1976
1961
1968
1959
1965
1966
1965
1957
1998
1951
1966
1974
1956
1954
1963
1970
1961
1958
1963
1971
1960
2006
1962

Sq. Ft.
56,360
41,435
54,280
47,270
53,675
50,985
44,555
37,710
43,940
66,690
31,650
40,226
53,870
56,245
154,500
149,610
59,860
195,390
138,600
44,615
120,700
136,000
116,648
120,260

N

Y

1951

26,080

Note: *Yes for the start of the 2008-2009 school year
Note: A/C listing does not account for schools where portions of the building are served by air conditioning
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Air Conditioning as Part of the School Infrastructure
Air conditioning is defined as a method of filtering air and regulating its humidity and
temperature in buildings, rooms, etc.
In order to retrofit existing school facilities with air conditioning equipment, the following
information is needed:
Site Specific Survey / Design Development
Approximately one half of school facilities in Baltimore County are equipped with cooling
systems. In consideration of the minimal work that was completed on schools included in the
first phase of the multiple systemic renovation in the late 1990s, the infrastructure (plumbing,
electrical, structural) is not in place in all schools to accommodate air conditioning.
As each building is surveyed to determine the status of the existing infrastructure, the following
elements must be included in the design development:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Temperature
Humidity
Indoor Air Quality (outside air ventilation)
Energy usage
First cost
Operating cost (serviceability and maintenance)
Acoustic issues
Localized design conditions

Educational Areas Affected
In order to support the delivery of the instructional programs, special focus should be directed to
the following educational spaces:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Classrooms
Gymnasiums
Administrative Areas
Health Suites
Cafeteria and Auditoriums
Science Classrooms
Computer Classrooms
School Stores
Technology Education Laboratories
Locker Rooms
Family Studies Rooms
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Equipment Determination
The building envelope, current code requirements, cooling capacity demand, architectural
modifications, and mechanical/electrical evaluations will determine the type of cooling system
and projected cost.
The following are mechanical systems identified to provide HVAC to K-12 school buildings
with regards to the climate in our area. Each individual existing heating and ventilating system
in schools now must be reviewed so that the proper cooling system may be added.
Recommendations by Climate Zone5
Climate Zone 4
• Packaged DX (direct expansion) rooftops or split systems
• Water source heat pumps (including ground source)
• Unit ventilator and Chiller system (2-pipe/4-pipe)
• Fan coil and Chiller system (2-pipe/4-pipe)
• Packaged rooftop VAV (variable air volume) system
• VAV and Chiller system

5

ASHRAE “Advanced Energy Design Guide for K-12 School Buildings
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Executive Proposals
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Executive Proposals
•

Continuation of an aggressive capital program to address
critical infrastructure in schools (electrical, plumbing,
roof systems, window systems, boilers, etc.)

•

Expansion of educational enhancements incorporated into
all school renovation projects

•

Implementation of a program to complete school facility
assessments in order to establish priority action for
renovations at the elementary level

•

Continuation of a comprehensive maintenance program

•

Continuation of support for the Operations preventative
maintenance program

•

Continuation of a planned new school construction
program

•

Inclusion of the study of air conditioning for the possible
inclusion in the renovation program at the high school
level
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Appendix

Pictures Depict – Before / After Pictures Illustrate Advancement
Section 400 Systemic Renovations
State Maintenance Manual Guideline
Procedures Manual for Professional Services - DGS
Rule 6303 – Instruction: Schedules
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Office of Grounds

Parkville High and Villa
Cresta Elementary Schools
Parkville High
Parking Lot Needing
Repair

Villa Cresta Elementary
Parking Lot After
Repair

Logan Elementary and Joppa
View Elementary Schools
Logan Elementary
Damaged Slide

Joppa View
Elementary
Replaced Slide

Johnnycake Elementary and
Franklin High Schools

Johnnycake Elementary
Court Needing Repair

Franklin High
After Replacement

Owings Mills High and
Overlea High Schools
Owings Mills High
Track Needing Repair

Overlea High
Track After
Replacement

Office of Operations

Dundalk Middle School
Library

Essex Elementary School
Multipurpose Room

Woodlawn High School
Cafeteria

Sparks Elementary School
Center Hallway

Milford Mill Academy
Classroom

Office of Maintenance

Middle River Middle School
Replaced Hot Water Tank

Hereford High School
Electrical Service Repair

White Oak School

Before Lighting Retrofit
and Painting

After Lighting Retrofit
and Painting

Chase Elementary School
Lavatory Stall Doors
Needing Repair

Lavatory Stall Doors
Replaced

Eastern Technical High
School
Intercom Repairs

Pleasant Plains Elementary
School
Sprinkler Alarm Repair

Milford Mill Academy

Brick Repointing

Hereford Middle School

Roof Leak

Overlea High School
Water Main Break

Office of Engineering
and Construction

Southwest Academy
Pre-Existing Window
System

New Window System

Glyndon Elementary and
Logan Elementary Schools
Glyndon Elementary
Old Boiler

Logan Elementary
New Boiler

Cockeysville Middle School
Pre-Existing Roof

New Roof

Kenwood High School
Addition
Exterior

Interior

Vincent Farm Elementary
School
Exterior

Interior
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Baltimore County Public Schools
Proposed FY 2010 State and County Capital Budget Request
December 16, 2008

Proj. #
13.004
13.011
13.113
13.117
13.116
13.119
13.113
13.201
13.201

Proj. #
13.200
13.200
13.200
13.200
13.200
13.200
13.200

Miscellaneous Projects
Fuel Tank Replacements - Various Sites
Access for the Disabled
Food Service Warehouse
Transportation Improvements - Bus Lots
Kitchen Equipment Upgrades
Site Acquisition
Perry Hall MS - Roof
Towson W est ES - New Construction
York Road Corridor - Additions
Subtotal:

High School Systemic Renovation & Modernization
George W ashington Carver HS - New Construction
Catonsville HS
Sollers Point HS
Dundalk HS
Milford Mill Academy
Parkville HS
Miscellaneous Projects
Subtotal:

State
Request
$0
0
0
0
0
0
1,340,000
7,015,000
0
$8,355,000

State
Recommended
as of (12/9/08)
$0
0
0
0
0
0
1,340,000
1,600,000
0
$2,940,000

County
Request
$300,000
800,000
3,200,000
2,000,000
1,750,000
2,000,000
2,484,000
132,000
5,000,000
$17,666,000

County
Adopted in FY 09
For FY 10
$300,000
800,000
3,200,000
2,000,000
1,750,000
2,000,000
0
0
5,000,000
$15,050,000

State
Request
28,101,000
2,798,000
0
0
13,500,000
20,800,000
0
$65,199,000

State
Recommended
as of (12/9/08)
7,700,000
2,798,000
0
0
0
0
0
$10,498,000

County
Request
0
0
0
42,950,000
22,250,000
31,800,000
0
$97,000,000

County
Adopted in FY 09
For FY 10
0
0
0
0
0
0
65,285,000
$65,285,000
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Baltimore County Public Schools
Proposed FY 2010 State and County Capital Budget Request
December 16, 2008

Proj. #
13.665
13.665
13.665
13.665
13.665
13.665
13.665
13.665
13.665
13.665
13.665
13.665
13.665
13.665
13.665
13.665
13.665

Proj. #
13.666
13.666
13.666
13.666
13.666
13.666
13.666

Major Maintenance
Pine Grove MS - Exterior Wall Repair
Towson HS - Mechanical
Greenwood Mansion - Boiler Replacement
Cockeysville Service Center - Boiler Replacement
Stemmers Run MS - Boiler Replacement
Glyndon ES - Boiler Replacement
Oliver Beach ES - Boiler Replacement
Dundalk ES - Boiler Replacement
Fifth District ES - Chiller Replacement
Hebbville ES - Window Replacement
Chesapeake Terrace ES - Window Replacement
Seventh District ES - W indow Replacement
Shady Spring ES - Window Replacement
White Oak School - W indow Replacement
Sparrows Point HS/MS - Sewer Line Replacement
Arbutus MS - Gymnasium Bleacher Replacement
Miscellaneous Projects
Subtotal:

Alterations/Code Updates/Restoration
Chase ES - Sprinkler Installation
Arbutus ES - Sprinkler Installation
Various Schools - Security Gates
Various Schools - Security Cameras & Card Access Systems
Arbutus Maintenance Building - Renovation
White Oak School - Time Out Rooms
Miscellaneous Projects
Subtotal:

State
Request
1,025,000
0
0
0
308,000
256,000
256,000
256,000
461,000
529,000
256,000
230,000
230,000
307,000
0
0
0
$4,114,000

State
Recommended
as of (12/9/08)
500,000
0
0
0
308,000
256,000
256,000
256,000
0
529,000
256,000
230,000
230,000
0
0
0
0
$2,821,000

County
Request
1,425,000
3,000,000
600,000
600,000
402,000
344,000
344,000
344,000
779,000
641,000
344,000
310,000
310,000
418,000
300,000
65,000
0
$10,226,000

County
Adopted in FY 09
For FY 10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
18,914,000
$18,914,000

State
Request
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
$0

State
Recommended
as of (12/9/08)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
$0

County
Request
1,200,000
1,400,000
600,000
1,500,000
700,000
25,000
0
$5,425,000

County
Adopted in FY 09
For FY 10
0
0
0
0
0
0
3,000,000
$3,000,000
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Baltimore County Public Schools
Proposed FY 2010 State and County Capital Budget Request
December 16, 2008

Proj. #
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672

Site Improvements
5th District ES - Aprons, Loop, Overlay
Franklin MS - Repair Steps and Repave Parking
Norwood ES - Repave Drop Loop Exit
Food Service Warehouse Alt Road - Repair/Repave Road
Catonsville ES - Repave Parking Lot
Pikesville HS - Repave Parking Lot and Driveway
Perry Hall ES - Additional Parking
Pleasant Plains ES - Additional Parking/Drop Loop
Church Lane ES - Additional Parking
Kingsville ES - Additional Parking
McCormick ES - Additional Parking
Pikesville HS - Repair & Resurface Multi-Use & Tennis Courts
Dundalk ES - Loading Dock Replacement
Winfield ES - Additional Parking
Halstead Academy - Additional Entrance & Paving
Arbutus MS - Remove & Replace Concrete Curbing & Sidewalks
McCormick ES - Repair & Stabilize Slopes in Rear of School
Parkville HS - Repair & Stabilize North Slope Sliding & Drains
Hereford MS - Repair & Resurface Multi-Use & Tennis Courts
Bear Creek ES - Remove & Replace Property Line Fence
Eastern Tech HS - Repave Rear Lot & Service Drive
Villa Cresta ES - Replace Multi-Use Court Fence
Parkville HS - Repair Concrete Steps & Storm Drain
Johnnycake ES - Repair & Resurface Multi-Use Courts
Sudbrook MS - Paving Parking Area & Driveways
Warren ES - Replace Multi-Use Court Fence
Dundalk Bus Lot - Repave Entire Parking Lot
Padonia ES - Repair & Resurface Multi-Use Courts
Pikesville HS - Repair & Resurface Multi-Use & Tennis Courts
Edmondson Heights ES - Replace Concrete Curbing/Walk
Church Lane ES - Repair & Resurface Multi-Use Courts
Pikesville HS - Paving Parking Area & Driveways
Pot Spring ES - Repair & Resurface Multi-Use Courts
Edmondson Heights ES - Repair & Resurface Multi-Use Courts
Patapsco HS - Repave Parking Lots & Aprons

State
Request
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

State
Recommended
as of (12/9/08)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

County
Request
500,000
500,000
400,000
500,000
500,000
900,000
500,000
650,000
500,000
800,000
600,000
300,000
150,000
850,000
750,000
300,000
600,000
900,000
200,000
100,000
600,000
50,000
200,000
100,000
800,000
50,000
700,000
100,000
300,000
250,000
100,000
900,000
100,000
100,000
800,000

County
Adopted in FY 09
For FY 10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Baltimore County Public Schools
Proposed FY 2010 State and County Capital Budget Request
December 16, 2008

Proj. #

Site Improvements - (continued from previous page)

13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672
13.672

Perry Hall HS - Repair Rear Parking Lot Drainage System & Slopes
Hawthorne ES - Repave New Lot & Replace Curb/Gutter
Arbutus ES - Replace Multi-Use Courts Fence & Backstops
Catonsville HS - Replace Multi-Use Court/Tennis Court Fence
Battle Grove ES - Remove & Replace Perimeter Fence
Wellwood ES - Repair & Resurface Multi-Use Courts
Towson HS - Repair Concrete Curb and Gutter
Berkshire ES - Remove and Replace Backstop & Perimeter Fence
Kenwood Business and Professional Dev. - Repave Parking Lot
Seneca ES - Replace Aprons & Front Walks
Overlea HS - Repair & Stabilize Slopes in Rear of School
Catonsville HS - Paving Parking Area & Driveways
Miscellaneous Projects
Subtotal:

Proj. #
13.671
13.671
13.671
13.671
13.671
13.671
13.671
13.671
13.671
13.671
13.671

Roof Replacements
Catonsville HS
Loch Raven Technical Academy
Colgate ES
Bear Creek ES
Battle Grove ES
Carney ES
Halstead Academy
Pot Spring ES
Prettyboy ES
Seventh District ES
Various Projects
Subtotal:

Totals:

State
Request

State
Recommended
as of (12/9/08)

County
Request

County
Adopted in FY 09
For FY 10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
$0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
$0

1,100,000
500,000
200,000
150,000
200,000
100,000
300,000
250,000
900,000
200,000
800,000
1,000,000
0
$21,350,000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3,000,000
$3,000,000

State
Request
898,000
0
400,000
925,000
961,000
923,000
828,000
773,000
379,000
702,000
0
$6,789,000

State
Recommended
as of (12/9/08)
898,000
0
400,000
0
961,000
809,000
828,000
774,000
0
592,000
0
$5,262,000

County
Request
1,204,000
4,365,000
538,000
1,242,000
1,291,000
1,352,000
1,112,000
1,038,000
632,000
1,053,000
0
$13,827,000

County
Adopted in FY 09
For FY 10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6,500,000
$6,500,000

$84,457,000

$21,521,000

$165,494,000

$111,749,000
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I. A
Executive Summary to the 2008 Annual Update
INTRODUCTION
The vision of Baltimore County Public Schools (BCPS) is to produce graduates who have the
content knowledge, skills, and attitudes to reach their potential as responsible, productive
citizens. BCPS believes that all students can and will learn and achieve when the following
necessary conditions for learning are provided: a rigorous curriculum, highly qualified teachers,
and proven strategies for learning. In 2000, BCPS developed and introduced the Blueprint for
Progress, which is aligned with the Bridge to Excellence and No Child Left Behind acts, to focus
staff, students, and all stakeholders on providing the necessary conditions for high student
achievement.
The foundation of the Blueprint for Progress is based upon clear standards, high quality
instruction, and individual accountability, and is the basis for the Master Plan of the Baltimore
County Public Schools. The BCPS Blueprint for Progress and Master Plan include performance
goals and indicators (incorporating the five goals of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act [ESEA] and three local school system goals) that serve as the concrete measures by which
student achievement is benchmarked and school system accountability for achievement is
defined. The Blueprint for Progress and Master Plan strategies establish that the school system is
accountable for meeting high standards for all students and that achievement gaps will cease to
exist when the goal of 100% of students achieving proficient/advanced is met by 2012 (BCPS
goal). Regardless of the specific performance goal or strategy, the consistent implementation of
strategies at the activity level is intended to ensure that all actions outlined in the Master Plan are
replicated systemwide to address improving achievement and the elimination of performance
gaps among student groups.
After analyzing student achievement data through the use of the system’s data warehouse and
MSDE reports, the results indicate that BCPS has achieved significant gains for all groups of
students, and that performance continues to improve while substantial changes occur. These
changes include significant increases in the minority and English language learner populations
and changing socio-economic conditions. Student achievement continues to improve; however,
achievement gaps (identified based upon students’ race/ethnicity, socio-economic status,
disability, and English proficiency) remain. Addressing these performance gaps through
consistent implementation of the Blueprint for Progress and the accompanying Master Plan is
vital to ensuring the success of all students.
Detailed information about system successes, opportunities for growth, and adjustments to the
implementation of the Master Plan strategies is contained in the full 2008 Annual Update to the
Bridge to Excellence Master Plan. Baltimore County Public Schools is committed to continuing
the consistent implementation of the Blueprint for Progress and Master Plan. BCPS students are
performing at the highest levels in the history of the school system – standards continue to be
raised, achievement continues to improve, and BCPS will continue to stay the course.
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SUCCESSES AND CHALLENGES
Baltimore County Public Schools has achieved numerous successes in improving student
achievement since the adoption of the Blueprint for Progress and implementation of the Master
Plan; however, challenges remain. Highlights of those successes and challenges follow:
MSA and HSA
After analyzing student achievement data and other data, it is apparent the BCPS has achieved
significant gains for all groups of students and that performance continues to improve. It is also
clear that challenges remain. The following are highlights of the system’s successes and
challenges for all student groups.
Elementary
Successes
Successes were more significant at the elementary level than the middle school level. In the
target area of reading, all subgroups surpassed the Annual Measurable Objective (AMO). In the
area of mathematics, all subgroups exceeded the AMO or scored within the confidence interval.
Challenges
In the area of mathematics, 67.1% of the students receiving special education services scored
proficient or advanced. This was slightly below the AMO of 69.1%, but within the confidence
interval.
Middle
Successes
In the target area of reading, all subgroups evidenced improvement from 2007 to 2008. The
performance of the African American subgroup increased by almost 10 percentage points,
increasing from 60.7 % to 70.0% of students scoring proficient or advanced. The Hispanic
subgroup’s performance increased from 64.9% to 69.8%, an increase of almost 4.9 percentage
points. Students in the FARMS subgroup realized a 10 percentage point increase, moving from
56.6% to 66.6%, from 2007 to 2008. English language learners’ performance increased from
60.7% in 2007 to 52.0% in 2008. The special education subgroup made significant
improvements, moving from 35.6% to 47.1% of students scoring proficient or advanced, an
increase of 11.5 percentage points.
In the target area of mathematics, all subgroups evidenced improvement from 2007 to 2008. The
performance of the African American subgroup increased by 9.8 percentage points, moving from
44.0% in 2007 to 53.8% in 2008 of students scoring proficient or advanced. Students in the
FARMS subgroup realized a 9.0 percentage point increase, moving from 42.3% to 51.3% of
students scoring proficient or advanced. Students in the special education subgroup evidenced a
10.1 percentage point increase, moving from 28.9% in 2007 to 39.0% in 2008.
Challenges
In the area of reading, the African American, Hispanic, FARMS, LEP, and Special Education
subgroups did not meet the AMO of 71.1%. Among African American middle school students,
70.0% scored proficient or advanced. This was slightly below the AMO, but within the
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confidence interval. In 2008, 69.8% of the students in the Hispanic subgroup and 66.6% of the
students in the FARMS subgroup scored proficient or advanced. Significant performance gaps
continue among student groups based upon disability and English proficiency. Only 47.1% of
students receiving special education services and 52.2% of the students in the LEP subgroup
scored proficient or advanced.
In Mathematics, there were three student subgroups that did not meet the AMO of 57.2%;
African American, FARMS, and Special Education. Among African American students, 53.8%
scored proficient or advanced in mathematics. Of the students in the FARMS subgroup, 51.3%
scored proficient or advanced. While the special education subgroup showed significant
progress, this subgroup continues to be an area of significant challenge with only 39.0% of the
students scoring proficient or advanced.
High
Successes
Based upon preliminary data that included the results of the May 2008 High School Assessment
(HSA) test administration, 82.0% of all Grade 11 students have passed the HSA in Algebra/Data
Analysis, 87.6% in Government, 79.2% in English, and 79.4% in Biology.
Challenges
Despite the overall increases, challenges related to achievement on the High School Assessments
include addressing the needs of student groups in specific underperforming high schools. The
passing rate for the Special Education subgroup group continues to fall significantly below the
other subgroups.
Adequate Yearly Progress
The percentage of elementary schools making AYP has remained stable over the past five years
at 94.0%. The number increased for middle schools from 40.7% in 2007 to 48.1% in 2008. The
percentage of Title I elementary schools making AYP was 86.5% in 2008.
Advanced Placement
Advanced Placement (AP) participation increased from a baseline of 1.7% in 1989-1990 to
12.6% in 2007-2008, far exceeding the national average of 7.0%. During this period of dramatic
increase in participation, pass rates have remained above the global pass rate of 60%. The
systemwide pass rate for 2007-2008 was 70.5%. Determined efforts to support improvement in
AP participation and pass rates will continue.
PSAT
The rate of Grade 10 student participation in the PSAT has risen 1.7 percentage points since
2002-2003 increasing the opportunities for students to become college-ready.
SAT
The rate of student participation in the SAT has risen for the past four years. For the class of
2008, 55.6% of BCPS students participated in the SAT as compared with 42.0% for the nation.
SAT data for 2007-2008 indicated an increase in the percent of BCPS high schools that met or
exceeded the national mean. Overall, SAT combined scores decreased slightly as participation
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increased (a national trend); however, SAT combined scores increased for some student groups
such as ELL and FARMS. For example, ELL students showed an increase in writing
performance, with a mean higher than that of their national peers.
Highly Qualified Teachers
The percentage of highly qualified teachers increased from 2007 to 2008. The percentage of core
academic subjects taught by highly qualified middle school teachers has risen from 87.5% in
2006-2007 to 95.5% in 2007-2008. The percentage of highly qualified teachers in Title I schools
was 97.4% in 2005-2006. The percentage of highly qualified teachers teaching core academic
subjects in high poverty schools has improved from 2006-2007 to 2007-2008 increasing from
99.1% to 100% in elementary schools and 91.6% to 97.9% in secondary schools.
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GROWTH
While the overall system data indicate that much progress has been made, comprehensive data
analysis points to the following opportunities for growth:
•
•
•
•

Continuing to increase course rigor and improving the achievement of students in middle
and high schools to ensure that all students pass the HSA and that AP participation and
pass rates increase.
Continuing to improve the consistency and implementation of curriculum aligned with
the Voluntary State Curriculum and Core Learning Goals to ensure that all students are
successful on the MSA, HSA, AP, and SAT.
Continuing to maintain focus on providing acceleration programs and interventions that
will move all students to proficient or advanced in reading/language arts and mathematics
on the MSA.
Continue to identify and implement strategies for addressing the gaps in AYP proficiency.

LOOKING FORWARD
To address the identified opportunities for growth, Baltimore County Public Schools system
continues to be focused on improving the instructional program to ensure that all students meet
the high standards necessary to be successful in college or in the workforce. System priorities to
support the required adjustments include the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Continue to increase the rigor of the instructional program.
Expand AVID (Advancement Via Individual Determination) and other high school
strategies/programs, such as AP participation, to provide more opportunities for students
to become college-ready.
Expand kindergarten special education inclusion programs.
Support Education That is Multicultural strategies including implementing the Style to
Content Learning Preferences Inventory.
Apply research-based methodologies and interventions to meet the needs of diverse
learners.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide professional development to teachers and administrators in the effective use of
digital content to support instruction and their own learning.
Continue to provide professional development to elementary teachers and administrators
to connect the implementation of rigorous, engaging English/language arts, reading, and
writing instruction with preparation of students for success on the English HSA.
Continue to expand inclusive service options for students in early childhood programs,
such as community-based services and inclusive early childhood classrooms for three,
four, and five-year-old children through collaborative planning and programming.
Continue to implement Algebraic Thinking mathematics curriculum in grades 6-8 in all
middle schools to prepare students for success in Algebra I and to pass the Algebra/Data
Analysis HSA.
Increase parent and community involvement.
Continue to expand AIM.
Expand 100 Book Challenge to encourage independent reading by students.
Support programs to assist teachers and paraprofessionals to become highly qualified.
Provide alternative and intervention programs to address acceleration, transition, or other
student needs.
Continue to implement a systemic intervention plan to support schools not achieving
Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP).
Develop, pilot, and implement a plan for assessing student literacy skills in alignment
with the Maryland Technology Literacy Standards for Students and the Voluntary State
Curriculum and as required by the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001.

STRATEGIES FOR ADDRESSING GAPS IN AYP PROFICIENCY
Baltimore County Public Schools is committed to addressing the gaps in AYP proficiency rates
for LEP, Special Education, FARMS, and African American students. In addition to addressing
the identified performance gaps through the consistent implementation of the Blueprint for
Progress and the accompanying Master Plan, the follow are highlights of the strategies and
activities directly related to closing the performance gaps for the identified subgroups:
Limited English Proficient:
Reading
• The Office of World Languages will enhance and target professional development for
ESOL and World Language teachers in writing, an area with which many English
language learners struggle.
• This year a new elementary Language Arts program has been implemented to provide
differentiation for English language learners. This program contains a variety of
resources and supports and is directly aligned with the core curriculum of our nonELL students in order to provide these students with exposure to grade level materials.
• At the secondary level, direct instruction is provided in both reading and writing for
ELL students. This direct instruction is followed by additional support classes based
on the results of assessments and targeted to specific student gaps in achievement.
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Mathematics
• BCPS will enhance the professional development activities provided to elementary
mathematics teachers to include specific instructional strategies to support the
achievement of ELL students. The offices of mathematics, world languages, and
ESOL will continue to collaborate to develop these professional development
activities.
• In order to support English language learners, the Office of World Languages will
continue to provide guidance on differentiated instructional strategies for this group.
A grant that will be piloted in Woodlawn High School is aimed at increasing
mathematics skills for English language learners with limited formal education.
• The Office of Mathematics will collaborate with the Office of World Languages to
review current instructional practices for English language learners and investigate
new intervention programs to ensure proficiency in mathematics for all English
language learners.
• The system will continue the implementation of the Algebraic Thinking mathematics
curriculum in grades 6 through 8, in all middle schools to prepare students for success
in Algebra I and to pass the Algebra/Data Analysis HSA.
Special Education:
• BCPS will continue to ensure maximum access to the general education curriculum,
particularly mathematics and reading instruction, for all students with disabilities in
the Least Restrictive Environments (LRE).
• In order to ensure that special education students in inclusive and self-contained
settings have access to the highest quality instructors, the district will continue to
provide collaborative professional development among general educators and special
educators. This professional development will have as its focus the implementation
of the Voluntary State Curriculum (VSC) in all content areas, particularly reading and
mathematics.
Reading
•

•

BCPS will continue to implement a differentiated instructional model for reading and
language arts instruction. This model includes research-based programs, and regular
use of data analysis to drive instruction and interventions. This differentiated
instructional model is intended to provide schools with a structure to monitor the
reading achievement of all students; to provide early and prompt instructional support
to students who are at-risk for future reading difficulties; to reduce the number of
students identified for special education by providing early literacy support; to
increase the number of students reading at grade level by the end of Grade 2; and
decrease the number of students reading below grade level in grades 3-5.
The Office of Language Arts and the Office of Special Education will collaborate to
monitor the effective implementation of all reading interventions at all grade levels.
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•

•

•
•

BCPS will allocate special education resource teachers to each of the four core
content offices on a full-time basis. These teachers work with teachers to model
instruction, review the results of assessments and plan instruction based on individual
student progress towards grade level standards to ensure that the needs of students
with disabilities are targeted as an integral part of all instructional initiatives.
The Office of Language Arts will continue to collaborate with the Office of Special
Education to continue to provide professional development in the effective use and
implementation of co-teaching models at all levels. The co-teaching model provides
for more inclusive educational opportunities for students with disabilities and
increased access to the general education curriculum. Frequent exposure to the core
curriculum will help to close the achievement gap for students with special needs.
Additionally, this model also provides for a smaller student-teacher ratio which
increases the intensity and frequency of student-teacher interactions, allows for small
group instruction, and promotes differentiation of curricular content and more
frequent opportunities for students to work with grade level curriculum.
In order to provide all students access to rigorous instruction, SpringBoard strategies
will be embedded within the Grade 8 Language Arts curriculum.
At the high school level, the Achieve 3000 and ReadAbout programs are also being
used at many of our secondary schools to support students who need additional help
to meet standards.

Mathematics
• BCPS will monitor and support the effective implementation of the differentiation
strategies embedded in the elementary mathematics core program at all grade levels,
including SuccessNet, an intervention program aligned to MSA to support individual
student needs through diagnostic screening and subsequent individualized monitoring.
• The Office of Mathematics will provide professional development to elementary
general and special educators on the use of Elementary Mathematics Differentiation
Strategies and Resources, a document of differentiation strategies, developed in
collaboration with the Office of Special Education and aligned to the elementary
mathematics program and the VSC. This document provides instructional strategies
for use by teachers in inclusion and self-contained elementary classrooms to
differentiate mathematics instruction for students with special needs.
• BCPS will intensify the level of support by the mathematics special education
resource teachers at schools needing additional assistance in delivering a
differentiated curriculum.
• The system will provide professional development for mathematics teachers in the
use of technology to include training on graphing calculators, SuccessNet, Video
Safari Montage, and computer integration to support the achievement of students in
all categories, including those in special education.
• The Office of Mathematics will continue to provide professional development to
middle school teachers and administrators to connect the implementation of rigorous,
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•

hands-on, engaging mathematics instruction, such as Algebraic Thinking Booster
Sessions and Algebraic Thinking Coaches, to the preparation of students to pass the
Algebra/Data Analysis HSA.
The Office of Mathematics will collaborate with the Office of Special Education to
review current instructional practices for achievement of all students receiving special
education services to identify areas where enhancements are needed.

Free and Reduced Meal Services (FARMS):
• BCPS will target school-based and countywide professional development for teachers,
administrators, and support personnel in reading, language arts, mathematics, science,
and social studies to support the achievement students who qualify for free and
reduced meal services (FARMS).
Reading
•

•
•

•

BCPS will intensify efforts to ensure all students, especially students eligible for free
or reduced meals, receive highly quality rigorous instruction based upon the
Voluntary State Curriculum.
BCPS will ensure the use systematic data analysis regarding student achievement in
order to screen for, and release from, targeted assistance.
The system will identify and consistently implement a common core of research
based instructional practices resulting in purposeful and engaging work for all
students including those who qualify for free and reduced meal services (FARMS).
BCPS will monitor the effectiveness of the newly implemented differentiated
instructional model for reading and language arts. This strategy is intended to
provide early support for students, including students eligible for free or reduced
meals, who are at-risk for reading difficulties before they get to Grade 3.

Mathematics
• BCPS will intensify efforts to ensure all students, especially students eligible for free
or reduced meals, receive highly quality rigorous instruction based upon the
Voluntary State Curriculum.
• BCPS will ensure the use of systematic data analysis regarding student achievement
in order to screen for and release from targeted assistance.
• Provide professional development for instructional coaches in Title I schools and
assistance in selecting and implementing approved intervention programs for their
Extended Year Programs in mathematics.
• The system will identify and consistently implement a common core of research
based instructional practices resulting in purposeful and engaging work for students
who qualify for free and reduced meal services (FARMS).
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African American Students:
Reading
• BCPS will provide for the consistent and systematic implementation of the Voluntary
State Curriculum in all content areas.
• The system will ensure high quality culturally responsive instruction is implemented
in all schools.
• BCPS will implement the Language! Program, which is targeted at those students
who are reading below grade level. The program is being expanded to more schools
throughout the district in order to reach more students. Data are being collected to
begin to track the effectiveness of this program so that appropriate modifications can
be made early enough to make a difference early for students having reading
difficulty.
Mathematics
• BCPS will provide for the consistent and systematic implementation of the Voluntary
State Curriculum in all content areas, to meet the needs of all students.
• The Office of Mathematics will provide professional development to teachers that
focus on a variety of instructional strategies, including culturally responsive
pedagogy, for teaching mathematics to diverse groups of students.
• The system and schools will disaggregate data collected through the administration of
middle school mathematics short-cycle and benchmark assessments to help schools
identify students in need of immediate intervention. The Office of Mathematics will
assist teachers in the use of the BCPS grade-specific MSA Resource Guides for
grades 6-8 that provide additional mathematics resources aligned with the VSC.
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE FY09 BUDGET
The BCPS Blueprint for Progress and Master Plan provided the framework for the preparation of
the FY09 operating budget. System resources are fully aligned to support the implementation of
the Blueprint and Master Plan. The following are highlights from the FY09 Budget reflecting
items that support the identified opportunities for growth:
• Expand the use of online courses for students with an emphasis on online Advanced
Placement courses, online SAT Prep courses, and courses for Alternative Schools
including Home and Hospital.
• Improve student to teacher ratios in summer school.
• Provide additional targeted professional development across the system.
• Expand the availability of virtual instruction.
• Provide special education staffing and early identification of students.
• Expand the availability of graphing calculators to all alternative and evening high
schools.
• Expand the AVID program.
• Provide resources to support the use of instructional technology by renewing Safari
Montage’s subscription.
• Expand Advanced Placement course offerings.
• Implement local and foreign recruitment efforts to recruit highly qualified teachers.
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•
•
•
•
•

Provide professional development and certification programs for English/reading/writing
and math teachers.
Expand the 100 Book Challenge program.
Expand the Department of Research, Accountability, and Assessment to support
systemwide use of data and program evaluation.
Provide resources to schools in restructuring to support the implementation of alternative
governance plans.
Provide resources to support the opening of Baltimore County Public Schools first charter
school, Imagine Schools, Inc.

Additional detailed information regarding strategies and activities being implemented to Address
Gaps in AYP Proficiency is available within the 2008 BTE Master Plan Update and the BCPS
2008-2009 Master Plan. Additional information about the budget and its alignment to the
Blueprint for Progress is available in the BCPS Master Plan and the FY09 Adopted Budget
available online, www.bcps.org.
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FY 2009
Original
Approved
Budget
$646,094,000
198,000
520,370,000
65,647,000
16,544,000
$1,248,853,000

FY 2008
Original
Approved
Budget
$617,722,000
44,000
517,168,000
73,313,000
12,313,000
$1,220,560,000

Imagine Schools, Inc. charter school
Subtotal:

100 Book Challenge program expansion

1,869,160
$8,635,480

514,002

1,770,553

800,000

Four percent increase to non-salary school budgets $150,000 redirected funds

Non-public placement funding - county matching portion

127,057

30,000

1,211,108

390,000

Career and Technology Education positions for new technology wing

Safari Montage digital content subscription renewal (172 schools and offices)

Restructuring - Lansdowne Middle, Southwest Academy, and Woodlawn High School

Old Court and Woodlawn Middle Schools $26,000 redirected funds

99,000

782,526

Math TI-84+ graphing calculators for Algebra 1 (alternative, evening and high schools)

100,710

20,706

364,508

39,149

517,001

Amount

4.6%
350.0%
0.6%
-10.5%
34.4%
2.3%

% Change

High school language arts specialist

$28,372,000
154,000
3,202,000
(7,666,000)
4,231,000
$28,293,000

Change

Request for contracted services to be transferred from the Pass-through grant

EYE days for curriculum writing - math and science

Base budget increase for extra duty activities

Curriculum writing stipends for teachers and specialists

AVID expansion - middle (4) and high (4) schools

Local Goal 1:
Item:
NCLB:

Change in Expenditures:

($ in Thousands)
Revenues:
Local Appropriation
Other Local Revenue
State Revenue
Federal Revenue
Other Resources/Transfers
Total Revenue

Baltimore County Public Schools

1.1.A: Current Year Variance Table
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9,598,741

Cost increases for benefits for full-time employees

Subtotal:

Local Goal 8:
NCLB:
Item:
Base budget increase for summer school transportation
Maintenance fee for substitute employee management system (SEMS)
Subtotal:

Local Goal 7:
NCLB:
Item:
Director, specialist, and coordinator for the Department of Research, Accountability, and Assessment
Subtotal:

1,380,320
3,355
$1,383,675

571,764
$571,764

724,752
901,135
(4,299,500)
50,000
9,727
($2,613,886)

$25,758,303

109,299

1,722,159

Base budget increase for substitute salaries

Coordinator of professional development and training

1,874,149

12,453,955

Reclassifications effective January 2008 (half-year)

Salary increments per union agreements (step increases)

Item:

Local Goal 4:
NCLB:
Item:
Staffing for Crossroads Center
Staffing for opening of Vincent Farm Elementary School
Utilities
Emergency asbestos testing
Stipend payments for new school nurses
Subtotal:

NCLB:

Local Goal 3:

-

4.0
4.0

28.2

13.0
15.2

1.0
1.0

-

Local Goal 2:
NCLB:
Item:
Translation of documents for parents and students
Subtotal:
20,000
$20,000

Finance
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*Add additional lines where necessary

Mandatory/Cost of Doing Business (Not captured elsewhere)*
Enrollment adjustments/Redirected Funds
Mid-year additions
One-time requests FY2009
Built in requests and other adjustments
One-time requests FY2008
Reduction in Special Revenue Funds
Subtotal – Mandatory/Cost of Doing Business
Total (must equal the Change in Total Revenue)

2008 Master Plan Annual Update Data Section

10.8
56.0

(4.1)
14.9

13,231,152 Present Cost of Salaries
(2,106,056) Other Adjustments

(15,337,208) Turnover

(1,252,073)
745,981
12,256,475
(930,002)
(7,461,930)
(8,820,787)
(5,462,336)
$28,293,000
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$617,722,000
517,168,000
73,313,000
12,313,000
44,000
$1,220,560,000

$617,722,000
517,168,000
73,313,000
12,313,000
44,000
$ 1,220,560,000

FY 2008 Final
Budget
6/30/2008
($ in Thousands)
%
%
%
%
%
%

Actual

Planned

% Change

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Change

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Create new Home School Behavior and Learning Support (BLS) programs
Create new NW Area cluster elementary school Asperger’s Program
Advanced Placement course expansion
AVID coordinator for Woodlawn High School
Prekindergarten program expansion
Provide related services professional license fees
College Access Program
Institutionalizing two new magnet programs
Increase rate of pay for personal assistants
Full-Day Kindergarten expansion
Video Safari Montage
Convert Child Find & related services positions to 12 month positions

128,622.00
14,140.00
197,472.00
57,084.00
711,068.00
43,750.00
45,000.00
231,650.00
483,234.00
1,034,560.00
159,860.00
36,341.00

128,622.00
14,140.00
197,472.00
57,084.00
711,068.00
43,750.00
45,000.00
231,650.00
483,234.00
1,034,560.00
159,860.00
36,341.00

Master Plan Goal 1 - By 2012, all students will reach high standards, as established by the Baltimore County Public Schools and State performance level
standards, in reading/language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies.
1
AssessTrax short-cycle assessment program & scanners
1,409,000.00
1,432,240.00
1
Create new Infants and Toddlers positions
64,074.00
64,074.00

Change in Expenditures:

Revenues:
Local Appropriation
State Revenue
Federal Revenue
Other Resources/Transfers
Other Local Revenue
Total Revenue

FY 2008 Original
Budget
7/1/2007

1.1.B: Prior Year Variance Table (Comparison of Prior Year Expenditures)
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Science Weekly subscriptions for elementary schools
Instructional Technology Resource Teachers

STEM Academy Team Leader
Special Education resource teachers in core area offices
Afternoon, evening, and weekend Language! program and HSA test preparation

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

89,925.00
171,496.00
241,570.00
30,720.00
37,576.00
700,000.00
85,748.00

294,000.00
242,800.00

900,000.00

89,925.00
171,496.00
241,570.00
30,720.00
37,576.00
700,000.00
85,748.00

294,000.00
242,800.00

278,959.00

2,091,176.00
18,527.00
1,348,510.00
11,794,974.00
4,900,000.00
10,946,748.00
27,673,748.00

208,000.00
1,187,628.00
4,326,574.00
125,000.00
96,000.00
68,356.00
355,293.00
170,000.00
1,987,000.00

2,091,176.00
18,527.00
1,348,510.00
11,794,974.00
4,900,000.00
10,946,748.00
27,673,748.00

Master Plan Goal 4 - All students will be educated in school environments that are safe and conducive to learning.
4
Replacement of aging BCPS relocatable classrooms
208,000.00
4
Advance Path in-school alternative program
1,187,628.00
4
Secondary Academic Intervention Model (SAIM)
4,326,574.00
4
Housekeeping services for Kenwood High addition and additional leased office space
125,000.00
4
Security camera maintenance
96,000.00
4
Automatic external defibrillators
20,040.00
4
Preventive maintenance of school boilers and folding walls
355,293.00
4
Fire alarms for relocatable classrooms
170,000.00
4
Private bus contract
1,987,000.00

Master Plan Goal 3 - By 2005-2006, all students will be taught by highly qualified teachers.
3
Tuition reimbursement
3
Evening high school principals' compensation
3
Upgrades to market parity for clerical and maintenance support staff
3
Employee benefits
3
Post employment benefit adjustment
3
Step increase for all employees
3
Salary restructuring for all pay scales

Master Plan Goal 2 - By 2012, all English Language Learners will become proficient in English and reach high academic standards in reading/language
arts, mathematics, science, and social studies.
2
Additional ESOL teachers to serve growing student population
171,496.00
171,496.00

Soccer Shin Guards
Algebraic Thinking Materials, Grade 8
Provide related contracted services previously funded by FY 07 Pass-through Grant
Technology Integration Teachers for the Chesapeake Cluster Schools

Gifted and Talented Initiative at Title I Middle Schools

1
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Utility cost
Vincent Farm Elementary startup positions
Internal Investigator position
Maintenance-related contractual services
Maintenance positions
School painting; mold remediation; HVAC, window, underground tank and bleacher repairs
Contracted emergency repair of relocatable classrooms

Convert 14 high school records clerks to 12 month positions
Student & Scheduling System support

96,000.00
62,000.00
67,578.00
62,500.00

2,598,000.00
65,621.00
61,290.00
500,000.00
420,000.00
966,400.00
200,000.00

96,000.00
62,000.00
67,578.00
62,500.00

1,534,453.00
65,621.00
61,290.00
500,000.00
420,000.00
966,400.00
200,000.00

Mandatory/Cost of Doing Business:
10
Enrollment adjustment
10
Mid-year additions
10
One-time requests
10
Built in requests and other adjustments
10
Employee Benefits for New Positions/Other Adjustments
Fund Balance
Total

$

77,602,265.00

(4,561,793.00)
99,600.00
7,461,930.00
(7,599,591.00)
1,863,191.00

(4,561,793.00)
99,600.00
6,224,005.00
(7,599,591.00)
1,863,191.00
2,850,957.00
$ 77,602,265.00

Master Plan Goal 8 - All students will receive a quality education through the efficient and effective use of resources and the delivery of business services.
6
Additional bus lot fixtures and equipment
20,000.00
20,000.00
6
Special Education program bus drivers, attendants, and lease to accommodate new initiatives
363,172.00
363,172.00

Master Plan Goal 8 - All students will receive a quality education through the efficient and effective use of resources and the delivery of business services.
6
Additional fleet maintenance and auto service personnel
25,963.00
25,963.00

5
5

Master Plan Goal 5 - All students will graduate from high school.
5
Teachers for Home & Hospital program
Implementation of the Language! program in the Home & Hospital program
5

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
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FEDERAL REVENUE
Title I-A - Local System Grants
Title I-A - School Improvement
Title I-B1 - Reading First
Title I-B3 - Even Start
Title I-C - Migrant Education
Title I-D - Neglected and Delinquent
Title I-F - Comprehensive School Reform
Title II-A - Teacher Quality
Title II-D - Education Technology

TOTAL STATE REVENUE

15,857,401

18,434,303
527,099
1,590,415
41,079
122,876
2,461,619
1,224,640

21,559,906
300,000
1,325,755

103,098
4,351,351
798,871

$507,066,010

7,496,854

86,201,356
46,908,974
9,731,013
23,845,320

1.1.20.02
1.1.20.07
1.1.20.24
1.1.20.39
1.1.20.25
1.1.20.39
1.1.20.56

$517,168,352

86,201,356
45,167,179
9,731,013
23,845,320

334,624,288

334,624,288

$6,939,328

$617,864,727

1.1.20.01

$5,313,067

1.1.05.00

OTHER REVENUE*

STATE REVENUE
Foundation
Economically Disadvantaged
(Comp Ed & EEEP)
Special Education**
LEP
Transportation
Guaranteed Tax Base
Transportation
Governor's Teacher Salary Challenge
Other (specify)*** See attached

$617,766,410

1.1.01.00

LOCAL APPROPRIATIONS

Note: Do not include revenue for School Construction Fund, Debt Service Fund, or Food Service Fund.

Original Approved
FY 08 Budget

REVENUES

Final FY 08 Actual
Revenue

2008 Annual Update

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

1.1: ATTACHMENT 1 - TOTAL REVENUE STATEMENT (Current Expense Fund)
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4,415,360
1,001,144

113,074

21,783,352
200,000

$520,370,079

8,979,812

88,843,115
45,649,331
10,346,233
24,518,520

342,033,068

$6,378,493

$646,292,520

Original Approved FY
09 Budget
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1.1.40.00
$2,500,000

**Should include state revenues from formula funding as well as non-public placement funding.
***Add lines as needed for all other fund sources in the Current Expense Fund.
****Nonrevenue and transfers.

TOTAL REVENUE, TRANSFERS AND FUND BALANCE
$1,220,560,966
*Tuition, payments and fees, earnings on investments, rentals, gifts and other non-state, non-federal revenue sources.

PRIOR BALANCE AVAILABLE

$1,218,060,966

$4,500,000

1.1.99.99

OTHER RESOURCES/TRANSFERS****

TOTAL REVENUE

$73,313,137

$1,202,269,671

$2,500,000

$1,199,769,671

$7,280,112

$60,619,494

Rev. 5/2007

$1,248,854,463

$3,000,000

$1,245,854,463

$7,165,934

$65,647,437

22,860,742
1,199,308
12,602,415

23,394,071
1,216,542
10,345,323

22,000,105
1,123,675
20,504,813
1.1.30.00

193,589

169,413

104,000

683,453
595,000

600,228
491,886

536,563
605,000

TOTAL FEDERAL REVENUE

Title III-A - Language Acquisition
Title IV-A - Safe & Drug-Free Schools
Title IV-B - 21st Century Learning Centers
Title V-A - Innovative Education
Title VI-B2 - Rural & Low-Income Schools Prog.
Title VIII - Impact Aid
Homeless Children and Youth
IDEA - Special Education
Perkins Career and Technology Education
Other (specify)*** See Attached
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Administration
Mid-level Administration
Office of the Principal
Administration & Supervision
Instructional Salaries
Textbooks & Instructional Supplies
Other Instructional Costs
Special Education
Student Personnel Services
Health Services
Student Transportation
Operation of Plant
Maintenance of Plant
Fixed Charges
Food Service
Community Services
3,039,641
$1,127,138,477

$1,134,501,441

63,250,903
12,724,911
425,971,307
20,829,275
18,794,738
138,691,427
6,472,790
11,988,374
48,523,702
83,023,004
27,642,937
232,733,793

13,103.6

39.00

1,934.70
111.90
213.00
1,123.80
1,162.30
250.00

919.10
153.80
6,882.00

FY 09 Budget
314.00

FTE Staffing

Rev. 5/2007

**Include federal funds and federally funded positions in Budget (Original and Prior Year Budget AND Original Approved Current Year Budget)
and FTE columns.

$1,172,415,725

3,230,124

65,407,188
14,521,201
432,912,938
23,460,316
17,909,692
145,834,795
8,049,330
12,960,448
51,983,390
85,587,587
29,598,777
244,280,534

Final FY 08 Actual Original Approved
Expenditures
FY 09 Budget
$33,451,675
$36,679,405

3,170,226

61,207,788
14,360,175
429,121,308
20,835,044
19,237,803
139,150,546
6,474,186
12,079,209
48,840,453
85,206,609
28,564,298
232,785,046

Original Approved*
FY 08 Budget
$33,468,750

* Does not reflect budget amendments approved by local jurisdictions during the fiscal year.

Capital Outlay
Undistributed Restricted Funds
TOTAL EXPENDITURES/FTE

215

203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214

201
202

Category

TOTAL SUMMARY BY CATEGORY

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

1.2: ATTACHMENT 2 - TOTAL EXPENDITURE STATEMENT (Current Expense Fund)
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Rev. 5/2007

Superintendent, Deputy, Assc., Asst.
Directors, Coord., Superv., Specialists
Principal
Vice Principal
Teachers
Therapists
Guidance Counselor
Librarian
Psychologist
PPW/SSW
Nurse
Other Professional Staff
Secretaries and Clerks
Bus Drivers
Paraprofessionals
Other Staff
TOTAL FTE STAFF

POSITION TYPE
11.0
196.0
167.0
265.5
7,287.4
49.4
274.7
182.0
64.4
67.3
175.2
328.0
773.1
743.8
1,079.0
1,383.8
13,047.6

FY 08 Budget

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

FY 09 Budget
11.0
199.5
167.0
269.5
7,244.6
55.8
268.4
183.0
71.1
83.4
176.2
328.8
781.2
750.4
1,111.9
1,401.8
13,103.6

1.3: ATTACHMENT 3 - TOTAL FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT STAFF STATEMENT
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# Tested
22,876
8,862
130
981
688
12,215
8,483
542
3,061

2005
# Prof. % Prof. # Tested
18,855
82.4
22,451
6,553
73.9
8,882
97
74.6
119
859
87.6
1,048
532
77.3
750
10,814
88.5
11,652
6,048
71.3
8,434
363
67.0
788
1,957
63.9
3,019

2006
# Prof. % Prof. # Tested
18,585
82.8
21,918
6,624
74.6
8,757
88
73.9
112
939
89.6
1,124
591
78.8
860
10,343
88.8
11,065
6,105
72.4
8,147
583
74.0
782
1,913
63.4
2,931

# Tested
25,053
9,891
118
964
599
13,481
8,611
287
3,189

2005
# Prof. % Prof. # Tested
18,056
72.1
23,981
5,892
59.6
9,746
77
65.3
120
776
80.5
983
407
67.9
672
10,904
80.9
12,460
4,914
57.1
8,681
113
39.4
453
1,249
39.2
2,954
2006
# Prof. % Prof. # Tested
17,616
73.5
23,165
6,119
62.8
9,608
79
65.8
120
817
83.1
995
474
70.5
760
10,127
81.3
11,682
5,190
59.8
8,455
235
51.9
426
1,201
40.7
2,818

2007
# Prof. % Prof. # Tested
16,469
71.1
21,670
5,829
60.7
6,877
72
60.0
105
820
82.4
1,196
493
64.9
962
9,255
79.2
10,530
4,787
56.6
8,581
216
50.7
852
1,003
35.6
3,472

2007
# Prof. % Prof. # Tested
18,325
83.6
21,670
6,653
76.0
8,877
83
74.1
105
1,033
91.9
1,196
662
77.0
962
9,894
89.4
10,530
6,048
74.2
8,581
586
74.9
852
1,910
65.2
3,472

All Students
African American
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Asian/Pacific Islander
Hispanic
White (Not of Hispanic Origin)
Free/Reduced Meals (FARMS)
Limited English Proficient (LEP)
Special Education

Subgroup
# Tested
8,284
2,982
29
346
165
4,762
1,710
74
827

2005
# Prof. % Prof. # Tested
4,516
54.5
8,764
1,101
36.9
3,247
13
44.8
36
237
68.5
408
67
40.6
217
3,098
65.1
4,856
591
34.6
2,205
17
23.0
205
192
23.2
842

2006
# Prof. % Prof. # Tested
5,175
59.0
8,311
1,399
43.1
3,212
22
61.1
44
279
68.4
394
113
52.1
221
3,362
69.2
4,440
947
42.9
2,130
82
40.0
128
214
25.4
839

2007
# Prof. % Prof. # Tested
5,786
69.6
1,771
55.1
29
65.9
295
74.9
125
56.6
3,566
80.3
1,142
53.6
45
35.2
280
33.4

2008
# Prof.

2008
# Prof.
17,739
6,529
84
946
588
9,592
5,551
229
1,431

2008
# Prof.
18,919
7,188
89
1,123
805
9,714
6,816
695
2,539

% Prof.

% Prof.
78.3
70.0
72.4
88.6
69.8
85.0
66.6
52.0
47.1

% Prof.
87.3
81.0
84.8
93.9
83.7
92.3
79.4
81.6
73.1

Maryland School Assessment/High School Assessment

Table 2.3: Maryland School Assessment - AYP Proficiency Data - Reading - High (English II)

All Students
African American
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Asian/Pacific Islander
Hispanic
White (Not of Hispanic Origin)
Free/Reduced Meals (FARMS)
Limited English Proficient (LEP)
Special Education

Subgroup

Table 2.2: Maryland School Assessment - AYP Proficiency Data - Reading - Middle

All Students
African American
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Asian/Pacific Islander
Hispanic
White (Not of Hispanic Origin)
Free/Reduced Meals (FARMS)
Limited English Proficient (LEP)
Special Education

Subgroup

Table 2.1: Maryland School Assessment - AYP Proficiency Data - Reading - Elementary
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%
65.3
52.5
60.5
73.4
49.3
75.3
48.4
8.5
18.0

EOY
Enrollment
7,246
2,622
32
343
187
4,052
1,751
24
569
#
5,743
1,794
24
294
134
3,493
1,148
4
199

Passed

11th Grade

%
79.3
68.4
75.0
85.7
71.7
86.2
65.6
16.7
35.0

Maryland School Assessment/High School Assessment

As of 8/15/08 this chart includes the May 2008 HSA results. The Mod-HSA results are not included in this data. The percent passing is based upon
the percent of students passing the HSA over the end of year enrollment.

#
5,388
1,685
23
290
139
3,250
1,124
11
156

Passed

10th Grade

EOY
EOY
Enrollment
#
Enrollment
%
6,249
The majority of students have not
taken the English II HSA by the end of
3,208
grade 9.
36
395
282
4,314
2,323
130
866

Passed

9th Grade

*LSS may not have data for all three grade levels
**At a minimum, LSS should include data through the January 2008 test administration
***Include students enrolled as of May 2008, for whom passing the HSAs is a graduation requirement

Subgroup
All Students
African American
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Asian/Pacific Islander
Hispanic
White (Not of Hispanic Origin)
Free/Reduced Meals (FARMS)
Limited English Proficient (LEP)
Special Education
504 Plans

Table 2.4: English II HSA Pass Rate Data
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2005
# Prof. % Prof. # Tested
17,331
75.7
22,460
5,671
63.9
8,882
93
71.5
119
871
88.4
1,048
477
69.1
756
10,219
83.6
11,655
5,294
62.4
8,438
361
66.4
797
1,644
53.7
3,017

2006
# Prof. % Prof. # Tested
17,645
78.6
21,929
5,989
67.4
8,755
85
71.4
112
949
90.6
1,128
558
73.8
865
10,064
86.3
11,068
5,601
66.4
8,153
597
74.9
791
1,677
55.6
2,930

# Tested
25,056
9,883
118
974
598
13,482
8,610
298
3,189

2005
# Prof. % Prof. # Tested
14,400
57.5
24,010
3,862
39.1
9,765
59
50.0
120
753
77.3
986
319
53.3
673
9,406
69.8
12,464
3,310
38.4
8,694
126
42.3
455
828
26.0
2,959
2006
# Prof. % Prof. # Tested
14,558
60.6
23,206
4,206
43.1
9,632
58
48.3
120
815
82.7
1,002
393
58.4
763
9,085
72.9
11,689
3,703
42.6
8,475
245
53.8
436
887
30.0
2,810

# Tested
All Students
9,891
African American
3,601
American Indian/Alaskan Native
43
Asian/Pacific Islander
455
Hispanic
183
White (Not of Hispanic Origin)
5,609
Free/Reduced Meals (FARMS)
2,052
Limited English Proficient (LEP)
144
Special Education
1,000

Subgroup

2005
# Prof. % Prof. # Tested
4,120
41.7
9,961
686
19.1
3,994
12
27.9
53
292
64.2
428
67
36.6
255
3,063
54.6
5,229
489
23.8
2,675
67
46.5
176
189
18.9
1,066

2006
# Prof. % Prof. # Tested
5,926
59.5
8,828
1,629
40.8
3,656
32
60.4
53
315
73.6
406
128
50.2
269
3,821
73.1
4,444
1,129
42.2
2,594
67
38.1
165
297
27.9
973

2007
# Prof. % Prof. # Tested
5,680
64.3
1,659
45.4
29
54.7
317
78.1
153
56.9
3,522
79.3
1,282
49.4
75
45.5
290
29.8

2008
# Prof.

% Prof.

2007
2008
# Prof. % Prof. # Tested # Prof. % Prof.
13,934
60.0
22,650
15,313
67.6
4,242
44.0
9,330
5,019
53.8
52
43.3
118
68
57.6
849
84.7
1,074
954
88.8
382
50.1
842
512
60.8
8,409
71.9
11,286
8,760
77.6
3,582
42.3
8,351
4,285
51.3
222
50.9
443
256
57.8
812
28.9
3,047
1,189
39.0

2007
2008
# Prof. % Prof. # Tested # Prof. % Prof.
18,297
83.4
21,682
18,430
85.0
6,503
74.3
8,880
6,815
76.7
87
77.7
105
87
82.9
1,076
95.4
1,198
1,136
94.8
692
80.0
962
787
81.8
9,939
89.8
10,537
9,605
91.2
6,002
73.6
8,588
6,534
76.1
658
83.2
857
713
83.2
1,835
62.6
3,474
2,332
67.1

Maryland School Assessment/High School Assessment

Table 2.7: Maryland School Assessment - AYP Proficiency Data - Math - High (Algebra/Data Analysis)

All Students
African American
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Asian/Pacific Islander
Hispanic
White (Not of Hispanic Origin)
Free/Reduced Meals (FARMS)
Limited English Proficient (LEP)
Special Education

Subgroup

Table 2.6: Maryland School Assessment - AYP Proficiency Data - Math - Middle

# Tested
All Students
22,893
African American
8,870
American Indian/Alaskan Native
130
Asian/Pacific Islander
985
Hispanic
690
White (Not of Hispanic Origin)
12,218
Free/Reduced Meals (FARMS)
8,482
Limited English Proficient (LEP)
544
Special Education
3,061

Subgroup

Table 2.5:Maryland School Assessment - AYP Proficiency Data - Math - Elementary
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EOY
Enrollment
8,722
3,700
45
420
311
4,212
3,036
169
1,015
#
5,560
1,614
25
341
175
3,200
1,494
56
215

%
63.7
48.9
55.6
81.2
56.3
76.0
49.2
33.1
21.2

EOY
Enrollment
6,249
3,208
36
395
282
4,314
2,323
130
866
%
74.6
59.5
65.8
88.1
66
85.3
60.8
40.8
29.4

EOY
Enrollment
7,246
2,622
32
343
187
4,052
1,751
24
569
#
6,002
1,825
26
317
157
3,673
1,245
15
256

Passed

11th Grade

%
82.8
69.6
81.3
92.4
84.0
90.6
71.1
62.5
45.0

Maryland School Assessment/High School Assessment

As of 8/15/08 this chart includes the May 2008 HSA results. The Mod-HSA results are not included in this data. The percent passing is based
upon the percent of students passing the HSA over the end of year enrollment.

#
6150
1910
25
348
186
3680
1413
53
255

Passed

10th Grade

*LSS may not have data for all three grade levels
**At a minimum, LSS should include data through the January 2008 test administration
***Include students enrolled as of May 2008, for whom passing the HSAs is a graduation requirement

All Students
African American
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Asian/Pacific Islander
Hispanic
White (Not of Hispanic Origin)
Free/Reduced Meals (FARMS)
Limited English Proficient (LEP)
Special Education
504 Plans

Subgroup

Passed

9th Grade

Table 2.8: Algebra/Data Analysis HSA Pass Rate Data
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2008
# Prof.

2008
# Prof.
% Prof.

Middle school science MSA data
was not yet available at the time of
this report's submission.

# Tested

All Students
African American
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Asian/Pacific Islander
Hispanic
White (Not of Hispanic Origin)
Free/Reduced Meals (FARMS)
Limited English Proficient (LEP)
Special Education

Subgroup
# Tested
7,328
2,924
29
383
196
3,796
77
1,949
691

2007
# Prof.
4,568
1,199
14
293
97
2,965
22
870
139

% Prof.
62.3
41
48.3
76.5
49.5
78.1
28.6
44.6
20.1

Table 2.11: Maryland School Assessment - Science - High (Biology)

All Students
African American
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Asian/Pacific Islander
Hispanic
White (Not of Hispanic Origin)
Free/Reduced Meals (FARMS)
Limited English Proficient (LEP)
Special Education

Subgroup

% Prof.

Elementary science MSA data was
not yet available at the time of this
report's submission.

# Tested

Table 2.10 Maryland School Assessment - Science - Middle
(Grade 8)

All Students
African American
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Asian/Pacific Islander
Hispanic
White (Not of Hispanic Origin)
Free/Reduced Meals (FARMS)
Limited English Proficient (LEP)
Special Education

Subgroup

Table 2.9: Maryland School Assessment - Science - Elementary
(Grade 5)

2008 Master Plan Annual Update Data Section

2008
# Prof.

% Prof.

High school science HSA data was
not yet available at the time of this
report's submission.

# Tested

Maryland School Assessment/High School Assessment
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130
866

34
229

#
5,599
1,655
20
317
150
3,457
1,184

Passed

10th Grade

EOY
EOY
Enrollment
#
%
Enrollment
6,249
The majority of students have not
taken the Biology HSA by the end of
3,208
grade 9.
36
395
282
4,314
2,323

Passed

9th Grade

26.2
26.4

24
569

EOY
%
Enrollment
67.9
7,246
51.6
2,622
52.6
32
80.3
343
53.2
187
80.1
4,052
51.0
1,751
9
242

#
5,753
1,689
24
302
132
3,602
1,128

Passed

11th grade

37.5
42.5

%
79.4
64.4
75.0
88.0
70.6
88.9
64.4

Maryland School Assessment/High School Assessment

As of 8/15/08 this chart includes the May 2008 HSA results. The Mod-HSA results are not included in this data. The percent passing is
based upon the percent of students passing the HSA over the end of year enrollment.

*LSS may not have data for all three grade levels
**At a minimum, LSS should include data through the January 2008 test administration
***Include students enrolled as of May 2008, for whom passing the HSAs is a graduation requirement

Limited English Proficient (LEP)
Special Education
504 Plans

All Students
African American
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Asian/Pacific Islander
Hispanic
White (Not of Hispanic Origin)
Free/Reduced Meals (FARMS)

Subgroup

Table 2.12: Biology HSA Pass Rate Data
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#
5,748
2,041
24
321
180
3,181
1,554
28
267

Passed
%
65.9
55.0
53.3
76.4
57.9
75.5
51.2
16.6
26.3

EOY
Enrollment
6,249
3,208
36
395
282
4,314
2,323
130
866
#
6,417
2,165
27
339
179
3,706
15
35
321

Passed

10th Grade

%
77.8
67.5
71.1
85.8
63.5
85.9
65.0
26.9
37.1

EOY
Enrollment
7,246
2,622
32
343
187
4,052
1,751
24
569
#
6,350
2,104
27
319
153
3,747
1,373
13
331

Passed

11th grade

As of 8/15/08 this chart includes the May 2008 HSA results. The Mod-HSA results are not included in this data. The percent passing is
based upon the percent of students passing the HSA over the end of year enrollment.

*LSS may not have data for all three grade levels
**At a minimum, LSS should include data through the January 2008 test administration
***Include students enrolled as of May 2008, for whom passing the HSAs is a graduation requirement

All Students
African American
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Asian/Pacific Islander
Hispanic
White (Not of Hispanic Origin)
Free/Reduced Meals (FARMS)
Limited English Proficient (LEP)
Special Education
504 Plans

Subgroup

EOY
Enrollment
8,722
3,700
45
420
311
4,212
3,036
169
1,015

9th Grade

Table 3.1: Government HSA Pass Rate Data

2008 Master Plan Annual Update Data Section

%
87.6
80.2
84.4
93.0
81.8
92.5
78.4
54.2
58.2

High School Assessment
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Government

English 2

Biology

Algebra

Assessed Course

X

X

X

X

Prior to Grade 9
Grade 9
Grade 10
Grade 11
Grade 12
Grade 9
Grade 10
Grade 11
Grade 12
Grade 9
Grade 10
Grade 11
Grade 12
Grade 9
Grade 10
Grade 11
Grade 12

Grade Level in which the Course is Offered for
the Majority of Students

Table 3.2: Sequencing of Assessed High School Level
Courses
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N
2,439

%: (Number Who
Met Target)/N)
79.70%

Column 2

2,439

English Language Learners

139

Number of students from Column
1 who were not enrolled as on
March 31, 2008 (first day of
testing window).

Column 4

Number
who met
target

Grade:

213

K

430

1

348

2

248

3

138

4

112

5

72

6

89

7

80

8

87

9

87

10

34

11

6

12

1,944

Total (Number
who met
target)

Using the students identified in Worksheet #4.1.A in Column 2, list by grade the number of these students who scored 15 scale score points higher on their
overall test score in the Spring 2008 administration of the LAS compared to their scores on the October 31, 2007 pre test score file. Enter the Total
Number Who Met the Target in Table 4.1.

37

Number of students from Column 1
who were still enrolled as of March 31,
2008 (first day of testing window)
AND did not complete the summative
LAS test.

Column 3

Worksheet 4.1.B Accounting for Untested Students

Worksheet 4.1.C: Number of Students Who Met the AMAO I Target

*The total of columns 2 through 4 must equal column 1.

2,615

Number of students who were Number of students from Column 1
who were still enrolled as of March 31,
reported on the October 31,
2008 (first day of testing window)
2007 student data file.
AND completed the summative LAS
test. Enter the result as “N” in Table
4.1.

Column 1*

Worksheet 4.1.A Number of Students to be Included
in the AMAO I Calculation

Total

Number Who Met
Target
1,944

Table 4.1 System AMAO I, 2007-2008
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1,229

916

74.50%

%

932

1,229

Column 4
Add the numbers reported in
Column 2 and Column 3 to get the
Total N. Enter the result as "N"
in Table 4.2.

English Language Learners

Grade:
Target
Score:
Number
Who Met
Target

1

485

206

K

463

3

220

505

2

164

513

3

99

516

4

68

521

5

25

525

6

29

528

7

35

531

8

20

533

9

23

539

10

21

539

11

3

539

12

916

Total (Number
who met target)

Using the students identified in Worksheet #4.2.A in Column 4, list by grade the number of these students who scored greater than or equal to the overall target
scale score by grade provided below. Enter the Total Number who met the target in Table 4.2.

297

Column 3
Number of students from Column 1
who enrolled between November 1,
2005 and October 31, 2007 and were
placed at proficiency Level 3 or higher

Worksheet 4.2.B: Number of Students Who Met the AMAO II Target

2,439

Column 1
Column 2
Number of students who were reported Number of students from Column 1 who
on the October 31, 2007 student data file enrolled on or before October 31, 2005
AND were tested on the summative LAS-(i.e. have received ESOL services for at
least two years or more)
Links in April 2008

Worksheet 4.2.A: Number of Students to be Included in the AMAO II Calculation

Total

N

Number Who Met
Target

Table 4.2 System AMAO II, 2007-2008

2008 Master Plan Annual Update Data Section
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Yes

Yes

Yes

High
Yes

Elementary
Yes

Middle

Math

* Indicate YES If the School System made AYP for LEP Students, or NO of the School System did not make AYP for LEP Students

2007

Middle

Reading

AYP Status for Limited English Proficienct (LEP) Students*
Elementary

Table 4.3: System AMAO III, 2007

2008 Master Plan Annual Update Data Section

Yes

High

English Language Learners
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86
100
105
103
103
102

80.4
94.3
99.1
96.3
96.3
95.3

Schools Making
AYP
#
%
Total #
of
Schools
27
27
27
26
27
27
14
23
19
18
11
13

51.9
85.2
70.4
69.2
40.7
48.1

Schools Making
AYP
#
%

Middle
Total #
of
Schools
27
28
24
24
24
12
16
8
21
21

44.4
57.1
33.3
87.5
87.5

Schools Making
AYP
#
%

High

Total # of
Schools
3
1
2
1
1

2007
2008

2003
2004
2005
2006

Total #
of Title I
Schools
38
37
37
37
37
37

23
35
36
37
35
32

60.5
94.6
97.3
100.0
94.6
86.5

Title I Schools
Making AYP
#
%

Elementary

Total #
of Title I
Schools
9
9
9
9
9
9
1
8
6
4
0
3

11.1
88.9
66.7
44.4
0.0
33.3

Title I Schools
Making AYP
#
%

Middle

Total #
of Title I
Schools
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Title I Schools
Making AYP
#
%
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

High

Total # of
Title I
Schools
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

33.3
0.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

Title I Schools
Making AYP
#
%
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Special Placement

1
0
2
1
1

Schools Making
AYP
#
%

Special Placement

Table 5.2 Number and Percentage of Title I Schools Making Adequate Yearly Progress

2007
2008

2003
2004
2005
2006

Total #
of
Schools
107
106
106
107
107
107

Elementary

Table 5.1 Number and Percentage of All Schools Making Adequate Yearly Progress

2008 Master Plan Annual Update Data Section
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Elementary Schools
Middle Schools
High Schools
Special Placement
Schools
Total

Elementary Schools
Middle Schools
High Schools
Special Placement
Schools
Total

Elementary Schools
Middle Schools
High Schools
Special Placement
Schools
Total
0
1

0
0

0
1

0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
9

0
5

0
0

0
0
0
0
1

0
1
0

0
3
0
0
3

1
3
0

0
4

0
2

0
0
2

Year 1 Year 2 CA

0
3

0
2
1

Restructuring
Planning

0
1

0
1
0

Restructuring
Implementation

0
0

0
0
0

Restructuring
Implementation

2007-2008 Level of Improvement
(based on 2007 AYP)

0
2
7

2
2
1

Restructuring
Year 1 Year 2 CA
Planning

0
0

0
0
0

Restructuring
Implementation

2005-2006 Level of Improvement
(based on 2005 AYP)

1
0
0

0
0
0

Restructuring
Year 1 Year 2 CA
Planning

2003-2004 Level of Improvement
(based on 2003 AYP)

Table 5.3: Number of All Schools in Improvement

2008 Master Plan Annual Update Data Section

0
4

0
0
4

Exiting in
2007

0
5

1
0
4

Exiting in
2005

0
0

0
0
0

Exiting in
2003

0
1

0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0

CA

0
5

0
2
3

0
1

0
1
0

1
4

0
5

0
5

0
5

CA

0
2

0
2

0
0

0
0

0
3

0
3

Restructuring Restructuring
Planning
Implementation

0
0

0
0
0

Restructuring Restructuring
Planning
Implementation

0
0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0

Exiting in 2008

0
4

2
1
1

Exiting in 2006

0
0

0
0
0

Restructuring Restructuring Exiting in 2004
Planning
Implementation

2008-2009 Level of Improvement
(based on 2008 AYP)

0
4

0
0
4

Year 1 Year 2

0
3

0
3
0

CA

2006-2007 Level of Improvement
(based on 2006 AYP)

0
1

1
0
0

Year 1 Year 2

0
16

2
3
11

Year 1 Year 2

2004-2005 Level of Improvement
(based on 2004 AYP)

Adequate Yearly Progress

2008 BTE Annual Update
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Elementary Schools
Middle Schools
High Schools
Special Placement
Schools
Total

Elementary Schools
Middle Schools
High Schools
Special Placement
Schools
Total

Elementary Schools
Middle Schools
High Schools
Special Placement
Schools
Total
0
1

0
0

0
1

0
1
NA
0
0

0
0
NA

0
1

0
1

0
0

0
0
NA
0
1

0
1
NA

0
1
NA
0
1

0
3
NA

0
3

0
0

0
0
NA

Year 1 Year 2 CA

0
0

0
0
NA

0
1

0
1
NA

0
1

0
1
NA

Restructuring Restructuring
Planning
Implementation

2007-2008 Level of Improvement
(based on 2007 AYP)

0
1
NA

1
0
NA

Year 1 Year 2 CA

Restructuring Restructuring
Planning
Implementation

0
0

0
0
NA

Restructuring Restructuring
Implementation
Planning

2005-2006 Level of Improvement
(based on 2005 AYP)

1
0
NA

0
0
NA

Year 1 Year 2 CA

2003-2004 Level of Improvement
(based on 2003 AYP)

Table 5.4: Number of Title I Schools in Improvement

2008 Master Plan Annual Update Data Section

0
0

0
0
NA

Exiting in
2007

0
0

0
0
NA

Exiting in
2005

0
0

0
0
NA

Exiting in
2003

0
0

0
NA
NA

Year 1

0
1

0
1
NA

Year 1

0
3

1
2
NA

Year 1

0
1

0
1
NA

CA

0
0

0
0
NA

0
1

0
1
NA

CA

0
1

0
1
NA

0
0

0
NA
NA

Year 2

0
0

0
NA
NA

CA

0
0

0
0
NA

0
0

0
NA
NA

0
0

0
NA
NA

Restructuring Restructuring
Planning
Implementation

2008-2009 Level of Improvement
(based on 2008 AYP)

0
0

0
0
NA

Year 2

Restructuring Restructuring
Planning
Implementation

0
0

0
0
NA

Restructuring Restructuring
Planning
Implementation

2006-2007 Level of Improvement
(based on 2006 AYP)

0
1

1
0
NA

Year 2

2004-2005 Level of Improvement
(based on 2004 AYP)

0
0

0
NA
NA

Exiting in
2008

0
0

0
0
NA

Exiting in
2006

0
0

0
0
NA

Exiting in
2004

Adequate Yearly Progress
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Special Education

Limited English Proficient
(LEP)

Free/Reduced Meals
(FARMS)

White (Not of Hispanic
Origin)

Hispanic

Asian/Pacific Islander

American Indian/Alaskan
Native

African American

All students

Subgroups by Level

Elementary
Middle
High
Elementary
Middle
High
Elementary
Middle
High
Elementary
Middle
High
Elementary
Middle
High
Elementary
Middle
High
Elementary
Middle
High
Elementary
Middle
High
Elementary
Middle
High

Annual Measurable Objective (AMO):

Table 5.5: Attendance Rates
94%

94%

94%

94%

94%

94%

95.6
94.4
93.6
95.5
93.8
92.1
94.5
92.6
91.4
97.2
97.2
96.2
95.3
94.0
92.4
95.6
94.5
94.3
94.5
92.4
91.5
96.5
96.0
94.1
94.4
91.9
92.0

95.7
94.2
93.1
95.6
93.8
91.8
94.4
92.9
90.6
97.0
97.0
95.8
95.4
93.8
91.9
95.7
94.4
93.7
94.6
92.4
91.0
96.3
96.1
93.8
94.6
91.7
91.3

95.7
94.7
93.1
95.7
94.5
92.1
94.8
92.6
91.1
96.8
97.3
95.7
95.3
94.3
92.3
95.6
94.7
93.6
94.8
93.2
91.2
96.1
95.9
94.3
94.8
92.6
91.1

95.7
95.0
92.9
95.7
94.8
91.4
94.6
93.4
91.1
96.6
97.4
95.9
95.3
94.9
91.6
95.6
94.9
93.7
94.8
93.6
90.4
95.8
96.4
93.8
94.8
93.1
90.5

95.8
95.1
93.0
95.7
95.0
91.5
94.8
94.0
91.8
97.0
97.4
96.0
95.6
95.0
92.4
95.8
95.0
93.8
94.9
93.8
90.6
96.3
95.8
93.9
94.7
93.1
90.4

95.7
94.9
92.3
95.7
94.6
90.9
95.1
93.2
89.4
96.8
97.3
95.5
95.5
94.7
90.7
95.8
95.0
93.2
95.0
93.6
90.3
96.1
96.2
91.2
94.8
92.8
89.3

2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006 2006-2007 2007-2008

2008 Master Plan Annual Update Data Section
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85.66
71.43
89.72
78.03
86.45
78.63
34.48
96.29
89.37
82.89

88.60
80.56
97.14
81.25
87.69
81.09
65.22
98.48
90.63
85.91

African American
American Indian/Alaskan Native

Asian/Pacific Islander
Hispanic
White (Not of Hispanic Origin)
Free/Reduced Meals (FARMS)
Limited English Proficient (LEP)
Special Education
Female
Male

State satisfactory standard:
Subgroup
All students
African American
American Indian/Alaskan Native
Asian/Pacific Islander
Hispanic
White (Not of Hispanic Origin)
Free/Reduced Meals (FARMS)
Limited English Proficient (LEP)
Special Education
Female
Male
3.19
2.79
5.00
2.28
6.15
3.36
3.99
6.49
0.03
2.61
3.76

3.00%
2002-2003
4.31
4.60
6.25
2.44
6.73
4.17
4.33
4.02
2.16
3.27
5.31

3.00%
2003-2004

Table 5.7: Percentage of Students Dropping Out of School

80.99%
2003-2004
86.08

80.99%
2002-2003
88.24

Annual Measurable Objective (AMO):
Subgroup
All students (Counts toward AYP)

4.40
4.87
5.83
2.15
5.35
4.22
4.85
4.83
2.22
3.48
5.28

3.00%
2004-2005

92.56
74.10
84.63
79.94
36.67
91.48
87.73
81.87

84.79
76.19

83.24%
2004-2005
84.78

Table 5.6: Percentage of Students Graduating From High School

2008 Master Plan Annual Update Data Section

4.13
4.37
6.38
2.32
4.99
4.04
4.33
7.10
6.30
3.18
5.04

3.00%
2005-2006

91.06
80.32
83.92
79.65
31.58
80.00
86.48
80.08

81.28
76.36

83.24%
2005-2006
83.25

3.40
3.64
6.57
1.36
4.73
3.29
3.15
0.00
3.12
2.69
4.08

3.00%
2006-2007

89.97
71.11
84.42
80.92
36.36
82.85
87.23
79.50

81.64
72.73

83.24%
2006-2007
83.30

3.00%
2007-2008
4.33
4.45
8.24
1.53
4.18
4.47
2.90
4.52
7.97
3.20
5.41

80.77
83.16
79.34
67.65
74.85
86.46
77.33

65.79
90.75

85.50%
2007-2008
81.86
79.11

Adequate Yearly Progress
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Highly Qualified Staff

37.10
22.30
16.70
12.50
11.30
10.00

77.70

83.30

87.50

88.70

90.00

2004-2005

2005-2006

2008-2009*
(projected)

3,180

Total Number of
Core Academic
Subject Classes in
Title I Schools
3,180

2007-2008

2006-2007

School Year
2005-2006

%

17.10

10.30
7.27

#

531

225
138

Expired Certificate

71
92

60

#

3.30
4.84

1.90

%

Invalid Grade
Level(s) for
Certification

34
10

22

#

1.60
0.52

0.07

%

Testing Requirement
Not Met

527
622

829

#

24.20
32.70

26.60

%

Invalid
Subject for
Certification

725
289

878

#

33.30
15.23

28.20

%

Missing
Certification
Information

592
746

792

#

27.30
39.30

25.50

%

Conditional
Certificate

100

2,174
1,897

3,112

18,101
16,759

18,594

Total
NHQ
All
Classes Classes

Core Academic Subject
Classes in Title I Schools % of Core Academic Subject
Taught by Highly Qualified
Classes in Title I Schools
Teachers
taught by HQT

Table 6.3: Number of Classes Not Taught by Highly Qualified (NHQ) Teachers by Reason

2007-2008
2008-2009
(projected)

2006-2007

2003-2004

62.50

School Year

% of Core
% of Core
Academic Subject Academic Subject
Classes Taught by Classes Not Taught
Highly Qualified by Highly Qualified
Teachers
Teachers

Table 6.1: Percentage of Core Academic
Table 6.2: Percentage of Core Academic Subject Classes Taught by Highly
Subject Classes Taught by Highly Qualified
Qualified Teachers in Title I Schools
Teachers

2008 Master Plan Annual Update Data Section

2008 BTE Annual Update
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340
2,810

340
2,750

306
2,238

327
2,492

335
2,184

%

100
97.9

97.4
88.9

99.1
91.6

94.1
81.5

571
1,795

551
1,773

551
1,761

546
1,720

Total
Classes
#

565
1,675

523
1,610

531
1,610

520
1,510

#

%

98.9
93.3

94.9
90.8

96.4
91.4

95.2
85.4

Taught by HQT

Low Poverty

90.2
93.0
79.1
85.3

297
2,530

223
2,123

468
1,507

523
1,673
90.0
93.6

95.0
95.0

59
333

33
190

20.9
14.7

9.8
7.0

52
103

28
88

10.0
6.4

5.0
5.0

Core Academic Subject Classes Taught by
Inexperienced HQT
High Poverty
Low Poverty
#
%
#
%

**Experience for purposes of differentiation in accordance with No Child Left Behind, is defined as two years or more as of
the first day of emplyment in the 2007-2008 school year.

* Some LSSs will not have any schools that qualify as "high poverty."

2007-2008
Elementary
Secondary
2008-2009 (projected)
Elementary
Secondary

Core Academic Subject Classes Taught by
Experienced HQT
High Poverty
Low Poverty
#
%
#
%

Table 6.5: Core Academic Subject Classes Taught By Highly Qualified Teachers (HQT) in High
and Low Poverty Schools By Level and Experience

Elementary
Secondary

314
2,517

330
2,720

Elementary
Secondary
2007-2008

Elementary
Secondary
2008-2009 (projected)

356
2,680

#

Taught by HQT

High Poverty

Elementary
Secondary
2006-2007

2005-2006

Total
Classes
#

Core Academic Subject Classes Taught by HQT

Table 6.4: Core Academic Subject Classes Taught By Highly Qualified
Teachers (HQT) in High Poverty and Low Poverty Schools By Level

2008 Master Plan Annual Update Data Section
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107
95
110

Numerator
6,104
5,958
5,965

Denominator

Retirement

1.80
1.60
1.84

%
467
416
395

Numerator
6,104
5,958
5,965

Denominator

Resignation

7.70
7.00
6.67

%
34
21
20

Numerator
6,104
5,958
5,965

Denominator
0.60
0.35
3.35

%

Dismissal/Non-renewal

58
57
55

Numerator

6,104
5,958
5,065

Denominator

Leaves

1.00
0.96
0.92

%

Highly Qualified Staff

Use the data available as of September 1st following each of the school years to be reported. Report data for the entire teaching staff or for teachers of Core
Academic Subject areas if those data are available. Indicate the population reflected in the data:
___ Entire teaching staff or
__X__Core Academic Subject area teachers

2008-2009
(projected)

Attrition Due To
(Category):
2006-2007
2007-2008

Table 6.6: Attrition Rates

2008 Master Plan Annual Update Data Section
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*As of July 1, 2008

2008-2009*
(projected)

182.4

Total Number of
Paraprofessionals
Working in Title I
Schools
182.4

#
100

%

Qualified Paraprofessionals Working
in Title I Schools

Table 6.7: Percentage of Qualified Paraprofessionals
Working in Title I Schools

2008 Master Plan Annual Update Data Section
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2004-2005
0

2005-2006
0

NONE

9/30/2007
Enrollment
n/a

# of Suspensions
and Expulsions
n/a

2006-2007
0

Percentage of
Enrollment
n/a

2007-2008
0

NONE

* Add rows when necessary

School*

9/30/2007
Enrollment
n/a

# of Suspensions
and Expulsions
n/a

Percentage of
Enrollment
n/a

Table 7.3: Schools Meeting the 2½ Percent Criteria for the First Time

School*

Table 7.2: Probationary Status Schools

# of
Schools

2003-2004
0

Table 7.1: Number of Persistently Dangerous Schools

2008 Master Plan Annual Update Data Section
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0

1

3

NONE

* Add rows if necessary

School*

School year in
which the
suspension rate
was exceeded
n/a

2

Provide reason for Provide a timeline
noncompliance
for compliance
n/a
n/a

Table 7.5: Identified Schools That Have Not Implemented PBIS

# of Schools

2004-2005
2005-2006
2006-2007
2007-2008
Number With a
Number With a
Number With a
Number With a
Suspension Rate that Suspension Rate that Suspension Rate that Suspension Rate that
Exceeded 18%
Exceeded 18%
Exceeded 16%
Exceeded 14%

Table 7.4: Elementary Schools with Suspension Rates Exceeding Identified Limits

2008 Master Plan Annual Update Data Section
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Sexual Harassment

248

303
249
260

352

Harrassment

850

Bullying

1,098

Total

Total
367
1,200

Female
64
203

Male
131
367

Female
2
3

Asian
Male
1
12

School Year
2006-2007
2007-2008

Total
13,020
10,718

Female
2,679
2,227

Male
5,009
4,354

African American
Female
30
24

Male
60
50

American
Indian/Alaskan
Native

Female
48
35

Asian
Male
148
111

Female
92
92

Male
257
280

Hispanic

Male
5
18

Hispanic
Female
3
8

Table 7.8: Number of Out-of-School Suspensions by Race/Ethnicity and Gender by Student Count

School Year
2006-2007
2007-2008

African American

American
Indian/Alaskan
Native
Female
Male
0
2
3
1

Table 7.7: Number of In-School Suspensions by Race/Ethnicity and Gender by Student Count

2007-2008

2005-2006
2006-2007

2003-2004
2004-2005

Offense

Table 7.6: Number of Suspensions/Expulsions for Sexual
Harrassment, Harrassment, and Bullying

2008 Master Plan Annual Update Data Section

Female
1,444
1,061

White

Female
48
168

White

Male
3,253
2,484

Male
111
417

Safe Schools
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2007-2008

School Year

#1
Other
524

#2
Disrespect/Insub.
418

In-School Suspensions
#3
Attack/Threat/Fights
181

#1
Disrespect/Insub./
Disruption
8,559

#2
Attack/Threat/Fights
4,846

Out-of-School Suspensions

Table 7.9: In-School and Out-of-School Suspensions by Most Common Offense Category

2008 Master Plan Annual Update Data Section

#3
Other
3,895

Safe Schools
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68
73
75
73

55
61
66
63

LL

64
70
74
66

MT
43
56
60
55

ST
58
66
72
67

SS
70
75
80
76

TA
78
83
85
81

PD
66
73
77
73

25
22
20
22

SP
34
31
27
30

LL

64
68
69

2004-2005

2005-2006
2006-2007
2007-2008

57
57
57

% Fully Ready
LL
MT
62
53
35
34
34
30
26
25

% Approaching Readiness
LL
MT
40
33

46
36
33
37

ST
35
28
23
28

SS

8
9
9

6
6
6

% Developing Readiness
LL
MT
5
7

27
24
20
28

MT
26
22
18
21

TA

% Approaching Readiness

Table 8.2: Percentage of Kindergarten Students with Previous
Prekindergarten Experience

2004-2005
2005-2006
2006-2007
2007-2008

SP

% Fully Ready
Composite

Table 8.1: Percentage of All Kindergarten Students at Readiness Stages

2008 Master Plan Annual Update Data Section

20
15
13
17

PD

Composite
28
22
19
23

7
5
4
5

SP
11
8
7
7

LL
9
7
6
7

MT
11
8
7
7

ST
7
6
6
5

SS

4
3
3
4

TA

% Developing Readiness

3
2
2
2

PD

Early Learning

6
4
4
4

Composite

1.D
Goal Progress
Are the programs, practices and strategies implemented by local school systems achieving their
intended effect of improving student performance and eliminating achievement gaps?

This section requires school systems to report on progress and challenges related to performance
standards, additional State requirements, and local goals, where applicable. In responding to the
analyzing prompts, school systems are asked to:
•
•
•
•
•

Address student performance in terms of grade band and subgroups,
Include professional development opportunities,
Include changes or adjustments that will be made,
Include timelines where appropriate, and
Include corresponding resource allocations.

The alignment of resources with Master Plan priorities must be evident. The Guidance Document
has been developed to provide a clear connection between local school system priorities and
resource allocations. Resources can be allocated through a number of avenues: increases in revenues,
redistributed funds, retargeted resources (a shift in focus), and/or the continuation of initiatives and
programs. Throughout each section, school systems will be asked to share how the school system
plans to allocate resources to support continued progress and overcome challenges.
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I.D.i
Maryland School Assessments/High School Assessments
No Child Left Behind Goal 1: By 2013-2014, all students will reach high standards, at a minimum
attaining proficiency or better in reading/language arts and mathematics.
No Child Left Behind Indicators 1.1 and 1.2: The percentage of students, in the aggregate and for
each subgroup, who are at or above the proficient level in reading/language arts and mathematics
on the Maryland School Assessment.
As required under No Child Left Behind, Maryland has established continuous and substantial growth
targets, annual measurable objectives, for 100% of students to reach proficiency in reading/language arts
and mathematics by 2013-2014. NCLB also requires States to test students in science once in each grade
band – elementary, middle and high school. Additionally, Maryland requires all students, beginning
with the Class of 2009, to pass the High School Assessments (English II, Algebra/Data Analysis,
Biology, and Government) in order to graduate.
Reading and Mathematics
Within the reading and mathematics content areas, local school systems should address the performance
of elementary and middle school students using Maryland School Assessment data. Local school
systems should address the performance of high school students using the English 2 and Algebra/Data
Analysis data.
Science
Under No Child Left Behind, local school systems are required to annually test students in science once
at the elementary level, once at the middle school level, and once at the high school level, and required
to report the results each year, beginning with the 2007-2008 school year.
For the science content area, local school systems should address the performance of students in Grade 5
and students in Grade 8 using Maryland School Assessment data. Local school systems should address
the performance of high school students using Biology data.
Government
For the Government High School Assessment, local school systems should address the performance of
high school students using Government data.
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Maryland School Assessment/High School Assessment
Reading
Based on the Examination of MSA AYP Proficiency related Data in Reading (Tables 2.1 through 2.3):
1. Describe where progress is evident. In your response, identify progress in terms of grade
band(s) and subgroups.
Elementary Reading
Based upon Table 2.1, the percentage of elementary school students achieving proficient or
advanced on the MSA in reading continues to increase. In 2007-2008, the All Students group
exceeded the elementary school reading AMO by 15.5 percentage points.
• All subgroups exceeded the AMO by at least 1.3 percentage points.
• Based on the elementary, middle, and high (EMH) data table at the elementary school level,
all student groups have evidenced improvement on the MSA reading from 2006-2007 to
2007-2008.
• On the ALT-MSA in reading, elementary school achievement exceeded the AMO.
Middle Reading
Based upon Table 2.2, in 2007-2008, the percentage of the All Students group achieving proficient
or advanced in reading exceeded the AMO by 7.2 percentage points.
• At the middle school level, the following subgroups exceeded the AMO:
o American Indian/Alaskan (by 1.3 percentage points)
o Asian/Pacific Islander (by 17.5 percentage points)
o White (by 13.0 percentage points)
•

Based on EMH data at the middle school level, the following student groups have evidenced
an improvement in MSA reading from 2006-2007 to 2007-2008:
o African American (increased 9.3 percentage points)
o American Indian/Alaskan (increased 12.4 percentage points)
o Asian/Pacific Islander (increased 6.2 percentage points)
o Hispanic (increased 4.9 percentage points)
o White (increased 5.8 percentage points)
o Free/Reduced Meals (increased 10.0 percentage points)
o Limited English Proficient (increased 1.3 percentage points)
o Special Education (increased 11.5 percentage points)

High English II
NOTE: As of September 8, 2008, high school MSA and Adequate Yearly Progress results for the
2007-08 school year were not yet available; therefore, the information provided below is based upon
preliminary May 2008 High School Assessment results.
• 2008 MSA English II data available at the time of this report included the results of the May
2008 administration; however, the data do not include the May 2008 Mod-MSA results.
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The data on Table 2.3 Maryland School Assessment – AYP Proficiency data illustrate the 2005
through 2007 results of students’ first attempt to pass the English II MSA. Unlike the prior years’
reports, the 2008 high school results will be based upon the percentage of the students in the class of
2009 that has passed the English II MSA by the end of Grade 11. Given the change in the way the
Maryland State Department of Education will make Adequate Yearly Progress determinations in
2008, Baltimore County Public Schools’ analysis and report on MSA and AYP progress is based
upon the percentage of the students in the class of 2009 that has passed the English II MSA by the
end of the 2008-2009 school year.
By the end of 2007-2008, preliminary data indicate that 79.3% of the students in the Class of 2009
have passed the English II MSA. Although this exceeds the AMO by 20.3 percentage points,
Baltimore County Public Schools continues to be committed to ensuring that all students meet the
High School Assessment graduation requirement by the end of 2009.
• At the high school level, preliminary data indicate the following subgroups will exceed the
2008 AMO:
o African American
o American Indian/Alaskan
o Asian/Pacific Islander
o Hispanic
o White
o Free/Reduced Meals
2. Identify the practices, programs, or strategies and the corresponding resource allocations to
which you attribute the progress.
Baltimore County Public Schools (BCPS) remains committed to achieving 100% proficiency for all
students. The BCPS Master Plan includes Goals, Indicators, and Strategies related to Maryland
School Assessment (MSA) performance level standards in both Goals 1 and 2. Each strategy in the
Master Plan is supported by activities designed to implement the strategy and achieve the Master
Plan Performance Indicator. The strategies and activities listed below appear to be related to the
identified increases in student performance achieved on MSA in reading.
2007-2008 Master Plan Goal 1: By 2012, all students will reach high standards, as established by
the Baltimore County Public Schools and state performance level standards, in
English/reading/language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies.
Performance Indicator 1.1: All diploma-bound students in grades 3–8, as well as students enrolled
in English 10 and Algebra I, will meet or exceed Maryland School Assessment (MSA) standards.
Performance Indicator 1.5: Seventy percent of participating special education students will meet
or exceed state standards for the Alternate Maryland State Assessments (ALT-MSA).
Performance Indicator 1.12: All students successfully completing Algebra I, Biology, English 10,
and Government courses will pass the Maryland High School Assessments on their first attempt.
Key Strategies:
c) Provide for the consistent and systematic implementation of the Essential Curriculum in all
content areas, which includes differentiated curriculum for English language learners, special
education, gifted and talented, and honors students.
i) Monitor classroom instruction to ensure that the Essential Curriculum is being taught.
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h) Develop, implement, and monitor intervention programs for students who have not demonstrated
proficiency in reading, language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies.
k) Identify and consistently implement a common core of research-based instructional practices
resulting in more purposeful and engaging work for students.
m) Develop and implement grade appropriate diagnostic assessments for reading and mathematics.
o) Monitor the relationship among the intended, assessed, and learned curriculum to ensure access
to rigorous curriculum for all students.
u) Provide staff with access to technology essential to collecting, analyzing, and reporting student
achievement data.
w) Support teachers in the implementation of reading techniques through professional development
opportunities.
y) Provide professional development opportunities to teachers, paraprofessional, and principals in
content areas.
2007-2008 Master Plan Goal 2: By 2012, all English language learners will become proficient in
English and reach high standards in English reading/writing, mathematics, science, and social
studies.
Performance Indicator 2.1: All English language learners receiving English for Speakers of Other
Languages (ESOL) services will attain English proficiency by the end of their fourth school year.
Performance Indicator 2.2: All diploma-bound English language learners will meet or exceed
Maryland School Assessment (MSA) standards.
Key Strategies:
b) Provide ESOL services for all English language learners not meeting English proficiency levels.
c) Provide for the consistent and systematic implementation of the Essential Curriculum in all
content areas, which includes differentiated curriculum for English language learners, special
education, gifted and talented, and honors students.
e) Provide professional development opportunities on cross-cultural and differentiated strategies for
all staff.
Activities:
In the area of reading, the following practices, programs, or strategies and the related resource
allocations appear to be related to the increase in the percentage of students achieving proficient or
advanced on the MSA:
System Level
• Revised and implemented curricula during 2007-2008 to align with HSA Core Learning
Goals and integrated differentiation of instructional strategies, attention to learning styles,
and use of AVID strategies.
• Implemented the systemwide plan, Preparing Students for Success on the HSAs in the
Baltimore County Public Schools, to provide system supports for students before, during, and
after HSA courses to ensure that students will pass the HSAs. The plan included
instructional programming and additional supports for identified students before and during
HSA courses and intervention strategies for students who required additional assistance to
pass the HSA after course completion.
• Reviewed and adjusted the sequence of HSA courses to provide necessary supports for
students to pass the HSA on their first attempt.
• Analyzed and reviewed disaggregated HSA data from 2007-2008 to determine curricular
implications, student performance by subgroups, and appropriate professional development.
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•

Collaborated with the Office of Special Education to review current instructional practices
for all diploma-bound students and investigate new intervention programs to ensure
proficiency achievement of all special education students.
Monitored the progress of high school students in mastering the Core Learning Goals in the
areas of Algebra/Data Analysis, Biology, English, and Government through the use of shortcycle, benchmark, and final exam assessments.
Continued to identify underperforming secondary schools in need of support to increase
student performance on HSAs and provided site-based professional development to these
identified schools.
Provided rigorous, differentiated curricula to improve student achievement to ensure that all
students pass the HSAs.
Implemented short-cycle and benchmark assessments in HSA courses to help teachers make
informed instructional decisions for all students.
Continued to offer school-based and countywide professional development workshops for
administrators, teachers, and support personnel in reading, language arts, math, science, and
social studies to support the achievement of all students including ethnic groups, special
education, English language learners, FARMS, and gifted and talented.
Developed and implemented review packets for HSA courses in order to assist with
improving student performance for those who did not meet standards.

Elementary
• Continued professional development on the implementation of research-based components of
a comprehensive early childhood literacy program including phonemic awareness, phonics,
fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension.
• Continued to monitor and support the implementation of prekindergarten, kindergarten, first,
and second grade diagnostic tools.
• Continued implementation of a comprehensive three-tier differentiation model, Assessment
Intervention Model, designed to improve the reading achievement of all students by
providing ongoing-assessment, early identification, and support for students who are at risk
of reading failure in all elementary schools.
• Utilized identified research-based supplemental and intervention programs to support
students who required more intense instruction in identified areas of reading instruction.
• Utilized Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills (DIBELS) as an early childhood
screening and progress monitoring tool to adjust instruction and provide appropriate support
and intervention in order to prevent early reading failure.
• Continued to develop, refine, and monitor countywide short-cycle and benchmark
assessments in grades 3-5.
• Continued data analysis to inform reading and written language instruction.
• Continued to provide anchor lessons, model lessons, and instructional resources to enable
general and special education teachers to provide differentiated instruction in reading,
English, and writing.
• Provided professional development and resources to assist teachers in analyzing and
evaluating student work, specifically short-cycle and benchmark assessment data to make
instructional decisions.
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Continued to provide ongoing professional development to new and veteran teachers on
research-based best practices for vocabulary and comprehension instruction.
Continued to provide collaborative professional development among general and special
educators to ensure the success of students with disabilities in inclusive and self-contained
settings.
Continued to provide professional development to support implementation of the revised
elementary written language program.
Intensified the focus on components of, and best practices for, effective reading and writing
instruction for BCPS-identified priority schools.
Intensified and targeted professional development for special education and general
education teachers in best practices for co-teaching models and differentiated instruction.
Continued to improve and provide professional development for teachers instructing students
participating in ALT-MSA.

Middle
• Continued the systemwide use of Grade 6 reading materials to provide consistency of
curriculum implementation in all middle schools.
• Provided reading specialists with ongoing professional development focused on best
practices in reading and written language instruction.
• Provided extensive professional development to teachers to support the implementation of
Language!, a comprehensive reading/language arts acceleration program for students in
grades 6-10.
• Provided in-school modeling of instruction and coaching for teachers to ensure quality of
implementation of the Language! acceleration program.
• Created, refined, and monitored short-cycle and benchmark assessments for all middle and
high schools.
• Provided ongoing professional development to veteran and new teachers on research-based
best practices for teaching reading, writing, and language usage to support the achievement
of all students including ethnic groups, special education, English language learners,
FARMS, and gifted and talented.
• Provided alignment for all teachers of the core reading curriculum to the Voluntary State
Curriculum (VSC) along with professional development on the content, types of questions,
and scoring expectations on the MSA for all teachers.
• Provided professional development to assist teachers in analyzing and evaluating student
work and using the resulting data to make instructional decisions.
High English II
• Revised and continued to implement English 10 short-cycle and benchmark assessments.
• Reviewed and refined high school English and reading courses listed in the Course
Registration Guide to ensure that all high school English, reading, and writing courses are
supported by rigorous curricula.
• Provided professional development to English 10 teachers with focused attention toward
beginning teachers to support the achievement of all students including ethnic groups, special
education, English language learners, FARMS, and gifted and talented.
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•
•
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Continued to implement a professional development program for all high school reading
teachers that focused on increasing their knowledge and use of research-based reading
strategies to support the achievement of all students including ethnic groups, special
education, English language learners, FARMS, and gifted and talented.
Offered English 10 in Grade 10 for all students, with differentiated courses provided for
gifted and talented students and honors students.
Provided extensive professional development, including differentiation strategies, to teachers
to support the implementation of Language!, a comprehensive reading/language arts
acceleration program for students in grades 6-10, including students receiving special
education services.
Provided in-school modeling of instruction and coaching for teachers to ensure quality of
implementation of the Language! acceleration program.
Utilized the Smaller Learning Communities structures to transition more students into
rigorous academic courses.
Provided support through planning, modeling, and coaching to ensure effective
implementation of the English 10 curriculum for teachers in identified schools.
Provided collaborative professional development to general and special education teachers on
the implementation of the Voluntary State Curriculum (VSC) and the Core Learning Goals
(CLG), including how to embed instructional strategies to assist in meeting the needs of
diverse learners.
Provided on-going professional development to English 10 teachers and department chairs on
how to analyze data obtained through short-cycle and benchmark assessments and how to
utilize the data to make instructional decisions.
Allocated and integrated special education resource teachers into the Office of Language Arts
to ensure that instructional initiatives give consideration to and are inclusive of the special
education subgroup needs.
Fostered collaborative work between the offices of Language Arts and Special Education to
create an exemplary co-teaching model that served as a prototype for countywide
implementation.

Resource Allocations:
• FY08 Operating Budget
• Title II FY07 and FY08
3. Describe where challenges are evident. In your response, identify challenges in terms of grade
band(s) and subgroups.
While overall, notable increases in student performance have been achieved on the Maryland School
Assessments, comprehensive data analysis indicates that there are challenges related to meeting the
Annual Measurable Objective (AMO) for certain levels and subgroups.
Elementary Reading
A review of the trends in elementary reading student achievement data by subgroup indicates that all
subgroups have remained consistent or have evidenced consistent steady improvement from
2006-2007 to 2007-2008.
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Middle Reading
A review of the trends in middle school reading student achievement data by subgroup indicates a
significant increase in performance in the All Students group. However, some subgroups did not
reach the AMO.
• The student achievement of the following subgroups did not reach the AMO:
o African American (by 1.1 percentage points)
o Hispanic (by 1.9 percentage points)
o Free/Reduced Meals (by 4.5 percentage points)
o Limited English Proficiency (by 19.1 percentage points)
o Special Education (by 24.0 percentage points)
High English II
A review of the English II MSA trends by subgroup indicates, excluding the LEP subgroup, that
student achievement has increased for all subgroups. Despite the overall increases, challenges
related to achievement on the English II MSA include addressing the needs of student groups in
specific underperforming high schools.
• Based upon preliminary data, the student achievement of the following subgroups may not
reach the 2008 AMO:
o Limited English Proficiency
o Special Education
4. Describe the changes or adjustments that will be made along with the corresponding resource
allocations to ensure sufficient progress. Include timelines where appropriate.
The BCPS Blueprint for Progress and Master Plan include performance goals and indicators that
serve as the concrete measures by which student achievement is benchmarked and school system
accountability for achievement is defined. These efforts are aimed at improving instruction and
increasing student achievement on the MSA. While no Master Plan strategies have been added or
revised, the implementation of the strategies will be refined through modifications at the activity
level, to address the identified areas of concern, particularly those related to middle school
mathematics and underperforming student groups including American Indian, African American,
special education, and FARMS. The timeline for full implementation is spring of 2009.
2008-2009 Master Plan Goal 1: By 2012, all students will reach high standards, as established by
the Baltimore County Public Schools and state performance level standards, in
English/reading/writing/, mathematics, science, and social studies.
Performance Indicator 1.1: All diploma-bound students in grades 3–8, and students enrolled in
English 10 and Algebra I will meet or exceed Maryland School Assessment (MSA) standards, and
students enrolled in English 10 and Algebra I will pass the High School Assessments (HSAs).
Performance Indicator 1.5: All participating special education students will meet or exceed state
standards for the Alternate Maryland State Assessments (Alt-MSA).
Performance Indicator 1.12: All students successfully completing Algebra I, Biology, English 10,
and Government will pass the Maryland High School Assessment on their first attempt.
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Key Strategies:
c) Provide for the consistent and systematic implementation of the Essential Curriculum in all
content areas, which includes differentiated curriculum for English language learners, special
education, gifted and talented, and honors students.
k) Identify and consistently implement a common core of research-based instructional practices
resulting in more purposeful and engaging work for students.
m) Develop and implement grade-appropriate diagnostic assessments for reading and mathematics.
o) Monitor the relationship among the intended, assessed, and learned curriculum to ensure access
to rigorous curriculum for all students.
w) Support teachers in the implementation of reading techniques through professional development
opportunities.
y) Provide professional development opportunities to teachers, paraprofessionals, and principals in
content areas.
2008-2009 Master Plan Goal 2: By 2012, all English language Learners will become proficient in
English and reach high standards in English reading/writing, mathematics, science, and social
studies.
Performance Indicator 2.1: All English language learners receiving English for Speakers of Other
Languages (ESOL) services will attain English proficiency by the end of their fourth school year.
Performance Indicator 2.2: All diploma-bound English language learners will meet or exceed
Maryland School Assessment (MSA) standards.
Key Strategies:
b) Provide ESOL services for all English language learners not meeting English proficiency levels.
e) Provide professional development opportunities on cross-cultural and differentiated strategies for
all staff.
Activities:
During the 2008-2009 school year, the following changes or adjustments will be made, along with
the related resource allocations, to ensure progress in the area of reading:
System Level
• Continue to offer school-based and countywide professional development workshops for
administrators, teachers, and support personnel in reading, language arts, math, science, and
social studies to support the achievement of all students including ethnic groups, special
education, English language learners, FARMS, and gifted and talented.
• Continue to monitor best practices using the Guide for Inclusive Education.
• Work with the Office of Special Education to ensure maximum access to the general
education curriculum for all students with disabilities in the Least Restrictive Environment
(LRE).
• Provide collaborative general and special education teacher professional development in the
implementation of the Voluntary State Curriculum (VSC) and the Core Learning Goals
(CLG). Embed strategies and understandings to assist in meeting the needs of all students.
• Continue to provide collaborative professional development among general educators and
special educators to ensure the success of students with disabilities in inclusive and selfcontained settings.
• Continue to provide curriculum and instructional services and support to BCPS-identified
priority schools.
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Continue to implement a systemic intervention plan to support schools not achieving
Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP).
Implement the curriculum management plan designed to produce high quality curriculum
guides to promote alignment and content rigor, provide a consistent format for guides to
focus and normalize systemwide use, and provide review and evaluation procedures to
determine its usefulness in supporting the achievement of all students including ethnic
groups, special education, English language learners, FARMS, and gifted and talented.
Develop a comprehensive professional development plan, which provides central leadership
and coordination of all professional development, identification of staff professional
development needs, systemic and coordinated delivery of need knowledge and skills focused
on increasing student achievement, and evaluation of professional development effectiveness
to determine the impact on student achievement.
Develop a systematic evaluation plan of district programs, initiatives and curricular models
and master plan action by external and internal program review utilizing disaggregated data
warehouse information on all state and local assessments at the system, area, school,
classroom, and individual student level to make informed educational decisions to improve
student achievement and professional development.
Implement the Articulated Instruction Module (AIM), an alignment and articulation tool that
documents as well as enhances communication related to student academic progress for
students, parents, educators, and support staff. This module provides reports that reinforce
alignment with the Voluntary State Curriculum and other curricula throughout the school
system.
Provide instructional guidance and professional development that ensure levels of rigor
consistent with high expectations, higher level thinking, and preparation for advanced
programs of study.
Revisit the HSA courses to determine the sequence most likely to provide the necessary
supports for students and to result in students passing the HSA on their first attempt.

Elementary
• Continue to provide collaborative professional development among general and special
educators to ensure the success of students with disabilities in inclusive and self-contained
settings.
• Intensify and target professional development for special education and general education
teachers in best practices for co-teaching models and differentiated instruction.
• Continue to improve and provide professional development for teachers instructing students
participating in Alt-MSA.
• Continue to provide professional development to elementary teachers and administrators to
connect the implementation of rigorous, engaging English/language arts, reading, and writing
instruction with preparation of students for success on the English HSA.
• Continue the use of Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills (DIBELS) as an early
childhood screening and progress monitoring tool to adjust instruction and provide
appropriate support and interventions in order to prevent early reading failure.
• Continue to implement the comprehensive Response to Intervention model (RTI) to promote
the research-based strategies embodied in Reading First to provide ongoing assessment, early
identification, and support for students who are at risk of reading failure in all elementary
schools.
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Continue to provide training in Reading First and RTI to library media, PreK-5 special
educators, and teachers of English language learners to assist in the implementation of these
programs to support the achievement of all students including ethnic groups, special
education, English language learners, FARMS, and gifted and talented.
Continue to use research-based interventions to provide accelerated reading/English/language
arts instruction for students in Grades 4 and 5, implement short-cycle and benchmark
assessments, monitor the instructional program, and make adjustments as needed.
Continue and expand the 100 Book Challenge in a total of 14 schools in order to strengthen
students’ application of skills and give students access to a wide range of fiction and nonfiction reading materials.
Implement the Motivational Reading Project in 37 Title I schools in order to strengthen
students’ application of expository reading skills and strategies, research, and inquiry-based
writing.

Middle
• Intensify the focus on components of, and best practices for, effective reading and writing
instruction in BCPS-identified priority schools.
• Revise Language Arts 8 curriculum by infusing the rigorous lessons and teaching strategies
provided by SpringBoard, a curricular support source.
• Provide professional development to Grade 8 language arts teachers to ensure the consistent
use of college preparatory strategies provided through the revised curriculum.
• Continue to refine and enhance the implementation of the core and GT Grade 6 reading
program.
• Refine the implementation of the Grade 6 program for all students countywide, and include
differentiation for students reading above and below grade level to support the achievement
of all students including ethnic groups, special education, English language learners,
FARMS, and gifted and talented.
• Continue to utilize the data warehouse to analyze the disaggregated MSA results and other
achievement data and make instructional adjustments based on analysis of the data.
• Intensify and target professional development for special education and general education
teachers in best practices for co-teaching models and differentiated instruction.
• Continue to provide ongoing professional development for all middle and high school
teachers who will be teaching the Language! acceleration program during the 2008-2009
school year.
• Provide systemwide professional development for ESOL, general, and special education
teachers focusing on higher level thinking, academic vocabulary, language usage, writing,
and pedagogy.
• Intensify instructional guidance and professional development that ensures levels of rigor
consistent with high expectations, higher level thinking, and preparation for advanced
programs of study, ultimately preparing students for success on HSA and SAT.
High
• Include special educators and special education office resource personnel in professional
development related to content.
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Review and refine the high school English and reading courses listed in the Course
Registration Guide to ensure that all high school English and reading courses are supported
by rigorous curricula.
Evaluate, revise, and implement English 10 short-cycle and benchmark assessments to ensure
alignment between the tested, written, and taught curricula, with particular emphasis on
schools performing below standards.
Provide in-school demonstration lessons to English 10 teachers modeling instruction,
coaching, and providing support to ensure effective implementation of the curriculum and
reading programs.
Assess identified students in grades 8-10 to determine student needs for an accelerated
reading/English language arts program.
Provide ongoing professional development for teachers implementing the revised half-credit
course, Accelerated English, a course designed to address those students who failed the
English HSA in their Grade 10 year.
Increase teacher participation in the Governor's Academy for English to ensure
implementation of best practices in schools.
Continue to provide teachers and administrators with extensive professional development to
support the implementation of the identified acceleration program.
Continue to implement the Language! intervention program and regularly monitor students’
progress through the use of both internal and external assessments.
Continue to facilitate professional development that ensures the consistency of
implementation of the core curricula.
Continue to implement a professional development program for all high school reading and
English teachers that focuses on increasing their knowledge and use of research-based
reading and English/written language strategies to support the achievement of all students
including ethnic groups, special education, English language learners, FARMS, and gifted
and talented.
Continue to provide demonstration lessons to English 10 teachers modeling instruction,
coaching, and providing support to ensure effective implementation of the curriculum and
reading programs.

Resource Allocations:
• FY09 Operating Budget
• Title II FY08 and FY09
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Based on the Examination of the HSA English II Pass Rate Data (Table 2.4):
1. Provide information on interventions that are in place to support students required to pass this
high school assessment in order to graduate. In your response, and where applicable, include:



How students in danger of not passing are identified.
Include plans for students with special needs (i.e., students receiving special education
services, Limited English Proficient students, and students with 504 plans) and plans
for students who have taken, but not passed, the English II HSA.

Baltimore County Public Schools (BCPS) remains committed to achieving 100% proficiency for all
students. The BCPS Master Plan includes Goals, Indicators, and Strategies related to the Maryland
High School Assessment (HSA) performance level standards in Goal 1. Each strategy in the Master
Plan is supported by activities designed to implement the strategy and achieve the Master Plan
Performance Indicator.
Intervention strategies, such as BCPS half-credit courses for students who passed HSA-content
courses but did not pass the HSA, after-school coach classes, extended HSA review sessions
conducted on Saturdays or during the school day, HSA class pullouts right before the HSA
administration, and practice HSA are implemented by schools to provide assistance to identified
students.
The BCPS Blueprint for Progress and Master Plan include performance goals and indicators that
serve as the concrete measures by which student achievement is benchmarked and school system
accountability for achievement is defined. These efforts are aimed at improving instruction and
increasing student preparation for and performance in HSA-related courses. While no Master Plan
strategies have been added or revised, the implementation of the strategies will be refined through
modifications at the activity level to address the identified areas of concern, particularly those related
to the particular student cohort classes and underperforming student groups including American
Indian, African American, special education, English language learners, and FARMS. During the
2008-2009 school year, the following goals, strategies, and activities will be implemented to address
support for students:
2008-2009 Master Plan Goal 1: By 2012, all students will reach high standards, as established by
the Baltimore County Public School and state performance level standards, in
English/reading/writing, mathematics, science, and social studies.
Performance Indicator 1.1: All diploma-bound students in grades 3–8 and students enrolled in
English 10 and Algebra I, will meet or exceed Maryland School Assessment (MSA) standards, and
students enrolled in English 10 and Algebra 1 will pass the High School Assessments (HSAs).
Performance Indicator 1.10: All students will pass the Algebra/Data Analysis Maryland High
School Assessment (HSA) by the end of Grade 9.
Performance Indicator 1.12: All students successfully completing Algebra I, Biology, English 10,
and Government courses will pass the Maryland High School Assessments on their first attempt.
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Key Strategies:
c) Provide for the consistent and systematic implementation of the Essential Curriculum in all
content areas, which includes differentiated curriculum for English language learners, special
education, gifted and talented, and honor students.
i) Monitor classroom instruction to ensure that the Essential Curriculum is being taught.
h) Develop, implement, and monitor intervention programs for students who have not demonstrated
proficiency in reading, language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies.
k) Identify and consistently implement a common core of research-based instructional practices
resulting in more purposeful and engaging work for students.
m) Develop and implement grade appropriate diagnostic assessments for reading and mathematics.
o) Monitor the relationship among the intended, assessed, and learned curriculum to ensure access
to rigorous curriculum for all students.
u) Provide staff with access to technology essential to collecting, analyzing, and reporting student
achievement data.
w) Support teachers in the implementation of reading techniques through professional development
opportunities.
y) Provide professional development opportunities to teachers, paraprofessionals, and principals in
content areas.
Students in danger of not passing the HSA are identified in the following ways:
Identification of students who may not pass the English HSA begins in Grade 9 with the countywide
administration of short-cycle and benchmark assessments that model the state test. By analyzing
individual data, teachers can track student progress and predict HSA “readiness.” In addition,
students who do not pass English 9 or English 10 are considered in danger of not passing the English
HSA. High schools use data from Baltimore County Public Schools’ data warehouse to track the
performance of students on the HSA from year to year. They use this data to determine appropriate
interventions for students who have not passed the English HSA.
Activities:
Plans for students who have taken but not passed the HSA include:
• Continue to provide professional development for general and special educators in content
and strategies for HSA courses.
• Continue to revise and implement curricula to align with HSA Core Learning Goals and
integrate differentiation of instructional strategies and attention to learning styles and AVID
strategies.
• Maintain rigorous, differentiated curricula to improve student achievement to ensure that all
students pass the HSAs.
• Continue to identify underperforming secondary schools in need of support to increase
student performance on final exams by providing site-based professional development and
modeling best practices.
• Monitor the progress of high school students in mastering the Core Learning Goals in the
areas of Algebra/Data Analysis, Biology, English, and Government through the use of shortcycle, benchmark, and final exam assessments.
• Continue to implement the systemwide plan, Preparing Students for Success on the HSAs in
the Baltimore County Public Schools, to provide system supports for students before, during,
and after HSA courses to ensure that students will pass the HSAs. The plan includes
instructional programming and additional supports for identified students before and during
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HSA courses and intervention strategies for students who require additional assistance to
pass the HSA after course completion.
Adhere to the sequence of HSA courses to provide necessary supports for students. Analyze
and review disaggregated HSA data from 2007-2008 to determine curricular implications,
student performance by subgroups and appropriate professional development.
Continue to implement interventions for HSA courses where student performance did not
meet standards.
Pilot and assess support programs designed to enhance student knowledge of Core Learning
Goals.
Monitor the progress of high school students in mastering the Core Learning Goals in the
areas of Algebra/Data Analysis, Biology, English, and Government through the use of shortcycle, benchmark, and final exam assessments.
Identify underperforming secondary schools in need of additional support to increase student
performance on HSAs and provide site-based professional development to these identified
schools.
Implement short-cycle and benchmark assessments in HSA courses to help teachers make
informed instructional decisions for all students.
Offer school-based and countywide professional development workshops for administrators,
teachers, and support personnel in reading, language arts, math, science, and social studies to
support the achievement of all students and all identified subgroups.

Plans for students with special needs include:
• Include special educators and special education office resource personnel in professional
development related to content.
• Continue to implement a professional development program for all high school reading and
English teachers that focuses on increasing their knowledge and use of research-based
reading and English/written language strategies to support the achievement of all students
including ethnic groups, special education, English language learners, FARMS, and gifted
and talented.
• Provide collaborative professional development to general and special education teachers on
the implementation of the Voluntary State Curriculum (VSC) including how to embed
strategies to assist in meeting the needs of diverse learners.
• Provide ongoing professional development for teachers implementing the revised half-credit
course, Accelerated English, a course designed to address those student who failed the
English HSA Grade 10.
• Assess identified students in grades 6-10 to determine student needs for an accelerated
reading/English language arts program.
• Provide supplemental resource materials to English 10 teachers to aid in providing
differentiated activities for students based on performance on countywide assessments.
• Continue to provide teachers and administrators with extensive professional development to
support the implementation of the identified acceleration program, Language!
• Continue to implement the Language! acceleration program and regularly monitor students’
progress through the use of both internal and external assessments.
• Provide intra-school modeling of instruction and coaching for teachers to ensure quality of
implementation of the Language! acceleration program.
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Continue to offer English 10 for all students in Grade 10, with differentiated courses
provided for gifted and talented students and honors students.
Continue to facilitate professional development that ensures the effective implementation of
core curricula.
Review and refine the high school English and reading courses listed in the Course
Registration Guide to ensure that all high school English and reading courses are supported
by rigorous curricula.
Evaluate, revise, and implement English 10 short-cycle and benchmark assessments to ensure
alignment between the tested, written, and taught curricula.
Continue to provide demonstration lessons to English 10 teachers modeling instruction,
coaching, and providing support to ensure effective implementation of the curriculum and
reading programs.
Continue to provide ongoing professional development to English 10 teachers and
department chairs on how to analyze data obtained through short-cycle and benchmark
assessments and how to utilize the data to make instructional decisions to support the
achievement of all students and all identified subgroups.
Continue to increase teacher participation in the Governor's Academy for English to ensure
implementation of best practices in schools.
Provide professional development for the revised scope and sequence of written language
instruction (grammar) and clarify expectations of implementation.

Resource Allocations:
• FY09 Operating Budget
• Title II FY08 and FY09
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Response to Clarifying QuestionsBCPS has implemented a differentiated instructional model for reading and language arts instruction.
This model includes research-based programs, and regular use of data analysis to drive instruction and
interventions. The Office of Language Arts and the Office of Special Education work together to
monitor the effective implementation of all reading interventions at all grade levels. This differentiated
instructional model is intended to provide schools with a structure to monitor the reading achievement of
all students; to provide early and prompt instructional support to students who are at-risk for future
reading difficulties; to reduce the number of students identified for special education by providing early
literacy support; to increase the number of students reading at grade level by the end of second grade;
and decrease the number of students reading below grade level in grades 3 through 5.
BCPS has also allocated special education resource teachers to each of the four core content offices on a
full-time basis. These teachers work with teachers to model instruction, review the results of
assessments, and plan instruction based on individual student progress towards grade level standards to
ensure that the needs of students with disabilities are targeted as an integral part of all instructional
initiatives.
The Office of Language Arts works with the Office of Special Education to continue to provide
professional development in the effective use and implementation of Co-Teaching Models at all levels.
The Co-Teaching model provides for more inclusive educational opportunities for students with
disabilities and increased access to the general education curriculum. Frequent exposure to the core
curriculum will help to close the achievement gap for students with special needs. Additionally, this
model also provides for a smaller student-teacher ratio which increases the intensity and frequency of
student-teacher interactions, allows for small group instruction, and promotes differentiation of
curricular content and more frequent opportunities for students to work with grade level curriculum.
At the middle school level, the grade 8 Language Arts curriculum for all students includes strategies
from SpringBoard in order to provide all students access to rigorous instruction. At the high school
level the Achieve 3000 and ReadAbout programs are also being used at many of our secondary schools
to extend and support our students who need additional support to meet standards.
The Office of World Languages provides professional development for ESOL and World Language
teachers in writing, an area with which many ELL students struggle. This year a new elementary
Language Arts program has been implemented to provide differentiation for the ELL students. This
program contains a variety of resources and supports and is directly aligned with the core curriculum of
our non-ELL students in order to provide these students with exposure to grade level materials. At the
secondary level, direct instruction is provided in both reading and writing for ELL students. This direct
instruction is followed by additional support classes based on the results of assessments and targeted to
specific student gaps in achievement.
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Maryland School Assessment/High School Assessment (continued)
Mathematics
Based on the Examination of MSA AYP Proficiency Data in Mathematics (Tables 2.5 through 2.7):
1. Describe where progress is evident. In your response, identify progress in terms of grade
band(s) and subgroups.
Elementary
Based upon Table 2.5, the percentage of elementary school students achieving proficient or
advanced on the MSA in mathematics continues to increase. In 2007-2008, the All Students group
exceeded the elementary school mathematics AMO by 15.9 percentage points.
• The following subgroups met or exceeded the AMO:
o African American (by 7.6 percentage points)
o American Indian/Alaskan (by 13.8 percentage points)
o Asian/Pacific Islander (by 25.7 percentage points)
o Hispanic (by 12.7 percentage points)
o White (by 22.1 percentage points)
o Free/Reduced Meals (by 7.0 percentage points)
o Limited English Proficient (by 14.1 percentage points)
• Based on the elementary, middle, and high (EMH) data table at the elementary school level,
the following student groups have maintained or evidenced improvement on the MSA
mathematics from 2006-2007 to 2007-2008:
o African American (increased 2.4 percentage points)
o American Indian/Alaskan (increased 5.2 percentage points)
o Hispanic (increased 1.8 percentage points)
o White (increased 2.4 percentage points)
o Free/Reduced Meals (increased 1.4 percentage points)
o Limited English Proficient (maintained same percent)
o Special Education (increased 4.5 percentage points)
• On the ALT-MSA in mathematics, elementary school achievement exceeded the AMO.
Middle
Based upon Table 2.6, the percentage of middle school students achieving proficient or advanced on
the MSA in mathematics also continues to increase. In 2007-2008, the All Students group exceeded
the middle school mathematics AMO by 10.4 percentage points.
• At the middle school level, the following subgroups exceeded the AMO:
o American Indian/Alaskan (by 0.4 percentage points)
o Asian/Pacific Islander (by 31.6 percentage points)
o Hispanic (by 3.6 percentage points)
o White (by 20.4 percentage points)
o Limited English Proficient (by 0.6 percentage points)
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Based on EMH data at the middle school level, the following student subgroups have
evidenced an improvement in MSA mathematics from 2006-2007 to 2007-2008:
o African American (increased 9.8 percentage points)
o American Indian/Alaskan (increased 14.3 percentage points)
o Asian/Pacific Islander (increased 4.1 percentage points)
o Hispanic (increased 10.7 percentage points)
o White (increased 5.7 percentage points)
o Free/Reduced Meals (increased 9.0 percentage points)
o Limited English Proficient (increased 6.9 percentage points)
o Special Education (increased 10.1 percentage points)
On the ALT-MSA in mathematics, middle school achievement exceeded the AMO.

High
NOTE: As of September 8, 2008, high school MSA and Adequate Yearly Progress results for the
2007-2008 school year were not yet available; therefore, the information provided below is based
upon preliminary May 2008 High School Assessment results.
• 2008 MSA Algebra/Data Analysis results available at the time of this report included the
results of the May 2008 administration; however, the data do not include the May 2008
Mod-MSA results.
Data on Table 2.7 Maryland School Assessment – AYP Proficiency data illustrate the 2005 through
2007 results of students’ first attempt taking the Algebra/Data Analysis MSA. Unlike the prior
years, the 2008 high school Algebra/Data Analysis MSA results will be based upon the percentage
of the students in the Class of 2009 that has passed the Algebra/Data Analysis MSA by the end of
Grade 11. Given the change in the way the Maryland State Department of Education will be making
Adequate Yearly Progress determinations in 2008, Baltimore County Public Schools’ analysis and
report on MSA and AYP progress is based upon the percentage of the students in the Class of 2009
and beyond that has passed the Algebra/Data Analysis MSA by the end of the year.
By the end of 2007-2008, preliminary data indicate that 82.8% of the students in the Class of 2009
have passed the Algebra/Data Analysis MSA. Although this exceeds the 2008 AMO by 35.5
percentage points, Baltimore County Public Schools continues to be committed to ensuring that all
students meet the High School Assessment graduation requirement by the end of the 2008-2009
school year.
• At the high school level, preliminary data indicate the following subgroups will exceed the
2008 AMO:
o All Students (by 35.5 percentage points)
o African American (by 22.3 percentage points)
o American Indian/Alaskan (by 34.0 percentage points)
o Asian/Pacific Islander (by 45.1 percentage points)
o Hispanic (by 36.7 percentage points)
o White (by 43.3 percentage points)
o Free/Reduced Meals (by 23.8 percentage points)
o Limited English Proficient (by 15.2 percentage points)
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2. Identify the practices, programs, or strategies and the corresponding resource allocations to
which you attribute the progress.
Baltimore County Public Schools remains committed to achieving 100% proficiency for all students.
The BCPS Master Plan includes Goals, Indicators, and Strategies related to Maryland School
Assessment (MSA) performance level standards in both Goals 1 and 2. Each strategy in the Master
Plan is supported by activities designed to implement the strategy and achieve the Master Plan
Performance Indicator. The strategies and activities listed below appear related to the identified
increases in student performance achieved on MSA in mathematics.
2007-2008 Master Plan Goal 1: By 2012, all students will reach high standards, as established by
the Baltimore County Public Schools and state performance level standards, in
English/reading/language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies.
Performance Indicator 1.1: All diploma-bound students in grades 3–8, as well as students enrolled
in English 10 and Algebra I, will meet or exceed Maryland School Assessment (MSA) standards.
Performance Indicator 1.5: Seventy percent of participating special education students will meet
or exceed state standards for the Alternate Maryland State Assessments (Alt-MSA).
Performance Indicator 1.10: All students will pass the Algebra/Data Analysis Maryland High
School Assessment (HSA) by the end of Grade 9.
Performance Indicator 1.12: All students successfully completing Algebra I, Biology, English 10,
and Government courses will pass the Maryland High School Assessments on their first attempt.
Key Strategies:
c) Provide for the consistent and systematic implementation of the Essential Curriculum in all
content areas, which includes differentiated curriculum for English language learners, special
education, gifted and talented, and honors students.
k) Identify and consistently implement a common core of research-based instructional practices
resulting in more purposeful and engaging work for students.
m) Develop and implement grade-appropriate diagnostic assessments for reading and mathematics.
o) Monitor the relationship among the intended, assessed, and learned curriculum to ensure access
to rigorous curriculum for all students.
t) Provide middle school mathematics teachers with intense professional development
opportunities that address content standards and teaching techniques for a diverse student
population.
y) Provide professional development opportunities to teachers, paraprofessionals, and principals in
content areas.
2007-2008 Master Plan Goal 2: By 2012, all English language learners will become proficient in
English and reach high standards in English reading/writing, mathematics, science, and social
studies.
Performance Indicator 2.1: All English language learners receiving English for Speakers of Other
Languages (ESOL) services will attain English proficiency by the end of their fourth school year.
Performance Indicator 2.2: All diploma-bound English language learners will meet or exceed
Maryland School Assessment (MSA) standards.
Key Strategies:
b) Provide ESOL services for all English language learners not meeting English proficiency levels.
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c) Provide for the consistent and systematic implementation of the Essential Curriculum in all
content areas, which includes differentiated curriculum for English language learners, special
education, gifted and talented, and honors students.
e) Provide professional development opportunities on cross-cultural and differentiated strategies for
all staff.
Activities:
In the area of mathematics, the following practices, programs, or strategies and the related resource
allocations appear related to the increase in the percentage of students achieving proficient or
advanced on the MSA:
System Level
• Implemented the curriculum management plan designed to produce high quality curriculum
guides to promote alignment and content rigor, provide a consistent format for guides to
focus and normalize systemwide use, and provide review and evaluation procedures to
determine its usefulness in supporting the achievement of all students including ethnic
groups, special education, English language learners, FARMS, and gifted and talented.
• Developed a comprehensive professional development plan, which provides central
leadership and coordination of all professional development, identification of staff
professional development needs, systemic and coordinated delivery of knowledge and skills
focused on increasing student achievement, and evaluation of professional development
effectiveness to determine impact on student achievement.
• Developed a comprehensive assessment plan that fosters sound instructional decision making
based upon comprehensive feedback and that provides information for administrators and
teachers on individual student progress, improvements and analysis of benchmark and shortcycle assessments, training and support for the administration of all MSA and HSA
assessments according to the state mandated testing calendar, and information for use in
design and delivery of curriculum, support services, and professional development.
• Developed a systematic evaluation plan of district programs, initiatives and curricular models
and master plan action by external and internal program review utilizing disaggregated data
warehouse information on all state and local assessments at the system, area, school,
classroom, and individual student level to make informed educational decisions to improve
student achievement and professional development.
• Implemented the Articulated Instruction Module (AIM), an alignment and articulation tool
that documents as well as enhances communication related to student academic progress for
students, parents, educators, and support staff. This module provided reports that reinforce
alignment with the Voluntary State Curriculum and other curricula throughout the school
system.
Elementary
• Continued the implementation of phase two of a new elementary mathematics program with
ongoing professional development provided to administrators and teachers, in particular,
special education teachers.
• Provided professional development for special education and general education teachers in
best practices for co-teaching and differentiated instruction.
• Continued to provide professional development on instructional strategies and cohort
opportunities in the fall of 2007 and the spring of 2008 for increased teacher quality to
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improve the achievement gap for all students, in particular, students receiving special
education services, and African American students.
Provided recommendations for intervention programs to schools for after-school programs,
coach classes, summer school programs, and other alternative programs.
Allocated special education resource teachers to support the content area.
Continued to use data to analyze student performance on state and local assessments to
inform instruction and curriculum development.
Continued to refine countywide short-cycle and benchmark assessments for grades 3-5.

Middle
• Continued the implementation of Algebraic Thinking in grades 6-8 with ongoing professional
development provided to administrators and teachers, in particular, special education
teachers.
• Continued to expand professional development on instructional strategies and cohort
opportunities for increased teacher quality to narrow the achievement gap for all students, in
particular, American Indian, African American, special education, and FARMS subgroups.
• Enhanced and expanded professional development opportunities for special education and
general education teachers in best practices for co-teaching and differentiated instruction.
• Provided recommendations for intervention programs to schools for after-school programs,
coach classes, summer school programs, and other alternative programs.
• Collaborated with the Office of Special Education to review current instructional practices
for all diploma-bound students and investigate new intervention programs to ensure
proficiency achievement of all students receiving special education services.
• Collaborated with the Office of World Languages to review current instructional practices for
English language learners, investigate a new intervention program to ensure proficiency
achievement of all English language learners, and provide differentiated and high quality
professional development for teachers of students receiving ESOL services.
• Continued to use data to analyze student performance on state and local assessments to
inform instruction and curriculum development.
• Continued to refine countywide short-cycle and benchmark assessments for grades 6-8 and
Algebra I.
• Continued to review the middle school mathematics curriculum and to design new, rigorous
middle school curricula to align with the VSC and prepare students for Algebra I.
High
• Monitored the implementation of the Algebra/Data Analysis Adapted and Algebraic
Functions Adapted courses for students identified through the IEP team process and ELL
recommendations. The intent of these courses was to provide an environment that is focused
only on Core Learning Goals in Algebra and Data Analysis Adaptive, taken in Grade 9, and
then followed by Algebraic Functions Adaptive; which focuses on intervention strategies for
students who did not pass the HSA and continues with the completion of Algebra I concepts.
• Developed instructional materials to support the delivery of HSA courses in all schools
including evening school and summer school. These courses will provide teachers with a
structured program to help students progress toward mastery of HSA expectations.
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Developed specific syllabi for the summer school Algebra I course to help teachers focus
instruction during this condensed course opportunity on essential concepts that help students
progress towards mastery of the Core Learning Goals.
Continued to develop review materials for HSA courses to provide intervention strategies for
students performing at the basic level.
Continued to assist schools in restructuring algebra classes to include double period
assistance classes.
Piloted and assessed supplemental technology programs that support algebra instruction and
academic preparation for countywide and state assessments.
Continued to provide staff development for algebra teachers in instructional strategies that
support student achievement on short-cycle and benchmark assessments.
Continued to implement the Algebraic Thinking mathematics curriculum in grades 6-8 in all
middle schools to prepare students to pass the Algebra/Data Analysis HSA in Grade 9.
Continued to offer Preparing for Algebra as a summer school intervention for rising Grade 9
students who have completed middle school without taking algebra and who need to refine
their skills in preparation for Algebra I.

Resource Allocations:
• FY08 Operating Budget
• Title II FY07 and FY08
3. Describe where challenges are evident. In your response, identify challenges in terms of grade
band(s) and subgroups.
While overall, notable increases in student performance have been achieved on the Maryland School
Assessments, comprehensive data analysis indicates that there are challenges related to meeting the
Annual Measurable Objective (AMO) for certain levels and subgroups.
Elementary Mathematics
A review of the trends in elementary mathematics student achievement data by subgroup indicates
that all subgroups have remained consistent or have evidenced consistent steady improvement from
2006-2007 to 2007-2008.
• Although there was a 4.5% increase in the number of special education students achieving
proficient or advanced on the 2008 MSA, the proficiency rate for this student group
continues to fall slightly below the AMO.
Middle Mathematics
A review of the trends in middle school mathematics student achievement data by subgroup
indicates that all subgroups have remained consistent or have evidenced consistent steady
improvement from 2006-2007 to 2007-2008.
• Despite improvement, the student achievement of the following subgroups did not reach the
AMO:
o African American (by 3.4 percentage points)
o Free/Reduced Meals (by 5.9 percentage points)
o Special Education (by 18.2 percentage points)
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High Algebra/Data Analysis
Challenges related to the HSA Algebra/Data Analysis include addressing the needs of
underperforming schools and underperforming subgroups such as special education. Although data
indicate that BCPS is making progress in the percent of students in the Class of 2009 passing the
HSAs, there are challenges for some student groups and schools.
• Although there was an increase in the number of special education students in the class of
2009 passing the MSA, the passing rates for this student group continue to fall significantly
below the other subgroups.
4. Describe the changes or adjustments that will be made along with the corresponding resource
allocations to ensure sufficient progress. Include timelines where appropriate.
The BCPS Blueprint for Progress and Master Plan include performance goals and indicators that
serve as the concrete measures by which student achievement is benchmarked and school system
accountability for achievement is defined. These efforts are aimed at improving instruction and
increasing student achievement on the MSA. While no Master Plan strategies have been added or
revised, the implementation of the strategies will be refined through modifications at the activity
level, to address the identified areas of concern, particularly those related to middle school
mathematics and underperforming student groups including American Indian, African American,
special education, and FARMS. The timeline for full implementation is spring of 2009.
2008-2009 Master Plan Goal 1: By 2012, all students will reach high standards, as established by
the Baltimore County Public Schools and state performance level standards, in
English/reading/writing/, mathematics, science, and social studies.
Performance Indicator 1.1: All diploma-bound students in grades 3–8, and students enrolled in
English 10 and Algebra I will meet or exceed Maryland School Assessment (MSA) standards, and
students enrolled in English 10 and Algebra I will pass the High School Assessments (HSAs).
Performance Indicator 1.5: All participating special education students will meet or exceed state
standards for the Alternate Maryland State Assessments (Alt-MSA).
Performance Indicator 1.10: All students will pass the Algebra/Data Analysis Maryland High
School Assessment (HSA) by the end of Grade 9.
Performance Indicator 1.12: All students successfully completing Algebra I, Biology, English 10,
and Government will pass the Maryland High School Assessment on their first attempt.
Key Strategies:
c) Provide for the consistent and systematic implementation of the Essential Curriculum in all
content areas, which includes differentiated curriculum for English language learners, special
education, gifted and talented, and honors students.
k) Identify and consistently implement a common core of research-based instructional practices
resulting in more purposeful and engaging work for students.
m) Develop and implement grade-appropriate diagnostic assessments for reading and mathematics.
o) Monitor the relationship among the intended, assessed, and learned curriculum to ensure access
to rigorous curriculum for all students.
t) Provide middle school mathematics teachers with intense professional development
opportunities that address content standards and teaching techniques for a diverse student
population.
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y) Provide professional development opportunities to teachers, paraprofessionals, and principals in
content areas.
2008-2009 Master Plan Goal 2: By 2012, all English language learners will become proficient in
English and reach high standards in English reading/writing, mathematics, science, and social
studies.
Performance Indicator 2.1: All English language learners receiving English for Speakers of Other
Languages (ESOL) services will attain English proficiency by the end of their fourth school year.
Performance Indicator 2.2: All diploma-bound English language learners will meet or exceed
Maryland School Assessment (MSA) standards.
Key Strategies:
b) Provide ESOL services for all English language learners not meeting English proficiency levels.
e) Provide professional development opportunities on cross-cultural and differentiated strategies for
all staff.
Activities:
During the 2008-2009 school year, the following changes or adjustments will be made, along with
the related resource allocations, to ensure progress in the area of mathematics:
System Level
• Continue to offer school-based and countywide professional development workshops for
administrators, teachers, and support personnel in reading, language arts, math, science, and
social studies to support the achievement of all students including ethnic groups, special
education, English language learners, FARMS, and gifted and talented.
• Continue to monitor best practices using the Guide for Inclusive Education.
• Ensure maximum access to the general education curriculum for all students with disabilities
in the Least Restrictive Environment (LRE).
• Provide collaborative general and special education teacher professional development in the
implementation of the Voluntary State Curriculum (VSC). Embed instructional strategies to
assist in meeting the needs of all students.
• Continue to provide collaborative professional development among general educators and
special educators to ensure the success of students with disabilities in inclusive and selfcontained settings.
• Continue to provide curriculum and instructional services and support to BCPS-identified
priority schools.
• Continue to implement a systemic intervention plan to support schools not achieving
Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP).
• Revisit the HSA courses to determine the sequence most likely to provide the necessary
supports for students and to result in students passing the HSA on their first attempt.
• Implement the curriculum management plan designed to produce high quality curriculum
guides to promote alignment and content rigor, provide a consistent format for guides to
focus and normalize systemwide use, and provide review and evaluation procedures to
determine its usefulness in supporting the achievement of all students including ethnic
groups, special education, English language learners, FARMS, and gifted and talented.
• Develop a comprehensive professional development plan, which provides central control and
coordination of all professional development, identification of staff professional development
needs, systemic and coordinated delivery of need knowledge and skills focused on increasing
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student achievement, and evaluation of professional development effectiveness to determine
impact on student achievement.
Develop a comprehensive assessment plan that fosters sound instructional decision making
based upon comprehensive feedback and that provides information for administrators and
teachers on individual student progress, improvements and analysis of benchmark and shortcycle assessments, training and support for the administration of all MSA and HSA
assessments according to the state mandated testing calendar, and information for use in
design and delivery of curriculum, support services, and professional development.
Develop a systematic evaluation plan of district programs, initiatives and curricular models
and master plan action by external and internal program review utilizing disaggregated data
warehouse information on all state and local assessments at the system, area, school,
classroom, and individual student level to make informed educational decisions to improve
student achievement and professional development.
Implement the Articulated Instruction Module (AIM), an alignment and articulation tool that
documents as well as enhances communication related to student academic progress for
students, parents, educators, and support staff. This module provides reports that reinforce
alignment with the Voluntary State Curriculum and other curricula throughout the school
system.
Provide instructional guidance and professional development that ensure levels of rigor
consistent with high expectations, higher level thinking, and preparation for advanced
programs of study.

Elementary
• Continue to monitor the implementation of a rigorous core curriculum, use of the textbook,
and Investigations emphasizing algebraic concepts aligned with the VSC to support the
mathematics achievement of all students including ethnic groups, special education, English
language learners, FARMS, and gifted and talented.
• Continue to provide professional development for mathematics teachers in the use of
technology to include training on calculators, SuccessNet, Video Safari Montage, and
computer integration to support the achievement of all students including ethnic groups,
special education, English language learners, FARMS, and gifted and talented.
• Continue to provide professional development for administrators, support personnel, and
teachers on the effective implementation of the elementary mathematics curriculum aligned
to the VSC to support the achievement of all students including ethnic groups, special
education, English language learners, FARMS, and gifted and talented.
• Provide support to Title I schools through professional development for instructional coaches
and assistance in selecting and implementing intervention programs.
• Continue to provide professional development to support the implementation of the new
mathematics curriculum for all elementary teachers of mathematics by developing a
comprehensive training package of video resources for school-based professional
development.
• Continue to use data to analyze student performance on state and local assessments to inform
instruction and curriculum development.
• Continue to integrate the best practices of mathematics into the curriculum and provide
teachers with professional development that includes mathematics content training and the
modeling and coaching of these effective research-based instructional practices.
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Middle
• Monitor middle school restructuring plans to improve student achievement in mathematics to
prepare students for success on the MSA, to pass the Algebra/Data Analysis HSA, and to
increase participation and pass rates in AP courses.
• Collaborate with the Office of Special Education to review current instructional practices for
all diploma bound students and investigate new intervention programs to ensure proficiency
achievement of all students receiving special education services.
• Collaborate with the Office of World Languages to review current instructional practices for
English language learners, investigate new intervention program to ensure proficiency
achievement of all English language learners, and provide differentiated and high quality
professional development for teachers of ELL.
• Continue to monitor and support teachers in the use of technology to include training on
graphing calculators, TI Navigator System, tablet technology, and computer integration to
support the achievement of all students including ethnic groups, special education, English
language learners, FARMS, and gifted and talented.
• Analyze data from the 2008 MSA in grades 6-8 in order to determine the best professional
development in MSA content standards and scoring of MSA test items.
• Continue to review the middle school mathematics curriculum to align with the VSC and
prepare students for Algebra I.
• Continue to develop, refine, and monitor county-wide short-cycle and benchmark
assessments in grades 6-8.
• Continue to provide professional development to middle school teachers and administrators
to connect the implementation of rigorous, hands-on, engaging mathematics instruction with
preparation of students for success on the Algebra/Data Analysis HSA such as Algebraic
Thinking Booster Sessions and Algebraic Thinking Coaches.
• Continue to implement the Algebraic Thinking mathematics curriculum in grades 6-8 in all
middle schools to prepare students for success in Algebra I and to pass the Algebra/Data
Analysis HSA.
• Continue to develop continuing professional development courses that focus on a variety of
instructional strategies for teaching middle school mathematics concepts.
High
• Provide staff development for Algebra and Data Analysis Adapted and Algebraic Functions
Adapted teachers in strategies that support student achievement for students with disabilities
and English language learners.
• Provide staff development for algebra teachers in instructional strategies that support student
achievement on BCPS short-cycle assessments, benchmark assessments, and final exams.
• Provide staff development in instructional strategies featured in the Algebraic Thinking
courses for algebra teachers.
• Develop instructional materials to support the delivery of HSA courses in all schools
including evening school and summer school.
• Monitor the implementation of the Algebra/Data Analysis Adapted and Algebraic Functions
Adapted courses for students identified through the IEP team process and ELL
recommendations.
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Continue to implement vocabulary strategies for Algebra/Data Analysis HSA courses.
Continue to implement supplemental technology programs that support mathematics
instruction and academic preparation for local, state, and national assessments.
Continue to assist schools in making course recommendations to ensure that students scoring
basic acquire the skills and content needed to pass the Algebra/Data Analysis HSA.
Continue to support the attainment of skills and knowledge in algebra/data analysis through
the use of e-learning, including an online student course and an online professional
development course for mathematics teachers to use in instruction including acceleration for
students.
Continue to offer Preparing for Algebra as a summer school intervention for rising Grade 9
students who have completed middle school without taking algebra and who need to refine
their skills in preparation for Algebra I.

Resource Allocations:
• FY09 Operating Budget
• Title II FY08 and FY09
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Based on the Examination of the HSA Algebra/Data Analysis Pass Rate Data (Table 2.8):
1. Provide information on interventions that are in place to support students required to pass this
high school assessment in order to graduate. In your response, and where applicable, include:



How students in danger of not passing are identified.
Include plans for students with special needs (i.e., students receiving special education
services, Limited English Proficient students, and students with 504 plans) and plans
for students who have taken, but not passed, the Algebra/Data Analysis HSA.

In general for the 2007-2008 school year, HSA interventions were implemented for the HSA
Algebra/Data Analysis and will continue during the 2008-2009 school year. These include a new
semester course (1/2 elective credit) for students who passed the HSA content course, Algebra I, but
failed the HSA Algebra/Data Analysis, developed to extend the students’ knowledge of the content
while solidifying Core Learning Goal indicators; after-school and Saturday programs that enable
students who have not passed the HSA to receive assistance prior to retaking the HSA; two specific
courses for students with mathematics learning disabilities who are recommended through the IEP
team process and for recommended ELL students; and the continued implementation of a new
middle school program, Algebraic Thinking, for students in grades 6-8 who struggle with
mathematics and need an alternative approach to learning mathematics. This mathematics program
for grades 6-8 is designed to prepare these struggling students to successfully take Algebra I in
Grade 9. The Algebra and Data Analysis course also utilizes an MSDE-approved online course as
an intervention strategy.
The BCPS Blueprint for Progress and Master Plan include performance goals and indicators that
serve as the concrete measures by which student achievement is benchmarked and school system
accountability for achievement is defined. These efforts are aimed at improving instruction and
increasing student preparation for and performance in HSA-related courses. While no Master Plan
strategies have been added or revised, the implementation of the strategies will be refined through
modifications at the activity level to address the identified areas of concern, particularly those related
to the particular student cohort classes and underperforming student groups including American
Indian, African American, special education, English language learners, and FARMS. During the
2008-2009 school year, the following goals, strategies, and activities will be implemented to address
support for students:
2008-2009 Master Plan Goal 1: By 2012, all students will reach high standards, as established by
the Baltimore County Public School and state performance level standards, in
English/reading/writing, mathematics, science, and social studies.
Performance Indicator 1.1: All diploma-bound students in grades 3–8 and students enrolled in
English 10 and Algebra I will meet or exceed Maryland School Assessment (MSA) standards, and
students enrolled in English 10 and Algebra 1 will pass the High School Assessments (HSAs).
Performance Indicator 1.10: All students will pass the Algebra/Data Analysis Maryland High
School Assessment (HSA) by the end of Grade 9.
Performance Indicator 1.12: All students successfully completing Algebra I, Biology, English 10,
and Government courses will pass the Maryland High School Assessments on their first attempt.
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Key Strategies:
d) Provide for the consistent and systematic implementation of the Essential Curriculum in all
content areas, which includes differentiated curriculum for English language learners, special
education, gifted and talented, and honor students.
i) Monitor classroom instruction to ensure that the Essential Curriculum is being taught.
h) Develop, implement, and monitor intervention programs for students who have not demonstrated
proficiency in reading, language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies.
l) Identify and consistently implement a common core of research-based instructional practices
resulting in more purposeful and engaging work for students.
m) Develop and implement grade appropriate diagnostic assessments for reading and mathematics.
p) Monitor the relationship among the intended, assessed, and learned curriculum to ensure access
to rigorous curriculum for all students.
u) Provide staff with access to technology essential to collecting, analyzing, and reporting student
achievement data.
w) Support teachers in the implementation of reading techniques through professional development
opportunities.
z) Provide professional development opportunities to teachers, paraprofessionals, and principals in
content areas.
Students in danger of not passing the HSA are identified in the following ways:
High schools use data from the Baltimore County Public Schools’ data warehouse to track the
performance of students on the HSA from year to year. They use this data to identify students who
have not passed the HSA Algebra/Data Analysis and to determine appropriate interventions.
Students are identified for specific intervention strategies at the school-level based on their HSA
scores as well as their grade level. That is, students in grades 10-11 who have not passed the HSA
are immediately targeted for specific interventions. Communication with parents is one important
intervention strategy in order to garner as much support as possible for the student.
Activities:
Plans for students who have taken but not passed the HSA include:
System Level
• Continue to provide professional development for general and special educators in content
and strategies for HSA courses.
• Continue to identify under-performing secondary schools in need of support to increase
student performance on final exams by providing site-based professional development and
modeling best practices.
• Continue to implement review packets for HSA courses where student performance did not
meet standards.
• Pilot and assess support programs designed to enhance student knowledge of Core Learning
Goals.
Algebra/Data Analysis
• Provide support to high schools in analyzing assessment data and provide professional
development in using results to improve student achievement and target instruction.
• Refine the curriculum of the half-credit course¸ Mathematics Modeling: Applications to
Algebra. This course is designed for non-passers of the HSA and provides a 60-hour course
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as well as a 120-hour course for use in evening school. These courses will provide teachers
with a structured program to help students progress toward mastery of HSA expectations.
Continue to develop review materials for HSA courses to provide intervention strategies for
students performing at the basic level.
Continue to develop instructional materials to support the delivery of HSA courses in all
schools including evening school and summer school. A 60-hour program has been designed
for during- or after-school administration for students who have taken but not passed the
Algebra and Data Analysis HSA. This program provides structured activities and review
materials, including diagnostic tools to assess student mastery of each Core Learning Goal
objective.
Pilot the use of an online tutoring program for students who need additional support to pass
the HSA Algebra/Data Analysis.
Develop specific syllabi for the summer school Algebra I courses to help teachers focus
instruction during this condensed course opportunity on essential concepts that help students
progress towards mastery of the Core Learning Goals.
Provide each high school with review packets for the HSA Algebra I courses. An HSA Prep
Plan will be developed for use after the third benchmark (administered three weeks prior to
the HSA) in order to target specific Core Learning Goal objectives not mastered by students
at that time.
Assist schools in making course recommendations to ensure that students scoring at the basic
level acquired the skills and content needed to pass the Algebra/Data Analysis HSA.
Continue to implement supplemental technology programs such as Cognitive Tutor Algebra
that support mathematics instruction and academic preparation for local and state
assessments.
Continue to provide leadership statewide as the lead county in the implementation of the
Algebra Collaborative Consortium to develop, pilot, and provide an online Algebra student
course and course components aligned with the VSC through the use of e-Learning.

Plans for students with special needs include:
System Level
• Continue to provide professional development for general and special educators in content
and strategies for HSA courses.
• Continue to identify under-performing secondary schools in need of support to increase
student performance on final exams by providing site-based professional development and
modeling best practices.
• Continue to revise and implement curricula to align with HSA Core Learning Goals and
integrate differentiation of instructional strategies and attention to learning styles.
Algebra/Data Analysis
• Continue to monitor the implementation of the two high school mathematics courses,
Algebra/Data Analysis Adapted and Algebraic Functions Adapted, to support the
achievement of students recommended through the IEP team process and recommended ELL
students as they progress through Algebra I and prepare for the High School Assessment in
Algebra/Data Analysis.
• Provide staff development for teachers of Algebra and Data Analysis Adapted and Algebraic
Functions Adapted in instructional strategies that support student achievement.
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Provide professional development for algebra teachers on curriculum implementation and on
the instructional strategies such as AVID that support student achievement and
differentiation opportunities for students receiving special education services, English
language learners, and students with 504 plans.
Continue to monitor the implementation of the Algebra I curriculum in all secondary schools
to support the achievement of all students including ethnic groups, special education, English
language learners, FARMS, and gifted and talented.
Provide support to high schools in analyzing assessment data and provide professional
development in using results to improve student achievement and target instruction.
Continue to provide countywide professional development on the revised Algebra I
curriculum to support the achievement of all students including ethnic groups, special
education, English language learners, FARMS, and gifted and talented.
Provide staff development for algebra teachers in support of using instructional strategies that
build upon techniques now featured in the middle school Algebraic Thinking courses.
Monitor Algebra I short-cycle and benchmark assessments.
Continue to analyze disaggregated data from Algebra I short-cycle and benchmark
assessments to evaluate the progress of all student subgroups.
Review and refine high school mathematics course content listed in the Course Registration
Guide to ensure that all secondary mathematics courses are supported by rigorous curricula.
Provide each high school with review packets for the HSA Algebra I courses. An HSA Prep
Plan will be developed for use after the third benchmark (administered three weeks prior to
the HSA) in order to target specific Core Learning Goal objectives not mastered by students
at that time.
Assist schools in making course recommendations to ensure that students scoring at the basic
level acquired the skills and content needed to pass the Algebra/Data Analysis HSA.
Continue to implement supplemental technology programs such as Cognitive Tutor Algebra
that support mathematics instruction and academic preparation for local and state
assessments.
Continue to support schools as they implement collaborative planning time for teams of
Algebra I teachers to support the achievement of all students including ethnic groups, special
education, English language learners, FARMS, and gifted and talented.
Develop and pilot an electronic learning community to support algebra teachers in the
implementation of the curriculum.
Continue to provide leadership statewide as the lead county in the implementation of the
Algebra Collaborative Consortium to develop, pilot, and provide an online Algebra student
course and course components aligned with the VSC through the use of e-Learning.
Continue to implement the Algebraic Thinking mathematics curriculum in grades 6-8 in all
middle schools to prepare students to pass the Algebra/Data Analysis HSA.
Continue to offer Preparing for Algebra as a summer school intervention for rising Grade 9
students who have completed middle school without taking algebra and who need to refine
their skills in preparation for Algebra I.

Resource Allocations:
• FY09 Operating Budget
• Title II FY08 and FY09
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Response to Clarifying QuestionsTo close the achievement gaps for several subgroups at the elementary level in mathematics, Baltimore
County Public Schools will provide the following support:
•

For the Special Education subgroup:
o Monitor and support the effective implementation of the differentiation strategies embedded
in the elementary mathematics core program at all grade levels, including SuccessNet, an
intervention program aligned to MSA to support individual student needs through diagnostic
screening and subsequent individualized monitoring.
o Provide professional development to elementary general and special educators on the use of
Elementary Mathematics Differentiation Strategies and Resources, a document of
differentiation strategies, developed in collaboration with the Office of Special Education and
aligned to the elementary mathematics program and the VSC. This document provides
instructional strategies for use by teachers in inclusion and self-contained elementary
classrooms to differentiate mathematics instruction for students with special needs.
o Intensify the level of support by the mathematics special education resource teachers at
schools needing additional assistance in delivering a differentiated curriculum.

•

For the Free and Reduced Meal Service subgroup:
o Provide professional development for instructional coaches in Title I schools and assistance
in selecting and implementing approved intervention programs for their extended year
programs in mathematics.

•

For the Limited English Proficient subgroup:
o Enhance the professional development activities provided to elementary mathematics
teachers to include specific instructional strategies to support the achievement of ELL
students. The Office of Mathematics and World Languages and ESOL will continue to
collaborate, develop, and implement these professional development activities.

To close the achievement gaps for several subgroups at the middle school level in mathematics,
Baltimore County Public Schools will provide the following support:
•

For the Special Education subgroup:
o Support the effective implementation of the differentiation strategies embedded in middle
school mathematics courses at all grade levels, including but not limited to Algebraic
Thinking.
o Intensify the level of support by the mathematics special education resource teachers at
schools needing additional assistance in delivering a differentiated curriculum.
o Use data collected through the administration of middle school mathematics short-cycle
assessments and benchmark assessments to help schools provide differentiated intervention
strategies for students with special needs. Assist teachers in the use of the BCPS gradespecific MSA Resource Guides for grades 6-8 that provide additional mathematics resources
aligned with the VSC.
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o Monitor the implementation of an online tutoring program at the three middle schools
implementing alternative governance to provide additional mathematics support for students
performing in the basic and low proficient range on the MSA, including students with special
needs. A pilot program was implemented in SY 2007-2008 to measure student achievement
using the tutoring program. It is being expanded in SY 2008-2009.
•

For the Free and Reduced Meal Service subgroup:
o Provide assistance to schools in selecting and implementing approved intervention programs
for schools providing after-school programs in mathematics.

•

For the African American subgroup:
o Provide professional development to teachers that focus on a variety of instructional
strategies, including culturally responsive pedagogy, for teaching mathematics to diverse
learners.
o Use disaggregated data collected through the administration of middle school mathematics
short-cycle and benchmark assessments to help schools identify students in need of
immediate intervention. Assist teachers in the use of the BCPS grade-specific MSA
Resource Guides for grades 6-8 that provide additional mathematics resources aligned with
the VSC.

•

For the Limited English Proficient subgroup:
o Enhance the professional development activities provided to middle school mathematics
teachers to include specific instructional strategies to support the achievement of ELL
students. The offices of mathematics, world languages, and ESOL will continue to
collaborate to develop these professional development activities.

The differentiated curriculum for English language learners and Special Education students is
designed to close achievement gaps at both the elementary and middle school levels by integrating
appropriate instructional strategies for these learners. All differentiated mathematics curricula
include the development of mathematics concepts from the concrete to the abstract to enable
students with a variety of learning styles and needs to learn the concepts. Mathematics curriculum
guides at the elementary and middle school levels outline differentiation strategies in every unit to
provide teachers with necessary strategies to reach all learners.
Countywide short-cycle and benchmark assessments provide data to teachers regarding student
performance, and resources such as the Elementary Mathematics Differentiation Strategies and
Resources and the grade-specific MSA Resource Guides for grades 6-8 are provided to help teachers
target instruction and intervention for specific students. Courses are differentiated at the middle
school level to provide specific assistance to students. For example, Algebraic Thinking uses an
alternative approach to the grade level curriculum, providing the opportunity for students who
struggle with mathematics to learn mathematics concepts in a different way than in their past
mathematics instruction. The Office of Mathematics continues to collaborate with the offices of
special education, world languages, and ESOL to provide professional development for teachers of
English language learners and special education students that models instructional and
differentiation strategies to help teachers meet each student’s achievement needs.
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Maryland School Assessment/High School Assessment (continued)
Science
Based on the Examination of Grade 5 and Grade 8 MSA Data in Science (Tables 2.9 through 2.11):
NOTE: Data for the Grade 5 and Grade 8 Science MSA are not available at this time.
1. Identify the practices, programs, or strategies and the corresponding resource allocations
designed to ensure progress.
Baltimore County Public Schools remains committed to achieving 100% proficiency for all students.
The BCPS Master Plan includes Goals, Indicators, and Strategies related to Maryland School
Assessment (MSA) performance level standards in both Goals 1 and 2. Each strategy in the Master
Plan is supported by activities designed to implement the strategy and achieve the Master Plan
Performance Indicator. The strategies and activities listed below appear related to the identified
student performance achieved on MSA in science.
2007-2008 Master Plan Goal 1: By 2012, all students will reach high standards, as established by
the Baltimore County Public Schools and state performance level standards, in
English/reading/language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies.
Performance Indicator 1.1: All diploma-bound students in grades 3–8, as well as students enrolled
in English 10 and Algebra I, will meet or exceed Maryland School Assessment (MSA) standards.
Performance Indicator 1.5: Seventy percent of participating special education students will meet
or exceed state standards for the Alternate Maryland State Assessments (Alt-MSA).
Performance Indicator 1.12: All students successfully completing Algebra I, Biology, English 10,
and Government courses will pass the Maryland High School Assessments on their first attempt.
Key Strategies:
c) Provide for the consistent and systematic implementation of the Essential Curriculum in all
content areas, which includes differentiated curriculum for English language learners, special
education, gifted and talented, and honors students.
l) Identify and consistently implement a common core of research-based instructional practices
resulting in more purposeful and engaging work for students.
m) Develop and implement grade-appropriate diagnostic assessments for reading and mathematics.
p) Monitor the relationship among the intended, assessed, and learned curriculum to ensure access
to rigorous curriculum for all students.
t) Provide middle school mathematics teachers with intense professional development
opportunities that address content standards and teaching techniques for a diverse student
population.
z) Provide professional development opportunities to teachers, paraprofessionals, and principals in
content areas.
2007-2008 Master Plan Goal 2: By 2012, all English language learners will become proficient in
English and reach high standards in English reading/writing, mathematics, science, and social
studies.
Performance Indicator 2.1: All English language learners receiving English for Speakers of Other
Languages (ESOL) services will attain English proficiency by the end of their fourth school year.
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Performance Indicator 2.2: All diploma-bound English language learners will meet or exceed
Maryland School Assessment (MSA) standards.
Key Strategies:
b) Provide ESOL services for all English language learners not meeting English proficiency levels.
c) Provide for the consistent and systematic implementation of the Essential Curriculum in all
content areas, which includes differentiated curriculum for English language learners, special
education, gifted and talented, and honors students.
e) Provide professional development opportunities on cross-cultural and differentiated strategies for
all staff.
Activities:
In the area of science, the following practices, programs, or strategies and the related resource
allocations appear related to the percentage of students achieving proficient or advanced on the
MSA:
System Level
• Implemented the curriculum management plan designed to produce high quality curriculum
guides to promote alignment and content rigor, provide a consistent format for guides to
focus and normalize systemwide use, and provide review and evaluation procedures to
determine its usefulness in supporting the achievement of all students including ethnic
groups, special education, English language learners, FARMS, and gifted and talented.
• Developed a comprehensive professional development plan, which provides central
leadership and coordination of all professional development, identification of staff
professional development needs, systemic and coordinated delivery of need knowledge and
skills focused on increasing student achievement, and evaluation of professional
development effectiveness to determine impact on student achievement.
• Developed a comprehensive assessment plan that fosters sound instructional decision making
based upon comprehensive feedback and provides information for administrators and
teachers on individual student progress, improvements and analysis of benchmark and shortcycle assessments, training and support for the administration of all MSA and HSA
assessments according to the state mandated testing calendar, and information for use in
design and delivery of curriculum, support services, and professional development.
• Developed a systematic evaluation plan of district programs, initiatives and curricular models
and master plan action by external and internal program review utilizing disaggregated data
warehouse information on all state and local assessments at the system, area, school,
classroom, and individual student level to make informed educational decisions to improve
student achievement and professional development.
• Implemented the Articulated Instruction Module (AIM), an alignment and articulation tool
that documents as well as enhances communication related to student academic progress for
students, parents, educators, and support staff. This module provided reports that reinforce
alignment with the Voluntary State Curriculum and other curricula throughout the school
system.
Elementary
• Continued to implement departmentalization of science instruction at grades 3-5.
• Incorporated expository reading materials and instructional strategies for writing in grades
PreK-5 to supplement problem-based science units.
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Developed short-cycle and benchmark assessments for use in all grade levels supporting the
Grade 5 MSA.
Analyzed assessment data for trends and patterns to inform instruction at all levels.
Provided training to elementary science teachers in the analysis of data available in
assessTrax.
Redesigned elementary science units as STEM units to reflect the infusion of science content
and skills with mathematics, engineering, and technology.
Provided professional development for the elementary STEM units which included training
in differentiation for lower and higher performing groups including special education,
English language learners, and gifted and talented.
Provided professional development opportunities for elementary teachers that focused on the
5-E Teaching and Learning model and included best practices for science instruction as well
as strategies for re-teaching concepts.
Provided professional development to elementary science teachers to connect the
implementation of rigorous, hands-on, engaging science instruction with preparation of
students for success on the Biology HSA.
Implemented an Elementary STEM Fair for children in grades 3 through 5 and provided
professional development for teachers of these grades in order to assist in the development of
STEM fair projects.
Provided classroom support to elementary science teachers across the system.
Placed seven STEM science resource teachers in half-time positions in 14 high poverty
elementary schools to serve as leaders and mentors for science instruction with the intent of
moving science forward in these schools.
Continued to provide outdoor, hands-on experiences for grades 1-5 aligned with the VSC
outdoor locations and community streams to support the achievement of all students
including ethnic groups, special education, English language learners, FARMS, and gifted
and talented.
Continued the Grade 5 Eco-Trekkers outdoor science program for all Grade 5 students and
provided professional development for teachers on implementing the program to support the
achievement of all students including ethnic groups, special education, English language
learners, FARMS, and gifted and talented.
Continued the Grade 4 outdoor science unit, Eco Scouts, which is aligned with the VSC, that
involved a school yard habitat component to support the achievement of all students
including ethnic groups, special education, English language learners, FARMS, and gifted
and talented.

Middle
• Continued to design problem-based science units for grades 6-8 that are aligned with the
VSC to support the achievement of all students including ethnic groups, special education,
English language learners, FARMS, and gifted and talented.
• Developed short-cycle and benchmark assessments for use in all grade levels supporting the
Grade 8 MSA.
• Analyzed assessment data for trends and patterns, which were used to inform instruction at
all levels.
• Continued to incorporate reading and written language strategies into all problem-based
science units in grades 6-8.
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Trained science department chairs in reading strategies and the implementation of content
area reading as an instructional support.
Trained middle school science teachers and department chairs in the analysis of data
available in assessTrax.
Provided training in rigor and relevance for middle school science department chairs.
Provided professional development opportunities for middle school teachers that focused on
the 5-E Teaching and Learning model and included best practices for science instruction as
well as strategies for re-teaching concepts.
Provide professional development to middle school teachers and administrators to connect
the implementation of rigorous, hands-on, engaging science instruction with preparation of
students for success on the Biology HSA.

Resource Allocations:
• FY08 Operating Budget
• Title II FY07 and FY08
2. Describe where challenges are evident. In your response, identify challenges in terms of grade
levels and subgroups.
NOTE: Data for the Grade 5 and Grade 8 Science MSA are not available at this time.
Based on the Examination of the HSA Biology Pass Rate Data (Table 2.12):
1. Provide information on interventions that are in place to support students required to pass this
high school assessment in order to graduate. In your response, and where applicable, include:



How students in danger of not passing are identified.
Include plans for students with special needs (i.e., students receiving special education
services, Limited English Proficient students, and students with 504 plans) and plans
for students who have taken, but not passed, the Biology HSA.

The challenges related to the HSA include addressing the needs of underperforming schools and
underperforming sub-groups, such as special education, FARMS, and African American students,
and providing assistance to HSA non-masters. Although data in Table 2.12 indicate that Baltimore
County Public Schools is making progress in the percent of students passing the HSAs in the grades
9 and 10 cohorts, there are groups which present challenges. In particular, the African American,
Hispanic, special education, and limited English proficient subgroups are in need of specific
interventions to help students progress toward passing the HSA.
A significant difference between the performance of the 2009 and 2010 cohort groups is related to
the student populations who have taken the Biology HSA in those respective years. Honors and
gifted and talented students are enrolled in biology in Grade 9 and subsequently take the Biology
HSA at the end of their Grade 9 year. Most students are not enrolled in biology until Grade 10 and
take the Biology HSA at the end of Grade 10. As schools identify students who are in danger of not
passing the HSA or have taken and not passed the HSA, they consider individual student needs as
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they plan interventions with the students. Students receiving special education services, students
with 504 plans, and LEP students receive services that are targeted specifically to their individual
needs. All students requiring remediation services are exposed to departmental and/or interdepartmental remediation programs. General intervention strategies such as BCPS half-credit
courses for students who passed HSA-content courses but did not pass the HSA, after-school coach
classes, extended HSA review sessions conducted on Saturdays or during the school day, HSA class
pullouts right before the HSA administration, and practice HSA simulations were suggested to
schools for consideration while planning assistance for the identified students. High schools use
data from the Baltimore County Public Schools’ data warehouse to track the performance of students
on the HSA from year to year. They use this data to identify students who have not passed the HSA
Biology and to determine appropriate intervention programs.
In general for the 2007-2008 school year, HSA interventions were implemented for all HSA content
areas including biology and will continue during the 2008-2009 school year. Specifically, biology
interventions are school-based and very diverse and include a half-credit semester course for
students who have passed the HSA-content courses but failed the HSA. This course has been
designed to solidify and extend the students’ knowledge of biology content in the contemporary
setting of national and global issues. Biology also utilizes an MSDE-approved online course as an
intervention strategy. Students are identified for these specific intervention strategies at the school
level based on their HSA scores.
The BCPS Blueprint for Progress and Master Plan include performance goals and indicators that
serve as the concrete measures by which student achievement is benchmarked, and school system
accountability for achievement is defined. These efforts are aimed at improving instruction and
increasing student preparation for and performance in HSA-related courses. While no Master Plan
strategies have been added or revised, the implementation of the strategies will be refined through
modifications at the activity level to address the identified areas of concern, particularly those related
to underperforming student groups, including American Indian, African American, special
education, and FARMS. During the 2008-2009 school year, these goals, strategies, and activities
will be implemented to address current challenges:
2008-2009 Master Plan Goal 1: By 2012, all students will reach high standards, as established by
the Baltimore County Public School and state performance level standards, in
English/reading/writing, mathematics, science, and social studies.
Performance Indicator 1.12: All students successfully completing Algebra I, Biology, English 10,
and Government courses will pass the Maryland High School Assessments on their first attempt.
Key Strategies:
c) Provide for the consistent and systematic implementation of the Essential Curriculum in all
content areas, which includes differentiated curriculum for English language learners, special
education, gifted and talented, and honor students.
e) Monitor classroom instruction to ensure that the Essential Curriculum is being taught.
h) Develop, implement, and monitor intervention programs for students who have not demonstrated
proficiency in reading, language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies.
k) Identify and consistently implement a common core of research-based instructional practices
resulting in more purposeful and engaging work for students.
m) Develop and implement grade appropriate diagnostic assessments for reading and mathematics.
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o) Monitor the relationship among the intended, assessed, and learned curriculum to ensure access
to rigorous curriculum for all students.
u) Provide staff with access to technology essential to collecting, analyzing, and reporting student
achievement data.
w) Support teachers in the implementation of reading techniques through professional development
opportunities.
y) Provide professional development opportunities to teachers, paraprofessionals, and principals in
content areas.
Students in danger of not passing the HSA are identified in the following ways:
Students are identified for specific intervention strategies at the school level based on their HSA
scores. Performance on countywide Biology Benchmark assessments is monitored by teachers and
department chairs through assessTrax. Students who fail one or more Biology Benchmark
assessments or whose performance on the Biology Benchmark assessments falls below a satisfactory
level are identified to receive appropriate interventions. Interventions take a wide variety of forms
ranging from simple reteaching of concepts, to coach classes, special small group sessions held
before or after school, at lunch, or on Saturdays, one-on-one direct assistance from highly qualified
teachers, peer tutoring, and online assistance. Parents are informed about their child’s progress and
are made aware of intervention opportunities in various ways, including HSA newsletters, fliers,
letters from the guidance department or principal, and direct contact via telephone or e-mail.
Biology teachers also use data from analysis of students’ performance on short-cycle assessments to
directly inform instruction prior to administering benchmark assessments.
Activities:
Plans for students who have taken but not passed the HSA include:
• Continue to refine the half-credit course, Contemporary Problems in Biology (CPIB), a
theme-based biology course that employs problem-based learning, in order to provide
appropriate assistance to students who need to pass the Biology HSA.
• Continue to work with high schools to determine and implement the most effective forms of
remediation and academic assistance and scheduling considerations for students who need to
pass the biology HSA.
• Work with high schools to monitor the progress and success of students involved in the
Bridge Plan for Academic Validation.
• Continue to employ assessTrax and other forms of assessment analysis to conduct item
analysis of student responses on short-cycle and benchmark assessments; and continue to
utilize data from item analyses to make informed decisions about instruction.
• Continue to plan strategically for the future by considering the root causes for low
performance and the best utilization of resources to meet the needs of all students.
• Continue to use assessment data to identify underperforming secondary schools in need of
support.
• Continue to implement review packets for HSA and HSA-related courses where student
performance does not meet minimum standards.
• Continue to provide site-based professional development and model best practices in science
instruction in order to increase teacher effectiveness and student performance on the HSAs.
• Ensure that all diploma-bound students have access to curricula aligned to the Core Learning
Goals in each HSA content area.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continue to develop VSC-aligned science units in the problem-based format for all science
subjects including Biology, Chemistry, Environmental Science, Physics, Earth/Space
Science, and COPS (core science courses) and elective science courses.
Implement lessons that have been differentiated to meet the needs of all students.
Continue to encourage science teachers to participate in the Governor’s Academy and ask
participants and instructors to share their experiences among their peers both in the schools
and at district-wide meetings.
Continue to develop “e-” lessons (lessons that integrate various forms of instructional
technology) in order to increase engagement and relevance of science for today’s highly
technology-savvy students.
Continue to provide science teachers with exemplary responses for all brief constructed
response items to increase consistency in scoring across the system.
Continue to provide opportunities for Summer Science Institutes for training in content and
best instructional practices for middle and high school science teachers in order to support
the achievement of all students.
Continue to add electronic data acquisition activities to all core science courses in order to
enhance relevance and provide real-world, hands-on experiences for all students.
Continue to work collaboratively with other disciplines and curriculum offices to better
understand the characteristics of diverse learners.
Work with the Department of Research, Accountability, and Assessment to review Biology
short-cycle and benchmark assessments to ensure that they meet the criteria for quality,
reliability, and validity.

Plans for students with special needs include:
• Collaborate with the Office of Special Education to design professional development specific
to schools and student needs that includes differentiated practices and assistive technology.
• Collaborate with the Office of Special Education to assist schools in determining appropriate
scheduling for underperforming students.
• Collaborate with the Office of Special Education to assist schools in developing school
improvement plans that identify specific goals and strategies to address students with
disabilities.
• Review high school science courses listed in the Course Registration Guide to ensure that all
high school science courses are supported by rigorous curricula that are differentiated to meet
the needs of students with disabilities and English language learners.
• Collaborate with the Office of Special Education to assist department chairs in analysis of
assessment data in order to identify difficult concepts and reteaching strategies that facilitate
learning for students receiving special education services performing at or below the
minimum score required for passing.
• Continue to refine and administer short-cycle and benchmark assessments in biology and
Concepts of Physical Science as Applied to Biology (COPS).
• Continue to require the use of vocabulary strategies in all science courses.
• Continue to implement lessons, strategies, and practice assessments contained in the COPS
Review Guide and the Biology HSA Review Guide in order to ensure that all students have
mastered the foundational skills necessary for success on the Biology HSA.
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•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Continue to employ assessTrax and other forms of assessment analysis to conduct item
analysis of student responses on short-cycle and benchmark assessments in order to make
informed decisions about instruction.
Continue to provide opportunities for Summer Science Institutes for training in content and
best instructional practices for middle and high school science teachers in order to support
the achievement of students receiving special education services, students with 504 plans,
and English language learners.
Continue to provide professional development opportunities in reading and writing strategies.
Continue to facilitate combined meetings of high school science and special education
department chairs during the 2008-2009 school year in order to provide effective instruction
in science for all students.
Continue to provide targeted professional development for middle and high school science
department chairs throughout the 2008-2009 school year and to revisit and reinforce HSArelated topics from previous professional development sessions that focus specifically on
students receiving special education services, including differentiation strategies, infusion of
AVID/College Board strategies, reading and vocabulary strategies, analysis of assessment
data for instructional decision-making, the inquiry method of teaching science with emphasis
on the 5-E Teaching and Learning Model, and remediation strategies.
Continue to train teachers in instructional practices targeted at making science content more
accessible to low-performing students. Kurzweil 3000 reading stations have been purchased
by the Office of Special Education (assistive technology) for the science departments in all
25 BCPS high schools. Science department chairs and biology and COPS teachers have been
trained in the use of Kurzweil 3000; biology and COPS curricula and textbooks have been
scanned into the Kurzweil software; Kurzweil technology has been integrated into both
COPS and biology curricula; and CDs of Kurzweil-integrated lessons have been provided to
all biology and COPS teachers.
Differentiate lessons to meet the needs of students receiving special education services and
English language learners.
Collaborate with the Office of World Languages to design professional development specific
to schools and student needs that includes differentiated practices.
Collaborate with the Office of World Languages to assist schools in determining appropriate
scheduling for underperforming students.
Collaborate with the Office of World Languages to assist department chairs in analysis of
assessment data in order to identify difficult concepts and re-teaching strategies that facilitate
learning for English language learners performing at or below the minimum score required
for passing.

Resource Allocations:
• FY’09 Operating Budget
• Title II FY08 and FY’09
• NSF-MSP Grant
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Maryland School Assessment/High School Assessment (continued)
Government
Based on the Examination of the HSA Government Pass Rate Data (Table 3.1):
1. Provide information on interventions that are in place to support students required to pass this
high school assessment in order to graduate. In your response, and where applicable, include:



How students in danger of not passing are identified.
Include plans for students with special needs (i.e., students receiving special education
services, Limited English Proficient students, and students with 504 plans) and plans
for students who have taken, but not passed, the Government HSA.

Prior to completing Grade 9 American Government, students complete programs of study in
elementary and middle school that develop conceptual frameworks, initiate a knowledge base, and
introduce vocabulary required for success on the Government HSA. Students in Grade 9 American
Government prepare for the Government HSA by completing a course of study that is aligned with
the content and processing required by the Government Core Learning Goals. Short-cycle and
benchmark assessments are used to identify strengths and weaknesses of students. A reteaching
manual that includes alternate strategies, resources, and assessments is used to guide large group,
small group, and individual activities to address areas of concern. Imbedded within the reteaching
manual are strategies that are effective modifications for students who receive special education
services, English language learners, and students with 504 plans.
High schools use data from the Baltimore County Public Schools’ data warehouse to track the
performance of students on the HSA from year to year. They use this data to identify students who
have not passed the Government HSA and to determine appropriate interventions. Students who
have passed the American Government course but have not passed the Government HSA may enroll
in Principles of Government, a half-credit course that provides instructional supports and resources
that meet the needs of targeted students. A HSA review packet is available for students who require
a less intense preparation for retaking the Government HSA. Schools typically offer review sessions
after school and on Saturdays, and instructors use the reteaching manual, review packet, and MSDE
online resources to guide planning and implementation.
All high school social studies departments have been provided equipment and software to support
the use of Kurzweil technology when preparing students receiving special education services,
English language learners, and students with 504 plans for the Government HSA. The curriculum
guide, core text, and supplemental materials have been digitized for use with Kurzweil.
The BCPS Blueprint for Progress and Master Plan include performance goals and indicators that
serve as the concrete measures by which student achievement is benchmarked, and school system
accountability for achievement is defined. These efforts are aimed at improving instruction and
increasing student preparation for and performance in HSA-related courses. While no Master Plan
strategies have been added or revised, the implementation of the strategies will be refined through
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modifications at the activity level to address the identified areas of concern, particularly those related
to underperforming student groups, including American Indian, African-American, special
education, and FARMS. During the 2008-2009 school year, the following goals, strategies, and
activities will be implemented to address current challenges.
2008-2009 Master Plan Goal 1: By 2012, all students will reach high standards, as established by
the Baltimore County Public School and state performance level standards, in
English/reading/writing, mathematics, science, and social studies.
Performance Indicator 1.12: All students successfully completing Algebra I, Biology, English 10,
and Government courses will pass the Maryland High School Assessments on their first attempt.
Key Strategies:
c) Provide for the consistent and systematic implementation of the Essential Curriculum in all
content areas, which includes differentiated curriculum for English language learners, special
education, gifted and talented, and honor students.
e) Monitor classroom instruction to ensure that the Essential Curriculum is being taught.
h) Develop, implement, and monitor intervention programs for students who have not demonstrated
proficiency in reading, language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies.
k) Identify and consistently implement a common core of research-based instructional practices
resulting in more purposeful and engaging work for students.
m) Develop and implement grade appropriate diagnostic assessments for reading and mathematics.
o) Monitor the relationship among the intended, assessed, and learned curriculum to ensure access
to rigorous curriculum for all students.
u) Provide staff with access to technology essential to collecting, analyzing, and reporting student
achievement data.
w) Support teachers in the implementation of reading techniques through professional development
opportunities.
y) Provide professional development opportunities to teachers, paraprofessionals, and principals in
content areas.
Students in danger of not passing the HSA are identified in the following ways:
Short-cycle and benchmark assessments are used to identify strengths and weaknesses of students.
A reteaching manual that includes alternate strategies, resources, and assessments is used to guide
large group, small group, and individual activities to address areas of concern. Imbedded within the
reteaching manual are strategies that are effective modifications for all students as well as students
who receive special education services, English language learners, and students with 504 plans. The
assessments within the reteaching manual provide teachers with updated data to determine if
proficiency has been met or if further instruction is required.
Activities:
Plans for students who have taken but not passed the HSA include:
• Continue to identify underperforming secondary schools in need of support to increase
student performance on the HSAs by providing site-based professional development and
modeling best practices.
• Implement a half-credit course for students who passed American Government, but did not
pass the HSA.
• Review high school social studies courses listed in the Course Registration Guide to ensure
that all high school social studies courses are supported by rigorous curricula.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide additional direct services to schools including demonstration lessons and assistance
with team planning.
Facilitate peer coaching through intra-school and inter-school visitations.
Maintain professional development of American Government teachers with focused attention
toward beginning Grade 9 teachers and infusing reading and the components of writing into
instruction.
Continue to implement professional development workshops to support the achievement of
all students including ethnic groups, special education, English language learners, FARMS,
and gifted and talented.
Institutionalize the reteaching manual for students who require additional support to pass the
HSA.
Continue to use community resources and activities.

Plans for students with special needs include:
• Continue to identify underperforming secondary schools in need of support to increase
student performance on the HSAs by providing site-based professional development and
modeling best practices.
• Collaborate among content areas, special education, and ELL offices to assist department
chairs in designing professional development specific to schools and student needs that
includes differentiated practices and assistive technology.
• Collaborate among content areas, special education, and ELL offices to assist schools in
determining appropriate scheduling for underperforming students.
• Ensure that all diploma-bound students have access to curricula aligned to the Core Learning
Goals in each HSA content area.
• Implement a half-credit course for students who passed American Government, but did not
pass the HSA.
• Provide additional direct services to schools including demonstration lessons and assistance
with team planning.
• Facilitate peer coaching through intra-school and inter-school visitations.
• Maintain professional development of American Government teachers with focused attention
toward beginning Grade 9 teachers and infusing reading and the components of writing into
instruction.
• Continue to implement professional development workshops to support the achievement of
all students including ethnic groups, special education, English language learners, FARMS,
and gifted and talented.
• Institutionalize the reteaching manual for students who require additional support to pass the
HSA.
• Continue to use community resources and activities.
• Maintain and expand use of Kurzweil technology to assist students with special needs.
Resource Allocations:
• FY09 Operating Budget
• Title II FY08 and FY09
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I.D.ii
Limited English Proficient Students
No Child Left Behind Goal 2: All limited English proficient students will become proficient
in English and reach high academic standards, at a minimum attaining proficiency or
better in reading/language arts and mathematics.
No Child Left Behind Indicator 2.1: The percentage of limited English proficient students,
determined by cohort, who have attained English proficiency by the end of the school year.
This section reports the progress of Limited English Proficient students in developing and
attaining English language proficiency and making adequate yearly progress. School systems
are asked to provide information on Annual Measurable Achievement Objectives (AMAOs):




AMAO I is used to demonstrate the percentages of Limited English Proficient students
progressing toward English proficiency.
AMAO II is used to demonstrate the percentages of Limited English Proficient students
attaining English proficiency by end of each school year.
AMAO III represents Adequate Yearly Progress of LSSs for the Limited English
Proficient student subgroup. Although progress of Limited English Proficient students in
attaining proficiency or better in reading and mathematics is included in Section I.D.i,
Maryland School Assessments/High School Assessments, and in Title III, Part A, school
systems not making AMAO III will be required to provide additional discussion of
progress toward attaining reading and math proficiency here.
See section 1Di for additional information.

Note: Where responses in this section are similar or linked to those provided under Section
I.D.i, local school systems may reference with page numbers or copy and paste as appropriate.
A. Based on the Examination of Untested Students (Table 4.1):
Please explain the reasons students still enrolled as of March 31, 2008 (first day of
testing window) did not complete the summative LAS test.
Those students did not complete the summative test due to the following:
• Extended absence from school during the testing; upon follow-up, it was
determined that the unexcused absence was due to travel to home country for
family emergency.
• Extended hospitalization.
• Withdrawal from school system during the testing.
• Expulsion during testing window; not sufficient time to place on home and
hospital.
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B. Based on the Examination of AMAO I and AMAO II Data (Table 4.1 and 4.2):
1. Describe where progress is evident. In your response, identify progress in terms of
grade band(s) and subgroups.
•
•
•

•

Progress is evident in the kindergarten subgroup where the number of exits from
the ESOL program increased by 46 percentage points.
Progress is evident as exits from the ESOL program K-12 increased from 741
students in 2006-2007 to 811 for 2008-2009.
The percentage of students that met the AMAO I target increased from 73.5% in
2007 to 79.7% in 2008, for a gain of 6.2 percentage points. The MSDE AMAO I
is 48%. Baltimore County ELL students surpassed the target by 31.7 percentage
points.
The percentage of students who met the AMAO II target increased from 69.3% in
2007 to 74.5% in 2008, for a gain of 5.2 percentage points. The MSDE AMAO II
is 30%. Baltimore County ELL students surpassed the target by 44.5 percentage
points.

2. Identify the practices, programs, or strategies to which you attribute the progress of
Limited English Proficient students towards attaining English proficiency.
2007-2008 Master Plan Goal 2: By 2012, all English language learners will become
proficient in English and reach high academic standards in English reading/writing,
mathematics, science, and social studies.
Performance Indicator 2.1: All English language learners receiving English for
Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL) services will attain English proficiency by the end
of their fourth school year. (State standard)
Performance Indicator 2.2: All diploma-bound English language learners will meet or
exceed Maryland School Assessment (MSA) standards. (State standard)
Key Strategies:
a) Continue to diagnose English proficiency for English language learners to ensure
proper placement.
b) Provide ESOL services for all English language learners not meeting English
proficiency levels.
c) Provide for the consistent and systematic implementation of the Essential Curriculum
in all content areas which include differentiated curriculum for English language learners,
special education, gifted and talented, and honors students. (Goal 1)
e) Provide professional development opportunities on cross-cultural and differentiated
strategies for all staff.
f) Provide parent orientations on how to access services from the school system. (Goal 1)
Activities:
• Provided professional development on strategies for working with PreK and
Kindergarten English language learners to improve their achievement in preliteracy and early literacy activities.
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•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Provided professional development for ESOL and general education teachers on
increasing rigor for English language learners in the areas of higher level thinking
skills, academic vocabulary, language usage, and vocabulary.
Collaborated with curriculum and instruction offices including language arts,
science, mathematics, and social studies to provide professional development on
aligning ESOL instruction with best practices in the content areas key to support
the achievement of English language learners on MSA and HSA.
Utilized individual LAS score reports to identify specific skill needs for each
student in order to target those needs during ESOL instruction.
Continued to include ESOL teachers in professional development activities such
as Governor’s Academies, International Teachers of English for Speakers of other
Languages (TESOL) Conference, speaking engagements from experts such as
Kate Kinsella, and the OELA Summit.
Continued to develop and refine curricula for secondary English language learners
with a focus on American Culture/American Government and mathematics for
ELLs.
Continued to implement secondary Language! reading program for ELLs and to
monitor student progress.
Prioritized support and professional development to schools with the highest
percentage of ELLs not meeting AYP goals for HSA and MSA assessments.
Provided professional development to Baltimore County staff including
administrators, teachers, paraprofessionals, special educators, and specialists in
other areas on strategies for working successfully with English language learners
and their families.
Assigned ESOL teachers to support English language learners and their families.

3. Describe where challenges are evident in the progress of Limited English Proficient
students towards attaining English proficiency by each domain in Listening,
Speaking, Reading and Writing.
The strongest scores on the LAS Links English Proficiency Test were in speaking and
reading. Listening and writing remain the domains where some challenges are evident.
The new curriculum guides, “Secondary ESOL American Culture” and “Elementary
ESOL Grades One to Five”, developed for 2008-2009 were written with speaking,
listening, reading, and writing components incorporated into every unit assessment. In
addition, explicit attention is directed to all four domains within instructional activities
throughout the guides. The new program adopted for elementary ESOL, Cornerstone,
was selected because of its tight alignment with reading/language arts skills as well as its
strong components in the areas of writing and listening.
4. Describe the changes or adjustments that will be made to ensure sufficient progress
of Limited English Proficient students towards attaining English proficiency.
Include timelines where appropriate.
The BCPS Blueprint for Progress and Master Plan include performance goals and
indicators that serve as the concrete measures by which student achievement is
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benchmarked and school system accountability for achievement is defined. While no
Master Plan strategies have been added or revised, the implementation of the strategies
will be refined through modifications at the activity level to address the identified areas
of concern. In order for all English language learners to fulfill Goal 2.1 from the
Blueprint for Progress, the following strategies and activities will continue to be
implemented.
2008-2009 Master Plan Goal 2: By 2012, all English language learners will become
proficient in English and reach high academic standards in English reading/writing,
mathematics, science, and social studies.
Performance Indicator 2.1: All English language learners receiving English for
Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL) services will attain English proficiency by the end
of their fourth school year. (State standard)
Performance Indicator 2.2: All diploma-bound English language learners will meet or
exceed Maryland School Assessment (MSA) standards. (State standard)
Key Strategies:
a) Continue to diagnose English proficiency for English language learners to ensure
proper placement.
b) Provide ESOL services for all English language learners not meeting English
proficiency levels.
c) Provide for the consistent and systematic implementation of the Essential Curriculum
in all content areas which include differentiated curriculum for English language learners,
special education, gifted and talented, and honors students. (Goal 1)
e) Provide professional development opportunities on cross-cultural and differentiated
strategies for all staff.
f) Provide parent orientations on how to access services from the school system. (Goal 1)
Activities/practices designed to accelerate progress include:
• Implement a new elementary ESOL assessment program in Grade 3 closely
aligned with the Maryland VSC for English Language Proficiency standards as
well as the Voluntary State Curriculum in English Language Arts for PreK
through Grade 5 has been adopted. Provide ongoing training and support to
ESOL teachers throughout the school year in effectively implementing the
program. Collect and review benchmark data.
• Identify English language learners needing targeted support in reading, writing,
speaking, and/or listening through review of individual LAS score reports and
intervene as necessary.
• Continue to offer the ESOL grammar course in high school ESOL centers where
staffing permits.
• Continue to use and refine the Avenues program, the curriculum for PreK and
kindergarten ESOL.
• Continue to offer the Language! reading acceleration program to secondary
English language learners.
• Continue to monitor student progress throughout the school year through
formative and summative assessments and continue to offer support in working
with English language learners to school-based administrators and staff.
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•

Continue to implement Master Plan strategies and activities that increased student
performance in 2007-2008 and to modify where challenges are identified. (see
sections detailing middle school MSA performance of English language learners
and HSA results in English and Algebra for English language learners)

C. Based on the Examination of AMAO III Data (Table 4.3):
1. Describe where challenges are evident in the progress of Limited English Proficient
students.
While English language learners met the AMAO for AYP, there continues to be a
challenge for ELL students to score in the proficient and advanced ranges on the Algebra
and English II High School Assessments. There is documentation of interrupted
education and/or lack of literacy in language one which presents a significant challenge
for the progress of these students.
2. Describe the changes or adjustments that will be made to ensure sufficient progress
of Limited English Proficient students in reading and math. Include resource
allocations and timelines where appropriate.
The BCPS Blueprint for Progress and Master Plan include performance goals and
indicators that serve as the concrete measures by which student achievement is
benchmarked and school system accountability for achievement is defined. While no
Master Plan strategies have been added or revised, the implementation of the strategies
will be refined through modifications at the activity level to address the identified areas
of concern.
2008-2009 Master Plan Goal 2: By 2012, all English language learners will become
proficient in English and reach high academic standards in English reading/writing,
mathematics, science, and social studies.
Performance Indicator 2.2: All diploma-bound English language learners will meet or
exceed Maryland School Assessment (MSA) standards. (State standard)
Key Strategies:
a) Continue to diagnose English proficiency for English language learners to ensure
proper placement.
b) Provide ESOL services for all English language learners not meeting English
proficiency levels.
c) Provide for the consistent and systematic implementation of the Essential Curriculum
in all content areas which include differentiated curriculum for English language learners,
special education, gifted and talented, and honors students
e) Provide professional development opportunities on cross-cultural and differentiated
strategies for all staff.
f) Provide parent orientations on how to access services from the school system.
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Activities:
• Prepare secondary students with limited math skills due to substandard education
for the Algebra/Data Analysis HSA by identifying and purchasing supplemental
math intervention materials developed for English language learners. (July 2008June 2009)
• Continue to develop and revise curricula for secondary English language learners
with a focus on English/writing, reading, mathematics, and American
Government.
• Provide ongoing scientifically-based high quality professional development to
increase the knowledge and teaching skills of ESOL personnel. The professional
development will provide instructional strategies to teachers for enhancing the
achievement of English language learners in the mainstream classroom.
Participants to include: content area teachers, principals, administrators, and other
school or community-based personnel who will be trained from July 2008June 2009.
• Continue to provide professional development for ESOL teachers in collaboration
with resource personnel from English, language arts, science, mathematics, and
social studies to align ESOL instruction with best practices to support the
achievement of English language learners on MSA and HSA. Continue to
provide professional development for administrators and teachers, speech
language pathologists, school-based clericals, and para-educators on second
language acquisition and cross-cultural and differentiation strategies. (July 2008June 2009)
• Develop and provide supplemental tutorial services for an after-school program
targeting academically at risk ELL students needing support in areas such as
English, mathematics, and science. (July 2008-June 2009)
• Provide for the consistent and systematic implementation of the Essential
Curriculum in all content areas, which include differentiated curriculum for
English language learners, special education, gifted and talented, and honors
students.
• Implement a pilot program for secondary students with limited formal education
in the area of mathematics will be instituted at Woodlawn High School.
• Form a study group to explore the feasibility of establishing a newcomer center
for high school English language learners entering BCPS with significant
interrupted formal education and no or low literacy in their first languages.
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Response to Clarifying QuestionThe staff in the Office of World Languages (funded by the BCPS Operating Budget) will
continue to provide guidance and supervision in the area of consistent implementation of the
Essential Curriculum, especially with regard to differentiation for English language learners.
There are 85 ESOL teachers in Baltimore County funded by the BCPS Operating Budget
who provide regularly scheduled instruction to the ELLs in elementary, middle, and high
school. Middle and high school students receive ESOL services in geographic centers, while
elementary students receive services in their home schools. Curriculum Development
Workshops, where BCPS teachers come together to write and/or revise curricula for ELLs,
are funded through the BCPS Operating Budget. Additional personnel who provide support
services for students and parents, such as the ELL Support Liaison, the Bilingual Speech and
Language teacher, the ESOL Family/School Liaisons, the interpreters, and the tutors, are
funded by the Title III: English Language Acquisition Grant. In addition, professional
development focused on research-based instructional strategies to enhance the achievement
of ELLs will also be funded by the Title III Grant. The pilot program at Woodlawn High
School, aimed at increasing mathematics skills for ELLs with limited formal education, as
well as the research being conducted concerning ELL students entering BCPS with
significant educational gaps and little literacy in their first languages, will be funded by the
Title III Grant.
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I.D.iii
Adequate Yearly Progress
This section requires that school systems in any phase of school system improvement
update progress in specific areas. Additionally, all school systems must report the
percentages of all schools making Adequate Yearly Progress, the percentages of Title I
schools making Adequate Yearly Progress, Schools in Improvement and Title I Schools
in Improvement.
School System Improvement
This section must be completed ONLY by local school systems in improvement or
corrective action.1
Instructions:
Local school systems in corrective action must provide an update on how the school
system has revised the applicable components of the Master Plan to execute the
corrective actions taken by the State Board of Education. In the report, school systems
should describe what challenges are evident and what changes or adjustments will be
made so that the school system will exit corrective action status. You may refer to other
sections of this update as appropriate.
School Improvement
No Child Left Behind Indicator 1.3: The percentage of Title I schools that make
Adequate Yearly Progress.
Under No Child Left Behind, local school systems must review the progress of Title I
schools primarily to determine (1) if each school has made adequate progress toward all
students meeting or exceeding the standards by 2013-2014, and (2) if a school has
narrowed the achievement gap. In conjunction with the local school system, the State
also reviews the effectiveness of each school’s actions and activities that are supported by
Title I, Part A funds,2 including parental involvement and professional development.
Based on the Examination of School-level AYP Data (Tables 5.1 and 5.2):
Identify the challenges, including those specific to Title I schools, in ensuring schools
make Adequate Yearly Progress. Describe the changes or adjustments and the
corresponding resource allocations that will be made to ensure sufficient progress.
Include timelines where appropriate.

1
2

Section 13A.01.04.08 of the Code of Maryland Regulations.
This information is included in Attachment 7 of this document.
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The challenges in moving schools toward making Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP)
include the following:
• Continuing to increase course rigor and improve the achievement of students in
middle and high schools to ensure students’ success on MSA and HSA.
• Eliminating achievement gaps based upon students’ race or ethnicity,
socioeconomic circumstances, identified disability, and English proficiency.
• Ensuring that instruction is aligned with the Voluntary State Curriculum, Core
Learning Goals, and system expectations.
• Moving all students to proficient or advanced in reading/language arts and
mathematics on MSA and having all students passing the HSAs.
• Meeting the needs of schools identified for school improvement.
The following changes or adjustments will be made to ensure sufficient progress:
BCPS remains committed to all schools making AYP. The BCPS Blueprint for Progress
and Master Plan include performance goals and indicators that serve as the concrete
measures by which student achievement is benchmarked and school system
accountability for achievement is defined. These efforts are designed to improve
instruction and increase student achievement. While no Master Plan strategies have been
added or revised, the implementation of the strategies will be refined through
modifications at the activity level to address the identified areas of concern particularly
improving the achievement of middle school students and decreasing the achievement
gap among student groups. Although implementation of these activities is immediate and
ongoing, the 2009 AMOs for reading and mathematics will serve as benchmarks for
progress toward the goal, and the timeline for full implementation is the spring of 2009.
Based on the Examination of Schools in Improvement Data (Tables 5.3 and 5.4):
Describe the actions that the school system is taking to ensure that the No Child Left
Behind and Title I requirements for schools identified for Improvement (Year 1),
Improvement (Year 2), Corrective Action, Restructuring (Planning), and
Restructuring (Implementation) are being addressed.
The following is a description of actions that the school system implemented during
the 2007-2008 school year:
To ensure that schools meet the requirements of the No Child Left Behind Act, as
reflected in the BCPS Blueprint for Progress and supported by the implementation of the
Master Plan, each school developed an individual school improvement plan aligned with
the goals, indicators, and strategies in the Blueprint for Progress. In addition, the federal
requirements for schools identified for improvement and the components for Title I
Schoolwide or Targeted Assistance programs were embedded into school improvement
plans, as appropriate. Therefore, school improvement plans were differentiated to meet
the specific needs of schools at all grade levels and were designed to be fully aligned with
the requirements of the No Child Left Behind Act.
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The school improvement plans provided a framework for each school to implement the
instructional program to make progress toward achieving the Blueprint for Progress
goals. Each school improvement plan was developed to address the identified needs of
the students in the school, both generally and by subgroups, and included annual
achievement targets by which progress was measured. All schools analyzed MSA and
other data to determine student performance levels, curricular implications, and
appropriate professional development. The system’s area assistant superintendents
monitored the implementation of school improvement plans through monthly principal
conferences, announced and unannounced monitoring school visits, review of and written
feedback on school improvement plans, teacher and student focus groups, mid-year
principal evaluations, and ongoing school visitations and classroom observations. Each
area office also had an area improvement plan that supported schools as they worked to
ensure that all students reached standards in reading/language arts, mathematics, science,
and social studies. Completed school improvement plans were maintained in the area
offices and may be provided upon request.
Each school improvement plan for schools identified for improvement was subject to a
peer review and feedback for improvement, and appropriate revisions were completed
prior to implementation. All schools identified for improvement continued to analyze
pertinent data and refined the implementation of their school improvement plans to
improve student achievement. The area assistant superintendents provided ongoing
technical assistance in the implementation and monitoring of the school improvement
plans and budgets.
2008-2009 Master Plan Goal 1: By 2012, all students will reach high standards, as
established by the Baltimore County Public School and state performance level standards,
in reading/language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies.
Performance Indicator 1.1: All diploma-bound students in grades 3–8, as well as
students enrolled in English 10 and Algebra I, will meet or exceed Maryland School
Assessment (MSA) standards, and students enrolled in English 10 and Algebra 1 will
pass the High School Assessments (HSAs).
Key Strategies:
c) Provide for the consistent and systematic implementation of the Essential
Curriculum in all content areas, which includes differentiated curriculum for
English language learners, special education, gifted and talented, and honor
students.
k) Identify and consistently implement common core of research-based instructional
practices resulting in more purposeful and engaging work for students.
o) Monitor the relationship among the intended, assessed, and learned curriculum to
ensure access to rigorous curriculum for all students.
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Activities designed to increase rigor and improve achievement in middle and high
schools:
• Provide curriculum and instructional service and support to BCPS-identified
priority schools.
• Review the middle school curricula, refine existing or design new, rigorous
middle and high school curricula aligned with the Voluntary State Curriculum.
• Implement the curriculum management plan.
• Produce high quality curriculum guides to promote alignment and content rigor.
• Provide a consistent format for guides to focus and normalize system wide use.
• Provide review and evaluation procedures to determine the usefulness of the
curriculum management plan in supporting the achievement of all students
including ethnic groups, special education, English language learners, free and
reduced priced meals, and gifted and talented.
• Develop a comprehensive assessment plan that fosters sound instructional
decision making.
• Provide training and support for the administration of all MSA and HSA
assessments according to the state mandated testing calendar.
• Analyze disaggregated MSA and other data to determine curricular implications,
student performance by subgroups, and appropriate professional development.
Activities designed to provide professional development at all levels in order to
support achievement of all students and eliminate the achievement gap among
identified student groups:
•
Develop a comprehensive professional development plan, which provides central
control and coordination of all professional development, identification of staff
professional development needs, systemic and coordinated delivery of knowledge
and skills focused on increasing student achievement, and evaluation of
professional development effectiveness to determine impact on student
achievement.
•
Provide instructional guidance and professional development that ensure levels of
rigor consistent with high expectations, higher level thinking, and preparation for
advanced programs of study.
•
Continue to offer school-based and countywide professional development
workshops for administrators, teachers, and support personnel in reading,
language arts, math, science, and social studies to support the achievement of all
students including ethnic groups, special education, English language learners,
free and reduced priced meals, and gifted and talented.
•
Utilize the Web-based Individualized Education Plan format mandated by
Maryland State Department of Education.
•
Continue to evaluate annually ESOL programs and services based upon the
recommendations from the external evaluation.
•
Continue to implement staff development program for paraeducators addressing
roles/responsibilities to promote student learning.
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Develop a systematic evaluation plan of district programs, initiatives, curricular
models, and master plan actions by external and internal program review utilizing
disaggregated data warehouse information on all state and local assessments.
Assess identified students in grades 5-8 to determine students’ needs for an
accelerated reading/English/language arts program.
Ensure the implementation of the K-12 Written Language Program.
Implement the Grade 6 Scott Foresman reading program in all middle schools.
Continue to use Language! to provide accelerated instruction for middle school
students in grades 6-8 who are experiencing a one to two year delay in the
development of reading/English/language arts skills. Monitor the instructional
program and make adjustments as needed.
Continue to implement Algebraic Foundations and Algebraic Thinking
mathematics curriculum in grades 6-8 in all middle schools to prepare students for
success in Algebra I and to pass the Algebra/Data Analysis HSA.
Continue to assist teachers in identifying and employing strategies that impact
positively on enhancing achievement of minority, under-represented, and special
needs populations that address the diversity of the Baltimore County community
to support the achievement of all students including ethnic groups, special
education, English language learners, free and reduced priced meals, and gifted
and talented.
Continue to analyze disaggregated assessment data to identify students not
meeting grade level standards and apply instructional adjustments.
Monitor student performance relative to grade level standards on MSA,
short-cycle, and benchmark assessments.
Provide professional development to administrators and teachers on measurement,
analysis of disaggregated student-data results from the MSA and the application
of the findings to student learning in the classroom.

Activities to improve the consistency and fidelity of the delivery of curriculum
aligned with the VSC and Core Learning Goals to ensure student success on MSA
and HSA:
•
Develop a systematic evaluation plan of district programs, initiatives,
curricular models and master plan action by external and internal program review
utilizing disaggregated data warehouse information on all state and local
assessments at the system, area, school, classroom, and individual student level to
make informed educational decisions to improve student achievement and
professional development.
•
Begin implementation of the Articulated Instruction Module (AIM), an
alignment and articulation tool that documents as well as enhances
communication related to student academic progress for students, parents,
educators, and support staff. The module provides reports that reinforce
alignment with the Voluntary State Curriculum and other curriculum throughout
the school system.
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Activities designed to address the needs of schools identified for school
improvement:
•
Implement a systemic intervention plan to support schools not achieving AYP
that includes alignment between and among the written, taught, and assessed
curriculum. Research-based tiered interventions will be implemented at all levels
to address identified needs.
•
Institute a leadership review of any school that failed to make AYP in order to
identify potential weaknesses in curricular delivery, teacher capacity, and
administrator effectiveness.
•
Provide targeted curriculum and instructional services and support to BCPSidentified priority schools (including schools in improvement).
•
Provide ongoing technical assistance to administrators and teachers
concerning measurement and analysis of disaggregated student-data results from
MSA and HSA and the application of the findings to student learning in the
classroom.
•
Continue to implement the articulation between elementary and middle
schools and between middle and high schools through inter-visitations.
•
Continue to communicate and collaborate with students, parents, PTA,
advisory groups and community members regarding behavior expectations,
parental responsibilities, and involvement in maintaining a positive learning
environment through the use of Connect-Ed, newsletters, and parent conferences.
•
Continue to monitor the application of the Style to Content Learning
Preferences Inventory, a survey for students that is designed to assist parents and
teachers with identifying the specific ways in which individual students learn and
assist teachers, administrators, and curriculum staff with developing and
evaluating differentiated curriculum and instruction.
Resource Allocations:
FY09 Operating Budget
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Response to Clarifying QuestionsThe following middle schools did not meet AYP for 2008:
o Deep Creek Middle School
o Deer Park Middle Magnet School
o General John Stricker Middle School
o Golden Ring Middle School
o Holabird Middle School
o Lansdowne Middle School
o Loch Raven Technical Academy
o Old Court Middle School
o Southwest Academy
o White Oak School
o Windsor Mill Middle School
The specific actions that are being taken to assist each school in meeting AYP are
provided on the individual school summary sheets.
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Deep Creek Middle School
Developing Comprehensive – Year 1
IDENTIFIED AREAS OF CONCERN
• Reading - Special Education
• Math- All Students, African American, FARMS, Special Education
MEASURES
BLUEPRINT FOR PROGRESS/MASTER PLAN GOAL 1: By 2012 all students will reach high
standards, as established by the BCPS and state performance level standards, in
English/reading/writing, mathematics, science and social studies.
Indicator 1.1: All diploma-bound students in grades 3-8 and students enrolled in English 10 and
Algebra 1 will meet or exceed Maryland School Assessments (MSA) standards, and students
enrolled in English 10 and Algebra 1 will pass the High School Assessments (HSA).
TIMELINE (TARGETS)
By June 2009, students receiving special education services performing at or above the
proficiency levels on the reading MSA will increase from 37.0 to 75.9 percent.
By June 2009, all students performing at or above the proficiency levels on the math MSA will
increase from 52.2 to 64.3 percent.
By June 2009, African American students performing at or above the proficiency levels on the
math MSA will increase from 48.9 to 64.3 percent.
By June 2009, students receiving free and reduced meals performing at or above the proficiency
levels on the math MSA will increase from 48.0 to 64.3 percent.
By June 2009, students receiving special education services performing at or above the
proficiency levels on the math MSA will increase from 25.9 to 64.3 percent.
SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT STRATEGIES AND ACTIVITIES
BLUEPRINT FOR PROGRESS/MASTER PLAN GOAL 1
School Improvement Strategies:
1. Develop, implement and monitor intervention programs for Special Education students
who have not demonstrated proficiency in reading and/or math.
2. Encourage reading by establishing a minimum goal of 25 books, from a recommended
list, that will be read by/to each targeted student during the academic year.
3. Support teachers in the implementation of reading techniques through professional
development opportunities.
4. Develop, implement and monitor intervention programs for students who have not
demonstrated proficiency in reading and/or math.
5. Identify and consistently implement a common core of research based instructional
practices resulting in more purposeful and engaging work for students.
6. Enlist parents, guardians, and community members in reading efforts at the school and at
home. (Data Dialogues and regular parent meetings)
7. Develop and implement grade-appropriate diagnostic assessments for reading and
mathematics.
School Improvement Activities:
1. The Leadership Team will continue to analyze data, identify target groups of
students, and determine interventions for reading and math.
2. All students will participate in a team level vocabulary development program.
3. Reading and writing based after school activities will be developed and implemented
(Strive for 25, Black-eyed Susan)
4. The school will continue to implement the Language! Program for identified
students.
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5. All teachers will participate in professional development on reading strategies across
the curriculum using on the book The Readers Handbook as a resource.
6. Identified students will be required to attend after school and evening tutoring and
assistance programs.
7. Identified students in Grade 6 will receive the Algebraic Foundations program;
identified students in grades 7-8 will receive the Algebraic Thinking I & II program.
8. After school and evening clubs and programs will engage students in content
activities and tutoring.
9. A system for tracking, monitoring, and using individual and group performance data
will be implemented.
10. Teachers will engage in technology rich professional development activities that
model “best practices” of teaching mathematics.
11. A math program will be developed and implemented to identify and remediate
students with specific skill deficits including after school and evening programs.
12. A schedule will be provided for teacher assistance from BCPS resource teachers and
program consultants.
NARRATIVE
AYP for the 2007-2008 school year was not met for special education students in reading.
• 70.8% of Special Education students scored basic.
AYP for the 2007-2008 school year was not met for math for the All Students and
Special Education subgroups. On the Spring 2008MSA:
• 50.9% of the all students subgroup scored basic.
• 84.0% of Special Education students scored basic.
The following programs and initiatives focus on the areas of concern. They are:
• Implementation of the 90 minute per day Language! Program at grades 6, 7 and 8 for
students identified as basic on MSA and on a reading assessment
• Implementation of the 90 minute per day Algebraic Foundations program in Grade 6 and
Algebraic Thinking I & II program in grades 7-8 for students identified as basic on MSA
and through supplemental math assessments
• Carnegie Cognitive Tutor Program for Algebra I students
• Comeback math assistance classes for identified students
• Frequent student assessment (unit, short-cycle, benchmark) with ongoing data analysis to
identify student weaknesses as well as direct instruction
• Daily after-school coach class and tutoring assistance (3 days/week)
• ALS and BLS classes for identified special education students
• Adoption of building-wide AVID strategies to improve organization and rigor in
instruction
• Building-wide PBIS program
• Transition program designed to meet the needs of numerous students new to the school
• STEM Cluster middle school
• North Bay Environmental Program for Grade 6
• Mentor & citizenship-building program conducted through homeroom
• Staff development sequence focused on AVID strategies, academic rigor and
differentiation, and understanding the child from poverty
• Two mentors to assist new and struggling teachers
• College Ed program for Grade 7; College Gateway Partnership for Grade 8
• Cultural Events to build background knowledge
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The following root causes have been identified:
• With a 2007-2008 student mobility rate of 37%, an identified root cause is the school’s
lack of an effective, ongoing program to meet the needs of highly mobile students.
• As students transition into the school from outside of the system, their reading and math
achievement is generally substantially below that of the students who have been educated
in BCPS. A root cause is the school’s lack of a strategy to support students immediately
with programs and schedules to address the wide disparity of student achievement levels.
• With a 15-25% yearly teacher turnover rate and the subsequent replacement of these
teachers with inexperienced staff, an identified root cause is the challenge of staffing the
school with experienced teachers committed to a long term teaching experience. There
are currently 19 new teachers at the school.
• With a wide range of family situations among the lowest performing student subgroups,
an identified root cause is a need for the school to provide more effective programs to
substantially increase meaningful parent involvement in the educational process and to
explore other protective measures that could be put into place to support students.
• Although the school has done substantial research and initiated a number of researchbased programs, the school has to improve efforts to identify strategies that are more
effective than the current initiatives.
• Current districtwide strategies are designed for steady growth but may not prepare
students for immediate success on MSA. This year the school made progress in reading
and math.
Current programs are demonstrating modest but steady growth and will be continue to be
implemented with the highest level of fidelity. In addition, the school will continue to access
system and other resources to research and implement strategies to effect change. Additional
parent and community involvement strategies will be explored and implemented. The school will
continue to fill teacher openings with the highest quality candidates available.
Technical Assistance Provided by Area Assistant Superintendent’s Office
1. Principal Goals Conference
2. Announced and Unannounced monitoring school visits
3. Monitoring visit written feedback
4. Classroom observations
5. Teacher Focus Groups
6. Student Focus Groups
7. Midyear Principal evaluations
8. Review of School Improvement Plan
9. Written Feedback on School Improvement Plan
10. Monthly Principal’s Conferences
11. Understanding Differentiated Accountability Pathways Workshop
12. Use of AssessTrax
13. Data Workshops
14. Analysis of Short Cycle and Benchmark Assessments
15. Rigor Workshops
16. Effective Feedback and Appraisal: Post Observation Conference
17. Access to Data Warehouse Through COGNOS
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DEER PARK MIDDLE MAGNET SCHOOL
Developing Focused – Year 3
IDENTIFIED AREAS OF CONCERN
• Reading - Special Education
• Math - Special Education
MEASURES
BLUEPRINT FOR PROGRESS/MASTER PLAN GOAL 1: By 2012, all students will reach high standards, as
established by the BCPS and state performance level standards, in English/reading/writing, mathematics, science and
social studies.
Indicator 1.1: All diploma-bound students in grades 3-8 and students enrolled in English 10 and Algebra 1 will meet or
exceed Maryland School Assessments (MSA) standards, and students enrolled in English 10 and Algebra 1 will pass the
High School Assessments (HSA).
Indicator 1.5: All participating special education students will meet or exceed state standards of the Alternate Maryland
School Assessment (ALT-MSA).
TIMELINE (TARGETS)
School Improvement Plan Targets for Goal 1:
By June 2009, special education students performing at or above the proficient level on the Reading MSA will increase
from 33.9 to 75.9 percent.
By June 2009, special education students performing at or above the proficient level on the math MSA will increase from
28.7 to 64.3 percent.
SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT STRATEGIES AND ACTIVITIES
School Improvement Strategies:
1. Provide for the consistent and systematic implementation of the Essential Curriculum in all content areas that include
differentiated curriculum for special education.
2. Monitor Classroom instruction to ensure that the essential curriculum is being taught.
3. Develop and implement instructional strategies that include differentiation.
4. Develop, implement and monitor intervention programs for Special Education students who have not demonstrated
proficiency in reading.
5. Utilize best practices in providing oral and written feedback to students on the quality of their work in order to
improve student achievement.
6. Integrate technology in the teaching/learning process, instructional practices resulting in more purposeful and
engaging work for students.
7. Encourage reading by establishing a minimum goal of 25 books, from the recommended list, that will be read by/to
each student during the academic school year.
8. Provide middle school reading teachers with intense professional development opportunities that address content
standards and teaching techniques for a diverse student population.
9. Provide parents, guardians, and community stakeholder groups with strategies that can be implemented with children
to enhance student learning.
10. Enlist parents, guardians, and community members in reading efforts at the schools and at home.
11. Support teachers in the implementation of reading techniques through professional development opportunities.
12. Develop and implement grade-appropriate diagnostic assessments for reading and mathematics.
13. Develop, implement, and monitor intervention programs for Special Education students who have not demonstrated
proficiency in mathematics.
14. Provide middle school mathematics teachers with intense professional development opportunities that address content
standards and teaching techniques for a diverse student population.
15. Provide staff with access to technology essential to collecting, analyzing, and reporting student achievement data.
School Improvement Activities:
• Identify vocabulary terms from Essential Curriculum guide, required literary texts, and from Vocabulary for
Achievement to teach in Reading classes.
• Provide instructional opportunities that focus on independent practice aligned with modeled instruction to demonstrate
advanced performance on MSA assessment limits as indicated in the Voluntary State Curriculum.
• Create and display “READ” photo posters featuring faculty and students to encourage a culture of reading within the
DPMMS community.
• Provide Reading teachers with an analysis of summative assessment data in order to use diagnostic planning in routine
assessments as a measure of student progress and teacher effectiveness.
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Parents will be invited to a Reading night that focuses on reading instruction and the MSA.
Create and distribute a list of 25 differentiated books for each grade level to be used throughout the year and as a
summer reading list.
Participate in the “Black Eyed Susan” reading program through the State of Maryland.
An Academic initiative program for students will be established after school to reinforce/remediate MSA standards for
grades 6, 7, and 8 with emphasis on special education.
Provide supplemental text to assist with the implementation of the VSC to provide additional support to all students
who scored basic on the Maryland State Assessment.
Provide instruction that exposes all students to appropriate ability level reading materials and uses reasonable
accommodations to address individual student needs.
Create and implement an additional resource class for special education students and students with similar
achievement difficulties that focus on MSA objectives.
Create and implement weekly MSA lessons for targeted Special Education students who scored basic on the Reading
MSA.
Provide for the collaboration of regular and special educators in reading classrooms that include special education
students.
Provide professional development that will assist math teachers with creating effective content based lessons in order
to insure compliance with the VSC assessment limits.
Pace instructional units through common, weekly planning for teachers, backward mapping, and differentiated
instruction.
Create and implement weekly MSA lessons for targeted Special Education students who scored basic on the Math
MSA.
Offer after school coach class to promote MSA achievement for students in Special Education.
Provide teachers with ongoing support and training in the implementation of the Algebraic Thinking
math program, which targets students who scored basic to mid-proficient on the MSA.
Conduct staff development sessions to ensure all teachers have the technical assistance and the support they need to
translate curriculum into effective individualized instruction (Differentiation Workshops).
Provide monthly Professional Development for self-contained special education teachers, inclusion teachers, and IA’s
to be trained on Math curricula and VSC assessment limits.
Continue to provide training for teachers as they employ a uniformed problem-solving and homework rubric to
provide consistency in grading practices
Utilize articles featuring strategies to promote math literacy and student success will be included in the quarterly
DPMMS Parent newsletter.
Parents will be invited to a Math night that focuses on math instruction and the MSA.
Create and implement a resource class, such as Math Assistance, for special education students and students with
similar achievement difficulties, which focus on MSA objectives.
Construct and revise the master schedule to ensure optimal class groupings in Algebraic Thinking/Foundations classes
and Algebra with assistance.
Provide for the collaboration of regular and special educators in mathematics classrooms that include special
education students.
Maryland Assessment Limits and Core Learning Goals for math will continue to be reinforced with teachers in order
to administer, score, and provide feedback to students in preparation for Mod. MSA, MSA and HSA
Use results of summative assessments and benchmark data to identify skills and concepts for remediation and reteaching for all students with an emphasis on special education.
Purchase supplemental text to assist with the implementation of the VSC to provide additional support to all students
who scored basic on the Maryland State Assessment.
Create and implement an additional resource class for special education students and students with similar
achievement difficulties that focus on MSA objectives.
Offer after school coach classes in Reading and Mathematics to promote MSA achievement for all students, with
emphasis in special education.
Create and implement weekly MSA lessons for targeted special education students who scored basic on Math MSA.
Continue implementing the Algebraic Thinking/Foundations Program to meet the needs of Special Education students
as well as students with similar achievement difficulties who are performing below grade level in mathematics.
Five days per week “Learning Moments” will be implemented schoolwide during morning announcements.
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NARRATIVE
Deer Park Middle Magnet School starts the school day at 8:00 a.m. and ends the school day at 2:45 p.m. The school is
organized on a seven period day schedule. Each period is 45 minutes in length. A period of 10 minutes is allotted for
important announcements, attendance, and reinforcement of behavior and instructional expectations. A staggered
dismissal supports a safe and orderly learning environment.
Deer Park Middle Magnet School offers the curriculum developed by Baltimore County Public School system, which
includes differentiation methods for each content area. The program provides rigorous content strains/curricula aligned
with COMAR, Voluntary State Curriculum, Content Learning Goals, and the Essential Curriculum inclusive of the special
education and guidance support programs. Teachers have common grade level planning time in order to effectively
collaborate and produce lessons that maximize student achievement.
In addition to the core academic curricula, Deer Park Middle Magnet School offers instruction in art, music, dance, drama,
physical education, health, and computers. Music instruction includes vocal and instrumental music. Beginning in Grade
7, instruction in Spanish is offered to students who are reading at or above grade level. Deer Park is home to one of the
county’s four middle school magnet programs. Approximately 55% of the Deer Park student body is enrolled in one of the
following magnet programs: Mass Communications, Visual Arts, Performing Arts (Theater, Vocal Music, Instrumental
Music, and Dance), Earth Science, and Spanish.
Special education students are included in general education classes with support to meet the requirements of instruction
in the least restrictive environment. Students in the Functional, Adaptive, and Behavioral and Learning Support programs
receive instruction in Language Arts, Reading, Mathematics, Social Studies and Science. Their schedule also includes an
opportunity to develop skills in art, music, dance, and physical education. Additionally, students in our special education
program receive small group instruction in social skills. Reorganization of the Special Education Department assigns
special education teachers to one content area, which allows for a concentration of their efforts in supporting student
achievement. Instructional Assistants provide support for both inclusion and self-contained programs.
Gifted and Talented learners can be defined as students who display various characteristics such as the ability to grasp
basic skills at a faster pace then their peers. These students work independently and are fluent thinkers. They are often
good observers and can make connections between various concepts and real-life situations. Gifted and Talented students
are students who are always asking questions, and are meticulous in analyzing their own work. These students also make
good inferences and are considered leaders of their groups. Deer Park Middle Magnet School’s program consists of
Language Arts, Science, Algebra II and Social Studies. Approximately 213 (19%) of the student body is enrolled in the
Gifted and Talented Program. The grade levels include 70 Grade 6 students, 72 Grade 7 students, and 71 Grade 8 students.
Students in the regular instructional program are grouped heterogeneously. Instruction at each grade level addresses the
educational needs of gifted and talented students, general education students and students with special education needs.
All sixth graders are enrolled in a daily reading program. Seventh and eighth graders who are reading below grade level
and score Basic on the MSA continue to be enrolled in reading. The organization of instruction for the 2008-2009 school
year provides for additional reading intervention implementation of Fast Track reading classes in grades 7 and 8. Students
are also offered an extended school day for receiving instruction in reading and mathematics. Additionally, Deer Park has
committed staff resources to full implementation of the Language! program. Students spend 90 minutes of focused
instructional time in the areas of reading, writing, and vocabulary skills development. Deer Park takes advantage of the
additional support offered through the reading office of Educational Support Services.
At Deer Park Middle Magnet School, every student receives mathematics instruction. The department chair provides
assistance to teachers in implementing VSC/MLO’ S and the Essential Curriculum. In accordance with system directives,
Deer Park is also continuing with the implementation of the Algebraic Thinking program. This daily 90 minutes of math
instruction is geared towards accelerating the learning of students in grades 6 - 8 in mathematics that scored basic and
borderline proficient on the MSA. Algebra with Assistance is a unique program designed to ensure the success of students
in Algebra I. The students in this program are enrolled in a class that meets daily and provides additional instruction two to
three hours weekly. As a proactive intervention, Deer Park provides eighth grade students that scored basic on the MSA
with an additional 90 to 135 minutes of math instruction weekly.
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Science instruction engages students in scientific inquiry, critical thinking, data analysis, expansive technology and
various applications of science. Units included in grades 6-8 offer earth science, biology, ecology, physical science and
chemistry. As part of Science instruction, all students are expected to participate in the science fair annually. The Science
Department staff sponsors the Maryland Engineering and Science Achievement (MESA) program.
Social studies is offered at each grade level and includes the study of world cultures in grade six and seven with an
emphasis on China, the Middle East, Latin America, and Africa. Grade eight focuses on a comprehensive survey of
American History. The Social Studies Department staff enhances the curriculum as established, by incorporating an after
school program, The Black Saga, which is aligned with the rigorous studies offered at Deer Park. They also support the
school’s efforts in increasing reading achievement through daily instruction that incorporates reading strategies, and
assessments aligned the Voluntary State Curriculum.
Deer Park includes special programs that augment the instruction. The Guidance Department implements The College-Ed
program, which focuses on providing students and their families with early college awareness and a five-year education
plan. Participation in vertical teaming initiatives in the areas of Social Studies and English work to insure that instruction
is aligned in a manner that fosters college preparation. A partnership with the University of Maryland School of Social
work provides Deer Park with Social Work Interns who give additional assistance to students in need. Teachers infuse
Student Service Learning activities that link learning with community service to encourage citizenship and to support
students in meeting the requirements needed for graduation. Deer Park also benefits from the expertise of Johns Hopkins
University staff and serves as a professional development school for teaching interns.
A new initiative this year is extending the school day for instructional purposes. The Deer Park Middle Magnet School
Math and Reading Academies are designed to meet the needs of students with special needs, and/or students identified as
needing additional assistance in these areas. The academies are offered Tuesdays-Thursdays for 90 additional minutes
beyond the regular school day, with content specific educators to meet their instructional needs.
Technical Assistance Provided by Area Assistant Superintendent’s Office
1. Principal Goals Conference
2. Announced and Unannounced monitoring school visits
3. Monitoring visit written feedback
4. Classroom observations
5. Teacher Focus Groups
6. Student Focus Groups
7. Midyear Principal evaluations
8. Review of School Improvement Plan
9. Written Feedback on School Improvement Plan
10. Monthly Principal’s Conferences
11. Understanding Differentiated Accountability Pathways Workshop
12. Use of AssessTrax
13. Data Workshops
14. Analysis of Short Cycle and Benchmark Assessments
15. Rigor Workshops
16. Effective Feedback and Appraisal: Post Observation Conference
17. Access to Data Warehouse Through COGNOS
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General John Stricker Middle School
Developing Focused – Year 1
IDENTIFIED AREAS OF CONCERN
• Reading-Special Education
• Math-Special Education
MEASURES
BLUEPRINT FOR PROGRESS/MASTER PLAN GOAL 1: By 2012 all students will reach high
standards, as established by the BCPS and state performance level standards, in
English/reading/writing, mathematics, science and social studies.
Indicator 1.1: All diploma-bound students in grades 3-8 and students enrolled in English 10 and
Algebra 1 will meet or exceed Maryland School Assessments (MSA) standards, and students
enrolled in English 10 and Algebra 1 will pass the High School Assessments (HSA).
TIMELINE (TARGETS)
By June 2009, Special Education students performing at or above the proficiency levels on the
reading MSA will increase from 47.0 to 75.9 percent.
By June 2009, Special Education students performing at or above the proficiency levels on the
math MSA will increase from 40.9 to 64.3 percent.
SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT STRATEGIES AND ACTIVITIES
BLUEPRINT FOR PROGRESS/MASTER PLAN GOAL 1
School Improvement Strategies:
1. Develop, implement, and monitor intervention programs for Special Education students who
have not demonstrated proficiency in reading and/or math.
2. Support teachers in the implementation of reading and mathematics techniques through
professional development opportunities.
3. Develop, implement, and monitor intervention programs for students who have not
demonstrated proficiency in reading and/or math.
4. Identify and consistently implement a common core of research based instructional practices
resulting in more purposeful and engaging work for students.
5. Enlist parents, guardians, and community members in reading efforts at the school and at
home.
6. Develop and implement grade-appropriate diagnostic assessments for reading and
mathematics.
School Improvement Activities:
1. The Leadership Team will continue to analyze data, identify target groups of students, and
determine interventions for reading and math.
2. All students will participate in vocabulary development in the content areas.
3. Reading and writing based activities will be developed and implemented (Strive for 25,
Summer reading project, BCR questions for Language! program)
4. The school will continue to implement the Language! program for identified students.
5. All teachers will participate in a professional development on reading strategies across the
curriculum.
6. Identified students in Grade 6 will receive the Algebraic Foundations program; identified
students in grades 7-8 will receive the Algebraic Thinking I & II program.
7. A system for tracking, monitoring, and using individual and group performance data will be
implemented.
8. Teachers will engage in technology rich professional development activities that model “best
practices” of teaching in all content areas.
9. A math program will be developed and implemented to identify and remediate students with
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specific skill deficits. (Algebra with Assistance, Algebraic Foundations, and Algebraic
Thinking I & II programs)
10. Curricular offices will work at the school to provide targeted staff development that promotes
increased rigor and engagement for students.
11. Teachers will receive ongoing professional development on providing appropriate and
meaningful accommodations to students with IEPs.
12. Prior to MSA, identified students will be placed in coach classes in preparation for testing.
NARRATIVE
AYP for the 2007-2008 school year was not met for special education students in reading.
• 61.1% of Special Education students scored basic
AYP for the 2007-2008 school year was not met for math for the Special Education subgroup.
• 71.3% of Special Education students scored basic.
The following programs and initiatives focus on the areas of concern. They are:
• Implementation of the 100 minute per day Language! Program at grades 6-8 for students
identified as basic on MSA and on a reading assessment
• Implementation of the 100 minute per day Algebraic Foundations program in Grade 6 and
Algebraic Thinking I & II program in grades 7-8 for students identified as basic on MSA and
through supplemental math assessments
• Comeback math assistance classes for identified students
• Frequent student assessment (unit, short-cycle, benchmark) with ongoing data analysis to
identify student weaknesses as well as direct instruction
• Including ALS and BLS students in general education classes with support in order to access
rigorous curriculum.
• Adoption of building-wide AVID strategies to improve organization and rigor in instruction
• Staff development focused on AVID strategies, academic rigor and differentiation, and
understanding the child who lives in poverty
• One mentor to assist new and struggling teachers
• The College Ed program for Grade 7
• Cultural events to give students background knowledge
The following root causes have been identified:
Many students who are in the special education subgroup have medical/emotional issues that
cause them to miss numerous school days. Due to this attendance issue the school missed
AYP even though their scores would have qualified for AYP (Safe Harbor).
• As students transition into the school from outside the system, their reading and math
achievement is generally substantially below the students who have been educated in the
school system. A root cause is the school’s inability to immediately react with programs and
schedules to address the wide disparity of student achievement.
• With a wide range of family situations among the neediest subgroups, a root cause is the
school’s inability to effect stronger programs to substantially increase meaningful parent
involvement in the educational process.
• Though the school has done substantial research and initiated a number of research-based
programs, the school has been unable to find program (or even similar schools) that are more
effective than the current initiatives.
• For students who are basic on MSA Reading and Math, the school struggles to remediate
these students in the timely fashion required by MSDE and NCLB. Current district-wide
strategies are designed for steady growth but will not prepare students for immediate success
on MSA.
Current programs are demonstrating modest but steady growth and will be continue to be
•
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implemented with the highest level of fidelity. In addition, the school will continue to access
system and other resources to research and implement strategies to effect change. Growth this
year is reflected in double-digit gains in reading and math. Additional parent and community
involvement strategies will be explored and implemented. In addition to parent and community
involvement strategies, the school will work with student support services to address attendance
concerns that negatively impacted the school’s ability to make AYP. The school will continue to
fill teacher openings with the highest quality candidates possible.
Technical Assistance Provided by Area Assistant Superintendent’s Office
1. Principal Goals Conference
2. Announced and Unannounced monitoring school visits
3. Monitoring visit written feedback
4. Classroom observations
5. Teacher Focus Groups
6. Student Focus Groups
7. Midyear Principal evaluations
8. Review of School Improvement Plan
9. Written Feedback on School Improvement Plan
10. Monthly Principal’s Conferences
11. Understanding Differentiated Accountability Pathways Workshop
12. Use of AssessTrax
13. Data Workshops
14. Analysis of Short Cycle and Benchmark Assessments
15. Rigor Workshops
16. Effective Feedback and Appraisal: Post Observation Conference
17. Access to Data Warehouse Through COGNOS
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GOLDEN RING MIDDLE SCHOOL
Developing Comprehensive – Year 2
IDENTIFIED AREAS OF CONCERN
• Reading- All Students, African American, FARMS, Special Education
• Math- All Students, African American, FARMS, Special Education
MEASURES
BLUEPRINT FOR PROGRESS/MASTER PLAN GOAL 1: By 2012 all students will reach high
standards, as established by the BCPS and state performance level standards, in
English/reading/writing, mathematics, science and social studies.
Indicator 1.1: All diploma-bound students in grades 3-8 and students enrolled in English 10 and
Algebra 1 will meet or exceed Maryland School Assessments (MSA) standards, and students
enrolled in English 10 and Algebra 1 will pass the High School Assessments (HSA).
Indicator 1.5: All participating special education students will meet or exceed state standards for
the Alternate Maryland School Assessment (ALT-MSA).
BLUEPRINT FOR PROGRESS/MASTER PLAN GOAL 3: By 2005-2006, all students will be
taught by highly qualified teachers.
Indicator 3.1: All teachers and paraprofessionals will meet the requirements for highly qualified,
as defined by No Child Left Behind and the Bridge to Excellence in Public Schools Education Act.
Indicator 3.3: All mathematics teachers in middle schools will demonstrate content mastery
through comprehensive testing or will possess a Maryland State Department of Education teaching
certificate with an endorsement in secondary mathematics.
TIMELINE (TARGETS)
School Improvement Plan Targets for Goal 1:
By June 2009, all students performing at or above the proficient level on the reading MSA will
increase from 63.1 to 75.9 percent.
By June 2009, African American students performing at or above the proficient level on the
reading MSA will increase from 60.0 to 75.9 percent.
By June 2009, students receiving free and reduced meals performing at or above the proficient
level on the reading MSA will increase from 57.6 to 76.0 percent.
By June 2009, Special Education students performing at or above the proficient level on the
reading MSA will increase from 26.0 to 75.9 percent.
By June 2009, all students performing at or above the proficient level on the math MSA will
increase from 37.9 to 64.3 percent.
By June 2009, African American students performing at or above the proficient level on the math
MSA will increase from 31.8 to 64.3 percent.
By June 2009, Hispanic students performing at or above the proficient level on the math MSA will
increase from 39.5 to 64.3 percent.
By June 2009, students receiving free and reduced meals performing at or above the proficient
level on the math MSA will increase from 32.4 to 64.3 percent.
By June 2009, Special Education students performing at or above the proficient level on the math
MSA will increase from 16.0 to 64.3 percent.
School Improvement Plan Targets for Goal 3:
By June 2009, all teachers and paraprofessionals who are not highly qualified will have a plan in
place to meet the certification requirements.
SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT STRATEGIES AND ACTIVITIES
BLUEPRINT FOR PROGRESS/MASTER PLAN GOAL 1:
School Improvement Strategies:
c) Provide for the consistent and systematic implementation of the Essential Curriculum in all
content areas which includes differentiated curriculum for special education.
f) Develop and implement instructional strategies that include differentiation.
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i) Utilize best practices in providing oral and written feedback to students on the quality of their
work in order to improve student achievement.
e) Monitor classroom instruction to ensure that the essential curriculum is being taught.
x) Provide ongoing support to new and veteran teachers through professional development
opportunities.
y) Provide professional development activities to teachers, paraprofessionals, and principals in
content areas.
School Improvement Activities:
• Provide professional development that will assist reading and math teachers with creating
effective content based lessons in order to insure alignment with the VSC assessment limits.
• Provide teachers with ongoing support and training in the implementation of Algebraic
Thinking, which targets students who scored basic to mid-proficient in the area of math on the
MSA.
• Continue to provide math teachers with opportunities to analyze formative and summative
assessment data in order to plan appropriate student interventions, measure student progress,
and teacher effectiveness.
• Purchase VSC aligned supplemental materials to provide additional support to students who
scored basic on the MSA.
• Offer after school coach classes in reading and mathematics to promote achievement for all
students, with emphasis in special education.
• Continue implementing Algebraic Thinking to meet the needs of special education students as
well as students with similar achievement difficulties who are performing below grade level in
mathematics.
• Continue implementing the Language! Program to meet the needs of Special Education
students as well as students with similar achievement difficulties who are performing below
grade level in reading.
• Continue to monitor instruction through daily informal and formal observations and provide
meaningful feedback in order to increase the effectiveness of daily instruction.
• Continue to build the capacity of department chairs to strengthen the instructional program in
their respective department.
School Improvement Strategy:
h) Develop, implement and monitor intervention programs for special education students who
have not demonstrated proficiency in reading.
School Improvement Activities:
• Provide for the collaboration of regular and special educators in all classrooms that include
Special Education students.
• Use results of summative assessments and benchmark data to identify skills and
concepts for remediation and re-teaching for all students with an emphasis on special
education.
• Academic intervention program for students will be established after school to
reinforce/remediate MSA standards for grades 6, 7, and 8 with emphasis on special
education.
• Create and implement an additional resource class for special education students and
students with similar achievement difficulties on reading and math objectives.
• Create and implement weekly reading intervention lessons for targeted special
education students who scored basic on the reading MSA.
BLUEPRINT FOR PROGRESS/MASTER PLAN GOAL 3
School Improvement Strategies:
f) Provide a variety of high quality professional development opportunities that focus on teachers’
and paraprofessionals’ assessed needs to ensure that they meet highly qualified status by 2005-
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2006.
k) Provide staff development opportunities that focus on principal’s assessed needs and system
priorities.
School Improvement Activities:
• Provide professional development that will assist reading/language teachers with creating
effective content-based lessons in order to insure alignment with the VSC assessment limits.
• Provide all special education personnel who teach the reading curriculum and the Language!
Program with opportunities to attend county-wide and school-based reading departmental
meetings.
• Train special education instructional assistants in the area of reading strategies in order to
assist basic to low-proficient readers.
• Provide teachers with ongoing support and training in the implementation of the Language!
Program which targets students who scored basic to mid-proficient on the MSA.
• Provide monthly content-based professional development for self-contained special education
teachers on math and reading curricula and VSC assessment limits.
• Provide curricular office support for reading teachers and special education teachers who teach
the Language! Program.
• Offer training workshops to all staff in order to ensure that teachers are making appropriate
accommodations for students with special needs.
• Maintain and train highly qualified special education reading teachers.
• Provide professional development in effective collaboration, co-teaching, and differentiated
instruction.
• Increase the awareness of teachers and paraprofessionals regarding opportunities in the
Continuing Professional Development Catalog and system-wide Professional Development
Calendar.
NARRATIVE
Golden Ring Middle School has a faculty and administrative team that are committed to advancing
the academic achievement of all students. Despite the fact that the school did not make AYP, there
is continual improvement.
Golden Ring instituted the Language! and Algebraic Thinking programs across all grade levels to
provide additional instruction in the areas of reading and mathematics. In continuing with these
programs, all students receive assistance in reading and mathematics. Golden Ring faculty
assigned to teach these courses have received countywide professional development. At the school
level, curriculum consultants and coaches have mentored teachers individually. Central office
resource staff observes instruction and provide meaningful feedback to teachers. The commitment
to additional instructional time in targeted areas is further demonstrated by the creation of a master
schedule that provides additional daily instruction in mathematics to students that scored basic on
the MSA. Class size in these critical areas has also been lowered to maximize the student-teacher
ratio, which is crucial to student success.
The leadership of Golden Ring understands that time is essential in addressing areas of deficiency;
however, equally important are the systems being utilized to provide ongoing feedback related to
students’ strengths and weaknesses. Significant time will be spent by staff reviewing performance
data on short cycle and benchmark assessments. As part of the school improvement process, the
administration, department chairs, and mentors monitor the assessment data of the targeted subgroups in reading and math. In response to these data, focused professional development on best
practices for instructional strategies relevant to the targeted areas will be provided.
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Golden Ring Middle School houses a Functional Academic Learning Support class for certificate
bound students. Inclusion programs are in place at each grade level. Golden Ring Middle
School’s School Improvement Team identified reading and math as areas of concern for the
Special Education students. Data analysis revealed that problems with both reading and math
achievement in the special education subgroup were related to a lack of differentiation in
instructional practices and weaknesses in the co-teaching model. Golden Ring utilizes an
additional teacher-mentor who works specifically with our special education department to offer
targeted training and support.
As Golden Ring Middle School enters year two of School Improvement, the faculty, staff, and
administration recognize and understand the urgency to increase student achievement and improve
the instructional program. Increasing student achievement requires analyzing formative and
summative assessment data and adapting instruction accordingly. The administrative staff and
instructional leadership team meet weekly to monitor and review the implementation of the
instructional program. The faculty and staff at Golden Ring Middle School are committed to
improving student achievement.
Technical Assistance Provided by Area Assistant Superintendent’s Office
1. Principal Goals Conference
2. Announced and Unannounced monitoring school visits
3. Monitoring visit written feedback
4. Classroom observations
5. Teacher Focus Groups
6. Student Focus Groups
7. Midyear Principal evaluations
8. Review of School Improvement Plan
9. Written Feedback on School Improvement Plan
10. Monthly Principal’s Conferences
11. Understanding Differentiated Accountability Pathways Workshop
12. Use of AssessTrax
13. Data Workshops
14. Analysis of Short Cycle and Benchmark Assessments
15. Rigor Workshops
16. Effective Feedback and Appraisal: Post Observation Conference
17. Access to Data Warehouse Through COGNOS
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Holabird Middle School
Developing Comprehensive – Year 1
IDENTIFIED AREAS OF CONCERN
• Reading - All Students, African American, Hispanic, FARMS, Special Education, LEP
• Math - All Students, Hispanic, FARMS, Special Education, LEP
MEASURES
BLUEPRINT FOR PROGRESS/MASTER PLAN GOAL 1: By 2012 all students will reach high
standards, as established by the BCPS and state performance level standards, in
English/reading/writing, mathematics, science and social studies.
Indicator 1.1: All diploma-bound students in grades 3-8 and students enrolled in English 10 and
Algebra 1 will meet or exceed Maryland School Assessments (MSA) standards, and students
enrolled in English 10 and Algebra 1 will pass the High School Assessments (HSA).
TIMELINE (TARGETS)
By June 2009, all students performing at or above the proficiency levels on the reading MSA will
increase from 64.6 to 75.9 percent.
By June 2009, African American students performing at or above the proficiency levels on the
reading MSA will increase from 55.7 to 75.9 percent.
By June 2009, Hispanic students performing at or above the proficiency levels on the reading
MSA will increase from 48.6 to 75.9 percent.
By June 2009, students receiving free and reduced meals performing at or above the proficiency
levels on the reading MSA will increase from 60.9 to 75.9 percent.
By June 2009, students receiving special education services performing at or above the
proficiency levels on the reading MSA will increase from 47.4 to 75.9 percent.
By June 2009, English language learners performing at or above the proficiency levels on the
reading MSA will increase from 25.0 to 75.9 percent.
By June 2009, all students performing at or above the proficiency levels on the math MSA will
increase from 49.6 to 64.3 percent.
By June 2009, Hispanic students performing at or above the proficiency levels on the math MSA
will increase from 35.7 to 64.3 percent.
By June 2009, students receiving free and reduced meals performing at or above the proficiency
levels on the math MSA will increase from 44.9 to 64.3 percent.
By June 2009, students receiving special education services performing at or above the
proficiency levels on the math MSA will increase from 36.8 to 64.3 percent.
By June 2009, English language learners performing at or above the proficiency levels on the
math MSA will increase from 21.9 to 64.3 percent.
SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT STRATEGIES AND ACTIVITIES
BLUEPRINT FOR PROGRESS/MASTER PLAN GOAL 1
School Improvement Strategies:
1. Develop, implement, and monitor intervention programs for Special Education students who
have not demonstrated proficiency in reading and/or math.
2. Support teachers in the implementation of reading techniques through professional
development opportunities.
3. Develop, implement, and monitor intervention programs for students who have not
demonstrated proficiency in reading and/or math.
4. Identify and consistently implement a common core of research based instructional practices
resulting in more purposeful and engaging work for students.
5. Enlist parents, guardians, and community members in reading efforts at the school and at
home.
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6. Develop and implement grade-appropriate diagnostic assessments for reading and
mathematics.
School Improvement Activities:
1. The Leadership Team will continue to analyze data, identify target groups of students, and
determine interventions for reading and math.
2. All students will participate in vocabulary development programs.
3. Reading and writing-based after school activities will be developed and implemented (Strive
for 25).
4. The school will continue to implement the Language! Program for identified students.
5. All teachers will participate in a professional development on reading strategies across the
curriculum.
6. Parents of identified students will be invited to the school for individual conferences related
to student progress.
7. Identified students will be required to attend after school. There will be a Saturday program
in reading and mathematics prior to MSA.
8. Identified students in Grade 6 will receive the Algebraic Foundations program; identified
students in grades 7 and 8 will receive the Algebraic Thinking I & II program.
9. A system for tracking, monitoring, and using individual and group performance data will be
implemented.
10. Teachers will engage in technology rich professional development activities that model “best
practices” of teaching mathematics.
11. A math program will be developed and implemented to identify and remediate students with
specific skill deficits including after school programs.
12. Curricular will work at the school to provide targeted staff development that promotes
increased rigor and engagement for students.
13. Teacher will receive ongoing professional development on providing appropriate and
meaningful accommodation to students with IEPs.
14. Students receiving ELL services will be provided additional support through school
counselors and ELL resource teachers to socialize them to their new country.
NARRATIVE
AYP for the 2007-2008 school year was not met for all students in reading; specifically, AYP
was not met for African American, FARM, Special Education, Hispanic, and LEP subgroups.
• 36.6% of all students scored basic
• 45.1% of African American students scored basic
• 58.7% of Special Education students scored basic
• 56.6% of Hispanic students scored basic
• 40.8% of FARMS students scored basic
• 78.3% of LEP students scored basic
AYP for the 2007-2008 school year was not met for all students in math; specifically,
AYP was not met for FARMS, Special Education, Hispanic, and LEP
• 53.2% of all students scored basic
• 58.2% of FARMS students scored basic
• 69.4% of Hispanic students scored basic
• 82.9% of LEP students scored basic
• 79.6% of Special Education students scored basic.
The following programs and initiatives focus on the areas of concern. They are:
• Implementation of the 100 minute per day Language! Program at grades 6, 7 and 8 for
students identified as basic on MSA and on a reading assessment
• Implementation of the 100 minute per day Algebraic Foundations program in Grade 6
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and Algebraic Thinking I & II program in grades 7-8 for students identified as basic on
MSA and through supplemental math assessments
Comeback math assistance classes for identified students
Frequent student assessment (unit, short-cycle, benchmark) with ongoing data analysis to
identify student weaknesses as well as direct instruction
After-school coach class and tutoring assistance (2 days/week)
Including ALS and BLS students in general education classes with support
Adoption of building-wide AVID strategies to improve organization and rigor in
instruction
Transition program designed to meet the needs of the numerous students new to the
school
North Bay Environmental Program for Grade 6
Civility committee to help students become successful citizens.
Staff development sequence focused on AVID strategies, academic rigor and
differentiation, and understanding the child from poverty
One mentor to assist new and struggling teachers
College Ed program for Grade 7; College Gateway Partnership for Grade 8
Cultural Events to build background knowledge

The following root causes have been identified:
• With a 2007-2008 student mobility rate of 30%, a root cause is the school’s lack of an
effective, ongoing program to meet the needs of highly mobile students.
• As students transition into the school from outside the school zone, their reading and math
achievement is generally substantially below the students who have been educated in the
school system. An identified root cause is the school’s lack of implementation of programs
and schedules to address the wide range of student achievement.
• With a consistent yearly teacher turnover rate and the subsequent replacement of these
teachers with inexperienced staff, a root cause is the challenge of staffing the school with
experienced teachers committed to a long term teaching experience.
• With a wide range of family situations among the lowest performing subgroups, an identified
root cause is the school’s need for more effective programs to substantially increase
meaningful parent and community involvement in the educational process.
• Though the school has done substantial research and initiated a number of research-based
programs, additional work needs to be done to identify strategies that are more effective than
the current practices.
• For students who are basic on MSA Reading and Math, the school struggles to remediate
these students in the timely fashion required by MSDE and NCLB. Current district-wide
strategies are designed for steady growth, but may not prepare students for immediate success
on MSA.
• This school also serves the needs of ELL students from a wide geographic area outside of the
zoned school.
Current programs are demonstrating modest but steady growth and will be continue to be
implemented with the highest level of fidelity. In addition, the school will continue to access
system and other resources to research and implement strategies to effect change. Additional
parent and community involvement strategies will be explored and implemented. In addition to
parent and community involvement strategies, the school will work with student support services
to address attendance concerns that negatively impacted the school’s ability to make AYP. The
school will continue to fill teacher openings with the highest quality candidates available.
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Technical Assistance Provided by Area Assistant Superintendent’s Office
1. Principal Goals Conference
2. Announced and Unannounced monitoring school visits
3. Monitoring visit written feedback
4. Classroom observations
5. Teacher Focus Groups
6. Student Focus Groups
7. Midyear Principal evaluations
8. Review of School Improvement Plan
9. Written Feedback on School Improvement Plan
10. Monthly Principal’s Conferences
11. Understanding Differentiated Accountability Pathways Workshop
12. Use of AssessTrax
13. Data Workshops
14. Analysis of Short Cycle and Benchmark Assessments
15. Rigor Workshops
16. Effective Feedback and Appraisal: Post Observation Conference
17. Access to Data Warehouse Through COGNOS
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LANSDOWNE MIDDLE SCHOOL
Priority Comprehensive - Year 5
IDENTIFIED AREAS OF CONCERN
• Reading – All Students, Asian, African American, Hispanic, FARMS, Special Education,
LEP
• Math – All Students, African American, FARMS, Special Education, LEP
MEASURES
BLUEPRINT FOR PROGRESS/MASTER PLAN GOAL 1: By 2012 all students will reach high
standards, as established by the BCPS and state performance level standards, in
English/reading/writing, mathematics, science and social studies.
Indicator 1.1: All diploma-bound students in grades 3-8 and students enrolled in English 10 and
Algebra 1 will meet or exceed Maryland School Assessments (MSA) standards, and students
enrolled in English 10 and Algebra 1 will pass the High School Assessments (HSA).
BLUEPRINT FOR PROGRESS/MASTER PLAN GOAL 2: By 2012, All English language
learners will become proficient in English and reach high academic standards in reading/language,
mathematics, science, and social studies.
Indicator 2.1: All English language learners receiving English for Speakers of Other Languages
(ESOL) services will attain English proficiency by the end of their fourth school year.
Indicator 2.2: All diploma-bound English language learners will meet or exceed Maryland School
Assessment (MSA) standards.
BLUEPRINT FOR PROGRESS/MASTER PLAN GOAL 3: By 2005-2006, all students will be
taught by highly qualified teachers.
Indicator 3.1. All teachers and paraprofessionals will meet the requirements for “highly
qualified,” as defined by No Child Left Behind and the Bridge to Excellence in Public Schools
Education acts. (BCPS standard)
TIMELINE (Targets)
School Improvement Plan Targets for Goal 1
By June 2009, all students performing at or above the proficient level on the reading MSA will
increase from 58.8 to 75.9 percent.
By June 2009, Asian/Pacific Islander students performing at or above the proficient level on the
reading MSA will increase from 40.0 to 75.9 percent.
By June 2009, African American students performing at or above the proficient level on the
reading MSA will increase from 54.1 to 75.9 percent.
By June 2009, Hispanic students performing at or above the proficient level on the reading MSA
will increase from 48.1 to 75.9 percent.
By June 2009, students receiving free and reduced meals performing at or above the proficient
level on the reading MSA will increase from 53.5 to 75.9 percent.
By June 2009, Special Education students performing at or above the proficient level on the
reading MSA will increase from 35.3 to 75.9 percent.
By June 2009, English language learners performing at or above the proficient level on the reading
MSA will increase from 13.7 to 75.9 percent.
By June 2009, all students performing at or above the proficient level on the math MSA will
increase from 46.4 to 64.3 percent.
By June 2009, African American students at or above the proficient level on the math MSA will
increase from 38.4 to 64.3 percent.
By June 2009, students receiving free and reduced meals performing at or above the proficient
level on the math MSA will increase from 41.9 to 64.3 percent.
By June 2009, Special Education students performing at or above the proficient level on the math
MSA will increase from 24.5 to 64.3 percent.
By June 2009, English language learners students performing at or above the proficient level on
the math MSA will increase from 28.0 to 64.3 percent.
SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT STRATEGIES AND ACTIVITIES
BLUEPRINT FOR PROGRESS/MASTER PLAN GOAL 1
School Improvement Strategy: c) Provide for the consistent and systematic implementation of the
Essential Curriculum in all content areas, which include differentiated curriculum for English
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language learners, Special Education, gifted and talented, and honor students.
School Improvement Activities:
• Implement and monitor the BCPS and MSDE-approved Alternative Governance
Proposal.
• Provide for the consistent and systematic implementation of the Essential Curriculum in all
content areas, which includes differentiated curriculum for English language learners, Special
Education, gifted and talented, and AVID students.
• Develop and implement instructional strategies that include multiculturalism and
differentiation.
• Develop, implement, and monitor intervention programs for students who have not
demonstrated proficiency in reading, language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies.
• Utilize best practices in providing oral and written feedback to students on the quality of their
work in order to improve student achievement.
• Integrate technology in the teaching/learning process.
• Identify and consistently implement a common core of research based instructional practices
resulting in more purposeful and engaging work for students.
• Encourage reading by establishing a minimum goal of 25 books, from the recommended list,
that will be read by/to each student during the academic school year.
• Develop and implement grade-appropriate diagnostic assessments for reading and
mathematics.
• Monitor the relationship among the intended, assessed, and learned curriculum to ensure
access to rigorous curriculum for all students.
• Strengthen communications and mutual support between and among parents/guardians,
teachers, administrators, and students by providing parents/guardians with concrete strategies
to use at home to help their children achieve high standards.
• Provide middle school reading teachers with intense professional development opportunities
that address content standards and teaching techniques for a diverse student population.
• Support teachers in the implementation of reading techniques through professional
development opportunities.
School Improvement Strategy: h) Develop, implement, and monitor intervention programs for
students who have not demonstrated proficiency in reading and math.
School Improvement Activities:
• Implement and monitor the BCPS and MSDE-approved Alternative Governance
Proposal.
• Identify the most deficit area of student performance in reading on the Maryland School
Assessment and implement a schoolwide intervention in accordance with the guidelines as
they are addressed in the Alternative Governance Plan and the Accelerate, Review, Enrich
(ARE) intervention program.
• Implement daily graphic organizers, SRs, and BCRs that focus on the VSC Standard 2.0—
Comprehension of Informational Texts
• Implement the research-based Language! accelerated literacy curriculum, which encompasses
fluency, grammar, comprehension, speaking, phonemic awareness, word recognition, and
vocabulary, for all qualifying students who scored basic on the Maryland School Assessment.
• Create and maintain matrices to analyze daily objectives which will be used to monitor shortcycle assessment baseline data and ongoing assessment data as it applies to student
achievement in the Secondary Reading/Language Arts Programs.
• Offer vocabulary instruction focusing on definition within context, multiple meanings, word
origins, and synonyms and antonyms that is integrated with the BCPS Secondary
Reading/Language Arts Program for all students.
• Provide additional instructional time to implement the ARE program and strategies needed to
help maximize grade level performance.
• Identify the most deficit area of student performance in math on the Maryland School
Assessment and implement a school-wide intervention in accordance with the guidelines as
they are addressed in the ARE program. Implement daily activities focusing on Standard 2.0Knowledge of Geometry and Standard 6.0-Knowledge of Number Relationships and
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Computation/Arithmetic.
• Implement the research-based Algebraic Foundations/Thinking program for all qualifying
students.
• Create and maintain matrices to analyze daily objectives which will be used to monitor shortcycle assessment baseline data and ongoing assessment data as it applies to student
achievement in the Secondary Mathematics Programs.
BLUEPRINT FOR PROGRESS/MASTER PLAN GOAL 2
School Improvement Strategy: e) Provide professional development opportunities on crosscultural and differentiated strategies to all staff.
School Improvement Activities:
• Implement and monitor the BCPS and MSDE-approved Alternative Governance
Proposal.
• Provide staff development opportunities on differentiated instructional strategies that enable
ELL to access grade-level content in mathematics.
• Implement differentiated instructional strategies that enable English language learners to
access grade-level content in reading/language arts, mathematics, and science.
BLUEPRINT FOR PROGRESS/MASTER PLAN GOAL 3
School Improvement Strategy: f) Provide a variety of ‘highly quality” professional development
opportunities that focus on teachers’ and paraprofessionals’ assessed needs to ensure that they
meet “highly qualified” status by 2005-2006.
School Improvement Activities:
• Implement and monitor the BCPS and MSDE-approved Alternative Governance
Proposal.
• Recruit and support a high quality instructional staff that meets recognized teaching and
industry certification standards.
• Encourage teachers to access the services of the Professional Research Library and the inschool professional library for information to support professional information needs and their
own learning.
• Encourage teachers to participate in college partnerships and/or cohort partnerships for content
credit and/or degrees.
NARRATIVE
Lansdowne Middle is in the first year implementation of the Alternative Governance Restructuring
Plan. The efforts for the restructuring begin with the master schedule and the common planning
time for teacher collaboration, planning, and engagement. Teachers and students are involved in
the governance efforts of the campus decision making. The leadership team analyzes assessment
data after the short-cycle and benchmark assessments, instruction is adjusted based on data used to
identify student needs and provides acceleration, re-teaching, and enrichment (A.R.E) in the
timeframe that is part of the school master schedule. Monitoring of these objectives is part of the
continuous improvement process and continues as the principal meets with individual teachers in
the core content areas and identifies next steps. These next steps are monitored by the department
chairperson and the administrative team to ensure that they provide recursive instruction in these
areas in small group, after-school, or before school efforts. Teacher/mentor efforts are utilized to
support staff members with ongoing job embedded professional development. The school has been
provided with additional professional development funds to provide targeted staff development in
the reading and math content areas. Differentiated staffing is also evident to ensure that
department chairs teach one class per day, allowing for increased collaboration with department
members. Additional special education resource hours are also implemented to assist with student
intervention plans. The Apangea Online Tutoring program and the Carnegie Cognitive Tutor for
Algebra 1 provide additional student intervention support.
Technical Assistance Provided by Area Assistant Superintendent’s Office
1. Principal Goals Conference
2. Announced and Unannounced monitoring school visits
3. Monitoring visit written feedback
4. Classroom observations
5. Teacher Focus Groups
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Student Focus Groups
Midyear Principal evaluations
Review of School Improvement Plan
Written Feedback on School Improvement Plan
Monthly Principal’s Conferences
Understanding Differentiated Accountability Pathways Workshop
Use of AssessTrax
Data Workshops
Analysis of Short Cycle and Benchmark Assessments
Rigor Workshops
Effective Feedback and Appraisal: Post Observation Conference
Access to Data Warehouse Through COGNOS
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Loch Raven Technical Academy
Developing Focused - Year 2
IDENTIFIED AREAS OF CONCERN
• Reading - Special Education
• Math - Special Education
MEASURES
BLUEPRINT FOR PROGRESS/MASTER PLAN GOAL 1: By 2012 all students will reach high
standards, as established by the BCPS and state performance level standards, in
English/reading/writing, mathematics, science and social studies.
Indicator 1.1: All diploma-bound students in grades 3-8 and students enrolled in English 10 and
Algebra 1 will meet or exceed Maryland School Assessments (MSA) standards, and students
enrolled in English 10 and Algebra 1 will pass the High School Assessments (HSA).
TIMELINE (TARGETS)
School Improvement Plan Timeline/Target for Goal 1:
Targeted Area: Reading
By June 2009, Special Education students at or above proficient on the reading MSA will
increase from 37.5 to 75.9 percent.
Targeted Area: Mathematics
By June 2009, Special Education students performing at or above proficient on the mathematics
MSA will increase from 23.8 to 64.3 percent.
SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT STRATEGIES AND ACTIVITIES
BLUEPRINT FOR PROGRESS/MASTER PLAN GOAL 1 (READING)
School Improvement Strategies:
1. Provide for the consistent and systematic implementation of the Voluntary State
Curriculum in all content areas, which includes differentiated curriculum for special
education and gifted and talented programs.
2. Use systematic data analysis regarding student achievement in order to screen for, and
release from, Targeted Assistance.
3. Identify and consistently implement a common core of research based instructional
practices resulting in purposeful and engaging work for students.
4. Access all technical assistance provided by the LEA regarding continuing school
improvement.
School Improvement Activity:
A. Identify students for Language! (a double instructional mod course).
B. Implement Language! for all students in grades 6–8 identified (using MSA and Language!
screening) as requiring an accelerated language arts curriculum.
C. Students will be identified for Targeted Assistance using three academic criteria: MSA
reading scores from 2006 and 2007, final grades in reading from 2007, and Language!
screening.
D. Implement Language! for students identified for Targeted Assistance in Grade 7.
E. Provide after school coach classes and tutorials for students who need additional academic
support.
F. Provide weekly coach classes for students in Targeted Assistance classes.
G. Provide additional Saturday classes for students identified for Targeted Assistance in reading.
H. Attend all professional development opportunities provided by the LEA regarding school
improvement and data-driven decision making.
I. Meet quarterly with the Area Assistant Superintendent and his Assistant to review benchmark
and short cycle data.
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J. Meet monthly with the School Improvement Team to review data.
K. Meet weekly with the school based Leadership Team to review data and to revise
instructional practices accordingly.
L. Use weekly Interdisciplinary Team Meetings and monthly content meetings to review student
achievement data in order to adjust instruction.
M. Align instruction and assessment with the VSC utilizing: Content based brief constructed
responses (BCRs), Content based extended constructed responses (ECRs), Selected responses
(SRs), and MSDE scoring tools (rubrics and exemplary responses).
N. Recognize student achievement through team and content activities.
O. Provide academic and behavioral interventions through the Student Support Team and IEP
Team.
BLUEPRINT FOR PROGRESS/MASTER PLAN GOAL 1 (MATH)
School Improvement Strategy:
1. Provide for the consistent and systematic implementation of the Voluntary State Curriculum
in all content areas, which includes differentiated curriculum for special education and gifted
and talented programs.
2. Use systematic data analysis regarding student achievement in order to screen for, and release
from, Targeted Assistance.
3. Identify and consistently implement a common core of research based instructional practices
resulting in purposeful and engaging work for students.
4. Access all technical assistance provided by the LEA regarding continuing school
improvement.
School Improvement Activities:
A. Identify students for Algebraic Foundations and/or Algebraic Thinking (double instructional
mod courses).
B. Implement Algebraic Foundations and Algebraic Thinking for all identified students in
grades 6-8.
C. Identify students for Algebra With Assistance (a double instructional mod course).
D. Implement Algebra With Assistance for those students identified.
E. Students will be identified for Targeted Assistance using three academic criteria: MSA
mathematics scores from 2006 and 2007, final grades in mathematics from 2007, or
mathematics screening (when MSA scores are not available).
F. Implement Algebraic Foundations (Grade 6) and Algebraic Thinking (Grade 7) for students
identified for Targeted Assistance.
G. Provide after school coach classes and tutorials for students who need additional academic
support in mathematics.
H. Provide weekly coach classes for students in Targeted Assistance classes using FASTT Math
(a self-paced software program designed to help students gain fact fluency).
I. Attend all professional development opportunities provided by the LEA regarding school
improvement and data-driven decision making.
J. Meet quarterly with the Area Assistant Superintendent and his Assistant to review
Benchmark and Short Cycle Data.
K. Meet monthly with the School Improvement Team to review data.
L. Meet weekly with the school based Leadership Team to review data and to revise
instructional practices accordingly.
M. Use weekly Interdisciplinary Team Meetings and monthly content meetings to review student
achievement data in order to adjust instruction.
N. Align instruction and assessment with the VSC utilizing: Content based brief constructed
responses (BCRs), Selected responses (SRs), and MSDE scoring tools (rubrics and exemplary
responses).
O. Recognize student achievement through team and content activities.
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P. Provide academic and behavioral interventions through the Student Support Team and IEP
Team.
NARRATIVE
Loch Raven Academy has a faculty and administrative team that are committed to advancing the
academic achievement of all students. Our student body is very diverse and is comprised of 576
students, 292 males and 284 females. During the past two years, we increased enrollment of
African American students by 5.8 percentage points, FARMS by 4.9 percentage points, and
Special Education by 8.0 percentage points. With an ever-changing population, it is necessary for
instruction to be delivered to meet the needs of all children. Analysis of 2008 MSA scores
confirms that there are areas of growth to celebrate, yet Loch Raven Academy did not make AYP
based on the performance of one subgroup. The special education subgroup did not make AYP in
reading or math. The achievement for Special Education students must be addressed and
improved. We will target this student group as we differentiate instruction to provide appropriate
interventions for all students who are performing at the basic level in math.
During the 2007-2008 school year, Loch Raven Academy committed instructional resources to
providing students with low MSA scores an additional daily period of instruction in reading.
Additionally, after-school reading tutorials are held to assist these students. Such interventions
resulted in increases overall for grades 6-7 students in reading. Beginning with the 2006-2007
school year, Loch Raven Academy instituted the Language! and Algebraic Thinking programs
across all grade levels, to provide additional instruction in reading. With regards to math, Loch
Raven Academy has implemented Algebraic Foundations and Algebraic Thinking in all grade
levels. Algebra With Assistance is provided as a double instructional mod course. In continuing
with these programs, all students will receive differentiated assistance in reading and
mathematics. All subgroups (African American students, Special Education students, and
FARMS students) will receive the necessary instruction which will lead to improvement for these
subgroups during the 2008-2009 school year. Loch Raven Academy faculty assigned to teach
these courses have received professional development, and department leaders are working
diligently to schedule additional professional development from the consultants and coaches that
have been made available to Baltimore County. The commitment to additional instructional time
in targeted areas is further demonstrated by the creation of a master schedule that provides
additional daily instruction in mathematics to Grade 8 students who scored basic on the MSA.
The leadership of Loch Raven Academy understands that time is essential in addressing areas of
deficiency; however, equally important are the systems being utilized to provide ongoing
feedback related to students’ strengths and weaknesses in these two areas. Significant time will be
spent by staff reviewing performance data on benchmark assessments. As part of the school
improvement process a separate committee has been established to monitor the data of Special
Education students in mathematics and reading. In response to the data, focused professional
development on best practices for instructional strategies relevant to the targeted areas will be
provided. Utilizing strategies learned by teachers will maximize instructional time as they focus
on student growth/mastery in areas of weakness and sustaining achievement in areas of strength.
Loch Raven Academy houses an Adaptive Learning Support Class, a Functional Academic
Learning Support class for certificate bound students, and a Behavior Learning Support (ED)
class. Our BLS program has been revised, to deter focus on behavior but to encourage and
support academics. Inclusion programs are also in place at each grade level. Loch Raven
Academy’s School Improvement Team identified reading and math as areas of concern for the
Special Education students. We determined that problems with both reading and math
achievement in the special education subgroup were related to a lack of diversity in instructional
practices. Professional Development in effective collaboration, co-teaching, and differentiated
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instruction are key strategies which will be put in place to address this concern.
As we enter year two of School Improvement, we know that we must monitor student
achievement continuously, analyze formative and summative assessments across all contents, and
adapt instruction accordingly. The administrative staff and instructional leadership team will
meet frequently to determine what is or is not working. Adjustments based on data will be made.
Consistent staff development will be provided in instructional practices that promote increased
student achievement. In addition, we anticipate that our commitment to establishing a
Professional Learning Community will promote teacher collaboration in all content areas, and
ultimately promote increased levels of student achievement in all state tested areas. The faculty
and staff at Loch Raven Academy are committed and devoted to improving and raising the bar of
student achievement.
Technical Assistance Provided by Area Assistant Superintendent’s Office
1. Principal Goals Conference
2. Announced and Unannounced monitoring school visits
3. Monitoring visit written feedback
4. Classroom observations
5. Teacher Focus Groups
6. Student Focus Groups
7. Midyear Principal evaluations
8. Review of School Improvement Plan
9. Written Feedback on School Improvement Plan
10. Monthly Principal’s Conferences
11. Understanding Differentiated Accountability Pathways Workshop
12. Use of AssessTrax
13. Data Workshops
14. Analysis of Short Cycle and Benchmark Assessments
15. Rigor Workshops
16. Effective Feedback and Appraisal: Post Observation Conference
17. Access to Data Warehouse Through COGNOS
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OLD COURT MIDDLE SCHOOL
Developing Comprehensive – Year 3
IDENTIFIED AREAS OF CONCERN
• Reading - FARMS, Special Education
• Math - All Students, African American, FARMS, Special Education
MEASURES
BLUEPRINT FOR PROGRESS/MASTER PLAN GOAL 1: By 2012 all students will reach high
standards, as established by the BCPS and state performance level standards, in
English/reading/writing, mathematics, science and social studies.
Indicator 1.1: All diploma-bound students in grades 3-8 and students enrolled in English 10 and
Algebra 1 will meet or exceed Maryland School Assessments (MSA) standards, and students
enrolled in English 10 and Algebra 1 will pass the High School Assessments (HSA).
TIMELINE
School Improvement Plan Targets for Goal 1:
By June 2009, students receiving free and reduced meals at or above the proficient level on the
reading MSA will increase from 63.3 to 75.9.
By June 2009, Special Education students at or above the proficient level on the reading MSA
will increase from 28.0 to 75.9.
By June 2009, all students at or above the proficient level on the mathematics MSA will increase
from 45.1 to 64.3.
By June 2009, African American students at or above the proficient level on the mathematics
MSA will increase from 43.9 to 64.3.
By June 2009, students receiving free and reduced meals at or above the proficient level on the
mathematics MSA will increase from 42.3 to 64.3.
By June 2009, Special Education students at or above the proficient level on the mathematics
MSA will increase from 16.0 to 64.3.
SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT STRATEGIES AND ACTIVITIES
School Improvement Strategies:
1. Old Court Middle School will implement the Voluntary State Curriculum with fidelity using
the research-based Language! Program for students in need of academic acceleration.
2. Old Court Middle School will use a regular system of data analysis to determine student
achievement in response to teacher instruction.
3. Identify and consistently implement a common core of research based instructional practices
resulting in more purposeful and engaging work for students.
4. Encourage reading by establishing a minimum goal of 25 books, from the recommended list,
that will be read by/to each student during the academic year.
5. Support teachers in the implementation of reading techniques through professional
development opportunities.
6. Old Court Middle School will implement the Voluntary State Curriculum with fidelity using
the research-based Algebraic Foundations/Thinking Program for students in need of academic
acceleration.
7. Old Court Middle School will use a regular system of data analysis to determine student
achievement in response to teacher instruction with attention to entrance and exit of students
to the Targeted Assistance program.
8. Identify and consistently implement a common core of research based instructional practices
resulting in more purposeful and engaging work for students.
School Improvement Activities:
1. Identify students in need of assistance using the 2008 MSA Reading Scores, STAR Reading
Scores, and Teacher Recommendations to implement the Language! Program for students in
Targeted Assistance groups in grades 6, 7, and 8.
2. Implement the Language! Program for students in Targeted Assistance groups in grades 6-8.
3. Provide differentiated staff development opportunities to targeted reading and language arts
teachers focused on the effective implementation of the VSC. Funded through the operating
budget.
4. Recommend regular and Special Education students who are below grade level at the end of
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.

the school year or students who have documentation of skills regression during the school
year for math and reading intervention programs in BCPS Summer School funded through
the operating budget and the School Improvement Grant. Communicate with parents the
importance of attending these intervention programs.
Provide basic and Special Education students with opportunities to respond to BCR’s and
SR’s and instruct them on the use of scoring rubrics in order to increase the number of
proficient students on the MSA reading assessment.
Promote individual student selection of multicultural reading materials by presenting students
with author studies, book talk and read alouds.
Analyze OCMS baseline and BCPS benchmark data to create weekly MSA home
assignments focused on one assessment limit each week.
Incorporate the Study Island computer program into mathematics classes to remediate and
extend MSA skills.
Monitor the data collection system for short cycle and benchmark assessments created by the
Office of Mathematics and facilitated by the department chair.
Mandatory coach classes will be offered to further assist students with their learning.
Identify students enrolled in higher level math courses at the basic level and target for one-onone tutoring with Towson University students (America Counts).
Offer additional instructional time in mathematics for basic, regular, and Special Education
students through increased daily mathematics class time, after school programs, Saturday
programs, and summer school programs that provide intervention help directly aligned to the
Voluntary State Curriculum and IEP Goals.
Encourage all teachers and paraprofessionals to meet the highly qualified standards, by
accessing community college partnerships, testing options (e.g. Parapro), and college
partnerships/resident teacher certification programs.
Participate in monitoring meetings with the Area Office.

NARRATIVE
Old Court Middle School has a faculty and administration that are deeply committed to advancing
the academic achievement of all students. Although Old Court Middle School did not make AYP
in Mathematics for the All Students, FARMS, Special Education and African American
subgroups, the percentage of students scoring proficient increased. In 2007-2008, we did not
make AYP in Reading for the FARMS and Special Education subgroups. The instructional team
at Old Court Middle is aware that more work is needed to ensure that students continue to make
academic progress and are able to reach the proficiency. We are continuing to implement
Algebraic Foundations and Thinking and the Language! programs and other added interventions,
including Study Island and after school and Saturday tutorials. We anticipate a significant
increase in the number of students scoring proficient on the 2009 MSA.
There were numerous challenges that contributed to Old Court Middle School being unable to
obtain AYP in Mathematics. Approximately 50% of the math teachers during the 2007-2008
school year had less than five years of experience. The school also had a large number of students
with very weak basic math skills such as simple computation and working with fractions. The
school attempted the use of double period math classes to address the challenge of large numbers
of basic math students. As stated earlier, we are continuing with the implementation of the
Algebraic Thinking and Algebraic Foundations classes in addition to other initiatives that have
been put into place; we will be able to better address the mathematics achievement
concern. Also for this school year we have identified targeted students and enrolled them in an
extra math review class during the school day.
Old Court Middle School is focused this year on doing whatever it takes to ensure that all students
learn. We will continue to develop as a Professional Learning Community utilizing the
collaboration of all staff to reach our goals. A number of our students are enrolled in the
Language! program, which we hope will help to accelerate their reading skills. After school and
Saturday tutorials will continue to be offered. We will keep our parents more aware of student
progress by providing a grade report/interim every three weeks. We will also be offering parent
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workshops and information sessions to help parents assist their children with their schoolwork.
As we enter year three of School Improvement, we recognize the urgency and know that we must
monitor student achievement continuously, analyze formative and summative assessments, and
adapt instruction accordingly. The administrative staff will continue to meet weekly to determine
what is or is not working. Adjustments based on data will be made. Consistent staff development
will be provided based on specified areas of need. The faculty and staff at Old Court Middle
School are committed and devoted to improving and raising the bar of student achievement. We
believe that learning is why we exist, and we will do whatever it takes to ensure that our students
learn.
Technical Assistance Provided by Area Assistant Superintendent’s Office
1. Principal Goals Conference
2. Announced and Unannounced monitoring school visits
3. Monitoring visit written feedback
4. Classroom observations
5. Teacher Focus Groups
6. Student Focus Groups
7. Midyear Principal evaluations
8. Review of School Improvement Plan
9. Written Feedback on School Improvement Plan
10. Monthly Principal’s Conferences
11. Understanding Differentiated Accountability Pathways Workshop
12. Use of AssessTrax
13. Data Workshops
14. Analysis of Short Cycle and Benchmark Assessments
15. Rigor Workshops
16. Effective Feedback and Appraisal: Post Observation Conference
17. Access to Data Warehouse Through COGNOS
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SOUTHWEST ACADEMY
Priority Comprehensive - Year 5
IDENTIFIED AREAS OF CONCERN
• Reading - Special Education
• Math – All students, African American, FARMS, Special Education
MEASURES
BLUEPRINT FOR PROGRESS/MASTER PLAN GOAL 1: By 2012 all students will reach high
standards, as established by the BCPS and state performance level standards, in
English/reading/writing, mathematics, science and social studies.
Indicator 1.1: All diploma-bound students in grades 3-8 and students enrolled in English 10 and
Algebra 1 will meet or exceed Maryland School Assessments (MSA) standards, and students
enrolled in English 10 and Algebra 1 will pass the High School Assessments (HSA).
BLUEPRINT FOR PROGRESS/MASTER PLAN GOAL 3: By 2005-2006, all students will be
taught by highly qualified teachers.
Indicator 3.2: All teachers and paraprofessionals will participate in high quality differentiated
professional development, as defined by No Child Left Behind.
School Improvement Plan Targets for Goal 1:
By June 2009, Special Education students performing at the proficient level on the reading MSA
will increase from 43.3 to 75.9 percent.
By June 2009, all students performing at the proficient level on the math MSA will increase from
41.6 to 64.3 percent.
By June 2009, African American students performing at the proficient level and above on the
math MSA will increase from 38.9% to 64.3%
By June 2009, students receiving free and reduced meals performing at the proficient level on the
math MSA will increase from 40.4 to 64.3 percent.
By June 2009, Special Education students performing at the proficient level on the math MSA
will increase from 26.7 to 64.3 percent.
SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT STRATEGIES AND ACTIVITIES
BLUEPRINT FOR PROGRESS/MASTER PLAN GOAL 1
School Improvement Strategy: c) Provide for the consistent and systematic implementation of the
Essential Curriculum in all content areas, which include differentiated curriculum for English
language learners, Special Education, gifted and talented, and honor students.
School Improvement Activities:
• Implement and monitor the BCPS and MSDE-approved Alternative Governance
Proposal.
• Identify the most deficit areas of student performance in reading on the Maryland School
Assessment and implement a schoolwide intervention in accordance with the guidelines as
they are addressed in the Alternative Governance Plan and the Accelerate, Review, Enrich
(ARE) program designed to help students maximize grade-level performance.
• Create and maintain matrices to analyze daily objectives which will be used to monitor short
cycle assessment baseline data and ongoing assessment data as it applies to student
achievement in the Secondary Reading/Language Arts Programs.
• Offer vocabulary instruction focusing on definition within context, multiple meanings, word
origins, and synonyms and antonyms that is integrated with the BCPS Secondary
Reading/Language Arts Program for all students.
• Identify students’ individualized academic needs and provide differentiated instructional time
in reading through the ARE program.
• Identify the most deficit areas of student performance in math on the Maryland School
Assessment and implement a schoolwide intervention in accordance with the guidelines as
they are addressed in the ARE program.
• Implement the research-based Algebraic Foundations/Thinking program for all qualifying
students.
• Implement the research-based Language! accelerated literacy curriculum, which encompasses
fluency, grammar, comprehension, speaking, phonemic awareness, word recognition, and
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vocabulary, for all qualifying students who scored basic on the Maryland School Assessment.
BLUEPRINT FOR PROGRESS/MASTER PLAN GOAL 3
School Improvement Strategy: f) Provide a variety of ‘highly quality” professional development
opportunities that focus on teachers’ and paraprofessionals’ assessed needs to ensure that they
meet “highly qualified” status 2005-2006.
School Improvement Activities:
• Implement and monitor the BCPS and MSDE-approved Alternative Governance
Proposal.
• Implement a comprehensive professional development plan/calendar for 2008-2009.
• Address identified priority needs: data driven decision-making, teambuilding, and
differentiated instruction.
• Develop and facilitate a Principal’s Academy for non-tenured staff.
NARRATIVE
Southwest Academy (Priority Comprehensive Year 5) is in the first year implementation of the
Alternative Governance Restructuring Plan. The efforts for the restructuring begin with the master
schedule and the common planning time for teacher collaboration, planning, and engagement.
Teachers and students are involved in the governance efforts of the campus decision making. The
leadership team analyzes assessment data after the short cycle and benchmark assessments,
instruction is adjusted based on identified objectives based on the categorical needs of students,
and acceleration, re-teaching, and enrichment (A.R.E) are provided in the timeframe that is part of
the school master schedule. Monitoring of these objectives is part of the continuous improvement
process and continues as the principal meets with individual teachers in the core content areas and
identifies next steps. These next steps are monitored by the department chairperson and the
administrative team to ensure that they provide recursive instruction in these areas in small group,
after school, or before school efforts. Teacher/mentor efforts are utilized to support staff members
with ongoing job embedded professional development. The school has been provided with
additional professional development funds to provide targeted staff development in the reading
and math content areas. Differentiated staffing is also evident to ensure that department chairs
teach one class per day, allowing for increased collaboration with department members.
Additional special education resource hours are also implemented to assist with student
intervention plans.
Technical Assistance Provided by Area Assistant Superintendent’s Office
1. Principal Goals Conference
2. Announced and Unannounced monitoring school visits
3. Monitoring visit written feedback
4. Classroom observations
5. Teacher Focus Groups
6. Student Focus Groups
7. Midyear Principal evaluations
8. Review of School Improvement Plan
9. Written Feedback on School Improvement Plan
10. Monthly Principal’s Conferences
11. Understanding Differentiated Accountability Pathways Workshop
12. Use of AssessTrax
13. Data Workshops
14. Analysis of Short Cycle and Benchmark Assessments
15. Rigor Workshops
16. Effective Feedback and Appraisal: Post Observation Conference
17. Access to Data Warehouse Through COGNOS
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White Oak (K-8 school)
Developing Focused – Year 2
IDENTIFIED AREAS OF CONCERN
• Math - All Students, African American, FARMS, Special Education
MEASURES
BLUEPRINT FOR PROGRESS/MASTER PLAN GOAL 1: By 2012 all students will reach high
standards, as established by the BCPS and state performance level standards, in
English/reading/writing, mathematics, science and social studies.
Indicator 1.1: All diploma-bound students in grades 3-8 and students enrolled in English 10 and
Algebra 1 will meet or exceed Maryland School Assessments (MSA) standards, and students
enrolled in English 10 and Algebra 1 will pass the High School Assessments (HSA).
TIMELINE (TARGETS)
School Improvement Plan Timeline/Target for Goal 1
Targeted Area: Mathematics
By June 2009, all students performing at or above the proficient level on the mathematics MSA
will increase from 47.2 to 70.5 percent.
By June 2009, students receiving special education services performing at or above the proficient
level on the mathematics MSA will increase from 47.2 to 70.5 percent.
By June 2009, African American students performing at or above the proficient level on the
mathematics MSA will increase from 40.0 to 70.5 percent.
By June 2009, students receiving free and reduced meals performing at or above the proficient
level on the mathematics MSA will increase from 38.9 to 70.5 percent.
Grade Level Targets
By June 2009, Grade 3 students receiving special education services at or above the proficient
level on MSA will increase from 29.2 to 74.2 percent.
By June 2009, Grade 3 African American students at or above the proficient level on MSA will
increase from 16.7 to 74.2 percent.
By June 2009, Grade 3 students receiving free and reduced meals at or above the proficient level
on MSA will increase from 28.3 to 74.2 percent.
By June 2009, Grade 4 students receiving special education services at or above the proficient
level on MSA will increase from 39.2 to 74.2 percent.
By June 2009, Grade 4 African American students at or above the proficient level on MSA will
increase from 33.3 to 74.2 percent.
By June 2009, Grade 4 students receiving free and reduced meals at or above the proficient level
on MSA will increase from 30.4 to 74.2 percent.
By June 2009, Grade 5 students receiving special education services at or above the proficient
level on MSA will increase from 15.7 to 74.2 percent.
By June 2009, Grade 5 African American students at or above the proficient level on MSA will
increase from 11.1 to 74.2 percent.
By June 2009, Grade 5 students receiving free and reduced meals at or above the proficient level
on MSA will increase from 6.7 to 74.2 percent.
SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT STRATEGIES AND ACTIVITIES
BLUEPRINT FOR PROGRESS/MASTER PLAN GOAL 1
School Improvement Strategies:
1. Identify and consistently implement a common core of research-based instructional practices
resulting in more purposeful and engaging work for students.
2. Support special educators in the implementation of the Voluntary State Curriculum through
professional development.
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3. Implement Individual Education Plans, including accommodations, for all students scoring
basic on math MSA.
School Improvement Activity:
• Analyze school-level AYP data and individual student level performance data to determine
which students need to participate in the Small Group Interventions provided by math support
special educators.
• Utilize schoolwide use of technology/software programs to research validated mathematics
interventions.
• Utilize regularly scheduled collaboration meetings for data sharing and analysis (horizontal
and vertical) in order to identify students and modify instruction.
• Analyze the data from benchmark and short cycle assessments in order to identify “at risk”
test-takers earlier in the school year and provide remediation.
• Implement PACE mathematics with identified students.
• Hold regularly scheduled meeting with the Algebraic Thinking Staff Development Coach.
• Increase teacher allocation to the area of mathematics to work with identified “at-risk”
students in order to provide remediation.
• Use central office instructional resource personnel, such as resource special educators and
facilitators to provide on-going, job-embedded professional development relative to
implementing research-based instructional strategies in the classroom.
• Extend learning activities through Extended School Year (ESY) summer program for
students receiving special education services as identified on their Individualized Education
Plan.
• Hire, fund, train, and utilize additional adult assistance personnel.
NARRATIVE
White Oak School has a special education faculty and administrative team that are collectively
committed to advancing the academic achievement of all the special education students being
served in this special education setting. Our student body is very diverse, although 100% have
Individualized Education Plans (IEP) and need extensive clinical support to meet the goals and
objectives on their IEP’s. This group is comprised of 123 children who were referred from other
public and nonpublic settings because their educational handicapping conditions are so severe
that they require placement in a separate public school. There are 105 males and 18 females
ranging from pre-school to Grade 7. Over the past year, we have increased in the area of African
American students to 42% of enrollment. With an ever-changing special education population,
our mission is to continue providing instruction that meets the multiple needs of all our children
although it is their history of lack of success in school that warrants placement in this
environment. Analysis of 2008 MSA scores confirms that there are areas of growth to celebrate,
yet White Oak did not make AYP based on the performance of three subgroups. The African
American, Special Education, and FARMS subgroups did not make AYP in mathematics. The
FARMS students present a unique challenge in that these individuals cannot be identified. The
decreases in achievement during the past year must be addressed and ultimately reversed. We will
address the needs of these students as we continue to provide appropriate interventions for all
students who are performing at the basic level in math and reading.
During the 2007-2008 school year, White Oak committed instructional resources to providing
students with low MSA scores additional instruction in the area of reading and mathematics.
More than 95% of our students received Extended School Year (summer) services due to the
documented impact their behavior and disability had on student achievement. Beginning with the
2005-2006 school year, White Oak instituted the Language! intervention program. In the 20072008 year, we expanded this intervention by including Grade 4 students along with our grades 5-7
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students. In the 2006-2007 school year, the Algebraic Thinking programs were used with our
grades 6-7 students to provide additional instruction in the area of Mathematics. In continuing
with these programs, all students will receive assistance in reading and mathematics. All
subgroups (African American students, Special Education students, and FARMS students) will
receive the necessary instruction which will lead to improvement for these subgroups during the
2008-2009 school year. White Oak faculty assigned to teach these students have received initial
professional development, and our leadership team is working diligently to schedule additional
professional development from the consultants and school system resources that have been made
available. The commitment to additional instructional time in targeted areas is further
demonstrated by the creation of a master schedule that provides extensive opportunities for
differentiation of instructional grouping and blocked grade level planning time for special
educators.
White Oak School provides services to high profile children referred from the Central, Northeast,
and Southeast areas of Baltimore County. Last year, we served children needing special education
support for 100% of their school day from 58 different schools. Approximately 25% of our
students reside in either the St. Vincent’s Center or Villa Maria Residential Treatment Center.
Our Behavior Learning Support Program not only addresses the serious behavioral and safety
needs of our students, but provides rigorous curricula aligned with the VSC as it implements IEPs
for a unique population of exclusively special education students. White Oak’s School
Improvement Team identified reading and math as areas of concern for these special education
students. The adverse impact that our students’ disabilities have on learning is likely a primary
contributing factor to why our special learners have not met with success when taking the MSA.
Secondarily, their inconsistent amenability for sustained learning and their history of school
failure upon intake impacts their school performance and success over time. While adding
targeted clinical services such as focus groups for students coming to White Oak with a history of
violent, disruptive behaviors, White Oak staff has implemented a multitude of academic
interventions as well. We have allotted additional staffing in order to provide mathematics
resource support to students in grades 3-5 that performed within the high basic to low proficient
range on MSA. After a detailed review of data, our Focus Plan addressed the need for repetitive
practice with basic facts for many of our students. Professional Development, review of
benchmark assessments, effective collaboration, co-teaching and differentiated instruction are
some of the key strategies we continue to implement as we address these root causes.
As we enter year two of School Improvement, we know that we must monitor student
achievement continuously, analyze formative and summative assessments across all contents, and
adapt instruction accordingly. The administrative staff and instructional leadership team will
meet frequently to determine what is or is not working. Adjustments based on data will continue
to be made. Consistent staff development will be provided in instructional practices that promote
increased student achievement and availability for learning as we implement mandated IEPs and
accommodations. In addition, we anticipate that our commitment to perpetuating our
Professional Learning Community will promote ongoing teacher collaboration in all content
areas, and ultimately promote increased levels of student achievement in all state tested areas.
The special school faculty, therapeutic staff, and the behavior support team at White Oak
School are committed to maintaining a safe learning environment and devoted to improving and
raising the bar of student achievement.
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Technical Assistance Provided by Area Assistant Superintendent’s Office
1. Principal Goals Conference
2. Announced and Unannounced monitoring school visits
3. Monitoring visit written feedback
4. Classroom observations
5. Teacher Focus Groups
6. Student Focus Groups
7. Midyear Principal evaluations
8. Review of School Improvement Plan
9. Written Feedback on School Improvement Plan
10. Monthly Principal’s Conferences
11. Understanding Differentiated Accountability Pathways Workshop
12. Use of AssessTrax
13. Data Workshops
14. Analysis of Short Cycle and Benchmark Assessments
15. Rigor Workshops
16. Effective Feedback and Appraisal: Post Observation Conference
17. Access to Data Warehouse Through COGNOS
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WINDSOR MILL MIDDLE
Developing Comprehensive - Year 1
IDENTIFIED AREAS OF CONCERN
• Reading - Special Education
• Math – All students, African American, FARMS, Special Education
MEASURES
BLUEPRINT FOR PROGRESS/MASTER PLAN GOAL 1: By 2012 all students will reach high
standards, as established by the BCPS and state performance level standards, in
English/reading/writing, mathematics, science and social studies.
Indicator 1.1: All diploma-bound students in grades 3-8 and students enrolled in English 10 and
Algebra 1 will meet or exceed Maryland School Assessments (MSA) standards, and students
enrolled in English 10 and Algebra 1 will pass the High School Assessments (HSA).
BLUEPRINT FOR PROGRESS/MASTER PLAN GOAL 3: By 2005-2006, all students will be
taught by highly qualified teachers.
Indicator 3.2: All teachers and paraprofessionals will participate in high quality differentiated
professional development, as defined by No Child Left Behind.
TIMELINE
School Improvement Plan Targets for Goal 1
Reading Target (Special Education):
By June 2009, students receiving special education services performing at the proficient level on
the reading MSA will increase from 32.3 to 75.9 percent.
Mathematics Target (All Students):
By June 2009, all students performing at the proficient level on the mathematics MSA will
increase from 45.5 to 64.3 percent.
Mathematics Target (African Americans):
By June 2009, African American students performing at the proficient level on the mathematics
MSA will increase from 44.2 to 64.3 percent.
Mathematics Target (FARMS):
By June 2009, students receiving free and reduced meals performing at the proficient level on the
mathematics MSA will increase from 41.4 to 64.3 percent.
Mathematics Target (Special Education):
By June 2009, students receiving special education services performing at the proficient level on
the mathematics MSA will increase from 17.2 to 64.3 percent.
SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT STRATEGIES AND ACTIVITIES
BLUEPRINT FOR PROGRESS/MASTER PLAN GOAL 1
School Improvement Strategy: c) Provide for the consistent and systematic implementation of the
Essential Curriculum in all content areas, which include differentiated curriculum for English
language learners, Special Education, gifted and talented, and honor students.
School Improvement Activities:
• Implement the Language! Program for students who qualify
• Incorporate constructed response questions, both brief and extended, on a regular basis into
instructional practice, using MSA rubrics and exemplary responses to debrief with the
students
• Monitor student assessment through ongoing assessment and evaluation
• Offer additional instructional time in reading
• Implement Achieve 3000 to enhance reading
• Monitor the data collection system for unit and quarterly short cycle assessments
• Continue to provide students and teachers with researched-based promising instructional
practices to meet the needs of diverse learners
BLUEPRINT FOR PROGRESS/MASTER PLAN GOAL 3
School Improvement Strategy: f) Provide a variety of ‘highly quality” professional development
opportunities that focus on teachers’ and paraprofessionals’ assessed needs to ensure that they
meet “highly qualified” status 2005-2006.
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School Improvement Activities:
• Plan and implement professional development activities with University of Maryland interns
and teachers at Windsor Mill
• Provide professional development activities for teachers in co-teaching and co-planning for
special education students
NARRATIVE
Improvement efforts begin with the master schedule and common planning time for teacher
collaboration, planning, and engagement. Teachers and students are involved in the governance
efforts related to campus decision making. The leadership team analyzes assessment data after the
short cycle and benchmark assessments. Instruction is adjusted based on data used to identify the
needs of students and provides acceleration, re-teaching, and enrichment (A.R.E) in the timeframe
that is part of the school master schedule. Monitoring of these objectives is part of the continuous
improvement process and continues as the principal meets with individual teachers in the core
content areas and identifies next steps. These next steps are monitored by the department
chairperson and the administrative team to ensure that they provide recursive instruction in these
areas in small group, after school, or before school efforts. Teacher/mentor efforts are utilized to
support staff members with ongoing job embedded professional development. The school has
been provided with additional professional development funds to provide targeted staff
development in the reading and math content areas.
Technical Assistance Provided by Area Assistant Superintendent’s Office
1. Principal Goals Conference
2. Announced and Unannounced monitoring school visits
3. Monitoring visit written feedback
4. Classroom observations
5. Teacher Focus Groups
6. Student Focus Groups
7. Midyear Principal evaluations
8. Review of School Improvement Plan
9. Written Feedback on School Improvement Plan
10. Monthly Principal’s Conferences
11. Understanding Differentiated Accountability Pathways Workshop
12. Use of AssessTrax
13. Data Workshops
14. Analysis of Short Cycle and Benchmark Assessments
15. Rigor Workshops
16. Effective Feedback and Appraisal: Post Observation Conference
17. Access to Data Warehouse Through COGNOS
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I.D.iv
Attendance Rates
Attendance rates are an additional measure used in Maryland’s Adequate Yearly Progress
calculations.
Based on the Examination of the Attendance Data (Table 5.5):
1. Describe where progress in increasing attendance rates is evident. In your
response, identify progress in terms of grade band and subgroups.
•

•

•

•
•

Elementary attendance has exceeded Maryland State Department of Education
standard of 94.0% since 2002-2003. The 2007-2008 elementary school
attendance rate was 95.7%.
Elementary attendance increased or remained the same from 2002-2003
through 2005-2006 for the following student groups: American Indian,
African American, FARMS, and special education. Increases for each group
ranged from 0.1 to 0.3 percentage points from 2006-2007 to 2007-2008.
Middle school attendance has exceeded Maryland State Department of
Education standard of 94.0% since 2002-2003. The 2007-2008 middle school
attendance rate was 94.9%.
Middle school Limited English Proficient students’ attendance rate increased
from 95.8% to 96.2% in 2007-2008.
In high schools, the Asian student subgroup’s attendance rate has been above
the state standard of 94% since 2002-2003.

2. Identify the practices, programs, or strategies and the related allocations that
appear related to the progress.
2007-2008 Master Plan Goal 1: By 2012, all students will reach high standards,
as established by the Baltimore County Public Schools and state performance
level standards, in English/reading/writing, mathematics, science, and social
studies.
Performance Indicator 1.21: All schools will achieve an attendance rate of at
least 94%.
Key Strategies:
q) Provide parents, guardians, and community stakeholder groups with strategies
that can be implemented with children to enhance student learning.
r) Strengthen communications and mutual support between and among
parents/guardians, teachers, administrators, and students by providing
parents/guardians with concrete strategies to use at home to help their children
achieve high standards.
u) Provide staff access to technology essential to collecting, analyzing, and
reporting student achievement data.
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Activities:
• Utilized the attendance manual to assist school personnel with developing and
implementing systematic approaches to improve student attendance by
providing a foundation for good attendance patterns that will follow these
students throughout their educational careers.
• Implemented programs based on needs such as Project Attend and Attendance
Committees to improve student attendance.
• Utilized Project Attend as an interagency team approach to improve student
attendance. The team includes Baltimore County Public Schools, Baltimore
County Police Department, Department of Juvenile Services, Department of
Aging, and Department of Social Services.
• Communicated attendance expectations to parents and students to ensure
regular, on-time attendance of students.
• Facilitated access to appropriate educational and community resources for
families, including homeless and immigrant families.
• Strengthened communication and mutual support between families and school
personnel through home visits; student, parent, or team conferences; and other
strategies to use at home to increase attendance.
• Referred chronic absentee cases to the local school Student Support Team
(SST), Project Attend, District Court, or the State’s Attorney’s office.
• Provided staff with updated technology to collect, analyze, and report student
achievement data.
• Implemented school plans for proactive attendance strategies based on the
20% absentee list for those schools that did not meet Adequate Yearly
Progress (AYP) due to attendance.
• Assisted and monitored schools that did not meet AYP due to attendance.
• Established and/or maintained Attendance Committee to monitor attendance.
3. Describe where challenges are evident. In your response, identify challenges
in terms of grade band and subgroups.
•

•

•

In elementary schools, Asian students’ attendance decreased by 0.6
percentage points from 2002-2003 through 2005-2006. Although the
2006-2007 attendance rate increased by 0.4 percentage points, it remains
0.2 percentage points below the rate in 2002-2003. Although all subgroups
continued to meet the state standard for the 2007-2008 school year, attendance
decreased for the following subgroups: Asian/Pacific Islander, Hispanic, and
Limited English Proficient (LEP).
In middle schools, FARMS, special education, American Indian/Alaskan
Native student groups’ attendance rates were below the state standard of
94.0% in 2006-2007.
While high school attendance has been inconsistent from 2002-2008, the
following subgroups continue to not meet the state standard of 94.0%: African
American, American Indian/Alaskan Native, Hispanic, White, free and
reduced priced meals, limited English proficient, and special education.
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•

All high school level student groups’ attendance rates, except for the
Asian/Pacific Islander student group, were below the state standard.

4. Describe the changes or adjustments that will be made along with the related
resource allocation to ensure sufficient progress. Include timelines where
appropriate.
The BCPS Blueprint for Progress and Master Plan include performance goals and
indicators that serve as the concrete measures by which student achievement is
benchmarked and school system accountability for achievement is defined. While
no Master Plan strategies have been added or revised, the implementation of the
strategies will be refined through modifications at the activity level to address the
identified areas of concern.
2008-2009 Master Plan Goal 1: By 2012, all students will reach high standards,
as established by the Baltimore County Public Schools and state performance
level standards, in English/reading/writing, mathematics, science, and social
studies.
Performance Indicator 1.21: All schools will achieve an attendance rate of at
least 94%. (State standard)
Key Strategies:
q) Provide parents, guardians, and community stakeholder groups with strategies
that can be implemented with children to enhance student learning.
r) Strengthen communications and mutual support between and among
parents/guardians, teachers, administrators, and students by providing
parents/guardians with concrete strategies to use at home to help their children
achieve high standards.
Activities:
• Enhance Project Attend and attendance committees to focus on middle and
high school students in areas with high poverty levels.
• Expand and enhance Project Attend at the high school level.
• Develop and implement a Project Attend program suitable for students in
grades 4-5.
• Include attendance goals on students’ Individualized Education Plans as
appropriate.
• Continue to facilitate access to appropriate educational and community
resources for families, including homeless and immigrant families.
• Distribute the attendance manual developed to assist school personnel with
developing and implementing systematic approaches to improve student
attendance by providing a foundation for good attendance patterns that will
follow these students throughout their educational careers.
• Continue to refine communication and mutual support between families and
school personnel through home visits; student, parent, or team conferences;
and other strategies to use at home so that students may improve attendance.
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•

•
•

•

Continue to intervene and refer chronic absentee cases to the local school
Student Support Team (SST), Project Attend, District Court, or the State’s
Attorney’s office.
Continue to provide staff with updated technology to collect, analyze, and
report student achievement and attendance data.
Continue to review absentee list with school administrators and other school
personnel in order to develop and implement school plans for proactive
attendance strategies.
Continue to work with the State Legislature to pass legislation to include
Baltimore County in the Pilot Truancy Court Program.
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Response to Clarifying QuestionsBCPS is continuing to address attendance rates and the evaluation of strategies used to
improve attendance in high schools, particularly with FARMS, LEP, and Special
Education Students by:
• Data collection, analysis, and evaluation of AYP dropout/graduation rates
impacting attendance at the high school level. To help reduce the number of
dropouts, schools have been trying to keep students on the rolls longer before they
drop the students from the rolls; thereby students demonstrate higher absences in
some cases. While trying to maintain the students, counselors, PPWs and other
professionals make home calls and do all they can to support students and
families to increase student attendance.
• Data collection, analysis, and evaluation by the Office of Pupil Personnel
Services/Pupil Personnel Workers on attendance rates of high school students,
with specific emphasis on FARMS, LEP, and Special Education Students to
determine response to interventions appropriate to the grade level of students and
need of schools.
• Data collection, analysis, and evaluation of the FARMS, LEP, and Special
Education subgroups for root causes of attendance such as medical issues, health
insurance, and family situations that need addressing through Student Support
Team, court processes, or social agencies.
• Collaboration with the Local Management Board and community agencies to
provide resources to support family interventions on attendance cases.
Establishment of a Workgroup on Attendance composed of agency partners, parents, and
representatives from all BCPS offices that are involved with the implementation and
evaluation of all strategies, interventions, programs, and services to increase/maintain
attendance. This Workgroup will assist schools in identifying appropriate strategies to
enhance student attendance and support those schools and particular students that need
greater support.
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I.D.v
Graduation Rates and Dropout Rates
No Child Left Behind Goal 5: All students will graduate from high school.
No Child Left Behind Indicator 5.1: The percentage of students who graduate each year
with a regular diploma.
No Child Left Behind Indicator 5.2: The percentage of students who drop out of school.
Graduation rate is an additional measure used in Maryland’s Adequate Yearly Progress
calculations.
Based on the Examination of Graduation and Dropout Rate Data (Tables 5.6 and 5.7):
1. Describe where progress in moving toward the graduation/dropout target is evident.
In your response, identify progress in terms of subgroups.
Graduation Rate Progress
Although the AMO of 85.50% was not achieved by all students during 2007-2008,
progress is evident for the following student groups from 2006-2007 to 2007-2008:
• Asian/Pacific Islander (increase of 0.78 percentage points)
• Hispanic (increase of 9.66 percentage points)
• Limited English Proficient (increase of 31.39 percentage points)
Drop Out Rate Progress
The dropout rate for all students in the Baltimore County Public Schools increased by
0.93 percentage points in 2007-2008 to a rate of 4.33%. Progress in the dropout rate
from 2007-2008 is evident for the following student groups:
• Hispanic (decrease of 0.55 percentage points)
• Free/Reduced Meals (FARMS) (decrease of 0.25 percentage points)
2. Identify the practices, programs, or strategies and the corresponding resource
allocations to which you attribute the progress.
2007-2008 Master Plan Goal 5: All students will graduate from high school.
Performance Indicator 5.1: All high schools will meet the graduation rate established
by the state.
Performance Indicator 5.2: All high schools will have dropout rates of less than 3.0%.
Key Strategies:
a) Educate all students with disabilities in accordance with the objectives defined in the
student’s Individualized Education Program (IEP) so that they learn the body of
knowledge presented in the regular education environment to the maximum extent.
b) Provide supports and services, modifications, and adaptations of curriculum,
instructional methodology, and/or materials based on student needs.
c) Increase participation rate in gifted and talented programs in all schools.
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d) Develop, in collaboration with students and parents/guardians, a Career
Planning Profile of a four-year plan for studies for all eighth grade students.
e) Provide and implement 504 Plans which clearly outline goals, objectives, and
accommodations to ensure that students will maximize their education
opportunities.
f) Develop partnerships with local community colleges and universities to increase
student achievement and pathways to college and employment.
g) Continue to develop courses which assist students in meeting graduation
requirements.
Activities:
• Continued to implement summer school and evening high school programs to
help students meet graduation requirements and prevent dropouts.
• Enhanced programs and curricular designs such as small learning communities,
College Ed, AVID, and Maryland’s Tomorrow to continue to prepare students for
high school graduation and prevent students from leaving school early.
• Continued to support the College Readiness partnership between the Community
Colleges of Baltimore County and the Baltimore County Public Schools in all
high schools to increase student achievement pathways to college and
employment.
• Continued to support college readiness courses to add academic rigor and higher
expectations in preparing students for college readiness after graduating from high
school.
• Continue to ensure all student transfers are correctly coded in the system’s data
warehouse.
3. Describe where challenges are evident. In your response, identify challenges in
terms of subgroups.
Graduation Rate Challenges
The graduation rate for all students declined to 81.86% which did not meet the annual
measurable objective of 85.50%. Challenges are evident in the decreased graduation rate
for the following subgroups:
• African American (decrease of 2.53 percentage points)
• American Indian/Alaskan Native (decrease of 6.94 percentage points)
• White (decrease of 1.26 percentage points)
• Free/Reduced meals (decrease of 1.58 percentage points)
• Male (decrease of 2.19 percentage points)
• Special Education (decrease of 9.0 percentage points)
• Female (decrease of 0.77 percentage point)
The following student groups evidenced increases over the previous year, yet did not
reach the state standard:
• Hispanic (increase of 9.66 percentage points)
• Limited English Proficient (increase of 31.29 percentage points)
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Drop Out Rate Challenges
The drop out rate for all students increased to 4.33% which did not meet the annual
measurable objective of 3.0%. Challenges are evident in the increased drop out rate for
the following subgroups:
• Gifted and Talented (increase of 0.03 percentage point)
• Special Education (increase of 5.23 percentage points)
• American Indian (increase of 1.67 percentage points)
• Asian/Pacific Islander (increase of 0.82 percentage point)
• White (increase of 1.18 percentage points)
• Male (increase of 1.33 percentage points)
• Female (increase of 0.51 percentage point)
The following subgroup evidenced a decrease over the previous year, yet did not meet the
state standard:
• Hispanic (decrease of 0.55 percentage point)
4. Describe the changes or adjustments that will be made along with the corresponding
resource allocations to ensure sufficient progress. Include timelines where
appropriate.
The BCPS Blueprint for Progress and Master Plan include performance goals and
indicators that serve as the concrete measures by which student achievement is
benchmarked and school system accountability for achievement is defined. This is the
sixth year of the plan, and any changes or adjustments to the BCPS Master Plan are made
at the activity level. Although implementation of these activities is immediate and
ongoing, the 2009 state standard for graduation rate will serve as the benchmark for
progress toward the goal, and the timeline for full implementation is the spring of 2009.
2008-2009 Master Plan Goal 5: All students will graduate from high school.
Performance Indicator 5.1: All high schools will meet the graduation rate established
by the state.
Performance Indicator 5.2: All high schools will have dropout rates of less than 3.0%.
Key Strategies:
a) Educate all students with disabilities in accordance with the objectives defined in the
student’s Individualized Education Program (IEP) so that they learn the body of
knowledge presented in the regular education environment to the maximum extent.
b) Provide supports and services, modifications, and adaptations of curriculum,
instructional methodology, and/or materials based on student needs.
d) Develop, in collaboration with students and parents/guardians, a Career Planning
Profile for a four-year plan of studies for all eighth grade students.
e) Provide and implement 504 Plans which clearly outline goals, objectives, and
accommodations to ensure that students will maximize their educational
opportunities.
f) Develop partnerships with local community colleges and universities to increase
student achievement and pathways to college and employment.
g) Develop high school assessment acceleration programs.
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Activities:
• Enhance the services provided to Limited English Proficient students by the
ESOL liaison including additional counseling, tutoring, and services to families.
• Encourage use of the SST process to provide additional special education services
to students including tutoring, counseling, and other services as needed.
• Monitor secondary course enrollment, credit completion, and testing requirements
to ensure that all students in subgroups not reaching the state standard are enrolled
in classes needed to meet graduation requirements.
• Provide targeted and differentiated academic supports and for English language
learners who need to pass the English, Algebra/Data Analysis, Government, and
Biology HSAs.
• Implement and enhance the Career Planning Profile to focus on the specific needs
of individual students in the identified student groups not reaching the state
standard.
• Identify and encourage students in subgroups not reaching the state standard to
enroll in the AVID program to improve their study skills and to motivate them to
pursue higher education after graduating from high school.
• Use the Style to Content Learning Preferences Inventory results to ensure teachers
meet the learning needs of all students.
• Enroll students identified with academic and behavioral challenges in the new
alternative learning center, Crossroads Center. Students enrolled in the Crossroads
Center will receive intensive reading and math supports and interventions needed
for success.
• Monitor graduating student cohorts to ensure that all students in grades 9-11 are
on track to meeting the graduation requirements prior to reaching Grade 12.
• Develop and distribute a resource packet to provide students who are considering
leaving school prior to graduation with available programs to support remaining
in school, as well as information on obtaining a GED.
• Develop an exit interview for students who leave school prior to graduation to
provide schools with data to determine how to keep students in school.
• Monitor all students’ transcripts to ensure that they are taking and passing the
HSAs and meeting all other graduation requirements.
• Develop and provide schools access to monthly HSA passing status reports to
ensure all students are on track to graduate on time.
• Communicate graduation requirements and coursework expectations to
parents/guardians of all secondary students.
• Distribute the Course Registration Guide to all students and families in
grades 8-11.
• Enhance the College Readiness Partnership with the four community colleges of
Baltimore County and encourage students to enroll in both high school and in
higher education courses.
• Enhance Smaller Learning Communities designed to create a more personalized
learning environment, provide more challenging academic course work, and offer
academic interventions for students in ten high schools with high drop out rates.
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•

Work closely with business partners to increase the number of scholarships that
may be offered to students enrolled in alternative programs in Grade 12.

Resource Allocation:
FY 09 Operating Budget
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Response to Clarifying QuestionsBCPS is continuing to address drop-out prevention in middle school by:
• Development, implementation, and evaluation of the College Awareness programs,
including the College Gateway program, to provide all middle school students with
direct exposure to college environments and curriculum to raise their expectations to
attend college.
• Development, implementation, and evaluation of the Crossroads Center, an academic
and behavioral intervention program for grades 6-10, that enrolls students who are
basic in reading and mathematics and accelerates them in specific skill areas so they
can remain in and be more successful at the high school level. Most students remain
at this center for one year and then return to their home schools.
• Implementation and evaluation of the Rosedale and Meadowood Centers, therapeutic
academic and behavioral intervention programs for grades 6-12, that enroll middle
school students to address academic, behavioral, and social-emotional needs and
reduce at-risk behaviors related to dropping out of school.
• Expansion and implementation of AVID from the high school to four middle schools,
with an increase of four more middle schools in FY 2010.
BCPS is assessing current interventions, making adjustments in their implementation, or
discontinuing ineffective practices by:
• Evaluation of the drop-out prevention programs by the Office of Alternative
Programs and the Department of Research, Accountability, and Assessment to
determine specific areas of need and to adjust critical features.
• Evaluation of the Crossroads Center by the University of Maryland. First year results
have been shared with the staff and program changes are being developed and
implemented.
• Establishment of a Workgroup on Graduation/Drop-out Prevention composed of
agency partners, parents, and representatives from BCPS offices who are involved
with the implementation and evaluation of strategies, interventions, programs and
services to increase/maintain the graduation rate and decrease the drop-out rate.
Annual as well as ongoing evaluations will be on a regular schedule so that appropriate
changes can be made so interventions are effective or changed according to the evaluation
and current student needs.
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I.D.vi
Highly Qualified Staff
A. Based on the Examination of Core Academic Subject Classes Taught by Highly
Qualified Teacher Data (Tables 6.1. and 6.3)
1. Describe where progress is evident.
PROGRESS
In Baltimore County Public Schools, the percentage of core academic subject
classes taught by highly qualified teachers increased from 62.5% in 2003-2004 to
88.70% in 2007-2008.
2. Identify the practices, programs, or strategies, and the corresponding
resource allocations to which you attribute the progress. What evidence does
the school system have that the strategies in place are having the intended
effect?
2007-2008 Master Plan Goal 3: By the end of 2005-2006, all students will be
taught by highly qualified teachers.
Performance Indicator 3.1: All teachers and paraprofessionals will meet the
requirements for highly qualified, as defined by the No Child Left Behind and the
Bridge to Excellence to Public Schools acts.
Key Strategies:
b) Develop a plan for recruitment and support of teachers in schools that have
more than twice the school system average of non-tenured or provisionally
certified teachers.
c) Establish a plan to measure Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) with regard
to staffing all schools for all children with highly qualified teachers.
Activities:
• Provided and maintained competitive salaries.
• Identified the schools where the percentage of non-tenured or
conditionally certified teachers was more than twice the system average.
• Developed action plans that included recruitment and retention strategies
for any school or area with a percentage of non-tenured or conditionally
certified teachers more than twice the school system’s average.
• Continued to provide signing bonuses to professionally certified teachers
in critical shortage areas who accepted assignments to BCPS-identified
priority schools.
• Continued Resident Teacher Certification programs.
• Continued to conduct timely and focused reviews with conditionally
certified teachers in targeted schools, assisting them in achieving
professional certification standards.
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3. Describe where challenges are evident.
CHALLENGES:
• Hiring highly qualified teachers in critical shortage areas of special
education, Spanish, mathematics, and science.
• Providing professional development support to teachers who still need to
meet the requirements of No Child Left Behind (NCLB).
4. Describe the changes or adjustments and the corresponding resource
allocations that were made to ensure sufficient progress. Include timelines
where appropriate.
The BCPS Blueprint for Progress and Master Plan include performance goals and
indicators that serve as the concrete measures by which student achievement is
benchmarked and school system accountability for achievement is defined. While
no Master Plan strategies have been added, the implementation of the strategies
will be refined through modifications at the activity level to address the identified
areas of concern, particularly those activities that address hiring highly qualified
teachers in critical shortage areas and providing professional development to
teachers who need to meet the requirements delineated in NCLB. The timeline
for full implementation is the spring of 2009.
2008-2009 Master Plan Goal 3: By the end of 2005-2006, all students will be
taught by highly qualified teachers.
Performance Indicator 3.1: All teachers and paraprofessionals will meet the
requirements for highly qualified, as defined by the No Child Left Behind and the
Bridge to Excellence to Public Schools acts.
Key Strategies:
a) Ensure that all children have an opportunity to receive instruction from
teachers with diverse cultural and experiential backgrounds.
b) Develop a plan for recruitment and support of teachers in schools that have
more than twice the school system average of non-tenured or provisionally
certified teachers.
c) Establish a plan to measure Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) with regard to
staffing all schools for all children with highly qualified teachers.
g) Continue a systematic process for the selection of “highly qualified”
teachers.
B. Based on the Examination of the Equitable Distribution of Highly Qualified
Teacher Data (Tables 6.4-6.5):
1. Describe where progress is evident.
PROGRESS
The percentage of classes taught by highly qualified elementary teachers in high
poverty schools is 97.4% compared to 94.9% in low poverty schools. Also, the
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percentage of classes in high poverty high schools, 88.9%, is within 1.9
percentage points of the 90.8 % of classes taught by highly qualified teachers in
low poverty schools.
2.

Identify the practices, programs, or strategies, and the corresponding
resource allocations to which you attribute the progress. Your response must
include examples of incentives for voluntary transfers, the provision of
professional development, recruitment programs, or other effective strategies
that low-income and minority students are not taught at higher rates than
other students by unqualified, out-of-field, or inexperienced teachers. What
evidence does the school system have that the strategies in place are having
the intended effect?
2008-2009 Master Plan Goal 3: By the end of 2005-2006, all students will be
taught by highly qualified teachers.
Performance Indicator 3.1: All teachers and paraprofessionals will meet the
requirements for highly qualified, as defined by the No Child Left Behind and the
Bridge to Excellence to Public Schools acts.
Key Strategies:
a) Ensure that all children have an opportunity to receive instruction from
teachers with diverse cultural and experiential backgrounds.
b) Develop a plan for recruitment and support of teachers in schools that
have more than twice the school system average of non-tenured or
provisionally certified teachers.
c) Establish a plan to measure Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) with regard to
staffing all schools for all children with highly qualified teachers.
d) Partner with local universities to design and implement a professional
development model for middle school math teachers that focuses on
content, conceptual understanding, problem solving, pedagogy, and
how children learn mathematics.
g) Continue a systematic process for the selection of “highly qualified”
teachers.
Activities:
• Provided and maintained competitive salaries.
• Allowed teacher transfers in critical shortage areas from priority schools
only when highly qualified replacements were available to fill the
resulting vacancy.
• Identified the schools where the percentage of non-tenured or
conditionally certified teachers was more than twice the system average.
• Developed action plans that included recruitment and retention strategies
for any school or area with a percentage of non-tenured or conditionally
certified teachers more than twice the school system’s average.
• Continued to provide signing bonuses from general operating funds to
highly qualified teachers in critical shortage areas who accepted
assignments to BCPS-identified priority schools.
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•
•
•
•

Provided relocation stipends from grant funds to highly qualified teachers
in critical shortage areas who accepted assignments at high poverty
schools.
Continued Resident Teacher Certification programs.
Continued to conduct timely and focused reviews with conditionally
certified teachers in targeted schools, assisting them in achieving
professional certification standards.
The Office of Personnel Staffing conducts annual staffing meetings with
principals to review and evaluate previous year hiring and to discuss outof-field teaching assignments to identify strategies for class configuration,
inclusion models and other options to reduce out-of field assignments.

Evidence that Strategies and Activities Have Intended Effect:
The percentage of core academic subject classes taught by highly qualified
teachers increased from 62.5% in 2003-2004 to 88.70% in 2007-2008. In
addition, the percentage of classes taught by highly qualified elementary teachers
in high poverty schools is 97.4% compared to 94.9% in low poverty schools.
Also, the percentage of classes in high poverty high schools, 88.9%, is within 1.9
percentage points of the 90.8 % of classes taught by highly qualified teachers in
low poverty schools.
3. Describe where challenges are evident.
CHALLENGES:
• Hiring highly qualified teachers in critical shortage areas of special
education, world languages, mathematics and science.
• Providing professional development support to teachers who still need to
meet the requirements of No Child Left Behind (NCLB).
4. Describe the changes or adjustments and the corresponding resource
allocations that were made to ensure sufficient progress. Include timelines
where appropriate.
The BCPS Blueprint for Progress and Master Plan include performance goals and
indicators that serve as the concrete measures by which student achievement is
benchmarked and school system accountability for achievement is defined. While
no Master Plan strategies have been added, the implementation of the strategies
will be refined through modifications at the activity level to address the identified
areas of concern, particularly those activities that address hiring highly qualified
teachers in critical shortage areas and providing professional development to
teachers who need to meet the requirements delineated in NCLB. The timeline
for full implementation is the spring of 2009.
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C. Based on the Examination of Highly Qualified Teacher Retention Data
(Table 6.6)
1. Describe where progress is evident.
Progress is evident in the following areas concerning the retention of highly
qualified teachers:
• The reduction in the number and percentage of resignations.
• The reduction in the number of dismissals/non-renewals.
2. Identify the practices, programs, or strategies and the corresponding
resource allocations to which you attribute the progress. What evidence does
the school system have that the strategies in place are having the intended
effect?
2007-2008 Master Plan Goal 3: By the end of 2005-2006, all students will be
taught by highly qualified teachers.
Performance Indicator 3.1: All teachers and paraprofessionals will meet the
requirements for highly qualified, as defined by the No Child Left Behind and the
Bridge to Excellence to Public Schools acts.
Key Strategies:
b) Develop a plan for recruitment and support of teachers in schools that have
more than twice the school system average of non-tenured or provisionally
certified teachers.
Activities:
• Provided and maintained competitive salaries.
• Identified the schools where the percentage of non-tenured or
conditionally certified teachers was more than twice the system average.
• Developed action plans that included recruitment and retention strategies
for any school or area with a percentage of non-tenured or conditionally
certified teachers more than twice the school system’s average.
• Provided mentors for new teachers.
• Continued to conduct new employee orientations.
• Continued to implement and refine the New Teacher Induction Program,
providing beginning teachers with information about curriculum,
programs and resources.
• Continued to provide signing bonuses to professionally certified teachers
in critical shortage areas who accepted assignments to BCPS- identified
priority schools.
• Continued Resident Teacher Certification programs.
• Continued to conduct timely and focused reviews with conditionally
certified teachers in targeted schools, assisting them in achieving
professional certification standards.
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3. Describe where challenges are evident.
CHALLENGES:
• Competitive teacher hiring market due to the number of highly qualified
teachers graduating from Maryland colleges and universities.
• Continued retirement of teachers in the next three to five years.
4. Describe the changes or adjustments and the corresponding resource
allocations that were made to ensure sufficient progress. Include timelines
where appropriate.
While no Master Plan strategies have been added, the implementation of the
strategies will be refined through modifications at the activity level to address
identified areas of concern, particularly those relative to the competitive teacher
hiring market and pending teacher retirements.
D. Describe how the school system identifies hard-to-staff and critical subject area
shortages.
The Department of Human Resources annually reviews the staffing of schools to
determine what content subjects were difficult to staff. This process includes an
evaluation of the percentage of highly qualified teachers by school, certification
review of core subject teachers, current vacancies, an analysis of MSA and HSA
achievement scores by school and a review of prior year recruitment and hiring.
In addition, BCPS utilizes The Maryland Teacher Staffing Report, which provides
information about teacher candidates completing programs in Maryland
institutions of higher education and hiring needs of local school systems. MSDE
then declares critical shortage content areas. From this information, the Office of
Personnel develops a staffing plan, which identifies hard-to-staff critical subjects
for approval by the Superintendent.
E. Based on the Examination of Qualified Paraprofessional Data (Table 6.7):
Describe the strategies that the local school system will use to ensure that all
paraprofessionals working in Title I schools continue to be qualified.
Baltimore County Public Schools will implement the following strategies to
qualified:
• Continued utilization of BCPS’ data warehouse to review and analyze the
percentage of highly qualified paraprofessionals by school in order to
provide targeted technical assistance.
• Continue to offer professional development courses through college
partnerships and cohort programs to paraprofessionals in non-Title I
schools.
• Continue to hire paraprofessionals who meet the highly qualified
standards in all schools.
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Highly Qualified Staff (continued)
No Child Left Behind Indicator 3.2: The percentage of teachers receiving high quality
professional development.
In this section of the 2008 Master Plan Annual Update, LSSs should present one plan for a
comprehensive, long-term teacher professional development initiative intended to address one or more
of the student learning goals identified elsewhere in the Master Plan Annual Update. LSSs have two
options for meeting this reporting requirement:
Option 1: Use the Maryland Teacher Professional Development Planning Guide to prepare and
present a plan for a comprehensive professional development initiative that addresses one or more
of the student learning goals specified in section I.D.i. (pages 16-20 of this guidance). For planning
and reporting purposes, 2008 Master Plan Annual Updates should focus on professional development
initiatives (or components of ongoing initiatives) that will begin in summer 2009 or later.
LSSs that follow this option are expected to convene a professional development planning team (as
described in the planning guide) and to develop a plan that includes all six components described in the
planning framework. These components include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A discussion of the need for the initiative, based on a review of student data and teacher
needs;
A description of which teachers will be targeted for participation in the initiative;
Specification of the intended learning outcomes and related indicators;
Description of the planned professional learning activities, including follow-up, the role of
principals and other school leaders, and the relationship to other professional development;
A plan for evaluating the initiative to determine whether the activities took place as planned
and whether the intended outcomes were achieved; and
A budget.

Note that these plans should rely primarily on the results of the review of student data described in other
sections of the 2008 Master Plan Annual Update and that, as appropriate, the plans should indicate how
the proposed initiative builds on or extends professional development activities that are already
underway.
Option 2: Describe district plans for using the six-component planning framework to guide a
school-based approach to professional development, including initiatives that rely on the
deployment of school-based coaches (or staff in similar positions) and job-embedded professional
development. For planning and reporting purposes, 2008 Master Plan Annual Updates should focus on
strategies to support school-based professional development planning and implementation that will
begin in late-spring 2009 (or on a schedule consistent with the districts’ school improvement planning
cycle.)
LSSs that follow this option are expected to provide a detailed strategy for helping school staffs
complete the six components of the planning framework, to plan and implement school-based
professional development activities that address one or more of the student learning goals included
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elsewhere in the Master Plan Annual Update. Although school system approaches to developing school
capacity will vary according to system needs and capacities, LSS plans should, at a minimum, address
the following:
• Strategies for incorporating the six components of the planning framework and/or the planning
guide into guidance and requirements for the district’s school improvement planning;
• Strategies for preparing principals, other school leaders, school-based professional development
staff, and school improvement teams for using the planning guide and/or planning framework in
preparing school improvement plans;
• Strategies school system staff will use to review and provide feedback on school improvement
plans; and
• Strategies for reviewing and reporting on progress in implementing the plans and reviewing the
impact of the professional development.
As appropriate, LSSs should briefly describe the artifacts that will support the capacity building efforts
(e.g., school improvement planning guides, training materials, rubrics for reviewing plans and providing
feedback to school teams). LSSs may find the Maryland Teacher Professional Development Planning
Guide: Tips and Talking Points useful in helping to think about how to introduce the planning guide to
principals and school improvement teams. This document accompanies the planning guide and is
available at www.marylandpublicschools.org.
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Maryland Teacher Professional Development Planning Form
Title of the activity or program: Differentiated Reading Instruction in Title I Schools
Beginning and end dates: July 1, 2009 – June 30, 2010
Estimated costs (as they appear in the budget included in Section 6 of the plan)
Direct costs: $17,000
In-kind costs: $0
Total costs: $17,000
Budget source of code (for direct costs only): Title I
Contact person: Sonja Karwacki
Position/Title: Executive Director, Special Programs, PreK-12
Telephone: 4l0-887-2280
Email: skarwacki@bcps.org
Fax: 410-887-2613
Mailing address: 6901 North Charles Street, ESS #219, Towson, MD 21204
Members of the planning team (list with contact information):
1. Verletta White, Executive Director, Department of Professional Development,
vwhite@bcps.org
2. Dr. Lisa Williams, Coordinator, Office of Title I, lwilliams13@bcps.org
3. Mary Dagen, Supervisor, Office of Title I, mdagen@bcps.org
4. Michele Stansbury, Program Specialist, Office of Title I, mstansbury@bcps.org
5. Johari Toe, Program Specialist, Office of Title I, jtoe@bcps.org
6. Jean Wilson, Principal on Assignment, Office of Language Arts, jwilson11@bcps.org
7. Diane Rymer, Supervisor, Department of Professional Development, drymer@bcps.org
8. Laura Mossa, Resource Teacher, lmossa@bcps.org
9. Nancy Baumann, Resource Teacher, nbaumann@bcps.org

Plan Summary
During the 2008-2009 school year, Baltimore County Public Schools has made a significant
commitment to reducing the reading achievement gap in Title I schools between students who receive
free and reduced meals and those who do not. A major focus of this effort has been the teacher
professional development needed to create a significant change in the delivery of instruction within the
elementary language arts block. To implement the necessary professional development, two districtbased resource teachers have been hired to provide on-site support. In addition, all Title I schools have a
full-time instructional coach to provide job-embedded professional development.
This plan addresses the ongoing professional development during the 2009-2010 school year that will
build on the foundation established during the 2008-2009 school year. Professional development
opportunities outlined in this plan include introductory workshops for teachers and principals new to
Title I schools, ongoing workshops for all teachers, access to online resources, site visits from resource
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teachers, job-embedded support from instructional coaches, ongoing professional development for
resource teachers and instructional coaches, and workshops for principals and district leadership.
Implementation of this professional development plan will result in teachers who can effectively assess
student reading levels, differentiate language arts instruction, and engage students in authentic writing.
Title I schools with teachers who are able to effectively implement this kind of instruction will see gains
in student reading levels as well as the elimination of the reading achievement gap between students
who receive free and reduced meals in Title I schools and those students who do not receive free and
reduced meals in Title I schools.

Section 1: Need
Students from economically disadvantaged backgrounds have limited access to reading materials at
home (Barr & Parrett, 2007; Payne, 1998). Additionally, students from economically disadvantaged
backgrounds are more likely to be identified as “at-risk” for reading problems (National Reading Panel,
1999; Allington, 2001). An achievement gap persists at the national level between economically
disadvantaged students and their non-economically disadvantaged peers (National Center for
Educational Statistics, 2005). Baltimore County Public Schools faces an achievement gap between
economically disadvantaged students and non-economically disadvantaged students in the area of
elementary reading. Within Baltimore County Public Schools, (37 Title I elementary schools for the last
three years), the percentage of students receiving free and reduced meals and achieving at the basic level
on MSA has been nine-ten percentage points greater than the percentage of students performing at the
basic level who do not receive free and reduced meals. Although overall progress is evident, the gap
remains. During 2007-2008, 29.9% of students receiving free and reduced meals in Title I elementary
schools performed at the basic level on MSA, 53.57% at the proficient level, and 16.68% at the
advanced level. In contrast, only 19.94% of students not receiving free and reduced meals at those same
schools performed at the basic level, while 54.00% were proficient and 26.51% were advanced.
This persistent gap in student achievement in reading as measured by MSA presents a need for teacher
professional development that addresses the unique needs of economically disadvantaged students. One
challenge is the reading level of the students. A sampling of students in Title I schools shows that 80%
of students are reading at least one year below grade level. As a result, teachers need to have a complete
understanding of how to assess both the instructional as well as the independent reading levels of their
students. Teachers who can accurately assess the instructional and the independent reading levels of
students must be prepared to determine the reading level of various materials in order to provide
appropriately stimulating and challenging materials. Meeting students’ individual needs during reading
instruction requires that teachers be able to effectively differentiate their instruction and manage a
variety of small groups and independent readers within the same classroom. Students who are able to
read independently should be given opportunities to express their understanding through authentic
writing assignments. Teachers need to know how to design authentic writing assignments as well as how
to deliver effective instruction in the essential components of writing.
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The student achievement gap in reading among students within BCPS Title I elementary schools
presents a need for targeted professional development. Teachers need to be equipped with the
knowledge and skills to determine student reading levels matched with appropriate materials, to
differentiate instruction to meet individual student needs, and to design opportunities for students to
express their knowledge through authentic writing assignments.

Section 2: Participants
Use the following matrix to indicate who will participate in the professional development. (Check all the apply)
Grade level:

X PreK-2

Subject area:

X English

X Gr. 3-5
__Math

__Fine Arts/Humanities

__Gr. 6-8
__Science

__Gr. 9-12
__Social Studies

X Special Education

__Health/P.E.

__Foreign Languages

X English Language Learners

__Career Prep

__Other

Which of the following are also expected to participate in the professional development?
X Principals/Other School Leaders

X Resource Teachers, Mentors, Coaches

Will the participants work as members of a group or team?
Estimated number of participants: 750

X YES

__Paraprofessionals

__Other

__NO

Estimated number of participant groups or teams: 37

What strategies will be used to ensure that teaches and others who are the intended participants do, in fact, participate?

Leadership teams in each school will support the professional development and ensure participation by
understanding, looking for, and evaluating teachers on their implementation of the teacher outcomes of
this plan. In addition, stipends will be paid to teachers who participate in professional development
offerings beyond their school day.

Section 3: Professional Development Outcomes and Indicators
Mastery of the following outcomes and indicators will help to ensure progress towards Goal 1.1 within
Baltimore County Public Schools’ Blueprint for Progress which states that, “All diploma-bound
students in grades 3-8 and students enrolled in English 10 and Algebra I will meet or exceed Maryland
School Assessment (MSA) standards, and students enrolled in English 10 and Algebra I will pass the
High School Assessments (HSA).”
Outcome: By June 2010, teachers will be able to choose appropriate reading materials for students
during both instructional and independent reading.
Indicator: Teachers will accurately determine the instructional and independent levels of 100%
of students within their classes.
Indicator: Given a sampling of materials, teachers will assess the reading level of the materials
with 95% accuracy.
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Outcome: By June 2010, teachers will be able to provide differentiated instruction to students based on
their individual reading levels.
Indicator: Teachers will be able to articulate at least three instructional strategies to provide
reading instruction to students at various levels.
Indicator: Teachers will outline a reading language arts block that includes time for whole
group instruction, small group instruction, individual instruction, and independent reading time.
Outcome: By June 2010, teachers will be able to design opportunities for students to express their
understanding through authentic writing assignments.
Indicator: Teachers will analyze student work samples in order to identify strengths and
weaknesses in student writing.
Indicator: Teachers will integrate the components of writing within the design of an authentic
writing assignment that allows students to express understanding.
Outcome: By June 2010, principals will understand, look for, and evaluate teachers’ implementation of
differentiated instruction during the language arts block.
Indicator: Principals will be able to accurately identify the “look-fors” in instruction during a
differentiated language arts block.
Indictor: Principals will communicate the strengths and weaknesses of an observed language
arts lesson.

Section 4: Professional Learning Activities and Follow-Up
Professional development activities within this plan will be approved by the BCPS Professional
Development (PD) Workgroup. The purpose of the PD Workgroup is to serve as a clearinghouse for all
professional development within BCPS. The BCPS Guide to High Quality Professional Development
empowers this group to ensure that all professional development is of high quality and aligned to the
MSDE Teacher Professional Development Standards.
Introductory workshops
Baltimore County Public Schools began a targeted effort toward reducing the reading gap among
students in Title I schools during the 2008-2009 school. All of the teachers and principals in Title I
schools will receive initial training during the school year. As a result, beginning in the summer of 2009,
there will be a need to offer introductory workshops to principals and teachers new to Title I schools.
These workshops will be offered several times throughout the summer. Where applicable, school teams
will be encouraged to attend as a group. Funding will also be made available for one experienced teacher
or instructional coach to accompany the new members of their team to the introductory workshop in
order to provide insights, connections, and a school-based perspective to the training.
Participants in these introductory workshops will learn how to assess student instructional and
independent reading levels and have hands-on opportunities to practice determining the reading level of
various fiction and nonfiction reading materials. Through the modeling of various strategies, participants
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will observe various ways to structure and manage a classroom in order to address the individual reading
levels of all students. Participants will work with student samples in order to analyze the ways in which
students express themselves through authentic writing. Participants will determine the essential writing
instruction that needs to occur in order for students to successfully express their understanding in
writing. At the conclusion of this introductory workshop, principals and teachers will know the
expectations for differentiated reading instruction at appropriate reading levels.
Ongoing workshops
Throughout the 2009-2010 school year, teachers will have the opportunity to attend a variety of ongoing
after-school workshops to enhance their ability to deliver differentiated reading instruction. Teachers
who attend these workshops will receive a stipend for their participation.
One topic of these workshops will focus on increasing a teacher’s ability to determine accurately a
student’s instructional and independent reading levels. Through the use of written, aural, and videobased scenarios, teachers will be given the opportunity to practice their leveling skill. Teachers will
identify five students in their class that they will reassess using their increased leveling skills. In
addition, the teachers will be given a variety of fiction and nonfiction material from both print and
electronic sources in order for them to determine the reading level of the material. Teachers will practice
matching those materials to student reading levels and designing appropriate before, during, and afterreading activities for groups of students at a particular level.
A second topic will focus on differentiation strategies. Teachers will engage in discussion and practice
using three new strategies for differentiating instruction within the language arts block. Teachers will
learn about these strategies from other teachers in (Title I schools) who can demonstrate how and when
they use each strategy. In addition, participants will view videos of model lessons in differentiated
classrooms where small groups and independent reading occur simultaneously. Participants will leave
the session with a plan for implementing one of the new strategies they learned and ideas for how to
more effectively manage various groups and assignments within their language arts block.
A third topic will focus on the instruction of writing. Teachers will analyze student work samples in
order to assess their level of comprehension and use of vocabulary. Teachers will determine specific
writing skills necessary to achieve a final and authentic writing piece. Selected teachers from Title I
schools will model the instruction necessary to help students master specific writing skills. Teachers will
choose three writing skills on which to focus and determine an authentic student writing assignment that
could demonstrate those skills.
Web-based resources
In order to provide ongoing support, teachers will be provided with access to a variety of support
materials through the Internet. Materials, models, and resources for each professional development
session offered will be posted online. Resource teachers will monitor an e-community of instructional
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coaches and teachers in Title I schools. The e-community will be a place to share experiences,
successes, and challenges. Participants will benefit from the support and suggestions of teachers from
across BCPS who are working to eliminate the same student achievement gap. Video resources will be
available for teachers and principals to see models of the expectation for differentiated instruction within
the language arts block.
On-site teacher support visits
Baltimore County Public Schools has invested in two full-time resource teacher positions within the
Department of Special Programs to provide ongoing support to teachers in Title I schools. As district
facilitators, they will visit schools approximately three times per year to observe instruction and to
ensure that teachers are effectively assessing student reading levels; implementing differentiated, smallgroup, and individualized instruction within the language arts block; and providing opportunities for the
authentic acquisition and application of writing skills. Feedback from these visits will inform ongoing
professional development offerings as well as the targeted, job-embedded professional development
provided by the instructional coaches. Formalized feedback reports will also be utilized to evaluate the
overall effectiveness of the professional development offerings.
Job-embedded support
Each of the 37 Title I elementary schools within Baltimore County Public Schools has a full-time
instructional coach on staff who will provide job-embedded professional development to all teachers.
Coaches will demonstrate model lessons, conduct informal and non-evaluative observations, facilitate
grade-level meetings, engage in reflective conversations, and encourage changes in teacher practice that
will lead to the desired teacher and student outcomes. Instructional coaches will provide informal
feedback on the progress of teachers that will be used to inform ongoing professional development
offerings and evaluate the overall effectiveness of the professional development offerings.
Ongoing professional development for resource teachers and instructional coaches
District-based resource teachers and school-based instructional coaches will need ongoing professional
development in order to continually support the development of the teachers with whom they work.
Monthly meetings throughout the 2009-2010 school year will be held to fulfill this purpose. The content
of the meetings will be derived from the feedback received from teachers, resource teachers,
instructional coaches, and principals about the current level of proficiency of teachers in Title I schools
relative to the teacher outcomes and indicators desired. Resource teachers and instructional coaches will
need to have a current and thorough understanding of how to choose appropriate reading materials for
students during both instructional and independent reading, provide differentiated instruction to students
based on their individual reading levels, and design opportunities for students to express their
understanding through authentic writing assignments. In addition, resource teachers and instructional
coaches will need to demonstrate proficiency with the skills of coaching, mentoring, and working with
adult learners that will be necessary to change teacher practice and build teacher capacity.
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Principal and leadership professional development
Principals and district leadership from the Department of Special Programs, the Office of Language Arts
PreK-12, and the Department of Professional Development will participate in two additional leadership
workshops during the 2009-2010 school year. These workshops will include in-class demonstrations that
will illustrate what to look for during a successfully differentiated language arts block. In-depth
discussions, problem solving, and sharing of best practices will assist principals and district leaders to
understand and plan for the creation of effective, fully differentiated and authentic language arts
instruction. Participation in these workshops will provide principals and district leaders with the
knowledge necessary to evaluate each teacher’s implementation of differentiated reading instruction and
provide evaluative feedback on their performance. Principals’ evaluations of teachers will be used to
determine areas of need for professional development as well as the overall effectiveness of the
professional development offerings.

Section 5: Evaluation Plan
The questions that will be used to evaluate the effectiveness of the professional development are:
• Are teachers able to choose appropriate reading materials for students during both instructional
and independent reading?
• Are teachers able to provide differentiated instruction to students based on their individual
reading levels?
• Are teachers able to design opportunities for students to express their understanding through
authentic writing assignments?
• Do principals understand, and are they able to look for and evaluate teachers’ implementation
of differentiated instruction during the language arts block.
The evaluation of professional development relative to the stated outcomes will encompass a variety of
tools and data sources.
1. For each professional development offering, there are observable and measurable outcomes.
Participants will be provided with time for guided and independent practice with new skills and
knowledge so that they can demonstrate their understanding. Facilitators will observe
participants and will provide an informal assessment of the attainment of knowledge and skills.
2. In addition, participants will be asked to complete a survey at the conclusion of each offering.
The surveys will ask for participant perceptions and feedback regarding the quality of the
professional development as well as their own attainment of new knowledge and skills.
Participants will also be asked about their level of preparedness for implementing the new
learning.
3. Follow-up surveys will be administered to determine how much of the new learning participants
feel they have truly been able to implement within their instruction. Participants will be asked to
report on observable changes in student behaviors and learning that can be attributed to the
application of new approaches.
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4. District-based resource teachers and school-based instructional coaches will complete nonevaluative reports of their observations of both teacher and student behaviors. The reports will
be used to evaluate the effectiveness of the professional development and to identify areas in
need of additional focus for professional development.
5. Principals will provide feedback on the ability of their teachers to provide truly effective, fully
differentiated and authentic language arts instruction. Feedback from principals will include their
observed changes in teacher instruction based on the implementation “look-fors” provided as
well as their own involvement in professional development to support change in the language
arts block.
The ultimate measure of the success of the professional development is increased student achievement.
Throughout the 2009-2010 school year, student reading level progress will be monitored. After being
engaged with appropriate materials at both their instructional and independent reading levels, benefiting
from differentiated instruction, and engaging in authentic writing tasks, students will be expected to
increase their reading level. In addition, an increase in overall MSA scores is expected.
A formal evaluation report will be prepared for presentation to all stakeholders including the BCPS
Professional Development Workgroup in July 2010.
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Section 6: Budget
Budget Category

Direct Costs

In-Kind Costs

Personnel
A. Staff
B. Consultants (e.g., presenters, facilitators, evaluator)

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

II.

Stipends/substitutes (for participants)

$17,000

N/A

III.

Travel
A. Personnel Travel
B. Consultant Travel

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

IV.

Facilities, Equipment, Materials

N/A

N/A

V.

Communications

N/A

N/A

VI.

Other Costs

N/A

N/A

I.

Total Costs
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I.D.vii
Safe Schools
No Child Left Behind Goal 4: All students will be educated in learning
environments that are safe, drug-free, and conducive to learning.
No Child Left Behind Indicator 4.1: The number of persistently dangerous schools,
as defined by the state.
NCLB requires states to identify persistently dangerous schools. In Maryland, a
“persistently dangerous” school means a school in which each year for a period of three
consecutive school years the total number of student suspensions for more than 10 days
or expulsions equals two and one-half percent (2½%) or more of the total number of
students enrolled in the school, for any of the following offenses: arson or fire; drugs;
explosives; firearms; other guns; other weapons; physical attack on a student; physical
attack on a school system employee or other adult; and sexual assault. Schools are placed
into “persistently dangerous” status in a given school year based on their suspension data
in the prior year.
Note: Information associated with Safe Schools is also included in Part II, Additional
Federal and State Reporting Requirements and Attachment 11: Title IV Part A, Safe and
Drug-Free Schools and Communities.
A. Based on the Examination of Persistently Dangerous Schools Data (Table 7.1 –
7.3):
Where first-time schools are identified, what steps are being taken by the
school system to reverse this trend and prevent the identified school(s) from
moving into probationary status?
There have been no schools identified in Baltimore County Public Schools as
persistently dangerous.
B. Based on the Examination of Suspension and Expulsion Data (Tables 7.4 and
7.5):
Identify the actions implemented by the local school system to prevent/reduce
incidents of sexual harassment, harassment, and bullying.
2007-2008 Master Plan Goal 4: All students will be educated in school
environments that are safe and conducive to learning.
Performance Indicator 4.1:
All schools and school communities will maintain safe, orderly, nurturing
environments.
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Performance Indicator 4.2:
All schools will have published expectations of student behavior and parental
responsibilities and involvement.
Key Strategies:
a) Provide attractive, clean, caring, and secure learning environments.
b) Implement active character ethics education.
c) Utilize the Student Support Services Team to address the needs of
all students.
d) Provide integrated services for children and families with linkages to
community wellness centers, health care, social services, child care
services, recreational services, and law enforcement.
f) Provide a continuum of services through alternative education
programs.
h) Continue the annual Safe Schools Conference for all school-based
administrators.
As the data in tables 7.4 and 7.5 indicate, Baltimore County Public Schools
maintains school environments that are safe and conducive to learning.
The system has been proactive in implementing Positive Behavior Interventions
and Supports (PBIS) and has been recognized by MSDE for its exemplary PBIS
program. Baltimore County Public Schools conducts an annual stakeholder’s
satisfaction survey. The results indicate that the vast majority of stakeholders
responding to the survey perceive BCPS as having a strong academic program,
high expectations for students, and teachers who are available for discussion.
There has been a positive trend of increased satisfaction in all three areas.
C. Based on an Examination of In- and Out-of-School Suspensions Data (Tables 7.6
– 7.8):
Identify the system-wide strategies that are being used to prevent/reduce
suspensions. If applicable, include the strategies that are being used to
address the disproportionate suspensions among the race/ethnicity
subgroups.
2007-2008 Master Plan Goal 4: All students will be educated in school
environments that are safe and conducive to learning.
Performance Indicator 4.2:
All schools will have published expectations of student behavior and parental
responsibilities and involvement.
Key Strategies:
a) Provide attractive, clean, caring, and secure learning environments.
b) Implement active character ethics education.
c) Utilize the Student Support Services Team to address the needs of
students.
d) Provide integrated services for children and families with linkages to
community wellness centers, health care, social services, child care
services, recreational services, and law enforcement.
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i) Establish an action plan in the school improvement plan (SIP) for
increasing parental awareness of their responsibilities and knowledge of
behavior expectations identified in the Student Handbook and school code
of conduct.
j) Communicate to all students and parents the behavioral expectations
identified in the Student Handbook and school code of conduct.
k) Identify and train all staff in the implementation of effective student
behavior management programs and the Student Handbook requirements.
Activities:
•
Providing violence and substance abuse awareness and prevention
strategies within health education programs.
•
Informing students of behavior expectations by giving each student a
copy of the annual student handbook, reviewing it with all students,
expecting all students to review the handbook with their parents/guardians,
and expecting all parents to acknowledge receipt of the handbook by
signing and returning to schools copies of an acknowledgement form
included in the student handbook.
•
Providing training and support for school staffs in the development
and implementation of positive behavior planning.
•
Providing training and support to school staffs implementing PBIS and
other positive behavior strategies and programs.
•
Providing training and support to all newly appointed school-based
administrators on disciplinary procedures and discipline processes.
•
Providing training and support to school staffs on the implementation of
character education as a modeling, teaching and learning process.
•
Providing training and support for Student Support and IEP Teams in
schools.
•
Implementing and monitoring academic behavior interventions and
supports to address student behavior and learning through the
Student Support Team and Instructional Support Team.
•
Monitoring alternative programs to ensure that all students’ needs are
being addressed.
•
Providing psychological consultation, assessment, and intervention
services to address student behavior and learning needs for at-risk students
and students with intensive needs.
•
Providing and evaluating the services of full-time school social
workers in schools to assist students and families in accessing mental
health care and other social services programs.
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D. Based on the Examination of Progress Toward Establishing and Maintaining a
Safe Learning Environment:
1. Describe the progress that the school system has made toward establishing
and maintaining safe learning environments.
•
•
•
•

No school has been identified as persistently dangerous.
Seventy-two schools volunteered to implement the Positive Behavioral
Interventions and Supports (PBIS) program.
The 72 schools that implemented the PBIS program last year decreased
their suspension/expulsion rates.
All schools developed and implemented positive behavior and character
education plans as components of their School Improvement Plans.

2. Identify the practices, programs, or strategies and the corresponding
resource allocations to which you attribute the progress.
2007-2008 Master Plan Goal 4: All students will be educated in school
environments that are safe and conducive to learning.
Performance Indicator 4.2:
All schools will have published expectations of student behavior and parental
responsibilities and involvement.
Key Strategies:
a) Provide attractive, clean, caring, and secure learning environments.
b) Implement active character ethics education.
c) Utilize the Student Support Services Team to address the needs of students.
d) Provide integrated services for children and families with linkages to
community wellness centers, health care, social services, child care services,
recreational services, and law enforcement.
f) Provide a continuum of services through alternative education programs.
i) Establish an action plan in the school improvement plan (SIP) for increasing
parental awareness of their responsibilities and knowledge of behavior
expectations identified in the Student Handbook and school code of conduct.
j) Communicate to all students and parents the behavioral expectations
identified in the Student Handbook and school code of conduct.
k) Identify and train all staff in the implementation of effective student behavior
management programs and the Student Handbook requirements.
Programs and Practices:
• Implementation of schoolwide codes of conduct
• Implementation of positive behavior and character education plans in all
schools as components of School Improvement Plans
• Ongoing training and support provided for school-based administrators and
school staffs on PBIS, positive behavior planning, and disciplinary procedures
• Implementation of the Second Step Program which integrates academics with
social and emotional learning
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• Implementation of alternative programs designed to provide for students the
learning of self-discipline and alternatives to acting out and violent behavior
• Teaching of social skills by school counselors and social workers
• Providing the annual Safe Schools Conference
• Implementation of the Student Support Team in all schools
• Continuation of the interagency partnerships that provide resources and
support needed by students and their families
3. Describe the challenges that exist and the school system’s plans for
overcoming those challenges along with corresponding resource allocations.
While BCPS continues to be proactive in implementing Positive Behavior
Intervention and Supports (PBIS) and enhancing its continuum of alternative
programs to meet the needs of all students, the challenge continues to be meeting
the needs of our most behaviorally challenged students. To overcome this
challenge, the school system will continue to implement and improve upon its
proactive strategies and activities while evaluating the need to enhance and
expand its alternative programs to ensure it continues to provide environments
that are safe and conducive to learning for all students.
Challenges:
• Human and monetary resources
• Staff turnover in specific schools
• Meeting the diverse needs of many mobile students transferring in and
out of specific schools within one school year. This makes continuity of
good instruction almost impossible for these students.
• Providing ongoing support and training for all school staff to meet their
varied needs in classroom management, teaching discipline, and
positive classroom climates
4. Describe the changes or adjustments that will be made along with the related
resource allocations to ensure sufficient progress. Include timelines where
appropriate.
The BCPS Blueprint for Progress and Master Plan include performance goals and
indicators that serve as the concrete measures by which student achievement is
benchmarked and school system accountability for achievement is defined. While
no Master Plan strategies have been added or revised, the implementation of the
strategies will be refined through modifications at the activity level to address the
identified areas of concern. BCPS is actively moving forward with plans to
enhance the continuum of alternative programs aligned with the 2008-2009
Master Plan.
2008-2009 Master Plan Goal 4: All students will be educated in school
environments that are safe and conducive to learning.
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Performance Indicator 4.1:
All schools and school communities will maintain safe, orderly, nurturing
environments.
Performance Indicator 4.2:
All schools will have published expectations of student behavior and parental
responsibilities and involvement.
Performance Indicator 4.3:
Staff, students, parents, and community members will express satisfaction with
the learning environment, climate, and school facilities.
Key Strategies:
a) Provide attractive, clean, caring, and secure learning environments.
b) Implement active character ethics education.
c) Utilize the Student Support Services Team to address the needs of students.
d) Provide integrated services for children and families with linkages to
community wellness centers, health care, social services, child care services,
recreational services, and law enforcement.
f) Provide a continuum of services through alternative education programs.
h) Continue the annual Safe Schools Conference.
i) Establish an action plan in the school improvement plan (SIP) for increasing
parental awareness of their responsibilities and knowledge of behavior
expectations identified in the Student Handbook and school code of conduct.
j) Communicate to all students and parents the behavioral expectations
identified in the Student Handbook and school code of conduct.
k) Identify and train all staff in the implementation of effective student behavior
management programs and the Student Handbook requirements.
Changes and adjustments:
• Schools identified as schools needing more support to improve student
achievement and behavior will receive priority resources and support.
• Support and training in Positive Behavior Intervention Supports will continue
for school-based administrators and school staff.
• Transition plans will be developed, implemented, and monitored by itinerant
teachers and student support staff for students returning to their home schools
after being assigned to alternative programs.
• Inservice and graduate courses in positive behavior management, character
education, and school safety will be offered to all staff through the
Department of Professional Development.
• Planning for additional full-year alternative programs to better meet the
diverse needs of our students will continue.
• Psychological consultation, assessment, and intervention services to address
student behavior and learning needs for at-risk students and students with
intensive needs will continue.
• All resources will be effectively and efficiently used.
Resource Allocation:
FY09 Operating Budget
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Response to Clarifying QuestionsUpon further review, it was determined that the suspension data listed on
Tables 7.7 and 7.8 were not accurate. The data on Table 7.8 originally displayed
out-of-school suspension by incidents one year and by student count the next
year. Thus, there appeared to be an increase in the out-of-school suspension rate
when actually there was a decrease in 2007-2008. The data tables have been
updated to reflect the correct data. The corrected suspension data are showing
that in SY 2007-2008, BCPS had a decrease in suspensions, from 23,686
incidents in 2006-2007 to 21,163 incidents in 2007-2008. Student count, which is
used in the first submission of BTE Master Plan Update, dropped by 1,469 when
comparing the number of students suspended in SY 2006-2007 to SY 2007-2008.
In addition, the number of suspension incidents and the suspension count by
students dropped for female students and African American students when
comparing SY 2006-2007 to SY 2007-2008. There was an increase in in-school
suspensions from SY 2006-2007 to SY 2007-2008. However, the total number of
suspensions for incidents and student counts decreased from SY 2006-2007 to SY
2007-2008.
Whether MSDE is analyzing the suspension data by suspension incidents or
suspended student counts, the data are showing a drop from 2006-2007 to 20072008. The system’s total incidents dropped by 2,523, and the student count
dropped by 1,469 students. The female and African American student group data
also show decreases.
BCPS continues to actively address suspension rates for all students and all
subgroups, including females and African American students by:
•

Organization of the Department of Student Support Services programs and
services around a positive behavior planning process that provides
systematic implementation of universal, targeted, and intensive behavioral
interventions and connections to academic instructional interventions across
schools, centers, and programs.

•

Implementation/evaluation of the MSDE-sponsored PBIS critical features
and interventions in 72 schools/centers/programs with an emphasis on
reducing suspension for nonviolent behaviors for all students, including
females and African American students.

•

Implementation/evaluation of the MSDE-sponsored PBIS critical features
and interventions in 72 schools/centers/programs to address disproportionate
representation of placement and suspension of African American students
with disabilities (MSDE Discretionary Grant).

•

Implementation/evaluation of evidenced-based behavioral interventions in
seven elementary schools with Behavior Learning Support (BLS) service
models to increase LRE and reduce suspensions of all students and African
American students with emotional disabilities (MSDE Discretionary Grant).
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•

Professional development to administrators and staff on Positive Behavior
Discipline, Student Support Teams (SST), and 504 Plans to more effectively
understand and support student needs and make effective responses to
situations.

•

Professional development for teachers and staff to provide
interventions/strategies on positive behavior and classroom management
through in-service courses including Crisis Prevention Institute, Cooperative
Discipline, Multiple Approaches to Behavioral Intervention, and Classroom
Management A-Z.

•

Revision and updating of curriculum related to conflict resolution, anger
management, and positive behavior.

•

Professional development for administrators and school staff on strategies
for working with African American students, including culturally responsive
instruction and how to provide engaging and rigorous instruction.

•

Expansion of the G.R.E.A.T. Program (Gang Resistance Education and
Training) to provide a school-based, police officer instructed program,
which includes classroom instruction and various learning activities for
students.

•

Provision of training for administrators and staff to address cultural
responsive learning environments including understanding communication
patterns that may contribute to discipline of African American students.

•

Working with interagency partners through the Gang Intervention
Workgroup to develop a countywide plan to address gangs and gang-like
behaviors in school.

•

Professional development to schools with high poverty rates on
interventions/strategies developed by Ruby Payne and Robert Slocum.

•

Provision for staff to mentor female students who have had disciplinary
offenses.

•

Provision to school administrators, selected teachers, school counselors and
School Resource Officers strategies in prevention/intervention and safety
related issues through media reports, trainings, and the Safe Schools
Conference.

•

Provision of professional development for administrators, social workers,
and school counselors on restorative methods (Community Conferencing
Center) that may be used as alternatives to suspension.

•

Provision of in-service course in the virtues Project, a character education
program, and work with systemwide stakeholders in the Character
Education Workgroup to develop a systemwide character education
implementation plan.
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•

Provision to schools of updated resources and professional development
addressing positive behavior, including strategies and interventions to teach
discipline and address inappropriate behavior, such as bullying and
harassment, insubordination, and gang-like behavior.

•

Provision of technical assistance and additional training to schools in how to
manage disruptive students, positive classroom management, and
cooperative discipline strategies.

In the Baltimore County Public Schools “harassment for any reason” is a
Category II offense for which the student may be suspended, assigned to an
alternative program, and may result in expulsion. Sexual harassment has not been
tracked separately for suspension.
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I.E
Addressing Specific Student Groups:
Career and Technology Education, Early Learning,
Gifted and Talented Programs, Special Education
The BTE Act requires LSSs to address in each annual update the performance of students
enrolled in specific programs: Career and Technology Education, Early Learning, Gifted
and Talented, and Special Education.
In responses to the previous questions, local school systems may have addressed these
student groups. Use this space to report on progress toward outcomes and timelines
established in the LSSs Master Plan and further elaborate on any revisions or adjustments
pertinent to these student groups that the school system has made in its 2008 Master Plan
Annual Update.
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Addressing Specific Student Groups
Career and Technology Education
1. Describe the school system’s progress on the implementation and expansion
of Career and Technology Education (CTE) Programs of Study within
Career Clusters as a strategy to prepare more students who graduate ready
for entry into college and careers.
The 2007 high school completion data showed that 34.6% of the graduating class
met the Career and Technology requirements for graduation. The 2008 high
school completion data showed that 21.3% of the graduating class met the Career
and Technology requirements for graduation. The 2007 high school completion
data showed that 22.6% of the graduating class met both the University of
Maryland and Career & Technology requirements, but the 2008 high school
completion data resulted in a decrease of 8.3% to 14.3% of the graduating class
meeting both the University of Maryland and Career & Technology requirements.
Changes or adjustments to address concerns and ensure progress include:
• Continue to develop and implement new MSDE Programs of Study in all ten
of the Maryland Career Clusters such as Homeland Security and Diesel
Mechanics, which are currently being developed.
• Continue to participate in annual tech prep work sessions that bring secondary
and post-secondary partners together to update existing articulated agreements
and/or develop new agreements aligned with new MSDE Programs of Study.
• Convert all CTE programs (upgraded/revised) to meet MSDE Programs of
Study standards in Construction Trades, Dietician Assistant, Vocational Home
Economics, Environmental, Agricultural and Natural Resources, Human
Resource Services, Cisco Networking Academy, Automotive Mechanics, and
Cooperative Education.
• Project Lead the Way (PLTW) Program of Study will be implemented in three
additional high schools and Gateway to Technology will be implemented in
two additional middle schools.
• Career Research & Development Program of Study will be implemented in
high schools.
• Students will be identified who meet articulation standards in order to apply
for articulated credits and start post-secondary degree programs.
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2. What strategies are in place to ensure access to CTE programs and success
for every student in CTE Program of Study, including students who are
members of special populations?
2008-2009 Master Plan Goal 1: By 2012, all students will reach high standards,
as established by the Baltimore County Public Schools and state performance
level standards, in English/reading/writing, mathematics, science, and social
studies.
Performance Indicator 1.1: All diploma-bound students in grades 3-8 and
students enrolled in English 10 and Algebra 1 will meet or exceed Maryland
School Assessment (MSA) standards, and students enrolled in English 10 and
Algebra I will pass the High School Assessments (HSAs).
Key Strategies:
c) Provide for the consistent and systematic implementation of the Essential
Curriculum in all content areas, which include differentiated curriculum for
English language learners, special education, gifted and talented, and honors
students.
f) Develop and implement instructional strategies that include multiculturalism
and differentiation.
k) Identify and consistently implement a common core of research-based
instructional practices resulting in more purposeful and engaging work for
students.
2008-2009 Master Plan Goal 5: All students will graduate from high school.
Performance Indicator 5.1: All high schools will meet the graduation rate
established by the state.
Key Strategy:
b) Educate all students with disabilities in accordance with the objectives defined
in the student’s Individualized Education Program (IEP) so that they learn the
body of knowledge presented in the regular education environment to the
maximum extent.
Activities:
• Continue to develop competency profiles for students in technical programs
with accommodations for students with special needs.
• Continue to update CTE programs and proposals to increase the rigor and
relevance of all CTE courses including accommodations for special needs
students.
• Conduct professional development to integrate academics and technical
concepts with the approved Essential Curriculum for completer programs and
to provide accommodations for students with disabilities.
• Conduct staff development to improve teachers’ ability to develop lesson
plans and instruct students using integration of completer content with related
academic content, with emphasis on integrating reading, writing, science, and
mathematics to prepare students to enter and complete non-traditional
programs.
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•
•

•

Provide countywide transportation for students with special needs to attend
post-secondary field trips.
Increase student achievement by correlating indicators in career completer
programs and other CTE courses with the High School Assessments and the
Accuplacer assessments, and conducting teacher professional development in
these areas.
Increase student achievement through comprehensive career information
initiatives and by increasing the opportunities for students and educators to
participate in safe and structured work-based experiences.

The BCPS Blueprint for Progress and Master Plan include performance goals and
indicators that serve as the concrete measures by which student achievement is
benchmarked and school system accountability for achievement is defined. While
no Master Plan strategies have been added or revised, the implementation of the
strategies will be refined through modifications at the activity level to address the
identified areas of concern. Changes or adjustments to address concerns and
ensure progress include:
• Convert CTE programs to new Maryland programs of study to increase the
rigor and relevance of all CTE courses including accommodations for special
needs students.
• Continue to develop competency profiles for students in technical programs
with accommodations for students with special needs.
• Continue to work with school counselors and the Office of School Counseling
Services to provide updates on CTE programs of study so that access to these
programs for students with special needs can be scheduled at the school level.
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Addressing Specific Student Groups
Early Learning

Based on the Examination of Early Learning Data (Tables 8.1 and 8.2):
1. Describe the school system’s plans for ensuring the progress of students who
begin kindergarten either not ready or approaching readiness as determined
by the Maryland Model for School Readiness Work Sampling system.
The BCPS Blueprint for Progress and Master Plan include performance goals and
indicators that serve as the concrete measures by which student achievement is
benchmarked and school system accountability for achievement is defined. The
following strategies and activities have been planned for ensuring the progress of
students who begin kindergarten either not ready or approaching readiness as
determined by the Maryland Model for School Readiness Work Sampling system.
2008-2009 Master Plan Goal 1: By 2012, all students will reach high standards,
as established by the Baltimore County Public Schools and state performance
level standards, in English/reading/writing, mathematics, science, and social
studies.
Performance Indicator 1.1: All diploma-bound students in grades 3-8 and
students enrolled in English 10 and Algebra 1 will meet or exceed Maryland
School Assessment (MSA) standards, and students enrolled in English 10 and
Algebra 1 will pass the High School Assessments (HSAs).
Key Strategies:
f) Develop and implement instructional strategies that include multiculturalism
and differentiation.
k) Identify and consistently implement a common core of research-based
instructional practices resulting in more purposeful and engaging work for
students.
m) Develop and implement grade-appropriate diagnostic assessments for reading
and mathematics.
y) Provide professional development opportunities to teachers, paraprofessionals,
and principals in content areas.
Activities:
• Provide countywide training on effective use of curricular materials that
support student learning in the domains of language and literacy, scientific
thinking, social studies, and the arts.
• Provide resource support on utilizing instructional materials and
implementing intervention strategies for preschool, prekindergarten,
kindergarten teachers, and other school-based staff who work with young
children.
• Provide professional development sessions to support preschool,
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•

prekindergarten, and kindergarten teachers in the integration of the Early
Childhood Accountability System (ECAS) with BCPS curriculum,
differentiated instructional strategies, and observation and assessment of
young children.
Provide a continuum of services to support the provision of services in the
natural environment or in the least restrictive environment that includes
typically developing peers.

2. Describe the changes or adjustments that will be made to address those
challenges, along with the corresponding resource allocations. Include
timelines where appropriate.
The BCPS Blueprint for Progress and Master Plan include performance goals and
indicators that serve as the concrete measures by which student achievement is
benchmarked and school system accountability for achievement is defined. While
no Master Plan strategies have been added or revised, the implementation of the
strategies will be refined through modifications at the activity level to address the
identified areas of concern, particularly those relative to professional development
for preschool, prekindergarten, and kindergarten teachers and the evaluation of
early learning initiatives or programs.
2008-2009 Master Plan Goal 1: By 2012, all students will reach high standards,
as established by the Baltimore County Public Schools and state performance
level standards, in English/reading/writing, mathematics, science, and social
studies.
Performance Indicator 1.1: All diploma-bound students in grades 3-8 and
students enrolled in English 10 and Algebra 1 will meet or exceed Maryland
School Assessment (MSA) standards, and students enrolled in English 10 and
Algebra 1 will pass the High School Assessments (HSAs).
Key Strategies:
f) Develop and implement instructional strategies that include multiculturalism
and differentiation.
k) Identify and consistently implement a common core of research-based
instructional practices resulting in more purposeful and engaging work for
students.
m) Develop and implement grade-appropriate diagnostic assessments for reading
and mathematics.
Activities:
• Provide more extensive training for new and veteran general and special
education kindergarten teachers on using the MSDE Expanded Kindergarten
Exemplars – Fall, to ensure more accurate checklist ratings. (Maryland
Model for School Readiness (MMSR)/Early Childhood Accountability
System (ECAS) Professional Development Grants)
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•
•
•
•
•

•

Assist teachers in implementing the newly revised Integrated Language Arts
Guides for prekindergarten and kindergarten which more fully address the
domains of learning.
Provide early childhood teachers with additional resources and materials to
support instruction in the domains of language and literacy, scientific
thinking, social studies, and the arts.
Provide early childhood teachers with additional strategies to support
differentiated instruction to address the needs of all learners.
Provide early childhood teachers with adapted materials and supports to
ensure that all children have full access to the BCPS curriculum.
Offer teacher support in observing children as they practice, apply, and
extend learning in classroom centers to make accurate ratings using the
Kindergarten Exemplars – Fall and the 30 Indicator Kindergarten
Developmental Checklist.
Allocate special education resource teachers to the Office of Early
Childhood Programs to support effective instruction and inclusive practices.
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Addressing Specific Student Groups
Gifted and Talented Programs
1. Describe the progress that was made in 2007-2008 toward meeting Gifted
and Talented Program goals, objectives, and strategies for student
identification and services.
The progress in meeting the goal of increasing student participation in rigorous
courses in all schools is supported by the five year trend data for student
identification and participation in Gifted and Talented courses in grades 3-12. At
all grade bands, student participation has increased over the five year period.
The following reveals the five year trend in percentage of students
identified/enrolled in Gifted and Talented courses in grades 3-12:
• In grades 3-5, GT enrollment increased from 18.3% in 2003-2004 to
24.5% in 2007-2008; an increase of 6.2 percentage points.
• In grades 6-8, GT course enrollment increased from 19.9% in 2003-2004
to 27.2% in 2007-2008; an increase of 7.3 percentage points.
• In grades 9-12, GT course enrollment increased from 23.5% in 2003-2004
to 30.2% in 2007-2008; an increase of 6.7 percentage points.
The following illustrates the five year trend in the MSA results of GT-identified
students in grades 3-8:
• In grades 3-5, the percentage of GT-identified students scoring Proficient
or Advanced on the Reading/Math MSA increased from 97.5% in 20032004 to 99.5% in 2007-2008; a increase of 2.0 percentage points over the
five year period.
• In grades 3-5, the percentage of GT-identified students scoring Advanced
on the Reading/Math MSA increased from 50.0% in 2003-2004 to 72.9%
in 2007-2008. The percentage of students scoring Advanced increased by
22.9 percentage points over the five-year period.
• In grades 6-8, the percentage of GT-identified students scoring Proficient
or Advanced on the Reading/Math MSA increased from 90.5% in 20032004 to 97.2% in 2007-2008; an increase of 6.7 percentage points over the
five year period.
• In grades 6-8, the percentage of GT-identified students scoring Advanced
on the Reading/Math MSA increased from 58.0% in 2003-2004 to 67.6%
in 2007-2008. The percentage of students scoring Advanced increased by
9.6 percentage points over the five-year period.
The following information illustrates the five year trend in the HSA results of GTenrolled students in grades 9-12:
• The percentage of GT-enrolled students passing the Algebra HSA as first
time test takers (Grade 8 administration) decreased from 97.3% in 20032004 to 96.0% in 2007-2008; a decrease of 1.3 percentage points.
• The percentage of GT-enrolled students passing the Biology HSA as first
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time test takers decreased from 95.2% in 2003-2004 to 89.9% in 20072008; a decrease of 5.3 percentage points.
The percentage of GT-enrolled students passing the English HSA as first
time test takers decreased from 92.6% in 2003-2004 to 88.8% in 20072008; a decrease of 3.8 percentage points.
The percentage of GT-enrolled students passing the Government HSA as
first time test takers decreased from 96.6% in 2003-2004 to 93.2% in
2007-2008; a decrease of 3.4 percentage points.

Depending upon the total number of students, percentage point gains or decreases
may not mean more or fewer students’ scores increased or decreased, but that
there was a larger pool of students overall. BCPS carefully reviews all student
data at the school-level and the program-level to provide support to students,
professional development to teachers, and program changes that are needed.
2. Identify the strategies, including resource allocations that appear related to
the progress. Include supporting data as needed.
2007-2008 Master Plan Goal 1: By 2012, all students will reach high standards,
as established by the Baltimore County Public Schools and State performance
level standards, in English/reading/writing, mathematics, science, and social
studies.
Performance Indicator 1.1: All diploma-bound students in grades 3-8 and
students enrolled in English 10 and Algebra I will meet or exceed Maryland
School Assessment (MSA) standards, and students enrolled in English 10 and
Algebra I will pass the High School Assessments (HSAs).
Key Strategies:
c) Provide for the consistent and systematic implementation of the Essential
Curriculum in all content areas which include differentiated curriculum for
English language learners, special education, gifted and talented, and
honors students.
f) Develop and implement instructional strategies that include multiculturalism
and differentiation.
y) Provide professional development opportunities to teachers, paraprofessionals,
and principals in content areas.
2007-2008 Master Plan Goal 5: All students will graduate from high school.
Performance Indicator 5.1: All high schools will meet the graduation rate
established by the state.
Key Strategies:
c) Increase participation rate in gifted and talented programs in all schools.
Activities:
Activities and practices that appear to be related to the progress demonstrated in
increasing the participation and achievement of students enrolled in Gifted and
Talented courses include the following:
• Continued the CATALYST Gifted and Talented education resource
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teacher project in all (37) schoolwide Title I elementary schools.
Continued to implement and support the GT articulation between
elementary and middle schools, and between middle and high schools.
Provided systemwide professional development on a variety of topics for
various audiences and stakeholders, K-12, including the effective use of
the school referral and review process in order to improve the
identification of GT students.

3. Describe where challenges are evident in meeting Gifted and Talented
Program goals, objectives, and strategies.
The greatest challenge continues to be increasing participation of minority and
FARMS-eligible students in gifted and talented courses. The following reveals the
five-year trend in percentage of minority and FARMS-eligible students
identified/enrolled in gifted and talented courses in grades 3-12:
• GT enrollment of minority students increased from 19.6% in 2003-2004 to
28.3% in 2007-2008; an increase of 8.7 percentage points. During this
same time period, minority student enrollment in the district increased
from 32% to 44%, an increase of 12 percentage points. While the overall
percentage of participation has increased, minority students continue to be
underrepresented in gifted and talented courses.
• GT course enrollment of FARMS-eligible students decreased from 13.3%
in 2003-2004 to 11.6% in 2007-2008; a decrease of 1.7 percentage points.
During this same time period, FARMS-eligible student enrollment in the
district increased from 29.6% in 2003-2004 to 36.7% in 2007-2008; an
increase of 7.1 percentage points. While the demographic change reflects a
greater number of students in economic need, the overall participation of
these students in gifted and talented courses has declined.
4. Describe the changes or adjustments that will be made, along with the
corresponding resource allocations to ensure sufficient progress. Include
timelines where appropriate.
The BCPS Blueprint for Progress and Master Plan include performance goals and
indicators that serve as the concrete measures by which student achievement is
benchmarked and school system accountability for achievement is defined. While
no Master Plan strategies have been added or revised, the implementation of the
strategies will be refined through modifications at the activity level to address the
identified areas of concern.
2008-2009 Master Plan Goal 1: By 2012, all students will reach high standards,
as established by the Baltimore County Public Schools and State performance
level standards, in English/reading/writing, mathematics, science, and social
studies.
Performance Indicator 1.1: All diploma-bound students in grades 3-8 and
students enrolled in English 10 and Algebra I will meet or exceed Maryland
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School Assessment (MSA) standards, and students enrolled in English 10 and
Algebra I will pass the High School Assessments (HSAs).
Key Strategies:
c) Provide for the consistent and systematic implementation of the Essential
Curriculum in all content areas which include differentiated curriculum for
English language learners, special education, gifted and talented, and
honors students.
f) Develop and implement instructional strategies that include multiculturalism
and differentiation.
y) Provide professional development opportunities to teachers,
paraprofessionals, and principals in content areas.
2008-2009 Master Plan Goal 5: All students will graduate from high school.
Performance Indicator 5.1: All high schools will meet the graduation rate
established by the state.
Key Strategies:
c) Increase participation rate in gifted and talented programs in all schools.
Activities:
The following activities have been included in the 2008-2009 Master Plan to
address the lower proportion of FARMS-eligible and minority subgroups eligible
for GT identification.
• Provide ongoing, content-specific professional development in rigorous
instruction for teachers who are new to gifted education. The year-long inservice course will provide the opportunity for modeling instruction,
sharing best practices and instructional strategies, and will culminate in a
classroom visitation. The professional development is provided by seven
staff members of the Office of Gifted and Talented Education, as well as
master teachers and department chairs. (1.1.c; 1.1.y)
• Continue to provide ongoing systemwide professional development on a
variety of topics for various audiences and stakeholders, K-12, including
the effective use of the school referral and review process in order to
improve the identification of GT students. The professional development
is provided by seven staff members of the Office of Gifted and Talented
Education; the GT staff provides additional staff development tailored to
the needs of individual schools. (5.1.c)
• Professional development will be provided regarding identification of
gifted students from diverse backgrounds (R. Slocum and Ruby Payne) as
well as expansion of the AVID program.
• Implement, monitor, and evaluate the GT Catalyst program in 37 Title I
elementary schools (18.5 FTE). This program is supported by seven
staff members in the GT office, two specialists and a resource teacher in
the Office of Title I, and a specialist in the Department of Research,
Accountability, and Assessment. This program is designed to support
teachers in:
o Identification of resources to increase participation of typically
underrepresented populations. (5.1.c)
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o Instructional strategies to compensate for gaps in learning.
(1.1.f; 1.1.y)
o Differentiation strategies to ensure rigor and student engagement.
(1.1.c; 1.1.y)
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Response to Clarifying QuestionsResources have been identified that address the concerns resulting from the data
analysis in question 1.
Activities:
The HSA trends indicate a need for curriculum realignment and additional
professional development to support the content and pedagogical knowledge and
skills of teachers. Additional financial and human resources from the general
fund were identified to ensure vertical alignment within content areas and greater
alignment to the VSC and Core Learning Goals, particularly the assessment
limits. A listing below indicates what was completed and will be implemented
during school year 2008-2009 (1.1.c; 1.1.f; and 1.1.y):
• Revision of grades 3-5 science curricula to include parallel differentiation
for GT-identified students with professional development to support
implementation.
• Revision of grades 6-8 GT Language Arts curricula, including the
development of short cycle and benchmark assessments with professional
development to support implementation.
• Revision of GT English 10 curriculum with professional development to
support implementation.
• Revision of GT Biology 10; purchase of supporting textbooks and
resources with professional development to support implementation.
• Revision of GT Chemistry curriculum with professional development to
support implementation.
• Revision of Pre-calculus related courses: Trigonometry with Analytic
Geometry; College Algebra; Pre-calculus (GT 10) with professional
development to support implementation.
• Revision of grades 6-7 GT World Cultures curricula and revision of GT
American History and GT American Government curricula (high school)
with professional development to support implementation.
Activities and practices that are related to the progress demonstrated in increasing
the participation and achievement of students enrolled in Gifted and Talented
courses include the following (1.1.c; 1.1.y; 5.1.c):
• Continued CATALYST Gifted and Talented education resource teacher
project in all (37) school-wide Title I elementary schools.
• Increased support of CATALYST program by the addition of two
specialists to supervise the CATALYST teachers, plan professional
development, and create program evaluation tools.
• Continued implementation and support of GT articulation between
elementary and middle schools, and between middle schools and high
schools.
• Provided professional development systemwide on a variety of topics for
various audiences and stakeholders in grades K-12, including the effective
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use of the school referral and review process in order to improve the
identification of GT students.
Collaborated with content area offices to develop differentiated curriculum
and professional development focused on effective instructional strategies
and increasing rigor.
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Cross-Cutting Themes
Educational Technology
In addition to including technology strategies across the Master Plan aligned to State and local
technology plans, the local school system Master Plan Update should outline specifically how it
will use all sources of funding in meeting the No Child Left Behind Statutory Goals:
•
•
•

Improve student academic achievement through the use of technology in elementary
schools and secondary schools.
To assist every student in crossing the digital divide by ensuring that every student is
technologically literate by the time the student finishes the eighth grade, regardless of the
student’s race, ethnicity, gender, family income, geographic location, or disability.
To encourage the effective integration of technology resources and systems with teacher
training and curriculum development to establish research-based instructional methods
that can be widely implemented as best practices by State educational agencies and local
educational agencies.

Based on data from the Maryland Technology Inventory, local data and data from any other
relevant sources to address the following questions:
1. Describe the progress that was made in 2007-2008 toward meeting educational technology
goals.
2. Identify the key practices, programs, or strategies to which you attribute the progress.
Include supporting data and evaluation results as appropriate.
3. Describe where challenges in making progress toward meeting educational technology goals
are evident.
4. Describe the plans for addressing those challenges and include a description of the
adjustments that will be made to the Master Plan and local Technology Plan. Include
timelines where appropriate.
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Cross-Cutting Themes
Educational Technology

1. Describe the progress that was made in 2007-2008 toward meeting educational
technology goals.
During the 2007-2008 school year, much progress was made in fulfilling the BCPS Blueprint
for Progress and the Master Plan Strategies for Goal 1 and Goal 8 as they relate to
educational technology. Technology continues to be infused increasingly into all aspects of
teaching and learning in BCPS and evidence of this progress is reflected in student
achievement and educational technology results.
2007-2008 Master Plan Goal 1: By 2012, all students will reach high standards, as
established by the Baltimore County Public Schools and state performance level standards, in
English/reading/writing, mathematics, science, and social studies.
Performance Indicator 1.1: All diploma-bound students in grades 3-8 and students
enrolled in English 10 and Algebra I will meet or exceed Maryland School Assessment
(MSA) standards, and students enrolled in English 10 and Algebra I will pass the High
School Assessments (HSA).
Key Strategy:
j) Integrate technology in the teaching/learning process.
PROGRESS:
• The percentage of elementary school students achieving proficient or advanced on the
MSA in reading continues to increase. In 2007-2008, the All Students group
exceeded the elementary school reading AMO by 15.5 percentage points.
• In 2007-2008, the percentage of the All Students group achieving proficient or
advanced in reading exceeded the AMO by 7.2 percentage points.
• The percentage of elementary school students achieving proficient or advanced on the
MSA in mathematics continues to increase. In 2007-2008, the All Students group
exceeded the elementary school mathematics AMO by 15.9 percentage points.
• The percentage of middle school students achieving proficient or advanced on the
MSA in mathematics also continues to increase. In 2007-2008, the All Students
group exceeded the middle school mathematics AMO by 10.4 percentage points.
2007-2008 Master Plan Goal 8: All students will receive a quality education through the
efficient and effective use of resources and the delivery of business services.
Performance Indicator 8.1: All students, teachers, and office staff will have access to
technology to support student achievement, a highly qualified teaching staff, and stakeholder
involvement in the educational process.
Performance Indicator 8.2: All schools and offices will have high-capacity computers at
the ratio of:
• One computer per five students by 2005;
• One computer per school-based teacher, administrator and clerical by 2006; and
• One computer per central office administrative/supervisory and clerical staff by 2007.
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Key Strategies:
a) Provide teachers with professional development opportunities for using and integrating
technology into curriculum and instruction.
b) Continue to have a standard platform for computer hardware and for the identification
purchase and use of instructional software.
h) Provide opportunities for all students so they will acquire and apply information through
the use of educational media, including technology and media centers.
i) Develop, modify, and monitor business operations to ensure efficient and effective use of
resources.
PROGRESS:
• Completed the pilot and provided the assessTrax application and scanners to 100% of
schools. This technology allows teachers to implement assessments and access
student test results within minutes of the tests being scanned.
• Completed the systemwide implementation of the TIE NET application that provides
immediate access to students’ Individualized Education Program and Section 504
information for special education staff.
• Completed the conversion of all high school Career and Technology Education (CTE)
computer labs from Apple Macintosh to Dell Windows technology. This effort
resulted in new high performing computers for students and new lap tops for CTE
teachers.
• Provided a web-based STARS report card program for all elementary school teachers.
This program gives teachers home access to report cards.
• Provided to schools, as appropriate, online science MSA, Alt-MSA, and Mod-HSA.
Professional development was also provided to all technical support personnel in the
schools.
• Designed the Articulated Instruction Module database and reporting tool and
provided professional development for technology liaisons in the use of the tool.
• Completed the revision of the BCPS Technology Plan, A Framework for Technology
Implementation, July 1, 2008 – June 30, 2011, which was approved by the Maryland
State Department of Education on June 30, 2008. This plan helps to meet the state
target that all school systems will have policies and procedures to address
accessibility of resources and to meet the needs of students by 2012.
2. Identify the key practices, programs, or strategies to which you attribute the progress.
Include supporting data and evaluation results as appropriate.
Baltimore County Public Schools (BCPS) remains committed to the integration of
technology into all aspects of the work of the school system. The BCPS Blueprint for
Progress and the BCPS Master Plan include goals, indicators, and strategies related to the
accomplishment of this commitment. Each strategy in the Master Plan is supported by
activities designed to implement the strategy and achieve the Master Plan indicator. The
strategies listed below appear related to the identified increases in student performance
achieved on MSA and HSA. These goals and objectives also align with the objectives of the
Maryland Educational Technology Plan for the New Millennium and the BCPS Framework
for Technology Implementation.
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2007-2008 Master Plan Goal 1: By 2012, all students will reach high standards, as
established by the Baltimore County Public Schools and state performance level standards, in
English/reading/writing, mathematics, science, and social studies.
Performance Indicator 1.1: All diploma-bound students in grades 3-8 and students
enrolled in English 10 and Algebra I will meet or exceed Maryland School Assessment
(MSA) standards, and students enrolled in English 10 and Algebra I will pass the High
School Assessments (HSA).
Key Strategy:
j) Integrate technology in the teaching/learning process.
Activities:
• Continued professional development on effective strategies to ensure differentiation
of instruction/assessments and opportunities for acceleration for all students.
• Applied research-based methodologies and interventions to meet the needs of diverse
learners.
• Continued to implement adaptive technology in schools to support the achievement of
all students including ethnic groups, special education, English language learners,
FARMS, and gifted and talented.
• Continued to monitor and support teachers in the use of technology to include
training on graphing calculators, TI Navigator System, tablet technology, and
computer integration to support the achievement of all students including ethnic
groups, special education, English language learners, FARMS, and gifted and
talented.
• Provided instructional guidance and professional development that ensure levels of
rigor consistent with high expectations, higher level thinking, and preparation for
advanced programs of study.
• Provided opportunities for students to demonstrate their acquisition and processing of
knowledge through writing, products, and performance. Continue to conduct
demonstration lessons and coaching for teachers to share research-based instructional
practices and to enable teachers to provide differentiated instruction in reading,
English/reading/writing, mathematics, science, and social studies.
• Implemented the web-based IEP format mandated by Maryland State Department of
Education (MSDE).
• Developed a scope and sequence of technology literacy skills aligned with the
Maryland Technology Literacy Standards for Students.
• Provided professional development for teachers and administrators in the use of the
Maryland Technology Standards for Teachers and the Maryland Technology
Standards for School Administrators to assist them in understanding the standards and
how they relate to their professional growth and contribute to increased student
learning.
• Provided a keyboarding program for students in Grade 4 in order to build motor
patterns and efficiency in keyboarding.
• Continued to partner and work collaboratively with the University of Maryland
Baltimore County and the National Science Foundation to develop challenging math
and science curricula and professional development for the students and teachers of
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the Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) Academy Schools, as well
as for other schools within the system.
Continued to work with Channel 73 to produce the mathematics programming for
Homework Helpers and to produce mathematics training videos for use on Video
Safari Montage.
Continued to design and implement problem-based learning units for grades PreK-5
that incorporate design and technology concepts and electronic data acquisition
activities aligned with the VSC.
Continued to expand upon the course offerings for the Elementary Summer Science
Institute with more emphasis on Maryland State Department of Education
Technology Standards, in partnership with the Community College of Baltimore
County.
Continued to support the implementation of the course Using Technology to Teach
Science to be offered to all elementary science cohorts and the Elementary Summer
Science Institute.
Continued to offer the Maryland State Department of Education approved course The
Active Science Classroom: Teaching Science Content Through Information,
Technology, and Visual Literacies, a collaborative professional development through
BCPS, CCBC, and UMBC.
Collaborated with Maryland Public Television and local universities in the
development of the interactive instructional resource, “Learning Games to Go,” for
integration into middle school mathematics classrooms to engage students in the
learning of mathematics.
Continued to provide leadership statewide as the lead county in the implementation of
the Algebra Collaborative Consortium to develop, pilot, and provide an online
Algebra student course and course components aligned with the VSC through the use
of e-Learning.
Continued to monitor and support teachers in the use of electronic mathematics
resources such as Video Safari Montage, Gizmos, Geometer Sketchpad, Fathom, etc.
Continued to support the implementation of whiteboard/tablet technology in middle
school science classrooms by creating exemplary science lessons for each middle
school unit.
Continued to provide and support school-based technology integration teachers in
elementary and selected secondary schools to instruct students as well as support
teachers in the development of effective strategies for integrating technology and
digital content into teaching and learning.
Continued to provide and support school-based technology integration teachers in
elementary and selected secondary schools to instruct students as well as support
teachers in the development of effective strategies for integrating technology and
digital content into teaching and learning.
Continued to develop and revise Online Research Models to promote best practices in
engaging student problem solving by integrating information literacy with curriculum
content standards in reading, English, science, mathematics, language arts, and social
studies.
Infused and integrated Maryland Technology Standards for Students in curriculum
design, teaching, learning, and assessment.
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Continued to provide online AP and General Education courses for students as part of
the e-Learning initiative as outlined in the BCPS Guidelines and Procedures Manual
for Online Courses.
Continued to provide an online database of Curriculum-Based Technology
Integration Activities as models of “Best Practices” in integrating technology into
existing and new BCPS curriculum.
Continued to support the use of e-communities through Desire2Learn so that
curriculum offices and schools have access to a collaborative communication tools
and electronic resources with access to an e-Learner system.
Continued to facilitate the BCPS Instructional Software and Web-based Resources
Evaluation Process to provide quality resources for improving both student
achievement and instruction while providing equity and standardization of resources.
Piloted and assessed supplemental technology programs that support mathematics
instruction and academic preparation for local, state, and national assessments.
Provided professional development for teachers and administrators in the use of the
Maryland Technology Standards for Teachers and the Maryland Technology
Standards for School Administrators to assist them in understanding the standards and
how they relate to their professional growth and contribute to increased student
learning.

2007-2008 Master Plan Goal 8: All students will receive a quality education through the
efficient and effective use of resources and the delivery of business services.
Performance Indicator 8.1: All students, teachers, and office staff will have access to
technology to support student achievement, a highly qualified teaching staff, and stakeholder
involvement in the educational process.
Performance Indicator 8.2: All schools and offices will have high-capacity computers at
the ratio of:
• One computer per five students by 2005;
• One computer per school-based teacher, administrator and clerical by 2006; and
• One computer per central office administrative/supervisory and clerical staff by 2007.
Key Strategies:
a) Provide teachers with professional development opportunities for using and integrating
technology into curriculum and instruction.
b) Continue to have a standard platform for computer hardware and for the identification
purchase and use of instructional software.
h) Provide opportunities for all students so they will acquire and apply information through
the use of educational media, including technology and media centers.
i) Develop, modify, and monitor business operations to ensure efficient and effective use of
resources.
Activities:
• Continued to offer differing levels of professional development at the system level to
meet the basic, application, and integration skills of teachers in integrating technology
into instruction to support the achievement of all students including ethnic groups,
special education, English language learners, FARMS, and gifted and talented.
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Continued to assess and modify the role of the instructional technology (IT) resource
teachers in providing support to administrators, liaisons, technology integration
teachers, and other instructional staff as they continue to learn to integrate technology
into teaching and learning based on the Maryland Technology Standards for School
Administrators, the Maryland Technology Standards for Teachers, and the Maryland
Teacher Professional Development Standards.
Continued to provide regularly scheduled professional development and support at
the school and system level for elementary technology integration teachers and
technology liaisons and alternates so they can better serve the needs of their schools’
staff and students.
Continued to offer technology integration institutes for both elementary and
secondary teachers which focus on using technology to teach science and
mathematics.
Continued to offer using the online institute Using Technology to Teach Reading and
Writing Across the Curriculum, for elementary and secondary teachers to improve
instruction and meet the needs of diverse learners.
Developed, as the lead county in a state-wide consortium, an online assessment tool
to determine the technology literacy competencies of school-based administrators
related to the Maryland Technology Standards for School Administrators.
Continued to offer graduate-level cohort programs for teachers to develop leaders in
instructional technology and library media, and provide an online graduate-level
cohort program in instructional technology.
Piloted and implemented a Graduate Certificate Program in School Leadership in
Technology, in collaboration with the Johns Hopkins University, for school-based
teachers and administrators who will work together to build capacity within a school
for the effective use of technology.
Continued to develop a data cube of library media program data (collection, staffing,
and technology) that correlates with student achievement research.
Continued to develop, pilot, and implement e-Learning initiatives which provide
online alternatives for professional growth in the effective use of technology for
teachers, paraprofessionals, and other instructional staff.
Provided 24/7 access to school library media collections and digital content for staff,
students, and their families.
Continued to increase teacher access to digital content for technology integration for
daily classroom instruction through the use of the Internet and the Intranet
connections.
Continued to provide professional development and support to school-based
technology liaisons in maintaining hardware and software inventories and in
managing, maintaining, and troubleshooting hardware resources in schools.
Continued to implement the BCPS Enterprise Student Information System.
Completed the development of a professional development web application that
tracks and reports professional development activities for all school-based personnel.
Investigated the feasibility of using the current enterprise HR system to track and
report professional development activities.
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Continued to work collaboratively with the Office of Research, Accountability, and
Assessment to support the training program for technical assistance for the online
assessment program.
Provided staff development and quality control systems designed to ensure the
accurate and expedient entry of data into the data warehouse.
Continued to seek funding to continue the four-year replacement cycle for one
computer per five students.
Continued to provide professional development and support to school-based
technology liaisons in maintaining hardware and software inventories and in
managing, maintaining, and troubleshooting hardware resources in schools based on
the Maryland Teacher Professional Development Standards.
Adjusted the budget development and decision-making processes to increase
connections to curriculum goals and strategic priorities by using various assessment
tools including ranking, cost-benefit analysis, and other measures of effectiveness.
Continued to implement processes and software to increase electronic purchasing,
electronic submission of payroll data, and electronic access to financial reports.
Continued to provide an online instrument for administrative staff to access the
Allocation Spreadsheet and the Projected Resource Allocation Sheet.
Continued to resolve Customer Support Services issues (related to technical support
for the use of technology) in a timely manner.
Continued to maintain Wide Area Network availability.
Continued to maintain Enterprise System availability
Continued to work toward the goal of increased bandwidth through fiber optic
technology to 90% of BCPS sites by 2008.

3. Describe where challenges in making progress toward meeting educational goals are
evident.
The major challenge in making progress toward integrating technology in the teaching
and learning process is the need to have curriculum written or acquired that incorporates
the effective use of technology directly into daily instruction for teachers. It must be
emphasized that the use of technology to deliver the curriculum is only one component of
technology use. Also, the gathering and analyzing of information is very important,
however, we must remind ourselves of the need to take our students beyond informationgathering and provide them with the ability to produce ideas and share them using
technology productivity tools. Students must be actively engaged in using technology to
collect data, solve problems, make decisions, and produce products which show evidence
of new learning. Technology use must be infused within each of these learning activities.
Producing written curriculum that infuses the use of technology will help ensure that
technology will be used in teaching and assessing the curriculum.
School-based technology integration teachers have been assigned to all elementary
schools; however, the system continues to work toward full implementation of
instructional strategies needed for effective technology integration. School teams,
including technology integration teachers, must work collaboratively to support the
integration of technology into teaching and learning. These teams must include
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technology integration teachers, school library media specialists, department chairpersons
and/or other grade level leaders as well as administrative partners.
In a school system with over 30,000 instructional computers, there is a need to continue
identifying funding sources for acquisition of software upgrades and new licenses. The
Maryland Technology Literacy Standards for Students have been used in the curriculum
work done by several offices, and they must be in all newly written curriculums in the
Baltimore County Public Schools. A major challenge in the use of e-Learning initiatives
with students is providing professional development for teachers who have been trained
to mentor students taking online courses and the need to have teachers trained as online
instructors. Another major challenge in implementing online courses for students is the
need to have students understand the differences between face-to-face and online learning
which includes knowing the basic skills of online learning, and knowing how to manage
time. Providing curriculum offices and schools with access to the e-Learning system is
needed for facilitators of e-communities and online professional learning communities.
4. Describe the plans for addressing those challenges and include a description of the
adjustments that will be made to the Master Plan and local Technology Plan.
Include timelines where appropriate.
The BCPS Blueprint for Progress and Master Plan include performance goals and
indicators that serve as the concrete measures by which student achievement is
benchmarked and school system accountability for achievement is defined. While no
Master Plan strategies have been added or revised, the implementation of the strategies
will be refined through modifications at the activity level to address the identified areas
of concern.
2008-2009 Master Plan Goal 1: By 2012, all students will reach high standards, as
established by the Baltimore County Public Schools and state performance level
standards, in English/reading/writing, mathematics, science, and social studies.
Performance Indicator 1.1: All diploma-bound students in grades 3-8 and students
enrolled in English 10 and Algebra I will meet or exceed Maryland School Assessment
(MSA) standards, and students enrolled in English 10 and Algebra I will pass the High
School Assessments (HSA).
Key Strategy:
j) Integrate technology in the teaching/learning process.
2008-2009 Master Plan Goal 8: All students will receive a quality education through the
efficient and effective use of resources and the delivery of business services.
Performance Indicator 8.1: All students, teachers, and office staff will have access to
technology to support student achievement, a highly qualified teaching staff, and
stakeholder involvement in the educational process.
Performance Indicator 8.2: All schools and offices will have high-capacity computers
at the ratio of:
• One computer per five students by 2005;
• One computer per school-based teacher, administrator and clerical by 2006; and
• One computer per central office administrative/supervisory and clerical staff by 2007.
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Key Strategies:
a) Provide teachers with professional development opportunities for using and
integrating technology into curriculum and instruction.
b) Continue to have a standard platform for computer hardware and for the identification
purchase and use of instructional software.
h) Provide opportunities for all students so they will acquire and apply information
through the use of educational media, including technology and media centers.
i) Develop, modify, and monitor business operations to ensure efficient and effective use
of resources.
Activities:
• Continue to implement assistive technology in schools to support the achievement of
all students including ethnic groups, special education, English language learners,
FARMS, and gifted and talented.
• Continue to offer differing levels of professional development at the system level to
meet the basic, application, and integration skills of teachers in integrating technology
into instruction to support the achievement of all students including ethnic groups,
special education, English language learners, FARMS, and gifted and talented.
• Implement a Governance Committee to review the implementation of the Framework
for Technology Implementation 2008-2012 and to meet the new guidelines in the
Maryland Technology Plan 2007-2012. The Governance Committee will begin its
work by defining 21st Century Learning and examining the role that technology will
play in providing schools and classrooms the resources, staff, and professional
development needed for 21st century learners.
• Continue professional development on effective strategies to ensure differentiation of
instruction and assessments and opportunities for acceleration for all students.
• Continue to integrate Web-based digital content resources (databases, evaluated
Internet resources, Safari Montage videos, and Web 2.0 tools) into curriculum and
instruction.
• Provide opportunities for students to demonstrate their acquisition and processing of
knowledge through writing, products, and performance.
• Continue to conduct demonstration lessons and coaching for teachers to share
research-based instructional practices and to enable teachers to provide differentiated
instruction in reading, English, mathematics, science, and social studies.
• Design, deliver, and manage a dynamic repository of rigorous digital curriculum that
provide a “click away” access to multimedia, print, and interactive resources; best
practices and demonstration lessons; research-based professional development;
assessments; and a collaborative workspace for teacher feedback.
• Provide parents/guardians with 24/7 anytime/anywhere access to school library media
collections, evaluated websites, and digital content via the Destiny Library Manager
public access catalog and the library information services digital content portal in
order to promote independent reading and to support homework assignments.
• Apply research-based methodologies and interventions to meet the needs of diverse
learners.
• Implement the Web-based IEP format mandated by the Maryland State Department
of Education (MSDE).
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•

•

Maximize access to professional development opportunities by offering 24/7
anytime/anywhere access to Web-based learning modules, videos, distance learning,
and online learning communities.
Integrate the Maryland Technology Literacy Standards for Students (Educational
Technology VSC) into the written curriculum.
Implement a plan for assessing student technology literacy skills as required by the
No Child Left Behind Act of 2001.
Implement a plan for assessing teacher and administrator technology literacy skills as
required by the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001.
Provide professional development for teachers and administrators in the use of the
Maryland Technology Standards for Teachers and the Maryland Technology
Standards for School Administrators to assist them in understanding the standards
and how they relate to their professional growth and contribute to increased student
learning.
Continue the keyboarding program for students in Grade 4 in order to build motor
patterns and efficiency in keyboarding and provide guidelines for the integration of
keyboarding skills into the teaching of the curriculum at all elementary grade levels,
PreK-5.
Continue to implement the elementary science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics (STEM) fair.
Continue to design and implement problem-based learning units for grades PreK-5
that incorporate design and technology concepts and electronic data acquisition
activities aligned with the VSC.
Continue to produce model lessons demonstrating best practice in reading and
language arts instruction for use on Safari Montage.
Continue to monitor and support teachers in the use of electronic mathematics
resources such as Video Safari Montage, Gizmos, Geometer Sketchpad, Fathom, etc.
Continue to support the implementation of whiteboard/tablet technology in middle
school science classrooms by creating exemplary science lessons for each middle
school unit.
Continue to support the attainment of skills and knowledge in algebra/data analysis
through the use of e-Learning, including an online student course, an online
professional development course, and mathematics teachers to use in instruction
including acceleration for students.
Continue to monitor COMAR 13A.04.05.01 to ensure quality instructional resources
for diverse populations and learning preferences.
Continue to provide an online database of Curriculum-Based Technology Integration
Activities as models of “Best Practices” in integrating technology into existing and
new BCPS curriculum.
Continue to provide and support school-based technology integration teachers in
elementary and selected secondary schools to instruct students as well as support
teachers in the development of effective strategies for integrating technology and
digital content into teaching and learning.
Infuse and integrate the Maryland Technology Standards for Students in curriculum
design, teaching, learning, and assessment.
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Continue to provide online AP and General Education courses for students as part of
the e-Learning initiative as outlined in the BCPS Guidelines and Procedures Manual
for Online Courses.
Continue to support the use of e-communities through Desire2Learn so that
curriculum offices and schools have access to collaborative communication tools and
electronic resources with access to an e-Learner system.
Continue to facilitate the BCPS Instructional Software and Web-based Resources
Evaluation Process to provide quality resources for improving both student
achievement and instruction while providing equity and standardization of resources.
Develop and pilot an electronic learning community to support algebra teachers in the
implementation of the curriculum.
Pilot and assess supplemental technology programs that support mathematics
instruction and academic preparation for local, state, and national assessments.
Continue to add electronic data acquisition activities to all science units.
Develop e-curricula for chemistry and physics to expand the application of interactive
instructional technology to support the achievement of all students.
Offer the practice SAT online for all students.
Continue to offer the SAT online preparation course for all high school students.
Continue to assess and modify the role of the instructional technology (IT) resource
teachers in providing support to administrators, liaisons, technology integration
teachers, and other instructional staff as they continue to learn to integrate technology
into teaching and learning based on the Maryland Technology Standards for School
Administrators, the Maryland Technology Standards for Teachers, and the Maryland
Teacher Professional Development Standards.
Continue to provide regularly scheduled professional development and support at the
school and system level for elementary technology integration teachers and
technology liaisons and alternates so they can better serve the needs of their schools’
staff and students.
Continue to offer technology integration institutes for both elementary and secondary
teachers which focus on using technology to teach science and mathematics.
Continue to offer using the online institute Using Technology to Teach Reading and
Writing Across the Curriculum, for elementary and secondary teachers to improve
instruction and meet the needs of diverse learners.
Pilot and implement an online assessment tool to determine the technology literacy
competencies of school-based administrators related to the Maryland Technology
Standards for School Administrators.
Use the online technology measurement tool, based on the Maryland Technology
Standards for Teachers, to assist teachers in planning their professional growth
activities as they relate to the use of instructional technology and to assist central
office staff in the planning of systemwide professional development in the integration
of instructional technology into instruction.
Continue to offer graduate-level cohort programs for teachers to develop leaders in
instructional technology and library media, and provide an online graduate-level
cohort program in instructional technology.
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Continue to offer a Graduate Certificate Program in School Leadership in Technology
cohort, in collaboration with the Johns Hopkins University, for school-based teachers
and administrators who will work together to build capacity within a school for the
effective use of technology.
Continue to develop a data cube of library media program data (collection, staffing,
and technology) that correlates with student achievement research.
Continue to develop, pilot, and implement e-Learning initiatives which provide online
alternatives for professional growth in the effective use of technology for teachers,
paraprofessionals, and other instructional staff.
Continue to provide 24/7 access to school library media collections and digital
content for staff, students, and their families.
Continue to increase teacher access to digital content for technology integration for
daily classroom instruction through the use of the Internet and the Intranet
connections.
Continue to provide professional development and support to school-based
technology liaisons in maintaining hardware and software inventories and in
managing, maintaining, and troubleshooting hardware resources in schools.
Implement a governance committee to review the implementation of the Framework
for Technology Implementation 2008- 2012 to meet the new guidelines in the
Maryland Educational Technology Plan for the New Millennium 2007-2012.
Continue to implement the BCPS Enterprise Student Information System.
Complete the development of a professional development web application that tracks
and reports professional development activities for all school-based personnel.
Investigate the feasibility of using the current enterprise HR system to track and
report professional development activities.
Continue to support the training program for technical assistance for the online
assessment program.
Develop and implement a five-year technology refresh and upgrade plan.
Develop and begin to implement a plan to provide classroom projectors.
Seek funding to continue the four-year replacement cycle for one computer per five
students.
Provide staff development and quality control systems designed to ensure the
accurate and expedient entry of data into the data warehouse.
Continue to provide professional development and support to school-based
technology liaisons in maintaining hardware and software inventories and in
managing, maintaining, and troubleshooting hardware resources in schools based on
the Maryland Teacher Professional Development Standards.
Continue to maintain Wide Area Network availability.
Continue to maintain Enterprise System availability.
Provide increased bandwidth through fiber optic technology to 90% of BCPS sites by
2008.
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Cross-Cutting Themes
Education That Is Multicultural
The Bridge to Excellence in Public Schools Act requires that each school system’s Master
Plan and Master Plan Annual Update include goals and strategies for the cross-cutting
theme Education That Is Multicultural (ETM). The ETM Regulation1 defines
Education That Is Multicultural as a “continuous, integrated, multiethnic
multidisciplinary process for educating all students about commonality and diversity. It
prepares students to live, learn, interact and work creatively in an interdependent global
society.” Education That is Multicultural supports academic achievement and positive
interpersonal and inter-group relations and encompasses five areas – curriculum,
instruction, staff development, instructional resources, and school climate. ETM
initiatives rely on parent involvement and community support.
Instructions:
Discuss the progress toward meeting Education That is Multicultural (ETM) goals by
responding to the following questions:
1. Identify the major ETM goals that were addressed by the school system
during the 2007-2008 academic year. In your response, be sure to address
the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Curriculum
Instruction
Staff Development
Instructional Resources
School Climate

BCPS recognizes Education That is Multicultural as an overarching theme and, as
such, it is addressed throughout the 2007-2008 Master Plan based on Goals 1-6.
ETM focus on Curriculum, Instruction, Staff Development, Instructional
Resources, and School Climate, and is based on a review of the document,
Maryland Local School System Protocols for Infusing Education That is
Multicultural and Achievement.
2007-2008 Master Plan Goal 1: By 2012, all students will reach high standards,
as established by the Baltimore County Public Schools and State performance
level standards, in English/reading/writing, mathematics, science, and social
studies.
2007-2008 Master Plan Goal 2: By 2012, all English language learners will
become proficient in English and reach high academic standards in
reading/language arts, mathematics, sciences, and social studies.

1

Code of Maryland Regulations13A.04.05.
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2007-2008 Master Plan Goal 3: By 2005-2006, all students will be taught by
highly qualified teachers.
2007-2008 Master Plan Goal 4: All students will be educated in school
environments that are safe and conducive to learning.
2007-2008 Master Plan Goal 5: All students will graduate from high school.
2007-2008 Master Plan Goal 6: Engage parents/guardians, business, and
community members in the educational process.
All ETM strategies embedded in the original Master Plan are in the ongoing stage
of full implementation. The ETM strategies are inherent in the school system’s
Blueprint for Progress, which stresses structuring a school environment that is
conducive to learning for all students, and there are certain areas of the ETM
Regulation that have been and continue to be specifically enhanced in
implementation. In addition to curriculum, instruction, and professional
development, BCPS has intensively examined climate factors through the use of
instruments like the School Diversity Inventory. The primary function of the
Office of Equity and Assurance is to assist in oversight and monitoring of
implementation of the Education That Is Multicultural Regulation. Schools and
offices are directed to infuse ETM routinely in their day-to-day operations. The
work is ongoing; however, central office, school-based administrators, staff, and
faculty members all participate in monitoring full implementation of the ETM
Regulation.
2. Describe the progress that was made toward meeting these goals and the
programs, practices, strategies, or initiatives to which you attribute the
progress.
The ETM Regulation mandates that school systems recognize students’ various
cultural background factors as well as ongoing needs of students from diverse
backgrounds. To address these areas, BCPS continues to implement initiatives to
address the needs of students as well as professional staff. Representative
programmatic efforts are as follows:
•

•

•

Cultural Contexts for Learning – A guide to addressing cultural aspects in
students’ education. Information includes differentiation of instruction,
description of cultures, as well as instruments for evaluation of resources
and materials based on multicultural content.
Crossroads – A comprehensive guide for parents and professional staff
who are new to Baltimore County. It is translated into various languages
and provides information ranging from basic community services to
cultural sites and activities.
Learning Preferences in the Curriculum – All BCPS curriculum include
alternative activities that address certain learning styles. These activities
form a bridge between students’ culture and cognition that is essential for
learning and in alignment with the State ETM Regulation.
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•

•
•

•
•

Professional Development – The Office of Equity and Assurance and the
Department of Professional Development continue to offer course work
and workshops related to ETM, students with disabilities, gifted learners,
ESOL students, and differentiation. Distribution of these courses has
increased significantly by placing them online. Workshops for schools
and offices, curriculum writers, and mentors are provided on an ongoing
basis. BCPS currently has an ETM liaison in almost all of its schools.
The liaisons are responsible for disseminating information related to
instruction, resources, climate, and other cogent ETM matters.
Specialized workshops – Including offerings such as Learning
Preferences, Diversity, as well as Matching Teaching Styles with Learning
Styles.
New Teacher Induction – In a continuing effort to provide timely
professional development to new teachers, all teachers who are new to
BCPS receive training and resources in the tenets of ETM and the
Regulation as a key part of their induction.
Learning Preferences Survey - The school system has implemented a
learning preferences survey to assess how students from various
backgrounds best intake, process, and retain knowledge.
Articulated Instruction Module - The Articulated Instruction Module
(AIM) provides teachers, parents, and students with specific indicators of
student progress levels based on classroom instructor input.

3. Describe where challenges in meeting ETM goals are evident.
No specific challenges beyond refining implementation have been identified.
4. Describe the changes, adjustments, or revisions that will be made to
programs or strategies for 2008-2009 to address the identified challenges and
ensure progress.
The BCPS Blueprint for Progress and Master Plan include performance goals and
indicators that serve as the concrete measures by which student achievement is
benchmarked and school system accountability for achievement is defined. While
no Master Plan strategies have been added or revised, the implementation of the
strategies will be refined through modifications at the activity level to address the
identified areas of concern.
2008-2009 Master Plan Goal 1: By 2012, all students will reach high standards,
as established by the Baltimore County Public Schools and State performance
level standards, in English/reading/writing, mathematics, science, and social
studies.
Performance Indicator 1.1: All diploma-bound students in grades 3–8 and 10
will meet or exceed Maryland School Assessment (MSA) standards.
Key Strategies:
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c) Provide for the consistent and systematic implementation of the Essential
Curriculum in all content areas, which includes differentiated curriculum
for English language learners, special education, gifted and talented, and
honors students.
f) Develop and implement instructional strategies that include
multiculturalism and differentiation.
g) Provide the opportunity for students to participate in music, art, athletic,
and extra-curricular activities.
k) Identify and consistently implement a common core of research-based
instructional practices resulting in more purposeful and engaging work for
students.
q) Provide parents, guardians, and community stakeholder groups with
strategies that can be implemented with children to enhance student
learning.
y) Provide professional development opportunities to teachers, paraprofessionals, and principals in content areas.
2008-2009 Master Plan Goal 3: By 2005-2006, all students will be taught by
highly qualified teachers.
Performance Indicator 3.1: All teachers and paraprofessionals will meet the
requirements for highly qualified, as defined by the No Child Left Behind and the
Bridge to Excellence in Public Schools Education Acts.
Key Strategies:
a) Ensure that all children have an opportunity to receive instruction from
teachers with diverse cultural and experiential backgrounds.
b) Develop a plan for recruitment and support of teachers in schools that have
more than twice the school system average of non-tenured or provisionally
certified teachers.
Activities:
• Continue to focus on developing a partnership between BCPS and the
Community Colleges of Baltimore County to assist immigrant parents and
parents of ELLs in becoming familiar with the school system, American
educational practices, and how to navigate offices and schools in order to
obtain appropriate assistance. (connects to Goal 2)
• Expand the understanding of differentiation from the perspective of
cultural background by implementing Style to Content to address
differences based on cultural background.
• Enhance the implementation of AIM to enable educators to differentiate
instruction based upon student performance in meeting curriculum
objectives.
• Develop a comprehensive professional development plan, which provides
central leadership and coordination of all professional development,
including workshop and technical assistance on learning preferences,
AIM, and practices for addressing diverse student populations (R. 2).
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•
•
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•

Continue to implement the learning preferences survey to assess how
students from various backgrounds best intake, process, and retain
knowledge.
Continue to provide training for ETM liaisons and school-based staff and
central office staff to explore related facets of ETM.
Continue to investigate and identify, at the international, national, and
state levels, research-based best practices designed to eliminate
achievement gaps. Continue to participate in establishing international
partnerships to learn and share best practices.
Transition and expand Black Saga, a multicultural program that enriches
the social studies curricula to reflect the contributions of African
Americans, to the Office of Elementary Social Studies.
Establish professional development workshops with the Reginald F. Lewis
Museum of Maryland African American History and Culture to support
the achievement of all students including ethnic groups, special education,
English language learners, FARMS, and gifted and talented.
Provide resources that assist schools in addressing diverse students,
professionals, and communities.
Sponsor Future Educators Association chapters to provide students
opportunities to enhance social skills and self-esteem.
Provide a series of workshops for schools and office personnel that
address issues relevant to diversity and multiculturalism.
Continue national and international recruiting efforts to provide a diverse
teaching staff.
Continue to recruit and support high quality instructional staffs who meet
recognized teaching and certification standards.
Provide an annual update of diversity of administrative leadership and
instructional staff.
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I.G
Local Goals and Indicators
This section is intended to provide school systems with an opportunity to discuss the
progress that they are making toward local goals that have not been addressed in the
preceding sections.
Instructions:
Provide data from any relevant source. In the local school system’s response, address the
following questions:
1. Describe the progress that was made in 2007-2008 toward local goals.
2. Identify the programs, practices, or strategies and the corresponding resource
allocations to which you attribute the progress. Include supporting data as needed.
3. Describe where challenges in making progress toward meeting local goals are
evident.
4. Describe the adjustments or changes that will be made along with the
corresponding resource allocations to ensure sufficient progress. Include
timelines where appropriate.

GOAL 6
1. The following progress was made in 2007-2008 toward local goals:
2007-2008 Master Plan Goal 6: Engage parents/guardians, business, and
community members in the educational process.
Performance Indicator 6.1: All parents/guardians will have multiple
opportunities to participate in home-school communication.
• One hundred percent of elementary, middle, and high schools reported 100%
parent/guardian and teacher conferences.
Performance Indicator 6.2: Increase student, parent/guardian, and teacher
conferences to 100% in all schools.
• One hundred percent of elementary, middle, and high schools have published
expectations of student behavior and parental responsibilities and involvement.
Performance Indicator 6.3: Increase learning opportunities for
parents/guardians, staff, and community members to assist in developing a
refining knowledge and skills needed to support students’ academic achievement
and recognize students’ successes.
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• One hundred percent of elementary, middle, and high schools provided learning
opportunities for parents/guardians, staff, and community members to assist in
developing a refining knowledge and skills needed to support students’
academic achievement and recognize students’ successes.
Performance Indicator 6.4: Increase parent/guardian attendance at school-based
events and activities such as Back-to-School nights and school improvement
teams.
• One hundred percent of elementary, middle, and high schools increased
parent/guardian attendance at school-based events and activities such as backto-school nights and school improvement teams.
Performance Indicator 6.5: Increase parent/guardian, school, business, and
community partnership.
• One hundred percent of elementary, middle, and high schools increased
parent/guardian attendance at school-based event and activities.
Performance Indicator 6.6: Increase communication and positive relationships
with parents/guardians and community members by disseminating information
about system, school, and student success.
• One hundred percent of elementary, middle, and high schools increased
communication and positive relationships with parents/guardians and
community members by disseminating information about system, school, and
student success.
2. The progress can be attributed to the following programs, practices, or
strategies and the corresponding resource allocations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Providing professional development opportunities to principals/schools to
assist in aligning parent/guardian and community involvement strategies with
school improvement goals.
Educating all new teachers in how to conduct parent-teacher conferences.
Providing guidelines and strategies for student-teacher-parent conferences.
Using the six areas of parent involvement to structure and monitor parent
involvement goals in individual school improvement plans (SIP) and enhance
effective home-school partnerships to improve student achievement.
Implementing Board Policy and Rule 1270: Community Involvement, which
asserts that schools, parents/guardians, and families have a mutual
responsibility to work together in order to increase student achievement.
Collaborating with PTA and advisory groups to conduct countywide parent
education meetings.
Soliciting local business and community partnerships through participation in
the Maryland Business Roundtable for Education, local Chambers of
Commerce, Rotary Clubs, and other civic groups to support student
achievement.
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•
•
•
•
•

Monitoring volunteer and tutor involvement quarterly and include this data in
each SIP.
Coordinating a schedule for Back-to-School Night by geographic area,
according to feeder schools within a cluster and optimize parent/guardian
opportunities to attend.
Providing workshops for staff to increase awareness of and sensitivity to the
needs of stakeholders in order to increase parent/guardian/community
participation at school events and programs.
Providing quarterly opportunities for parents/guardians to celebrate student
success at the system level and local sites.
Implementing parent support services in all communities and internally
evaluating their effectiveness.

3. Challenges in making progress toward meeting local goals include:
Performance Indicator 6.2: Increase student, parent/guardian, and teacher
conferences to 100% in all schools.
• All schools worked toward the target of increasing the number of
volunteers/tutors focused on improving student achievement.
• Collaboration with PTA and other advisory groups is dependent on diverse
stakeholder availability and involvement, is certainly a continuing challenge
for all schools.
• The ability to recruit and retain volunteers to support the instructional
program frequently fluctuates as children enter and leave the school.
• Some inconsistency in how these data are collected by individual schools.
Performance Indicator 6.4: Increase parent/guardian attendance at school-based
events and activities such as Back-to-School nights and school improvement
teams.
• Parents who have children in more than one school or who work in the
evenings have a difficult time attending Back-To-School Night and other
student events.
Performance Indicator 6.6: Increase communication and positive relationships
with parents/guardians and community members by disseminating information
about system, school, and student success.
• Parent contact in homes where English is not the primary language spoken.
• Parent notification of conferences is primarily done in writing; however, other
modes of communication may improve parent participation in conferences
4. The following adjustments or changes and corresponding resource
allocations will be made to ensure sufficient progress.
The BCPS Blueprint for Progress and Master Plan include performance goals and
indicators that serve as the concrete measures by which student achievement is
benchmarked and school system accountability for achievement is defined. While
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no Master Plan strategies have been added or revised, the implementation of the
strategies will be refined through modifications at the activity level to address the
identified areas of concern.
2008-2009 Master Plan Goal 6: Engage parents/guardians, business, and
community members in the educational process.
Performance Indicator 6.2: Increase student, parent/guardian, and teacher
conferences to 100% in all schools.
• Monitoring parent-teacher and student-led conferences quarterly and
including this data in each SIP.
• Providing administrators with guidelines and strategies on multicultural
infusion and cultural sensitivity to promote effective parent/guardian-teacher
and student-led conferences.
Performance Indicator 6.4: Increase parent/guardian attendance at school-based
events and activities such as Back-to-School nights and school improvement
teams.
Performance Indicator 6.6: Increase communication and positive relationships
with parents/guardians and community members by disseminating information
about system, school, and student success.
• Facilitating home-school communication by publishing key system documents
in other languages.
• Implementing the Parental Outreach, Attendance Notification, and Emergency
Communication System (Connect-Ed) to deliver messages to parents through
automatic telephone and e-mail communication.
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GOAL 7
1. Describe the progress that was made in 2007-2008 toward local goals.
All key strategies under Indicator 7.1 were fully implemented and did assist in
increasing involvement of principals, teachers, staff, stakeholders and parent/guardians
in the decision-making process. Schools and the community were able to use school
level data contained in the school improvement data sheets and local results report to
determine progress toward meeting the established standards.
2. Identify the programs, practices, or strategies and the related resource allocations
that appear related to the progress. Include supporting data as needed.
2007-2008 Master Plan Goal 7: Involve principals, teachers, staff, stakeholders, and
parents/guardians in the decision-making process.
Performance Indicator 7.1: All schools will develop a results review report that is
aligned with the system’s annual results report.
Key Strategies:
a) Train school leadership to help parents, teachers, and students serve as advocates
for educational issues.
g) Publish an annual education performance report designed to increase
communitywide awareness and advocacy.
j) Present the results report, which includes the alignment of the results in the SIP,
financial information, and student achievement to the parents/guardians and
community members of all schools.
Activities:
• All BCPS schools reported achievement results to their community by way of
school newsletters, flyers, mailings and/or at PTA/PTSA meetings.
• BCPS published the Maryland School Performance Report which includes state,
local, and individual schools’ information.
• All schools communicated individual school results of the Maryland School
Performance Report to parents and stakeholders.
• All schools communicated the individual school results report to stakeholders
based the BCPS Blueprint for Progress Report on Results.
• BCPS developed and implemented processes to expand stakeholders input into
the school improvement plans.
3. Describe where challenges in making progress toward meeting local goals are
evident.
Challenges continue to be ensuring increased parent involvement from all communities.
Schools will continue to work to ensure that parents and community members are
aware of school results and school improvement issues.
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4. Describe the adjustments or changes that will be made along with the related
resource allocations to ensure sufficient progress. Include timelines where
appropriate.
The BCPS Blueprint for Progress and Master Plan include performance goals and
indicators that serve as the concrete measures by which student achievement is
benchmarked and school system accountability for achievement is defined. While no
Master Plan strategies have been added or revised, the implementation of the strategies
will be refined through modifications at the activity level to address the identified areas
of concern. BCPS will continue to implement the established strategies and activities
for Goal 7 as they have been effective. For the 2008-2009 school year, schools will
continue to work to ensure that parents and community members are aware of school
results and school improvement issues.
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GOAL 8
1. Describe the progress that was made in 2007-2008 toward local goals.
All Goal 8 Master Plan strategies were fully implemented by 2007-2008, and they
resulted in the intended effects. The district will continue with the strategies and
activities, as they have been successful. Highlights of the implementation of the
strategies are provided below. For more detail, please access the BCPS website to
view the Report on Results and Master Plan at www.bcps.org.
2007-2008 Master Plan Goal 8: All students will receive a quality education
through the efficient and effective use of resources and the delivery of business
services.
Performance Indicator 8.5: The student enrollment projections will have a 99%
accuracy rate.
• For the past five years, Baltimore County Public Schools have been
consistently accurate within 1% of enrollment projections.
• The accuracy for September 30, 2007 was 99.42%.
• The five year average accuracy rate is 99.4%.
Performance Indicator 8.6: Ninety percent of buses will arrive each day within the
established opening/closing window.
• Baltimore County Public Schools buses have consistently met this goal.
• During school year 2007-2008, 96.1% of buses arrived each day within the
established opening/closing window.
• The full-day kindergarten initiative has been fully implemented with the
necessary transportation services.
Performance Indicator 8.7: All students will have a total ride time of less than three
hours per day.
• For FY 2008, 95.2% of student bus riders had daily total ride time of less than
three hours per day, which represented an increase of 4.7% from FY 2007.
Performance Indicator 8.8: Each school will provide meal service at optimal
capacity.
• For FY 2008, 37 secondary schools met the standard of service of 3.5 students
per minute.
Performance Indicator 8.9: The BCPS employee attendance rate will meet or
exceed the system standard.
• In 2007-2008, the attendance rate was 95.3%. This percentage did not meet
the system standard of 96.0% by 0.7 percentage point.
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Performance Indicator 8.10: Copy and Print Services will operate at optimal
capacity.
• Copy and Print Services will meet the established standard of 46.7 million
impressions. This represents an increase of 4.9 million impressions or an
increase of 10.4 percentage points from 90.7% of optimum capacity in 2007.
Performance Indicator 8:18: Reduce the number of schools in which Full Time
Equivalency Enrollment (FTE) exceeds seating capacity (state rated capacity
available relocatable seats).
• In 2007-2008, 16 elementary schools were over seating capacity, as compared
with 12 schools in 2006-2007. This demonstrates an increase of 4 schools
from the previous year.
• Two middle schools were over capacity, the same as in 2006-2007.
• Nine high schools were over capacity in 2007-2008, an increase of three
schools from the previous year.
2. Identify the programs, practices, or strategies and the corresponding resource
allocations to which you attribute the progress. Include supporting data as
needed.
2007-2008 Master Plan Goal 8: All students will receive a quality education
through the efficient and effective use of resources and the delivery of business
services.
Performance Indicator 8.5: The student enrollment projections will have a 99.0%
accuracy rate.
• Establish benchmarks for student enrollment projections.
• Develop, modify, and monitor business operations to ensure efficient and
effective use of resources.
• The BCPS September 30 projected enrollments will be within 1.0% of the
actual enrollments.
• Continue to update methodologies for student enrollment projections and
demographic trends consistent with state and national standards.
Performance Indicator 8.6: Ninety percent of buses will arrive each day within the
established opening/closing window.
• Adequate staffing allowed for appropriate planning and oversight of routes
and schedules.
Performance Indicator 8.7: All students will have a total ride time of less than three
hours per day.
• The Office of Transportation will continue to monitor ride times and make
adjustments to route schedules where practical.
• The Office of Transportation will continue to place students with IEPs within
the feeder system established between the Offices of Transportation and
Special Education.
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Performance Indicator 8.8: Each school will provide meal service at optimal
capacity.
• Establish benchmarks for food service operations.
• Continue to provide meal service at optimal level for each school.
• Continue to meet the meal capacity standard of 3.5 students per minute.
Performance Indicator 8.9: The BCPS employee attendance rate will meet or
exceed the system standard.
• Focus group meetings with principals and office heads to obtain feedback on
the program.
• PowerPoint presentations for school-based administrators and office heads for
staff orientation.
• Case management for those employees referred for frequent and excessive
absences.
Performance Indicator 8.10: Copy and Print Services will operate at optimal
capacity.
• Continue to review print jobs that may be given to outside vendors.
Performance Indicator 8.11: The Capital Improvement Program will align with the
distribution of instructional programs.
• The Office of Strategic Planning will continue to promote effective and
efficient use of instructional space in all schools.
Performance Indicator 8.18: Reduce the number of schools in which Full Time
Equivalency Enrollment (FTE) exceeds seating capacity (state-rated capacity plus
available relocatable seats).
• Annual review of relocatable classroom inventory and allocation.
• Monthly meetings with Baltimore County Department of Planning.
3. Describe where challenges in making progress toward meeting local goals
are evident.
2008-2009 Master Plan Goal 8: All students will receive a quality education
through the efficient and effective use of resources and the delivery of business
services.
Performance Indicator 8.6: Ninety percent of buses will arrive each day within the
established opening/closing window.
• Bus driver turnover.
• An expanding homeless population with little or no forecasting of numbers or
locations.
Performance Indicator 8.7: All students will have a total ride time of less than three
hours per day.
• Continue to monitor ride times and make appropriate adjustments to route
schedules wherever practical.
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•
•

Make appropriate resource adjustments for additional equipment and positions
to reduce the total ride time to less than three hours.
Continue with recruitment for bus drivers in all areas of the county through
job fairs and other marketing strategies.

Performance Indicator 8.8: Each school will provide meal service at optimal
capacity.
• Continue to monitor student meal schedules and meal service and work with
school administrators to make appropriate adjustments.
Performance Indicator 8.9: The BCPS employee attendance rate will meet or
exceed the system standard.
• Implement the Employee Attendance Monitoring Program.
• Continue to provide case management for referred employees.
• Continue to refer employees for an independent medical examination, as
appropriate.
Performance Indicator 8.10: Copy and Print Services will operate optimal capacity.
• Continue to upgrade printing equipment for increased production.
4. Describe the adjustments or changes that will be made along with the related
resource allocations to ensure sufficient progress. Include timelines where
appropriate.
The BCPS Blueprint for Progress and Master Plan include performance goals and
indicators that serve as the concrete measures by which student achievement is
benchmarked and school system accountability for achievement is defined. While no
Master Plan strategies have been added or revised, the implementation of the
strategies will be refined through modifications at the activity level to address the
identified areas of concern. BCPS will continue to implement the established
strategies and activities for Goal 8 as they have been effective.
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1525

1527

1307

Deep Creek Elementary
(SW)

Sandalwood Elementary
(SW)

Baltimore Highlands
Elementary (SW)

Halstead Academy
(SW)

0912

0923

0070

Meadowood Educ. Center
(Ctrs not served in Title I)

White Oak School
(Special Schools not served
in Title I)

1308

0069

School
ID

Riverview Elementary
(SW)

Catonsville Alt Center
Studies
(Ctrs not served in Title I)

(CH) for Charter
Schools

SCHOOL NAME
Rank Order All Schools by
Percentage of Poverty –
High to Low Poverty
After School Name
Indicate as appropriate:
•
(SW) for T-I
Schoolwide Schools
•
(TAS) for Targeted
Assistance T-I
Schools

•

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

74.4%

74.8%

75.1%

75.5%

76.0%

77.1%

81.4%

82.9%

Percent
Poverty
Based on
Free and
Reduced
Price Meals

$345,150

0

$353,875

$326,800

$306,375

0

$360,050

0

Title I-A
Grants to
Local
School
Systems

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title I-D
Delinquent
and Youth
At Risk of
Dropping
Out

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II,
Part A
Teacher
and
Principal
Training
and
Recruiting
Fund

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II-D
Ed Tech
Formula
Grants

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title III-A
English
Language
Acquisition

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title IV-A
Safe and
Drug Free
Schools and
Communities
Innovative
Programs

Title V-A

Other

Other

$345,150

0

$353,875

$326,800

$306,375

0

$360,050

0

Total ESEA
Funding by
School

Enter the Amount of Funds Budgeted for Each School by ESEA Programs and Other Sources of Funding. Expand Table as
needed.
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67.5%

1512

1503

1515

Mars Estates Elementary
(SW)

Colgate Elementary (SW)

Hawthorne Elementary
(SW)

Lansdowne Middle
(Middle schools not served
in Title I)
Dundalk Middle
(Middle schools not served
in Title I)

67.7%

1202

Dundalk Elementary
(SW)

67.0%
65.7%

1351

1251

67.3%

67.9%

68.3%

1513

Sussex Elementary
(SW)

69.1%

Percent
Poverty
Based on
Free and
Reduced
Price Meals

1217

School
ID

Logan Elementary
(SW)

(CH) for Charter
Schools

SCHOOL NAME
Rank Order All Schools by
Percentage of Poverty –
High to Low Poverty
After School Name
Indicate as appropriate:
•
(SW) for T-I
Schoolwide Schools
•
(TAS) for Targeted
Assistance T-I
Schools

•

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

0

0

$317,700

$197,550

$226,350

$353,700

$199,350

$306,900

Title I-A
Grants to
Local
School
Systems

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title I-D
Delinquent
and Youth
At Risk of
Dropping
Out

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II,
Part A
Teacher
and
Principal
Training
and
Recruiting
Fund

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II-D
Ed Tech
Formula
Grants

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title III-A
English
Language
Acquisition

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title IV-A
Safe and
Drug Free
Schools and
Communities
Innovative
Programs

Title V-A

Other

Other

0

0

$317,700

$197,550

$226,350

$353,700

$199,350

$306,900

Total ESEA
Funding by
School

Enter the Amount of Funds Budgeted for Each School by ESEA Programs and Other Sources of Funding. Expand Table as
needed.
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1216

62.3%

1518

Glenmar Elementary (SW)

Sandy Plains Elementary
(SW)

62.3%

0205

Woodmoor Elementary
(SW)

62.2%

63.1%

0113

Chadwick Elementary
(SW)

63.2%

63.3%

1557

1205

63.9%

64.9%

Percent
Poverty
Based on
Free and
Reduced
Price Meals

0253

1403

School
ID

Berkshire Elementary
(SW)

Woodlawn Middle
(Middle schools not served
in Title I)
Deep Creek Middle
(Middle schools not served
in Title I)

McCormick Elementary
(SW)

(CH) for Charter
Schools

SCHOOL NAME
Rank Order All Schools by
Percentage of Poverty –
High to Low Poverty
After School Name
Indicate as appropriate:
•
(SW) for T-I
Schoolwide Schools
•
(TAS) for Targeted
Assistance T-I
Schools

•

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

$292,050

$231,300

$293,850

$225,450

$182,700

0

0

$251,100

Title I-A
Grants to
Local
School
Systems

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title I-D
Delinquent
and Youth
At Risk of
Dropping
Out

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II,
Part A
Teacher
and
Principal
Training
and
Recruiting
Fund

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II-D
Ed Tech
Formula
Grants

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title III-A
English
Language
Acquisition

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title IV-A
Safe and
Drug Free
Schools and
Communities
Innovative
Programs

Title V-A

Other

Other

$292,050

$231,300

$293,850

$225,450

$182,700

0

0

$251,100

Total ESEA
Funding by
School

Enter the Amount of Funds Budgeted for Each School by ESEA Programs and Other Sources of Funding. Expand Table as
needed.
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0307

0211

0210

Milbrook Elementary
(SW)

Winfield Elementary (SW)

Powhatan Elementary
(SW)

0204

60.4%

1514

Middlesex Elementary
(SW)

Featherbed Lane
Elementary (SW)

60.4%

1311

Lansdowne Elementary
(SW)

60.2%

60.2%

61.0%

61.6%

61.7%

1409

Shady Springs Elementary
(SW)

61.8%

Percent
Poverty
Based on
Free and
Reduced
Price Meals

0206

School
ID

Scotts Branch Elementary
(SW)

(CH) for Charter
Schools

SCHOOL NAME
Rank Order All Schools by
Percentage of Poverty –
High to Low Poverty
After School Name
Indicate as appropriate:
•
(SW) for T-I
Schoolwide Schools
•
(TAS) for Targeted
Assistance T-I
Schools

•

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

$378,900

$177,750

$233,100

$188,100

$266,400

$196,650

$307,350

$268,200

Title I-A
Grants to
Local
School
Systems

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title I-D
Delinquent
and Youth
At Risk of
Dropping
Out

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II,
Part A
Teacher
and
Principal
Training
and
Recruiting
Fund

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II-D
Ed Tech
Formula
Grants

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title III-A
English
Language
Acquisition

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title IV-A
Safe and
Drug Free
Schools and
Communities
Innovative
Programs

Title V-A

Other

Other

$378,900

$177,750

$233,100

$188,100

$266,400

$196,650

$307,350

$268,200

Total ESEA
Funding by
School

Enter the Amount of Funds Budgeted for Each School by ESEA Programs and Other Sources of Funding. Expand Table as
needed.
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0072

1517

Battle Grove Elementary
(TA)
58.0%

58.0%

58.0%

1207

Rosedale Center
(Ctrs not served in Title I)

58.2%

0954

58.3%

0303

Bedford Elementary (SW)

Loch Raven Technical
Academy
(Middle schools not served
in Title I)
Norwood Elementary
(SW)

59.4%

59.6%

59.8%

Percent
Poverty
Based on
Free and
Reduced
Price Meals

0105

1253

1505

School
ID

Johnnycake Elementary
(SW)

Holabird Middle
(Middle schools not served
in Title I)

Victory Villa Elementary
(SW)

(CH) for Charter
Schools

SCHOOL NAME
Rank Order All Schools by
Percentage of Poverty –
High to Low Poverty
After School Name
Indicate as appropriate:
•
(SW) for T-I
Schoolwide Schools
•
(TAS) for Targeted
Assistance T-I
Schools

•

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

$150,875

0

$308,125

0

$152,150

$288,150

0

$151,300

Title I-A
Grants to
Local
School
Systems

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title I-D
Delinquent
and Youth
At Risk of
Dropping
Out

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II,
Part A
Teacher
and
Principal
Training
and
Recruiting
Fund

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II-D
Ed Tech
Formula
Grants

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title III-A
English
Language
Acquisition

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title IV-A
Safe and
Drug Free
Schools and
Communities
Innovative
Programs

Title V-A

Other

Other

$150,875

0

$308,125

0

$152,150

$288,150

0

$151,300

Total ESEA
Funding by
School

Enter the Amount of Funds Budgeted for Each School by ESEA Programs and Other Sources of Funding. Expand Table as
needed.
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0112

1405

0104

0209

Dogwood Elementary
(SW)

Elmwood Elementary
(SW)

Edmondson Heights
Elementary (SW)

Hebbville Elementary
(SW)

56.7%

0252

54.6%

54.8%

54.9%

55.8%

55.9%

57.2%

0155

1506

57.4%

Percent
Poverty
Based on
Free and
Reduced
Price Meals

1451

School
ID

Martin Boulevard
Elementary (SW)

Golden Ring Middle
(Middle schools not served
in Title I)
Southwest Academy
(Middle schools not served
in Title I)
Old Court Middle
(Middle schools not served
in Title I)

(CH) for Charter
Schools

SCHOOL NAME
Rank Order All Schools by
Percentage of Poverty –
High to Low Poverty
After School Name
Indicate as appropriate:
•
(SW) for T-I
Schoolwide Schools
•
(TAS) for Targeted
Assistance T-I
Schools

•

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

$212,075

$261,375

$222,700

$229,500

$133,025

0

0

0

Title I-A
Grants to
Local
School
Systems

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title I-D
Delinquent
and Youth
At Risk of
Dropping
Out

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II,
Part A
Teacher
and
Principal
Training
and
Recruiting
Fund

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II-D
Ed Tech
Formula
Grants

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title III-A
English
Language
Acquisition

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title IV-A
Safe and
Drug Free
Schools and
Communities
Innovative
Programs

Title V-A

Other

Other

$212,075

$261,375

$222,700

$229,500

$133,025

0

0

0

Total ESEA
Funding by
School

Enter the Amount of Funds Budgeted for Each School by ESEA Programs and Other Sources of Funding. Expand Table as
needed.
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51.2%
50.7%

1212

0207

0202

0214

1507

Charlesmont Elementary
(TA)

Church Lane Elementary
(TA)

Randallstown Elementary
(TA)

Hernwood Elementary
(TA)

Chase Elementary (SW)

51.5%

51.6%

53.1%

53.3%

0402

Owings Mills Elementary
(SW)

54.2%

54.2%

Percent
Poverty
Based on
Free and
Reduced
Price Meals

0909

0256

School
ID

Pleasant Plains
Elementary (SW)

Windsor Mill Middle
(Middle schools not served
in Title I)

(CH) for Charter
Schools

SCHOOL NAME
Rank Order All Schools by
Percentage of Poverty –
High to Low Poverty
After School Name
Indicate as appropriate:
•
(SW) for T-I
Schoolwide Schools
•
(TAS) for Targeted
Assistance T-I
Schools

•

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

$136,000

$196,350

$172,550

$211,650

$153,850

$294,525

$229,500

0

Title I-A
Grants to
Local
School
Systems

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title I-D
Delinquent
and Youth
At Risk of
Dropping
Out

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II,
Part A
Teacher
and
Principal
Training
and
Recruiting
Fund

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II-D
Ed Tech
Formula
Grants

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title III-A
English
Language
Acquisition

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title IV-A
Safe and
Drug Free
Schools and
Communities
Innovative
Programs

Title V-A

Other

Other

$136,000

$196,350

$172,550

$211,650

$153,850

$294,525

$229,500

0

Total ESEA
Funding by
School

Enter the Amount of Funds Budgeted for Each School by ESEA Programs and Other Sources of Funding. Expand Table as
needed.
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49.2%

46.9%
46.8%
46.7%

1273

0062

1255

1215

1574

1554

Dundalk High

Campfield Early
Childhood Center

General John Stricker
Middle

Battle Monument

Chesapeake High

Stemmers Run Middle

47.1%

47.3%

49.2%

0075

Crossroads Center

Percent
Poverty
Based on
Free and
Reduced
Price Meals

50.7%

School
ID

1556

Middle River Middle
(Middle schools not served
in Title I)

(CH) for Charter
Schools

SCHOOL NAME
Rank Order All Schools by
Percentage of Poverty –
High to Low Poverty
After School Name
Indicate as appropriate:
•
(SW) for T-I
Schoolwide Schools
•
(TAS) for Targeted
Assistance T-I
Schools

•

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title I-A
Grants to
Local
School
Systems

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title I-D
Delinquent
and Youth
At Risk of
Dropping
Out

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II,
Part A
Teacher
and
Principal
Training
and
Recruiting
Fund

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II-D
Ed Tech
Formula
Grants

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title III-A
English
Language
Acquisition

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title IV-A
Safe and
Drug Free
Schools and
Communities
Innovative
Programs

Title V-A

Other

Other

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total ESEA
Funding by
School

Enter the Amount of Funds Budgeted for Each School by ESEA Programs and Other Sources of Funding. Expand Table as
needed.
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46.3%
46.3%
45.6%
44.1%
43.8%
42.1%
41.5%
40.9%

0213

1206

0172

0111

0216

0271

0910

Winand Elementary

Bear Creek Elementary

Woodlawn High Center

Maiden Choice Center

Deer Park Elementary

Milford Mill Academy

Oakleigh Elementary

Percent
Poverty
Based on
Free and
Reduced
Price Meals

1531

School
ID

Seneca Elementary

(CH) for Charter
Schools

SCHOOL NAME
Rank Order All Schools by
Percentage of Poverty –
High to Low Poverty
After School Name
Indicate as appropriate:
•
(SW) for T-I
Schoolwide Schools
•
(TAS) for Targeted
Assistance T-I
Schools

•

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title I-A
Grants to
Local
School
Systems

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title I-D
Delinquent
and Youth
At Risk of
Dropping
Out

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II,
Part A
Teacher
and
Principal
Training
and
Recruiting
Fund

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II-D
Ed Tech
Formula
Grants

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title III-A
English
Language
Acquisition

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title IV-A
Safe and
Drug Free
Schools and
Communities
Innovative
Programs

Title V-A

Other

Other

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total ESEA
Funding by
School

Enter the Amount of Funds Budgeted for Each School by ESEA Programs and Other Sources of Funding. Expand Table as
needed.
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40.3%
40.1%
39.8%
39.1%
39.0%
38.7%
38.3%
37.5%

0915

1406

1313

1371

0254

1508

0407

Harford Hills Elementary

Red House Run
Elementary

Halethorpe Elementary

Lansdowne High

Deer Park Middle Magnet

Essex Elementary

Glyndon Elementary

Percent
Poverty
Based on
Free and
Reduced
Price Meals

1473

School
ID

Overlea High

(CH) for Charter
Schools

SCHOOL NAME
Rank Order All Schools by
Percentage of Poverty –
High to Low Poverty
After School Name
Indicate as appropriate:
•
(SW) for T-I
Schoolwide Schools
•
(TAS) for Targeted
Assistance T-I
Schools

•

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title I-A
Grants to
Local
School
Systems

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title I-D
Delinquent
and Youth
At Risk of
Dropping
Out

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II,
Part A
Teacher
and
Principal
Training
and
Recruiting
Fund

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II-D
Ed Tech
Formula
Grants

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title III-A
English
Language
Acquisition

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title IV-A
Safe and
Drug Free
Schools and
Communities
Innovative
Programs

Title V-A

Other

Other

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total ESEA
Funding by
School

Enter the Amount of Funds Budgeted for Each School by ESEA Programs and Other Sources of Funding. Expand Table as
needed.
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37.1%
36.6%

35.8%
34.8%
34.0%
32.8%
32.2%

0272

0103

0218

1218

0352

1572

1302

1502

Randallstown High

Westowne Elementary

*Imagine Discovery
Charter School (CH)

Eastwood Center

Pikesville Middle

Kenwood High

Arbutus Elementary

Edgemere Elementary

36%

37.2%

Percent
Poverty
Based on
Free and
Reduced
Price Meals

1210

School
ID

Grange Elementary

(CH) for Charter
Schools

SCHOOL NAME
Rank Order All Schools by
Percentage of Poverty –
High to Low Poverty
After School Name
Indicate as appropriate:
•
(SW) for T-I
Schoolwide Schools
•
(TAS) for Targeted
Assistance T-I
Schools

•

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

0

0

0

0

0

$188,296

0

0

0

Title I-A
Grants to
Local
School
Systems

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title I-D
Delinquent
and Youth
At Risk of
Dropping
Out

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II,
Part A
Teacher
and
Principal
Training
and
Recruiting
Fund

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II-D
Ed Tech
Formula
Grants

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title III-A
English
Language
Acquisition

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title IV-A
Safe and
Drug Free
Schools and
Communities
Innovative
Programs

Title V-A

Other

Other

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total ESEA
Funding by
School

Enter the Amount of Funds Budgeted for Each School by ESEA Programs and Other Sources of Funding. Expand Table as
needed.
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32.1%
31.9%
31.9%
31.8%
31.8%
31.6%
31.5%
31.4%

0405

1520

1356

1272

0972

0810

1559

Timber Grove Elementary

Middleborough
Elementary

Arbutus Middle

Patapsco High & Center
for Arts

Parkville High

Padonia International

Sparrows Point Middle

Percent
Poverty
Based on
Free and
Reduced
Price Meals

0452

School
ID

Owings Mills High

(CH) for Charter
Schools

SCHOOL NAME
Rank Order All Schools by
Percentage of Poverty –
High to Low Poverty
After School Name
Indicate as appropriate:
•
(SW) for T-I
Schoolwide Schools
•
(TAS) for Targeted
Assistance T-I
Schools

•

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title I-A
Grants to
Local
School
Systems

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title I-D
Delinquent
and Youth
At Risk of
Dropping
Out

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II,
Part A
Teacher
and
Principal
Training
and
Recruiting
Fund

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II-D
Ed Tech
Formula
Grants

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title III-A
English
Language
Acquisition

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title IV-A
Safe and
Drug Free
Schools and
Communities
Innovative
Programs

Title V-A

Other

Other

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total ESEA
Funding by
School

Enter the Amount of Funds Budgeted for Each School by ESEA Programs and Other Sources of Funding. Expand Table as
needed.
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30.4%
30.3%
30.1%
30.1%
30.0%
28.8%

0073

0116

0473

0908

0406

1310

0304

Bridge Center

Woodbridge Elementary

New Town High

Villa Cresta Elementary

Reisterstown Elementary

Relay Elementary

Wellwood International
Magnet
28.8%

31.1%

Percent
Poverty
Based on
Free and
Reduced
Price Meals

1519

School
ID

Orems Elementary

(CH) for Charter
Schools

SCHOOL NAME
Rank Order All Schools by
Percentage of Poverty –
High to Low Poverty
After School Name
Indicate as appropriate:
•
(SW) for T-I
Schoolwide Schools
•
(TAS) for Targeted
Assistance T-I
Schools

•

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title I-A
Grants to
Local
School
Systems

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title I-D
Delinquent
and Youth
At Risk of
Dropping
Out

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II,
Part A
Teacher
and
Principal
Training
and
Recruiting
Fund

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II-D
Ed Tech
Formula
Grants

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title III-A
English
Language
Acquisition

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title IV-A
Safe and
Drug Free
Schools and
Communities
Innovative
Programs

Title V-A

Other

Other

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total ESEA
Funding by
School

Enter the Amount of Funds Budgeted for Each School by ESEA Programs and Other Sources of Funding. Expand Table as
needed.
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28.1%
27.8%
27.8%
26.1%
25.4%
25.4%

1452

0311

1106

0408

0451

0922

1511

Parkville Middle

Woodholme Elementary

Carney Elementary

Cedarmere Elementary

Franklin Middle

Ridge Ruxton

Chesapeake Terrace
Elementary
25.3%

28.3%

Percent
Poverty
Based on
Free and
Reduced
Price Meals

0813

School
ID

Warren Elementary

(CH) for Charter
Schools

SCHOOL NAME
Rank Order All Schools by
Percentage of Poverty –
High to Low Poverty
After School Name
Indicate as appropriate:
•
(SW) for T-I
Schoolwide Schools
•
(TAS) for Targeted
Assistance T-I
Schools

•

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title I-A
Grants to
Local
School
Systems

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title I-D
Delinquent
and Youth
At Risk of
Dropping
Out

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II,
Part A
Teacher
and
Principal
Training
and
Recruiting
Fund

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II-D
Ed Tech
Formula
Grants

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title III-A
English
Language
Acquisition

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title IV-A
Safe and
Drug Free
Schools and
Communities
Innovative
Programs

Title V-A

Other

Other

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total ESEA
Funding by
School

Enter the Amount of Funds Budgeted for Each School by ESEA Programs and Other Sources of Funding. Expand Table as
needed.
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23.6%
23.0%
22.1%
22.0%
21.9%
21.7%
21.4%
21.4%

1534

0217

0808

1404

0953

0101

1573

Oliver Beach Elementary

New Town Elementary

Pot Springs Elementary

Fullerton Elementary

Dumbarton Middle

Catonsville Elementary

Sparrows Point High

Percent
Poverty
Based on
Free and
Reduced
Price Meals

0175

School
ID

Western School of
Technology

(CH) for Charter
Schools

SCHOOL NAME
Rank Order All Schools by
Percentage of Poverty –
High to Low Poverty
After School Name
Indicate as appropriate:
•
(SW) for T-I
Schoolwide Schools
•
(TAS) for Targeted
Assistance T-I
Schools

•

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title I-A
Grants to
Local
School
Systems

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title I-D
Delinquent
and Youth
At Risk of
Dropping
Out

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II,
Part A
Teacher
and
Principal
Training
and
Recruiting
Fund

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II-D
Ed Tech
Formula
Grants

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title III-A
English
Language
Acquisition

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title IV-A
Safe and
Drug Free
Schools and
Communities
Innovative
Programs

Title V-A

Other

Other

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total ESEA
Funding by
School

Enter the Amount of Funds Budgeted for Each School by ESEA Programs and Other Sources of Funding. Expand Table as
needed.
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21.0%
20.0%
19.8%
19.8%
19.5%
18.8%
18.5%
18.3%

1109

0957

0115

0921

0151

1105

0853

Joppaview Elementary

Pine Grove Middle

Hillcrest Elementary

Pine Grove Elementary

Catonsville Middle

Perry Hall Elementary

Cockeysville Middle

Percent
Poverty
Based on
Free and
Reduced
Price Meals

0353

School
ID

Sudbrook Magnet Middle

(CH) for Charter
Schools

SCHOOL NAME
Rank Order All Schools by
Percentage of Poverty –
High to Low Poverty
After School Name
Indicate as appropriate:
•
(SW) for T-I
Schoolwide Schools
•
(TAS) for Targeted
Assistance T-I
Schools

•

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title I-A
Grants to
Local
School
Systems

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title I-D
Delinquent
and Youth
At Risk of
Dropping
Out

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II,
Part A
Teacher
and
Principal
Training
and
Recruiting
Fund

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II-D
Ed Tech
Formula
Grants

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title III-A
English
Language
Acquisition

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title IV-A
Safe and
Drug Free
Schools and
Communities
Innovative
Programs

Title V-A

Other

Other

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total ESEA
Funding by
School

Enter the Amount of Funds Budgeted for Each School by ESEA Programs and Other Sources of Funding. Expand Table as
needed.
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18.0%
17.6%
17.4%
17.2%
16.8%
16.5%
16.4%
15.9%

1575

0472

0371

1151

1111

1107

0911

Eastern Technical High

Franklin High

Pikesville High

Perry Hall Middle

Gunpowder Elementary

Chapel Hill Elementary

Hampton Elementary

Percent
Poverty
Based on
Free and
Reduced
Price Meals

0174

School
ID

Catonsville High

(CH) for Charter
Schools

SCHOOL NAME
Rank Order All Schools by
Percentage of Poverty –
High to Low Poverty
After School Name
Indicate as appropriate:
•
(SW) for T-I
Schoolwide Schools
•
(TAS) for Targeted
Assistance T-I
Schools

•

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title I-A
Grants to
Local
School
Systems

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title I-D
Delinquent
and Youth
At Risk of
Dropping
Out

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II,
Part A
Teacher
and
Principal
Training
and
Recruiting
Fund

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II-D
Ed Tech
Formula
Grants

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title III-A
English
Language
Acquisition

Title IV-A
Safe and
Drug Free
Schools and
Communities
Innovative
Programs

Title V-A

Other

Other

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total ESEA
Funding by
School

Enter the Amount of Funds Budgeted for Each School by ESEA Programs and Other Sources of Funding. Expand Table as
needed.
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14.3%
14.3%
14.3%
14.0%
13.8%
13.7%
11.8%
10.9%

1110

0905

0102

0973

1171

0403

0971

Seven Oaks Elementary

Stoneleigh Elementary

Westchester Elementary

Loch Raven High

Perry Hall High

Franklin Elementary

Towson High

Percent
Poverty
Based on
Free and
Reduced
Price Meals

0404

School
ID

Chatsworth School

(CH) for Charter
Schools

SCHOOL NAME
Rank Order All Schools by
Percentage of Poverty –
High to Low Poverty
After School Name
Indicate as appropriate:
•
(SW) for T-I
Schoolwide Schools
•
(TAS) for Targeted
Assistance T-I
Schools

•

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title I-A
Grants to
Local
School
Systems

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title I-D
Delinquent
and Youth
At Risk of
Dropping
Out

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II,
Part A
Teacher
and
Principal
Training
and
Recruiting
Fund

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II-D
Ed Tech
Formula
Grants

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title III-A
English
Language
Acquisition

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title IV-A
Safe and
Drug Free
Schools and
Communities
Innovative
Programs

Title V-A

Other

Other

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total ESEA
Funding by
School

Enter the Amount of Funds Budgeted for Each School by ESEA Programs and Other Sources of Funding. Expand Table as
needed.
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10.3%
9.8%
9.0%
8.6%
8.2%
8.2%
8.1%
7.5%

0803

0805

0872

0501

0852

0310

0308

Lutherville Laboratory

Timonium Elementary

Dulaney High

Fifth District Elementary

Ridgely Middle

Summit Park Elementary

Fort Garrison Elementary

Percent
Poverty
Based on
Free and
Reduced
Price Meals

0975

School
ID

Carver Center for Arts

(CH) for Charter
Schools

SCHOOL NAME
Rank Order All Schools by
Percentage of Poverty –
High to Low Poverty
After School Name
Indicate as appropriate:
•
(SW) for T-I
Schoolwide Schools
•
(TAS) for Targeted
Assistance T-I
Schools

•

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title I-A
Grants to
Local
School
Systems

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title I-D
Delinquent
and Youth
At Risk of
Dropping
Out

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II,
Part A
Teacher
and
Principal
Training
and
Recruiting
Fund

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II-D
Ed Tech
Formula
Grants

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title III-A
English
Language
Acquisition

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title IV-A
Safe and
Drug Free
Schools and
Communities
Innovative
Programs

Title V-A

Other

Other

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total ESEA
Funding by
School

Enter the Amount of Funds Budgeted for Each School by ESEA Programs and Other Sources of Funding. Expand Table as
needed.
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6.6%
6.6%
6.5%
6.0%
5.7%
5.4%
4.6%
4.5%

0855

0916

0601

0811

0907

0801

1104

Hereford Middle

Cromwell Valley Magnet

Prettyboy Elementary

Pinewood Elementary

Rodgers Forge Elementary

Sparks Elementary

Kingsville Elementary

Percent
Poverty
Based on
Free and
Reduced
Price Meals

0701

School
ID

Seventh District
Elementary

(CH) for Charter
Schools

SCHOOL NAME
Rank Order All Schools by
Percentage of Poverty –
High to Low Poverty
After School Name
Indicate as appropriate:
•
(SW) for T-I
Schoolwide Schools
•
(TAS) for Targeted
Assistance T-I
Schools

•

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title I-A
Grants to
Local
School
Systems

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title I-D
Delinquent
and Youth
At Risk of
Dropping
Out

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II,
Part A
Teacher
and
Principal
Training
and
Recruiting
Fund

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title II-D
Ed Tech
Formula
Grants

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title III-A
English
Language
Acquisition

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Title IV-A
Safe and
Drug Free
Schools and
Communities
Innovative
Programs

Title V-A

Other

Other

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total ESEA
Funding by
School

Enter the Amount of Funds Budgeted for Each School by ESEA Programs and Other Sources of Funding. Expand Table as
needed.
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3.2%
2.5%

1002

0809

1001

Jacksonville Elementary

Riderwood Elementary

Carroll Manor
Elementary
1.2%

3.5%

Percent
Poverty
Based on
Free and
Reduced
Price Meals

0772

School
ID

Hereford High

(CH) for Charter
Schools

SCHOOL NAME
Rank Order All Schools by
Percentage of Poverty –
High to Low Poverty
After School Name
Indicate as appropriate:
•
(SW) for T-I
Schoolwide Schools
•
(TAS) for Targeted
Assistance T-I
Schools

•

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

0

0

0

0

Title I-A
Grants to
Local
School
Systems

0

0

0

0

Title I-D
Delinquent
and Youth
At Risk of
Dropping
Out

0

0

0

0

Title II,
Part A
Teacher
and
Principal
Training
and
Recruiting
Fund

0

0

0

0

Title II-D
Ed Tech
Formula
Grants

0

0

0

0

Title III-A
English
Language
Acquisition

0

0

0

0

Title IV-A
Safe and
Drug Free
Schools and
Communities
Innovative
Programs

Title V-A

Other

Other

0

0

0

0

Total ESEA
Funding by
School

Enter the Amount of Funds Budgeted for Each School by ESEA Programs and Other Sources of Funding. Expand Table as
needed.
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(CH) for Charter
Schools

C-1-25)

School
ID

Percent
Poverty
Based on
Free and
Reduced
Price Meals

$20,431,535

$394,270

$7,226,583

$2,520,282

$10,290,400

Title I-A
Grants to
Local
School
Systems

$44,020

0

$42,564

$1,456

0

Title I-D
Delinque
nt and
Youth At
Risk of
Dropping
Out

$4,288,613

$664,560

$3,382,614

$241,439

0

Title II,
Part A
Teacher
and
Principal
Training
and
Recruiting
Fund

$197,890

41,732

$143,762

$12,486

0

Title II-D
Ed Tech
Formula
Grants

$620,494

$9,400

$575,078

$36,016

0

Title III-A
English
Language
Acquisition

$416,066

$13,083

$98,049

$304,934

0

Title IV-A
Safe and
Drug Free
Schools and
Communities

Title V-A
Innovative
Programs

Other

Other

*Title I, Part A estimate for Charter school is based on FY 09 enrollment and FARMS data unlike like other schools identified on this ranking. Additionally,
estimated Title I support for Charter school is not included in figures found in Title I School Allocation worksheet for the reason identified above.

TOTAL LSS Title I
Allocation (Should match
# presented on

(For Title I, Use # on
Table 7-10 LINE 5)

Nonpublic Costs (Column
J)

(For Title I, Use # on
Table 7-8 LINE 13)

System-wide Programs
and School System
Support to Schools

School System
Administration (For Title
I, Use # on Table 7-8 LINE
5)

Total Public school
allocations (For Title I,
should add up to the total
number from Title I
Allocation Excel
Worksheet Column I.)

•

SCHOOL NAME
Rank Order All Schools by
Percentage of Poverty –
High to Low Poverty
After School Name
Indicate as appropriate:
•
(SW) for T-I
Schoolwide Schools
•
(TAS) for Targeted
Assistance T-I
Schools

Total ESEA
Funding by
School
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1

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

N/A

N/A

N/A

Title II-D
Ed Tech

Title IV-D
Safe and Drug Free
Schools &Communities

Title V-A
Innovative Programs

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

$ Amount to be
transferred out of
each program

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Title I-A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Title II-A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Title II-D

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Title IV-A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Title V-A

$ Amount to be transferred into each of the following programs

A school system that is in school improvement may only use funds for school improvement activities under sections 1003 and 1116 (c) of ESEA.

N/A

Total FY 2008
Allocation

Title II-A
Teacher Quality

Funds Available for
Transfer

50% limitation for local school systems not identified for school improvement or corrective action. 30% limitation for districts
identified for school improvement. A school system identified for corrective action may not use the fund transfer option.

Local school systems may transfer ESEA funds by completing this page as part of the Bridge to Excellence Master Plan Annual
Update submission, or at a later date by completing and submitting a separate Attachment 5-A form. Receipt of this Attachment
as part of the Annual Update will serve as the required 30 day notice to MSDE. A local school system may transfer up to 50
percent of the funds allocated to it by formula under four major ESEA programs to any one of the programs, or to Title I (Up to
30 percent if the school system is in school improvement)1. The school system must consult with nonpublic school officials
regarding the transfer of funds. In transferring funds, the school system must: (1) deposit funds in the original fund; (2) show as
expenditure – line item transfer from one fund to another, and (3) reflect amounts transferred on expenditure reports.
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Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

The coordination of the ESEA programs with other federal and non-federal programs;
The establishment and operation of peer-review activities under No Child Left Behind;
The dissemination of information regarding model programs and practices;
Technical assistance under any ESEA program;
Training personnel engaged in audit and other monitoring activities;
Consultation with parents, teachers, administrative personnel, and nonpublic school officials; and
Local activities to administer and carry out the consolidation of administrative funds.

$ N/A

Title I-A
(Reasonable and
Necessary)

$ N/A

Title II-A
(Reasonable and
Necessary)

$ N/A

Title II-D
(Reasonable and
Necessary)

$ N/A

Title III-A
(Limit: 2 Percent)

$ N/A

Title IV-A
(Limit: 2 Percent)

$ N/A

Title V
(Reasonable and
Necessary)

$ N/A

Total ESEA
Consolidation
(Reasonable and
Necessary)

If the school system plans to consolidate ESEA administrative funds, indicate below the ESEA programs and
amounts that the school system will consolidate for local administration. Provide a detailed description of how the
consolidated funds will be used.

A school system that consolidates administrative funds shall not be required to keep separate records, by individual program, to
account for costs relating to the administration of the programs included in the consolidation.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Section 9203 of ESEA allows a local school system, with approval of MSDE, to consolidate ESEA administrative funds. In
consolidating administrative funds, a school system may not (a) designate more than the percentage established in each ESEA
program, and (b) use any other funds under the program included in the consolidation for administrative purposes. A school
system may use the consolidated administrative funds for the administration of the ESEA programs and for uses at the school
district and school levels for such activities as –

ATTACHMENT 5-B
CONSOLIDATION OF ESEA FUNDS FOR LOCAL
ADMINISTRATION [Section 9203]
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Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Holy Family
9535 Liberty Road
Randallstown, MD 21133

Ascension School
4601 Maple Avenue
Halethorpe, MD 21227

Al-Rahmah School
6631 Johnnycake School
Baltimore, MD 21209

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL
NAME AND ADDRESS

Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site

12

5

34

Number nonpublic
T-I students to be
served at the
following locations:

11

5

24

Students
Reading/Lang.
Arts
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

Title I-A

9

3

29

Students
Mathematics
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

16

17

22**

Staff

Title II-A

151

174

223

Students

16

17

22*

Staff

Title II-D Ed Tech

0

0

0

Students

0

0

0

Staff

Title III-A

Number of Nonpublic School Participants (Students, Teachers, and Other School Personnel)

Enter the complete information for each participating nonpublic school, including mailing address. Use the optional
“Comments” area to provide additional information about ESEA services to nonpublic school students, teachers, and
other school personnel. For example, if Title I services are provided through home tutoring services or by a third party
contractor, please indicate that information under “Comments.” NOTE: Complete Attachment 6-A for Title I-A, Title
II-A, Title II-Ed Tech, and Title III services. Complete Attachment 6-B for Title IV-A and Title V-A services. Use
separate pages as necessary.
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Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Our Lady of Grace School
18310 Middletown Road
Parkton, MD 21120

Lamb of God School
1810 Fairview Avenue
Halethorpe, MD 21227

John Paul Regional School
6946 Dogwood Road
Baltimore, MD 21244

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL
NAME AND ADDRESS

Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site

1

7

26

Number nonpublic
T-I students to be
served at the
following locations:

0

5

22

Students
Reading/Lang.
Arts
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

Title I-A

1

4

19

Students
Mathematics
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

21

14

22

Staff

Title II-A

175

156

190

Students

21

14

22

Staff

Title II-D Ed Tech

0

0

0

Students

0

0

0

Staff

Title III-A

Number of Nonpublic School Participants (Students, Teachers, and Other School Personnel)

Enter the complete information for each participating nonpublic school, including mailing address. Use the optional
“Comments” area to provide additional information about ESEA services to nonpublic school students, teachers, and
other school personnel. For example, if Title I services are provided through home tutoring services or by a third party
contractor, please indicate that information under “Comments.” NOTE: Complete Attachment 6-A for Title I-A, Title
II-A, Title II-Ed Tech, and Title III services. Complete Attachment 6-B for Title IV-A and Title V-A services. Use
separate pages as necessary.
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Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Our Lady of Victory
4416 Wilkens Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21229

Our Lady of Mt. Carmel
1702 Eastern Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21221-2203

Our Lady of Hope/ St. Luke
8003 Boundary Road
Baltimore, MD 21222

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL
NAME AND ADDRESS

Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site

19

54

31

Number nonpublic
T-I students to be
served at the
following locations:

14

52

30

Students
Reading/Lang.
Arts
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

Title I-A

8

36

15

Students
Mathematics
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

26**

40

21**

Staff

Title II-A

0

432

246

Students

0

40

21**

Staff

Title II-D Ed Tech

0

0

0

Students

0

0

0

Staff

Title III-A

Number of Nonpublic School Participants (Students, Teachers, and Other School Personnel)

Enter the complete information for each participating nonpublic school, including mailing address. Use the optional
“Comments” area to provide additional information about ESEA services to nonpublic school students, teachers, and
other school personnel. For example, if Title I services are provided through home tutoring services or by a third party
contractor, please indicate that information under “Comments.” NOTE: Complete Attachment 6-A for Title I-A, Title
II-A, Title II-Ed Tech, and Title III services. Complete Attachment 6-B for Title IV-A and Title V-A services. Use
separate pages as necessary.
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Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

St. Agnes
603 St. Agnes Lane
Baltimore, MD 21229

Sisters Academy
146 Second Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21227

Sacred Heart Glyndon
63 Sacred Heart Lane
Glyndon, MD 21071

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL
NAME AND ADDRESS

Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site

6

TBD

12

Number nonpublic
T-I students to be
served at the
following locations:

5

TBD

7

Students
Reading/Lang.
Arts
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

Title I-A

3

TBD

8

Students
Mathematics
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

25

5**

62

Staff

Title II-A

320

60

742

Students

25

5**

62

Staff

Title II-D Ed Tech

0

0

0

Students

0

0

0

Staff

Title III-A

Number of Nonpublic School Participants (Students, Teachers, and Other School Personnel)

Enter the complete information for each participating nonpublic school, including mailing address. Use the optional
“Comments” area to provide additional information about ESEA services to nonpublic school students, teachers, and
other school personnel. For example, if Title I services are provided through home tutoring services or by a third party
contractor, please indicate that information under “Comments.” NOTE: Complete Attachment 6-A for Title I-A, Title
II-A, Title II-Ed Tech, and Title III services. Complete Attachment 6-B for Title IV-A and Title V-A services. Use
separate pages as necessary.
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Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

St. Joseph Fullerton
8416 Belair Road
Baltimore, MD 21236

St. Clement Mary Hofbauer
1216 Chesaco Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21237

St. Clare
716 Myrth Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21221

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL
NAME AND ADDRESS

Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site

4

9

18

Number nonpublic
T-I students to be
served at the
following locations:

4

8

18

Students
Reading/Lang.
Arts
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

Title I-A

3

3

16

Students
Mathematics
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

30**

24

22

Staff

Title II-A

422

302

216

Students

30**

24

22

Staff

Title II-D Ed Tech

0

0

0

Students

0

0

0

Staff

Title III-A

Number of Nonpublic School Participants (Students, Teachers, and Other School Personnel)

Enter the complete information for each participating nonpublic school, including mailing address. Use the optional
“Comments” area to provide additional information about ESEA services to nonpublic school students, teachers, and
other school personnel. For example, if Title I services are provided through home tutoring services or by a third party
contractor, please indicate that information under “Comments.” NOTE: Complete Attachment 6-A for Title I-A, Title
II-A, Title II-Ed Tech, and Title III services. Complete Attachment 6-B for Title IV-A and Title V-A services. Use
separate pages as necessary.
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Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

St. Pius X
6432 York Road
Baltimore, MD 21212

St. Michael the Archangel
10 Willow Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21201

St. Mark School
26 Melvin Avenue
Catonsville, MD 21228

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL
NAME AND ADDRESS

Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site

27

18

6

Number nonpublic
T-I students to be
served at the
following locations:

22

15

4

Students
Reading/Lang.
Arts
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

Title I-A

18

16

4

Students
Mathematics
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

23**

48

*

Staff

Title II-A

336

366

515

Students

23**

48

*

Staff

Title II-D Ed Tech

0

0

0

Students

0

0

0

Staff

Title III-A

Number of Nonpublic School Participants (Students, Teachers, and Other School Personnel)

Enter the complete information for each participating nonpublic school, including mailing address. Use the optional
“Comments” area to provide additional information about ESEA services to nonpublic school students, teachers, and
other school personnel. For example, if Title I services are provided through home tutoring services or by a third party
contractor, please indicate that information under “Comments.” NOTE: Complete Attachment 6-A for Title I-A, Title
II-A, Title II-Ed Tech, and Title III services. Complete Attachment 6-B for Title IV-A and Title V-A services. Use
separate pages as necessary.
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Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Immaculate Heart of Mary
School
8501 Loch Raven Blvd.
Towson, MD 21286

Talmudical Academy
4445 Old Court Road
Baltimire, MD 21208

St. Ursula
8900 Harford Road
Baltimore, MD 21234

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL
NAME AND ADDRESS

Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site

TBD

2

8

Number nonpublic
T-I students to be
served at the
following locations:

TBD

1

7

Students
Reading/Lang.
Arts
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

Title I-A

TBD

2

5

Students
Mathematics
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

0

32**

42

Staff

Title II-A

0

714

706

Students

0

32**

42

Staff

Title II-D Ed Tech

0

0

0

Students

0

0

0

Staff

Title III-A

Number of Nonpublic School Participants (Students, Teachers, and Other School Personnel)

Enter the complete information for each participating nonpublic school, including mailing address. Use the optional
“Comments” area to provide additional information about ESEA services to nonpublic school students, teachers, and
other school personnel. For example, if Title I services are provided through home tutoring services or by a third party
contractor, please indicate that information under “Comments.” NOTE: Complete Attachment 6-A for Title I-A, Title
II-A, Title II-Ed Tech, and Title III services. Complete Attachment 6-B for Title IV-A and Title V-A services. Use
separate pages as necessary.
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Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Bais Yaakov School for Girls
Middle School
6302 Smith Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21209

Bais Yaakov Eva Winer High
School
6302 Smith Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21209

Bais Hamedrash and Mesivta
of Baltimore
6823 Old Pimlico Road
Baltimore, MD 21209

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL
NAME AND ADDRESS

Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site

Number nonpublic
T-I students to be
served at the
following locations:

0

0

0

Students
Reading/Lang.
Arts
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

Title I-A

0

0

0

Students
Mathematics
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

*

99**

15

Staff

Title II-A

283

450

0

Students

*

99**

0

Staff

Title II-D Ed Tech

0

0

0

Students

0

0

0

Staff

Title III-A

Number of Nonpublic School Participants (Students, Teachers, and Other School Personnel)

Enter the complete information for each participating nonpublic school, including mailing address. Use the optional
“Comments” area to provide additional information about ESEA services to nonpublic school students, teachers, and
other school personnel. For example, if Title I services are provided through home tutoring services or by a third party
contractor, please indicate that information under “Comments.” NOTE: Complete Attachment 6-A for Title I-A, Title
II-A, Title II-Ed Tech, and Title III services. Complete Attachment 6-B for Title IV-A and Title V-A services. Use
separate pages as necessary.
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Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Chestnut Grove Day School
3701 Sweet Air Road
Phoenix, MD 21131

Calvert Hall College HS
8102 LaSalle Road
Baltimore, MD 21286

Bais Yaakov for Girls
Elementary
11111 Park Heights Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21117

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL
NAME AND ADDRESS

Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site

Number nonpublic
T-I students to be
served at the
following locations:

0

0

0

Students
Reading/Lang.
Arts
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

Title I-A

0

0

0

Students
Mathematics
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

*

94

*

Staff

Title II-A

0

1320

514

Students

0

94

*

Staff

Title II-D Ed Tech

0

0

0

Students

0

0

0

Staff

Title III-A

Number of Nonpublic School Participants (Students, Teachers, and Other School Personnel)

Enter the complete information for each participating nonpublic school, including mailing address. Use the optional
“Comments” area to provide additional information about ESEA services to nonpublic school students, teachers, and
other school personnel. For example, if Title I services are provided through home tutoring services or by a third party
contractor, please indicate that information under “Comments.” NOTE: Complete Attachment 6-A for Title I-A, Title
II-A, Title II-Ed Tech, and Title III services. Complete Attachment 6-B for Title IV-A and Title V-A services. Use
separate pages as necessary.
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Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Good Shepherd
4100 Maple Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21227

Free State Montessori School
12536 Harford Road
Fork, MD 21051

Epworth Children’s Center
600 Warren Road
Cockeysville, MD 21030

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL
NAME AND ADDRESS

Neutral
Site

Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School

Number nonpublic
T-I students to be
served at the
following locations:

0

0

0

Students
Reading/Lang.
Arts
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

Title I-A

0

0

0

Students
Mathematics
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

49

10

10

Staff

Title II-A

99

0

4

Students

49

0

10

Staff

Title II-D Ed Tech

0

0

0

Students

0

0

0

Staff

Title III-A

Number of Nonpublic School Participants (Students, Teachers, and Other School Personnel)

Enter the complete information for each participating nonpublic school, including mailing address. Use the optional
“Comments” area to provide additional information about ESEA services to nonpublic school students, teachers, and
other school personnel. For example, if Title I services are provided through home tutoring services or by a third party
contractor, please indicate that information under “Comments.” NOTE: Complete Attachment 6-A for Title I-A, Title
II-A, Title II-Ed Tech, and Title III services. Complete Attachment 6-B for Title IV-A and Title V-A services. Use
separate pages as necessary.
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Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Jewish Community Center
Nursery School
3506 Gwynnbrook Avenue
Owings Mills, MD 21117

Jemicy School
301 West Chesapeake Avenue
Towson, MD 21204

Israel Henry Beren High
School
400 Mt. Wilson Lane
Baltimore, MD 21209

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL
NAME AND ADDRESS

Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site

Number nonpublic
T-I students to be
served at the
following locations:

0

0

0

Students
Reading/Lang.
Arts
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

Title I-A

0

0

0

Students
Mathematics
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

61

87

14**

Staff

Title II-A

0

276

0

Students

0

87

0

Staff

Title II-D Ed Tech

0

0

0

Students

0

0

0

Staff

Title III-A

Number of Nonpublic School Participants (Students, Teachers, and Other School Personnel)

Enter the complete information for each participating nonpublic school, including mailing address. Use the optional
“Comments” area to provide additional information about ESEA services to nonpublic school students, teachers, and
other school personnel. For example, if Title I services are provided through home tutoring services or by a third party
contractor, please indicate that information under “Comments.” NOTE: Complete Attachment 6-A for Title I-A, Title
II-A, Title II-Ed Tech, and Title III services. Complete Attachment 6-B for Title IV-A and Title V-A services. Use
separate pages as necessary.
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Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Maryvale Preparatory School
11300 Falls Road
Brooklandville, MD 21022

Loyola Blakefield
500 Chestnut Avenue
Towson, MD 21204

Liberty Christian School
11303 Liberty Road
Owings Mills, MD 21117

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL
NAME AND ADDRESS

Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site

Number nonpublic
T-I students to be
served at the
following locations:

0

0

0

Students
Reading/Lang.
Arts
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

Title I-A

0

0

0

Students
Mathematics
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

36**

92**

29**

Staff

Title II-A

390

0

345

Students

36**

0

29**

Staff

Title II-D Ed Tech

0

0

0

Students

0

0

0

Staff

Title III-A

Number of Nonpublic School Participants (Students, Teachers, and Other School Personnel)

Enter the complete information for each participating nonpublic school, including mailing address. Use the optional
“Comments” area to provide additional information about ESEA services to nonpublic school students, teachers, and
other school personnel. For example, if Title I services are provided through home tutoring services or by a third party
contractor, please indicate that information under “Comments.” NOTE: Complete Attachment 6-A for Title I-A, Title
II-A, Title II-Ed Tech, and Title III services. Complete Attachment 6-B for Title IV-A and Title V-A services. Use
separate pages as necessary.
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Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Immaculate Heart of Mary
School
8501 Loch Raven Blvd.
Towson, MD 21286

Immaculate Conception School
112 Ware Avenue
Towson, MD 21204

Havenwood Preschool Center
100 E. Ridgely Road
Timonium, MD 21093

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL
NAME AND ADDRESS

Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
TBD

Number nonpublic
T-I students to be
served at the
following locations:

TBD

0

0

Students
Reading/Lang.
Arts
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

Title I-A

TBD

0

0

Students
Mathematics
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

38

35**

26

Staff

Title II-A

0

494

10

Students

0

35**

26

Staff

Title II-D Ed Tech

0

0

0

Students

0

0

0

Staff

Title III-A

Number of Nonpublic School Participants (Students, Teachers, and Other School Personnel)

Enter the complete information for each participating nonpublic school, including mailing address. Use the optional
“Comments” area to provide additional information about ESEA services to nonpublic school students, teachers, and
other school personnel. For example, if Title I services are provided through home tutoring services or by a third party
contractor, please indicate that information under “Comments.” NOTE: Complete Attachment 6-A for Title I-A, Title
II-A, Title II-Ed Tech, and Title III services. Complete Attachment 6-B for Title IV-A and Title V-A services. Use
separate pages as necessary.
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Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Mount Pleasant Christian
School
6000 Radecke Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21206

Milford Mill Church Child
Development Center
915 Milford Mill Road
Baltimore, MD 21208

Mount de Sales Academy
700 Academy Road
Catonsville, MD 21228

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL
NAME AND ADDRESS

Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral

Private
School

Number nonpublic
T-I students to be
served at the
following locations:

0

0

0

Students
Reading/Lang.
Arts
(Can be a
duplicated count)

Title I-A

0

0

0

Students
Mathematics
(Can be a
duplicated count)

14

28

35**

Staff

Title II-A

114

17

486

Students

14

28

35**

Staff

Title II-D Ed Tech

0

0

0

Students

0

0

0

Staff

Title III-A

Number of Nonpublic School Participants (Students, Teachers, and Other School Personnel)

Enter the complete information for each participating nonpublic school, including mailing address. Use the optional
“Comments” area to provide additional information about ESEA services to nonpublic school students, teachers, and
other school personnel. For example, if Title I services are provided through home tutoring services or by a third party
contractor, please indicate that information under “Comments.” NOTE: Complete Attachment 6-A for Title I-A, Title
II-A, Title II-Ed Tech, and Title III services. Complete Attachment 6-B for Title IV-A and Title V-A services. Use
separate pages as necessary.
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Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

0

0

Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site

Notre Dame Preparatory
School
815 Hampton Lane
Towson, MD 21286

Students
Reading/Lang.
Arts
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site

Number nonpublic
T-I students to be
served at the
following locations:

Title I-A

0

0

Students
Mathematics
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

77**

13

Staff

Title II-A

762

9

Students

77**

13

Staff

Title II-D Ed Tech

0

0

Students

0

0

Staff

Title III-A

Number of Nonpublic School Participants (Students, Teachers, and Other School Personnel)

Mount Providence Child
Development Center
701 Gun Road
Baltimore, MD 21227

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL
NAME AND ADDRESS

Enter the complete information for each participating nonpublic school, including mailing address. Use the optional
“Comments” area to provide additional information about ESEA services to nonpublic school students, teachers, and
other school personnel. For example, if Title I services are provided through home tutoring services or by a third party
contractor, please indicate that information under “Comments.” NOTE: Complete Attachment 6-A for Title I-A, Title
II-A, Title II-Ed Tech, and Title III services. Complete Attachment 6-B for Title IV-A and Title V-A services. Use
separate pages as necessary.
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Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Redeemer Classical Christian
School
6415 Mount Vista Road
Kingsville, MD 21087

Pilgrim Christian Day School
7200 Liberty Road
Baltimore, MD 21207

Our Lady of Mount Carmel
High School
1706 Old Eastern Avenue
Essex, MD 21221

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL
NAME AND ADDRESS

Neutral
Site

Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School

Number nonpublic
T-I students to be
served at the
following locations:

0

0

0

Students
Reading/Lang.
Arts
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

Title I-A

0

0

0

Students
Mathematics
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

32

7

23

Staff

Title II-A

294

0

266

Students

32

0

23

Staff

Title II-D Ed Tech

0

0

0

Students

0

0

0

Staff

Title III-A

Number of Nonpublic School Participants (Students, Teachers, and Other School Personnel)

Enter the complete information for each participating nonpublic school, including mailing address. Use the optional
“Comments” area to provide additional information about ESEA services to nonpublic school students, teachers, and
other school personnel. For example, if Title I services are provided through home tutoring services or by a third party
contractor, please indicate that information under “Comments.” NOTE: Complete Attachment 6-A for Title I-A, Title
II-A, Title II-Ed Tech, and Title III services. Complete Attachment 6-B for Title IV-A and Title V-A services. Use
separate pages as necessary.
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Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

St. Paul’s Lutheran School
(Kingsville)
12022 Jerusalem Road
Kingsville, MD 21087

St. Joseph (Cockeysville)
105 Church Lane
Cockeysville, MD 21030

St. John the Evangelist School
13311 Long Green Pike
Hydes, MD 21082

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL
NAME AND ADDRESS

Neutral
School

Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School

Number nonpublic
T-I students to be
served at the
following locations:

0

0

0

Students
Reading/Lang.
Arts
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

Title I-A

0

0

0

Students
Mathematics
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

15

20**

32

Staff

Title II-A

148

423

235

Students

15

20**

32

Staff

Title II-D Ed Tech

0

0

0

Students

0

0

0

Staff

Title III-A

Number of Nonpublic School Participants (Students, Teachers, and Other School Personnel)

Enter the complete information for each participating nonpublic school, including mailing address. Use the optional
“Comments” area to provide additional information about ESEA services to nonpublic school students, teachers, and
other school personnel. For example, if Title I services are provided through home tutoring services or by a third party
contractor, please indicate that information under “Comments.” NOTE: Complete Attachment 6-A for Title I-A, Title
II-A, Title II-Ed Tech, and Title III services. Complete Attachment 6-B for Title IV-A and Title V-A services. Use
separate pages as necessary.
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Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Saint Demetrious Greek
Orthodox Bilingual Day
School
2504 Cub Hill Road
Baltimore, MD 21234

St. Paul’s School
11152 Falls Road
Brooklandville, MD 21022

St. Stephen School
8028 Bradshaw Road
Kingsville, MD 21087

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL
NAME AND ADDRESS

Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site

Number nonpublic
T-I students to be
served at the
following locations:

0

0

0

Students
Reading/Lang.
Arts
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

Title I-A

0

0

0

Students
Mathematics
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

15

*

16**

Staff

Title II-A

7

0

282

Students

15

0

16**

Staff

Title II-D Ed Tech

0

0

0

Students

0

0

0

Staff

Title III-A

Number of Nonpublic School Participants (Students, Teachers, and Other School Personnel)

Enter the complete information for each participating nonpublic school, including mailing address. Use the optional
“Comments” area to provide additional information about ESEA services to nonpublic school students, teachers, and
other school personnel. For example, if Title I services are provided through home tutoring services or by a third party
contractor, please indicate that information under “Comments.” NOTE: Complete Attachment 6-A for Title I-A, Title
II-A, Title II-Ed Tech, and Title III services. Complete Attachment 6-B for Title IV-A and Title V-A services. Use
separate pages as necessary.
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Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

St. Stephen’s Christian
Academy
1527 Old Eastern Avenue
Essex, MD 21221

St. Paul’s School for Girls
11232 Falls Road
Brooklandville, MD 21022

St. Paul’s Plus
11232 Falls Road
Brooklandville, MD 21022

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL
NAME AND ADDRESS

Neutral
School

Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School

Number nonpublic
T-I students to be
served at the
following locations:

0

0

0

Students
Reading/Lang.
Arts
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

Title I-A

0

0

0

Students
Mathematics
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

3

76

22

Staff

Title II-A

18

460

0

Students

3

76

0

Staff

Title II-D Ed Tech

0

0

0

Students

0

0

0

Staff

Title III-A

Number of Nonpublic School Participants (Students, Teachers, and Other School Personnel)

Enter the complete information for each participating nonpublic school, including mailing address. Use the optional
“Comments” area to provide additional information about ESEA services to nonpublic school students, teachers, and
other school personnel. For example, if Title I services are provided through home tutoring services or by a third party
contractor, please indicate that information under “Comments.” NOTE: Complete Attachment 6-A for Title I-A, Title
II-A, Title II-Ed Tech, and Title III services. Complete Attachment 6-B for Title IV-A and Title V-A services. Use
separate pages as necessary.
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Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Towson Presbyterian School
400 West Chesapeake Avenue
Towson, MD 21204

Towson Catholic High School
114 Ware Avenue
Towson, MD 21204

Torah Institute of Baltimore
335 Rosewood Lane
Owings Mills, MD 21117

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL
NAME AND ADDRESS

Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site

Number nonpublic
T-I students to be
served at the
following locations:

0

0

0

Students
Reading/Lang.
Arts
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

Title I-A

0

0

0

Students
Mathematics
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

*

20**

68

Staff

Title II-A

0

262

537

Students

*

20**

68

Staff

Title II-D Ed Tech

0

0

0

Students

0

0

0

Staff

Title III-A

Number of Nonpublic School Participants (Students, Teachers, and Other School Personnel)

Enter the complete information for each participating nonpublic school, including mailing address. Use the optional
“Comments” area to provide additional information about ESEA services to nonpublic school students, teachers, and
other school personnel. For example, if Title I services are provided through home tutoring services or by a third party
contractor, please indicate that information under “Comments.” NOTE: Complete Attachment 6-A for Title I-A, Title
II-A, Title II-Ed Tech, and Title III services. Complete Attachment 6-B for Title IV-A and Title V-A services. Use
separate pages as necessary.
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Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site

Villa Maria School at St.
Vincent’s
2300 Dulaney Valley Road
Timonium, MD 21093

Villa Maria School
2600 Pot Spring Road
Timonium, MD 21093

Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site

0

0

0

Students
Reading/Lang.
Arts
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

Title I-A

0

0

0

Students
Mathematics
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

*

22**

*

Staff

Title II-A

0

0

0

Students

0

0

0

Staff

Title II-D Ed Tech

0

0

0

Students

0

0

0

Staff

Title III-A

Number of Nonpublic School Participants (Students, Teachers, and Other School Personnel)

Number nonpublic
T-I students to be
served at the
following locations:

Union Bethel Christian School
8615 Church Lane
Randallstown, MD 21133

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL
NAME AND ADDRESS

Enter the complete information for each participating nonpublic school, including mailing address. Use the optional
“Comments” area to provide additional information about ESEA services to nonpublic school students, teachers, and
other school personnel. For example, if Title I services are provided through home tutoring services or by a third party
contractor, please indicate that information under “Comments.” NOTE: Complete Attachment 6-A for Title I-A, Title
II-A, Title II-Ed Tech, and Title III services. Complete Attachment 6-B for Title IV-A and Title V-A services. Use
separate pages as necessary.
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Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Youth in Transition School
7205 Rutherford Road
Baltimore, MD 21244

Wards Chapel Preschool
11023 Liberty Road
Randallstown, MD 21133

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL
NAME AND ADDRESS

Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site

Number nonpublic
T-I students to be
served at the
following locations:

0

0

Students
Reading/Lang.
Arts
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

Title I-A

0

0

Students
Mathematics
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

20**

15

Staff

Title II-A

96

0

Students

20**

0

Staff

Title II-D Ed Tech

0

0

Students

0

0

Staff

Title III-A

Number of Nonpublic School Participants (Students, Teachers, and Other School Personnel)

Enter the complete information for each participating nonpublic school, including mailing address. Use the optional
“Comments” area to provide additional information about ESEA services to nonpublic school students, teachers, and
other school personnel. For example, if Title I services are provided through home tutoring services or by a third party
contractor, please indicate that information under “Comments.” NOTE: Complete Attachment 6-A for Title I-A, Title
II-A, Title II-Ed Tech, and Title III services. Complete Attachment 6-B for Title IV-A and Title V-A services. Use
separate pages as necessary.
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Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

God’s Little People
10 Willow Ave.
Baltimore, MD 21206

Day Timers
9199 Reisterstown Rd.
Owings, Mills MD 21117

Bais Yakov
6302 Smith Ave.
Baltimore, MD 21209

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL
NAME AND ADDRESS

Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral

Number nonpublic
T-I students to be
served at the
following locations:

0

0

0

Students
Reading/Lang.
Arts
(Can be a
duplicated count)

Title I-A

0

0

0

Students
Mathematics
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

0

0

0

Staff

Title II-A

0

0

0

Students

0

0

0

Staff

Title II-D Ed Tech

3

14

1

Students

0

0

0

Staff

Title III-A

Number of Nonpublic School Participants (Students, Teachers, and Other School Personnel)

Enter the complete information for each participating nonpublic school, including mailing address. Use the optional
“Comments” area to provide additional information about ESEA services to nonpublic school students, teachers, and
other school personnel. For example, if Title I services are provided through home tutoring services or by a third party
contractor, please indicate that information under “Comments.” NOTE: Complete Attachment 6-A for Title I-A, Title
II-A, Title II-Ed Tech, and Title III services. Complete Attachment 6-B for Title IV-A and Title V-A services. Use
separate pages as necessary.
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Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site
Private
School
Public
School
Neutral
Site

Number nonpublic
T-I students to be
served at the
following locations:

0

0

0

Students
Reading/Lang.
Arts
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

Title I-A

0

0

0

Students
Mathematics
(Can be a
duplicated
count)

0

0

0

Staff

Title II-A

74

104

0

Students

*

*

0

Staff

Title II-D Ed Tech

0

0

0

Students

0

0

0

Staff

Title III-A

Number of Nonpublic School Participants (Students, Teachers, and Other School Personnel)

* No data currently available. Multiple attempts have been made to collect this information. Will be updated Fall 2008.
** Data is from previous school year. Will be updated Fall 2008.

Shoshana S. Cardin Jewish
High School
7310 Park Heights Ave.
Baltimore, MD 21208

Colonial Christian Academy
9411 Liberty Road
Randallstown, MD 21133

Havenwood
100 E. Ridgely Rd.
Lutherville, MD 21093

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL
NAME AND ADDRESS

Enter the complete information for each participating nonpublic school, including mailing address. Use the optional
“Comments” area to provide additional information about ESEA services to nonpublic school students, teachers, and
other school personnel. For example, if Title I services are provided through home tutoring services or by a third party
contractor, please indicate that information under “Comments.” NOTE: Complete Attachment 6-A for Title I-A, Title
II-A, Title II-Ed Tech, and Title III services. Complete Attachment 6-B for Title IV-A and Title V-A services. Use
separate pages as necessary.
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Local School System : Baltimore County Public Schools

Bais Yaakov Middle
School for Girls
6300 Smith Ave.
Baltimore, MD 21209

Bais Yaakov Elementary
School for Girls
11111 Park Heights Ave.
Owings Mills, MD 21117

Bais Yaakov Eva Winer
High School
6302 Smith Ave.
Baltimore, MD 21209

Bais Hamedrash &
Mesivta of Baltimore
6823 Old Pimlico Rd.
Baltimore, MD 21209

Ascension School
4601 Maple Ave.
Baltimore, MD 21227

Al Rahmah School
6631 Johnnycake Rd.
Baltimore, MD 21244

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL
NAME AND ADDRESS

283

514

450

73

174

223

Students

Title IV-A

0

0

0

0

0

0

Staff

0

0

0

0

0

0

Students

Title V-A

0

0

0

0

0

0

Staff

Number of Nonpublic School Participants (Students, Teachers, and Other School Personnel)

Comments (Optional)

Enter the complete information for each participating nonpublic school, including mailing address. Use separate pages as
necessary.

Fiscal Year 2009

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL
INFORMATION FOR ESEA
PROGRAMS
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Local School System : Baltimore County Public Schools

John Paul Regional
Catholic School
6946 Dogwood Rd.
Baltimore, MD 21244

Jemicy School
301 W. Chesapeake Ave.
Towson, MD 21204

Immaculate Heart of
Mary School
8501 Loch Raven Blvd.
Towson, MD 21286

Immaculate Conception
School
112 Ware Ave.
Towson, MD 21204

Calvert Hall College
High School
8102 LaSalle Rd.
Baltimore, MD 21286
Good Shepard Center
4100 Maple Ave.
Baltimore, MD 21227

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL
NAME AND ADDRESS

190

276

496

494

16

1,230

Students

Title IV-A

0

0

0

0

0

0

Staff

0

0

0

0

0

0

Students

Title V-A

0

0

0

0

0

0

Staff

Number of Nonpublic School Participants (Students, Teachers, and Other School Personnel)

Comments (Optional)

Enter the complete information for each participating nonpublic school, including mailing address. Use separate pages as
necessary.
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Local School System : Baltimore County Public Schools

Mount de Sales
Academy
700 Academy Rd.
Catonsville, MD 21228

Milford Mill Church
Child Dev Center
915 Milford Mill Rd.
Baltimore, MD 21208

21022

Maryvale Preparatory
School
11300 Falls Rd.
Brooklandville, MD

Liberty Christian School
11303 Liberty Rd.
Owings Mills, MD 21117

Lamb of God School
1810 Fairview Ave.
Baltimore, MD 21227

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL
NAME AND ADDRESS

486

17

390

345

156

Students

Title IV-A

0

0

0

0

0

Staff

0

0

0

0

0

Students

Title V-A

0

0

0

0

0

Staff

Number of Nonpublic School Participants (Students, Teachers, and Other School Personnel)

Comments (Optional)

Enter the complete information for each participating nonpublic school, including mailing address. Use separate pages as
necessary.

Fiscal Year 2009

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL
INFORMATION FOR ESEA
PROGRAMS
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Local School System : Baltimore County Public Schools

Our Lady of Mt Carmel
High School
1706 Old Eastern Ave.
Essex, MD 21221

Our Lady of Mt Carmel
Elementary School
1702 Old Eastern Ave.
Essex, MD 21221

Our Lady of Hope/St
Luke School
8003 N Boundary Rd.
Baltimore, MD 21222

Our Lady of Grace School
18310 Middletown Rd.
Parkton, MD 21120

Notre Dame Preparatory
School
815 Hampton Lane
Towson, MD 21286

Mt Pleasant Christian
School
6000 Radecke Ave.
Baltimore, MD 21206

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL
NAME AND ADDRESS

266

432

246

175

762

114

Students

Title IV-A

0

0

0

0

0

0

Staff

0

0

0

0

0

0

Students

Title V-A

0

0

0

0

0

0

Staff

Number of Nonpublic School Participants (Students, Teachers, and Other School Personnel)

Comments (Optional)

Enter the complete information for each participating nonpublic school, including mailing address. Use separate pages as
necessary.
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Local School System : Baltimore County Public Schools

Sisters Academy of
Baltimore
139 First Ave.
Baltimore, MD 21227

Shoshana S. Cardin
Jewish High School
7310 Park Heights Ave.
Baltimore, MD 21208

St Demetrious Greek
Orthodox Bilingual
Day School
2504 Cub Hill Rd.
Baltimore, MD 21234

Sacred Heart School
63 Sacred Heart Lane
Glyndon, MD 21071

Redeemer Classical
Christian School
6415 Mt Vista Rd.
Kingsville, MD 21087

Our Lady of Victory
4416 Wilkens Ave.
Baltimore, MD 21229

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL
NAME AND ADDRESS

60

74

7

742

294

449

Students

Title IV-A

0

0

0

0

0

0

Staff

0

0

0

0

0

0

Students

Title V-A

0

0

0

0

0

0

Staff

Number of Nonpublic School Participants (Students, Teachers, and Other School Personnel)

Comments (Optional)

Enter the complete information for each participating nonpublic school, including mailing address. Use separate pages as
necessary.
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PROGRAMS
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Local School System : Baltimore County Public Schools

St Joseph School Fullerton
8416 Belair Rd.
Baltimore, MD 21236

St Joseph (Cockeysville)
105 Church Lane
Cockeysville, MD 21030

St John the Evangelist
School
13311 Long Green Pike
Hydes, MD 21082

St Clement Mary
Hofbauer
1216 Chesaco Ave.
Rosedale, MD 21237

St Clare School
716 Myrth Ave.
Baltimore, MD 21221

St Agnes School
603 St Agnes Lane
Baltimore, MD 21229

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL
NAME AND ADDRESS

422

423

235

302

216

320

Students

Title IV-A

0

0

0

0

0

0

Staff

0

0

0

0

0

0

Students

Title V-A

0

0

0

0

0

0

Staff

Number of Nonpublic School Participants (Students, Teachers, and Other School Personnel)

Comments (Optional)

Enter the complete information for each participating nonpublic school, including mailing address. Use separate pages as
necessary.
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NONPUBLIC SCHOOL
INFORMATION FOR ESEA
PROGRAMS
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Local School System : Baltimore County Public Schools

St Ursula School
8900 Harford Rd.
Baltimore, MD 21234

St Stephen’s Christian
Academy
1527 Old Eastern Ave.
Essex, MD 21221

St Stephen School
8028 Bradshaw Rd.
Kingsville, MD 21087

St Pius X School
6432 York Rd.
Baltimore, MD 21212

St Michael the
Archangel School
10 willow Ave.
Baltimore, MD 21206

St Mark School
26 Melvin Ave.
Catonsville, MD 21228

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL
NAME AND ADDRESS

706

18

282

336

366

515

Students

Title IV-A

0

0

0

0

0

0

Staff

0

0

0

0

0

0

Students

Title V-A

0

0

0

0

0

0

Staff

Number of Nonpublic School Participants (Students, Teachers, and Other School Personnel)

Comments (Optional)

Enter the complete information for each participating nonpublic school, including mailing address. Use separate pages as
necessary.

Fiscal Year 2009

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL
INFORMATION FOR ESEA
PROGRAMS
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Local School System : Baltimore County Public Schools

Youth in Transition
School
7205 Rutherford Rd.
Baltimore, MD 21244

Randallstown, MD 21133

Union Bethel Christian
Academy
8615 Church Lane

Towson Catholic High
School
114 Ware Ave.
Towson, MD 21204

Torah Institute of
Baltimore
35 Rosewood Lane
Owings Mills, MD 21117

Talmudical Academy
of Baltimore
4445 Old Court Rd.
Baltimore, MD 21208

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL
NAME AND ADDRESS

96

20

262

537

714

Students

Title IV-A

0

0

0

0

0

Staff

0

0

0

0

0

Students

Title V-A

0

0

0

0

0

Staff

Number of Nonpublic School Participants (Students, Teachers, and Other School Personnel)

Comments (Optional)

Enter the complete information for each participating nonpublic school, including mailing address. Use separate pages as
necessary.

Fiscal Year 2009

NONPUBLIC SCHOOL
INFORMATION FOR ESEA
PROGRAMS

ATTACHMENT 6-B
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ATTACHMENT 7 TITLE I, PART A – IMPROVING BASIC PROGRAMS OPERATED BY
LOCAL SCHOOL SYSTEMS
Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Fiscal Year 2009

Title I-A Coordinator: Dr. Lisa Williams
Telephone: 410-887-3487

I.

E-mail: lwilliams13@bcps.org

TITLE I THEMES IN THE BRIDGE TO EXCELLENCE MASTER PLAN –Describe the school
system's strategies to provide high quality sustained support to all Title I elementary, middle, and secondary schools.
Label each question and answer. Be sure to address each lettered and/or bulleted item separately. ALL
REQUESTED DOCUMENTATION SHOULD BE LABELED AND PROVIDED AS AN APPENDIX AFTER
THE BUDGET PAGES IN ATTACHMENT 7.

A. SCHOOLS IN IMPROVEMENT:
1. DESCRIPTION of the process the school and/or school system follows to inform parents of each student
enrolled in a Title I school identified for improvement, corrective action, or restructuring. Complete letters a-d.
Sec. 1116 (b)(6)(A-E)
a. Based on the 2008 administration of the Maryland School Assessment, does the LSS have any Title I
schools identified for improvement, corrective action, or restructuring?
______Yes ____X___No
If “No”, proceed to Highly Qualified.
b.

Describe the methods used to inform parents about the status of their child’s school if it is in
improvement, corrective action, or restructuring. Include in this description the timeline and the
names/positions/departments/schools responsible. NA

c.

Describe how parents who enroll their child/children later in the school year are notified. NA

2. DOCUMENTATION: Include sample copies of letters that will be used for school year 2008-2009
documentation to support that items a-f below have been included in the parent notification letter(s).
a) what the identification means; NA
b) the reasons for the identification;
c) what the school is doing to address the problem of low achievement;
d) how the LSS and MSDE are helping the school address the achievement problem;
e) how parents can become involved in addressing the academic issues that caused the school to be
identified for school improvement; and,
f) how the school compares to others.
3. DESCRIPTION of the process including specific timelines/dates that the Local School System will use
to inform parents of students attending a Title I school in school improvement about student transfer and
Supplemental Educational Services (SES) options. Sec. 1116 (b)(6)(F) NA
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

What date(s) were parents notified about their School Choice options? ________
Will the LSS be offering SES this year? ______Yes ____No
What date(s) were parents notified about the SES option? ______NA____
What is the projected start-up date for these services? ___NA_____
Describe how parents who enroll their child/children later in the school year are notified of their
School Choice and SES options.

4. DOCUMENTATION: Include sample copies of English and translated notification letters and their
attachments for School Choice and Supplemental Educational Services options the Local School System will
use for the 2008-2009 school year. Attachments should include supporting information for parents, i.e. profiles
of test scores for the home school and the receiving schools, provider profiles, etc. NA
5. Describe the process to ensure that the 10 Requirements for School Improvement are part of the
development, implementation, and monitoring of School Improvement Plans.
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B. HIGHLY QUALIFIED:
1.

DESCRIBE the process including specific timelines/dates used to notify parents whose children attend
Title I schools about the qualifications of their teachers by addressing each lettered item separately.
Sec. 1111 (h)(6)(A)
a.

Describe how and when (date) the school or school system notified the parents of each student
attending any Title I schools that they may request information regarding the professional
qualifications of their student’s classroom teacher (known as “Parent’s Right to Know”).

On September 17, 2008, the Office of Title I provided the Parent’s Right to Know letter from the superintendent to
school principals for dissemination to parents. Principals are given guidance that letters must be sent via U.S. Mail
by September 25, 2008, and that a Connect-ED message should announce the dissemination of the letter.
The Parents’ Right to Know letter informs parents of their right to request information about the credentials of
his/her child’s teacher (see Appendix A).
b.

Describe the process of providing timely notice (letter) to parents when their child has been assigned
or taught for 4 or more consecutive weeks by a teacher or substitute teacher who is not highly
qualified.

Initial Notification
The process for ongoing notification of parents whose children are instructed by non-HQ staff for four-weeks or
longer was explained during the September 17, 2008, technical assistance opportunity with Title I principals (see
Appendix B). Schools that begin the school year with long-term substitutes serving for teachers of record in core
areas were provided information at the September 17, 2008, opportunity detailing their responsibility for informing
parents in accordance with NCLB standards. A description of the substantiating documentation that must be
maintained and submitted to the Office of Title I was provided to principals as well.
On-going Notification
Beginning September 25, 2008, and every four weeks thereafter, the Title I compliance specialist receives the
districtwide “Long-term Substitute” report and contact impacted principals accordingly. The four-week
notification letter informs parents of their right to be notified when their child is taught by a teacher who is not
highly qualified to teach the subject matter. In addition, principals of Title I schools provide an attestation to the
Office of Title I that their teachers are highly qualified and that if any teacher loses certification or otherwise has
his/her highly qualified (HQ) status compromised (as in the case of a long-term substitute in a core academic
subject) the principal attests that he/she will apprise the parents of the situation in writing (see Appendix C). The
Office of Title I receives copies of the actual letter sent, as well as the roster of students whose parents were
informed of their rights to request information about teacher credentials.
c.

Identify by name, title and department the person(s) responsible for ensuring compliance with Section
1111(h)(6)(A)?

•
•
•
•

d.

Determining HQ status of Teachers—Dr. Alpheus Arrington, Director, Office of Human
Resources
Providing NCLB guidance regarding HQ compliance—Dr. Lisa Williams, Coordinator,
Office of Title I
Teacher placement consistent with HQ requirements—school principals; area assistant
superintendents; Dr. Alpheus Arrington, Director, Office of Human Resources
Parent notification in instances of 4 weeks or longer instruction by non-HQ teachersschool principals; Ken Kuyawa, Office of Certification; Edward Cornish, Compliance
Specialist, Office of Title I; area assistant superintendents (see Appendix C)

Describe how the LSS coordinates Highly Qualified notification between Human Resources, the Title
I Office, and school administration.

In June of each school year, the Office of Title I meets to discuss updates in HQ notification requirements with the
Offices of Human Resources and Certification. During this meeting, the process for parental notification regarding right
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to request information concerning teachers’ credentialing, notification in the instance of instruction provided by non-HQ
teacher for four weeks or longer, as well as the process for attending to lapsed certification issues are discussed. A plan
is determined for communicating parental notification processes with area assistant superintendents and school
principals. Following this discussion, the Offices of Title I and Human Resources coordinate a principals’ technical
assistance opportunity in September to discuss parental notification requirements relative to teacher qualifications. In
the fall and the spring of the year, the offices confer about potential teacher certification lapses to determine compliance
with district-level protocol governing such occurrences. Principals contact compliance specialists on an as needed basis
to discuss questions they may have about on going notification requirements. Coordination among the Office of Human
Resources, Certification, area assistant superintendents, and Title I occurs in order to achieve and maintain compliance
with notification requirements regarding HQ status of teachers.
e.

How does the LSS ensure the Highly Qualified status of teachers assigned to Title I schools is
maintained?

During the fall HQ technical assistance opportunity, the Office of Human Resources provides information to principals
relevant to appropriate placements of teachers to maintain HQ status. Teachers’ credential information is disseminated
to principals at the time of the fall HQ technical assistance. Principals sign attestations of compliance with HQ
requirements and Human Resources provides on-going guidance to principals (as needed) to assist in the determination
of appropriate teachers classroom placements. The Office of Human Resources uses a three step process to ensure
appropriate placement of teachers commensurate with HQ status. The first step involves providing principals
information detailing teacher credentials and appropriate placements to assist with principal’s yearly planning. Second,
information regarding teacher placement is collected during the submission of the school Staffing Allocation Planning
that each Baltimore County public school is required to submit. When there are instances of principal placement
decisions that conflict with teachers’ ability to maintain HQ status, HR facilitates a meeting with the school principal to
remove the teacher from the inappropriate placement.
2.

DOCUMENTATION: Include sample copies of English and translated letters that will be used to
accomplish item a and item b for school year 2008-2009.

3.

Are all paraprofessionals in Title I school wide schools qualified?
X Yes _______ No _________ Not Applicable

4.

Are all paraprofessionals paid with Title I funds in targeted assistance schools qualified? X Yes
_______ No _________ Not Applicable

C. SCHOOLWIDE PROGRAMS:
If the LSS does not have any Title I Schoolwide programs, proceed to Section D - Targeted Assistance.
1.

For LSSs with Title I schoolwide programs, DESCRIBE the steps taken to help the Title I schools make
effective use of schoolwide programs by addressing each lettered item separately.
Reg. 200.25-28 and Sec. 1114
a.

Describe how the system will assist schools consolidate funds for schoolwide programs. If the
system is not consolidating funds, describe how the system coordinates financial resources to
develop programs.

Baltimore County Public Schools (BCPS) Schoolwide Title I schools complete a programmatic consolidation
during school improvement planning in accordance with federal guidance released during spring of 2008. Based on
the outcome of a Comprehensive Needs Assessment, and in consultation with school stakeholders, the principals
examine their schools’ priority needs and funding available to develop comprehensive programs ensuring students
with the most academic need are receiving timely and meaningful services. During school improvement planning,
principals verify all resources (local, state, and federal) available to aid planning. Using this information and the
outcome of a Comprehensive Needs Assessment, funding priorities are determined. In the Targeted Assistance
(TA) schools, a similar planning structure is used as completion of the comprehensive needs assessment process is
a BCPS standard, with specific attention to the requirements that the most academically needy students and parents
are served.
b.

Describe the process to ensure that the 10 Components of a Schoolwide program are part of the
development, peer review, implementation, and monitoring of Schoolwide/School Improvement
Plans.
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Development
BCPS uses an electronically differentiated school improvement planning process. Schoolwide Title I schools are
required to complete the school improvement template with the 10 components for Schoolwide planning and
BCPS standards. The offices of Title I and the area assistant superintendents collaborate on the School
Improvement Plan (SIP) development process for Title I schools. Appropriate curriculum offices provide
technical assistance to ensure SIPs are of a quality most likely to improve student achievement if implemented
and monitored. The SIPs of Title I Schoolwide schools are first submitted to the Office of Title I for preliminary
review. The Office of Title I reviews the SIPs of Title I Schoolwide schools to determine if each of the 10
components are identified in the plan and informed by the outcome the Comprehensive Needs Assessment. The
role of the Office of Title I is to collaborate directly with school principals and the area assistant superintendents
during the development process of the SIPs to ensure Title I compliance.
Implementation
The area assistant superintendents and the Office of Title I meet with principals to discuss the implementation of
the SIPs on an on-going basis during the school year. During bi-annual program review, the Office of Title I
reviews substantiating documentation of the implementation of activities required in accordance with statutory
guidance detailing compliance with the 10 components of Schoolwide programs. The Office of Title I uses a
rubric to communicate with principals regarding compliance with Title I requirements. If there is corrective
action required, the Office of Title I visits the school prior to the culminating spring visit to ensure appropriate
redress has occurred.
Monitoring
The area assistant superintendents monitor the implementation of the SIP and have the ultimate accountability in
this regard. Working within this structure of accountability, from April to June, compliance specialists in the
Office of Title I conduct at least two visits to Title I schools to monitor implementation of the SIP. As a result of
this monitoring, Title I compliance specialists provide school administrators with any technical assistance deemed
necessary to ensure that appropriate implementation of activities required by the No Child Left Behind act occur
and are documented. In the instance of compliance concerns related to the 10 components of Schoolwide
Planning, Title I protocol would dictate appropriate technical assistance provided by the Office of Title I in
combination with follow-up review to ensure compliance.
c.

If any of the 10 Components are not adequately addressed, what steps does the LSS take to
ensure that revisions to schoolwide plans occur in a timely manner?

If any component is not adequately addressed, the Office of Title I takes the following actions. First, the school
principal and the area assistant superintendent are contacted and informed of the nature of the compliance
concern. Second, if needed, the Office of Title I compliance specialists and/or supervisor provides site-based
technical assistance. Third, the school principal makes the necessary revision to the School Improvement Plan.
Fourth, the Office of Title I compliance specialists, supervisor, or coordinator reviews the amended document to
ensure compliance has been achievement. Last, the Office of Title I compliance specialist and/or supervisor
advises the school principal and area assistant superintendent of the School Improvement Plan’s compliance.
d.

Describe specific steps to be taken by the LSS to review and analyze the effectiveness of
schoolwide programs.

As a primary source of information describing student achievement, data from MSA are used by every school
operating a Title I Schoolwide program. Data are disaggregated by subgroups as required by No Child Left
Behind. The Department of Research, Accountability, and Assessment conducts an analysis of the achievement
data from MSA and other sources such as benchmark and short-cycle data to assist each school with developing a
plan that will meet identified needs and result in the achievement of AYP in all subgroups and at all grade levels.
Baltimore County Public Schools will continue, on an annual basis, to utilize disaggregated student data from all
state and local reading and mathematics assessments at the system, area, school, classroom, and individual student
levels to make informed educational decisions to advance achievement. The Office of World Languages tracks
the performance of ELL and re-designated ELL participation in primary talent programs in elementary schools
and in AP, GT, and honors programs in secondary schools.
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e.

Describe how the system and/or schools provide extended learning time, such as an extended
school year, before- and after-school, and summer program opportunities.

BCPS provides staff to elementary schools for summer programs at a ratio of one teacher for every 2.5 schools for nonExtended-Day/Extended-Year (ED/EY) Title I schools. This support is provided using state and local resources.
ED/EY Title I schools receive one teacher for each program supported by the state and local resources as well. The
district provides the foundational support for all extended-year programs in BCPS elementary schools.
The elementary summer programs funded by the BCPS operating budget (programs funded by state and local resources)
are managed by the Office of Alternative Education. The materials and resources to support centralized (state and local
budget funded) elementary summer programs, as well as all directives regarding requirements, are informed by
guidance from the Office of Alternative Education.
In order to ensure the supplemental requirement of all Title I funded programs, the Office of Title I coordinates with the
Office of Alternative Education to develop and implement summer programs for Title I schools. Title I funds are
administered as a part of its districtwide initiatives allocation. Eligible Schoolwide Title I schools were invited to
submit an application for participation in the Title I ED/EY program beginning during the summer of FY08, and
continuing into the fall and spring of FY09. Interested and eligible schools submitted applications that were reviewed
by the offices of Elementary Language Arts, Mathematics, PreK-12, the Department of Research, Accountability, and
Assessment, as well as Title I for approval for participation.
Schoolwide principals who were interested in participating were required to comply with Terms of Participation which
included descriptors of information that would need to be made available for evaluation, program constructs, period of
operation and other details (see Appendix D). The Title I-funded program will operate five weeks during the summer
and six weeks during the fall and spring. The extended-day feature, as well as the supplemental Title I funding bolsters
resources made available from the district’s state and local support.
Title I ED/EY programs are developed and are operated in accordance with student needs as informed by
comprehensive needs assessments conducted by participating schools. Title I ED/EY programs may serve students
performing below, on, or above expectations. This flexibility allowed participating schools to develop and implement
programs uniquely responsive to the school’s student achievement trends.
The Department of Research, Accountability, and Assessment developed a structure for evaluations of Title I ED/EY
program to determine efficacy of interventions. This information will be used by the Office of Title I, in consultation
with other curricular offices and the chief academic officer to inform Title I programming decisions.
Additionally, all Title I schools (Schoolwide and Targeted Assistance) receive school-based allocations from which
extended-year programs may be operated. The Office of Title I obtains information annually from schools on their use
of funding to provide these services. This information is submitted to MSDE annually in the form of the Title I MSDE
Participation Report.
f.

In addition to the Title I coordinator, identify other central office staff by name, title, and
department responsible for monitoring the ten components in schoolwide plans, the effectiveness
of schoolwide program implementation, fiduciary issues, and program effectiveness.

Dr. Lisa Williams, Coordinator, Office of Title I
Mary Dagen, Supervisor, Office of Title I
Dr. Christine Koth, Title I Evaluation Specialist, Department of Research, Accountability, and
Assessment
Edward Cornish, Compliance Specialist, Office of Title I
Robin Lopez, Compliance Specialist, Office of Title I
Sue Byer, Fiscal Assistant, Office of Title I
Debbie Simms, Fiscal Assistant, Office of Title I
Title I Instructional Coaches
Title I Gifted and Talented Catalyst Resource Teachers
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D. TARGETED ASSISTANCE SCHOOLS:
If the LSS does not have any Title I Targeted Assistance programs, proceed to Section E - Parent Involvement.
1. DESCRIBE the step-by-step process including timelines/dates used to identify eligible children most in
need of services.
In March 2008, five schools were identified as Targeted Assistance (TA) schools for the FY09 school year. Once
identifications had been made, the Office of Title I convened a meeting on March 18, 2008, with Targeted
Assistance school principals to provide guidance on TA compliance requirements, the process for determining
selection criteria, and the process for determining academically needy students. At this meeting principals were
given Title I statutory guidance as well.
On April 23, 2008, a follow-up a technical assistance opportunity entitled, “Using Multiple Educationally Related
Criteria to Select Students for your Targeted Assistance Program” was made available to Targeted Assistance
principals and step-by-step guidance was given to assist in the identification process of Title I students.
Additionally, on June 30, 2008, principals operating TA programs were provided the opportunity to meet with the
BCPS/Maryland State Department of Education (MSDE) point-of-contact to discuss their process of identification
of eligible students. All of these steps were taken to ensure compliance with selection of students for services.
Targeted Assistance students will be identified by the last day of school for principals offering summer programs
and by August 25, 2008, for principals whose targeted programs will begin in the fall of 2008. Targeted
Assistance schools use multiple educationally related criteria to select students for Title I services including, but
not limited to, the Baltimore County Public Schools’ pre-kindergarten screening tool, criterion-referenced
assessments such as MSA, short-cycle assessment data, benchmark data, student work samples, MMSR data,
information from the Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills (DIBELS) assessment program,
information from report cards, and teacher and parent input to identify eligible students in Grades K-5. Principals
will be given technical assistance by the Office of Title I staff to ensure compliance with the multiple selection
criteria.
2. Describe the step-by-step process used to rank students using multiple selection (academic) criteria to
identify eligible children most in need of services. (NOTE: Children from preschool through Grade 2 must
be selected solely on the basis of such criteria as teacher judgment, parent interviews, and developmentally
appropriate measures.) Section 1115(b)(1)(B)
Beginning in March 2008, principals operating Targeted Assistance Title I schools are provided technical assistance
regarding operating programmatically and fiscally compliant programs. Principals are given guidance to use the
following step-by-step process to rank eligible students:
1. Determine student priority needs via comprehensive needs assessment. When MSA data are available, these must be
used in this consideration.
2. Identify content area (reading or mathematics), grade level, and or subgroup demonstrating academic need.
3. Determine three criteria that will be used to determine academic need. For data that are categorical, convert to a
numerical system based on its importance as an achievement indicator.
4. Rank all students in the applicable grade, subgroup, and content area as appropriate.
5. Select the most needy students (using the classroom-level unit of measure) to receive supplemental Title I support.
6. Serve students in a ratio of 8:1. Paraprofessionals funded by Title I must provide instructional support and work
under the direction of a HQ teacher.
3. DESCRIBE how the school system helps targeted assistance schools identify, implement and monitor
effective methods and supplemental instructional strategies for small groups of identified students.
These strategies must be based on best practices and scientific research to strengthen the core academic
program of the school. Describe how the system/school will address the following: Section 1115(c)(1)(C).
a)

Giving primary consideration to providing extended learning time, such as an extended school year,
before-and after-school, and summer program opportunities.

Each school receiving a supplemental allocation to operate a TA program is required to use multiple educationallyrelated selection criteria in accordance with the No Child Left Behind act to identify students eligible to receive
additional educational services. This process is achieved through consultations between the Office of Title I staff and
the eligible Targeted Assistance schools’ principals. After eligible students are identified, schools receive technical
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assistance from the Office of Title I staff. Programmatic assistance is also provided by the offices of Language Arts and
Mathematics PreK-12, in selecting appropriate extended-day programs for students based on best practices and
scientific research. Title I schools receive an allocation from which extended-day programs may be funded. Based on
the outcome of the school’s needs assessment and in consideration of the resources available, the determination is made
for the optimal mode of delivery of the TA program. This would include examination of the appropriateness of
extended-day and extended-year programs.
b) Helping provide an accelerated, high-quality curriculum, including applied learning; and
BCPS curriculum offices assist principals in implementing the district curriculum using the Voluntary State Curriculum
(VSC) with fidelity to ensure students have equal access to rigorous educational opportunities. Supplemental Title I
programs are reviewed by the various curricular offices to ensure these are of a high-quality and aligned with VSC
standards.
c) Minimizing the removal of children from regular classroom instruction for additional services.
Under the direction of the chief academic officer, the Office of Title I provides technical assistance to Targeted
Assistance schools in implementing regular day, extended-day, and extended-year TA programs. When TA services are
delivered during the regular day, these services are coordinated with the delivery of the core instructional program
provided by the teacher of record (teacher responsible under COMAR funded by state and local resources). The Office
of Title I provides technical assistance to ensure principals have considered services required under COMAR and how
the Title I program can/should align. Principals submit plans that detail how this coordination will occur to minimize
students being removed from the regular day services. Modes of the delivery of Targeted Assistance programs during
the regular day program include the following: push-in, extended reading/math blocks for targeted students (core
program delivered by the teacher of record supported by state and local resources), and elimination of specials for
targeted students, etc. The method of delivery of the Targeted Assistance program at each of the five participating
schools was determined by consideration of (1) the nature of the students most academically in need; (2) the existing
structure of the instructional day; and (3) the supplemental resources received via Title I to support additional
programming. Additionally, the Office of Title I collects and cross references the teacher schedules of regular day
teachers and Title I teachers.
Targeted Assistance schools also offer ED/EY programs for eligible students. These programs provide the least
challenge with regard to minimizing removal of children from the regular classroom, as these are offered beyond the
period of the regular school day.
4. Describe how the system/school provides additional opportunities for professional development with Title I
resources, and, to the extent practicable, from other sources, for teachers, principals, and paraprofessionals,
including, if appropriate other staff.
The departments of Professional Development and Human Resources use Title II funds for the planning,
implementation, and evaluation of professional development activities in order to ensure that all core content areas have
funds for high quality professional development. Professional development activities supported by Title II include
teacher workshops in mathematics and reading instruction, teacher cohort partnerships with universities in critical
shortage areas, and principal/aspiring leadership development. The BCPS’ operating budget supports professional
development activities for paraprofessionals that include content workshops, Praxis ParaPro preparation, test
preparation materials, testing fees, and reimbursement for credits toward obtaining highly qualified status. Principals
operating Targeted Assistance programs use Title I funds for professional development of Title I teachers as informed
by the needs of the students.
5. Describe the process for developing (with peer review), implementing, and monitoring Targeted Assistance
Requirements in Targeted Assistance/School Improvement Plans.
Development
BCPS uses an electronically differentiated School Improvement planning process. Targeted Assistance Title I schools
are required to complete the school improvement template with the components for Targeted Assistance planning and
BCPS standards. The Offices of Title I and area assistant superintendents collaborate on the SI development process for
Title I schools. Appropriate curriculum offices provide technical assistance to ensure School Improvement Plans (SIP)
are of the quality most likely to improve student achievement if implemented and monitored. The School Improvement
Plans of Title I Targeted Assistance schools are first submitted to the Office of Title I for preliminary review. The
Office of Title I reviews the School Improvement Plans of Title I Targeted Assistance schools to determine if each of
the required Title I components are identified in the plan and are informed by the outcome of the needs assessment in
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accordance with BCPS protocol. The Office of Title I collaborates directly with school principals and the area assistant
superintendents during the development process of the School Improvement Plan to ensure Title I compliance as a
requisite step.
Implementation
The area assistant superintendents and the Office of Title I meet with principals to discuss the implementation of the
SIPs on an on-going basis during the school year. During bi-annual program review, the Office of Title I reviews
substantiating documentation of the implementation of activities required in accordance with statutory guidance
detailing operations of Targeted Assistance Title I Planning. The Office of Title I uses a rubric to communicate with
principals regarding compliance with Title I requirements. If there is corrective action required, the Office of Title I
conducts intermittent school visits to monitor corrective action processes. These visits occur prior to the culminating
spring Title I school program review. This is done to ensure appropriate redress has occurred.
Monitoring
The area assistant superintendents monitor the implementation of the SIP and have ultimate accountability in this
regard. Working within this structure of accountability, from April to June, compliance specialists in the Office of Title
I conduct at least two visits to Title I schools to monitor implementation of the School Improvement Plan. As a result
of this monitoring, Title I compliance specialists provide school administrators with any technical assistance deemed
necessary to ensure that appropriate implementation of activities required by the No Child Left Behind act occur and are
documented. In the instance of compliance concerns related to the components of Targeted Assistance planning
according to Title I Part A regulatory guidance, Title I protocol dictates delivery of appropriate technical assistance in
combination with follow-up documentation and program review to ensure compliance.
6. Describe specific steps to be taken to review and analyze the effectiveness of Targeted
Assistance programs.
As a primary source of information describing student achievement, data from MSA are used by every school operating
a Title I Targeted Assistance program. Data are disaggregated by subgroups as required by the No Child Left Behind
act. The Department of Research, Accountability, and Assessment conducts an analysis of the achievement data from
MSA and other sources such as benchmark and short-cycle data to assist schools with developing plans that will meet
their needs and result in the achievement of AYP in all subgroups and at all grade levels. Baltimore County Public
Schools will continue, on an annual basis, to utilize the disaggregated student data of all state and local reading and
math assessments at the system, area, school, classroom, and individual student level to make informed educational
decisions to advance achievement. The Office of World Languages tracks the performance of ELL and re-designated
ELL participation in primary talent programs in elementary schools and in AP, GT, and honors programs in secondary
schools.
7. In addition to the LSS Title I coordinator, identify by name, title, and department the person/s responsible
for monitoring activities a-e.
Dr. Lisa Williams, Coordinator, Office of Title I
Mary Dagen, Supervisor, Office of Title I
Dr. Christine Koth, Title I Evaluation Specialist, Department of Research, Accountability, and
Assessment
Edward Cornish, Compliance Specialist, Office of Title I
Robin Lopez, Compliance Specialist, Office of Title I
Sue Byer, Fiscal Assistant, Office of Title I
Debbie Simms, Fiscal Assistant, Office of Title I
8. DOCUMENTATION: Attach weighted criteria used to select and rank children for Targeted
Assistance Services. (see Appendix E)
9.

Identify the school(s) by name and MSDE school ID number that are implementing a Targeted Assistance
program in 2008-2009 and are planning to become Schoolwide programs for the 2009-2010 next school
year? NA
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E. PARENT INVOLVEMENT:
To encourage parent involvement, school systems and schools need to communicate frequently, clearly, and
meaningfully with families, and ask for parents’ input in decisions that affect their children. [Section 1118(a)(2)]
Parent involvement strategies should be woven throughout each system’s Master Plan.
1. Local School System Parent Involvement Policy Review
a.

Date of current LSS Parent Involvement Policy adoption: BCPS Policy 1270—Family Involvement
Policy was adopted on 5/23/91. The latest revision of the policy occurred on 5/20/08.

b.

Date of last review: Policy 1270 was last reviewed on 2/5/08.

c.

Describe how parents from Title I schools were involved in the annual review of the LSS Parent
Involvement Policy.

All parent stakeholder groups were invited to discuss the current parental involvement policy. Parent advocacy groups
were invited to send two representatives to the annual review meeting which occurred on February 5, 2008. Parents
from Title I schools were among meeting attendees. During this meeting, Policy 1270 and the accompanying
Superintendent’s Rule 1270 were discussed and the determination was reached (by consensus) that the policy was
sufficient as constructed (see Appendix F).
2. DOCUMENTATION: Attach a copy of the school system’s most current distributed Parent
Involvement Policy. Discuss and explain any changes that have been made since the last Master Plan
submission. (see Appendix F)
3.

School Level Parent Involvement Policy and Plan Review
a.

How does the LSS ensure that each Title I school has adopted (as is or with additions) the systemlevel Parent Involvement Policy?

Principals are provided technical assistance on the requirements of the school-level parent involvement plan,
specifically related to the required declarative adoption of the district-level Parent/Guardian and Family Involvement,
Policy 1270. All school-level parent involvement plan/policies are submitted annually to the Office of Title I for review
and approval.
b.

How are Title I parents involved in the joint development, implementation, and annual review of the
school level parent involvement plans?

Through parent participation on school improvement teams, parental involvement taskforces, parent-teacher
associations, and feedback gathered from parents based on evaluation of parental involvement activities, parent input is
gleaned in the development, implementation, and review of school-level parent involvement activities. Principals collect
and maintain documentation substantiating such processes. This information is reviewed by Title I compliance
specialists during bi-annual program reviews.
c.

How does the LSS verify that Title I parents are involved in the development of the parent
involvement plans?

Each participating school principal (Targeted Assistance and Schoolwide) maintains a Title I compliance binder of
substantiating artifacts such as sign-in sheets, agendas, notes, and evaluations. One of the required parent involvement
artifacts is documentation demonstrating that parents had input in the development of the parent involvement plan. This
documentation is reviewed as a part of the bi-annual compliance reviews conducted by the Office of Title I.
4. School/Parent Compact
a.

How does the LSS ensure that each Title I school has a School/Parent Compact that
meets statutory requirements? (Note: Should statutory requirements be spelled out in the
guidance?)

Principals are provided technical assistance on the requirements of the School/Parent Compact specifically related to
the NCLB statutory requirements. Additionally, the Office of Title I collaborates with the Office of Parent Support
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Services to provide training throughout the year discussing both compliant and quality elements of a School/Parent
Compact. The Office of Title I creates a template compact for all principals to use, as appropriate. The sample
School/Parent Compact has all the required NCLB elements identified to ensure each school has a model on which
individual school compacts may be based. Finally, all School/Parent Compacts are submitted annually to the Office of
Title I for review and approval.
b.

How were Title I parents involved in the joint development and implementation of the
School/Parent Compact?

Each participating school principal (Targeted Assistance and Schoolwide) maintains a Title I compliance binder of
substantiating artifacts such as sign-in sheets, agendas, notes and evaluations. One of the required parent involvement
artifacts is documentation demonstrating that parents had input in the development and implementation of the
School/Parent Compact. This documentation is reviewed as a part of the bi-annual compliance reviews conducted by
the Office of Title I.
5.

Monitoring Parent Involvement
a.

Describe LSS process for monitoring parent involvement requirements in Title I schools.

Modeled after the process used by the MSDE, BCPS uses a bi-annual school-level Title I review process during which
the Office of Title I compliance specialists conduct school visits to review compliance with Targeted Assistance and
Schoolwide components. As parent involvement requirements are mandated in the operation of both types of school
programs, parent involvement requirements are reviewed during these visits. Further, Title I Parental Involvement
Plans and School/Parent Compacts are submitted to the Office of Title I annually in October. Additionally, parental
involvement activities and strategies are identified in the SIPs. In this way, the Office of Title I has a minimum of three
sources of data to monitor Title I schools’ implementation of parental involvement requirements. All of these sources of
information are key in the Title I monitoring process which occurs in November/December and April/May of each year.
b.

In addition to the LSS Title I coordinator, identify by name, title, and department the
person(s) responsible for monitoring parent involvement.

Dr. Lisa Williams, Coordinator, Office of Title I
Mary Dagen, Supervisor, Office of Title I
Edward Cornish, Compliance Specialist, Office of Title I
Robin Lopez, Compliance Specialist, Office of Title I
Dale Rauenzahn, Executive Director, Department of Student Support Services
Verletta White, Executive Director, Department of Professional Development
Nicole Tucker-Smith, Supervisor, Parent Support Services, Department of Professional Development
6.

Distribution Of Parent Involvement Funds
a.

Describe how the LSS distributes 95% of the 1% reservation to its Title I schools for
family involvement activities.

Principals receive the full 1% for family involvement activities during the distribution of school level allocations.
Distributing funds concordant with release of the school allocation allows more facile planning efforts. Family
involvement resources are distributed to schools via per pupil allocation (see appendix G).
b.
c.

Does the LSS reserve more than 1% of its total allocation for parent involvement?
X YES _____ No
How does the LSS verify that Title I parents have input in the use of funds at the school
level?

Principals collect sign-in sheets, agendas, notes, and evaluations to demonstrate that parents have had input into the use
of family involvement funds.
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F. EQUITABLE SERVICES TO STUDENTS IN PRIVATE SCHOOLS
[SECTION 1120]:
1.

Participating private schools and services: COMPLETE INFORMATION IN ATTACHMENT 6 A
regarding the names of participating private schools and the number of private school students and/or staff
that will benefit from the Title I-A services. Refer to the Title I Services to Eligible Private School
Children Non-Regulatory Guidance, October 17, 2003.

2.

DESCRIBE the school system's process of ongoing consultation to provide equitable participation to
students in private schools.

Consultation
Regularly scheduled meetings were held between BCPS staff and administrators from the nonpublic schools.
Meetings were held with staff from nonpublic schools on January 22, 2008 and July 22, 2008, to discuss the Title I
program. A meeting will be held February 4, 2009, as a means of on-going consultation regarding the delivery of
Title I services. In addition, staff from the Office of Title I conducted numerous site visits to each nonpublic school
at various times during the year.
Selection of Eligible Students
Staff from each nonpublic school was asked to submit an academically-needy list of students who were performing
below grade level and would benefit from Title I services for the 2008-2009 school year. The staff in each school
completed a Prioritization of Grades and Subject Areas report as well. Staff from the Office of Title I reviewed
each list of students to determine eligibility based on the location of domicile. School staff then completed a Title I
Selection Criteria for Students Attending Nonpublic Schools form for each address-eligible student, providing
selection criteria information about each student.
The Title I Selection Criteria for Students Attending Nonpublic Schools form contained selection criteria specific to
particular grade levels. In March, April, and May of 2008, staff from the Office of Title I communicated with all
principals of the nonpublic schools that expressed a desire to participate in the Title I program for the 2008-2009
school year. During the consultations, discussion took place regarding the information that was submitted and the
selection criteria used. Based on those discussions, individualized Title I programs that met the academic needs of
students in terms of grade levels and subject area(s) served were developed for each school. These discussions
assisted in determining the specific needs of teachers and families at each school as well. All services are delivered
in the private schools.
Evaluation
Staff from the Office of Title I consulted with personnel from the nonpublic schools concerning the assessment
instrument that will be used to evaluate the progress of students receiving Title I services. Milestones, jointly
developed by Baltimore County personnel and employees in the nonpublic schools, will be used to determine
program effectiveness for students in PreK and Grade 1. Standardized testing and weekly assessment documents
will be used for grades two through five. Comparisons between pre- and post-assessment data will assist in
evaluating student progress. As the Title I programs at each nonpublic school are individualized to meet the needs
of participating students, any assessments performed will assist school personnel in ensuring the students are
academically benefiting from the Title I services. At the conclusion of the tutoring services, staff from the Office of
Title I will meet with the nonpublic school administrators and the Title I tutors to discuss the effectiveness of the
program and any changes that should take place for next year.
These are the means by which the Office of Title I will provide ongoing consultation to ensure equitable
participation to students in private schools.
3.

DOCUMENTATION: Attach a timeline for consultation with private schools. (see Appendix H)

4.

DELIVERY OF SERVICE
a. Will LSS staff be providing the services directly to the students? ___X___ YES _____ NO If yes,
when will services begin? Services began on August 18, 2008. b. Will the LSS enter into a formal
agreement with other LSSs to provide services to students who attend private schools beyond the district’s
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boundary lines? __X____ YES _____ NO If yes, identify the LSSs involved and the date the services
will begin. The private school program began in Baltimore City Public Schools on September 10, 2008.
c. Will the LSS enter into a third party contract to provide services to participating private school children?
______ YES ___X___ NO If yes, when will services begin? __________________
4.1 DOCUMENTATION: Attach copies of written affirmation and, if applicable, letters of agreement between
school districts (see Appendix I).

DETERMINATION OF ELIGIBLE SCHOOL ATTENDANCE AREAS
[Section 1113]:

II.

Table 7-1

SOURCE(S) OF DOCUMENTED LOW-INCOME DATA FOR DETERMINING
THE NUMBER OF CHILDREN FROM LOW-INCOME FAMILIES
A local school system must use the same measure of poverty for:
1. Identifying eligible Title I schools;
2. Determining the ranking of each school;
3. Determining the Title I allocation for each school.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS:
CHECK the data source(s) listed below that the school system is using to determine eligible Title I schools. The data
source(s) must be applied uniformly to all schools across the school system. A child who might be included in more
than one data source may be counted only once in arriving at a total count. The data source(s) must be maintained in
the applicant's Title I records for a period of three years after the end of the grant period and/or 3 years after
the resolution of an audit – if there was one. Public school systems must only check one.
Free Lunch
Free and Reduced Lunch

x

Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF)
Census Poor (Children ages 5-17 based on 2000 Census Data)
Children eligible to receive medical assistance under the Medicaid program
A composite of any of the above measures (explain):
_____ A weighted process has been used as follows:
_____ An unduplicated count has been verified.
PRIVATE SCHOOLS:
A local educational agency shall have the final authority to calculate the number of children who are from low-income
families and attend private schools. According to Title I Guidance B-4, if available, an LSS should use the same
measure of poverty used to count public school children, e.g., free and reduced price lunch data. CHECK (all
that apply) the data source(s) listed below that the school system is using to identify private school participants: (Reg.
Sec. 200.78) More than one may be checked.

x

A.

Use FARMS to identify low-income students;

x

B.
C.

Use the same poverty data the LSS uses to count public school children;
Use comparable poverty data from a survey of families of private school students that, to the extent
possible, protects the families’ identity;
Extrapolate data from the survey based on a representative sample if complete actual data are
unavailable
Use comparable poverty data from a different source, such as scholarship applications;
Apply the low-income percentage of each participating public school attendance area to the number of
private school children who reside in that school attendance area; (proportionality) OR
Use an equated measure of low-income correlated with the measure of low-income used to count public
school children.

D.
E.
F.
G.
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Table 7-2
METHOD OF QUALIFYING ELIGIBLE ATTENDANCE AREAS (TITLE I SCHOOLS)
Section 1113 of Title I contains the requirements for identifying and selecting eligible schools that will participate in
the Title I-A. The following points summarize these requirements:
1.

The school system must first rank all of its schools by poverty based on the percentage of low-income
children.

2.

After schools have been ranked by poverty, the school system must serve in rank order of poverty, schools
above 75% poverty, including middle and high schools.

3.

Only after the school system has served all schools above 75% poverty, may lower-ranked schools be
served. The school system has the option to (a) continue on with the districtwide ranking or (b) rank
remaining schools by grade span groupings.

4.

If the school system has no schools above 75% poverty, the system may rank districtwide or by grade
span groupings. For ranking by grade span groupings, the school system may use (a) the districtwide
grade span poverty average noted in Table 7-4, or (b) the districtwide grade span poverty averages for the
respective grade span groupings.

CHECK the appropriate box below to indicate which method the school system is using to qualify attendance areas.
The school system must qualify Title I schools by using percentages or other listed eligible methods.


x




Percentages -- schools at or above the districtwide average noted in Table 7-2 above. Schools must be served
in rank order of poverty. Title I-A funds may run out before serving all schools above the districtwide
average. Schools below the districtwide average cannot be served. Complete Table 7-3.
Grade span grouping/districtwide percentage -- schools with similar grade spans grouped together, and any
school at or above the districtwide percentage in each group is eligible for services. Schools must be served in
rank order of poverty within each grade-span grouping. Complete Tables 7-3 and 7-4.
35% rule -- all schools at or above 35% are eligible for services. Schools must be served in rank order of
poverty. Title I –A funds may run out before serving all schools above 35%. Complete Tables 7-3.
Grade-span grouping/35% rule -- schools with similar grade spans grouped together and any school at or
above 35% in each group is eligible for services. Schools must be served in rank order of poverty within each
grade-span grouping. Complete Tables 7-3 and 4.
Special Rule: Feeder pattern for middle and high schools. Using this method, a school system may project
the number of low-income children in a middle school or high school based on the average poverty rate of the
elementary school attendance areas that feed into the school. Complete Tables 7-3 and 7-4.

NOTE REGARDING GRADE-SPAN GROUPING: The same rule must be used for all groups if grade-span grouping
is selected. If there are three grade-span groups, the school system must use the 35% rule for all three or the districtwide average for all three. The district may not have three groups with one group using the 35% rule and one group
using the districtwide average. Schools above 75% poverty must be served before lower ranked schools.
Table 7-3

DISTRICTWIDE PERCENTAGE OF LOW-INCOME CHILDREN

The local school system may rank schools using the districtwide poverty average or the districtwide-wide grade span
poverty averages for the respective grade span groupings. Based on the data source(s) noted in Table 7-1,
CALCULATE the districtwide average of low-income children below. Use the official number of students
approved for FARM as of October 31, 2007 to complete this table along with the September 30, 2007 enrollment
data. PreK must be included in these numbers and counted as one child.

______35,734________
Total Number of
Low-Income Children
Attending ALL Public Schools
(October 31, 2007)
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_______104,041_____
÷

Total Local School System
Student Enrollment
(September 30, 2007)

Baltimore County Public Schools

_______34.4%_______
=

Districtwide Average
(percentage)
of Low-Income Children
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Table 7-4

DISTRICTWIDE GRADE SPAN POVERTY AVERAGES OF LOW-INCOME
CHILDREN BY GRADE SPAN GROUPINGS (Complete only if using grade span averaging.)

A school system’s organization of its schools defines its grade span groupings. For example, if the district has
elementary schools serving grades PreK-5, middle schools serving Grades 6-8, and high schools serving Grades 9-12,
the grade span groupings would be the same. To the extent a school system has schools that overlap grade spans
(e.g. PreK-6, K-8, 6-9) the school system may include a school in the grade span in which it is most appropriate.
Based on the data source(s) noted in Table 7-1 and the districtwide average in Table 7-3, INDICATE below the
districtwide grade span poverty averages for each grade span groupings.

DISTRICTWIDE GRADE SPAN POVERTY AVERAGE CALCULATIONS
Grade Span
Write Grade Spans in
Spaces Below.

Districtwide grade span
poverty average

Total Grade Span
Enrollment of Low
Income Students.

÷

Total Grade Span
Enrollment

18,447

÷

47,528

38.8%

Elementary (PreK-5)
Middle

(6-8)

8,287

÷

22,964

36.1%

High

(9-12)

9,000

÷

33,549

26.8%

Table 7-5
CALCULATING THE MINIMUM ALLOCATION -- FOR SCHOOL SYSTEMS WHERE
THE PERCENT OF THE DISTRICT POVERTY IS BELOW 35% AND THAT SERVE SCHOOLS
BELOW 35% POVERTY (125% RULE)

_______NA_________
Local School System
Title I-A Allocation
(Taken from Table 7-10)

(Should match # on C-1-25)

_______NA__________
÷

Total Number Of Low-Income
Public and Private Students

=

$_____NA________
Per Pupil Amount

(Add the total public students presented
above and the private student number
presented on Table 7-9.)

Per-Pupil Amount $__NA________X 1.25 = Minimum Per Pupil Allocation $_____NA________
MULTIPLY the minimum per pupil allocation by the number of low-income students in each school to calculate
the school's minimum Title I allocation.

Table 7-6

CONTINUED ELIGIBILITY

Section 1113(b)(1)(C) includes a provision that permits the school system to designate and serve for ONLY ONE
additional year a school that is not eligible, but was eligible and served during the preceding fiscal year. LIST
below any school(s) that the school system will grandfather for one additional year. Schools must be served in
rank order.
Name of School(s)

Preceding Fiscal Year
Percent Poverty

Current Fiscal Year
Percent Poverty

NA

NA

NA
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Table 7-7

TITLE I SKIPPED SCHOOLS

This table should only be completed if the LSS has received prior written approval from MSDE.
Section 1113(b)(1)(D) of ESEA includes a "skipping provision" that permits the school system not to serve an
eligible Title I school that has a higher percentage of low-income students if the school meets all three of the
following conditions:
 The school meets the comparability requirements of section 1120(A)(c).
 The school is receiving compensatory funds from other state and local sources that are spent in accordance with
the requirements of Sections 1114 and 1115. (Services must be Title I-like.)
 The funds expended from these other sources equal or exceed the amount that would be provided by Title I.

Name of School(s)
Fill in the name of the schools not
being served even though they may
fall within rank order. (Refer to
Attachment 4 A)

NA

III.

Percent
Poverty

Title I Allocation
Fill in the amount of Title I
funding the school would
have received if it continued
to be served.
Complete the Skipped School
Allocation Worksheet.

NA

NA

Amount and Source of
Compensatory Funding
Funds must be earmarked for skipped schools
and evident in the district budget.

NA

BUDGET INFORMATION

Table 7-8 LOCAL SCHOOL SYSTEM RESERVATIONS FROM TITLE I ALLOCATION1
Before allocating funds to schools, a school system MUST reserve funds for certain services. Reservations (set asides)
should be made for reasonable and necessary expenditures to provide services to children in participating Title I
schools. Because the reservation of funds will reduce the amount of funds available for distribution to public schools as
well as the program for private school students, consultation with teachers, principals, parents, and private school
officials must include discussion on why the reservations are necessary.
Equitable share for private schools must be identified in lines 1 and 2.
LIST (calculate) the amount of reservations the district will set-aside from the Title I allocation for activities authorized
by ESEA. Provide a bulleted, budget description that explains how the reserved Title I funds will be used to support
each activity. All fixed charges and fringe benefits must accompany the salaries and wages on whatever line they
might appear in Table 7-8.

Total Title I 2008-2009
Allocation
Reservations
Requiring
Equitable
Services for
Non-Public
Schools

Activity

$ 20,431,535 (Taken from the C-1-25)
Reservation

DETAILED BUDGET DESCRIPTION (including how, where, and for
what purpose these funds were reserved)

1

References for all of these reservations may be found in the NCLB law, the Federal Register, and NonRegulatory Guidance as presented on each line in Table 7-8 and in the Non-Regulatory Guidance, Local
Educational Agency Identification and Selection of School Attendance Areas and Schools and Allocation of Title
I Funds to Those Areas and Schools, August 2003. Question 5, Pages 9-11.
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Use these
numbers in
Table 7-9.

1 Districtwide
Title I
Instructional
Program(s)
Reservation
Federal
Register
(Reg). Sec.
200.64.
(See
Attachment 7
Guidance
Document for
examples.)

$5,927,716

Title I Instructional Coach and Gifted and Talented Catalyst Resource
Teachers Program
The Gifted and Talented Catalyst and the Title I Instructional Coach (IC)
Programs are districtwide initiatives implemented only in Title I schools.
GT Catalysts and ICs are central office employees directly accountable to
Title I Instructional Program Specialists. GT Catalysts and ICs are selected
using an interview panel model. Staff from the Office of Title I, the
departments of Curriculum and Instruction and Human Resources, and
school principals are all involved in the process identifying candidates for
pool eligibility. All training is identified and assigned for attendance by the
Title I instructional program specialists. Instructional coaches and Catalysts
are evaluated by Title I instructional program specialists (see enclosed Title I
organizational chart). Title I Schoolwide schools are the only schools
eligible to participate in these programs because of program design as
informed by consultation with the Department of Research, Accountability,
and Assessment. Schoolwide principals are required to consult school
improvement teams to determine the school communities’ willingness to
receive services from ICs or Catalysts given program design and purposes.
Principals were required to complete an “Intent to Participate” certification
as well as sign a “Memorandum of Agreement” which outlines the services
the schools are eligible to receive as a term of participation. Schools also are
required to agree to support certain activities as a condition of participation
in these programs. Below is a description of each program’s associated costs:
•
•
•
•
•
•

IC salaries: $2,228,466
GT Catalyst Resource teacher salaries: $1,249,898
Fixed charges: $1,309,957
Miscellaneous contracted services: $20,000
Materials and supplies: $30,000
Stipends for summer professional development: $39,394

These funds are reserved to support the Office of Title I’s ability to acquire
venues and presenters for GT Catalyst resource teachers and instructional
coaches. Instructional Coaches and GT Catalysts are required to attend a full
day of training each month in FY09. Funding for materials and supplies will
support the purchase of texts, binders, and data collection and organization
software for ICs and GT Catalysts.
Extended-Day/Extended-Year Funding
In addition to the five week summer session traditionally funded by Title I,
the FY09 proposal includes an extended-year component including a fall and
spring six-week session for students. Participating schools may operate the
reading and/or mathematics program most suitable to the individual school’s
needs. Working with the Office of Student Support Services and the
Department of Research, Accountability and Assessment, principals will be
given a list of four-five reading and mathematics programs from which to
choose for implementation. Students will participate as yearly cohorts
enabling the evaluation of relative effectiveness of the various programs, as
well as allowing an assessment of impact of program participation on student
performance over time.
•
•
•

Funding for hourly services: $749,747
Fixed charges: $64,254
Materials and supplies: $186,000

Health Department Contract
This program provides supplemental health services including a mental
health care, eye glasses reimbursement, medication management, and dental
sealant.
Estimated Cost for services: $50,000
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2 Parent
Involvement
(not less than
1%) Sec. 1118
(a)(3)(A)
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$803,303

This funding is given to Title I schools in addition to the total school
allocation to support the required parental activities under NCLB. The full
1% is returned to schools--Parent Involvement-$217,152
In supporting NCLB’s commitment of engaged, empowered, and informed
parents, BCPS has chosen to continue support of the tenets of the Even Start,
Home Instruction for Parents of Preschool Youngsters (HIPPY) and Aliza
Brandwine Center (ABC) programs, by coordinating the use of state, local,
and federal resources. BCPS uses state and local resources to support four
(FTE) resource teachers and five (FTE) IAs to support its Even Start,
HIPPY, and ABC programs. These resources support the basis of
operational support for the three programs. Title I provides supplemental
support to each of these programs as described below.
Even Start
BCPS Even Start supports family involvement activities for the parents of
children, birth to 5. The program provides integrated literacy development
services to parents and children. GED services are also provided for parents
in need of such support. Specifically, one (FTE) resource teacher is
supported by state and local funds, and one (FTE) resource teacher is
supported by the Title I grant. Four (FTE) IAs are supported by state and
local resources and four (FTE) IAs are supported by the Title I grant. State
and local resources in the amount of $252,046 provide operational support
for this program. The Title I supplemental support enables the Even Start
program to provide increased support to targeted families residing in Title I
attendance zones. Parents of children living in poverty are more likely than
their non-economically disadvantaged peers to have low levels of literacy
and educational attainment making this program especially appropriate for
Title I support.
HIPPY
BCPS HIPPY program supports family involvement activities for parents of
children ages four and five. Its in-home training is provided to parents to
develop parenting skills, increase the ability to be the child’s first teacher,
and promote school readiness. HIPPY builds parents leadership capacity by
employing those parents who complete the required training to serve as
home visitors. Using former program parents as visitors has facilitated the
institutionalization of the HIPPY program in the community. HIPPY
extends the services of the Even Start program through its home component.
BCPS supports one (FTE) resource teacher and one (FTE) IA through state
and local resources in the amount of $126,031 for operational support of this
program. Title I supplements this support by funding one (FTE) IA. The
BCPS HIPPY program also uses and supports the tenets of the Parent as
Teacher program.
ABC
ABC provides in-school services to parents of children, ages birth to 4. ABC
resource rooms are located in the SE, SW, and NE areas of the county to
increase parents’ ability to access services. Parents of children living in the
Title I attendance zone come to the Title I school site to the ABC resource
rooms where they are provided literacy and socialization training. Parents
learn with their children. Paid parent helpers organize materials for resource
teachers and IAs. The Office of Early Childhood Education coordinates this
initiative ensuring that parents receive training to understand VSC and BCPS
curriculum standards. BCPS supports two (FTE) resource teachers through
its state and local resources in the amount of $179,674 for operational
support of this program, while Title I supplements the program by providing
support for one (FTE) resource teacher and one (FTE) IA.
Details of the fiscal support of the three family involvement programs are:
• Contracted Services: $5,100
¾ HIPPY licensing fees: $3,500
¾ Cultural event admission fees: $1,600
• Materials and supplies: $20,663 (see detailed budget for description)
• Conferences: $2,600
• Mileage: $2,000
• Transportation: $2,000
• Services to promote family literacy and parenting skills, including:
¾ Two (FTE) resource teachers: $143,263
¾ Six (FTE) IA: $153,930
¾ Contracted services (homes visitors and helpers): $99,528
¾ Benefits and Fixed charges: $157,067
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3 Professional
Development
to train
teachers to
become
highly
qualified (not
less than 5%)
Sec. 1119 (1)
If a lesser
amount or no
monies are
needed, a
description
as to why
should be
provided.
Reg. Sec.
200.60 (a) 2
and
NonRegulatory
Guidance on
Improving
Teacher
Quality State
Grants, C-6
and Appendix
A.
4 TOTAL
reservations
requiring
equitable
services.
(Present this
number in
Table 7-10
LINE 2.)
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No longer applicable, due to NCLB highly qualified deadline.

$6,731,019
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5 Administration

Reservations Not Requiring
Equitable Services

(including midlevel) for
services to
public and
private school
students and
noninstructional
capital expenses
for private
school
participants
Reg. Sec.
200.77 (f)
(Present this
number in
Table 4-A
School System
Administration)
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$2,520,282

The positions detailed below are directly responsible for implementation of the Title I
Part A program in BCPS:
The Title I coordinator and supervisor oversee the implementation of all elements of
programming for BCPS.
• Title I coordinator: $102,725
• Title I supervisor: $91,368
Two Title I compliance specialists work directly with principals of Schoolwide and
Targeted Assistance Title I schools to ensure all aspects of school allocation compliance
with NLCB requirements. Title I compliance specialists also support the implementation
of programs and services funded through central reservations such as the Homeless
program and Neglected and Delinquent services.
Two Title I program specialists oversee the implementation of the Title I Instructional
Coach (IC) and GT Catalyst programs. Instructional specialists arrange professional
development and observe and evaluate the ICs and Catalyst teachers. Additionally,
program specialists will provide Title I oversight to ensure Title I programmatic of the
Title I ED/EY program, ABC, Even Start, and HIPPY programs One program
evaluation specialist works in the Department of Research, Accountability and
Assessment to evaluate Title I funded programs (see Appendix J)
• Five Title I specialists: $436,610
One Title I resource teacher works with private school officials to implement the BCPS
Title I private school program. A second Title I resource teacher will serve as support for
program specialists in the implementation of the GT Catalyst and IC program. This
resource teacher will also assist in monitoring the Title I programmatic compliance in the
implementation of the ABC, Even Start, and HIPPY programs. The resource teacher
will aid in the collection of substantiating documentation of centralized Title I programs
(Appendix J).
• Two Title I resource teacher: $161,172
Three fiscal assistants track Title I expenditures for schools and centralized programs to
ensure that funds are expended in a timely and compliant manner.
• Three Title I fiscal assistants: $134,118
• Title I secretary: $48,591
• Title I clerk: $27,966
End of the year reports will be produced for each program to provide school
communities, BCPS leadership, and MSDE a detailed description of the efficacy of Title
I programs. It is anticipated that using the competitive bidding process, two vendors will
be contracted for a period of one year of service. This is a projection and subject to
amendment based on the outcome of the bidding process. These resources are identified
to assist the newly hired Title I evaluation specialist with collecting, organizing, and
reporting data describing the effectiveness of the following districtwide initiatives: Title
I Extended-Day/Extended-Year program; Gifted and Talented Catalyst Resource
Teachers’ Program; Title I Instructional Coach Program; Title I Family Involvement
Initiatives (Even Start, HIPPY, ABC).
• Miscellaneous contracted services: $16,555
Administrative funds are set assist to support the reimbursement for services of the
private school tutors serving eligible BCPS students. These funds allow tutors to
complete the collection and reporting of milestone/benchmark data to the private school
teacher and plan for tutoring services. Additionally, this funding support formative and
summative assessment of private school students to determine overall effectiveness of
BCPS Title I program.
• Administrative transfer—Nonpublic Program : $60,001
• Office of Title I total fixed charges and benefits: $359,154
Funding for materials and supplies allow the Office of Title I to create the materials
necessary to provide structure for the 42 Title I participating schools to demonstrate
compliance.
• Supplies and materials: $36,442
• Support for printing and translation fees: $6,000
Six members of the Title I office will be new to their positions. Funding for the
conference will build Title I employees’ capacity to effectively and compliantly
implement the program. The conferences employees will attend include: Keys to
Effective Literacy Coaching; Homeless Conference; Brustein & Manasevit (Fall
Conference); National Title I Conference; MSDE Conference; ASCD Conference;
NAFEPA; Brustein & Manasevit (Spring Conference); and IRA Conference. The
remaining expenses charged to travel include funding to support costs associated with
mileage. There will be 42 Title I schools and 20 private schools that specialists, the
resource teacher, and fiscal assistants will be responsible for visiting to provide direct
technical assistance.
• Conference/travel expenses: $43,500
• Mileage: $20,000
These funds are requested to maintain and upgrade (as needed) equipment purchased for
central office Title I employees. This includes projection of costs to support 37
Instructional Coaches and 18.5 Gifted and Talented Catalyst teachers who are central
office Title I employees.
• Equipment/maintenance: $36,733
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BCPS has estimated $188,296 to support Imagine Discovery Public Charter School. As
of September 17, 2008, the school has a FARMS rate of 36%. If Imagine reaches the
50% threshold based on final student enrollment and FARMS participation as of
October 31st, then the school will receive an allocation based on PPA. The amount
reserve is estimated as sufficient to provide a school allocation should it become
appropriate.
Estimated funding to support the MOU for private schools for eligible BCPS students
attending BCPS private schools: $81,475
Administrative Cost Recovery: $669,576

6 School
Improvement
Initiatives
under NCLB
(not less than
20%- of
which 5% is
for Choice
and 5% for
SES) Sec.
1116
(b)(10)(A)
and Sec. 1116
(e)(6)
7 Support to
Low
Performing
Title I
Schools
Sec. 1116
(b)(4) A-B
Local
discretion.
This reference
describes
required
technical
assistance.
8 Services to
Neglected
Children
Sec.
1113(c)(3)
(B)(C)
Must reserve
funds if N &
D programs
exist in the
LSS.
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Not applicable

Not applicable

$353,400

Baltimore County provides supplemental resources to four institutions for
neglected children through Title I reservation; the institutions served are listed
below. Institutions submit data annually regarding student attendance at each
facility for MSDE’s Neglected and Delinquent Report. The information
submitted to MSDE detailing participation is used as the figure by which the
highest Title I school PPA is multiplied to determine annual allocations.
Services provided at each institution are detailed in a grant approval
application submitted to the Office of Title I. Each institution describes
parental, instructional, and behavior intervention/services provided to attending
students. The Office of Title I reviews proposals for programmatic and fiscal
compliance (see Appendix K) Total allocations: $353,400
•
•
•
•

Catholic Charities: $103,550
Children’s Home: $61,750
Good Shepherd: $95,950
Board of Child Care: $92,150
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9 Services for
Homeless
Children in
Title I and
Non-Title I
Schools
(must)
Sec.
1113(c)(3)(A)
and NonRegulatory
Guidance,
Education
for Homeless
Children and
Youth
Program,
July 2004,
M-3.
Note: Please
include a
description
of how the
funds and
service plan
is
coordinated
with the
McKinneyVento
Homeless
Education
Act funds.

$142,164

BCPS uses state and local resources to support a full FTE liaison who is
responsible for coordinating the district’s program for homeless students. Title
I funds are used with McKinney Vento funds to support the Homeless Program
in BCPS. BCPS proposes to use Title I funds to provide the following
supplemental support:
•
.8 Social Worker: $48,648
The district employs and ensures all eligible students and families receive
social work services through the allocation of state and local resources as
informed by COMAR requirements. Title I funds supplement this service
by supporting a .8 FTE social worker to provide additional assistance for
families and students experiencing difficulty as a result of homelessness.
This Title I service supplements the social work support provide using
state and local resources.
•
Fixed charges: $18,691
•
Support tutors (life skills, shelter, and summer programs): $33,315
•
Fixed Charges: $2,855
•
Summer physical education program admission and transportation to
field trips: $6,500
•
Formerly homeless student transportation: $8,500
•
Materials and supplies (school and tutor materials, summer physical
education program, school uniforms): $21,055
•
Homeless conference and registration: $1,800
There is no requirement for identification of state and local resources for
the attendance of homeless conferences, however, using Title I funds to
provide this supplemental experience allows district personnel to better
serve this at-risk student population.
•
Funding to support the purchase of materials and supplies for
professional development related to building awareness of the issues
of homelessness: $800
All funds identified above have been determination based on consultation
between the grant manager of Title I and McKinney-Vento to ensure the
coordination of both grants as well as state and local resources provide the
most appropriate program for homeless students based on the needs BCPS
has determined in the annual implementation of this program.

1 Professional
0 Development
for a LOCAL
SCHOOL
SYSTEM in
Improvement
(not less than
10%) (must)
Sec. 1116 (c)
(7)(A)(iii)
Note: 1. If there are no Title I schools identified for improvement in a system identified for improvement,
the LSS must still set aside 10% for professional development for any Title I school to help them remain
out of improvement status. Please provide an explanation.
2. School level PD funds can be included when factoring the 10%.
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1 Incentives for
1 Title I
Teachers
(Local
Discretion)
(not more
than 5%) for
schools in
improvement
, corrective
action, and
restructuring
. Sec.
1113(c)4
1 Total
2 Reservations
Not
requiring
Equitable
Services (Use
this number
in Table 7-10
LINE 3.)
1 Total of
3 Equitable
and NonEquitable
Reservations
minus
Administrati
on. (Present
this number
in Table 4-A
System-wide
Program and
School
System
Support to
Schools.)
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$3,015,846

Total Non-Equitable LINE 12 $3,015,846
Plus
Equitable Reservations LINE 4 $6,731,019
Equals

$9,746,865

Minus
Administration – LINE 5

$2,520,282

Equals:

$7,226,583
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Table 7-9
COMPLETE the following formulas to identify monies allocated for equitable services to private school
participants, their families, and their teachers (see Section 1120(a) of NCLB and Sec 200.64 & 200.65 of Regs.)
Monies calculated for equitable services to private school participants, their families, and their teachers.

Districtwide Instructional Program(s) Reservation

________297_______
Total # of private school children from
low-income families including those
going to schools in other LSSs

÷

___.024__

Total # of children
from low-income families
in Title I Public Schools

=

______.024_____
Proportion of reservation

Use figure in Column I of the
Title I Allocation Excel
Worksheet.

Use figure in Column K of the Title I
Allocation Excel Worksheet.

x

Proportion of reservation

_______12,064______

_____$5,927,716_____
_

=

reservation
(Use the amount from Table
7-8, Line 1)

_____$142,265__
Total Proportional monies
available for equitable
services to private school
participants

Parental Involvement Reservation

___________297______

______12,064________

Total # of private school children from
low-income families including those
going to schools in other LSSs

Total # of children
from low-income families
in Title I Public Schools

÷

Proportion of reservation

=

Proportion of reservation

Use figure in Column I of the
Title I Allocation Excel
Worksheet.

Use figure in Column K of the Title I
Allocation Excel Worksheet.

______.024_________

______.024_____

x

______$803,303______
reservation7
(Use the amount from Table
7-8, Line 2)

=

___19,280______
Total Proportional monies
for equitable services to
parents of private school
participants

Total proportional monies for equitable instructional services and parent involvement activities for private
school children. (Place this amount in Table 7-10, Line 3.)

$_______161,545______________
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Table 7-10
1
2
3
4

5

BUDGET SUMMARY – CALCULATION OF PER PUPIL ALLOCATION (PPA)

Total Title I Allocation (Use the amount shown on the C-1-25)
Total reservations requiring equitable services. (Present final figure in
Table 7-8, LINE 4)
Private School Equitable Share (Total from Table 7-9)
Total Reservations not requiring Equitable Services (Use number
presented in Table 7-8 LINE 12.)
Total Title I LSS allocation minus all reservations: Title I allocation
(LINE 1 above) minus all Reservations (LINES 2 & 3 above). (All LSSs,
except for those serving schools below the 35% poverty line, should use this
number to determine the per pupil allocation.) This number should equal
the total of columns N and O on the Title I Allocation Excel Worksheet.
Total PPA Allocation (set aside for instructional services) for private
eligible school children. This total comes from the Title I Allocation Excel
Worksheet Column 0. (Present this number in Table 4-A Nonpublic
Cost.)

----minus

$20,431,535
$6,731,019

minus

$161,545
$3,015,846

minus
$10,523,125
equals

----

$232,725
($394,270 total
nonpublic
costs= PPA+
Equitable
Services)

Use the attached Title I Allocation Excel Worksheet to determine public and private school Title I allocations. If
the LSS applies different PPA amounts to schools, the amounts must always be applied in descending order.
THE TITLE I ALLOCATION EXCEL WORKSHEET MUST BE SUBMITTED TO MSDE AS PART OF THE
LSS MASTER PLAN.
If APPLICABLE, THE TITLE I SKIPPED SCHOOL ALLOCATION EXCEL WORKSHEET MUST BE
SUBMITTEDTO MSDE AS PART OF THE LSS MASTER PLAN.

Table 7-11

ESTIMATE OF TITLE I CARRYOVER

Section 1127(a) of ESEA permits a school system to carryover not more than 15% of Title I funds from one fiscal
year to the next. The amount of carryover is calculated based on the initial 15-month expenditure period (e.g., July
1, 2006 - September 30, 2007). LSSs have two options for the use of carryover funds: 1) add carryover funds
to the LSS’s subsequent year’s allocation and distribute them to participating areas and schools in
accordance with allocation procedures that ensure equitable participation of non-public school children; 2)
designate carryover funds for particular activities that could best benefit from additional funding. (NonRegulatory Guidance, LEA Identification and Selection of School Attendance Areas and Schools and
Allocation of Title I Funds to those Areas and Schools, August 2003, Question 3, page 8.)
1. Total amount of Title I 2007-2008 allocation: $21,483,352
2. The estimated amount of Title I funds the school system will carryover as of September 30, 2008:

$1,700,000
3.

The estimated percentage of carryover Title I funds as of September 30, 2008: 0.79%

4. Explain why this Carryover may occur.
This carryover occurred because the costs for the implementation of Public School Choice: Title I Transfer Option
and Supplemental Educational Services were less than budgeted since the schools required to comply with these
requirements (middle schools) are no longer participating in Title I.
5. Within the past 3 years, has the system been granted a waiver? _____Yes ___X_ No _____________Year
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School systems with more than 15% projected carryover should contact their
MSDE point of contact for further instructions.

NOTE: FINAL CARRYOVER REPORT SHOULD BE SUBMITTED WITH THE OCTOBER
MASTER PLAN UPDATE SUBMISSION. IF APPROPRIATE, THE CARRYOVER BUDGET,
ANY AMENDMENTS AND REVISED NARRATIVE SHOULD BE SUBMITTED WITH THE
FINAL MASTER PLAN UPDATE SUBMISSION.

PROPOSED BUDGET FORM AND NARRATIVE FOR FY08
1.

Complete a detailed budget on the MSDE Title I, Part A proposed budget form (C-1-25). The proposed
budget must reflect how the funds will be spent and organized according to the budget objectives. MSDE
budget forms are available through the local finance officer or at the MSDE Bridge to Excellence Master
Plan web site at www.marylandpublicschools.org.

2. Provide a detailed budget narrative using the “Guidance for Completion of the Budget Narrative for
Individual Grants.” (pp. 10-12 of this guidance document). The accompanying budget narrative should:
a) detail how the school system will use Title I-A funds to pay only reasonable and necessary direct
administrative costs associated with the operation of the Title I-A program, and
b) demonstrate the extent to which the budget is both reasonable and cost-effective.

ATTACHMENTS 4-A & B, 5-A &B, and 6-A & B
Be certain to complete all appropriate templates in Part II:
Attachment 4 & B: School Level “Spreadsheet” Budget Summary
Attachment 5 & B: Transferability of ESEA Funds & Consolidation of ESEA Funds for Local
Administration
Attachment 6 & B: Nonpublic School Information for ESEA Programs FY 09
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1
4
2
6
7
3
8
9
5
10
11
13
24
14
19
17
20
12
16
18
32
29

D

SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW

1308
1525
1527
1307
0912
1217
1513
1202
1512
1503
1515
1403
1205
0113
0205
1518
1216
0206
1409
1311
1514
0307

N
or
C
or
R SW
MSDE
or or
S TAS Sch ID #

Notations:

F

G

H

I

J

K

Riverview Elementary
preK-5
Deep Creek Elementary
preK-5
Sandalwood Elementary
preK-5
Baltimore Highlands ElemenpreK-5
Halstead Academy
preK-5
Logan Elementary
preK-5
Sussex Elementary
preK-5
Dundalk Elementary
preK-5
Mars Estates Elementary preK-5
Colgate Elementary
preK-5
Hawthorne Elementary
preK-5
McCormick Elementary
preK-5
Berkshire Elementary
preK-5
Chadwick Elementary
preK-5
Woodmoor Elementary
preK-5
Glenmar Elementary
preK-5
Sandy Plains Elementary preK-5
Scotts Branch Elementary preK-5
Shady Springs Elementary preK-5
Lansdowne Elementary
preK-5
Middlesex Elementary
preK-5
Milbrook Elementary
preK-5

81.4%
76.0%
75.5%
75.1%
74.4%
69.1%
68.3%
67.9%
67.7%
67.5%
67.3%
64.9%
63.2%
63.1%
62.3%
62.3%
62.2%
61.8%
61.7%
61.6%
61.0%
60.4%

485
425
473
523
531
514
353
611
399
342
571
439
340
423
547
430
547
482
577
380
518
346

395
323
357
393
395
355
241
415
270
231
384
285
215
267
341
268
340
298
356
234
316
209

379.0
322.5
344.0
372.5
383.5
341.0
221.5
393.0
251.5
219.5
353.0
279.0
203.0
250.5
326.5
257.0
324.5
298.0
341.5
218.5
296.0
209.0

3
5
4
1
5
4
8
12
5
3
4
3
3
9
3
5
5
19
17
2
9
2

L

M

3.0
4.5
3.5
2.5
13.0
4.0
8.0
12.0
4.5
2.5
7.0
5.5
4.0
11.0
2.5
4.5
4.5
19.0
4.5
1.5
9.0
2.0

$950.00
$950.00
$950.00
$950.00
$900.00
$900.00
$900.00
$900.00
$900.00
$900.00
$900.00
$900.00
$900.00
$900.00
$900.00
$900.00
$900.00
$900.00
$900.00
$900.00
$900.00
$900.00

FTE
Low
Income
Private
School
Children
Residing
in this
School's Per Pupil
Attendan Allocation
ce Area.
(PPA)

Note: 1/2 day Pre-K equals .5 FTE

of LowIncome
Private
School
Number of
FTE
Children
Public School Name
Low IncomeLow
Residing
(Rank order by % highest Specific
Public
Public
Income
in this
Numeric
School
School
Public
School's
to lowest)
Grade Percent of Enrollment Children
School
Attenda
Span
Poverty
(as of
(as of
Children
nce
Charter school(s) place * after
school name
(I/H=G)
9/30/07)
10/31/07) (10/31/07) Area.
(public)

E

Baltimore County Public Schools
Local School System

Title I FY 09 Allocation Worksheet
School Year 2008-2009

$360,050.00
$306,375.00
$326,800.00
$353,875.00
$345,150.00
$306,900.00
$199,350.00
$353,700.00
$226,350.00
$197,550.00
$317,700.00
$251,100.00
$182,700.00
$225,450.00
$293,850.00
$231,300.00
$292,050.00
$268,200.00
$307,350.00
$196,650.00
$266,400.00
$188,100.00

Public School
Allocation
(J x M =N)

N

$2,850.00
$4,275.00
$3,325.00
$2,375.00
$11,700.00
$3,600.00
$7,200.00
$10,800.00
$4,050.00
$2,250.00
$6,300.00
$4,950.00
$3,600.00
$9,900.00
$2,250.00
$4,050.00
$4,050.00
$17,100.00
$4,050.00
$1,350.00
$8,100.00
$1,800.00

Allocation for
Private School
Children
(L x M =O)

O
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26
25
28
27
23
31
22
36
15
33
37
21
30
34
38
39
42
40
41
35

D

SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
SW
TA
TA
TA
TA
TA

0211
0210
0204
1505
0105
0303
1207
1517
1506
0112
1405
0104
0209
0909
0402
1212
0207
0202
0214
1507
11

N
or
C
or
R SW
MSDE
or or
S TAS Sch ID #

Notations:

F

G

H

I

J

K

Winfield Elementary
preK-5
Powhatan Elementary
preK-5
Featherbed Lane ElementarpreK-5
Victory Villa Elementary
preK-5
Johnnycake Elementary
preK-5
Bedford Elementary
preK-5
Norwood Elementary
preK-5
Battle Grove Elementary
preK-5
Martin Blvd. Elementary
preK-5
Dogwood Elementary
preK-5
Elmwood Elementary
preK-5
Edmondson Heights ElemenpreK-5
Hebbville Elementary
preK-5
Pleasant Plains Elementary preK-5
Owings Mills Elementary
preK-5
Charlesmont Elementary
preK-5
Church Lane Elementary preK-5
Randallstown Elementary preK-5
Hernwood Elementary
preK-5
Chase Elementary
preK-5
Total

60.4%
60.2%
60.2%
59.8%
59.4%
58.3%
58.0%
58.0%
55.9%
55.8%
54.9%
54.8%
54.6%
54.2%
53.3%
53.1%
51.6%
51.5%
51.2%
50.7%

447
342
731
316
591
307
646
331
290
484
505
573
471
515
681
354
492
394
461
337

270
206
440
189
351
179
375
192
162
270
277
314
257
279
363
188
254
203
236
171
12064
Table 7-9

259.0
197.5
421.0
178.0
339.0
179.0
362.5
177.5
156.5
270.0
262.0
307.5
249.5
270.0
346.5
181.0
249.0
203.0
231.0
160.0
11584.0

L

M

7
7.0
5
4.5
9
9.0
3
3.0
21
20.0
7
6.5
7
7.0
0
0.0
2
1.5
12
11.5
15
14.5
13
12.5
1
1.0
8
6.5
5
4.5
3
2.5
2
2.0
4
4.0
5
7.0
5
4.0
265 261.0
Table 7-9

$900.00
$900.00
$900.00
$850.00
$850.00
$850.00
$850.00
$850.00
$850.00
$850.00
$850.00
$850.00
$850.00
$850.00
$850.00
$850.00
$850.00
$850.00
$850.00
$850.00

FTE
Low
Income
Private
School
Children
Residing
in this
School's Per Pupil
Attendan Allocation
ce Area.
(PPA)

Note: 1/2 day Pre-K equals .5 FTE

of LowIncome
Private
School
Number of
FTE
Children
Public School Name
Low IncomeLow
Residing
(Rank order by % highest Specific
Public
Public
Income
in this
Numeric
School
School
Public
School's
to lowest)
Grade Percent of Enrollment Children
School
Attenda
Span
Poverty
(as of
(as of
Children
nce
Charter school(s) place * after
school name
(I/H=G)
9/30/07)
10/31/07) (10/31/07) Area.
(public)

E

Baltimore County Public Schools
Local School System

Title I FY 09 Allocation Worksheet
School Year 2008-2009

Table 4 A & B

$233,100.00
$177,750.00
$378,900.00
$151,300.00
$288,150.00
$152,150.00
$308,125.00
$150,875.00
$133,025.00
$229,500.00
$222,700.00
$261,375.00
$212,075.00
$229,500.00
$294,525.00
$153,850.00
$211,650.00
$172,550.00
$196,350.00
$136,000.00
$10,290,400.00

Public School
Allocation
(J x M =N)

N

Table 4 A & B

$6,300.00
$4,050.00
$8,100.00
$2,550.00
$17,000.00
$5,525.00
$5,950.00
$0.00
$1,275.00
$9,775.00
$12,325.00
$10,625.00
$850.00
$5,525.00
$3,825.00
$2,125.00
$1,700.00
$3,400.00
$5,950.00
$3,400.00
$213,600.00

Allocation for
Private School
Children
(L x M =O)

O

Title I Schools in FY 07 removed from Title I in FY 08
MSDE School
ID #

Public School Name
Woodlawn Middle School
Lansdowne Middle School
Old Court Middle School
Deep Creek Middle School
Holabird Middle School
Loch Raven Academy
Dundalk Middle School
Golden Ring Middle School
Middle River Middle School
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Status Last Year
SW or TAS
TAS
TAS
TAS
TAS
TAS
TAS
TAS
TAS
TAS
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Appendices

Appendix A

Parent’s Right to Know Letter

Appendix B

Timeline for Implementation
of Highly Qualified Requirement

Appendix C

Letter sent in instances of instruction provided
for 4 weeks or longer long-term sub

Appendix D

Extended-Day/Extended-Year document

Appendix E

Targeted Assistance weighted criteria

Appendix F

District Parent/Guardian Involvement Policy and
Superintendent’s Rule, 1270

Appendix G

Distribution of 1% of Title I funds to schools for parental
involvement

Appendix H

Timeline of consultation with private schools/Evidence of
Consultation forms

Appendix I

Memorandum of Understanding for the delivery of Title I services
to private school students

Appendix J

Job Descriptions for:
Title I Compliance Specialists
Title I Program Specialists
Title I Evaluation Specialist
Resource Teacher (Title I non-public program)
Resource Teacher (Title I centralized programs)

Appendix K

Sample Neglected/Delinquent application
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Appendix B
Baltimore County Public Schools
Parental Notification
Timeline
School Year 2008-2009
June 4, 2008

Meet with the director of the Department of Human
Resources to discuss how BCPS will maintain compliance
with highly qualified (HQ) requirements for FY08.

Circa July 2008

Meet with the area assistant superintendents (AAS) to
discuss plans for meeting parental notification requirements
of the No Child Left Behind act.

September 17, 2008

Title I principals will meet with the AAS and
representatives from the MSDE, the Office of
Communications, the Department of Human Resources,
and the Title I office to discuss updates in HQ
requirements.

September 17, 2008

A letter from Dr. Hairston to Title I principals will be
distributed at the HQ meeting.

September 18, 2008

A letter from Dr. Hairston to parents of all students
attending Title I schools will be sent home with all
students.

September 25, 2008

Letters from principals of Title I schools will be sent via
USPS to families of students who are assigned to, or have
been taught for four weeks by teachers who have not yet
met HQ requirements.

September 28, 2008

Principals will fax copies of letters to the Title I office
certifying that letters have been sent to families of students
who are assigned to, or have been taught for four weeks by
teachers who have not yet met HQ requirements.

On-going

Letters from principals of Title I schools will be sent via
USPS to families of students who have been taught for four
weeks by teachers who have not yet met HQ requirements,
as soon as the time requirement has been met.
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On-going

Principals will fax copies of letters to the Title I office
certifying that letters have been sent to families of students
who have been taught for four weeks by teachers who have
not yet met HQ requirements.

Monthly

Title I compliance specialists will retrieve long-term
substitute list from MetaViewer and contact affected
principals to ensure parent notification requirements are
being met. Phone logs and e-mails documenting such
contacts will be maintained.
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Place on SCHOOL LETTERHEAD. Use for elementary teachers not working with entire school,
such as classroom teachers.
September 29, 2008
Dear Parents/Guardians:
Federal legislation known as No Child Left Behind requires timely notification to parents/guardians of
students who attend schools receiving funds under Title I, Part A, when their child has been assigned to or
taught, for four or more consecutive weeks, by a teacher who is not highly qualified as defined under this
federal legislation. Regulatory language providing explicit direction regarding the term HQ is still being
refined at the federal and state level.
In the interest of providing important information to our parents, I am notifying you that a teacher assigned to
your child’s class does not yet meet the new federal definition of HQ. [Use the statement that applies and
modify it for gender.] He/she is teaching with a conditional Maryland certificate, a valid license to teach in
our state, or he/she is teaching outside his/her field of professional certification, or he/she is teaching with a
professional certificate; however, needs additional tests to comply with the federal mandate.
We employ a variety of teachers who qualify for a conditional certificate rather than a professional
certificate. An example would be a teacher who possesses a professional certificate from another state. That
teacher may even have taught one or more years, but must take one or more tests required by Maryland to be
eligible for a professional certificate in Maryland. Other teachers may have rich backgrounds and/or
experiences in their academic content areas (often areas where critical teacher shortages exist) and may be on
the way to completing required education courses and/or tests. Many conditional teachers have completed
full teacher education programs at colleges and universities outside of Maryland and are eligible for a
professional certificate in these states. However, they may still need specific courses or tests required by
Maryland. It is important to note that all teachers with a conditional certificate possess at least a bachelor’s
degree, are provided with support, and have specific plans for attaining a professional certificate to which
they must adhere under state law. We also employ professionally certificated teachers in assignments that
are outside their field of certification.
Most importantly, you can be assured that all teachers on our faculty are well qualified to provide daily
instruction to our most valued assets – your children. Every faculty member comes to his or her assignment
with valuable background and skills and has been selected based on established criteria.
The following teacher on our faculty, who does not yet meet the federal definition of HQ is providing
instruction to our students:
[Insert the name and assignment of conditional or out of field teacher on your school’s faculty here.]
Many of our teachers have met criteria to be HQ and are awaiting the return of required test scores and/or the
processing of their records by the Maryland State Department of Education. We will notify
parents/guardians when our teachers obtain HQ status.
I hope that this information is helpful and appreciate your continued support of our educational program.
Sincerely,
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Principal
c

Copy to the teachers listed above
Copy to your area assistant superintendent
Kenneth Kuyawa, Personnel Officer
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Office of Title I
Office of Alternative Education, Dropout Prevention, and Summer School
Terms of Participation Extended-Day/Extended-Year Program
January 25, 2008
Extended-Day/Extended Year Program Rationale
Purpose: The Title I Extended-Day/Extended-Year program is designed to provide
continuous support to students attending schoolwide Title I schools in reading and/or
math using research-based programs. Using MSA data as one selection criteria,
principals may offer acceleration, core curricular and/or enrichment programs. The Title
I Extended-Day/Extended-Year program is a districtwide Title I initiative and as such
there are terms of participation.
How Were Schools Identified for Participation?
Schools were identified for participation based on their MSA score in reading and/or
math and projected available funding. Schools identified for participation must also meet
schoolwide Title I compliance standards. FY09 Targeted Assistance schools will not be
eligible for participation in the Title I Extended-Day/Extended-Year program. Eligible
FY08 targeted assistance Title I schools have been identified for Extended-Day/Extended
Year participation. Participation is contingent on satisfactory completion of schoolwide
planning requirements as determined by the Maryland State Department of Education
(MSDE).
Terms of Participation
All schoolwide Title I schools participating in Extended-Day/Extended-Year must agree
to comply with the following:
¾ Selection of programs are limited to the menu of options provided by the offices
of Elementary Language Arts and Mathematics, PreK-12.
¾ Extended -Day/Extended-Year will operate five weeks during the summer (3
hrs/day), for 6 weeks in the fall (maximum of 3 hrs/week), and 6 weeks in the
spring.
¾ Participants must agree to implement the program selected within the guidelines
for operation.
¾ Participants must agree to collect and submit program information in the form
requested by the Title I program evaluation specialist.
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¾ Parents whose children are enrolled for participation must agree to participate in
the full program.
¾ Assessment will be conducted for two general purposes:
o Determination of comparative program effectiveness (between and among
programs).
o Determination of student achievement and instructional needs.
Participants are expected to use assessments appropriate to determine student
achievement and instructional need; overall Extended-Day/Extended-Year program
impact will be assessed by the Department of Research, Accountability, and Assessment.
¾ Assessments used to inform student progress should be consistent with program
guidelines.
¾ Participating schools must submit to random visits from the Office of Title I
program specialists to gather data descriptive of fidelity of program
implementation.
¾ Any findings of non-compliance in fidelity of program implementation must be
corrected once brought to the attention of the school principal.
¾ All principals must agree to participate (using the program selected) for a period
of no less than two full academic years, unless there is compelling data
indicative of program harm.
¾ All participating schools will allow personnel to participate in training
associated with Extended-Day/Extended-Year.
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Instructions for Completing the TA Student Ranking

1 Determine the population of students to be in the Targeted Assistance Program.
2 All students in determined population must be ranked.
3 Determine the three criteria for the ranking. If MSA data is available, it must
serve as one of the three criteria.
4 On the appropriate grade ranking form (Excel tab), complete all areas in red font.
5 Make sure you check and rank for only reading or math. A separate Excel sheet must
be set up for each subject if servicing both.
6 In the yellow area, you will find some sources of criteria. If you use a criteria
that is in a blue font, you must decide and enter points for each blank.
Keep in mind what kind of weight you want this criteria to have when
establishing a point system.
7 If using Teacher Recommendation as a criteria, enter the three areas of concern
you will use as a guide. *
8 Complete the Excel ranking form for targeted population of students.
9 Analyze points to determine the range for identifying students and enter those numbers
above in the red font statement beginning with "Academically needy …."
10 Identify the neediest 6 to 8 students per class for the targeted assistance program.
11 Complete the Student Target Identification Form and submit to Title I office
along with a copy of your ranking forms.
* Any qualitative tool must be quantified for the purpose of ranking.
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Maximum of 6 to 8 students per class to be served.
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K

Core Area
Title I
Grade Teacher Teacher

Report
Card/
Progress
Report

Academically needy students will be those students whose combined score is between ________ and _______.

3 Area of Concern ________________________

2 Area of Concern ________________________

Benchmark- Asess
S10
Trax

0 checks = _______points, 2 checks = _______points, 3 checks = _______points

1 Area of Concern ________________________

Teacher Rec. Scale (3 areas of concern)

Scale Exp. Test Sc. SD10

Report Card Grade A=_______, B= _______, C= _______, D= _______, F= _______

Scaled Rd MSA score 240 - 385

This ranking is for Reading _______ or Math _______ only. (Please check appropriate subject )

Total Number of Kindergarten Classes = _______

STUDENT RANKING
SCHOOL WITH TARGETED ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

POLICY 1270
COMMUNITY RELATIONS: Community Involvement

Parent/Guardian and Family Involvement
The Board of Education of Baltimore County (Board) believes that schools,
parents/guardians, families, and communities have a mutual responsibility to work
together in order to increase student achievement. The Board values parent/guardian and
family involvement as integral to the academic success of all students.
I.

The Board is committed to ensuring that schools involve parents/guardians and
family members of children of all ages and grade levels regardless of the
parent’s/guardian’s and family’s educational attainment, race/ethnicity, gender,
socio-economic status, geographical location, primary language, marital status,
sexual orientation, or disability. The Board recognizes that the type and the degree
of parent/guardian and family involvement vary among households.

II.

The Board endorses cooperation among schools, parents/guardians, families, and
community members in order to increase involvement and participation in
promoting the social, emotional, and academic growth of students by utilizing the
following guidelines:
A.

Open and ongoing communication is promoted among home, school, and
the community.

B.

Parenting skills are fostered and supported.

C.

Parents/guardians, families, and community members play an integral role
in assisting student learning.

D.

Parents/guardians, families, and community members are welcome as
volunteers in the school. Their support and assistance are sought,
encouraged, and recognized.

E.

Parents/guardians, families, community members are included and
supported in the decision-making process. Their leadership in advisory and
advocacy roles is encouraged.
1
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F.

Community resources are used to strengthen schools, families, and student
learning.

G.

Parents/guardians, families, and community members are welcomed as
active partners in promoting student achievement.

Legal References: 20 U.S.C. §6318 (No Child Left Behind Act OF 2001)
RELATED POLICIES: Board of Education Policy 1100, Communication with the
Public
Board of Education Policy 1200, Community Involvement
Board of Education Policy 1220, Citizens Advisory Committee
Board of Education Policy 1240, Visits to Schools
Board of Education Policy 1250, Participation in the Local
School by Community Members
Board of Education Policy 1260, School Volunteers

Policy
Adopted:
Revised:
Revised:

Board of Education of Baltimore County

5/23/91
7/13/04
5/20/08

2
Copyright © 2008 Baltimore County Public Schools. All rights reserved.
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RULE 1270
COMMUNITY RELATIONS: Community Involvement
Parent/Guardian and Family Involvement
Comprehensive programs of parent/guardian, family, and community involvement
require schools to promote and support communicating, parenting, student learning,
volunteering, school decision making and advocacy, collaborating with the community,
and building partnerships at all grade levels in a variety of roles. The Superintendent will
designate appropriate staff to ensure the following criteria:
I.

II.

Communicating
A.

Publicize the school’s commitment to parent/guardian, family and
community involvement.

B.

Promote clear, two-way communication between school and home
concerning school programs and students’ progress.

C.

Provide processes for addressing the concerns of parents/guardians,
families, and community members.

Parenting
A.

III.

Student Learning
A.

IV.

Provide opportunities for parents/guardians, families, and community
members to develop and refine the knowledge and skills needed to support
students’ academic achievement, including activities and resources that
connect to what students are learning in the classroom.

Volunteering
A.

V.

Help parents/guardians and families enhance parenting skills and foster
conditions that support students’ learning.

Promote effective use of volunteers in instructional and non-instructional
roles.

School Decision Making and Advocacy
1
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VI.

VII.

A.

Make parent/guardian and family involvement an integral component of the
school improvement process.

B.

Support parents/guardians and families as decision makers and promote
their leadership in advisory and advocacy roles.

Collaborating with the Community
A.

Work cooperatively with community agencies that provide assistance to
students as well as to parents/guardians and families.

B.

Seek partnerships with interested businesses and community organizations
to promote student success.

Building Partnerships
A.

Provide an inviting and welcoming environment where parent/guardian,
family, and community involvement is valued and respected.

B.

Encourage the use of professional development opportunities and resources
to support effective parent/guardian, family, and community involvement.

All school-based and central office staff shall comply with the Parent/Guardian and
Family Involvement Policy 1270 by implementing the strategies, activities, and measures
cited in the Baltimore County Public School’s Master Plan, Goals 6 and 7, regarding
parent/guardian and family involvement in the educational process.
Legal References: 20 U.S.C. §6318 (No Child Left Behind Act OF 2001)
Related Policies: Board of Education Policy 1100, Communication with the Public
Board of Education Policy 1200, Community Involvement
Board of Education Policy 1220, Citizens Advisory Committee
Board of Education Policy 1240, Visits to Schools
Board of Education Policy 1250, Participation in the Local School
by Community Members
Board of Education Policy 1260, School Volunteers
Rule
Adopted:
Revised:
Revised:

Superintendent of Schools

5/23/91
7/13/04
5/20/08
2

Copyright ©2008 Baltimore County Public Schools. All rights reserved
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Distribution of 1% of Title I funds to schools for Parental Involvement

Col. A
Site Name

Col. B

Col. C

FARM

Per Pupil

Appendix G

Col. D
Parent
Involvement

Allocation
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
Baltimore Highlands Elem

393

18

$7,074

Battle Grove Elem

192

18

$3,456

Bedford Elem

179

18

$3,222

Berkshire Elem

215

18

$3,870

Chadwick Elem

267

18

$4,806

Charlesmont Elem

188

18

$3,384

Chase Elem

171

18

$3,078

Church Lane Elem

254

18

$4,572

Colgate Elem

231

18

$4,158

Deep Creek Elem

323

18

$5,814

Dogwood Elem

270

18

$4,860

Dundalk Elem

415

18

$7,470

Edmondson Heights Elem**

314

18

$5,652

Elmwood Elem

277

18

$4,986

Featherbed Lane Elem

440

18

$7,920

Glenmar Elem

268

18

$4,824

Halstead Academy

395

18

$7,110

Hawthorne Elem

384

18

$6,912

Hebbville Elem

257

18

$4,626

Hernwood Elem

236

18

$4,248

Johnnycake Elem

351

18

$6,318

Lansdowne Elem

234

18

$4,212

Logan Elem

355

18

$6,390

Mars Estates Elem

270

18

$4,860

Martin Blvd Elem

162

18

$2,916

McCormick Elem

285

18

$5,130

Middlesex Elem

316

18

$5,688

Milbrook Elem

209

18

$3,762

Norwood Elem

375

18

$6,750

Owings Mills Elem

363

18

$6,534

Pleasant Plains Elem**

279

18

$5,022

Powhatan Elem

206

18

$3,708

Randallstown Ele

203

18

$3,654

Riverview Elem

395

18

$7,110

Sandalwood Elem

357

18

$6,426

Sandy Plains Elem

340

18

$6,120

Scotts Branch Elem

298

18

$5,364

Shady Springs Elem

356

18

$6,408

Sussex Elem

241

18

$4,338

Victory Villa Elem

189

18

$3,402

Winfield Elem

270

18

$4,860

341

18

Woodmoor Elem
Total
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Equitable Participation of Private Schools, Title I, Part A
Procedures
July:

Consultation and Planning for Implementation
• Mail Intent to Participate in the Title I, Part A Program Forms for the next school
year to all MSDE approved private schools
• Hire needed tutors
• Send contracts to all tutors
• Order needed tutor materials and student tests
• Create a student database
• Hold Principal/Tutor meeting
• Distribute consultation form to new principals
• Send Baltimore City the previous year’s database with post-test scores
• Monitor summer school
• Provide the Coordinator with the Master Plan information
• Review fund generators’ data and MOU exchange with Baltimore City Public
Schools

August: Program Implementation
• Establish dates for consultation cycle for all private schools and tutors (January group
meetings and quarterly school visits)
• Begin Title I services in the schools
• Send parent calendars to schools
• Develop the Tutor Assignment Form
• Analyze pre-/post-test data
• Secure a new archdiocese directory
September: Onsite consultation, implementation, and assessment
• Visit all participating schools and discuss professional development and parent
involvement opportunities
• Ensure payment delivery from Baltimore City for MOU
• Attend Nonpublic Workgroup Meeting
• Send parent calendars to schools
• Distribute milestones and tests
• Distribute posttests to schools for inclusion in last year’s binder
• Review new students’ selection criteria
October:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consultation, implementation, and assessment
Conduct tutor meeting
Ensure Intent to Participate in Title I Program forms are returned
Process Staff Development and Parent Involvement requests (ongoing process)
Review new students’ selection criteria
Send parent calendars to schools
Administer student assessment (including milestone assessment)
Record milestone data
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Equitable Participation of Private Schools, Title I, Part A
Procedures
November: Onsite consultation, implementation, and preparation for next year
• Visit all participating schools for consultation meetings
• Review Intent to Participate in Title I Program Forms
• Obtain MSDE list of private schools using FARMS (Grant specialist holds central
data collection)
• Send parent calendars to schools
• Schedule next year’s meeting dates and secure rooms
December: Implementation and preparation for next year
• Review Intent to Participate in Title I Program Forms for prospective and current
schools
• Send letters to schools that wish to participate but have no fund generators
• Send invitation letter to current and prospective private school principals for the
January consultation meeting
• Send parent calendars to schools
• Send Office of Strategic Planning survey information
January: Consultation, implementation, and preparation for next year
• Conduct principal’s meeting to review all items on the Consultation Form and
distribute Most Needy Lists to identify prospective students
• Complete final analysis of fund generators from Participation Forms to identify
current and prospective schools for the next year
• Attend Nonpublic Workgroup meeting
• Contact private schools that had fund generators and want to participate in the
program
• Visit all current participating schools
• Update school summer application process
• Exchange databases with Baltimore City
• Distribute Declaration of Intent Forms to current tutors to determine which tutors
want to provide services for the next school year
• Send parent calendars to schools
• Record test data and distribute to tutors/parents and Baltimore City
• Update Most Needy Lists and Selection Criteria Forms
• Prepare a parent survey
• Meet with IT to determine address eligible fund generators
• NOTE---Parent involvement money must be spent by the end of April
February:
•
•
•

Consultation, implementation, and preparation for next year
Contact Baltimore City with city students’ names for verification of funding
Visit prospective new schools that have fund generators
Identify new schools to the Title I program that have academically needy students as
identified by the Most Needy List for the next school year
• Contact schools about money in their parent involvement and extended year accounts
• Plan for summer activities
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Equitable Participation of Private Schools, Title I, Part A
Procedures
•
•
•
•

Send parent calendars to schools
Send letters to schools that chose to participate but had no fund generators
Participate in State and Federal Grants Meeting
Conduct informal observations of tutors

March: Consultation, implementation, and preparation for next year
• Conduct tutor meeting
• Identify address eligible students at participating schools from the Most Needy Lists
for the next school year
• Estimate the amount of funds generated by private school students for instruction
• Notify all private schools regarding participation in next year’s Title I Program
• Distribute Selection Criteria sheets for eligible students to classroom teachers
• Send parent calendars to schools
• Obtain consultation forms from principals
April: Consultation, implementation, and preparation for next year
• Visit all participating schools
• Ensure Selection Criteria Sheets are submitted
• Distribute post-testing standardized testing materials
• Verify summer programs to be held in private schools
• Send parent calendars to schools
• Conduct formal observation of tutors
• Review fund generators
• Send Baltimore City the list of possible city fund generators
• Conduct tutor meeting, purpose: distribute assessments
May: Consultation, implementation, and preparation for next year
• Collect posttests
• Conduct tutor meeting
• Determine tentative instructional groups of participating students at each school
• Obtain Consultation Forms from all participating principals
• Send parent calendars to schools
June: Consultation, implementation, and preparation for next year
• Determine preliminary groups and instructional hours for the academically needy
students at each school
• Update and maintain tutors’ and principals’ email accounts
• Send invitation letter for the July principal/tutor meeting
• Develop a School Visit/Telephone Log
• Send parent calendars to schools
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Equitable Participation of Private Schools, Title I, Part A
Procedures
What is BCPS’ role in the delivery of Title II, Part A resources?
o Assist MSDE approved nonpublic schools in Baltimore County with accessing benefits
and services under Title II, Part A
o Program Coordinator – responds to questions regarding proposals and allowable activities
o Program Fiscal Support- responds to questions regarding submission of financial
documents and expenditures
How do the non-public schools access Title II, Part A resources? What are BCPS
processes?
o Schools submit preliminary proposals
o BCPS reviews preliminary proposals for:
 A Needs Statement supported by data
 Proposed activities aligned with the Needs Statement
 Proposed costs that are reasonable
 Proposed activities that are equitable
 Proposed activities must be necessary
 Professional development activities that have a plan for and can be
evaluated for effectiveness
 Professional development activities that have costs for in school presenters
and attendees (costs may not exceed their regular hourly rate of pay)
o BCPS approves final proposals
o Schools submit supporting documents to access allotted funding
o BCPS monitors implementation and expenditures
o BCPS corresponds with schools every six-eight weeks
o Schools update proposals as needed
o BCPS reserves the right to seek further clarification regarding an approved activity at any
time
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BALTIMORE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
DIVISION OF CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
Job Description
JOB TITLE:

Specialist, Compliance – Office of Title I

REPORTS TO: Supervisor, Office of Title I
DEFINITION: Provides leadership and expertise in ensuring compliance with federal and
state mandates regarding the provision of Title I services. Performs other duties as assigned.
ESSENTIAL DUTIES:
Conducts training for school staff in complying with NCLB statutes, Title I requirements, and
Baltimore County Public School policies.
Plans and implements appropriate staff development activities regarding compliance issues
including those of a fiscal nature.
Coordinates and conducts Title I Compliance Audits and follow up training. Collaborates with
schools and coordinate grant management work within the office of Title I and Grant Assistance.
Ensures audit readiness.
Responds to compliance inquires and monitor Title I School Improvement Requirements and
Title I Budgets.
Mentors new Title I Principals to provide technical assistance and training in school-wide and
targeted assistance program requirements as well as grant management processes.
Monitors carryover as well as monitoring transfer options and supplemental educational services.
Provides other Title I related grant oversight as needed.
Maintains all required documentation for assigned responsibilities.
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS:
Education, Training and Experience:
Graduation from an accredited college or university with a master’s degree in a field related to
the above duties.
PREFERRED QUALIFICATIONS:
Experience in working in Title I or other grant related programs.
At least four years successful teaching experience.
Possession of or eligibility for an Advanced Professional Certification.
Possession of or eligibility for Maryland Administrator I Certificate.
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Knowledge, Skills, And Abilities:
Demonstration of strong human relations skills.
Demonstration of strong computer/educational technology skills.
Demonstration of strong oral and written communication skills.

Appendix J

PHYSICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS:
The work of this class is generally sedentary and performed in an office environment. Work
includes the operation of office equipment, including personal computers, and occasional limited
physical activities.
This document describes the duties and responsibilities of a position. It shall not be held to
exclude duties not referenced nor limit the right of management to assign work to employees.
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BALTIMORE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
DIVISION OF CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
Job Description
JOB TITLE:

Program Specialist- Office of Title I

REPORTS TO: Supervisor, Office of Title I
DEFINITION: Provides leadership and expertise in ensuring that programs funded through
Title I central reservation are administered in alignment with goals and objectives. Performs
other duties as assigned.
ESSENTIAL DUTIES:
•

Attends regular training offered by the Offices of Professional Development, Elementary
Reading and Elementary Mathematics.

•

Provides supervision of Instructional Coaches, Gifted and Talented Catalyst Teachers,
and Middle School Reading Teachers to ensure compliance in use of Title I funded
human resources.

•

Provides support and training of Instructional Coaches, Gifted and Talented Catalyst
Teachers, and Middle School Reading Teachers to ensure fidelity of implementation of
each program in participating Title I schools.

•

Liaison between participating Title I schools and curriculum offices as appropriate

•

Plans and implements appropriate staff development activities regarding best-practices in
reading and math instruction for Title I Instructional Coaches, Gifted and Talented
Catalyst Teachers, and Middle School Reading Teachers.

•

Assists the Title I Evaluation Specialist in collecting data to determine the effectiveness
of various programs supported by Title I funding.

•

Assists the Office of Title I in ensuring audit readiness.

•

Ensure Instructional Coaches, Gifted and Talented Catalysts Teachers, and Middle
School Reading teachers provide training to teachers that build capacity of parents to
work as partners in the educational process.

•

Maintains all required documentation for assigned responsibilities.

•

Performs all other duties as assigned.
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MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS:
Education, Training and Experience:
Graduation from an accredited college or university with a master’s degree in a field related to
the above duties; plus four years successful teaching experience.
Possession of an Advanced Professional Certification.
Possession of or eligibility for Maryland Administrator I Certificate.
Experience in Title I or other Federal grant program management is preferred.
Knowledge, Skills, And Abilities:
Demonstration of strong human relations skills.
Demonstration of strong computer/educational technology skills.
Demonstration of strong oral and written communication skills.
PHYSICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS:
The work of this class is generally sedentary and performed in an office environment. Work
includes the operation of office equipment, including personal computers, and occasional limited
physical activities.
This document describes the duties and responsibilities of a position. It shall not be held to
exclude duties not referenced nor limit the right of management to assign work to employees.
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BALTIMORE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
DIVISION OF CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
Job Description
Job Title: Specialist, Research – Title I Programs
Reports To: Director, Research & Accountability
Definition: Conducts research and provides advice, guidance, and consultation to Title I schools
and offices in the use of research in order to provide valid information for data-driven decisions
and recommendations. Performs other duties as assigned in accordance with federal regulatory
requirements.
Essential Duties:
•

Implements the activities of the Office of Research to ensure that the office supports the
system-wide goals and priorities identified in the Blueprint for Progress and the BCPS
Master Plan for Title I schools and programs.

•

Assists with the development, implementation and evaluation of Title I research
activities, including all aspects of conducting and reporting research and program
evaluation results, and analyzing and reporting performance results.

•

Evaluates the performance of Title I students on MSA and other assessments and
provides student performance reports to assist principals and teachers in determining
appropriate instructional practice.

•

Evaluates the effectiveness of implementation of major Title I initiatives and program
requirements like Homeless Student Services, Equitable Private Schools Services,
Reading and Math initiatives, Gifted and Talented Catalyst Teachers Program, Title I
Transfer Option and Supplemental Educational Services.

•

Coordinates all phases, from preparation through final dissemination of Title I program
evaluations, including conducting needs assessments; all aspects of survey methodology,
analysis and interpretation of quantitative data; conducting, facilitating and/or
interpreting results of interviews, focus groups, observations, document analyses; and
developing/writing reports and/or providing presentations to meet the needs of various
audiences.

•

Reviews subject-matter literature and current practices, and adapts most effective
approaches to local situations.

•

Assists offices and schools in providing professional development for Title I schools on
various aspects of data collection, analysis, and interpretation.

•

Utilizes PowerPoint, Excel, Cognos, TestTrax, DataTrax, SPSS, and other data systems
and technologies to report data and to provide effective professional development.

•

Assists in developing collaborative research and evaluation relationships with external
partners that benefit BCPS and support system priorities.

•

Facilitates the development of the identification of major objectives/evaluation questions
that will serve as the basis for the development of the evaluation design of Title I
program.

•

Performs all other duties as assigned.
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Qualification/Experience:
•

Possession of a master’s degree in education, psychology, sociology, and/or related field.
Concentration in Program Evaluation, Research, Measurement and Compliance
Reporting is preferred.

•

Graduation from an accredited college or university with a bachelor’s degree, with an
emphasis on coursework in tests and measurement; plus five years of successful
experience in an educational professional position implementing sound research practice.

•

Knowledge of the principles and practices of educational research, measurement,
assessment, and testing.

•

Knowledge of the statistical analysis of data.

•

Knowledge of and skill in the use of database, internet, spreadsheet, word processing, and
related applications.

•

Effective organizational and communication skills.

•

Ability to assist staff to understand data analysis for school wide improvement.
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BALTIMORE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
DIVISION OF CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
Job Description
JOB TITLE:

Private School Title I Resource Teacher

REPORTS TO: Title I Supervisor
DEFINITION: Provides support for the implementation of the Title I program in participating
private schools. This position provides oversight of tutors providing instruction for students
attending private school. Performs other duties as assigned.
ESSENTIAL DUTIES:
• Recruit, hire and train professional teacher tutors and maintain personnel files.
• Support the planning and facilitation of private school principal and tutors meetings and
training.
• Maintain documentation to substantiate NCLB compliance.
• Support private school programs in parental involvement and staff development as
required by NCLB.
• Conduct school visits to ensure efficient delivery of tutoring services.
• Perform other duties as assigned.
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS:
Education, Training and Experience:
Graduation from an accredited college or university with a master’s degree in a field related to
the above duties; plus four years successful teaching experience.
Possession of an Advanced Professional Certification.
Experience in Title I or other Federal grant program is preferred.
Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities:
Demonstration of strong human relations skills
Demonstration of strong computer/educational technology skills
Demonstration of strong oral and written communication skills
PHYSICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS:
The work of this class requires a high degree of physical activity. Work includes visiting all
participating private schools participating in Title I. Work includes the operation of office
equipment, including personal computers, and occasional limited physical activities.
This document describes the duties and responsibilities of a position. It shall not be held to
exclude duties not referenced nor limit the right of management to assign work to employees.
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BALTIMORE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

DIVISION OF CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION

JOB TITLE:

Title I Resource Teacher

REPORTS TO: Title I Program Specialist
DEFINITION: Provides support for the implementation of the Title I centrally funded
programs. This position provides support to Program Specialist. Performs other duties as
assigned.
ESSENTIAL DUTIES:
• Support the planning and facilitation of Title I programs through the Program Specialist.
• Serve as the liaison for Title I centrally funded employees providing direct serves to
schools with Curriculum and Instruction Offices.
• Mentor new Title I centrally funded employees providing direct services to schools.
• Collect and maintain documentation to substantiate NCLB compliance for program
evaluation.
• Support centrally funded Title I programs implemented in identified schools.
• Conduct school visits to ensure program fidelity with Title I programmatic requirements.
• Perform other duties as assigned.
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS:
Education, Training and Experience:
Graduation from an accredited college or university with a master’s degree in a field related to
the above duties; plus four years successful teaching experience.
Possession of an Advanced Professional Certification.
Experience in Title I or other Federal grant program is preferred.
Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities:
Demonstration of strong human relations skills
Demonstration of strong computer/educational technology skills
Demonstration of strong oral and written communication skills
PHYSICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS:
The work of this class requires a high degree of physical activity. Work includes visiting all
identified schools participating in Title I. Work includes the operation of office equipment,
including personal computers, and occasional limited physical activities.
This document describes the duties and responsibilities of a position. It shall not be held to
exclude duties not referenced nor limit the right of management to assign work to employees.
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Baltimore County Public Schools
FY 2009 Title I Funding Proposal
Cover Sheet
Directions: Complete this form by providing all requested information. Submit this Cover Sheet
and the Budget Proposal Form by email to Ed Cornish (ecornish@bcps.org) and your Fiscal
Assistant, Ernestine Jones (ejones@bcps.org) in the Office of Title I by June 23, 2008. The Title I
staff will be available to provide technical assistance in developing a proposed budget, including
help with projecting salary and benefit costs. In addition, the Title I staff will provide guidance to
ensure that all proposals comply with requirements of the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB).

Institution:
Director of Finance:
Date Submitted:
1. Describe the identified area(s) of need this proposal will address.
___________Center is a private non-profit (and non-sectarian) residential treatment center and school that
addresses both general and special education needs for adolescent girls ages 13 – 18. All of the girls in
our care have been diagnosed with severe emotional and behavioral problems and most are considered
underserved, disadvantaged, and at-risk. The students in ____________are now much more acute in
terms of their mental and educational disabilities than in the past. Some students at
______________________experience such severe emotional and learning disabilities that they have
difficulty remaining in class and completing the curriculum developed by the school. Walking out of
class endangers their chances for successfully completing their assigned work and earning credit for
classes. Our proposal provides funding for BIST staff whose role is to help students regain composure,
catch up on missed work, and return to the regular classroom. The BIST Assistant provides behavioral
support in core subject classrooms including reading, math, and other subjects.
2. Give a brief description of the strategies that will be implemented through these funds to
accelerate student achievement:
The BIST staff provides immediate crisis counseling during the school day. They are responsible for
responding immediately to a pre-crisis situation within the School and for facilitating behavior
management intervention and de-escalation of the students. Utilizing appropriate crisis intervention
techniques, they establish an environment of trust and security, and a place to gain composure. The
Behavior Intervention Support Team (B.I.S.T) use a problem solving approach to take each student
through a 5 Step Method which teaches and guides each student towards success, reduces resistance, and
helps move the student from acting out to taking responsibility. This 5 step Method looks like:
1. Laying the Groundwork
2. Approaching an Upset Child
3. Identifying Problem Behaviors
4. Understanding and Managing Feelings
5. Developing a Plan for Change
The 5 Step Method is implemented to help the student focus on and succeed in their schoolwork. Post
crisis, the BIST staff assists the student in refocusing on the school day. Their goal is to help each student
maximize their time in the classroom.
In addition, the BIST staff works with teachers to keep behavioral logs, along with time and place of
crisis, in order to document any pattern that may emerge for a student. This enables school staff to place
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the student in the appropriate academic setting to maximize learning whether it’s Transitional Classes,
Blended Classes or a Self-Contained Classroom.
3. Family involvement is required through NCLB. Describe family involvement activities that will
be implemented through the FY 2009 Title I allocation.
Being a residential school, staff serves in loco parentis, and as such, residential staff are available each
school evening to assist students with homework assignments. While in custodial care
at_______________, discharge planning begins (which includes families and local school districts and
referring agencies), to assure a smooth transition back to families and local jurisdictions. In addition,
families participate in family counseling with their children and teachers are available to discuss the
child’s progress. The behavioral log supplied by BIST staff is an important piece of information in family
counseling sessions. This log also helps manage a smooth transition back to families and local
jurisdictions.
4. Use of these funds for positions requires approval from the Area Assistant Superintendent.
Identify any positions being requested through FY 2009 Title I funds. Provide a specific job title,
such as “Math Resource Teacher” and a description of the employee’s role and responsibilities,
such as “provides small group instruction for primary grade students not yet demonstrating
mastery of appropriate grade level math skills and concepts.” Include FTE information, such as
0.5 FTE.
Title
BIST Assistant
BIST Assistant

Role and Responsibilities

FTE
1.0
.8

The BIST staff provides immediate crisis counseling during the school day. They are responsible for
responding immediately to a pre-crisis situation within the School and for facilitating behavior
management intervention and de-escalation of the students. Utilizing appropriate crisis intervention
techniques, they establish an environment of trust and security, and a place to gain composure. In
addition, the BIST staff works with teachers to keep behavioral logs, along with time and place of crisis,
in order to document any pattern that may emerge for a student. The BIST Assistant communicates with
appropriate personnel both internally and externally to debrief and evaluate the intervention.

1. This proposal has been reviewed and meets requirements for compliance.

Office of Title I

Date

2. This proposal has been reviewed and meets fiscal requirements (See Attached Budget Proposal
Form).

Office of Title I
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Title I Part A Budget Narrative
Category/Object
Administration
Centralized Support
Salaries (Table 7-8;
Activity 5)

Fixed Charges

Line Item
Title I coordinator

Calculation
1.0 FTE @ $102,725

Title I supervisor

1.0 FTE @ $91,368

Amount
$102,725

In-Kind

$91,368

Resource teacher

2.0 FTE @ $80,586

$161,172

Specialist

5.0 FTE @ $87,322

$436,610

Admin secretary

1.0 FTE @ $48,591

$48,591

Clerk

1.0 FTE @ $27,966

$27,966

Fiscal assistants

3.0 FTE @ $44,706

$134,118

Contractual employees

Estimate @ $33663

$16,555

FICA

@ 0.0765

$77,962

Workers Comp.

@ 0.0092

$9,376

Retirement

@ 0.117

$117,298

Health, dental, life, and vision

@ $11,037/1.0 FTE

$154,518

Total
$1,019,105

$359,154

Centralized Support
Contracted
Services(Table 7-8;
Activity 5)

Equip. maintenance

Repair Est.

@ $1,000

$1,000

Printing costs

Printing Est. @ $1,000

$1,000

Translation fees

Translation @ $4,000

$4,000

Centralized Support
Supplies(Table 7-8;
Activity 5)

Supplies reserved for administration:
Postage

Supplies Est. @ $36,442

$36,442

$36,442

Centralized Support
Other(Table 7-8;
Activity 5)

Mileage

34,188.04 mi @ $.585

$20,000

Conference, registration and hotel

Conferences Est @ $42,000

$42,000

$63,500

$6,000

Office supplies including

In-state travel
Centralized Support Replacement or upgrade of computer or
Equipment(Table 7-8; other office equipment if needed
Activity 5)

Conferences @ $1,500

$1,500

Estimate @ $36,733

$36,733

$23,027

$36,733

Centralized Support
Transfer(Table 7-8;
Activity 5)

Administration - equitable services for
nonpublic schools. (Non instruction
salaries)

Estimate @ $23,027

Fixed Charges

FICA

@ 0.0765

Centralized Support
Transfer(Table 7-8;
Activity 5)

Workers Comp.
Administration - equitable services for
nonpublic schools. (Testing, scoring,
etc…)

@ 0.0092
Estimate @ $35,000

$23,027
$1,762
$212
$35,000

$1,974

$35,000

Instruction (Table 7-8 Services for homeless children
Activity 9)
Regular Programs

Tutors school year

511.21 hrs @ $28.40

Salaries

Life skills group leader

102 hrs @ $28.40

Summer phys ed tchrs

340 hours @ $42.00/hr

Summer phys ed intern

135 hours @ $12.00/hr

$1,620

FICA

@ 0.0765

$2,549

Workers Comp.

@ 0.0092

$306

Fixed Charges

$14,518
$2,897

$33,315

$14,280
$2,855

Instruction Regular
Services for Extended day and
(Table 7-8 Activity 1) Extended year Programs

Programs Salaries

Teachers

Est. @ $749,747

$749,747

$749,747

Fixed Charges

FICA

@ 0.0765

$57,356

Workers Comp.

@ 0.0092

$6,898

$64,254

Salaries for regular instructional
programs provided through school-

Salary Projections are based on actual highly

based allocations

scales

Instruction
Regular
Programs
Salaries
(School Allocations)

highly qualified staff using BCPS salary

Classroom teachers

53.60 FTE Classroom Tchrs @ $45,520.41

Reading teachers

17.70 FTE Rdg Tchrs @ $51,352.88
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Title I Part A Budget Narrative
Math teachers

13.35 FTE Math Tchrs @ $52,171.61

$696,491

Instructional assistants

28.40 FTE IA’s @ $26,071.30

$740,425

Clerical

3.0 FTE Clericals @ $28,190.06

Contractual employees

Estimated @ $1,212,715

$84,570
$1,212,715

Total FTE's 112.55
Fixed Charges

Instruction Regular
Program (Table 7-8
Activity 1)

Fixed Charges

Instruction Regular
Program (School
Allocations)

Fixed Charges

Instruction Regular
Programs Contracted
Services (Table 7-8;
Activity 8)

FICA

@ 0.0765

$465,353

Workers Comp.

@ 0.0092

$55,964

Retirement

@ 0.117

Health, dental, life, and vision

@ $11,037/1.0 FTE

$569,828
$1,280,844

Family involvement reservation

Resource teachers

2.0 FTE @ $71,631.50 avg.

$143,263

Instr. assistants

6.0 FTE @ $25,655 avg.

$153,930

Home visitors

5.5 @ 20 hrs/wk @ $12.00 @ 34 wks

$44,880

Paid helpers

9 @ 4 hrs/day @ $9.20/hr. @ 165 days

$54,648

FICA

@ 0.0765

$30,349

Workers Comp.

@ 0.0092

$3,650

Retirement

@ 0.117

$34,772

Health, dental, life, and vision

@ $11,037/1.0 FTE

$88,296

School-Based Allocations
for school community services

Total amount of funding from FY 2009
school-based Title I allocations that is
budgeted for supplemental school

Secretary

0.6 FTE @ $23,441.66

$14,065

Community liaison

1.4 FTE @ $55,407

$77,570

Contractual employees

Estimated @ $67,797

$67,797

FICA

@ 0.0765

$12,196

Workers Comp.

@ 0.0092

$1,467

Retirement

@ 0.117

$10,721

Health, dental, life, and vision

@ $11,037/1.0 FTE

$22,074

Services to neglected children
contractual agreement to reimburse an
institution for neglected students for
allowable Title I expenses up to an
allocated amount.

372 students @ $950

$353,400

Instruction Regular
Services for homeless children
Programs Contracted admissions for field trips for homeless
Services(Table 7-8
students
Activity 9)

100 students @ $6.50/trip @ 10 trips/year

Instruction
School-Based Allocations
Regular
Contractual services to supplement the
Programs
regular instructional program
Contracted Services
(School Allocations)

Total amount of funding from FY 2009
school-based Title I allocations that is
budgeted for contractual services

Instruction Regular
Program
Contracted Services

$2,371,989

$396,721

$157,067

$159,432

$46,458

$353,400

$6,500

$96,771

$6,500
$96,771

$5,100

Parent involvement reservation

HIPPY licensing fee

Estimated @ $3,500

$3,500

Cultural event admission fees

Estimated @ $1,600

$1,600
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Instruction Regular
Program
Contracted
Services (School
Allocations)

School based allocation Parent
Involvement

Total amount of funding from FY 2009
school-based Title I allocations that is
budgeted for Contracted Services to support
Parent Involvement $45,362

$45,362

$45,362

Instruction Regular
Supplies and
Materials(Table 7-8
Activity 9)

Services for homeless children
instructional supplies for tutors, phys ed
supplies for summer program and school
uniforms

Supplies will be used by tutors for
instructional purposes, physical education
employees for summer programs at shelters
for homeless students and to purchase school
uniforms for homeless students during the
school year and fee waiver reimbursement

$21,055

$21,055

Instruction Regular
Supplies and
Materials

Services for summer school

Supplies Est. @ $186,000

$186,000

$186,000

Instruction Regular
Supplies and
Materials(Table 7-8;
Activity 1)

Support for Charter Schools regular
instruction

Estimated @ $188,296

$188,296

$188,296

Instruction Regular
Programs
Supplies and
Materials
(School Allocations)

School-based allocations
instructional supplies and materials to
supplement the regular instructional
program

Total amount of funding from FY 2009
school-based Title I allocations that is
budgeted for instructional supplies and
materials

$513,404

Instruction Regular
Program
Supplies and
Materials(Table 7-8;
Activity 2)

Parent involvement reservation

$513,404

HIPPY book sets, lesson sets, shape sets,
home visitors guides

Materials for 75 families @ $180

$13,500

Parent mtg. supplies

@ $121.3 x 10 mo

$1,213

PAT materials

Materials for 70 families @ $85

$5,950

Instruction Regular
Program
Supplies and
Materials (School
Allocations)

School based allocation

Total amount of funding from FY 2009
school-based Title I allocations that is
budgeted for Supplies and Materials to
support Parent Involvement $126,090

Instruction Regular
Programs
Other

Services for homeless children
conference and registration

Estimate @ $1,800

$126,090

$20,663

$126,090

$1,800

$1,800
Instruction Regular
Program
Other

HIPPY and parent involvement
reservation (Table 7-8; Activity 2)
Mileage
HIPPY national conference registration,
hotel, and travel
Conference registration

Instruction Regular
Program
Other (School
Allocations)
Instruction Regular
Programs
Equipment (School
Allocations)

@ $200/mo for 10 months

$2,000

1 attendee @ $1,600

$1,600

Estimated @ $1,000

$1,000

Total amount of funding from FY 2009
school-based Title I allocations that is
budgeted for Other Services to support Parent
Involvement $126,090
Total amount of funding from FY 2009
School-based allocations
Instructional equipment to supplement the school-based Title I allocations that is
regular instructional program
budgeted for instructional equipment
including computers
School based allocation
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Instruction Regular Equitable services for nonpublic
Programs
schools. Instructional services to eligible
Transfer (School
students attending nonpublic schools
Allocation
Worksheet)

In addition to the $232,725 calculated on the
Title I Allocation Worksheet, which is
included in this update, $81,475 is also
available to provide services to eligible
Baltimore County students attending
nonpublic schools in Baltimore City. Of the
$232,725, it is anticipated that $214,355 will
support salaries for highly qualified BCPS
tutors, resulting in $18,370 in fixed charges
reported below.

Transfer

Contractual employees

Nonpublic salary estimated @ $214,355

Fixed Charges

FICA

@ 0.0765

$16,398

Workers Comp.

@ 0.0092

$1,972

Instruction Regular
2.4% of Total Parent Involvement
Parent involvement reservation
Program
Equitable services to nonpublic schools as Reservation of $586,151 = $14,068
Transfers (Table 7-9) required by NCLB
Instruction Regular
2.4% of Total Parent Involvement
Parent involvement reservation
Program
Equitable services to nonpublic schools as Reservation for schools of $217,152 = $5,212
Transfers (Table 7-9) required by NCLB
Instructional
Staff
Development
Salaries (Table 7-8;
Activity 1)

Fixed Charges

Instructional
Staff
Development
Salaries (School
Allocations)

Fixed Charges

Instructional
Staff
Development
Contracted
Services (Table 7-8;
Activity 1)

$295,830

$295,830

$18,370

$14,068

$14,068

$5,212

$5,212

$3,517,758

Instruction Staff Development Salaries

GT catalyst teachers

18.5 FTE @ $67,562.07

$1,249,898

Teaching coaches

36.0 FTE @ $61,901.83

$2,228,466

Stipends $177.45 x 4 days x 55.50 FTE's

$177.45 x 4 days x 55.50 FTE's

FICA

@ 0.0765

$269,108

Workers Comp.

@ 0.0092

$32,363

Retirement

@ 0.117

$406,969

Health, dental, life, and vision

@ $11,037/1.0 FTE

$601,517

School-based allocations
Instructional staff development

Total amount of funding from FY 2009
school-based Title I allocations that is
budgeted for instructional staff development
salaries; activities are conducted using
standardized BCPS approved rates of pay.

Resource teacher
Contractual Employees
FICA
Workers Comp.
Retirement
Health, dental, life, and vision
Instruction Staff Development

1.0 FTE Resource Teacher @ $55,808
Estimated @ $48,925
@ 0.0765
@ 0.0092
@ 0.117
@ $11,037/1.0 FTE

$55,808
$48,925
$8,012
$964
$6,530
$11,037

GT catalyst teachers
Teaching coaches

Estimate @ $10,000
Estimate @ $10,000

$10,000
$10,000
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Title I Part A Budget Narrative
Instructional
Staff
Development
Contracted
Services (School
Allocations)

Total amount of funding from FY 2009
school-based Title I allocations that is
budgeted for instructional staff development
contracted services; activities are conducted
using standardized BCPS approved rates of
pay.

$42,550

GT catalyst teachers

Estimate @ $15,000

$15,000

Teaching coaches

Estimate @ $15,000

$15,000

School-based allocations
instructional staff development contractual
services such as consultants and
conference registration fees

Instructional
Instruction Staff Development
Staff
Development
Supplies and
Materials (Table 7-8,
Activity 1)

Instructional Staff
Equitable services for nonpublic schools.
Development
Transfers (Table 7-9)

2.4% of Total funds reserved to support
district-wide intiatives, including Gifted and
Talented Catalyst Program, Instructional
Coach Program, Extended-day/Extended-year
program and Baltimore County Health
Department Contract. Total amount subject
to equ

Instructional
Staff
Development
Supplies and
Materials(Table 7-8;
Activity 10)

Services for homeless professional
development

Estimate @ $800

Instructional
Staff
Development
Supplies and
Materials (School
Allocations)

School-based allocations
instructional staff development supplies
and materials

Guidance Services -- School-based allocations
Salaries (School
for school guidance salaries
Allocations)
Fixed Charges

Student Personnel
Services
Salaries (School
Allocations)

$30,000

$142,265

$800

$142,265
$800

Total amount of funding from FY 2009
school-based Title I allocations that is
budgeted for instructional staff development
supplies and materials used to provide high
quality staff training

$23,230

$23,230

Total amount of funding from FY 2009
school-based Title I allocations that is
budgeted for supplemental school guidance
2.0 FTE @ $49,347.50

$98,695

$98,695

$7,550

$42,079

FICA

@ 0.0765

Workers Comp.
Retirement
Health, Dental, Life, and Vision

@ 0.0092
@ 0.117
@ $11,037/1.0 FTE

$908
$11,547
$22,074
$55,745

$55,745

FICA
Workers Comp.
Retirement
Health, dental, life, and vision
School-based allocations
for school Student Personnel Services
Salaries

Total amount of funding from FY 2009
school-based Title I allocations that is
budgeted for supplemental school
psychologist time 0.7 FTE @ $79,635
@ 0.0765
@ 0.0092
@ 0.117
@ $11,037/1.0 FTE
Total amount of funding from FY 2009
school-based Title I allocations that is
budgeted for supplemental school

$4,264
$513
$6,522
$7,726

$19,025

Social worker

1.3 FTE @ $58,640

$76,232

Behavior intervention teacher

3.50 FTE @ $48,630

$170,205

Behavior intervention inst asst

2.0 FTE @ $22,723.50

$45,447

Contractual employees

Estimated @ $14,430

$14,430

Psychological
School-based allocations
Services -- Salaries
for school psychologist salaries
(School Allocations)
Fixed Charges

$42,550
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$306,314

Title I Part A Budget Narrative
Fixed Charges

Student Personnel
Services
Salaries (Table 7-8;
Fixed Charges

Student
Health
Services
Salaries (School
Allocations)

Fixed Charges

FICA

@ 0.0765

$23,433

Workers Comp.

@ 0.0092

$2,818

Retirement

@ 0.117

$34,150

Health, dental, life, and vision

@ $11,037/1.0 FTE

$75,052

Social workers
FICA
Workers Comp.
Retirement

0.8 FTE @ $48,648
@ 0.0765
@ 0.0092
@ 0.117

$48,648
$3,722
$447
$5,692

Health, dental, life, and vision

@ $11,037/1.0 FTE

$8,830

School-based allocations
salary for nurse's assistant

Total amount of funding from FY 2009
school-based Title I allocations that is
budgeted for supplemental school

Nurse's assistant

0.2 FTE Nurse Assistant @ $19,988

$3,998

Contractual employees

Estimated @ $3,276

$3,276

$135,453

Services for homeless children

FICA
Workers Comp.
Retirement
Health, dental, life, and vision
Health Reservation to Provide Health Services

Student
Services
Contracted
Services (Table 7-8;
Activity 1)

@ 0.0765
@ 0.0092
@ 0.117
@ $11,037/1.0 FTE
$50,000 contract with Baltimore County
Health Department provides dental sealant
program and other health services to eligible
Title I students

$48,648
$18,691

$7,274

$556
$67
$468
$2,207
$50,000

$3,299

$50,000
Student
Transportation
Contracted
Services
(Table 7-8; Activity
Student
Transportation
Contracted
Services
(Table
7-8; Activity 2)
Student
Transportation
Contracted
Services (School
Allocations)
Student
Transportation
Contracted Services
(Table 7-8; Activity
10)

Services for parent involvement
transportation

$500

$500
HIPPY

cultural events

Estimated @ $1,500

School based allocation

Total amount of funding from FY 2009
school-based Title I allocations that is
budgeted for Contracted Services for Field
Trip Transportation is $32,300

Services for homeless children
transportation for homeless students

Estimated @ $8,500

$1,500

$1,500
$32,300

$32,300

$8,500

$8,500

Student
School based allocation
Transportation Other
(School Allocations)

Indirect administrative cost recovery

Administration

Estimated @ $500

Business
Support
Transfer

Total amount of funding from FY 2009
school-based Title I allocations that is
budgeted for Other Charges for Field Trip
Transportation is $15,400
(Allocation of $20,435,093 – Total
Equipment Cost of $187,275) X Indirect Rate
of 0.0342)/1.0342

Baltimore County Public Schools

$15,400
$669,576

$669,576

$20,431,535

Grand Total
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Attachment 8

Title II, Part A
Preparing, Training and Recruiting
High-Quality Teachers and Principals
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Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Fiscal Year 2009

Title II-A Coordinator: Verletta White, Executive Director
Telephone:410-887-6400 E-mail: vwhite@bcps.org
A. PERFORMANCE GOALS, INDICATORS, AND TARGETS. In the October 1, 2003 submission of the
five-year comprehensive master plan, school systems provided an analysis of the teacher quality
performance indicators detailed in Table 8-1. MSDE has established performance targets as part of the
September 2003 Consolidated State Application submission to the United States Department of
Education (USDE). Although local school systems do not need to respond to this section as part of the
Master Plan Annual Update, local planning teams should review the teacher quality information to
determine progress in meeting State and local performance targets. School systems should use the
annual review of the teacher quality data to determine allowable Title II, Part A activities as well as to
revise goals, objectives, and/or strategies in the Master Plan that relate to improving teacher quality.

Table 8-1

IMPROVING TEACHER CAPACITY AND QUALITY
PERFORMANCE GOALS, INDICATORS, AND TARGETS

Performance Goal

Performance Indicators

Performance Targets

Performance Goal 3: By
2005-2006, all students will
be taught by highly
qualified teachers.

3.1 The percentage of classes being taught by
"highly qualified" teachers (as the term is
defined in section 9101(23) of the
ESEA), in the aggregate and in "high
poverty" schools (as the term is defined
in section 1111(h)(1)(C)(viii) of the
ESEA.

Percentage of Classes Taught by Highly
Qualified Teachers State Aggregate*
2002-2003 Baseline: 64.5
2003-2004 Target: 65
2004-2005 Target: 75
2005-2006 Target: 100

3.2 The percentage of teachers receiving
"high-quality professional development”
[(as the term "professional development"
is defined in section 9101(34)].

Percentage of Teachers Receiving HighQuality Professional Development*
2002-2003 Baseline: 33
2003-2004 Target: 40
2004-2005 Target: 65
2005-2006 Target: 90

3.3 The percentage of paraprofessionals
who are qualified [See criteria in section
1119(c) and (d)].

Percentage of Qualified Title I
Paraprofessionals*
2002-2003 Baseline: 21
2003-2004 Target: 30
2004-2005 Target: 65
2005-2006 Target: 100

Percentage of Classes Taught by Highly
Qualified Teachers in High Poverty Schools*
2002-2003 Baseline: 46.6
2003-2004 Target: 48
2004-2005 Target: 65
2005-2006 Target: 100

*Note: MSDE will collect data. The local school system does not have to respond.
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ATTACHMENT 8

TITLE II, PART A
PREPARING, TRAINING AND RECRUITING
HIGH-QUALITY TEACHERS AND PRINCIPALS

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Fiscal Year 2009

B. ALLOWABLE ACTIVITIES [Section 2123]. For all allowable activities that will be implemented,
(a) provide a brief description of services, (b) timelines or target dates, (c) the specific goals, objectives,
and/or strategies detailed in the 5-year comprehensive Bridge to Excellence Master Plan, and (d) the
amount of funding for services to public and nonpublic students and teachers. Use separate pages as
necessary for descriptions.
1. Strategies and Activities to Recruit and Hire Highly Qualified Teachers and Principals
Allowable Activities

1.1

Brief Description of Specific
Services, Timelines or Target Dates, and
Specific Goals, Objectives, and Strategies
Detailed in the 5-year Comprehensive
Bridge to Excellence Master Plan, and
Any Revisions to the Plan As Part of This
Annual Update, Including Page Numbers

Developing and implementing mechanisms to assist
schools to effectively recruit and retain highly qualified
teachers, principals, and specialists in core academic
areas (and other pupil services personnel in special
circumstances) [section 2123(a)(1)].

Financial Assistant

•

Public
School
Costs

Nonpublic
Costs

$68,023

To develop and maintain accounting
system for Title II funding. Position is
“reasonable,” within the 5%
administrative cap, and “necessary” as it
will be used to monitor expenditures
including non-public base.
7/08 – 6/09

1.2 Developing and implementing strategies and
activities to recruit, hire, and retain highly qualified
teachers and principals. These strategies may include (a)
providing monetary incentives such as scholarships,
signing bonuses, or differential pay for teachers in
academic subjects or schools in which the LEA has
shortages*; (b) reducing class size; (c) recruiting
teachers to teach special needs children, and (d)
recruiting qualified paraprofessionals and teachers from
populations underrepresented in the teaching profession,
and providing those paraprofessionals with alternative
routes to obtaining teacher certification [section
2123(a)(2)].
*Note: Because the purpose of Title II-A is to increase
student achievement, programs that provide teachers and
principals with merit pay, pay differential, and/or
monetary bonuses should be linked to measurable
increases in student academic achievement produced by
the efforts of the teacher or principal [section 2101(1)].
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•

Minority Recruitment

$52,238

To implement a program for recruiting
and hiring highly qualified teachers
from populations underrepresented in
the current teacher workforce
7/08 – 6/09

•

Relocation Stipends

$108,570

To provide relocation stipends for all
new highly qualified teachers in critical
shortage areas in high poverty middle
and high schools.
8/08 – 6/09
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1. Strategies and Activities to Recruit and Hire Highly Qualified Teachers and Principals
Allowable Activities

Brief Description of Specific
Services, Timelines or Target Dates, and
Specific Goals, Objectives, and Strategies
Detailed in the 5-year Comprehensive
Bridge to Excellence Master Plan, and
Any Revisions to the Plan As Part of This
Annual Update, Including Page Numbers

1.3 Hiring highly qualified teachers, including teachers who
become highly qualified through State and local
alternative routes to certification, and special education
teachers, in order to reduce class size, particularly in the
early grades [section 2123(a)(7)].

•

Resident Teacher Coaches

Public
School
Costs

Nonpublic
Costs

$157,762

To provide coaches in alternative
certification program for teachers
holding conditional certificates in
mathematics, science, special education,
English, and world languages.
7/08 – 6/09
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ATTACHMENT 8

TITLE II, PART A
PREPARING, TRAINING AND RECRUITING
HIGH-QUALITY TEACHERS AND PRINCIPALS

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Fiscal Year 2009

B. ALLOWABLE ACTIVITIES [Section 2123], Continued.
2. Strategies and Activities to Improve the Quality of the Teaching Force
Allowable Activities

2.1

Brief Description of Specific
Services, Timelines or Target Dates,
and Specific Goals, Objectives, and
Strategies Detailed in the 5-year
Comprehensive Bridge to Excellence
Master Plan, and Any Revisions to
the Plan As Part of This Annual
Update, Including Page Numbers

Providing professional development activities that
improve the knowledge of teachers and principals and,
in appropriate cases, paraprofessionals, in:
(a) Content knowledge. Providing training in one or
more of the core academic subjects that the teachers
teach;
(b) Classroom practices. Providing training to improve
teaching practices and student academic achievement
through (a) effective instructional strategies, methods,
and skills; (b) the use of challenging State academic
content standards and student academic achievement
standards in preparing students for the State
assessments. [section 2123(a)(3)(A)].

•

To plan and implement
workshops, academies and
institutes for math and science
teachers in content, effective
instructional strategies and
preparation for national and
state assessments.

Public
School
Costs

Nonpublic
Costs

$283,149

7/08 – 6/09

•

To develop and implement
cohorts for general educators
and special educators in order
to ensure they achieve highly
qualified status in
mathematics and science and
technology integration.

$274,501

7/08 – 6/09
To provide workshops, and
academies for general ed. and
special ed. English teachers
PreK-12 in reading, English, and
language arts in order to implement
core classroom curriculum,
effective written language
instruction, assessment, and
intervention programs.

$561,569

7/08– 6/09
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2. Strategies and Activities to Improve the Quality of the Teaching Force
Allowable Activities

Brief Description of Specific
Services, Timelines or Target Dates,
and Specific Goals, Objectives, and
Strategies Detailed in the 5-year
Comprehensive Bridge to Excellence
Master Plan, and Any Revisions to
the Plan As Part of This Annual
Update, Including Page Numbers

Public
School
Costs

7.0 Science Resource
Teachers (STEM-RT)

$569,736

•

Nonpublic
Costs

To provide positions that will
improve teacher effectiveness
and student achievement in
science in targeted high
poverty schools.
8/08 – 6/09
To provide paraeducators with
professional development in
core content subjects and best
practices.

•

$120,000

7/08 – 6/09
• To implement new teacher
academies and administrator
academies in reading PreK-6
and mathematics PreK-6.

$229,905

7/08 – 6/09
•

To provide secondary teachers
with professional development
in social studies with a focus
on content standards, core
learning goals, and state and
national assessments.

$17,542

7/08 – 6/09
•

To implement a Praxis
preparation program for
general educators and special
educators in order to ensure
they achieve highly qualified
status in mathematics,
language arts, special
education, world languages.

$23,646

7/08 – 6/09
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2. Strategies and Activities to Improve the Quality of the Teaching Force
Allowable Activities

Brief Description of Specific
Services, Timelines or Target Dates,
and Specific Goals, Objectives, and
Strategies Detailed in the 5-year
Comprehensive Bridge to Excellence
Master Plan, and Any Revisions to
the Plan As Part of This Annual
Update, Including Page Numbers

Public
School
Costs

$664,560

To provide activities for nonpublic school teachers and
principals in content and
pedagogy.

•

Nonpublic
Costs

7/08 – 6/09

•

To provide Systemwide
Department Chair Training –
Year-long workshops on
leadership and coaching.

$10,000

7/08 – 6/09
NEW

•

To provide SpringBoard
training for teachers who are
assigned to teaching
SpringBoard in grade 8 in the
upcoming school year.

$160,662

7/08 – 6/09
• To provide professional
development training for
teachers of Summer School.

$50,200

7/08 – 6/09
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2. Strategies and Activities to Improve the Quality of the Teaching Force
Allowable Activities

Brief Description of Specific
Services, Timelines or Target Dates,
and Specific Goals, Objectives, and
Strategies Detailed in the 5-year
Comprehensive Bridge to Excellence
Master Plan, and Any Revisions to
the Plan As Part of This Annual
Update, Including Page Numbers

Public
School
Costs

To provide teachers,
principals and
paraprofessionals with
training in differentiating
instruction, addressing the
learning styles of students
with special needs, and
collaborative teaming for
best inclusive practices in the
core academic subjects.

$75,650

2.2 Provide professional development activities that
improve the knowledge of teachers and principals, and,
in appropriate cases, paraprofessionals, regarding
effective instructional practices that –
•
Involve collaborative groups of teachers and
administrators;
•
Address the needs of students with different
learning styles, particularly students with
disabilities, students with special needs (including
students who are gifted and talented), and students
with limited English proficiency;
•
Provide training in improving student behavior in
the classroom and identifying early and appropriate
interventions to help students with special needs;
•
Provide training to enable teachers and principals to
involve parents in their children’s education,
especially parents of limited English proficient and
immigrant children; and
•
Provide training on how to use data and
assessments to improve classroom practice and
student learning [section 2123(a)(3)(B)].

•

Nonpublic
Costs

7/08 – 6/09

NEW
•

To provide essential training
in effective instruction for
students with autism spectrum
disorders.

$30,114

7/08 – 6/09

•

To provide registration fees
for teachers to participate in a
cohort for Building
Relationships with Parents and
Families.

$2,500

7/08-6/09
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2. Strategies and Activities to Improve the Quality of the Teaching Force
Allowable Activities

Brief Description of Specific
Services, Timelines or Target Dates,
and Specific Goals, Objectives, and
Strategies Detailed in the 5-year
Comprehensive Bridge to Excellence
Master Plan, and Any Revisions to
the Plan As Part of This Annual
Update, Including Page Numbers

Public
School
Costs

To provide professional
development for general and
special education teachers and
principals in positive behavior
support, instructional
interventions for at-risk
students, and early
intervention strategies for
minority overrepresentation in
special education.

$75,097

•

Nonpublic
Costs

7/08-6/09
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ATTACHMENT 8

TITLE II, PART A
PREPARING, TRAINING AND RECRUITING
HIGH-QUALITY TEACHERS AND PRINCIPALS

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Fiscal Year 2009

B. ALLOWABLE ACTIVITIES [Section 2123], Continued.

2. Strategies and Activities to Improve the Quality of the Teaching Force
Allowable Activities

Brief Description of Specific
Services, Timelines or Target Dates,
and Specific Goals, Objectives, and
Strategies Detailed in the 5-year
Comprehensive Bridge to Excellence
Master Plan, and Any Revisions to
the Plan As Part of This Annual
Update, Including Page Numbers

2.3 Carrying out professional development programs that
are designed to improve the quality of principals and
superintendents, including the development and
support of academies to help them become
outstanding managers and educational leaders [section
2123(a)(6)].

•

To develop and implement
workshops and academies for
principals and aspiring leaders
with a focus on instructional
leadership,
observation/feedback and
assessment/evaluation.

Public
School
Costs

Nonpublic
Costs

$62,708

7/08 – 6/09
NEW

•

To provide New
Administrators’ Orientation summer training for new
administrators.

$10,000

7/08 – 6/09
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ATTACHMENT 8

TITLE II, PART A
PREPARING, TRAINING AND RECRUITING
HIGH-QUALITY TEACHERS AND PRINCIPALS

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Fiscal Year 2009

B. ALLOWABLE ACTIVITIES [Section 2123], Continued.

3. Strategies and Activities to Retain and Provide Support to Highly Qualified Teachers and Principals

Allowable Activities

3.1

Brief Description of Specific
Services, Timelines or Target Dates,
and Specific Goals, Objectives, and
Strategies Detailed in the 5-year
Comprehensive Bridge to Excellence
Master Plan, and Any Revisions to
the Plan As Part of This Annual
Update, Including Page Numbers

Developing and implementing initiatives to promote
retention of highly qualified teachers and principals,
particularly in schools with a high percentage of lowachieving students, including programs that provide
teacher mentoring, induction, and support for new
teachers and principals during their first three years;
and financial incentives for teachers and principals
with a record of helping students to achieve
academic success [section 2123(a)(4)].

3.2 Carrying out programs and activities that are designed
to improve the quality of the teaching force, such as
innovative professional development programs that
focus on technology literacy, tenure reform, testing
teachers in the academic subject in which teachers
teach, and merit pay programs. [section 2123(a)(5)].

•

To provide an intensive
orientation and year-long
induction and mentoring
program for new teachers in
curriculum, instruction,
assessment, and management.

Public
School
Costs

Nonpublic
Costs

$525,129

8/08 – 6/09

•

To provide teachers with
professional development
programs that focus on using
technology to enhance
instruction.

$13,532

7/08 – 6/09

3.3 Carrying out teacher advancement initiatives that
promote professional growth and emphasize multiple
career paths (such as paths to becoming a mentor
teacher, career teacher, or exemplary teacher) and pay
differentiation [section 2123(a)(8)].
TOTAL TITLE II-A FUNDING AMOUNTS
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ATTACHMENT 8

TITLE II, PART A
PREPARING, TRAINING AND RECRUITING
HIGH-QUALITY TEACHERS AND PRINCIPALS

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Fiscal Year 2009

C. HIGHLY QUALIFIED TEACHERS
1.

Given your school system’s analysis of data on highly qualified teachers in core academic
subjects, describe how these strategies and activities will directly contribute to attracting and
retaining highly qualified teachers in core academic subjects at the elementary and secondary
level.
Since the first year of implementation of NCLB in 2003-2004, Baltimore County Public Schools
(BCPS) has realized a steady increase in the percentage of highly qualified teachers in core
subjects from 83.50% in 2003-2004 to 94.65% in 2007-2008. Of the 16,759 core subject classes
in Baltimore County Public Schools for the 2007-2008 school year, 14,862 or 88.7% are taught by
highly qualified teachers.
The Office of Personnel recruits at 63 colleges and universities in 16 states. In addition, online
recruitment and advertisement in local, state and national media has assisted in recruiting highly
qualified teachers. Title II funds are utilized to recruit minority teachers in critical core subjects.
The funds will be utilized to expand recruitment of minority candidates, especially at Historically
Black Colleges and Universities (HBCU), and also to advertise in local, state and national media.
Title II funds will also be utilized to support the Maryland-Approved Alternative Preparation
Programs (MAAPP). The Office of Personnel collaborates with the Department of Professional
Development in establishing cohort programs with colleges and universities to train teacher
candidates in mathematics, science, English, world languages and special education.
The staffing plan focuses on providing highly qualified teachers for all schools, especially for
priority schools. Signing bonuses and relocation stipends are utilized to attract highly qualified
teachers in core subjects to teach at identified priority schools. Title II funds are used to provide
relocation stipends for teachers who accept teaching positions in critical shortage subjects at high
poverty schools.

2.

If applicable, describe how these strategies and activities will contribute to reducing the gap
between high poverty schools and low poverty schools with respect to the percentage of core
academic classes taught by highly qualified teachers.
The strategies and activities have contributed to reducing the gap between high poverty and
low poverty schools with respect to the percentage of core academic classes taught by highly
qualified teachers. Relocation stipends for teachers accepting positions in high poverty
schools and alternative certification preparation programs have contributed to reducing this
gap.
The percentage of classes taught by highly qualified teachers in high poverty elementary
schools for 2006-2007 is 99.1% compared to 91.4% in low poverty schools. The percentage
of classes taught by highly qualified teachers in high poverty middle and high schools is
91.6% compared to 91.4% in low poverty schools.
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D. ANNUAL CERTIFICATION OF EQUITABLE SERVICES TO STUDENTS IN PRIVATE
(NONPUBLIC) SCHOOLS [ESEA, SECTION 9501]:
1.

Participating Private Schools and Services: Complete information in Attachment 6 regarding the
names of participating private schools and the number of private school staff that will benefit from
the Title II-A services.

2.

Describe the school system's process for providing equitable participation to students in private
schools:
a)

The manner and extent of consultation with the officials of interested private schools during
all phases of the development and design of the Title II-A services. Also, if your nonpublic
schools did not respond to your initial invitation, please describe your follow-up procedures;
All nonpublic schools in the BCPS service area were invited to a Federal Programs meeting
February 4, 2008. If a non-public school did not respond to the invitation, it received a follow
up letter and intent form to be filled out and mailed in.
Interested nonpublic schools receive a preliminary allotment figure based on a per-pupil
allotment that is multiplied by the number of students enrolled. Each school then submits a
preliminary proposal which includes a needs statement, proposed activities that improve
teachers’ and principals’ knowledge in content and classroom practices, estimated costs, and
an evaluation plan. The Department of Professional Development reviews the preliminary
proposals ensuring the activities meet the provisions of the grant. Once BCPS receives the
final award notice, the per-pupil figure is recalculated and a final allotment figure is given to
each school along with feedback on the preliminary proposal. Simultaneously, all schools are
invited to an articulation meeting to review the allowable activities and the process for
accessing benefits and services from the grant. The nonpublic schools revise their proposals
to incorporate the feedback and submit final proposals. The Department of Professional
Development reviews and approves the final proposals and begins to process the requests for
funding. The Department of Professional Development monitors the implementation,
expenditures, and correspondence with the schools every eight to ten weeks.

b) The basis for determining the professional development needs of private school teachers and
other staff;
Interested private schools developed and submitted proposals regarding how they would use
Title II, Part A funds to provide high quality professional development in order to meet the
identified needs of their teachers. The proposal includes a needs statement with supporting
data.
c)

How services, location of services, and grade levels or areas of services were decided and
agreed upon; and
Title II, Part A funds are provided to nonpublic staff based on the identified professional
development needs outlined in the approved proposal. Professional development activities
must be reasonable and necessary.

d) The differences, if any, between the Title II-A services that will be provided to public and
private school students and teachers, and the reasons for any differences. (Note: The school
system provides services on an equitable basis to private school children whether or not the
services are the same Title II-A services the district provides to the public school children.
The expenditures for such services, however, must be equal -- consistent with the number of
children served -- to Title II-A services provided to public school children.)
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Any differences in services provided between public and private school students and teachers
are based upon the individual identified needs of students and teachers in those schools.
Process for Determining Services Provided to Nonpublic Schools
MSDE-approved nonpublic schools attend an annual federal program meeting to express their
initial interest in accessing Title II, Part A funds. Interested nonpublic schools receive a
preliminary allotment figure based on a per-pupil allotment that is multiplied by the number
of students enrolled. Each school then submits a preliminary proposal which includes a needs
statement, proposed activities that improve teachers’ and principals’ knowledge in content
and classroom practices, estimated costs, and an evaluation plan. The Department of
Professional Development reviews the preliminary proposals ensuring the activities meet the
provisions of the grant. Once BCPS receives the final award notice, the per-pupil figure is
recalculated and a final allotment figure is given to each school along with feedback on the
preliminary proposal. Simultaneously, all schools are invited to an articulation meeting to
review the allowable activities and the process for accessing benefits and services from the
grant. The non-public schools revise their proposals to incorporate the feedback and submit
final proposals. The Department of Professional Development reviews and approves the final
proposals and begins to process the requests for funding. The Department of Professional
Development monitors the implementation, expenditures, and correspondence with the
schools every eight to ten weeks.
Process for Determining Services Provided to Baltimore County Public Schools
The executive leadership of the Division of Curriculum and Instruction and the Department of
Human Resources work collaboratively to identify and plan high quality professional
development and recruitment activities in support of system priorities as defined by No Child
Left Behind, The Bridge to Excellence, and the BCPS Master Plan. Staff submits preliminary
proposals for funding by Title II, Part A. Proposals address the recruitment and hiring of
highly qualified teachers and principals, strategies to improve the quality of the teaching
force, and the retention and support of highly qualified teachers and principals. The Chief
Academic Officer and the Associate Superintendent of Curriculum and Instruction review
proposals with a focus on improving teacher and principal knowledge and classroom practice
in core content areas. The preliminary proposals are then reviewed by the Executive Director
of the Department of Professional Development to ensure compliance with Title II, Part A
guidelines/allowable activities, alignment with system priorities, and fiscal accuracy. The
Chief Academic Officer approves proposals, modifying activities and fiscal allocations, as
appropriate. Proposals are returned to staff to make modifications, as appropriate. All
modified proposals are reviewed again by the Chief Academic Officer for final approval. The
Executive Director of the Department of Professional Development incorporates approved
final proposals into Attachment 8: Bridge to Excellence Annual Update within the anticipated
Notice of Grant allocation.
E. BUDGET INFORMATION AND NARRATIVE
1.

Provide a detailed budget on the MSDE Proposed Title II-A Budget Form. The Proposed Budget
must reflect how the funds will be spent, organized according to the budget objectives, and
correlated to the activities and costs detailed in Part C, Allowable Activities. MSDE budget forms
are available in Excel format through the local finance officer or the MSDE Bridge to Excellence
Master Plan Web Site at www.marylandpublicschools.org.

2.

Provide a detailed budget narrative using the “Guidance for Completion of the Budget Narrative
for Individual Grants.” (pp. 11-13 of this guidance document). The accompanying budget
narrative should: (a) detail how the school system will use Title II-A funds to pay only reasonable
and necessary direct administrative costs associated with the operation of the Title II-A program;
and (b) demonstrate the extent to which the budget is both reasonable and cost-effective.
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F. ATTACHMENTS 4-A and B, 5-A and B, and 6-A and B
Be certain to complete all appropriate templates in Part II:
Attachment 4: School Level Budget Summary
Attachment 5: Transfer of ESEA Funds
Attachment 6: Consolidation of ESEA Funds for Local Administration
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Minority Recruitment
Contracted Services
Activity 1.2

Minority Recruitment
Supplies
Activity 1.2

Centralized
Support
Contracted
Services

Centralized
Support
Supplies

Instructional Staff Relocation Stipends
Salaries
Development
Salaries & Wages Activity 1.2

Minority Recruitment
Conference Fees &
Travel
Activity 1.2

Financial Assistant
Fixed Charges
Activity 1.1

Centralized
Support Other
Charges

Fixed Charges

Category/Object
Line Item
Centralized
Salary
Support
Financial Assistant
Salaries & Wages Activity 1.1

50 teachers @ $2,000 = $100,000

Recruiting Supplies 20 x $750 = $15,000

Use of facilities $12,000 (6 x $2,000) and
spaces at job fair (1 @ $7,998)

Conference Registration Fees 20 x $406
= $8,120 + 20 x $456 = $9,120 for travel

FICA 7.65% $3,625 + W/C .92% $436 +
State Retirement 11.70% $5,544 +
Health $11,037

Calculation
1 FTE @ $47,381

$100,000.00

$15,000.00

$19,998.00

$17,240.00

$20,642.00

$47,381.00

Amount

Subtotal
Total Activity 1.1

In-Kind

$100,000.00

$15,000.00
$52,238.00

$19,998.00

$17,240.00

$68,023.00
$68,023.00

$20,642.00

$47,381.00

Total
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Minority Recruitment
Contracted Services
Activity 1.2

Minority Recruitment
Supplies
Activity 1.2

Centralized
Support
Contracted
Services

Centralized
Support
Supplies

Instructional Staff Relocation Stipends
Salaries
Development
Salaries & Wages Activity 1.2

Minority Recruitment
Conference Fees &
Travel
Activity 1.2

Financial Assistant
Fixed Charges
Activity 1.1

Centralized
Support Other
Charges

Fixed Charges

Category/Object
Line Item
Centralized
Salary
Support
Financial Assistant
Salaries & Wages Activity 1.1

50 teachers @ $2,000 = $100,000

Recruiting Supplies 20 x $750 = $15,000

Use of facilities $12,000 (6 x $2,000) and
spaces at job fair (1 @ $7,998)

Conference Registration Fees 20 x $406
= $8,120 + 20 x $456 = $9,120 for travel

FICA 7.65% $3,625 + W/C .92% $436 +
State Retirement 11.70% $5,544 +
Health $11,037

Calculation
1 FTE @ $47,381

$100,000.00

$15,000.00

$19,998.00

$17,240.00

$20,642.00

$47,381.00

Amount

Subtotal
Total Activity 1.1

In-Kind

$100,000.00

$15,000.00
$52,238.00

$19,998.00

$17,240.00

$68,023.00
$68,023.00

$20,642.00

$47,381.00

Total
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Teacher professional development
stipends 8,378 hours x $27.30/hr =
$228,719 + presenters' stipends 30 days
x $212.94 = $6,388 TOTAL $235,107

Instructional Staff Workshops, academies
Development
and institutes for math
Salaries & Wages and science teachers
Salaries
Activity 2.1

Workshops, academies FICA 7.65% = $17,986 + WC .92% =
and institutes for math $2,163
and science teachers
FICA + WC
Activity 2.1

Towson University-Math and Science- 20
x $2222 = $44,440;
Notre Dame University- Math and
Science 15 x $2,222 = $33,330 + World
Languages/English 25 x $2,222 =
$55,550;
Goucher College-Special Education 11 x
$2,222 = $24,442

Resident Teacher
Coaches in alternative
certification programs
Contracted Services
Activity 1.3

Instructional Staff
Development
Contracted
Services

Fixed Charges

Calculation
FICA @ 7.65% = $7,650 + WC @ .92%
= $920

Category/Object
Line Item
Fixed Charges
Relocation Stipends
Fixed Charges
Activity 1.2

$20,149.00

$235,107.00

$157,762.00

$8,570.00

Amount

Subtotal
Total Activity 1.3

Subtotal
Total Activity 1.2

In-Kind

$20,149.00

$235,107.00

$157,762.00
$157,762.00
$157,762.00

$8,570.00
$108,570.00
$160,808.00

Total
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Teacher professional development
stipends 8,378 hours x $27.30/hr =
$228,719 + presenters' stipends 30 days
x $212.94 = $6,388 TOTAL $235,107

Instructional Staff Workshops, academies
Development
and institutes for math
Salaries & Wages and science teachers
Salaries
Activity 2.1

Workshops, academies FICA 7.65% = $17,986 + WC .92% =
and institutes for math $2,163
and science teachers
FICA + WC
Activity 2.1

Towson University-Math and Science- 20
x $2222 = $44,440;
Notre Dame University- Math and
Science 15 x $2,222 = $33,330 + World
Languages/English 25 x $2,222 =
$55,550;
Goucher College-Special Education 11 x
$2,222 = $24,442

Resident Teacher
Coaches in alternative
certification programs
Contracted Services
Activity 1.3

Instructional Staff
Development
Contracted
Services

Fixed Charges

Calculation
FICA @ 7.65% = $7,650 + WC @ .92%
= $920

Category/Object
Line Item
Fixed Charges
Relocation Stipends
Fixed Charges
Activity 1.2

$20,149.00

$235,107.00

$157,762.00

$8,570.00

Amount

Subtotal
Total Activity 1.3

Subtotal
Total Activity 1.2

In-Kind

$20,149.00

$235,107.00

$157,762.00
$157,762.00
$157,762.00

$8,570.00
$108,570.00
$160,808.00

Total
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Instructional Staff
Development
Contracted
Services

Develop and implement
cohorts for general and
special educators
Contracted Services
Activity 2.1

Workshops, academies
and institutes for math
and science teachers
Supplies
Activity 2.1

Instructional Staff
Development
Supplies

Cohort Tuition Fees: Mathematics
Cohorts for Secondary Certification and
Special Education: 2 cohorts x 14
teachers each x 4 courses each cohort x
$705= $78,960 + 30 teachers x 2 courses
x $700= $42,000; Goucher College
Master's Degree program with a focus on
Middle School science teaching which
can lead to highly qualified status in
middle school science - 20 participants @
$1,150 per course x 3 courses = $69,000;
Johns Hopkins Graduate Certificate
Program in School Leadership in
Technology Integration - $397/credit x 5
courses x 32 teachers = $63,520.

Training materials: 30 @ $102.30 =
$3,069 + 100 @ $34.94 = $3,494 + 75 x
$9.30 = $698 + 54 X $132.29 =
$7,143.66

Line Item
Calculation
Workshops, academies Food: 30 teachers x 5 days x $20 =
and institutes for math $3,000 + 994 teachers x $10 = $9,940;
and science teachers
$548 for additional snacks catered
Contracted Services
Activity 2.1

Category/Object
Instructional Staff
Development
Contracted
Services

$253,480.00

$14,405.00

$13,488.00

Amount

Subtotal

In-Kind

$253,480.00

$14,405.00
$283,149.00

$13,488.00

Total
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Instructional Staff
Development
Supplies

Fixed Charges

Develop and implement Training materials: 44 x $405 = $17,820
cohorts for general and
special educators Supplies
Activity 2.1

Develop and implement FICA 7.65% $226 + WC .92% $27
cohorts for general and
special educators Fixed Charges
Activity 2.1

Category/Object
Line Item
Calculation
Instructional Staff Develop and implement Stipends: BCPS 1 instructor x $32.76 x
Development
cohorts for general and 90 hrs. = $2,948.40
Salaries & Wages special educators
Salaries
Activity 2.1

$17,820.00

$253.00

$2,948.00

Amount

Subtotal

In-Kind

$17,820.00
$274,501.00

$253.00

$2,948.00

Total
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Instructional Staff
Development
Supplies

Category/Object
Instructional Staff
Development
Contracted
Services

Provide workshops, and
academies for general
ed. and special ed.
English teachers
PreK-12 in reading,
English, and language
arts
Supplies
Activity 2.1

Line Item
Provide workshops, and
academies for general
ed. and special ed.
English teachers
PreK-12 in reading,
English, and language
arts
Contracted Services
Activity 2.1

Training materials: 210 resource manuals
@ $13.60 = $2,856; 350 resource books
@ $24 = $8,400 + $92 for presenters
materials; resource books $33.64 x 350 =
$11,774; supplies $14.90 x 50 = $745; 3
presenters' materials x $200 = $600 + 75
teachers x $92.54 = $6,940.50; $489.50 x
12 = $5,874.

Calculation
Contracted Services - Food: Breakfast
216 x $10.69 = $2,309; 44
teachers/presenters x $20 food x 2 days
= $1,760 + 2 x $70 = $140 for afterschool refreshments; Breakfast 370
teachers x $20 = $7,400; 350 teachers x
$20 = $7,000; 156 x $20 = $3,120 +
Breakfast 156 x $10 = $1,560; 70
teachers x 4 days @ $20 = $5,600 + 60
teachers x $10 x 5 days = $3,000;
Outside presenters 1 @ $1,000 + 1 @
$320 + 1 @ $600; Use of facilities: 2 X
476.50 = $953 + 4 days x $500 = $2,000
+ 4 x $400 = $1,600.

$37,282.00

$38,362.00

Amount

In-Kind

$37,282.00

$38,362.00

Total
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Provide workshops, and Travel for 12 teachers @ $1,000 =
academies for general $12,000.
ed. and special ed.
English teachers
PreK-12 in reading,
English, and language
arts
Travel
Activity 2.1

Provide workshops, and FICA 7.65% $33,393 + WC .92% $4,016
academies for general
ed. and special ed.
English teachers
PreK-12 in reading,
English, and language
arts
Fixed Charges
Activity 2.1

Fixed Charges

Calculation
933 hours for BCPS Presenters @
$32.76/hr = $30,565.08 + 14,870 hours
for teacher stipends @ $27.30/hr. =
$405,951.

Instructional Staff
Development Other

Category/Object
Line Item
Instructional Staff Provide workshops, and
Development
academies for general
Salaries & Wages ed. and special ed.
English teachers
PreK-12 in reading,
English, and language
arts
Salaries
Activity 2.1

$37,409.00

$12,000.00

$436,516.00

Amount

In-Kind

$37,409.00

$12,000.00

$436,516.00

Total
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FICA 7.65% $31,325 + WC .92%
$3,767+ Retirement 11.70% $47,909 +
Health 7 x $11,037 = $77,259

Stipends: 4500 training hours @ $17/hr.
= $76,500 for summer workshops and
after-school workshops

FICA 7.65% $5,852 + WC .92% $704

Food: 700 Paras X $20 catering =
$14,000; Facilities: 15 days x $850/day =
$12,750; Outside presenters: 10 x $1,000
= $10,000; Equipment rental: 1 x $194.

Instructional Staff Content training for
Development
paraeducators Salaries & Wages Salaries
Activity 2.1

Content training for
paraeducators Fixed Charges
Activity 2.1

Content training for
paraeducators Contracted Services
Activity 2.1

Fixed Charges

Instructional Staff
Development
Contracted
Services

7 FTE's Science
Resource Teachers
Fixed Charges
Activity 2.1

Fixed Charges

Calculation
7 FTE's (each working .5 FTE at 2
schools. Projected FY09 salaries:
$68,180, $51,396, $62,585, $47,315 & 3
unfilled estimated at $60,000= $180,000.)

Line Item

Instructional
7 Science Resource
Regular Programs Teachers
Salaries & Wages Salaries
Activity 2.1

Category/Object

$36,944.00

$6,556.00

$76,500.00

$160,260.00

$409,476.00

Amount

Subtotal

Subtotal

In-Kind
Subtotal

$120,000.00

$36,944.00

$6,556.00

$76,500.00

$160,260.00
$569,736.00

$409,476.00

Total
$561,569.00
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FICA 7.65% $14,140 + WC .92% $1,700
New teacher
academies in Language
Arts PreK-6 and
Math PreK-6:
Fixed Charges
Activity 2.1

Fixed Charges

Language Arts Stipends: 300 teachers @
88.73/half-day x 3 days= 79,857. 20
Presenters @ 212.94/day x 6 days=
25,552.80; Math Stipends: 130 teachers
x $177.45 x 3 days = $69,205.50; 6
presenters x $212.94/day X 8 days
=$10,221.12.

New teacher
academies in Language
Arts PreK-6 and
Math PreK-6:
Salaries
Activity 2.1

Instructional Staff
Development
Salaries

Catering: Language Arts: 300 x $15 x 3
days = $13,500. Use of facilities - 3 x
$500 = $1,500. Math: Food 130 x $15 x 3
days = $5,850; Use of facilities 2 x $500
= $1,000; Equipment rental 1 x $150.

New teacher
academies in Language
Arts PreK-6 and
Math PreK-6:
Contracted Services
Activity 2.1

Instructional Staff
Development
Contracted
Services

Category/Object
Line Item
Calculation
Instructional Staff New teacher
Training materials 300 X $20 = $6,000 +
Development
academies in Language instructor's supplies $73; 130 x $8.89 =
Supplies
Arts PreK-6 and
$1,156
Math PreK-6:
Supplies
Activity 2.1

$15,840.00

$184,836.00

$22,000.00

$7,229.00

Amount

Subtotal

In-Kind

$15,840.00
$229,905.00

$184,836.00

$22,000.00

$7,229.00

Total
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FICA 7.65% $664 & WC .92% $80

Provide secondary
teachers with
professional
development in social
studies
FICA & WC
Activity 2.1

To provide secondary
teachers with
professional
development in social
studies.
Contracted Services
Activity 2.1

To provide secondary
teachers with
professional
development in social
studies.
Supplies
Activity 2.1

Fixed Charges

Instructional Staff
Development
Contracted
Services

Instructional Staff
Development
Supplies

Coursework materials 20 x $30.85 =
$617

Catering: 20 teachers x $5 x 5 sessions=
$500; Tuition: 14 teachers at Goucher
College AP Summer Institutes @ $500
per teacher = $7,000.

Calculation
Stipends for 20 teachers @ $27.30/hour
x 15 hours = $8190, Stipend for trainer @
$32.76/hour x 15 hours = $491.40

Category/Object
Line Item
Instructional Staff Provide secondary
Development
teachers with
Salaries & Wages professional
development in social
studies
Salaries
Activity 2.1

$617.00

$7,500.00

$744.00

$8,681.00

Amount

Subtotal

In-Kind

$617.00
$17,542.00

$7,500.00

$744.00

$8,681.00

Total
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FICA 7.65% $591 + WC .92% $71

Praxis preparation
program for general
educators and special
educators.
FICA & WC
Activity 2.1

Praxis preparation
program for general
and special educators
Contracted Services
Activity 2.1

Praxis preparation
program for general
and special educators
Supplies
Activity 2.1

Fixed Charges

Instructional Staff
Development
Contracted
Services

Instructional Staff
Development
Supplies

Training materials $66.66 x 45 =
$2,999.70; 10 books x $35 = $350;
books/materials $78.93 per participant x
30 participants = $2,367.90

Reimb. test fees 45 x $95 = $4,275;
Food: for 15 teachers x $15 = $225 x 2
sessions = $450 + 1 presenter x $15 =
$15; reimbursed test fees 30 x $160 =
$4,800

Calculation
2 instructors @ 4 hours/session x 10
sessions x $32.76 = $2620.80; Stipends
for 14 teachers @ 177.45/day + x 1 day
= $2,484.30; instructor: 8 hours @
$32.76 x 10 courses = $2,620.80

Category/Object
Line Item
Instructional Staff Praxis preparation
Development
program for general
Salaries & Wages educators and special
educators.
Salaries
Activity 2.1

$5,718.00

$9,540.00

$662.00

$7,726.00

Amount

Subtotal

In-Kind

$5,718.00
$23,646.00

$9,540.00

$662.00

$7,726.00

Total
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FICA 7.65% = $627 + WC .92% = $75

Fixed Charges

Systemwide
Department Chair
Training
Fixed Charges
Activity 2.1

300 hrs. professional development for
dept. chairs @ 27.30/hr. = $8,190

Calculation
Mandatory allocation for participating nonpublic schools. 4,288,613 - $569,736
(STEM-RT positions)- $68,022 (Fiscal
Asst. position) - $141,820 (BCPS Indirect
Fee) = $3,509,035 divided by 126,693
(the total of 24,000 projected non-public
school students + 102,693 projected
public school students for 2009) = $27.69
per pupil. $27.69 per pupil x 24,000 nonpublic school students = $664,560.

Instructional Staff Systemwide
Development
Department Chair
Salaries & Wages Training
Salaries
Activity 2.1

Category/Object
Line Item
Transfers
Nonpublic Schools Provide activities for
nonpublic school
teachers, principals and
paraeducators in
content and pedagogy.
Transfers
Activity 2.1

$702.00

$8,190.00

$664,560.00

Amount

Subtotal

In-Kind

$702.00

$8,190.00

$664,560.00
$664,560.00

Total
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FICA 7.65% $10,323.59 + WC .92%
$1,241.53

Training materials $14.31 x 150 = $2,147

Catering - 600 x $20 = $12,000

(NEW) SpringBoard
Training
FICA & WC
Activity 2.1

(NEW) SpringBoard
Training
Supplies
Activity 2.1

(NEW) SpringBoard
Training
Contracted Services
Activity 2.1

Fixed Charges

Instructional Staff
Development
Supplies

Instructional Staff
Development
Contracted
Services

Calculation
Use of facilities 2 x $500 = $1,000;
equipment rental $108

150 teachers x 4 days @ $177.45/day =
$106,470 . Follow-up training for 125
teachers for 4 sessions for 2 hours each
@ $27.30/hour = $27,300; 3 presenters x
4 sessions x 3 hours/session for
$32.76/hour = $1,179.36.

Line Item
Systemwide
Department Chair
Training
Contracted Services
Activity 2.1

Instructional Staff (NEW) SpringBoard
Development
Training
Salaries & Wages Salaries
Activity 2.1

Category/Object
Instructional Staff
Development
Contracted
Services

$12,000.00

$2,147.00

$11,566.00

$134,949.00

$1,108.00

Amount

Subtotal

Subtotal

In-Kind

$12,000.00
$160,662.00

$2,147.00

$11,566.00

$134,949.00

$1,108.00
$10,000.00

Total
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Training for Summer
School teachers
Contracted Services
Activity 2.1

Instructional Staff Professional
Development
development in
Salaries & Wages differentiating
instruction, addressing
the learning styles of
students with special
needs, and
collaborative teaming
for best inclusive
practices
Salaries
Activity 2.2

Instructional Staff
Development
Contracted
Services

Category/Object
Line Item
Instructional Staff Training for Summer
Development
School teachers
Salaries & Wages Salaries
Activity 2.1
Fixed Charges
Training for Summer
School teachers
Fixed Charges
Activity 2.1

25 x 28 hrs. @ $27.30/hr. = $19,110; 2
trainers @ 32.76/hour x 25 hours =
$1,638; 24 teachers @ $177.45/day X 3
days = $12,776.40; 1 trainer @
$212.94/day X 3 days = $638.82; 30
teachers @ $177.45/day x 2 days =
$10,647; 1 presenter for 2 days @
212.94 = $425.88; 30 teachers @
$177.45/day x 2 days = $10,647; 1
presenter for 2 days @ 212.94 =
$425.88; 48 teachers @ $27.30/hour x 6
hours = $7,862.40; stipends for 2
presenters @ 212.94/day x 2 days =
$851.76.

Catering: 500 teachers x $11.48 = $5,740

FICA 7.65% $3,133 & WC .92% $377

Calculation
250 teachers @ $27.30/hr x 6 hours =
$40,950

$65,023.00

$5,740.00

$3,510.00

$40,950.00

Amount

Subtotal
Total Activity 2.1

In-Kind

$65,023.00

$5,740.00
$50,200.00
$2,965,470.00

$3,510.00

$40,950.00

Total
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Instructional Staff
Development
Supplies

Professional
development in
differentiating
instruction, addressing
the learning styles of
students with special
needs, and
collaborative teaming
for best inclusive
practices
Supplies
Activity 2.2

Category/Object
Line Item
Fixed Charges
Professional
development in
differentiating
instruction, addressing
the learning styles of
students with special
needs, and
collaborative teaming
for best inclusive
practices
FICA & WC
Activity 2.2
Presenters' materials: 2 x $187.50 =
$375; presenter's materials 2 x $333 =
$666

Calculation
FICA 7.65% $4,974 + WC .92% $598

$1,041.00

$5,572.00

Amount

In-Kind

$1,041.00

$5,572.00

Total
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Line Item
Professional
development in
differentiating
instruction, addressing
the learning styles of
students with special
needs, and
collaborative teaming
for best inclusive
practices
Contracted Services
Activity 2.2

Calculation
Food: refreshments for 25 @ $4.30 x 10
sessions = $1,075; 24 x $20 x 3 days =
$1,440; 30 x $8.33 x 2 days = $499.80;
30 x $8.33 x 2 days = $499.80; 30 x
$8.33 x 2 days = $499.80

Fixed Charges

FICA 7.65% $1,762 + WC .92% $212
(NEW) Essential
Training in Effective
Instruction for Students
with Autism Spectrum
Disorders
FICA & WC
Activity 2.2

Instructional Staff (NEW) Essential
Stipends for 40 teachers @ $177.45/day
Development
Training in Effective
x 2 days = $14,196; 40 paraprofessionals
Salaries & Wages Instruction for Students @ $110.50/day x 2 days = $8,840
with Autism Spectrum
Disorders
Salaries
Activity 2.2

Category/Object
Instructional Staff
Development
Contracted
Services

$1,974.00

$23,036.00

$4,014.00

Amount

Subtotal

In-Kind

$1,974.00

$23,036.00

$75,650.00

$4,014.00

Total
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(NEW) Essential
Training materials $52.60 x 40 = $2,104
Training in Effective
Instruction for Students
with Autism Spectrum
Disorders
Supplies
Activity 2.2

Cohort for teachers on
Building Relationships
with Parents and
Families
Contracted Services
Activity 2.2

Instructional Staff
Development
Supplies

Instructional Staff
Development
Contracted
Services
Tuition: 10 x $250 = $2,500

Line Item
Calculation
(NEW) Essential
Outside consultant fees: 1 @ $1,000;
Training in Effective
Food: 40 @ $20 x 2 days = $1,600; use
Instruction for Students of facilities 2 x $200 = $400
with Autism Spectrum
Disorders
Contracted Services
Activity 2.2

Category/Object
Instructional Staff
Development
Contracted
Services

$2,500.00

$2,104.00

$3,000.00

Amount

Subtotal

Subtotal

In-Kind

$2,500.00

$2,500.00

$2,104.00
$30,114.00

$3,000.00

Total
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Fixed Charges

Calculation
70 teachers @ $177.45/day =
$12,421.50; 1 presenter @ $212.94 x 10
days = $2,129.40; 18 teachers @
$27.30/hour X 8 hours = $3,931.20;
stipend for 1 trainer @ $32.76/hour X 8
hours = $262.08; 164 teachers x 1 day @
$177.45 = $29,101.80

Professional
FICA 7.65% = $3,660 + WC .92% = $440
development for
general and special
education teachers and
principals in positive
behavior support, and
early intervention
strategies for minority
overrepresentation
FICA & WC
Activity 2.2

Category/Object
Line Item
Instructional Staff Professional
Development
development for
Salaries & Wages general and special
education teachers and
principals in positive
behavior support, and
early intervention
strategies for minority
overrepresentation
Salaries
Activity 2.2

$4,100.00

$47,846.00

Amount

In-Kind

$4,100.00

$47,846.00

Total
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Professional
Training materials: 70 x $51.04 =
development for
$3,572.80; 164 x 33.53 = $5498.92
general and special
education teachers and
principals in positive
behavior support, and
early intervention
strategies for minority
overrepresentation
Supplies
Activity 2.2

Instructional Staff
Development
Supplies

Calculation
refreshments: 18 x $5.50 = $99; food: 70
x $10 = $700; 164 x $20 = $3,280; tuition
to train/certify 10 presenters x $500 =
$5,000; conference fees: 10 @ $500 =
$5,000

Line Item
Professional
development for
general and special
education teachers and
principals in positive
behavior support, and
early intervention
strategies for minority
overrepresentation
Contracted Services
Activity 2.2

Category/Object
Instructional Staff
Development
Contracted
Services

$9,072.00

$14,079.00

Amount

Subtotal
Total Activity 2.2

In-Kind

$9,072.00
$75,097.00
$183,361.00

$14,079.00

Total
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Administrative &
Supervisory
Contracted
Services

Calculation
Conference Fees for 7 principals x $750
= $5,250 + Travel 7 principals x
$1,392.85 = $9,749.95 for a total of
$15,000; Conference Fees for 6
principals x $875 = $5,250 + Travel for 6
principals x $1,625 = $9,750 for a total of
$15,000

Develop and implement Presenters 10 x $2,500 = $25,000,
academies for
catering 20 x $10 x 20 sessions = $4,000;
principals and aspiring use of facilities: 10 x $370.80 = $3,708
leaders with a focus on
instructional leadership,
observation/feedback
and assessment/
evaluation
Contracted Services
Activity 2.3

Category/Object
Line Item
Administrative &
Develop and implement
Supervisory Other academies for
principals and aspiring
leaders with a focus on
instructional leadership,
observation/
feedback and
assessment/
evaluation
Travel & Conference
Fees
Activity 2.3

$32,708.00

$30,000.00

Amount

Subtotal

In-Kind

$32,708.00
$62,708.00

$30,000.00

Total
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Instructional Staff
Development
Salaries

Administrative &
Supervisory
Contracted
Services

Intensive induction and
mentoring program for
new teachers in
curriculum, instruction,
assessment and
management
Salaries
Activity 3.1

(New) Administrators'
Orientation - summer
training
Contracted Services
Activity 2.3

Category/Object
Line Item
Administrative &
(NEW) New
Supervisory
Administrators'
Supplies
Orientation - summer
training
Supplies
Activity 2.3

Stipends: New teacher training August
2008: 750 teachers x 3 day @ $177.45=
$399,262.50; ongoing training throughout
the 2008-2009 school year: 520 teachers
x 4 hrs. @ $27.30 = $56,784; mentor
monthly meetings: 675 training hours @
$27.30= $18,427.50

Presenters 2 x $2,500 = $5000, use of
facilities: 10 x $300 = $3,000

Calculation
Training materials 100 x $20 = $2,000

$474,474.00

$8,000.00

$2,000.00

Amount

Subtotal
Total Activity 2.3

In-Kind

$474,474.00

$8,000.00
$10,000.00
$72,708.00

$2,000.00

Total
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Intensive induction and Food: 56 x $10 x 12 sessions = $6,720;
mentoring program for use of facilities 12 x $250 = $3,000;
new teachers in
equipment rental $273
curriculum, instruction,
assessment and
management
Contracted Services
Activity 3.1

24 teachers x 10 hrs. @ $27.30/hr =
Professional
development programs $6,552
that focus on using
technology to enhance
instruction
Salaries
Activity 3.2

Instructional Staff
Development
Contracted
Services

Instructional Staff
Development Salaries

Category/Object
Line Item
Calculation
Fixed Charges
Intensive induction and FICA 7.65% $36,297 & WC .92% $4,365
mentoring program for
new teachers in
curriculum, instruction,
assessment and
management
Fixed Charges
Activity 3.1

$6,552.00

$9,993.00

$40,662.00

Amount

Subtotal
Total Activity 3.1

In-Kind

$6,552.00

$9,993.00
$525,129.00
$525,129.00

$40,662.00

Total
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Professional
Training materials: 10 teachers x $41.90
development programs = $419
that focus on using
technology to enhance
instruction
Supplies
Activity 3.2

Professional
Conference fees for 25 principals x $150
development programs = $3,750
that focus on using
technology to enhance
instruction
Contracted Services
Activity 3.2

Instructional Staff
Development
Supplies

Administrative &
Supervisory Other

Category/Object
Line Item
Calculation
Fixed Charges
Professional
FICA 7.65% $501 & WC .92% $60
development programs
that focus on using
technology to enhance
instruction
Fixed Charges
Activity 3.2

$3,750.00

$419.00

$561.00

Amount

In-Kind

$3,750.00

$419.00

$561.00

Total
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Business Support Indirect Fee
Transfers Indirect Fee

BCPS Indirect fee charged for grant
administration (based on 3.42%).
$4,288,613/1.0342 = $4,146,792.69.
$4,146,792.69 x .0342 = $141,820.30.

Category/Object
Line Item
Calculation
Instructional Staff Professional
Conference fees for 15 teachers x $150 =
Development development programs $2,250
Other
that focus on using
technology to enhance
instruction
Conference Fees
Activity 3.2
$2,250.00

Amount

Total Business
Support (This
amount is not
reflected in the
total on
Attachment 8)

Subtotal
Total Activity 3.2

In-Kind

$141,820.00

$141,820.00

$2,250.00
$13,532.00
$13,532.00

Total
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Attachment 9

Title II, Part D, Subpart 1
Formula Funding
Educational Technology
States Grants Program
(Ed Tech)
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ATTACHMENT 9 TITLE II, PART D, SUBPART 1 -- FORMULA FUNDING
EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY STATES GRANTS PROGRAM
Local School System: __ Baltimore County Public Schools ___________

Fiscal Year 2009

Title II-D Technology Coordinator: ____Thea Jones_________________________________
Telephone: __410-887-8918__________ E-mail: _tjones@bcps.org____________________

A. ALLOWABLE ACTIVITIES [Section 2416]. For all allowable activities that will be implemented,
(a) provide a brief description of services, (b) timelines or target dates, (c) the specific goals, objectives,
and/or strategies detailed in the 5-year comprehensive Bridge to Excellence Master Plan or Update, and (d) the
amount of funding for services to public and nonpublic students and teachers. Use separate pages as
necessary for descriptions.
Allowable Activities

Brief Description of Specific
Services, Timelines or Target Dates,
and Specific Goals, Objectives, and
Strategies Detailed in the 5-year
Comprehensive Bridge to Excellence
Master Plan, and Any Revisions to the
Plan As Part of This Annual Update,
Including Page Numbers

Public
School
Costs

Nonpublic Costs

1. Strategies and Activities to Provide Ongoing, Sustained, and Intensive High-Quality Professional Development. Note:
Each Ed Tech recipient must use at least 25% of its funds to provide ongoing, sustained, and intensive high-quality
professional development OR, through an Ed Flex waiver request to MSDE, satisfactorily demonstrate that it already
provides, to all teachers in core academic subjects, such professional development, which is based on a review of relevant
research.
Continue to implement a Graduate
1.1 Providing professional development in the
Certificate Program in School Leadership
integration of advanced technologies, including
in Technology for school-based
emerging technologies, into curricula and
administrators and teachers who will
instruction and in using those technologies to
become leaders in the effective use of
create new learning environments, such as
educational technology in their schools.
professional development in the use of technology This program will provide high quality
to: a) access data and resources to develop
professional development aligned with
curricula and instructional materials, b) enable
the Maryland Technology Standards for
teachers to use the Internet and other technology
School-Based Administrators and the
to communicate with parents, other teachers,
Maryland Teacher Technology Standards
principals, and administrators and to retrieve
for Teachers. The program is designed to
Internet-based learning resources, and c) lead to
assist school leaders in establishing the
improvements in classroom instruction in the core essential conditions for the effective use
academic subjects [section 2416(a)(1)].
of technology within the context of
systemic technology-based school
improvement efforts. This program is
also designed to build capacity for
technology leadership within individual
schools.
Goal of the Program: To develop teams
of highly skilled school leaders who can
successfully model the art and science of
exemplary leadership in the use of
educational technology.
Performance Objectives for the Program:
These objectives incorporate the
principles and standards of the Maryland
Instructional Leadership Framework
(MILF) and the Educational Leadership
Council (ELCC) and guide the work of
program participants.
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1)

Use technology and maximize
use of data to improve student
achievement.
Use and interpret assessment data
to inform and improve practical
technology-based models.
Consult and apply scientifically
and evidence-based research to
guide practice.
Use a variety of strategies and
models to implement practices
that encourage the development
of attitudes and skills for high
expectations that govern effective
leadership for technology
integration.
Articulate policy for the use of
data to successfully meet and
develop institutional capacity and
sustainability.
Understand patterns in the data
that can be used to predict
educational outcomes in order to
improve student achievement and
school leadership.

2)
3)
4)

5)

6)

Based on the above objectives,
participants will:















Work with peers to explore
how leadership can strengthen
and support the School
Improvement Plan.
Implement and lead schoolbased technology integration
models that support
differentiated instruction.
Integrate new methods and
models for multiple forms of
assessment, including
performance.
Develop a personal leadership
plan to create and support
technological change.
Integrating effective hands-on
practices for building
technology capacity.
Engage in active data-driven
decision making.
Develop projects that use
technology within the
curriculum to enhance teaching
and learning.
Use technology to maximize
knowledge sharing about
administrative and leadership
functions.
As a team, identify a school
need and propose solutions to
implement a comprehensive
solution through an internship
experience.

The allocated funds will be used to enroll
school teams comprised of at least one
administrator and four team members, to
be selected by the administrator, in the
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Graduate Certificate Program in School
Leadership in Technology which has
been developed in collaboration with the
Johns Hopkins University. Schools
within a given cluster will be given
priority in the registration process.
Funding will provide tuition costs beyond
the BCPS reimbursable amount.
There will be two cohorts developed with
one beginning in the winter/spring of
2008-2009 and the second beginning in
the summer of 2009.
Two cohorts will be established with one
beginning in the spring of 2009 and one
beginning in the summer of 2009. Each
cohort will have 14 members who will
take five courses each x 2 cohorts x $406
tuition = $56,840.
Conference registration (MICCA and/or
NECC 2009) integration teachers,
liaisons and/or administrators. 40
registrations x $150 = $6,000
Provide technology integration teachers,
technology liaisons, and school-based
technology leaders an “Instructional
Technology Day” which emphasizes best
practices in the use of technology and
brings a nationally known instructional
technology leader to Baltimore County as
the keynote speaker for the program.
Cost of rental space and refreshments:
Speaker: $2,500
Rental space: $847
Food: $1,025

$56,840

$6,000

$4,372

Provide stipends for teachers to attend
workshops which promote the use of
instructional technology in teaching and
learning. Forty-six two-hour workshops
will be funded as follows:
21 technology workshops on using Web.
2.0 tools.
25 technology integration workshops.
Cost of one workshop:
Instructor: 4 hours, including two prep
hours x $32.76 = $131.04.
Fixed charges: $131.04 x .0857 = $11.23.
Participants: 2 hours x $27.30 per hour =
$54.60 x 16 participants = $873.60
Fixed charges = $74.87
Total cost of one workshop: $1,090.76

$50,175

Total cost of 46 workshops: $1,090.76
x 46 = $50,175
Alignment to Master Plan: 8.1 pages 9697.
Alignment to Local Tech Plan: page 35.
2. Strategies and Activities to Integrate Technology into the Educational Process
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2.1

Developing and adapting or expanding
applications of technology to enable teachers to
increase student academic achievement,
including technology literacy, through teaching
practices that are based on the review of relevant
research and through use of innovative distance
learning strategies [section 2416(b)(2)].

Expand the online database of
Curriculum-Based Technology
Integration Activities (CBTIAs) to
increase teacher access to best practices
for integrating technology across the
PreK-12 curriculum. These activities are
aligned with both the VSC and the
Maryland Technology Literacy Standards
for Students. 6 curriculum writers x 5
days x $248.43 per day = $7,453 and
fixed costs of $602. ($7,453 x .0857) =
$8,092.
Provide incentives to schools to plan and
implement innovative, interactive,
collaborative projects which promote
global outreach and cultural exchanges
via distance learning and/or Web 2.0
technologies. Funds will be allocated to
schools based upon an application
process and all levels will be encouraged
to participate.
20 schools x $500 = $10,000

$8,092

$10,000

Alignment to Master Plan: 1.1 j – pages 6
and 26.
Alignment to Local Tech Plan: page 36.
2.2

Acquiring proven and effective courses and
curricula that include integrated technology and
are designed to help students meet challenging
state academic content and student achievement
standards [section 2416(b)(3)].
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ATTACHMENT 9 TITLE II, PART D, SUBPART 1 -- FORMULA FUNDING
EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY STATES GRANTS PROGRAM
Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Fiscal Year 2009

A. ALLOWABLE ACTIVITIES [Section 2416], Continued.

Allowable Activities

Brief Description of Specific
Services, Timelines or Target Dates,
and Specific Goals, Objectives, and
Strategies Detailed in the 5-year
Comprehensive Bridge to Excellence
Master Plan, and Any Revisions to the
Plan As Part of This Annual Update,
Including Page Numbers

Public
School
Costs

Nonpublic
Costs

2. Strategies and Activities to Integrate Technology into the Educational Process
2.3

Utilizing technology to develop or expand
efforts to connect schools and teachers with
parents and students to promote meaningful
parental involvement, to foster increased
communication about curricula, assignments,
and assessments between students, parents, and
teachers, and to assist parents to understand the
technology being applied in their child's
education, so that parents are able to reinforce
at home the instruction their child receives at
school [section 2416(b) (4)].

Alignment to Master Plan: 1.1 j - page
26.
Alignment to Local Tech Plan: page 32.

2.4

Preparing one or more teachers in schools as
technology leaders who will assist other
teachers, and providing bonus payments to the
technology leaders [section 2416(b) (5)].

Alignment to Master Plan: 8.1 a – page
96.
Alignment to Local Tech Plan: page 35.

3. Strategies and Activities to Improve Access to Technology
3.1 Establishing or expanding initiatives, particularly
initiatives involving public-private partnerships,
designed to increase awareness to technology for
students and teachers, with special emphasis on
the access of high-need schools to technology
[section 2416(b)(1)].

Alignment to Master Plan: 6.3 h – page
86.
Alignment to Local Tech Plan: page 19.

3.2 Acquiring, adapting, expanding, implementing,
repairing, and maintaining existing and new
applications of technology to support the school
reform effort and to improve student academic
achievement, including technology literacy
[section 2416(b)(6)].

Alignment to Master Plan: 8.2 – page
100.
Alignment to Local Tech Plan: page 2125.
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ATTACHMENT 9

TITLE II, PART D, SUBPART 1 -- FORMULA FUNDING
EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY STATES GRANTS PROGRAM

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools
A.

Fiscal Year 2009

ALLOWABLE ACTIVITIES [Section 2416], Continued.
Allowable Activities

Brief Description of Specific
Services, Timelines or Target Dates,
and Specific Goals, Objectives, and
Strategies Detailed in the 5-year
Comprehensive Bridge to Excellence
Master Plan, and Any Revisions to
the Plan As Part of This Annual
Update, Including Page Numbers

Public
School
Costs

Nonpublic
Costs

3. Strategies and Activities to Improve Access to Technology
3.3 Acquiring connectivity linkages, resources, and
services (including the acquisition of hardware
and software and other electronically delivered
learning materials) for use by teachers, students,
academic counselors, and school library media
centers, in order to improve student academic
achievement [section 2416(b) (7))].

Alignment to Master Plan: 1.1 j – page
6.
Alignment to Local Tech Plan: page 27.

3.4 Developing, enhancing, or implementing
information technology courses [section 2416(b)
(10)].

Alignment to Master Plan: 1.20 – page
58.
Alignment to Local Tech Plan: page 26.

$39,542

4. Strategies and Activities to Assess/Evaluate Effectiveness of Technology (At least 3 percent of Ed tech funds must be
used to assess/evaluate effectiveness of technology)
4.1 Using technology to collect, manage, and
analyze data to inform and enhance teaching and
school improvement efforts [section 2416(b)
(8)].

Alignment to Master Plan: 1.1 u –
page 1.
Alignment to Local Tech Plan: page 29.

4.2 Implementing performance measurement
systems to determine the effectiveness of
education technology programs funded under
Title II-D Ed Tech, particularly in determining
the extent to which Ed Tech activities are
effective in integrating technology into curricula
and instruction, increasing the ability of teachers
to teach, and enabling students to meet
challenging State academic content and student
academic achievement standards [section
2416(b) (9)].

Work with an outside evaluator to
assess the effectiveness of the Graduate
Certificate Program in School
Leadership based on criteria developed
to measure the goals and objectives of
the program.

$5,604

Alignment to Master Plan: 1.1 a – page
1.
Alignment to Local Tech Plan: 36.

TOTAL TITLE II-D ED TECH FUNDING AMOUNTS

$141,083

$39,542

Does not
include
indirect
costs
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ATTACHMENT 9

TITLE II, PART D, SUBPART 1 -- FORMULA FUNDING
EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY STATES GRANTS PROGRAM

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Fiscal Year 2009

B. ANNUAL CERTIFICATION OF EQUITABLE SERVICES TO STUDENTS IN PRIVATE
(NONPUBLIC) SCHOOLS [ESEA, SECTION 9501].
1.

Participating Private Schools and Services: Complete information in Attachment 6-A on page 30 regarding
the names of participating private schools and the number of private school students and/or staff that will
benefit from the Title II-D Ed Tech services. (Being sent separately to Stephanie Ennels by OIT)

2.

Describe the school system's process for providing equitable participation to students in private schools:
a) The manner and extent of consultation with the officials of interested private schools during all phases
of the development and design of the Title II-D Ed Tech services;
All nonpublic schools in the BCPS service area were invited to the Federal Programs Meeting on
February 4, 2008 by Angela Euculano-Leigh, BCPS Grants Specialist.
b) The basis for determining the needs of private school children and teachers;
BCPS staff discusses with interested non-publics, including the representatives of the Baltimore
Archdiocese and the Baltimore Jewish Schools, the interest and needs of nonpublic school staff and
students.
c)

How services, location of services, and grade levels or areas of services were decided and agreed upon;
the amount budgeted for nonpublic schools was determined by using the following formula:
Amount of grant minus indirect costs divided by total number of K-12 public and private students
equals per pupil allocation. Per pupil allocation times number of K-12 nonpublic schools students.
-

186,802 (total amount of grant)
6,177 (indirect)
180,625/128,923 (number of K-12 public and private students) = $1.40
$1.40 x 28,244 (number of K-12 private school students) = $39,542
Total amount of nonpublic school funds allocated is $39,542

d) The differences, if any, between the Title II-D Ed Tech services that will be provided to public and
private school students and teachers, and the reasons for any differences. (Note: The school system
provides services on an equitable basis to private school children whether or not the services are the
same Title II-D Ed Tech services the district provides to the public school children. The expenditures
for such services, however, must be equal -- consistent with the number of children served -- to Title
II-D Ed Tech services provided to public school children.
Services, locations of services, and grade levels or areas of services are determined and driven by
specific needs in the nonpublic schools. Any differences in services between public and nonpublic
school services are based upon the individual identified needs of teachers in those schools.
C. ACCESSIBILITY COMPLIANCE
On December 4, 2001 the Maryland State Board of Education approved a regulation (COMAR 13A.05.02.13H)
concerning accessible technology-based instructional products. This regulation requires that accessibility
standards be incorporated into the evaluation, selection, and purchasing policies and procedures of public
agencies. Subsequently, Education Article § 7-910: Equivalent Access for Students with Disabilities was passed
during the 2002 General Assembly session and further requires that all teacher-made instructional materials be
accessible also. MSDE is charged with monitoring local school systems’ compliance with the regulation and
the law. For more information on the regulation and the law, visit the following web sites:
http://cte.jhu.edu/accessibility/Regulations.cfm; http://198.187.128.12/maryland/lpext.dll?f=templates&fn=fsmain.htm&2.0
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ATTACHMENT 9

TITLE II, PART D, SUBPART 1 -- FORMULA FUNDING
EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY STATES GRANTS PROGRAM

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Fiscal Year 2009

Please review the information submitted with the October 16, 2006 Annual Update and
use the chart on the following page to address additional progress on or changes to the
items below related to accessibility compliance. If you choose to use last year’s chart
with this update, please indicate changes in bold print.
1.

Process:
a)

Describe your policy and/or procedures for addressing the requirement that invitations to bids, requests
for proposals, procurement contracts, grants, or modifications to contracts or grants shall include the
notice of equivalent access requirements consistent with Subpart B Technical Standards, Section 508
of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended.

b) Describe your policy and/or procedures for addressing the requirement that the equivalent access
standards (Subpart B Technical Standards, Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended)
are included in guidelines for design specifications and guidelines for the selection and evaluation of
technology-based instructional products.
c)

2.

Implementation:
a)

3.

Describe how you are addressing the requirement that any teacher-developed materials (web sites, etc.)
are accessible.

Describe how you are ensuring that all educators are being provided information and training about
Education Article 7-910 of the Public Schools - Technology for Education Act (Equivalent Access for
Students with Disabilities). Include who, to date, has received information and/or training (e.g. all
teachers, teachers at select schools, special education teachers only, building level administrators, etc.)
and any future plans for full compliance.

Monitoring:
a)

Describe how you are monitoring the results of the evaluation and selection of technology-based
instructional products set forth in COMAR 13A.05.02.13.H, including a description of the accessible
and non-accessible features and possible applicable alternative methods of instruction correlated with
the non-accessible features.

b) Describe how you are ensuring that teachers and administrators have a full understanding of the
regulation and law and how you are monitoring their adherence to the process and/or procedures
governing accessibility.
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ATTACHMENT 9

TITLE II, PART D, SUBPART 1 -- FORMULA FUNDING
EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY STATES GRANTS PROGRAM

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools
1. a) A procedure is in place whereby all
bids, request for proposals, procurement
contracts, grants, or modifications to
contracts or grants, are carefully
examined to ensure that the access
requirements consistent with Subpart B
Technical Standards, Section 508 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as amended
are addressed. In addition, the Purchase
Requisition process is being modified to
ensure that all software purchases have
addressed the requirements.
1. b) This requirement is addressed in the
guidelines for the selection and
evaluation of instructional software that
was approved by the Superintendent's
Executive Leadership Team. The
Instructional Materials Selection and
Evaluation Guidelines are under revision
at the present time. The BCPS
Instructional Software and Web Based
Resources Evaluation Process has been
revised to include accessibility criteria in
all software and web based resources
evaluations.
1. c) All development tools that are
purchased for teachers must be 508B
compliant. For example, new software
for all teachers to create web sites which
was purchased in the summer of 2003
was purchased with the requirement that
it be 508B compliant and all software
that is purchased with major textbook
implementations is evaluated to
determine accessibility compliance.
The Office of Technology in Special
Education (Assistive Technology)
Assistive Technology schedules teacher
workshops on a regular basis to help
teachers learn to create materials that
take advantage of accessibility features.

2. a) BCPS formed a committee to receive
information from MSDE regarding
Accessibility Compliance. The committee
was charged with the dissemination of
information regarding COMAR
13A.05.02.13H to BCPS employees. The
committee work is ongoing and includes
presenting information to and working with:
 All BCPS teachers and other staff
members who serve as school-based
technology liaisons.
 Curriculum office coordinators and staff
members.
 Special education teachers and related
services personnel.
 The Director of the Department of
Purchasing to discuss accessibility
issues.
 Vendors to discuss accessibility
requirements.
Major projects of the 2007-2008 school year
include:
 Working with Special Education staff to
develop technology supports for AltMSA supports.
 Implementing and disseminating
information regarding the BCPS
Instructional Software and Web Based
Resources Evaluation Process which
includes criteria to meet accessibility
laws.
Both the Office of Instructional Technology
and the Office of Technology in Special
Education (Assistive Technology) continue
to provide a variety of technology based
professional development activities to
schools and offices which provide training on
the effective uses of technology to
differentiate instruction and meet the needs of
all students.

State funding through the Supporting
Reading Through Assistive Technology
grant has provided a Kurzweil 3000 Text
Reader to every BCPS school to provide
access to digitally created materials.
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3. a) Training designed for all BCPS
instructional staff includes a description
of the accessible and non-accessible
features that could be included for
compliance with 508B. Also, possible
alternative methods correlated with the
non-accessible features are described in
this training. In addition, BCPS
instructional staff has received, and
continues to receive; information
regarding differentiation of instruction to
meet the needs of all students and this
includes using technology for
differentiation. These results are
monitored through the observation
process and through the continuous
assessment of student progress as
determined by instructional staff.
In addition, information regarding
accessibility guidelines and alternatives
is available and updated regularly at the
following web sites:
http://www/bcps.org/offices/assistech/def
ault.html
http://www.bcps.org/offices/oit
3. b) Several processes are in place for
ensuring that BCPS staff has an
understanding of the regulation and the
law (see "Implementation" column on
this chart). Monitoring adherence to this
process is done in several ways:
 Through compliance with the BCPS
Instructional Materials Selection
and Evaluation Guidelines and the
BCPS Instructional Software and
Web Based Resources Evaluation
Process when materials are
purchased. All hardware and
software purchases are monitored by
the Office of Purchasing, the
Department of Technology, the
Office of Technology in Special
Education (Assistive Technology),
and the Office of Instructional
Technology.
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The Office of Technology in Special
Education (Assistive Technology) continues
to support the implementation of the
Kurzweil 3000 Text Reader through
extensive training offerings and the transfer
of books into digital format.



Curriculum offices work with the
Office of Instructional Technology
and Office of Technology in
Special Education (Assistive
Technology) to ensure that software
that is purchased meets the 508B
technical requirements.



The Office of Technology in
Special Education (Assistive
Technology) works with special
education teachers to ensure that
they complying with the 508B
requirements.

In 2003, BCPS formed an Accessibility
Committee that is charged with
overseeing the implementation of the
508B requirements. This committee
meets regularly and continues to address
BCPS compliance with 508B
requirements.
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ATTACHMENT 9

TITLE II, PART D, SUBPART 1 -- FORMULA FUNDING
EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY STATES GRANTS PROGRAM

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Fiscal Year 2009

D. Children’s Internet Protection Act (CIPA) Certification Form
NOTE: Complete only if there have been changes to your last certification submitted to MSDE.
;

Check here if there are no changes to your CIPA certification status.

Any Local Education Agency seeking Ed Tech funds must certify to its State Education Agency that
schools have adopted and are enforcing Internet safety policies. It is the intent of the legislation that any
school (or district) using federal money (ESEA or E-rate) to pay for computers that access the Internet or to
pay for Internet access directly should be in compliance with CIPA and should certify to that compliance
EITHER through E-rate or the Ed Tech program. Please check one of the following:
;

Our local school system is certified compliant, through the E-rate program, with the
Children’s Internet Protection Act requirements.



Every school in our local school system benefiting from Ed Tech funds has complied with the CIPA
requirements in subpart 4 of Part D of Title II of the ESEA.



The CIPA requirements in the ESEA do not apply because no funds made available under the
program are being used to purchase computers to access the Internet, or to pay for direct costs
associated with accessing the Internet.



Not all schools have yet complied with the requirements in subpart 4 of Part D
of Title II of the ESEA. However, our local school system has received a oneyear waiver from the U.S. Secretary of Education under section 2441(b) (2) (C)
of the ESEA for those applicable schools not yet in compliance.

______________________________
School System
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Date
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ATTACHMENT 9

TITLE II, PART D, SUBPART 1 -- FORMULA FUNDING
EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY STATES GRANTS PROGRAM

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Fiscal Year 2009

F. BUDGET INFORMATION AND NARRATIVE
1. Provide a detailed budget on the MSDE Proposed Title II-D Ed Tech Budget Form. The Proposed
Budget must reflect how the funds will be spent, organized according to the budget objectives, and
correlated to the activities and costs detailed in Part C, Allowable Activities. MSDE budget forms
are available in Excel format through the local finance officer or at the MSDE Bridge to
Excellence Master Plan Web Site at www.marylandpublicschools.org.
2.

Provide a detailed budget narrative using the “Guidance for Completion of the Budget Narrative
for Individual Grants.” (pp. 11-13 of this guidance document). The accompanying budget
narrative should: (a) detail how the school system will use Title II-D funds to pay only reasonable
and necessary direct administrative costs associated with the operation of the Title II-D program;
and (b) demonstrate the extent to which the budget is both reasonable and cost-effective.

G. ATTACHMENTS 4-A & B, 5-A &B, and 6-A & B
Be certain to complete all appropriate templates in Part II:
Attachment 4: School Level Budget Summary
Attachment 5: Transfer of ESEA Funds
Attachment 6: Consolidation of ESEA Funds for Local Administration
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Detailed Budget Narrative Page for 2008-2009
Category/
Object
Instructional Staff
Development
Contracted
Services

Line Item
Professional
Development
for Teams of
School-Based
Instructional
Technology
Leaders in the
JHU Leadership
Cohort to
Develop
Building Level
Capacity for the
Use of
Technology
Activity 1.1
Provide
stipends for
teachers to
attend
workshops
which promote
the use of
instructional
technology in
teaching and
learning.

Calculation
14 participants x $406 per
course = $5,684 x 5 courses
= $28,420 x 2 cohorts =
$56,840

Instructor: 4 hours, including
two prep hours x $32.76 =
$131.04 x 46 = $6,027.84
($6,028)
Participants: 2 hours x
$27.30 per hour = $54.60 x
16 participants = $873.60 x
46 = $40,185.60 ($40,186)

Amount

$56,840

NonPublic

Total

$56,840

$6,028

$6,028

$40,186

$40,186

$517

$517

$3,444

$3,444

21 Workshops
on Using Web
2.0 tools
25 technology
integration
workshops

Fixed Charges

Activity 1.1
Fixed charges
for Instructors
and Teachers
for Workshops

Activity 1.1
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Fixed charges for instructors:
$131.04 x .0857 = $11.23 x
46 = $516.58 ($517)
Fixed charges for teachers:
= $74.87x 46 = $3,444.02
($3,444)
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Category/
Object
Instructional Staff
Development
Conference
Registration (Other)

Instructional Staff
Development
Contracted
Services

Total Activity 1.1
Regular Programs
Salaries and
Wages
Fixed Charges

Instructional Staff
Development
Supplies and
Materials

Line Item
MICCA or
NECC
Conference
Registration
Fees for
Integration
Teachers,
Cohort
Members and/or
Administrators
Activity 1.1.
Professional
Development
for Technology
Integration
Teachers,
Liaisons, and
Administrators
Activity 1.1

Calculation
40 team members @ $150

Curriculum
Development of
CBTIAs
Activity 2.1
Fixed Costs for
Curriculum
Development of
CBTIAs
Activity 2.1
Funds for
incentives to
schools to plan
and implement
innovative,
interactive
collaborative
projects which
promote cultural
exchanges via
distance
learning and/or
Web 2.0
technologies
Activity 2.1

6 curriculum writers x 5 days
x $248.43 per day =
$7,452.90 ($7,453)

per person = $6,000

1 outside speaker
Rental of meeting space
Food

Fixed charges FICA & WC
for 2 curriculum writers
=$7,453 x .0857= $608.72
($639)
20 schools x $500 = $10,000

Amount

NonPublic

Total

$6,000

$6,000

$2,500
$847
$1,025

$2,500
$847
$1,025

$117,387
$7,453

$117,387
$7,453

$639

$639

$10,000

$10,000

$18,092

$18,092

Total Activity 2.1
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Category/
Object

Line Item
Funds in
Transfer
Column for
Nonpublic
Schools

Calculation
$186,802 (total amount of
grant) - $6,177 (indirect)
$180,625/128,923 (number
of K-12 public and private
students) = $1.40 (per pupil
allocation)

Amount

NonPublic

Total

$1.40 x 28,244 (number of K12 private school students) =
$39,542

Total Activity 3.3
Midlevel
Instructional
Administration
and Supervision
Contracted
Services
Total Activity 4.2
Administration
Business Support
Services/Transfers
GRAND TOTAL
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Outside Grant
Evaluator
Required at 3%
of award
Activity 4.2

Indirect Costs

Total amount of nonpublic
school funds allocated is
$39,542
$186,802 x .03% = $5,604

$5,604

$39,542
$5,604

$186,802 x .0342/1.0342

$5,604
$6,177

$5,604
$6,177

$39,542

$147,260
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Attachment 10

Title III, Part A
English Language Acquisition, Language
Enhancement, and Academic
Achievement
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ATTACHMENT 10 TITLE III, PART A
ENGLISH LANGUAGE ACQUISITION, LANGUAGE
ENHANCEMENT, AND ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Fiscal Year 2009

A. REQUIRED ACTIVITIES [Section 3115 (c)]: For all required activities that will be implemented,
(a) provide a brief description of services, (b) timelines or target dates, (c) the specific goals, objectives,
and/or strategies detailed in the 5-year comprehensive Bridge to Excellence Master Plan, (d) the amount
of funding for services to public and nonpublic students and teachers, and e) any revision to the plan as
part of this annual update (including page numbers). Use separate pages as necessary for descriptions.
1. To increase the English proficiency of ELL children by providing high-quality language instruction educational

programs that are based on scientifically based research demonstrating effectiveness of the programs in increasing
English proficiency and student academic achievement in the core academic subjects. [section 3115 (c)(1)]
Descriptions
Authorized Activities
a) brief description of the services
b) timelines or target dates
c) specific goals, objectives, and/or strategies
detailed in the 5-year comprehensive Bridge to
Excellence Master Plan
d) services to nonpublic schools
e) any revision to the plan as part of this annual
update (including page numbers).

Public
School
Costs

Nonpublic
Costs

1.1 Upgrading program objectives and effective
instructional strategies [section 3115(d)(1)].
1.2 Improving the instruction program for ELL
children by identifying, acquiring, and
upgrading curricula, instructional materials,
educational software, and assessment
procedures [section 3115(d)(2)].

a)

To prepare secondary students with limited math
skills due to interrupted or substandard education
for the HSA Algebra I, identify and purchase
supplemental math intervention materials
developed for ELLs to support secondary students
enrolled in mainstream math courses
b) 7/08-6/09
c) Continue to develop and revise curricula for
secondary English Language Learners with a focus
on English/writing, reading, mathematics, and
American Government –
d) Upon consultation with non public schools,
instructional materials for ELLs will be purchased.

$16,776

1.3 Providing intensified instruction for ELL
children [section 3115(d)(3)(B)].
1.4 Improving the English proficiency and
academic achievement of ELL children
[section 3115(d)(5)].
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$9,400

ATTACHMENT 10

TITLE III, PART A
ENGLISH LANGUAGE ACQUISITION, LANGUAGE
ENHANCEMENT, AND ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT

Local School System: _Baltimore County Public Schools

Fiscal Year 2009

A. REQUIRED ACTIVITIES [Section 3115(c)], Continued.
2. To provide high-quality professional development to classroom teachers (including teachers in classroom

settings that are not the setting of language instruction educational programs), principals, administrators, and
other school or community-based organizational personnel. [section 3115(c)(2)]
Authorized Activities
Note: High quality professional
development shall not include activities
such as one-day or short-term workshops
and conferences. Also, high quality
professional development shall not apply to
an activity that is one component of a longterm, comprehensive professional
development plan established by a teacher
or the teacher's supervisor based on an
assessment of needs of the teacher,
supervisor, the students of the teacher, and
any school system employing the teacher
[section 3115(c)(2)(D)]
2.1 Providing for professional development
designed to improve the instruction and assessment
of ELL children [section 3115(c)(2)(A)].

Descriptions
a) brief description of the services
b) timelines or target dates
c) specific goals, objectives, and/or
strategies detailed in the 5-year
comprehensive Bridge to Excellence
Master Plan
d) services to non public schools
e) any revision to the plan as part of
this annual update (including page
numbers).

a)

b)
c)

Provide ongoing scientifically based high
quality professional development to
increase the knowledge and teaching
skills of ESOL personnel. The
professional development will provide
instructional strategies to teachers for
enhancing the achievement of ELL
students in the mainstream classroom.
Participants will include: content area
teachers, principals, administrators, and
other school or community-based
personnel.
7/08 – 6/09
Continue to provide professional
development for ESOL teachers in
collaboration with resource personnel
from English, language arts, science,
mathematics, and social studies to align
ESOL instruction with best practices to
support the achievement of English
Language Learners on MSA and HSA.
Continue to provide professional
development for administrators and
teachers, Speech Language Pathologists,
school-based clericals, and paraeducators on second language
acquisition and cross-cultural and
differentiation strategies.

Public
School
Costs

Nonpublic
Costs

$18,730

2.2 Providing for professional development
designed to enhance the ability of teachers to
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understand and use curricula, assessment measures,
and instruction strategies for ELL children [section
3115(c)(2)(B)].
2.3 Providing for professional development to
substantially increase the subject matter
knowledge, teaching knowledge, and teaching
skills of teachers [section 3115(c)(2)(C)].

a)

b)
c)

2008 BTE Annual Update

Four central office personnel will attend
a professional development conference
that will lead toward improved services
for newcomers. In addition, six teachers
and six central office personnel will
attend the International Teachers of
English to Speakers of Other Languages
(TESOL) Conference in Denver,
Colorado. Attendees will share
information from the conferences with
ESOL teachers, classroom teachers, and
school based administrators during
countywide and local school meetings.
Application of this new information will
be monitored through field observations
by the Office of World Languages.
10/08 and 3/09
Continue to provide professional
development for administrators and
teachers on second language acquisition
and cross-cultural and differentiation
strategies. -
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$26,712
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ATTACHMENT 10 TITLE III, PART A
ENGLISH LANGUAGE ACQUISITION, LANGUAGE
ENHANCEMENT, AND ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Fiscal Year 2009

B. ALLOWABLE ACTIVITIES [Section 3115(d)]: An eligible entity receiving funds under section 3114
(a) may use the funds to achieve one or more of the following activities:
3. To provide community participation programs, family literacy services, and parent outreach and training activities to
ELL children and their families. [section 3115(d)(6)]

Authorized Activities

Descriptions
a) brief description of the services
b) timelines or target dates
c) specific goals, objectives, and/or
strategies detailed in the 5-year
comprehensive Bridge to Excellence Master
Plan
d) services to non public schools
e) any revision to the plan as part of this
annual update (including page numbers).

3.1 Providing programs to improve the
English language skills of ELL children
[section 3115(d)(6)(A)].

a)

b)
c)

3.2 Providing programs to assist parents in
helping their children to improve their
academic achievement and becoming
active participants in the education of
their children [section 3115(d)(6)(B)].
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a)

Fund one ELL Support Liaison (1.0 FTE) to
provide services targeted for ELL students
who need additional vocational educational
support and assistance in the development of a
post-secondary plan for transitioning from
school to career. Develop and provide
mentoring, academic, or career counseling
service to ELL students and families. Fund a
part-time Bilingual Speech Language
Pathologist trained in distinguishing between
developmental problems and the language
acquisition process to provide services to
families of ELLs and the schools.
7/08-6/09
Continue to provide services for newcomer
families at intake conferences in ESOL intake
centers, including evening hours and regional
locations; facilitate access to appropriate
educational and community resources for
immigrant families.
Continue to develop a support program for
ESOL students/families to enhance and
expand ESOL advocacy services by providing
3.8 FTE bilingual ESOL Family/School
Liaisons and 1.0 ESOL Traveling Teachers.
The ESOL Family/School Liaisons will
provide academic support and will facilitate a
home/school connection for ESOL students
identified as gifted & talented, at risk, and/or
with special needs. ESOL Traveling Teachers
will provide high quality supplemental
language instruction to students identified as
gifted & talented, at risk, in specialized

Baltimore County Public Schools

Public
School
Costs

Nonpublic
Costs

$119,360

$411,519
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magnet programs, and/or with special needs.
Fund additional interpreter services for ESOL
parents and students; and a secretary (.2 FTE)
to work the equivalent of one day per week in
support of the Stemmers Run Satellite Office
to provide services for families who may not
have access to transportation in order to obtain
ESOL services offered by the system at the
main office.
b) 7/08 – 6/09
c) Facilitate access to appropriate educational
and community resources for immigrant
families; provide professional development
opportunities on cross-cultural and
differentiated strategies for all staff; provide
parent orientations on how to access services
from the school system; facilitate
interpretation and translation services for
parents and families who speak a language
other than English to strengthen
communication among homes, schools, and
the community.
4. Improving the instruction of limited English Proficient children by providing the following: [section 3115(d)(2)(3)]
4.1 Providing tutorials and academic and
vocational education for ELL children
[section 3115(d) (3) (A)].

a)

b)
c)

4.2 Acquisition or development of
educational technology or instructional
materials [section 3115(d)(7)(A)].
4.3 Providing for access to, and participation
in electronic networks for materials,
training and communication [section
3115(d)(7)(B)].
4.4 Incorporation of educational technology
and electronic networks into curricula and
programs [section 3115(d)(7)(C)].
4.5 Developing and implementing elementary
or secondary school language instruction
educational programs that are coordinated
with other relevant programs and services
[section 3115(d)(4)].
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Develop and provide supplemental tutorial
services for an after-school program targeting
academically at risk ELL students needing
support in areas such as English, mathematics,
and science.
7/08 – 6/09
Provide for the consistent and systematic
implementation of the Essential Curriculum in
all content areas, which include differentiated
curriculum for English Language Learners,
Special Education, Gifted and Talented, and
honors students.
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ATTACHMENT 10 TITLE III, PART A
ENGLISH LANGUAGE ACQUISITION, LANGUAGE
ENHANCEMENT, AND ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Fiscal Year 2009

C. OTHER ACTIVITIES [section 3115(b)]: Each eligible entity receiving funds under section 3114(a) for a
fiscal year may not use more than 2% for the cost of administering this subpart.

5. To carry out other activities that are consistent with the purpose of Title III, Part A, No Child Left Behind. (Specify
and describe below.) [section 3115(b)]:
Other Activities

Descriptions

Public
School Costs

Nonpublic
Costs

a) brief description of the services
b) timelines or target dates
c) specific goals, objectives, and/or
strategies detailed in the 5-year
comprehensive Bridge to
Excellence Master Plan
d) services to non public schools
e) any revision to the plan as part
of this annual update (including
page numbers).
5.1 Administrative expenses may not use more
than 2% for the cost of administering this
subpart [section 3115(b)].

Allowable administrative costs

TOTAL ELL TITLE III-A (FUNDING) AMOUNT
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$12,069

$611,094

$9,400
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ATTACHMENT 10 TITLE III, PART A
ENGLISH LANGUAGE ACQUISITION, LANGUAGE
ENHANCEMENT, AND ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Fiscal Year 2009

D. IMMIGRANT ACTIVITIES [section 3115(e)]: Activities by agencies experiencing substantial
increases in immigrant children and youth
1. An eligible entity receiving funds under section 3114 (d) (1) shall use the funds to pay for activities that provide enhanced
instructional opportunities for immigrant children and youth. [section (e)(1)]

Descriptions
Authorized Activities

a) brief description of the services
b) timelines or target dates
c) specific goals, objectives, and/or strategies
detailed in the 5-year comprehensive Bridge to
Excellence Master Plan
d) services to non public schools
e) any revision to the plan as part of this annual
update (including page numbers).

Public
School
Costs

Nonpublic
Costs

1.1 Providing for family literacy, parent
outreach, and training activities designed to
assist parents to become active participants
in the education of their children [section
3115(e) (1) (A)].
1.2 Supporting personnel including teacher
aides who have been specifically trained or
are being trained to provide services to
immigrant children and youth [section
3115(e) (1) (B)].
1.3 Providing tutorials mentoring and academic
or career counseling for immigrant children
and youth [section 3115(e) (1) (C)].
1.4 Identifying and acquiring curricular
materials, educational software, and
technologies (to be used with these funds)
[section 3115(e) (1) (D)].
1.5 Providing basic instructional services that
are directly attributable to the presence in
the school district of immigrant children
and youth, including the payment of costs
of providing additional classroom supplies,
cost of transportation or such other costs
[section 3115(e) (1) (E)].
1.6 Providing other instructional services that
are designed to assist immigrant children
and youth to achieve in elementary schools
and secondary schools in the USA, such as
programs of introduction to the educational
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system and civics education [section
3115(e) (1) (F)].
1.7 Providing activities, coordinated with
community based organizations, institutions
of higher education, private sector entities,
or other entities with expertise in working
with immigrants, to assist parents of
immigrant children and youth by offering
comprehensive community services [section
3115(e) (1) (G)].
1.8 Other activities (that provide enhanced
instructional opportunities for immigrant
children and youth).
1.9 Administrative expenses may not use more
than 2% for the cost of administering this
subpart [section 3115(b)].

TOTAL IMMIGRANT TITLE III-A (FUNDING) AMOUNT
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B. ANNUAL CERTIFICATION OF EQUITABLE SERVICES TO STUDENTS IN PRIVATE
(NONPUBLIC) SCHOOLS [ESEA, Section 9501]:
1.

Participating Private Schools and Services: Complete information in Attachment 6-A on page 9 regarding
the names of participating private schools and the number of private school students and/or staff that will
benefit from the Title III-A services.

2.

Describe the school system's process for providing equitable participation to students in private schools:
a)

The manner and extent of consultation with the officials of interested private schools during all
phases of the development and design of the Title III-A services;

b) The basis for determining the needs of private school children and teachers;
c)

How services, location of services, and grade levels or areas of services were decided and agreed upon;
and

d) The differences, if any, between the Title III-A services that will be provided to public and private
school students and teachers, and the reasons for any differences. (Note: The school system provides
services on an equitable basis to private school children whether or not the services are the same Title
III-A services the district provides to the public school children.)
2.

ATTACH WRITTEN AFFIRMATION (meeting dates, agenda, sign-in sheets, letters/ forms,) for the
school year 2008-2009 signed by officials at each participating nonpublic school and/or their designee that
consultation regarding Title III services has occurred. DOCUMENTATION SHOULD BE LABELED
AND PROVIDED AS AN ATTACHMENT AFTER THE BUDGET PAGES IN ATTACHMENT 10.
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ATTACHMENT 10 TITLE III, PART A
ENGLISH LANGUAGE ACQUISITION, LANGUAGE
ENHANCEMENT, AND ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Fiscal Year 2009

B. BUDGET INFORMATION AND NARRATIVE

1.

Provide a detailed budget on the MSDE Proposed Title III-A Budget Form. The Proposed Budget must reflect
how the funds will be spent, organized according to the budget objectives, and correlated to the activities and
costs detailed in Part C, Allowable Activities. MSDE budget forms are available in Excel format through the
local finance officer or at the MSDE Bridge to Excellence Master Plan Web Site at
www.marylandpublicschools.org.

2.

Provide a detailed budget narrative using the attached “Guidance for Completion of the Budget Narrative for
Individual Grants.” (pp. 11-13 of this guidance document). The accompanying budget narrative should (a)
detail how the school system will use Title III-A funds to pay only reasonable and necessary direct
administrative costs associated with the operation of the Title III-A program and (b) demonstrate the extent to
which the budget is both reasonable and cost-effective.

C. ATTACHMENTS 4-A & B, 5-A &B, and 6-A & B
Be certain to complete all appropriate templates in Part II:
Attachment 4: School Level Budget Summary
Attachment 5: Transfer of ESEA Funds
Attachment 6: Consolidation of ESEA Funds for Local Administration
Attachment 7: Affirmation of Consultation (with nonpublic schools) documentation

_________________________________________________________________________________
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Detailed Budget Narrative Page
Title III - A $620,494
Category/Object

Instruction/Special Programs/Transfers
Instruction/Special Programs//Supplies
and Materials

Line Item

$200 per student x 47
students

Nonpublic
Activity 1.2
Math Intervention Materials
Activity 1.2

Instruction/Special Programs/Equipment Equipment - computer equipment
Activity 1.2
Total Activity 1.2

Instruction/Staff Development/Supplies
and Materials

Instruction/Staff Dev/Salaries & Wages
Fixed Charges
Fixed Charges
Instruction/Staff Development/Contract
Services

Instruction/Staff Dev/Salaries & Wages
Fixed Charges
Fixed Charges
Instruction/Staff Development/Contract
Services
Instruction/Staff Development/Contract
Services

Calculation

Professional development
instructional materials, books, and
supplies
Activity 2.1
35 teachers for professional
development meetings
Activity 2.1
FICA
Activity 2.1
W/C
Activity 2.1
location and meals
Activity 2.1
75 teachers for a professional
development workshop
Activity 2.1
FICA
Activity 2.1
W/C
Activity 2.1
location and meals
Activity 2.1
Guest Speaker + travel and
accommodations

150 students x $78.50 per
student

5 computers @ $1,000 each

35 teachers x $27.30 per
hour x 3 hours

Admin/Central Supp/Other Charges

Admin/Central Supp/Other Charges

Admin/Central Supp/Other Charges

In-Kind

Total

$9,400

$9,400

$11,776

$11,776

$5,000

$5,000

$26,176

$26,176

$2,866

$2,866

7.65% x $2,866

$219

$219

0.92% x $2,866

$26

$26

35 teachers x $15 x 3
meetings

$1,575

$1,575

75 teachers x $27.30 per
hour x 3 hours

$6,142

$6,142

7.65% x $6,142

$470

$470

0.92% x $6,142

$57

$57

75 teachers x $25 + $500
location

$2,375

$2,375

$4,000 fee + $750 travel
+$250 accommodations

$5,000

$5,000

$18,730

$18,730

$1,500

$1,500

$1,080

$1,080

$600

$600

Total 2.1

Admin/Central Supp/Other Charges

Amount

4 central office staff professional
$375 registration (per
development conference -registration person) X 4 staff
Activity 2.3
4 staff x $135 per night x 2
nights
4 central office staff - lodging
Activity 2.3
$23 x 3 days x 4 staff =
$276 parking + $81 x 4 staff
4 central office staff - parking/mileage = $324 mileage
Activity 2.3
4 central office staff - per diem
Activity 2.3

$64 x 4 staff x 3 days

$768

$768

Admin/Central Supp/Other Charges

6 central office staff attend TESOL
conference - registration
Activity 2.3

$450 registration (per
person) x 6 staff

$2,700

$2,700

Admin/Central Supp/Other Charges

6 central office staff attend TESOL
conference - lodging
Activity 2.3

$250 per night x 3 rooms x
4 nights

$3,000

$3,000
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Detailed Budget Narrative Page
Title III - A $620,494
Category/Object
Admin/Central Supp/Other Charges

Admin/Central Supp/Other Charges

Instruction/Staff Dev/Other Charges

Instruction/Staff Dev/Other Charges

Instruction/Staff Dev/Other Charges

Instruction/Staff Dev/Other Charges

Line Item
Calculation
6 central office staff attend TESOL
conference - per diem
$49 x 6 staff x 3 days
Activity 2.3
6 central office staff attend TESOL
conference - travel
$800 per flight x 6 staff
Activity 2.3
6 teachers attend TESOL conference - $450 registration (per
registration
person) x 6 teachers
Activity 2.3
6 teachers attend TESOL conference - $250 per night x 3 rooms x
4 nights
lodging
Activity 2.3
6 teachers attend TESOL conference per diem
$49 x 6 teachers x 3 days
Activity 2.3
6 teachers attend TESOL conference travel
$800 per flight x 6 teachers
Activity 2.3

Instruction/Special Programs/Salaries & .5 Bilingual Speech Language
Activity 3.1
Fixed Charges
FICA
Activity 3.1
Fixed Charges
W/C
Activity 3.1
Fixed Charges
Retirement
Activity 3.1
Fixed Charges
Health
Activity 3.1
Instruction/Special Programs/Salaries & Extended Year Employment
Activity 3.1

In-Kind

Total

$882

$882

$4,800

$4,800

$2,700

$2,700

$3,000

$3,000

$882

$882

$4,800

$4,800

$26,712

$26,712

$52,148

$52,148

7.65% x $52,148

$3,989

$3,989

0.92% x $52,148

$480

$480

$6,101

$6,101

$11,037

$11,037

$32,760

$32,760

7.65% x $32,760

$2,506

$2,506

0.92% x $32,760

$301

$301

11.70% x $32,760

$3,833

$3,833

.5FTE x $11,037

$5,518

$5,518

$686

$686

$119,360

$119,360

$268,917

$268,917

7.65% x $268,917

$20,572

$20,572

0.92% x $268,917

$2,474

$2,474

Total Activity 2.3
Instruction/Special Programs/Salaries &
1 ELL Support Liaison
Wages
Activity 3.1
Fixed Charges
FICA
Activity 3.1
W/C
Fixed Charges
Activity 3.1
Retirement
Fixed Charges
Activity 3.1
Fixed Charges
Health
Activity 3.1

Amount

1.0 FTE

11.70% x $52,148
1FTE x $11,037

0.5

Total Activity 3.1
Instruction/Special Programs/Salaries & ESOL Family/ School Liaisons
Activity3.2
Fixed Charges
FICA
Activity3.2
Fixed Charges
W/C
Activity 3.2
Retirement
Fixed Charges
Activity 3.2

4.8 FTE

11.70% x $268,917

$31,463

$31,463

Fixed Charges

Health
Activity 3.2
Instruction/Special Programs/Salaries & Extended Year Employment

4.8 FTE x $11,037

$52,978

$52,978

$4,761

$4,761

Mid-level/Ist Admin & Sup/Salaries &

.2 FTE

$8,617

$8,617

$659

$659

Fixed Charges
2008 BTE Annual Update
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Activity 3.2
FICA

7.65% x $8,617
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Detailed Budget Narrative Page
Title III - A $620,494
Category/Object
Fixed Charges
Fixed Charges

Fixed Charges

Line Item
Activity 3.2
W/C
Activity 3.2
Retirement
Activity 3.2
Health
Activity 3.2

Instruction/Special Programs/Salaries & Translators
Activity 3.2
Fixed Charges
FICA
Activity 3.2
Fixed Charges
W/C
Activity 3.2

Calculation
0.92% x $8,617
11.70% x $8,617

$1,008

$1,008

.2 FTE x $11,037

$2,207

$2,207

$16,380

$16,380

7.65% x $16,380

$1,253

$1,253

0.92% x $16,380

$151

$151

$411,519

$411,519

$5,460

$5,460

7.65% x $5,460

$418

$418

0.92% x $5,460

$50

$50

$5,928

$5,928

$12,069

$12,069

$12,069

$12,069

$620,494

$620,494

$27.30 per hour x 600 hours

$27.30 per hour x 200
hours

Indirect Costs
Activity 5.1

Total Activity 5.1
TOTAL Title III - LEP Funds

2008 BTE Annual Update

Total
$79

Total Activity 4.1

Administration Business Support
Services/Transfers

In-Kind

$79

Total Activity 3.2
Instruction/Special Programs/Salaries &
Wages
ESOL tutors
Activity 4.1
Fixed Charges
FICA
Activity 4.1
W/C
Fixed Charges
Activity 4.1

Amount
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Attachment 11

TITLE IV, PART A
Safe and Drug Free Schools
and Communities
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ATTACHMENT 11

TITLE IV, PART A
SAFE AND DRUG-FREE SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITIES

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Fiscal Year 2009

Title IV, Part A, SDFSCA Coordinator: Glenda Myrick
Telephone: (410) 887-6439

Email: GMYRICK@BCPS.ORG

A-1 PERFORMANCE GOAL, INDICATORS, and TARGETS. At a minimum, each local school
system (LSS) must adopt the performance goal, indicators, and targets outlined in Table A-1.
Table A-1
Performance Goal
Performance Goal 4: All
schools will be safe, drug
free, and conducive to
learning.

Safe and Drug-Free Schools and Communities Performance Goal,
Indicators, and Targets
Performance Indicators

Performance Targets

4.1 The number of persistently dangerous
schools.

NOTE: Indicator 4.1 has been moved to
the Safe Schools section of the Annual
Update.

4.2 The level of substance abuse in middle
and high schools as measured by the
Maryland Adolescent Survey.

By the end of SY 2009-2010, reduce
“cigarettes,” “any form of alcohol,” and “any
drug other than alcohol or tobacco” use (Last
30 Days) in grades 6, 8, 10, and 12 by 10%.

4.3 The number of suspensions and
expulsions by offense.

By the end of SY 2009-2010, reduce
suspensions and expulsions for classroom
disruptions, insubordination, and refusal to
obey school policies/regulations by 10%.
NOTE: SY 2002-2003 is the baseline year.
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Any form of alcohol use in:
6th grade: 7.3%
8th grade: 16.8%
10th grade: 38.8%
12th grade: 48.6%
Any drug other than alcohol or
tobacco use in:
6th grade: 3.9%
8th grade: 12.2%
10th grade: 23.6%
12th grade: 29.3%

Reduce any form of alcohol use in:
6th grade (from 7.6% to 6.8%)
8th grade (from 18.3% to 16.5%)
10th grade (from 40.4% to 36.4%)
12th grade (from 52.7% to 47.5%)

Reduce any drug other than
alcohol or tobacco use in:
6th grade (from 4.2% to 3.7%)
8th grade (from 11.5% to 10.4%)
10th grade (from 25.6% to 23.1%)
12th grade (from 28.9% to 26.1%)

Any drug other than alcohol or
tobacco use in:
6th grade: 2.3%
8th grade: 10.1%
10th grade: 15.9%
12th grade: 26.1%

Any form of alcohol use in:
6th grade: 3.8%
8th grade: 11.8%
10th grade: 30.4%
12th grade: 46.3%

Cigarette use in:
6th grade: 1.8%
8th grade: 4.9%
10th grade: 11.1%
12th grade: 18.1%

Actual Performance
(2009 MAS)

Fiscal Year 2009

Any Drug Other than Alcohol or Tobacco Use: N/A

Alcohol Use: N/A

Cigarette Use: N/A

Provide an analysis of the LSS’s progress toward meeting each substance abuse Performance Target and identify the actions that will be
taken if adequate progress is not being made. (Use additional space as needed.)

Survey
(Last 30 Days).

Cigarette use in:
6th grade: 2.4%
8th grade: 6.2%
10th grade: 12.9%
12th grade: 23.0%

Reduce cigarette use in:
6th grade (from 1.7% to 1.5%)
8th grade (from 7.0% to 6.3%)
10th grade (from 14.6% to 13.1%)
12th grade (from 20.1% to 18.0%)

The level of
substance abuse
in middle and
high schools as
measured by the
Maryland
Adolescent

Actual Performance
(2004 MAS)

By the end of SY 2009-10:

Baseline (2002 MAS) &
SY 2009-10 Performance
Targets

4.2

Performance
Indicator

Table A-2

A-2 PROGRESS TOWARD PERFORMANCE TARGETS:
Actual Performance
(2007 MAS)

TITLE IV, PART A SAFE AND DRUG-FREE SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITIES

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools
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(from 1.6% to 1.5%)

Refusal to obey school
policies/regulations

Insubordination
(from .09% to .08%)

Classroom disruptions
(from 6.7% to 6.2%)

Reduce the percentage of
suspensions and expulsions for:

Baseline (SY 2002-03) &
SY 2009-10 Performance
Targets

Actual Performance: .01%
Actual Performance: 1.8%

Actual Performance: 1.2%

Actual Performance: 6.9%

SY 2006-07 Performance (%)

Actual Performance: .01%

Actual Performance: 6.3%

SY 2005-06 Performance (%)

Actual Performance: 1.8%

Actual Performance: .01%*

Actual Performance: 6.0%

SY 2007-08 Performance (%)

The Baltimore County Public Schools will continue to provide teachers and staff additional workshops and training to provide strategies on positive
behavior and classroom management through inservice courses which includes: Crisis Prevention Institute, Cooperative Discipline, Multiple
Approaches to Behavioral Intervention and Classroom Management A-Z.

Collaborate with the Office of Psychological Services to continue to include additional schools in the implementation of “PBIS”.

Provide technical assistance and additional training as needed to schools in how to manage difficult students, positive classroom management, and
cooperative discipline strategies.

•

•

•

Refusal to Obey School Policies/Regulations:

Insubordination:
*a change in tracking insubordination as a separate category for the 2007-08 school year will affect totals in future years.

Classroom Disruptions: N/A

Provide an analysis of the LSS’s progress toward meeting each suspension Performance Target and identify the actions that will be taken
if adequate progress is not being made. (Use additional space as needed).

The percentage of
out-of-school school
suspensions and
expulsions by offense.

4.3

Performance
Indicator

Table A-2
(Continued)
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Any form of alcohol use in:
6th grade: 7.3%
8th grade: 16.8%
10th grade: 38.8%
12th grade: 48.6%
Any drug other than alcohol or
tobacco use in:
6th grade: 3.9%
8th grade: 12.2%
10th grade: 23.6%
12th grade: 29.3%

Reduce any form of alcohol use in:
6th grade (from 7.6% to 6.8%)
8th grade (from 18.3% to 16.5%)
10th grade (from 40.4% to 36.4%)
12th grade (from 52.7% to 47.5%)

Reduce any drug other than
alcohol or tobacco use in:
6th grade (from 4.2% to 3.7%)
8th grade (from 11.5% to 10.4%)
10th grade (from 25.6% to 23.1%)
12th grade (from 28.9% to 26.1%)

Any drug other than alcohol or
tobacco use in:
6th grade: 2.3%
8th grade: 10.1%
10th grade: 15.9%
12th grade: 26.1%

Any form of alcohol use in:
6th grade: 3.8%
8th grade: 11.8%
10th grade: 30.4%
12th grade: 46.3%

Cigarette use in:
6th grade: 1.8%
8th grade: 4.9%
10th grade: 11.1%
12th grade: 18.1%

Actual Performance
(2009 MAS)

Fiscal Year 2009

Any Drug Other than Alcohol or Tobacco Use: N/A

Alcohol Use: N/A

Cigarette Use: N/A

Provide an analysis of the LSS’s progress toward meeting each substance abuse Performance Target and identify the actions that will be
taken if adequate progress is not being made. (Use additional space as needed.)

Survey
(Last 30 Days).

Cigarette use in:
6th grade: 2.4%
8th grade: 6.2%
10th grade: 12.9%
12th grade: 23.0%

Reduce cigarette use in:
6th grade (from 1.7% to 1.5%)
8th grade (from 7.0% to 6.3%)
10th grade (from 14.6% to 13.1%)
12th grade (from 20.1% to 18.0%)

The level of
substance abuse
in middle and
high schools as
measured by the
Maryland
Adolescent

Actual Performance
(2004 MAS)

By the end of SY 2009-10:

Baseline (2002 MAS) &
SY 2009-10 Performance
Targets

4.2

Performance
Indicator

Table A-2

A-2 PROGRESS TOWARD PERFORMANCE TARGETS:
Actual Performance
(2007 MAS)
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Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools
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(from 1.6% to 1.5%)

Refusal to obey school
policies/regulations

Insubordination
(from .09% to .08%)

Classroom disruptions
(from 6.7% to 6.2%)

Reduce the percentage of
suspensions and expulsions for:

Baseline (SY 2002-03) &
SY 2009-10 Performance
Targets

Actual Performance: .01%
Actual Performance: 1.8%

Actual Performance: 1.2%

Actual Performance: 6.9%

SY 2006-07 Performance (%)

Actual Performance: .01%

Actual Performance: 6.3%

SY 2005-06 Performance (%)

Actual Performance: 1.8%

Actual Performance: .01%*

Actual Performance: 6.0%

SY 2007-08 Performance (%)

The Baltimore County Public Schools will continue to provide teachers and staff additional workshops and training to provide strategies on positive
behavior and classroom management through inservice courses which includes: Crisis Prevention Institute, Cooperative Discipline, Multiple
Approaches to Behavioral Intervention and Classroom Management A-Z.

Collaborate with the Office of Psychological Services to continue to include additional schools in the implementation of “PBIS”.

Provide technical assistance and additional training as needed to schools in how to manage difficult students, positive classroom management, and
cooperative discipline strategies.

•

•

•

Refusal to Obey School Policies/Regulations:

Insubordination:
*a change in tracking insubordination as a separate category for the 2007-08 school year will affect totals in future years.

Classroom Disruptions: N/A

Provide an analysis of the LSS’s progress toward meeting each suspension Performance Target and identify the actions that will be taken
if adequate progress is not being made. (Use additional space as needed).

The percentage of
out-of-school school
suspensions and
expulsions by offense.

4.3

Performance
Indicator

Table A-2
(Continued)
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Expand the G.R.E.A.T. Program (Gang Resistance Education and Training) to provide a school-based, officer instructed program which includes
classroom instruction and various learning activities.

Continue to ensure students and parents read and understand students’ behavior, rights and responsibilities as outlined in the “Student Handbook”.

Continue to collaborate with the Division of Curriculum and Instruction to revise and update curriculum related to conflict resolution, anger
management, and positive behavior.

Provide training to administrators and staff on Positive Behavior Discipline, Student Support Teams, and 504 Plans.

Provide schools with updated resources and trainings addressing positive behavior. Include strategies and interventions to teach discipline and address
inappropriate behavior, such as bullying and harassment, insubordination, and gang-like behavior.

Provide school administrators, selected teachers, school counselors, and School Resource Officers strategies in prevention/intervention and safety
related issues through media reports, trainings, and the Safe Schools Conference.

•

•

•

•

•

•

ATTACHMENT 11

TITLE IV, PART A
SAFE AND DRUG-FREE SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITIES

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Fiscal Year 2009

B. ALLOWABLE ACTIVITIES [Section 4115(b)(2)] - Provide the following for all Title IV, Part A
activities that will be implemented: (a) A brief description of the services (b) How the services will be
targeted to schools and students with the greatest need, and (c) Timelines for when the services will be
completed; (d) Cost of services for public schools; and (e) Cost of services to nonpublic schools.
B-1 Programs and Activities to Promote Drug and Violence Prevention
Allowable Activities

Provide a brief description of the specific
services, How services will be targeted to
schools and students with the greatest need,
timelines, and measurable outcomes.

Public School
Cost

1.1 Age appropriate and developmentally based
activities that –
• Address the consequences of violence and the
illegal use of drugs, as appropriate;
• Promote a sense of individual responsibility;
• Teach students that most people do not
illegally use drugs;
• Teach students to recognize social and peer
pressure to use drugs illegally and the skills for
resisting illegal drug use;
• Teach students about the dangers of emerging
drugs;
• Engage students in the learning process; and
• Incorporate activities in secondary schools that
reinforce prevention activities implemented in
elementary schools [section 4115(b)(2)(A)].

Program/Activity: Provide the Gang
Resistance Education and Training (GREAT)
Program to Grade 6 students in three middle
schools. The GREAT Program is a schoolbased, law enforcement officer instructed
classroom curriculum which incorporates
elements of self esteem, violence prevention
and conflict resolution in order to decrease
delinquency, youth violence, and gang
membership.

$1,500

Nonpublic
School
Cost

Targeting: The 2008 Harassment and
Bullying Report indicates the greatest number
of incidents were perpetrated by 12 year olds.
Schools have reported an overall increase of
suspension 0.3% in SY 2005-2006 and up
1.7 % in 2006-2007.
Timeline: 9/08-6/09
Outcomes: By the end of SY 2008-2009
suspension rates will decrease by 10%.
Program/Activity: Provide field trip
opportunities that focus on drug and violence
prevention to enhance and increase knowledge
of protective factors for risky behaviors in
order to support positive behavior and
violence prevention programs in PBIS and
Second Step schools.

$2,000

Timeline: 9/08-6/09
Outcomes: By the end of SY 2008-2009, 90%
of participating students in grades K-12 will
identify consequences of drug use and poor
behavior as documented in posttests
established by each school.
Program/Activity: Administrative salaries,
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1.2 Activities that involve families, community
sectors (which may include appropriately trained
seniors), and a variety of drug and violence
prevention providers in setting clear expectations
against violence and illegal use of drugs and
appropriate consequences for violence and illegal
use of drugs [section 4115(b)(2)(B)].

FICA, WC, retirement, health, mileage, and
supplies (centralized costs that will cover the
entire grant).
Program/Activity: Provide parent/guardian
programs, family nights out, and other school
activities involving the participation of
parents/guardians to address violence and drug
abuse prevention.

$304,934
$1,000

Targeting: Schools with high suspension
rates for alcohol, tobacco, and other drug
offenses and disruptive behavior.
Timeline: 7/08-6/09
Outcomes: Parents/guardians will be taught
skills to interact positively with their children.
The effectiveness of the program will be
documented by the number of positive
evaluations and number of correct test
responses as determined by an assessment tool
created by the school parent involvement
committee.

1.3 Disseminating information about drug and
violence prevention to schools and the
community [section 4115(b)(2)(C)].

Program/Activity: Provide age-appropriate
and relevant incentives, assemblies,
informational brochures, books, and other
drug and violence prevention information
through school and community fairs,
classroom presentations, and training
workshops.

$10,000

Targeting: The comprehensive health
education survey indicate an increase in
knowledge gains after educational
intervention(s).
Timeline: 7/08-6/09

1.4 Community-wide planning and organizing
activities to reduce violence and illegal drug
use, which may include gang activity
prevention [Section 4115(b)(2)(E)(i)].

2008 BTE Annual Update

Outcomes: By the end of SY 2008-2009,
90% of participating students in grades K-12
will be able to identify consequences of drug
use and poor behavior as documented in
posttests each school will develop and
administer.
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$13,083

ATTACHMENT 11

TITLE IV, PART A
SAFE AND DRUG-FREE SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITIES

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Fiscal Year 2009

B. ALLOWABLE ACTIVITIES [Section 4115(b)(2)], Continued.
B-1 Programs and Activities to Promote Drug and Violence Prevention
Allowable Activities

1.5 Providing professional development and training
for, and involvement of, school personnel, pupil
services personnel, parents, and interested
community members in prevention, education,
early identification and intervention, mentoring,
or rehabilitation referral, as related to drug and
violence prevention [section 4115(b)(2)(D)].

Provide a brief description of the specific
services, How services will be targeted to
schools and students with the greatest need,
timelines, and measurable outcomes.

Public School
Costs

Program/Activity: Provide all new teachers
with strategies from Crisis Prevention
Institute (CPI), Cooperative Discipline, and
Stop and Think to teach discipline, develop
positive relationships with students, prevent
disruptive or violent behavior in classrooms,
and maintain a safe and orderly learning
environment. Trainings will take place at the
New Teacher Orientation and during periodic
school trainings.

$2,052

Nonpublic
School
Costs

Targeting: Schools have reported an overall
increase of suspension 0.3% in SY 2005-2006
and up 1.7 % in 2006-2007.
Timeline: 8/08-6/09
Outcomes: By the end of SY 2008-2009,
schools will report a decrease of at least 2% of
suspensions.
Teachers will be taught new strategies to
improve student behavior.
Program/Activity: Provide drug and violence
prevention and intervention training for staff
on current trends, updates, and statistics.

$5,110

Targeting: Schools have reported an overall
increase of suspensions 0.3% in SY 20052006 and an increase of 1.7 % in 2006-2007.
Timeline: 7/08-6/09
Outcomes: Staff will be taught prevention
and intervention strategies for adolescents as
measured in pretests and posttests.
Program/Activity: Provide the annual Safe
Schools/SRO conference for all school-based
administrators, selected teachers, school
counselors, School Resource Officers, and
other student support services staff from all
schools.

$12,300

Timeline: September 2008
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Outcomes: Staff will be taught best practices,
and strategies in promoting positive behavior
and ensuring safe and orderly learning
environments as measured by evaluations and
surveys.

1.6 Evaluating any of the allowable activities and
collecting objective data to assess program
needs, program implementation, or program
success in achieving program goals and
objectives [section 4115(b)(2)(F)].
1.7 Expanded and improved school-based mental
health services related to illegal drug use and
violence, including early identification of
violence and illegal drug use, assessment, and
direct or group counseling services provided to
students, parents, families, and school personnel
by qualified school-based mental health service
providers [section 4115(b)(2)(E)(vii)].
1.8 Conflict resolution programs, including peer
mediation programs that educate and train peer
mediators and a designated faculty supervisor,
and youth anti-crime and anti-drug councils and
activities [section 4115(b)(2)(E)(viii)].

Program/Activity: Provide students
participating in peer mediation programs
incentives for involvement in these activities.

$400

Timeline: 9/08-6/09
Outcomes: Students will be taught skills to
assist peers in deescalating potential explosive
situations as reported by documentation from
peer mediation evaluations.

1.9 Alternative education programs or services for
violent or drug abusing students that reduce the
need for suspension or expulsion or that serve
students who have been suspended or expelled
from the regular educational settings, including
programs or services to assist students to make
continued progress toward meeting the State
academic achievement standards and to reenter
the regular education setting [section
4115(b)(2)(E)(ix)].
1.10 Drug and violence prevention activities designed
to reduce truancy [section 4115(b)(2)(E)(xii)].
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ATTACHMENT 11

TITLE IV, PART A
SAFE AND DRUG-FREE SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITIES

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Fiscal Year 2009

B. ALLOWABLE ACTIVITIES [Section 4115(b)(2)], Continued.
B-1 Programs and Activities to Promote Drug and Violence Prevention
Allowable Activities

Provide a brief description of the specific
services, How services will be targeted to
schools and students with the greatest need,
timelines, and measurable outcomes.

Public School
Costs

Program/Activity: Utilizing a selected
evidence-based program, mental health service
personnel will provide support services to
secondary schools in order to prevent,
identify, educate, and intervene with students
at risk of violent behavior and use of drugs.

$35,625

Program/Activity: Contracted services for
Safe Schools Consultant to provide technical
assistance and support to schools to prevent,
identify, educate, and intervene with students
at risk of violent behavior and use of drugs.

$8,339

Program/Activity: Provide training and best
practices updates on violence prevention and
substance abuse prevention by attendance at a
selected drug and violence prevention
conference.

$1,500

Nonpublic
School
Costs

1.11 Programs that encourage students to seek advice
from, and to confide in, a trusted adult regarding
concerns about violence and illegal drug use
[section 4115(b)(2)(E)(xi)].
1.12 Counseling, mentoring, referral services, and
other student assistance practices and programs,
including assistance provided by qualified
school-based mental health services providers
and the training of teachers by school-based
mental health services providers in appropriate
identification and intervention techniques for
students at risk of violent behavior and illegal
use of drugs [section 4115(b)(2)(E)(x)].

Targeting: Suspension rates for 9th through
12th graders have increased since the 20052006 SY.
Timeline: 7/08-6/09
Outcomes: Schools will report a 10%
decrease in suspension/expulsion rates in
dangerous substances offenses and a 10%
decrease in disruptive behavior offenses.
Schools will report a 10% increase of number
of referrals for support as measured by the
mental health providers.

1.13 Age-appropriate, developmentally-based
violence prevention and education programs that
address victimization associated with prejudice
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and intolerance, and that include activities
designed to help students develop a sense of
individual responsibility and respect for the
rights of others, and to resolve conflicts without
violence [section 4115(b)(2)(E)(xiii)].
1.14 Emergency intervention services following
traumatic crisis events, such as a shooting, major
accident, or a drug-related incident that have
disrupted the learning environment [section
4115(b)(2)(E)(xv)].
1.15 Establishing or implementing a system for
transferring suspension and expulsion records,
consistent with section 444 of the General
Education Provisions Act (20 U.S.C. 1232g), by
a local school system to any public or private
elementary school or secondary school [section
4115(b)(2)(E)(xvi)].
1.16 Community service, including community
service performed by expelled students, and
service-learning projects [section
4115(b)(2)(E)(xix].
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ATTACHMENT 11 TITLE IV, PART A
SAFE AND DRUG-FREE SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITIES
Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Fiscal Year 2009

B. ALLOWABLE ACTIVITIES [Section 4115(b)(2)], Continued.
B-1 Programs and Activities to Promote Drug and Violence Prevention
Allowable Activities

1.17 Developing and implementing character
education programs, as a component of drug and
violence prevention programs, that consider the
views of students and parents of the students for
whom the program is intended, e.g., a program
described in subpart 3 of part D of Title V
[section 4115(b)(2)(E)(xvii)].

Provide a brief description of the specific
services, How services will be targeted to
schools and students with the greatest need,
timelines, and measurable outcomes.

Public School
Costs

Program/Activity: Provide training and
support to all schools in the development and
implementation of character education as an
ongoing process through the infusion of
character building into the curriculum.

$2,000

Nonpublic
School
Costs

Targeting: Suspension/expulsion data
indicates an increase in number of offenses
and number of students suspended.
Timeline: 7/08 to 6/09
Outcomes: By the end of SY 2008-2009,
suspension/expulsion data will decrease by
10%.

1.18 Conducting a nationwide background check of
each local school system employee regardless of
when hired, and prospective employees for the
purpose of determining whether the employee or
prospective employee has been convicted of a
crime that bears upon the employee's fitness
[section 4115(b)(2)(E)(xx)].
1.19 Programs to train school personnel to identify
warning signs of youth suicide and to create an
action plan to help youth at risk of suicide
[section 4115(b)(2)(E)(xxi)].
1.20 Programs to meet the needs of students faced
with domestic violence or child abuse [section
4115(b)(2)(E)(xxii)].
1.21 Consistent with the fourth amendment to the
Constitution of the United States, the testing of a
student for illegal drug use or the inspecting of a
student's locker for weapons or illegal drugs or
drug paraphernalia, including at the request of or
with the consent of a parent or legal guardian of
the students, if the local school system elects to
test or inspect [section 4115(b)(2)(E)(xiv)].
1.22 Establishing and maintaining a school safety
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hotline [section 4115(b)(2)(E)(xviii)].

Amount for PROGRAMS and ACTIVITIES:
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$13,083

ATTACHMENT 11 TITLE IV, PART A
SAFE AND DRUG-FREE SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITIES
Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Fiscal Year 2009

B. ALLOWABLE ACTIVITIES [Section 4115(b)(2)], Continued.
B-2 Specific Programs to Promote and Implement Security Measures. Note: No more than 40 percent of the Title IV,
Part A funds may be used to carry out activities identified with an asterisk (*). Of this 40 percent, not more than 50
percent (i.e., no more than 20 percent of the total Title IV-A distribution) may be used for security measures or
activities identified with a plus (+), only if funding for these activities is not received from other federal agencies.
Allowable Activities

Provide a brief description of the specific
services, How services will be targeted to
schools and students with the greatest need,
timelines, and measurable outcomes.

Public School
Costs

Program/Activity: Provide training for Safe
Schools Liaisons including updates and best
practices in safety and security, GREAT,
Critical Incident Planning, anti-bullying,
internet safety, school law, and other
evidence- based programs.

$4,000

Nonpublic
School
Costs

2.1 *+Acquiring and installing metal detectors,
electronic locks, surveillance cameras, or other
related equipment and technologies. [section
4115(b)(2)(E)(ii)].
2.2 *+Reporting criminal offences committed on
school property [section 4115(b)(2)(E)(iii)].
2.3 *+Developing and implementing comprehensive
school security plans or obtaining technical
assistance concerning such plans, which may
include obtaining a security assessment or
assistance from the School Security and
Technology Resource Center at the Sandia
National Laboratory located in Albuquerque,
New Mexico [section 4115(b)(2)(E)(iv)].
2.4 *+Supporting safe zones of passage activities
that ensure that students travel safely to and from
school, which may include bicycle and
pedestrian safety programs [section
4115(b)(2)(E)(v)].
2.5 *The hiring and mandatory training, based on
scientific research, of school security personnel
(including school resource officers) who interact
with students in support of youth drug and
violence prevention activities under this part that
are implemented in the school [section
4115(b)(2)(E)(vi)].

Targeting: The increase in the number of
police calls for service at secondary schools.
Timeline: 7/08-6/09
Outcomes: Police calls of service will
decrease by 10%.
Program/Activity: Provide part-time SRO
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secondary uniform employment for one
alternative education program. The police
officer will provide law-related education to
students, foster positive attitudes regarding the
police’s role in society, maintaining a safe and
secure environment conducive to learning, and
law enforcement.
Targeting: 2007 suspension/expulsion data
indicates mental health issues, gang related
violence, and the propensity for violence
against staff members and other students
increased approximately 10%.
Timeline: 8/08-6/09
Outcomes: The alternative school program
will report a decrease in violent behaviors by
10% as reported by suspension/expulsion data
and police calls for service.
By the end of SY 2008-2009, at least 85% of
school staff and students will report feeling
safe in the school environment as reported by
the SRO survey results.

Amount FOR SECURITY MEASURES
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ATTACHMENT 11: TITLE IV, PART A
SAFE AND DRUG-FREE SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITIES

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools
C.

Fiscal Year 2009

DRUG AND VIOLENCE PREVENTION PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES: Provide the information
requested below for the drug & violence prevention programs and activities that will be used during
SY 2008-09. Complete Table D-1 to request a waiver for programs/activities funded by Title IV, Part A
that do not meet the scientifically based research criteria.

TABLE
C-1

Grade

Drug & Violence Prevention Programs, Activities, and Curricula
Programs/Activities/Curricula

(i.e., Life Skills, Here’s Looking At You, Second Step, etc.)

Scientifically Based
Researched
(Yes/No)

SDFSCA
Funds Used
(Yes/No)

K

Curriculum has health component

Yes

No

1

Making Connections with Your Health

Yes

No

Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports

Yes

Yes

Stop and Think

Yes

No

Making Connections with Your Health

Yes

No

Second Step Program

Yes

No

Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports

Yes

Yes

Stop and Think

Yes

No

Making Connections with Your Health

Yes

No

Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports

Yes

Yes

Stop and Think

Yes

No

Making Connections with Your Health

Yes

No

Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports

Yes

Yes

Stop and Think

Yes

No

Making Connections with Your Health

Yes

No

Second Step Program

Yes

No

Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports

Yes

Yes

Stop and Think

Yes

No

2

3

4

5
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6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Grade 6 comprehensive Health Education

Yes

No

DARE (Drug Abuse Resistance Education)

No

No

GREAT (Gang Resistance Education and Training)

Yes

Yes

Life Skills

Yes

No

Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports

Yes

Yes

Grade 7 Comprehensive Health Education

Yes

No

Life Skills

Yes

No

Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports

Yes

Yes

High School Health

Yes

No

Life Skills

Yes

No

Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports

Yes

Yes

High School Health

Yes

No

Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports

Yes

Yes

High School Health

Yes

No

Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports

Yes

Yes

High School Health

Yes

No

Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports

Yes

Yes

High School Health

Yes

No

Positive Behavioral Interventions and Supports

Yes

Yes

Percentage of schools using scientifically based researched programs (SBRPs) to reduce disruption. 58%
Percentage of schools using SBRPs to reduce disruption in which the staff is trained to implement the SBRP.
30%.
Does the LSS conduct school climate surveys? √ YES NO. If YES, what percentage of students reports a
positive connection to school? 93.5%
*The BCPS curricula have not gone through scientific review, but all curricula continues to be based on the
characteristics of effective research-based health education programs.
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ATTACHMENT 11 TITLE IV, PART A
SAFE AND DRUG-FREE SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITIES

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools
D.

Fiscal Year 2009

PROGRAM ACTIVITY WAIVER REQUEST FORM [Section 4115(a)(3)]

Table D-1

PROGRAM/ACTIVITY WAIVER REQUEST FORM

Background: Section 4115 of Title IV-A indicates that all programs or activities must comply with the Principles of
Effectiveness. Principle three requires that all programs or activities developed or implemented using Title IV-A funds must
be based on scientifically based research that provides evidence that the program or activity will reduce violence and/or illegal
drug use.
In accordance with section 4115(a)(3), this scientifically based research requirement may be waived by MSDE in those
instances where a local school system implements innovative programs and/or activities that demonstrate substantial likelihood
of success but do not meet the scientifically based definition.
Directions to Request a Waiver: Provide supporting information in the space below to justify why a waiver should be granted
by MSDE. Describe the program or activity that the local school system would like to implement and how this program or
activity demonstrates a substantial likelihood of success.
Name of program/activity:
N/A

Brief description of the program/activity:

Describe how this program/activity demonstrates a substantial likelihood of success (i.e., measurable outcomes achieved
from the use of this program/activity):
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Signature–Title IV, Part A SDFSCA Project Director _________________________ Date ___________________
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ATTACHMENT 11

TITLE IV, PART A
SAFE AND DRUG-FREE SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITIES

Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Fiscal Year 2009

E. ANNUAL CERTIFICATION OF EQUITABLE SERVICES TO STUDENTS IN PRIVATE
(NONPUBLIC) SCHOOLS [ESEA, SECTION 9501].
1.

Participating Private Schools and Services: Complete information in Attachment 6-B on page 31
regarding the names of participating private schools and the number of private school students
and/or staff that will benefit from the services.

2.

Describe the school system's process for providing equitable participation to students in private
schools:
a) The manner and extent of consultation with the officials of interested private schools during all
phases of the development and design of the Title IV-A services;
All nonpublic schools in the BCPS service area were invited to a Federal Programs meeting conducted
by Office of Grants Compliance on February 4, 2008.
b) The basis for determining the needs of private school children and teachers;
Baltimore County Public Schools’ staff discusses with each nonpublic school the needs of its staff and
students.
c)

How services, location of services, and grade levels or areas of services were decided and agreed
upon; and
Baltimore County Public Schools’ staff meet/consult several times during the school year with staff
from the nonpublic schools to get input as to the design of the Title IV-A services.

d) The differences, if any, between the Title IV-A services that will be provided to public and
private school students and teachers, and the reasons for any differences. (Note: The school
system provides services on an equitable basis to private school children whether or not the
services are the same Title IV-A services the district provides to the public school children. The
expenditures for such services, however, must be equal -- consistent with the number of children
served -- to Title IV-A services provided to public school children.)
Any differences in services provided between public and private school students and teachers are based
upon the individual identified needs of students and teachers in those schools.
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F.

BUDGET INFORMATION AND NARRATIVE
1.

Complete a detailed budget on the MSDE Title IV-A Proposed Budget Form. The Proposed Budget
must reflect how the funds will be spent, organized according to the budget objectives, and correlated
to the activities and costs detailed in Part C, Allowable Activities. MSDE budget forms are available
in Excel format through the local finance officer or at the MSDE Bridge to Excellence Master Plan
Web Site at www.marylandpublicschools.org.

2.

Provide a detailed budget narrative using the attached “Guidance for Completion of the Budget
Narrative for Individual Grants”. The accompanying budget narrative should (a) detail how the
school system will use no more than 2% of the funds for administrative costs, and (b) demonstrate
the extent to which the budget is both reasonable and cost-effective.

G. ATTACHMENTS 4-A & B, 5-A and B, and 6-A and B
Be certain to complete all appropriate templates in Part II:
Attachment 4: School Level “Spreadsheet” Budget Summary.
Attachment 5: Transfer of ESEA Funds
Attachment 6: Consolidation of ESEA Funds for Local Administration
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ATTACHMENT 11 TITLE IV, PART A
SAFE AND DRUG-FREE SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITIES
Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Fiscal Year 2009

TRANSFER OF TITLE IV, PART A ESEA FUNDS [Section 6123(b)]
A local school system (LSS) may transfer up to 50 percent of the funds allocated to it by formula
under four major ESEA programs to any one of the programs, or to Title I (Up to 30 percent if the
LSS is in school improvement). The LSS must consult with nonpublic school officials regarding the
transfer of funds. In transferring funds, the LSS must: (1) deposit funds in the original fund;
(2) show as expenditure – line item transfer from one fund to another, and (3) reflect amounts
transferred on expenditure reports.
Total FY
2009
Allocation

$__N/A_____

Amount ($)
transferred
from Title IV,
Part A
$___N/A______

Amount ($) transferred into each of the following programs
Title
I-A

Title
II-A

Title
II-D

Title
V-A

$___N/A_____

$___N/A______

$__N/A_______

$___N/A______

Briefly describe how the transfer of funds most effectively addresses the unique needs of the LSS.
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________
NOTE: 50% limitation for local school systems not identified for school improvement or corrective action.
30% limitation for districts identified for school improvement. A school system identified for corrective
action may not use the fund transfer option.
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ATTACHMENT 11 TITLE IV, PART A
SAFE AND DRUG-FREE SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITIES
Local School System: Baltimore County Public Schools

Fiscal Year 2009

BUDGET SUMMARY
PUBLIC

PRIVATE

TOTAL

$81,826

$13,083

$94,909

$8,065

$0

$8,065

FY 2009

Programs and Activities

SECURITY MEASURES
$304,934
SALARIES (FOR FULL AND PART-TIME SDFSCA
STAFF – INCLUDE ALL BENEFITS)
$8,158
2% ADMINISTRATIVE COST
$104,017
Carryover to FY 2010 (See NOTE 1 below)
$0
Transfers under Section 6123(b)
$312,049
Total FY 2009 Expenditures

NOTE 1: 75% OF THE FY 2009 ALLOCATION MUST BE SPENT BY JUNE 30, 2009. A LSS MAY NOT
CARRYOVER MORE THAN 25% OF ITS ALLOCATION INTO THE NEXT FISCAL YEAR UNLESS IT
CAN DEMONSTRATE, TO THE SATISFACTION OF THE SEA, THAT IT HAS “GOOD CAUSE” FOR
SUCH A CARRYOVER. [SECTION 4114(A)(3) OF THE SDFSCA].
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Budget Narrative Title IV
Category/
Object
Instructional Staff
Development
Other Charges

Student
Transportation
Contracted
Services
Administration
Centralized
Support Salary

Line Item

Calculation

Amount

Gang Resistance
Education And
Training
(G.R.E.A.T.)
airfare & per diem
Activity 1.1
PBIS and Second
Step field trips
Activity 1.1

3 officers @
$500

$1,500

10 bus trips
@ $200

$2,000

$2,000

*Administrative
Secretary I
*Secretary II

1 FTE @
$45,610
1 FTE @
$29,363
1 FTE @
$88,883
.5 FTE @
$53,971

$45,610

$45,610

$29,363

$29,363

$88,883

$88,883

$53,971

$53,971

$16,664
$2,004
$25,486
$38,630

$82,784

12 months x
$202.80 +/-

$2,435

$2,435

3,739 miles
per year @
.505 per mile

$1,888

$1,888

$308,434

$308,434

*Specialist

Fixed Charges

Administration
Centralized
Support
Supplies
Administration
Centralized
Support
Other Charges

*Coordinator
*These are
centralized costs
that will cover the
entire grant
Activity 1.1
*FICA
*WC
*Retirement
*Health, Life,
Dental
*These are
centralized costs
that will cover the
entire grant
Activity 1.1
Office supplies
Activity 1.1
*Mileage
*These are
centralized costs
that will cover the
entire grant
Activity 1.1

Total Activity 1.1
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Total
$1,500
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Budget Narrative Title IV

Category/
Object
Instruction
Regular Programs
Other Charges

Line Item

Incentives for
participation in
Parent
Workshops
Activity 1.2
Instruction
Materials for
Regular Programs
Parent
Supplies & Materials Workshops
Activity 1.2
Total Activity 1.2
Instruction
Drug & violence
Regular Programs
prevention
Transfers
programs for
nonpublic
schools
Activity 1.3
Instruction
Drug & violence
Regular Programs
prevention
Other Charges
incentives
Instruction
Drug & violence
Regular Programs
prevention field
Contracted Services trips/assemblies
Activity 1.3
Student
Drug & violence
Transportation
prevention field
Contracted Services trips
Activity 1.3
Instruction
Drug & violence
Regular Programs
prevention
Supplies & Materials materials
Activity 1.3
Total Activity 1.3
Instructional Staff
Classroom Mgmt
Development
& Positive
Salaries
Behavior
instructor
salaries
Activity 1.5
Fixed Charges
FICA & WC
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Calculation

Amount

InKind

Total

10 workshops
@ $50

$500

10 workshops
@ $50

$500

$500

$1,000
$13,083

$1,000
$13,083

25 schools @
$120

$3,000

$3,000

35 trips &/or
assemblies
@ $100

$3,500

$3,500

10 trips @
$100

$1,000

$1,000

50 schools @
$50

$2,500

$2,500

$23,083
$1,890

$23,083
$1,890

$162

$162

14,700
students @
$.89 per
student

4 courses @
$472.50

$1,890 x
8.57%
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Budget Narrative Title IV

Category/
Object
Instructional Staff
Development
Other Charges

Instructional Staff
Development Salary

Fixed Charges
Instructional Staff
Development Other
Charges
Instructional Staff
Development
Contracted Services

Total Activity 1.5
Instruction
Regular Programs
Other Charges

Total Activity 1.8
Administration
Centralized Support
Other Charges
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Line Item

Calculation

Amount

Drug & Violence
Prevention
conference
registrations for
individual school
staff
Activity 1.5
Substitutes for
Drug and
Violence
Prevention
conference
Activity 1.5
FICA & WC
Activity 1.5
Incentives for
School Resource
Officers’
meetings
Activity 1.5
Annual Safe
Schools/SRO
conference &
training facility
rental & food
Activity 1.5

35
registrations
@ $70

$2,450

35 substitutes
@ $70 avg.

$2,450

$2,450

$210

$210

$300

$300

$12,000

$12,000

$19,462
$400

$19,462
$400

$400
$1,500

$400
$1,500

Incentives for
Students Against
Destructive
Decisions/Peer
Leader student
training
Activity 1.8
National Drug &
Violence
Prevention
Conference –
Administrator
Activity 1.12

$2,450 x
8.57%
3 meetings
@ $100

4 days x
$3,000 (800
@ $15 =
$12,000)

4 days @
$100

1 person @
$1,500

Baltimore County Public Schools
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Total
$2,450
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Budget Narrative Title IV

Category/
Object
Administration
Centralized Support
Salary
Fixed Charges
Instruction
Regular Programs
Contracted Services

Line Item
Safe Schools
Consultant
Activity 1.12
FICA & WC
Activity 1.12
Epoch & First
Step mental
health counseling
for drug &
violence
prevention
Activity 1.12

Total Activity 1.12

Instruction
Regular Programs
Supplies &
Materials

Character
Education
materials
Activity 1.17

Calculation
$30 hr x 8
hrs/wk x 32
wks

Administration
Centralized
Support
Salary
Fixed Charges

National
Association of
School Resource
Officers
conference &
Advanced Training
– hotel, airfare, per
diem, registration
Activity 2.5
Secondary
Uniformed
Employment
Activity 2.5
FICA & WC

Administration
Business Support
Transfers

Indirect Cost

Total
$7,680

$659
$35,625

$45,464
$2,000

$2,000
$4,000

$2,000
$4,000

2 corporate
staff @
$2,000

$31.20 per/hr
x 2 hrs/day x
5 days x 12
weeks =
$3,744
$3,744 x
8.57%
2% x
$407,908

TOTAL
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InKind

$45,464
40 schools @ $2,000
$50

Total Activity 2.5
Subtotal

$7,680

$7,680 x
$659
8.57%
30 schools x $35,625
2 hr/wk x 25
wk @ $23.75

Total Activity 1.17

Instructional Staff
Development
Other Charges

Amount

Baltimore County Public Schools

$3,744

$321

$3,744

$321

$8,065

$8,065

$407,908

$407,908

$416,066

$416,066

$8,158

$8,158
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Budget Narrative Title IV

Note: MSDE grant and budget forms are available at:
http://www.marylandpublicschools.org/MSDE/divisions/superintendent/gran
ts/Budget+Information
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103Attachment 12

Title I, Part D
Prevention and Intervention Programs for
Children And Youth Who Are Neglected,
Delinquent, or At-Risk
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ATTACHMENT 12 TITLE I, PART D
PREVENTION AND INTERVENTION PROGRAMS FOR CHILDREN
AND YOUTH WHO ARE NEGLECTED, DELINQUENT, OR AT-RISK
Local School System: __Baltimore County Public Schools
TITLE I-D COORDINATOR: _ANDREW PARISER

___ Fiscal Year 2009

___________________________

Telephone: _410-887-2373______________ E-mail: __apariser@bcps.org______________
A. ALLOWABLE ACTIVITIES [Section 1424]: For all allowable activities that will be implemented under Title
I-D, (a) provide a brief description of services, (b) how the services will be coordinated with local institutions
for neglected and delinquent youth and/or correctional institutions, and (c) timelines or target dates. Provide
the amount of funding for the Title I-D services. Use separate pages as necessary for descriptions.
Allowable Activities

Brief Description of Specific
Services, Timelines or Target Dates,
and Specific Goals, Objectives, and
Strategies Detailed in the 5-year
Comprehensive Bridge to Excellence
Master Plan, and Any Revisions to the
Plan As Part of This Annual Update,
Including Page Numbers

1.1 Programs that serve children and youth returning to
local schools from correctional facilities, to assist in
the transition of such children and youth to the
school environment and help them remain in school
in order to complete their education [section
1424(1)].

1.2 Dropout prevention programs which serve at-risk
children and youth, including pregnant and
parenting teens, children and youth who have come
in contact with the juvenile justice system, children
and youth at least 1 year behind their expected
grade level, migrant youth, immigrant youth,
students with limited English proficiency, and gang
members [section 1423(2)].
1.3 The coordination of health and social services for
such individuals if there is likelihood that the
provision of such services, including day care, drug
and alcohol counseling, and mental health services,
will improve the likelihood such individuals will
complete their education [section 1424(3)].
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The part-time dropout prevention teacher
provides supplemental instruction in the
classroom. The teacher works with the
content area teacher of record to use test
results and observations to plan
instruction and improve students’
academic achievement leading to the
accumulation of high school credits or
obtaining a GED. The transition
facilitator acts as a liaison between the
Baltimore County Detention Center and
local schools, community colleges,
alternative schools, etc., where students
will be returning.
7/07-6/08

Public School Costs

$35,411.00

Based on test results and classroom
observations, the part-time dropout
prevention teacher and the transition
facilitator make referrals to appropriate
agencies for counseling, drug/alcohol
treatment, and/or education. The staff
also works with Baltimore County
personnel to make interagency referrals
for services, including health care,
nutrition, parenting, HIV/AIDS, risk
assessment and counseling, substance
abuse issues and childcare.
7/07-6/08
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1.4 Special programs to meet the unique academic
needs of participating children and youth, including
vocational and technical education, special
education, career counseling, curriculum-based
youth entrepreneurship education, and assistance in
securing student loans or grants for postsecondary
education [section 1424(4)].

The part-time dropout prevention teacher,
transition facilitator, and the clerk collect
and enter data to facilitate working with
the personnel from other offices to
coordinate services related to career
counseling, technology education, job
searches, skill building, resumes, and
tutoring. If appropriate, the teacher
gathers data on IEPs and also works with
students to set goals and instructional
management plans. The Aztec software
program and STAR pretesting and posttesting are used to track progress and
provide other instructional options to
students.
7/07-6/08

$7,153.00

1.5 Programs providing mentoring and peer mediation
[section 1424(5)].

ATTACHMENT 12 TITLE I, PART D
PREVENTION AND INTERVENTION PROGRAMS FOR CHILDREN
AND YOUTH WHO ARE NEGLECTED, DELINQUENT, OR AT-RISK
Local School System: __Baltimore County Public Schools

____ Fiscal Year 2009

B. LOCAL AGENCY PROGRAMS
1.

Provide a description of the characteristics (including learning difficulties, substance abuse problems, and
other special needs) of the children and youth who will be returning from correctional facilities, and an
accounting of these individuals. Also include the number of individuals returning to the system. Describe
what services are provided.
In addition to classroom instruction, the students housed at the Baltimore County Detention Center have needs
such as counseling, drug/alcohol/substance abuse; health, including HIV/AIDS; nutrition; career counseling;
learning disabilities; and academic needs. The part-time dropout prevention teacher and/or transition facilitator
make referrals for services provided by the Detention Center, such as substance abuse treatment, anger
management therapy groups, life skills instructional classes, and medical and psychiatric treatment. Incarcerated
youth receive assistance in accessing linkages to community programs when students are released. Additionally,
students receive case management and transition services upon their return to the community. This occurs
through using resources at the school, community, and detention center; including specialized programs,
counseling, life skill enhancement, and health service referral.
There is a comprehensive program at the Detention Center to serve at-risk, incarcerated students and case
management/referral for students when they return to the community. When students who are released from the
Detention Center are eligible for alternative schools, GEDs, or community colleges, the transition facilitator
makes these referrals. Since many of the students who are released from the Detention Center are studying for
the GED, they are referred to one of the eight GED sites supported by Baltimore County Public Schools (BCPS)
and the Maryland State Department of Education. A GED recruiter receives lists of students being released and
attempts to contact them at their residence and enroll them in a community program. If the student is still
enrolled in high school and has worked on the regular curriculum, they are referred back to the PPW and the
home school for placement. Students referred to alternative high schools receive innovative curriculum,
counseling, and social skills. Staff from the Detention Center, BCPS Office of Alternative Education, and the
Baltimore County Department of Social Services work collaboratively to ensure that students return to regular
public schools or alternative schools, or participate in GED programs and receive appropriate assistance in order
to be successful.
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2.

Provide a description of how the programs will involve the parents in efforts to improve the education
achievement of their children.
Pupil personnel workers, as the liaisons between the home, school, and community, collaborate with school
administrators, teachers, agencies, human services providers, and other BCPS Student Support Services
personnel to coordinate services for families in order that students may achieve. As a site based service, school
social workers provide professional mental health services to the students and families through individual,
family, and group counseling. Regular and intensive interventions are provided to parents and families. Reports
of student progress from the computer integrated program, STAR, will be sent to schools and parents, as
appropriate.

3.

Provide a description of how the Neglected or Delinquent Program will be coordinated with other federal,
state, and local programs.
Title I, Part D provides funding for an part-time classroom teacher and an hourly transition facilitator to identify,
assess, and instruct delinquent and at risk youth incarcerated at the Baltimore County Detention Center. BCPS
provides a 1.0 FTE teacher, a part-time assessment specialist and a recruiter. The AGE grant supports an hourly
teacher. In addition to recurring instruction while detained, students receive case management and transition
services upon return to the community. The Detention Center staff members work with the BCPS Office of
Alternative Education to place students in GED programs or at the community college for job readiness/retention
skills. Students who return to Baltimore County schools where Maryland’s Tomorrow programs are housed
receive assistance in study skills, individualized help in subject areas, and career planning. Transition
coordinators in these programs aid students in the transition between school to work or higher education. At the
alternative high school level, a school counselor provides educational, personal, and vocational counseling. Staff
from the Detention Center, the BCPS Office of Alternative Education, and the Baltimore County Department of
Social Services work collaboratively to ensure that students are appropriately placed in either a regular public
school or alternative program.

4.

Provide a description of the steps the local school system will take to find alternative placement for
children and youth interested in continuing their education, but unable to participate in the regular public
school program.
Since many of the students who are released from the Baltimore County Detention Center are studying for the
GED, they are referred to one of the programs in the alternative schools or the evening high schools. If the
student has worked on the regular curriculum, they are referred back to the PPW and the home school for
alternative placement.

5.

Report by charting the last three years the progress the local school system is making in dropout
prevention. [Section 1426]
Since Title I, Part D funds are used to support the educational program at the Baltimore County Detention
Center, which is a locally operated correctional facility for delinquent children in which more than 30 percent of
its youth reside outside the boundaries of Baltimore County upon leaving the facility, BCPS is not required to
operate a dropout prevention program within its schools and uses all of its Subpart 2 funds for programs at the
Detention Center.

6.

Provide annually the number served during the period of the grant. The “period” is described as the
school year or period of funding from July 1 to September 30 the following year. [Section 1412 –
Eligibility]
During the period of the grant, 103 students were served at the Detention Center with Title I, Part D funds up to
June 16, 2008.
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ATTACHMENT 12 TITLE I, PART D
PREVENTION AND INTERVENTION PROGRAMS FOR CHILDREN
AND YOUTH WHO ARE NEGLECTED, DELINQUENT, OR AT-RISK
Local School System: __Baltimore County Public Schools
C.

____ Fiscal Year 2009

EVALUATION OF TITLE I-D PROGRAM ACTIVITIES: The local school system must evaluate the
program at least once every three years, disaggregating data on participation by gender, race, ethnicity,
and age to determine the program's impact on the ability of participants —
•
•
•
•
•

To maintain and improve educational achievement;
To accrue school credits that meet State requirements for grade promotion and secondary school graduation;
To make the transition to a regular program or other education program operated by the school system;
To complete secondary school (or secondary school equivalency requirements) and obtain employment after
leaving the correctional facility or institution for neglected or delinquent children and youth; and
As appropriate, to participate in postsecondary education and job training programs.

At a minimum, the evaluation must include information and data on the use of funds, the types of services
provided, and the students served by the programs. However, the evaluation should contain sufficient
information for the services that were provided and the effect on academic achievement.
In conducting each evaluation, the school system must use multiple and appropriate measures of student
progress. Because the new requirements under No Child Left Behind began in 2002, the first evaluation was due
to MSDE on October 17, 2005 as part of the annual Bridge to Excellence update, and a new evaluation will be
due each October as part of the annual update. The school system will use the results of the evaluation to plan
and improve subsequent programs for participating children and youth.

D. BUDGET INFORMATION AND NARRATIVE
1.

Provide a detailed budget on the MSDE Proposed Title I-D Budget Form. The Proposed Budget must reflect
how the funds will be spent, organized according to the budget objectives, and correlated to the activities and
costs detailed in Part A, Allowable Activities. MSDE budget forms are available through the local finance
officer or at the MSDE Bridge to Excellence Master Plan Web Site at www.marylandpublicschools.org.

2.

Provide a detailed budget narrative using the “Guidance for Completion of the Budget Narrative for Individual
Grants.” (pp. 11-13 of this guidance document). The accompanying budget narrative should: (a) detail how the
school system will use Title I-D funds to pay only reasonable and necessary direct administrative costs
associated with the operation of the Title I-D program; and (b) demonstrate the extent to which the budget is
both reasonable and cost-effective.

E. ATTACHMENTS 4-A and B, 5-A and B, and 6-A and B
Be certain to complete all appropriate templates in Part II:
Attachment 4: School Level Budget Summary
Attachment 5: Transfer of ESEA Funds
Attachment 6: Consolidation of ESEA Funds for Local Administration
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Budget Narrative
FY09 Title I Part D
Neglected & Delinquent

Category/Object
Regular Programs
Salaries & Wages

Fixed Charges

Line Item
Salary for part-time
Teacher
Balto Co. Detention Ctr.

Calculation
30 hrs per wk/33 wks
$27.30

Amount
$27,027

Salary for part-time
Clerical
Balto Co. Detention Ctr.

15 hrs per wk/33 wks
$13.31

$6,588

$6,588

Transition Facilitator
Part Time
Balto Co. Detention Ctr.

6 hrs per wk/33 wks
$27.30

$5,405

$5,405

$39,020 @ .0765
$39,020 @ .0092

$2,985
$359

Various supplies

$200

$200

$44,020 x
.0342/1.0342

$1,456

$1,456

$44,020

$44,020

Total Salary
FICA
WC

Materials and
Supplies

Materials and supplies
to address specific
needs of students,
printers, & technical
supplies

Administration
Business Support
Services/Transfers
Totals

Indirect Costs
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In-Kind

Total
$27,027

$39,020
$3,344
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The Bridge to Excellence in Public Schools Act
Fine Arts Responses
1. Describe the progress that was made in 2007-2008 toward meeting programs in
Fine Arts goals, strategies, and objectives articulated in the system’s Bridge to
Excellence (BTE) Master Plan.
Dance
Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy I
Curriculum alignment
•
•
•
•
•

The Middle School Dance Elective Guide was completed in the summer
of 2007 and disseminated to all appropriate teachers.
Ongoing professional development included break-out sessions for the
middle school teachers involved in implementing the curriculum.
An ongoing curriculum development project continued in collaboration
with the Office of Magnet Programs to address the need for curriculum in
the high school magnet programs.
Articulated Instructional Module (AIM) objectives were created for all
middle and high school programs.
A Scope and Sequence for K-12 dance was created in response to
recommendations from the Phi Delta Kappa (PDK) curriculum audit.

Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy II
Performance-based assessments
•
•
•

The Dance II Exam was completed in the summer of 2007 and distributed
to appropriate teachers at the August professional study day.
Ongoing professional development included break-out sessions for the
high school teachers involved in implementing the exam.
The Dance I and II Exams were given during the 2007-2008 school year.

Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy III
Professional development
•
•

Professional Development focused on Outcome III and production. Three
sessions on lighting for dance; one session on video for dance; and one
session on music editing for dance were provided.
Dance teachers received professional development in East Indian Dance,
Ballroom Dance, and yoga.

Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy IV
Facilities, equipment, materials, and supplies
•

Books, videos, and other support materials were purchased to support the
delivery of curriculum and instruction.
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Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy V
Enhance and develop programs
•
•
•
•

All fine arts dance program schools participated in the countywide dance
festival. Each school submitted one piece for professional adjudication.
Five fine arts dance programs participated in the countywide student
choreography showcase. Each student’s piece was professionally
adjudicated.
Each fine arts dance program received a residency program.
The second year of the All County Honors Ensemble included an audition
and several performances including the Maryland State Department of
Education (MSDE) Fine Arts Briefing in the fall of 2007.

Music
Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy I
Curriculum alignment
The following curriculum workshops took place summer 2007:
• The Advanced Placement (AP) Music Theory Supplement was developed
to provide additional resources to support high school teachers in the
development of individual AP Music Theory syllabi.
• World Music Grade 6 was aligned with the Social Studies Grade 6 World
Cultures curriculum to include the addition of the study of music from
China. Additional revisions to this guide will take place summer 2008.
• Elementary Instrumental Music: Grade 5 was revised and aligned with the
Voluntary State Curriculum (VSC).
• Foundations of Music Technology was completed in June 2008. Students
will be able to earn one fine arts credit by taking this course.
• Honors audition requirements were completed for band and orchestra.
• Articulated Instructional Module (AIM) objectives and activities were
developed for the K-12 music program.
• A Scope and Sequence for K-12 music courses was created in response to
recommendations from the PDK curriculum audit.
Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy II
Performance-based assessments
•
•
•

All middle and high school ensembles were assessed at adjudications in
March.
Teachers served as assistants to participate in the high school performance
assessment process in order to gain a better understanding of ensemble
adjudications and best practices for improved student achievement.
Office staff provided support to schools not meeting standards. Support
included formal and informal observations, modeling of best practices,
providing feedback and provision of appropriate materials and resources.
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Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy III
Professional development
•

•
•

Professional development focused on making connections to the written,
taught, and assessed curriculum was provided August 2007 for over 300
music teachers. Teachers who served as curriculum writers provided
sessions related to curriculum implementation in schools. Guest
presenters provided sessions on pedagogy and best practices.
Professional development with high school department chairmen and
middle school team leaders was held to review adjudication procedures
and current trends in systemic goals and curricula expectations.
Newly hired first and second year teachers participated in a seven week inservice course designed to address the content issues and specialized needs
of music teachers in the elementary, middle, and high schools.

Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy IV
Facilities, equipment, materials, and supplies
•
•
•

Fine arts programs were included in the Capital Improvement Plans and
new school building plans.
Textbooks, music supplies, other support materials were purchased to
support the delivery of curriculum and instruction.
Instrument repair and replacement continued.

Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy V
Enhance and develop programs
•

•
•

A partnership with the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra provided an
experience for high school instrumentalists in a Side-by-Side concert;
High School Honors Concert in November for chorus, band, and
orchestra; and free concerts for targeted elementary schools.
The Baltimore Opera Company provided free dress rehearsal tickets and
in-school opera performances to students.
The Walters Art Gallery served as the venue for the 2008 High School
Jazz Honors Concert.

Theatre
Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy I
Curriculum alignment
•
•

Theatre Arts II-IV curricula were created by master teachers.
Articulated Instructional Module (AIM) objectives were created for all
theatre programs.
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Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy II
Performance-based assessments
•

Theatre Arts II-IV curricula and assessments were created by master
teachers.

Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy III
Professional development
•
•

Theatre teachers were presented Theatre Arts II-IV curricula for
implementation in schools. Presentation of curricula was performed by
master teachers who created the curricula.
A technical theatre consultant to elementary, middle, and high schools was
used on an as-needed basis.

Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy IV
Facilities, equipment, materials, and supplies
•

Theatre arts books and videos were purchased for select schools.

Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy V
Enhance and develop programs
•

Guest presenters completed workshops with students in select schools to
develop theatrical techniques and enhance the theatre learning experience.

Visual Arts
Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy I
Curriculum alignment
•

•

Elementary and middle school curriculum guides were reformatted,
revised, and aligned to the VSC. New unit and lesson models including
resources and a complete K-12 Scope and Sequence were created in
response to recommendations from the PDK curriculum audit.
Articulated Instructional Module (AIM) objectives were developed for the
K-12 visual arts program.

Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy II
Performance-based assessments
•
•

Activities for the August professional development day were planned to
introduce teachers to curriculum revisions, the K-12 Scope and Sequence,
and components of AIM.
Forty-one additional cameras were purchased for elementary teachers to
assist in developing digital portfolios.
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Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy III
Professional development
•
•

Over 250 art teachers attended the August 2007 professional development
sessions on curriculum revision, kiln safety, and curricula best practices.
Elementary representatives, middle school team leaders, and high school
department chairmen attended three liaison meetings to be informed of
current trends in systemic goals and curricula expectations.

Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy IV
Facilities, equipment, materials, and supplies
•

Kilns were repaired and vented.

Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy V
Enhance and develop programs
•
•

Fredricka Kuppers, Museum Liaison continued to implement Developing
Language and Literacy in the Arts (DLLA) working with the Baltimore
Museum of Art (BMA) and the Walters Art Museum.
Postcards and programs for the BMA, the Walters Art Museum, and the
annual high school exhibit were printed to archive and celebrate student
achievement.

2. Identify the programs, practices, or strategies and related resource allocations that
are related to the progress in prompt #1.
General
• Implementation of Fine Arts Strategic Plan activities are aligned with the
2007-2008 Baltimore County Public Schools’ Master Plan and resource
allocations. Funded by the Fine Arts Initiative and the general fund,
implementation included summer opportunities for teacher involvement in
curriculum development, professional development during the summer
and school year, and new initiatives for enhancement and enrichment of
programs.
Dance

•
•

Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy I
Curriculum Alignment
The Fine Arts Initiative provided the funds to pay teachers to write fine
arts dance curricula.
The general fund supported teacher salaries for the writing of curriculum
for high school magnet courses and the writing of objectives and activities
in AIM for middle and high school elective courses.
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Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy II
Performance-based assessments
•
•

Exams for high school dance elective courses and the middle school
performance-based assessments for dance magnet courses were provided
by the Fine Arts Initiative.
Student exemplars from the exams were collected at the summer
curriculum workshop, identified, and selected for distribution at
professional development.
Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy III
Professional development

•

•
•

Professional development focused on Outcome III of the Maryland
Essential Learner Outcomes was provided by the Fine Arts Initiative, the
general fund, and a grant from the Dana Foundation in collaboration with
Clancyworks Dance Company.
The Fine Arts Initiative and the general fund supported stipends for
teachers to attend Leadership Cadre meetings.
The Fine Arts Initiative supported teachers’ attendance at national, state,
and local conventions, and conferences.
Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy IV
Facilities, equipment, materials, and supplies

•

The Fine Arts Initiative provided books, videos, and other resources to
support delivery of the curriculum.
Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy V
Enhance and develop programs

•
•
•
•

The Fine Arts Initiative supported the countywide dance festival and
adjudication. Additional financial support came from the general fund.
The Fine Arts Initiative provided for the artistic director, costuming,
busses, and the selection committee for the All County Honors Ensemble
for Dance.
A grant from the Maryland Association for Health, Physical Education,
Recreation, and Dance funded the Student Choreography Showcase.
The Fine Arts Initiative funded a pilot program in social/ballroom dance
for Grade 5 students at two elementary schools. A guest instructor was
hired to teach five lessons at each school.
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Music
Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy I
Curriculum alignment
•

•

The Fine Arts Initiative and the general fund financially supported teacher
salaries for the writing of honors audition requirements and the music
technology, instrumental music, middle school general music, and AP
course curricula.
The general fund supported teacher salaries for the writing of activities in
AIM for all music courses K-12.
Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy II
Performance-based assessments

•

•
•

The middle and high school adjudication process was financially
supported by the Fine Arts Initiative and the general fund. Six panels of
four judges were contracted to assess middle and high school performance
ensembles.
The cost for providing teachers as assistants in the high school
performance assessment process was funded by the Fine Arts Initiative.
The general fund supports staff positions in the Office of Music. The
positions of music supervisor and music specialist provide the most
support to schools especially as it relates to assistance for those not
meeting standards as measured by the adjudication process.
Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy III
Professional development

•
•

Professional development which was provided at the August 2007
countywide professional development day for over 300 music teachers
was financially supported by the Fine Arts Initiative and the general fund.
The online course for new teachers and meetings with department
chairmen and team leaders were supported by the general fund.
Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy IV
Facilities, equipment, materials, and supplies

•

The general fund supports instrument repair and replacement, purchase of
textbooks, music supplies, and other support materials for the delivery of
the music curriculum.
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Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy V
Enhance and develop programs
•
•
•
•

The general fund supported rental of the Meyerhoff Symphony Hall for
the High School Honors Concert.
The Baltimore Symphony Orchestra Side-by-Side concert was provided
through revenue funds and the general fund.
Free tickets provided by the Baltimore Opera Company and the Baltimore
Symphony Orchestra were made available through grants and private
donors.
The rental of the Walters Art Gallery for the 2008 High School Jazz
Honors Concert was supported by revenue funds.

Theatre
Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy I
Curriculum alignment
•

The Fine Arts Initiative provided the funds necessary to pay teachers to
write the Theatre Arts curricula and corresponding assessments at levels
II, III, and IV.

Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy II
Performance-based assessments
•

The Fine Arts Initiative provided the funds necessary to pay teachers to
write the Theatre Arts curricula and corresponding assessments at levels
II, III, and IV.

Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy III
Professional development
•
•

The general fund financially supported professional development to
introduce the new curricula and assessments.
The cost of providing a technical theatre consultant to go into schools to
give guidance in the areas of staging, lighting, and costuming was
provided by the Fine Arts Initiative.

Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy IV
Facilities, equipment, materials, and supplies
•
•

The general fund provided for the purchase of text books, videos, and
other supplies.
The Fine Arts Initiative funded supplemental text books and videos to
select schools.
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Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy V
Enhance and develop programs
•
•

The Fine Arts Initiative enabled provision of professional theatre groups to
perform for students and to conduct workshops in select schools.
A portion of the salary of the secondary English supervisor is supported by
the general fund for overseeing the implementation of the theatre
curriculum and the theatre portion of the Fine Arts Initiative.

Visual Arts
Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy I
Curriculum alignment
•
•

The Fine Arts Initiative and the general fund financially supported teacher
salaries for the writing of the visual arts curricula that was refined,
reformatted, and aligned to the VSC.
The general fund supported teacher salaries for the writing of objectives
and activities in AIM for K-12 visual arts courses.

Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy II
Performance-based assessments
•

Digital cameras are being supplied to schools for recording visual
exemplars and sharing student successes with teachers, parents, and the
community. They will assist in the planned development of portfolios for
more meaningful assessment of student work.

Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy III
Professional development
•
•

Monthly teacher to teacher sessions are voluntary and held to share,
discuss, and refine best practices.
The Fine Arts Initiative provided support in funding substitutes for
teachers to attend an in-service course. Additional in-service courses are
being planned and submitted for state approval to keep teachers current
with new teaching strategies.

Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy IV
Facilities, equipment, materials, and supplies
•
•

The purchase of digital cameras is supported by the Fine Arts Initiative.
The Fine Arts Initiative and the general fund financially support
implementation of routines and plans for kiln maintenance and safety.
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Fine Arts Strategic Plan Strategy V
Enhance and develop programs
•

Funded by the Fine Arts Initiative, the partnerships with the Baltimore
Museum of Art and the Walters Art Museum continue and more schools
are being encouraged to take part in the Developing Language and
Literacy in the Arts program.

3. Describe which goals, objectives, and strategies included in the BTE Master Plan
were not attained and where challenges in making progress toward meeting
Programs in Fine Arts goals and objectives are evident.
General
• Baltimore County Public Schools continues to identify strategies and
activities for effective implementation of job-embedded professional
development focused on ensuring consistent delivery of curriculum.
Specific activities relative to increased professional development for
teachers, namely at the middle and high school level, to address the
articulation of the written, taught, and assessed curriculum will continue to
be an area of focus.
Dance
• Training of Dance teachers continues to be partially implemented on one
designated professional development day. Creating additional
opportunities for teachers to participate in professional development
activities continues to be a challenge.
• We are working with the Office of Magnet Programs to develop a timeline
for curriculum development.
Music
• Training of teachers continues to be partially implemented on one
designated professional development day. Creating additional
opportunities for teachers to participate in professional development
activities continues to be a challenge.
Theatre
• Training of theatre teachers continues to be partially implemented on one
designated professional development day. Creating additional
opportunities for teachers to participate in professional development
activities continues to be a challenge.
Visual Arts
• Training of teachers continues to be partially implemented on one
designated professional development day. Creating additional
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opportunities for teachers to participate in professional development
activities continues to be a challenge.
4. Describe the goals, objectives, and strategies that will be implemented during
2008-09 and plans for addressing challenges identified in prompt #3. Include a
description of the adjustments that will be made along with related resources to
ensure progress toward meeting identified goals, objectives, and strategies.
Where appropriate, include timelines.
Master Plan Goal 1: By 2012, all students will reach high standards, as
established by the Baltimore County Public Schools and State performance level
standards, in English/reading/writing, mathematics, science, and social studies.
Master Plan Indicator 1.11: All students will acquire one fine arts credit by
passing a course that is driven by the Maryland Content Standards.
Master Plan Strategies:
d) Provide an array of courses aligned with the Content Standards for students to
meet their fine arts credit requirement.
f) Develop and implement instructional strategies that include multiculturalism
and differentiation.
g) Provide the opportunity for students to participate in music, art, athletic, and
extra curricular activities.
i) Utilize best practices in providing oral and written feedback to students on the
quality of their work in order to improve student achievement.
j) Integrate technology in the teaching/learning process.
k) Identify and consistently implement a common core of research-based
instructional practices resulting in more purposeful and engaging work for
students.
o) Monitor the relationship between the intended, assessed, and learned
curriculum to ensure access to rigorous curriculum for all students.
y) Provide professional development opportunities to teachers, paraprofessionals,
and principals in content areas.
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Activities:
Dance
• Continue to work in collaboration with the Office of Magnet Programs to
address dance curriculum needs for high school magnet courses at the
George Washington Carver Center for the Arts and Technology.
Music
• Implement professional development focused on providing teachers
additional support in making connections between the written, taught, and
assessed music curriculum.
• Continue to work collaboratively with targeted schools to support and
guide teachers in establishing, maintaining, and implementing best
practices for increased student achievement in music.
• Implement professional development for newly hired teachers and provide
assistance in middle and high schools not meeting standards on
countywide performance assessments.
• The Office of Magnet Programs and the Office of Music will address
curriculum needs for magnet school programs at Patapsco High School
and Center for the Arts and George Washington Carver Center for Arts
and Technology. Funding will be provided by the Office of Magnet
Programs.
Theatre
• Continue to monitor the implementation of the revised Theatre II, III, and
IV curriculum.
Visual Arts
• Implement the revised guides and model units with resources.
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Fine Arts Initiative Summary Schedule
FY 2009-2010
Category/Object

Line Item

Amount
DANCE

In-Kind

Total

Strategy 1
Strategy 2
Strategy 3
Strategy 4
Strategy 5
Strategy 6

$4,053
$1,621
$8,748
$0
$11,720
$2,766

$6,755
$2,702
$317
$3,300
$8,845
$1,387,491

$10,808
$4,323
$9,065
$3,300
$20,565
$1,390,257

Adminstrative
Business Support
Services - Transfers Indirect Costs
Dance TOTAL

$532
$29,440

$0
$1,409,410

$532
$1,438,850

Strategy 1
Strategy 2
Strategy 3
Strategy 4
Strategy 5
Strategy 6

$13,510
$8,106
$24,540
$78,000
$1,000
$3,000
$0
$363,000
$1,800
$23,000
$0 $20,909,064

$21,616
$102,540
$4,000
$363,000
$24,800
$20,909,064

Adminstrative
Business Support
Services - Transfers Indirect Costs
Music TOTAL

$836
$0
$41,686 $21,384,170

$836
$21,425,856

MUSIC

THEATRE

Strategy 1
Strategy 2
Strategy 3
Strategy 4
Strategy 5
Strategy 6

$5,405
$3,243
$1,992
$2,028
$2,000
$9,548

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$2,101,970

$5,405
$3,243
$1,992
$2,028
$2,000
$2,111,518

$495
$24,711

$2,101,970

$495
$2,126,681

Strategy 1
Strategy 2
Strategy 3
Strategy 4
Strategy 5
Strategy 6

$4,053
$1,639
$8,584
$0
$9,002
$0
$6,000
$7,000
$1,000
$900
$11,865 $15,485,507

$5,692
$8,584
$9,002
$13,000
$1,900
$15,497,372

Adminstrative
Business Support
Services - Transfers Indirect Costs
Visual Arts TOTAL

$727
$0
$41,231 $15,495,046

$727
$15,536,277

$137,068 $40,390,596

$40,527,664

Adminstrative
Business Support
Services - Transfers Indirect Costs
Theatre TOTAL

VISUAL ARTS

GRAND TOTAL
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Detailed Budget Narrative Page
Fine Arts Initiative Grant FY 09 Baltimore County Public Schools
Strategy 1: Align existing and developing curriculum with the Maryland Essential Learner Outcomes
Master Plan Goal 1, Performance Indicator 1.12
All students will acquire one fine arts credit by passing a course that is driven by the Maryland Content Standards. (State standard)
Key Strategies:
d) Provide an array of courses aligned with the Content Standards for students to meet their fine arts credit requirement.
f) Develop and implement instructional strategies that include multiculturalism and differentiation.
o) Monitor the relationship between the intended, assessed, and learned curriculum to ensure access to rigorous curriculum for all students.
j) Integrate technology in the teaching/learning process.
Master Plan Pages 113, 115, 450-451

Category/Object

Line Item

Calculation

Amount

In-Kind

Total

Dance
Regular Programs Salaries Curriculum writers - HS Magnets
and Wages

3 teachers x 5 days x 248.88

Fixed Costs

.0765 x 3,733 = 286
.0092 x 3,733 = 34

FICA & WC

Regular Programs Salaries Curriculum writers - MS Magnets
and Wages

2 teachers x 5 days x 248.88

Fixed Costs

.0765 x 2,489 = 190
.0092 x 2,489 = 23

FICA & WC

Regular Programs Salaries Curriculum writers - HS Comprehensive 3 teachers x 5 days x 248.88
and Wages
Fixed Costs

FICA & WC

.0765 x 3,733 = 286
.0092 x 3,733 = 34

Total Dance

$

3,733

3,733

320

320

2,489

2,489

213

213

3,733

3,733

320

320

4,053

$

6,755

$

Music
Regular Programs Salaries Develop Magnet Curriculum - Music
and Wages
Seminar; Jazz History
Develop Magnet Curriculum - Opera
Workshop
Fixed Charges
FICA & WC

10,808
-

3 teachers x 10 days x 248.88

7,466

7,466

.0765 x 7,466 = 571
.0092 x7,466 = 69
Regular Programs Salaries Revise World Music Grade 7 Curriculum 5 teachers x 10 days x 248.88
and Wages
FICA & WC
.0765 x 12,444 = 952
Fixed Charges
.0092 x 12,444 = 114

640

640

Total Music

$

12,444

12,444

1,066

1,066

13,510

$

8,106

$

Regular Programs Salaries Curriculum Writers--Revision of Theatre 4 teachers x 5 days x 248.88
and Wages
Arts I curriculum
Fixed Costs
FICA & WC
.0765 X 4,977 = 381
.0092 x 4,977 = 46

Total Theatre

$

4,978

4,978

427

427

5,405

$

-

$

Visual Arts
Regular Programs Salaries Develop a middle school resource for
and Wages
service learning.
Fixed Charges
FICA & WC
Regular Programs Salaries Conduct planning meetings, supervise
and Wages
curriculum wkshps & edit publications
Fixed Charges

FICA & WC

Total Visual Arts
Total Strategy 1

21,616
-

Theatre

5,405
-

3 teachers x 5 days x 248.88
.0765 x 3,733 = 286
.0092 x 3,733 = 34
5 days x 1 supervisor x 302

3,733

3,733

320

320
1,510

1,510

129

129

.0765 x 1,510 = 115
.0092 x 1,510 = 14

$
$

4,053 $
27,021 $

1,639 $
16,500 $

5,692
43,521

Strategy 2: Include performance-based assessments developed from Essential Curriculum
Master Plan Goal 1, Performance Indicator 1.12
All students will acquire one fine arts credit by passing a course that is driven by the Maryland Content Standards. (State standard)
Key Strategies:
d) Provide an array of courses aligned with the Content Standards for students to meet their fine arts credit requirement.
f) Develop and implement instructional strategies that include multiculturalism and differentiation.
o) Monitor the relationship between the intended, assessed, and learned curriculum to ensure access to rigorous curriculum for all students.
j) Integrate technology in the teaching/learning process.
Master Plan pages 112, 114, 378-379
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Category/Object

Line Item

Calculation

Amount

In-Kind

Total

Dance
Regular Programs Salaries Exam Review and Revision HS
and Wages
comprehensive
Fixed Charges
FICA & WC
Regular Programs Salaries Middle School Cognitive Assessment and Wages
Magnet
Fixed Charges
FICA & WC

3 teachers x 2 days x 248.88

1,493

1,493

.0765 x 1,493 = 114
.0092 x 1,493 = 14
2 teachers x 5 days x 248.88

128

128

.0765 x 2,489 = 190
.0092 x 2,489 = 23

Total Dance

$

1,621

$

2,489

2,489

213

213

2,702

$

4,323

Music
Regular Programs Contracted Services

Assess secondary music performance
ensembles using performance based
assessments

24 assessors @ 225 per day for 3 days

Regular Programs Contracted Services

Assess solo and ensemble performances
using performance based assessments

15 assessors @ 100 each

Regular Programs Transportation

Provide bus transportation to BCPS
secondary assessments

160 buses @ 400 per bus = 64,000

64,000

64,000

Regular Programs Transportation

Provide bus transportation to MD state
assessments

20 buses @ 700 per bus = 14,000

14,000

14,000

Regular Programs Salaries Assess high school band and choral
20 teachers @ 26.25 per hour x 4 hours x
and Wages
program development using performance 3 days
based assessments
Fixed Charges

16,200

16,200

1,500

1,500

6,300

6,300

540

540

.0765 x 6,300 = 482
.0092 x 6,300 = 58

FICA & WC

Total Music

$

24,540

$

78,000

$

102,540

Theatre
Regular Programs Salaries Curriculum Writers - revision of existing 4 teachers x 3 days x 248.88
and Wages
theatre arts assessments
Fixed Costs
FICA & WC
.0765 X 2,987 = 228
.0092 x 2,987 = 28

Total Theatre

2,987

2,987

256

$

3,243

256

$

-

$

3,243

Visual Arts
Regular Supplies and
Materials

Purchase cameras for use in recording
portfolios and exemplars for middle and
high schools. (41 cameras, batteries and
memory cards)

209.37 x 41 = 8,584

8,584

8,584

Total Visual Arts
Total Strategy 2

$
$

8,584 $
37,988 $

- $
80,702 $

8,584
118,690

Strategy 3: Train fine arts teachers in the effective use of standards-based curriculum
Master Plan Goal 1, Performance Indicator 1.12
All students will acquire one fine arts credit by passing a course that is driven by the Maryland Content Standards. (State standard)
Key Strategies:
i) Utilize best practices in providing oral and written feedback to students on the quality of their work in order to improve student achievement.
j) Integrate technology in the teaching/learning process.
k) Identify and consistently implement a common core of research based instructional practices resulting in more purposeful and engaging work for students.
y) Provide professional development opportunities to teachers, paraprofessionals, and principals in content areas.
Master Plan pages 112, 114, 378-379
Master Plan Goal 3, Performance Indicator 3.2
f) Provide a variety of “high quality” professional development opportunities that focus on teachers' and paraprofessionals' assessed needs to ensure that they meet
highly qualified status by 2005-2006.
Master Plan Pages 173, 398

Category/Object

Line Item

Calculation

Amount

In-Kind

Total

Dance
Instructional Staff
Development - Contracted
Services
Instructional Staff
Development - Contracted
Services
Instructional Staff
Development - Out of
State Travel

Guest Artists - master classes for teachers 6 classes x 150 = 900
professional development

900

900

Catering for professional development
days

16 teachers x 10 x 3 days = 480

480

480

National Conference - flight

3 teachers x 400 = 1,200

1,200

1,200
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Category/Object

Line Item

Calculation

Amount

In-Kind

Conference fees

3 teachers x 214.33 = 643

Instructional Staff
Development - Other

Room fees

3 rooms x 486 = 1,458

1,458

1,458

Instructional Staff
Development - Sub Pay
Fixed Charges

Subs for professional development days

2 days x 16 subs x 82.92 = 2,654

2,654

2,654

FICA & WC

.0765 x 2,654 = 203
.0092 x 2,654 = 24

227

227

1,092

1,092

94

94

Instructional Staff
Leadership Cadre
Development Salaries and
Wages
Fixed Charges
FICA & WC

643

Total

Instructional Staff
Development - Other

2 meetings x 2 hours x 10 teachers x
27.30 = 1,092
.0765 x 1,092 = 84
.0092 x 1,092 = 10

Total Dance

$

8,748

317

$

317

960

$

9,065

Music
Midlevel Administration
and Supervision - Other
Charges

Instructional Professional Development
Day - Out of State Travel - National
Convention - travel, hotel, registration

3 supervisory staff x 1,000

Midlevel Administration
and Supervision - Other
Charges

Instructional Professional Development
Day - Out of State Travel - National
Convention - travel, hotel, registration

1 supervisory staff x 1,000

Total Music

3,000

3,000

1,000

$

1,000

1,000

$

3,000

$

4,000

Theatre
Instructional Staff
Development Salaries and
Wages
Fixed Costs

Provide professional staff development
workshop and meetings--presenter
stipend
FICA & WC

32.76 x 2 presenters x 3 hours = 197

.0765 x 197 = 15
.0092 x 197 = 2
27.30 x 20 teachers x 3 hours

Instructional Staff
Provide professional staff development
Development Salaries and workshop and meetings--teacher stipend
Wages
Fixed Costs
FICA & WC
.0765 x 1,638 = 125
.0092 x 1,638 = 15

197

197

17

17

1,638

1,638

140

Total Theatre

$

140

1,992

$

-

$

1,992

Visual Arts
Instructional Staff
Substitutes for teacher leadership
Development Salaries and meetings
Wages

100 teachers x 82.92 = 8,292

Fixed Charges

.0765 x 8,292 = 634
.0092 x 8,292 = 76

FICA & WC

Total Visual Arts
Total Strategy 3

$
$

8,292

8,292

710

710

9,002
20,742

$
$

3,317

$
$

9,002
24,059

Strategy 4: Provide and maintain facilities, equipment, materials, and supplies
Master Plan Goal 1, Performance Indicator 1.12
All students will acquire one fine arts credit by passing a course that is driven by the Maryland Content Standards. (State standard)
Key Strategies:
g) Provide the opportunity for students to participate in music, art, athletic, and extra-curricular activities.
i) Utilize best practices in providing oral and written feedback to students on the quality of their work in order to improve student achievement.
j) Integrate technology in the teaching/learning process.
k) Identify and consistently implement a common core of research based instructional practices resulting in more purposeful and engaging work for students.

Master Plan Pages 112, 114, 378-379

Category/Object

Line Item

Calculation

Amount

In-Kind

Total

Dance
Regular Programs Supplies and Materials

Books, videos, resource materials for
programs

10 schools x 330

Total Dance

$

-

3,300

3,300

$3,300

$3,300

Music
Regular Programs Contracted Services
Regular Programs Supplies and Materials

Repair instrument inventory

1,000 instruments x 50

50,000

50,000

Replace instruments

200 instruments x 750

150,000

150,000
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Category/Object

Line Item

Calculation

Regular Programs Supplies and Materials

Purchase supplies and materials

155 schools x 1,000

Regular Programs Transportation

Provide bus transportation to BCPS
Honor Rehearsals

20 buses @ 400 per bus

Amount

Total Music

$

In-Kind

-

$

Total

155,000

155,000

8,000

8,000

363,000

$

363,000

$

2,028

$

2,028

Theatre
Regular Programs Supplies and Materials

Purchase texts and instructional videos to 39 x 52 schools = 2,028
support the theatre program as needed per
school

Total Theatre

$

2,028

$

2,028

$

-

Visual Arts
Regular Programs Kiln Replacement
Equipment and Contracted
Services

1 New Kiln, Ventilation and Electrical

5,000

5,000

10,000

Regular Programs Kiln Maintenance and repair
Equipment and Contracted
Services

Contract Service-Kiln Doctor

1,000

2,000

3,000

Total Visual Arts
Total Strategy 4

$
$

6,000 $
8,028 $

7,000 $
373,300 $

13,000
381,328

Strategy 5: Enhance existing programs and develop new models
Master Plan Goal 1, Performance Indicator 1.12
All students will acquire one fine arts credit by passing a course that is driven by the Maryland Content Standards. (State standard)
Key Strategies:
d) Provide an array of courses aligned with the Content Standards for students to meet their fine arts credit requirement.
j) Integrate technology in the teaching/learning process.
k) Identify and consistently implement a common core of research based instructional practices resulting in more purposeful and engaging work for students.

g) Provide the opportunity for students to participate in music, art, athletic, and extra-curricular activities.
Master Plan pages 112, 114, 378-379

Category/Object

Line Item

Calculation

Amount

In-Kind

Total

Dance
Regular Programs Contracted Services
Regular Programs Contracted Services
Instructional Staff
Development Salaries and
Wages
Regular Programs Salaries
and Wages
Fixed Charges

Guest artists and residencies for fine arts 11 schools x 798
dance programs
Guest artists for Dance & Rhythms units 8 schools x 500

Regular Programs Contracted Services
Regular Programs Transportation
Regular Programs Contracted Services
Regular Programs Supplies and Materials
Regular Programs Contracted Services
Regular Programs Contracted Services
Regular Programs Salaries
and Wages

8,778

8,778

Instructor(s) for Continuing Professional 2 credit course = 945
Development Course

4,000

4,000

945

945

Honors Ensemble Artistic Director

2,710 extra duty compensation

FICA & WC

.0765 x 2,710 = 207
.0092 x 2,710 = 25

Adjudicators for BCPS Dance Festival

100 x 4 = 400

400

400

Busses for BCPS Dance Festival

100 x 4 = 400

400

400

Guest Artists for BCPS Dance Festival

150 x 6 = 900

900

900

1,000

1,000

1,000

300

300

300

600

600

300

300

Costumes for Honors Ensemble
Videographer
Tech crew & director

2,710

2,710

232

232

300 crew + 300 director

Custodians for BCPS Dance Festival

300

Total Dance

$

11,720

$

8,845

$

20,565

Music
Regular Programs Contracted Services

Provide guest conductors for High School 5 conductors x 1500
Honors ensembles

Regular Programs Contracted Services

Provide guest conductors for Middle
School Honors ensembles

3 conductors x 600

Regular Programs Supplies and Materials

Provide supplies and materials for
enrichment activities and secondary
festivals

155 schools x 100

Total Music
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1,800
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23,000

15,500

$
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Category/Object

Line Item

Calculation

Amount

In-Kind

Total

Theatre
Regular Programs Contracted Services

Provide guest enrichment programs as
needed for select schools.

2,000

Total Theatre

2,000

$

2,000

2,000

$

-

$

2,000

Visual Arts
Regular Programs Contracted Services
Regular Programs Contracted Services

Exhibit Materials: Postcards, programs

2 exhibits x 300 = 600

600

700

1,300

Exhibit Receptions: Catering

2 receptions x 200 = 400

400

200

600

Total Visual Arts
Total Strategy 5

$
$

1,000
16,520

$
$

900
32,745

$
$

1,900
49,265

Strategy 6: Provide sufficient fine arts teachers, supervisors, and support staff to meet fine arts standards
Master Plan Goal 1, Performance Indicator 1.12
1.12 All students will acquire one fine arts credit by passing a course that is driven by the Maryland Content Standards. (State standard)
Key Strategies:
d) Provide an array of courses aligned with the Content Standards for students to meet their fine arts credit requirement.
y) Provide professional development opportunities to teachers, paraprofessionals, and principals in content areas.
g) Provide the opportunity for students to participate in music, art, athletic, and extra- curricular activities
Master Plan pages 112, 114, 378-379
Master Plan Goal 3, Performance Indicator 3.1
Develop a plan for recruitment and support of teachers in schools that have more than twice the school system average of non-tenured or provisionally certified teachers.

Master Plan pages 166, 396

Category/Object

Line Item

Calculation

Amount

In-Kind

Total

Dance
MidLevel Administration Project manager for FA Grant
Salaries and Wages

Responsibility Factor 2,548

Fixed Charges

.0765 x 2,548 = 195
.0092 x 2,548 = 23
Salary 78,884

FICA & WC

Regular Programs Salaries Dance Resource Teacher
and Wages
Fixed Charges
FICA & WC
Regular Programs Salaries
and Wages
Fixed Charges
FICA & WC
Fixed Charges
Fixed Charges
Regular Programs Health
Benefits
Regular Programs Salaries
and Wages
Fixed Charges

Retirement
Health
Fine Arts Dance teachers

2,548

2,548

218

218

.0765 x 78,884 = 6,035
.0092 x 78,884 = 726
16 teachers x 44,589
.0765 x 713,424 = 54,577
.0092 x 713,424 = 6,563
17 teachers x 11.7 x 713,424
17 teachers x 11,316
17 teachers x 11,037

Curriculum workshop coordinator- EYE 78,884 divided by 191 = 413.01 x 12
days
days
FICA & WC
.0765 x 4,956 = 379
.0092 x 4,956 = 46

Total Dance

$

2,766

$

78,884

78,884

6,761

6,761

713,424

713,424

61,140

61,140

141,900
192,372
187,629

141,900
192,372
187,629

4,956

4,956

425

425

1,387,491

$

1,390,257

Music
Midlevel Administration
Salaries and Wages

335 teachers to deliver program of
instruction

335 teachers x 42,487

14,233,145

14,233,145

6,675,919

6,675,919

From BCPS General Fund
FICA, WC, Retirement & Benefits

Fixed Costs

.0765 x 14,233,145 = 1,088,836
.0092 x 14,233,145 = 130,945
.117 x 14,233,145 = 1,665,278
335 teachers x 11,316 = 3,790,860

Total Music

$

-

$

20,909,064

$

20,909,064

Theatre
Regular Programs Salaries Pay lead teacher to work with teachers on 32.76 x 260 hours
and Wages
an as needed basis
Fixed Costs
FICA & WC
.0765 x 8,518 = 652
.0092 x 8,518 = 78
Other Costs
Mileage
Regular Programs Salaries Pay 35 theatre teachers for theatre
35 teachers x 44,589
and Wages
programs in 35 schools
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730
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Category/Object
Fixed Costs

Line Item
FICA & WC

Fixed Costs
Health
Regular Programs Salaries Pay Supervisor of English to supervise
and Wages
theatre program in 35 schools
Fixed Costs

FICA & WC

Fixed Costs

Health

Calculation

Amount

In-Kind

.0765 x 1,560,615 = 119,387
.0092 x 1,560,615 = 14,358
11,037 x 35 teachers
.20 x 88,000

.0765 x 17,600 = 1,346
.0092 x 17,600 = 162
.20 x 11,037

Total

133,745

133,745

386,295
17,600

386,295
17,600

1,508

1,508

2,207

Total Theatre

$

9,548

$

2,101,970

2,207

$

2,111,518

Visual Arts
Regular Programs Salaries Exhibit Installation and D-install
and Wages
Fixed Charges
FICA & WC

10 days x 2 supervisors x 302
.0765 X 6,040 = 462
.0092 x 6,040 = 56

Regular Programs Salaries Art Museum Liaisons BMA 6000 WAM
and Wages
4000
Fixed Charges
FICA & WC
.0765 x 10,000 = 765
.0092 x 10,000 = 92
Instructional Staff
Materials for Professional Development
Development - Instruction Activities
Material
248 x 42,487 = 10,536,776
MidLevel Administrative 248 Visual Arts Teachers to deliver
Salaries and Wages
county-wide program and instruction
.0765 x 10,536,776 = 806,063
Fixed Charges
FICA, WC, Retirement & Benefits
.0092 x 10,536,776 = 96,938
x 10,536,776 = 1,232,803
x 11,316 = 2,806,368

Total Visual Arts
Total Strategy 6
Administrative Business
Support Services Transfers

10,000

1,008

Total Grant

2008 BTE Annual Update

6,040

518

518

10,000

10,000

857

857

1,008

1,008

10,536,776

10,536,776

4,942,173

4,942,173

.117
248

$
$
Indirect costs

6,040

11,865 $
24,179 $

.02/1.02 x 132,068

15,485,507 $
39,884,032 $

2,590

$

137,068

Baltimore County Public Schools

15,497,372
39,908,211
2,590

$

40,390,596

$

40,527,664
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COLUMN 3: This column captures those transfers that were made by the local school system prior to “conviction or adjudication” of a
perpetrator and/or without being requested by a VVCO (i.e. in the interest of safety and/or good order and discipline).

COLUMN 2: This column captures the total number of transfers that were requested by VVCO after the “conviction or adjudication” of a
perpetrator.

COLUMN 1: Includes offenses for which a perpetrator has been convicted or adjudicated, that occurred during the regular school day, or
while attending a school-sponsored event in or on the grounds of a public elementary or secondary school that the student attends.
"Convicted or adjudicated" means that the perpetrator has been convicted of, adjudicated delinquent of, pleads guilty or nolo contendere
with respect to, or receives probation before judgment with respect to, a violent criminal offense.

Authority:
• Section 9532 (Unsafe School Choice Option) of the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001; and
• Code of Maryland Regulations 13A.08.01.18-.20 (Unsafe School Transfer Policy).

Guidance for Completion of the SY 2007-08 Victims of Violent
Criminal Offenses in Schools (VVCO) Report
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1
0
0
0
5
56

Carjacking & attempted carjacking

Armed carjacking & attempted armed carjacking

Sexual offense & attempted sexual offense in the
first degree
Sexual offense & attempted sexual offense in the
second degree
Use of a handgun in the commission or attempted
commission of a felony or other crime of violence
Assault in the first degree

18

42

Robbery & attempted robbery

Assault with intent to rob

0

Rape & attempted rape

0

0

0

Murder & attempted murder

Assault with intent to rape

0

0

8

0

0

Manslaughter & attempted manslaughter, except
involuntary manslaughter
Mayhem & attempted mayhem

Assault with intent to murder

0

0

Kidnapping & attempted kidnapping

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Arson & attempted arson in the first degree

VVCOs
Requesting
Transfers
(Note 2)
0

0

Number of
VVCOs
(Note 1)

Abduction & attempted abduction

Violent
Criminal Offenses

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Transfers Granted
Prior to Final Case
Disposition
(Note 3)
0

Victims of Violent Criminal Offenses in Schools (VVCO)
Report for School Year 2007-08
August 27, 2007 – March 31, 2008
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0
0
0

0
0
130

NOTE: See attached guidance for completing the VVCO in Schools Report.

TOTAL

Assault with intent to commit a sexual offense in the
first degree
Assault with intent to commit a sexual offense in the
second degree
0

0

0
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Facilities to Support Master Plan Strategies
The purpose of this section is to a.) Identify any major changes to the school system’s overall
plan for facilities in support of Bridge to Excellence Master Plan strategies and b.) Monitor the
implementation of mandated prekindergarten (PK) and full-day kindergarten (FDK) programs.
Detailed capital improvement project descriptions and schedules are not required.
A. Overall Facilities Plan: Provide a brief narrative description of any major facilities needs,
processes, participants, and/or timelines identified in the last update that have changed
substantially due to actual State and local government capital budget allocations or other factors.
Also identify any changes to board of education goals, objectives, and implementation strategies
that will impact facility needs.
No state or local capital allocations were required to meet the facility needs of mandated
prekindergarten or full-day kindergarten. These needs were accommodated through a reallocation
of space within schools and/or the placement of relocatable classrooms where necessary.

B. Full-day Kindergarten for All Students and Full or Half-Day Prekindergarten Programs:
All school systems reported implementing the mandated programs by school year 2007-8 as
required. Submission of the previously required table of school names and program locations is
NOT required. Provide instead a brief narrative description of any continuing issues related to
providing facilities for full day kindergarten and mandated prekindergarten programs.
Baltimore County Public Schools provide full-day kindergarten to all students. Currently, access
to prekindergarten is provided to all economically disadvantaged students. For school year 20082009, three additional prekindergarten sessions will be added.
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Exhibit

O

BALTIMORE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
DATE:

December 16, 2008

TO:

BOARD OF EDUCATION

FROM:

Dr. Joe A. Hairston, Superintendent

SUBJECT:

FINANCIAL REPORT – FOR THE MONTHS ENDING OCTOBER
31, 2007 AND 2008

ORIGINATOR:

J. Robert Haines, Esq., Deputy Superintendent

RESOURCE
PERSON (S):

Barbara S. Burnopp, Chief Financial Officer
Patrick M. Fannon, Controller

INFORMATION
Attached is the General Fund Comparison of FY2008 and FY2009 Revenues, Expenditures, and
Encumbrances – Budget and Actual for the periods ended October 31, 2007 and 2008.

General Fund Comparison of FY2008 and FY2009 Revenues, Expenditures, and
Encumbrances-Budget and Actual
These data are presented using Maryland State Department of Education categories. Amounts
included reflect actual revenues, expenditures and encumbrances to date and do not reflect
forecasts of revenues and expenditures. Figure 1 presents an overview of the FY2008 and
FY2009 General Fund Revenue Budget. Figure 2 provides an overview of the FY2009 General
Fund Expenditure Budget. Figure 3 compares the percent of the budget obligated as of October
31, 2007 and 2008. Figure 4 is a comparative statement of budget to actual revenues,
expenditures and encumbrances.
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General Fund Revenue Budget by Source
$1,200,000,000
$1,000,000,000
$800,000,000
$600,000,000
$400,000,000
$200,000,000
$0

Baltimore County

State of Maryland

Other

Total Revenue

FY 2008 Adjusted

$617,722,410

$506,997,547

$10,581,484

$1,135,301,441

FY 2009 Adjusted

$646,094,092

$515,328,633

$10,993,000

$1,172,415,725

Change

$28,371,682

$8,331,086

$411,516

$37,114,284

Figure 1

Year-to-Date Comparison
•

Baltimore County – The FY2009 county appropriation increased $28.4 million, 4.6% over
the FY2008 budget. County funds are drawn based on cash flow requirements. Year-to-date
county revenue recognized is $123.8 million, 19.2% of the budget, as compared to $98.5
million, 15.9% of the budget for FY2008. The significant increase over the prior year was a
result of the timing of the funds received in October.

•

State of Maryland – The FY2009 state appropriation increased $8.3 million, 1.6% over the
FY2008 budget. The minimal increase in the budgeted revenue is a result of the state
significantly restricting increases in funding. The majority of state funds are received bimonthly in equal installments. As of October 2008, two of the state payments had been
received.

•

Other Revenues – The other revenue budget is comprised of re-appropriations of funds from
the prior year’s fund balance, out-of-county living arrangement payments from other local
education agencies, which are estimated to be $3.7 million and are generally collected at
year-end, tuition and sundry revenues. The year-to-date revenue includes the re-appropriation
of $3 million of the prior year’s fund balance, tuition and other revenues of approximately
$3.1 million.

2

FY 2009 Expenditure Budget by Category
$1,172,415,725

Capital outlay, $3,230,124

Administration, $36,679,405
Mid-level administration,
$79,928,389

Fixed charges, $244,280,534
Maintenance of plant,
$29,598,777
Operation of plant,
$85,587,587

Instructional salaries,
$432,912,938

Transportation, $51,983,390
Health services, $12,960,448
Student Personnel ,
$8,049,330

Special education,
$145,834,795

Other instructional costs,
$17,909,692

Instructional textbooks,
$23,460,316

Administration

Mid-level administration

Instructional salaries

Instructional textbooks

Other instructional costs

Special education

Student Personnel

Health services

Transportation

Operation of plant

Maintenance of plant

Fixed charges

Capital outlay

Figure 2 (Detail included in Figure 4)
Total expenditures and encumbrances – Year-to-date expenditures and encumbrances through
October 2008 are $398.1 million, 34% obligated compared to $349.5 million, 30.8% obligated,
for the same period in FY2008. Salary expenditures within categories that are primarily
comprised of 12-month positions (e.g., Administration, Mid-Level Administration, Operation of
Plant, Maintenance of Plant, and Capital Outlay) average 32% of the budget amount and are in
line considering the percent of the fiscal year that has elapsed. Salary expenditures in categories
with large concentrations of 10-month school-based personnel (e.g., Instructional Salaries,
Special Education, Student Personnel, Health Services, and Transportation) average 25% of
budget. The increase in salary expenditures over the prior year is the result of one additional
payroll in October this year.
The increase of $20 million in budgeted salary expense is primarily attributable to annual step
increases for all existing employees. Funding is also provided in salary expenses for Vincent
Farm Elementary School and the Imagine Discovery Charter School. Positions previously
funded by Third Party Billing Medicaid revenue (107.7 FTE) and the Pass-through grant (14
FTE) have been moved to the general fund.
The non-salary expenditures are budgeted for an overall increase of $17.1 million, or 4.1% over
the prior year. The increases in these expenditures are in a number of categories throughout the
budget, including $2.8 million in Administration for the upgrade of the human resources
computer system, an increase in Instructional Textbooks of $3.4 million, an increase in
Transportation for expected increases in fuel costs, and an increase in Fixed Charges of $12
million due to cost increases in health insurance, worker’s compensation and FICA. These
increases were partially offset by a decrease of $4.8 million in Operations for utility
expenditures.
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Figure 3

•

Administration and Mid-level administration – The budget for non-salary administration
expenditures increased $2.1 million or 19.6% over the prior fiscal year. This increase in
budgeted expenditures is primarily attributed to the planned upgrade in the human resources
computer system which will begin this year. Mid-level administration non-salary
expenditures are budgeted for an increase due to the opening of Vincent Farm Elementary
School and Imagine Discovery Charter School. Year-to-date expenditures in these categories
are comparable to the prior year.

•

Instructional salaries – The budget for instructional salaries was increased by $3.8 million in
FY2009 primarily to fund step increases. The budget increase also resulted from added
instructional positions required to maintain small kindergarten class sizes and staff the new
elementary school and the charter school, which opened in August 2008.

•

Instructional textbooks and supplies – A significant portion of the instructional textbooks
and supplies category is spent early in the fiscal year as orders are placed with vendors for
textbooks and classroom supplies needed for the opening of school. The budget for this
category was increased by 17.2%, or approximately $3.4 million for the system wide
purchase of textbooks. To date, $11.8 million, 50.4% of the FY2009 budgeted textbook funds
has been committed; the remaining budget will be spent during the school year to purchase
additional consumable classroom supplies, library books and other media.

•

Other instructional costs – This category is comprised of commitments for contracted
services, staff development, and equipment used to support the instructional programs. To
date, $8.4 million, 47.1% of the FY2009 budgeted funds have been committed. In the prior
year, $10.8 million, 60.7% had been committed. It is expected that the remaining funds will
be utilized by year end.

4

•

Special education – The special education category includes costs associated with the
educational needs of students receiving special education services. The FY2009 salary budget
includes funding for instructional positions previously funded through Special Revenue
funds, step increases, and the cost of staff to support additional services. $35.5 million (88%)
of the FY2009 special education non-salary budget is for private placement of children in
non-public schools. To date, 92.4% of the budgeted funds for private placement, $32.8
million, have been committed, compared with 75% committed at October 2007. This is the
result of an effort by the Special Education Department to better project annual costs and the
issuance of purchase orders that anticipate most of FY09 requirements.

•

Student personnel and Health services – Year-to-date FY2009 expenditures for student
personnel and health services are currently in line with the budget.

•

Transportation – This category includes all costs associated with providing school
transportation services for students between home, school, and school activities. Much of the
transportation non-salary budget is committed early in the fiscal year to reflect the anticipated
annual expenditures for contracts with private bus operators, fuel for vehicles, cost of bus
maintenance, and other non-salary expenditures. The non-salary budget increased $2.4
million, which can be attributed primarily to additional expenditures for increased cost of
fuel.

•

Operation of plant – This category contains costs for custodial and grounds keeping salaries
for care and upkeep of grounds and buildings. Additionally, costs of utilities (including
telecommunications costs, gas and electric, fuel oil, sewer, and water) are also included. The
non-salary expenditure budget for this category has decreased $4.3 million, 8.1% less than
the prior year. This decrease is primarily attributable to a significant reduction anticipated in
utility costs of $4.8 million. Encumbrances for utilities have been established for
approximately the full amount of the budgeted annual costs of $29 million. Other
expenditures in this category include the cost of building rent, $4 million; property insurance,
$1.3 million; trash removal, $1.3 million and other related expenditures. As of October 2008,
92.1% of the non-salary budget has been committed, compared with 88.8% as of October
2007.

•

Maintenance of plant and capital outlay – The maintenance category consists of activities
related to the service and upkeep of building systems and grounds. The non-salary
expenditure budget for this category increased 4.7% over the prior year. This increase
includes additional costs for contracted services to maintain and replace building systems
throughout the schools. Year-to-date non-salary expenditures and encumbrances are $11.5
million, 64.1% of the budgeted amount, as compared with $9.7 million, or 56.8% in the prior
fiscal year. Capital Outlay non-salary expenditures are 37% expended at October 2008, as
compared to 17.5% expended in October 2007. This percentage increase is attributable to a
significant reduction in the budget over the prior year, although the expenditures are
comparable to FY2008.

5

•

Fixed charges – This category includes the cost of employee benefits and other fixed costs.
Health insurance and employer FICA consume 68% and 23% of the fixed charges budget,
respectively. The FY2009 budget includes an increase of $12 million resulting from
increases in premiums for health insurance, worker’s compensation, FICA and costs related
to new positions. Year-to-date FY2009 expenditures and encumbrances are in line with the
budget.
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Comparison of FY 2008 and FY 2009 Revenues, Expenditures, and Encumbrances
Budget and Actual
For the Periods Ended October, 2007 and 2008
General Fund
FY 2008

Revenues :
Baltimore County
State of Maryland
Other
Total revenues

$

FY 2009

Adjusted

Total
Rev/Exp/Enc.

Remaining
Budget

Percentage
Earned or

Budget

as of 10/31/07

as of 10/31/07

Obligated

617,722,410

$

$

as of 10/31/08

519,211,456

15.9%

522,247,159

19.2%

32.3%

515,328,633

168,519,475

346,809,158

32.7%

10,581,484

4,347,463

6,234,021

41.1%

10,993,000

6,174,249

4,818,751

56.2%
25.5%

$

646,094,092

as of 10/31/08

266,754,258

$

868,547,183

23.5%

$ 1,172,415,725

$

6,396,827

$

$

$

123,846,933

$

Percentage
Earned or
Obligated

343,101,706

$

$

Budget

163,895,841
$

$

Remaining

Rev/Exp/Enc.

506,997,547
$ 1,135,301,441

98,510,954

Adopted
Budget

Total

298,540,657

$

873,875,068

7,434,860

$

Expenditures and encumbrances :
Administration

Mid-level administration

Instruction:
Instructional salaries
Instructional textbooks
Other instructional costs
Special education

Student personnel

salary
non-salary
subtotal

21,840,565

23,768,272

15,443,738

29.3%

16,333,412

31.3%

10,828,185

4,385,774

6,442,411

40.5%

12,911,133

4,850,735

8,060,398

37.6%

32,668,750

10,782,602

21,886,148

33.0%

36,679,405

12,285,595

24,393,810

33.5%

salary
non-salary
subtotal

68,796,100

20,173,287

48,622,813

29.3%

72,764,471

24,078,410

48,686,061

33.1%

6,771,863

2,169,036

4,602,827

32.0%

7,163,918

2,450,922

4,712,996

34.2%

75,567,963

22,342,323

53,225,640

29.6%

79,928,389

26,529,332

53,399,057

33.2%

salary
non-salary
non-salary

429,121,308

89,269,888

339,851,420

20.8%

432,912,938

107,746,741

325,166,197

24.9%

20,015,043

8,673,531

11,341,512

43.3%

23,460,316

11,819,258

11,641,058

50.4%

17,857,804

10,833,703

7,024,101

60.7%

17,909,692

8,435,002

9,474,690

47.1%

salary
non-salary
subtotal

99,874,153

23,002,321

76,871,832

23.0%

105,171,833

28,267,163

76,904,670

26.9%

39,276,393

29,285,439

9,990,954

74.6%

40,662,962

35,498,871

5,164,091

87.3%

139,150,546

52,287,760

86,862,786

37.6%

145,834,795

63,766,034

82,068,761

43.7%

salary
non-salary
subtotal

6,351,880

1,764,698

4,587,182

22,306

35,293

6,374,186

1,799,991

4,574,195

salary
non-salary
subtotal

11,723,020

2,454,617

356,189

75,258

12,079,209

salary
non-salary
subtotal

27.8%

7,855,304

2,373,516

5,481,788

30.2%

158.2%

194,026

47,932

146,094

24.7%

28.2%

8,049,330

2,421,448

5,627,882

30.1%

9,268,403

20.9%

12,676,193

3,209,003

9,467,190

25.3%

280,931

21.1%

284,255

111,297

172,958

39.2%

2,529,876

9,549,333

20.9%

12,960,448

3,320,300

9,640,148

25.6%

28,584,825

6,657,881

21,926,944

23.3%

30,732,661

6,763,317

23,969,344

22.0%

18,755,628

17,859,437

896,191

95.2%

21,250,729

19,960,159

1,290,570

93.9%

47,340,453

24,517,318

22,823,135

51.8%

51,983,390

26,723,476

25,259,914

51.4%

salary
non-salary
subtotal

37,822,008

10,926,422

26,895,586

28.9%

38,233,005

11,251,271

26,981,734

29.4%

51,649,601

45,882,571

5,767,030

88.8%

47,354,582

43,608,866

3,745,716

92.1%

89,471,609

56,808,993

32,662,616

63.5%

85,587,587

54,860,137

30,727,450

64.1%

salary
non-salary
subtotal

11,745,239

3,123,919

8,621,320

26.6%

11,680,331

3,512,440

8,167,891

30.1%

17,119,059

9,730,742

7,388,317

56.8%

17,918,446

11,490,068

6,428,378

64.1%

28,864,298

12,854,661

16,009,637

44.5%

29,598,777

15,002,508

14,596,269

50.7%

Fixed charges

non-salary

232,785,046

55,782,579

177,002,467

24.0%

244,280,534

64,169,235

180,111,299

26.3%

Capital outlay

salary
non-salary
subtotal

2,719,761

770,763

1,948,998

28.3%

2,803,459

887,125

1,916,334

31.6%

1,285,465

224,328

1,061,137

17.5%

426,665

157,559

269,106

36.9%

4,005,226

995,090

3,010,136

24.8%

3,230,124

1,044,684

2,185,440

32.3%

785,823,125

30.8%

$ 1,172,415,725

$

398,123,749

$

774,291,976

34.0%

$

$

195,523,846

$

Health services

Transportation

Operation of plant

Maintenance of plant

(12,987)

$ 1,135,301,441

$

Total Salary
Total Non-Salary
Total expenditures and encumbrances

$

$

Figure 4
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718,578,859
416,722,582

$ 1,135,301,441

349,478,316

$

164,540,625

$

184,937,692
$

349,478,316

$

554,038,234

22.9%

231,784,890

44.4%

433,817,258

785,823,125

30.8%

$ 1,172,415,725

7

738,598,467

202,599,903
$

398,123,749

$

543,074,621

26.5%

231,217,355

46.7%

774,291,976

34.0%
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INFORMATION
The attached is an update on the Office of Third Party Billing for the 2007 –2008 school
year. Information provided includes a historical overview, major accomplishments, revenues
and expenses, training reports, and next steps for the Third Party Billing Program.

Attachment I – Third Party Billing Annual Report Executive Summary
Attachment II – Third Party Billing Annual Report 2007-2008

Third Party Billing
Executive Summary
The Third Party Billing program commenced in the spring of 1992 as a collaborative effort
between Baltimore County Public Schools (BCPS) and the Baltimore County Department of
Health (BCDH). The Third Party Billing program is a systemwide effort of BCPS designed to
recover health care costs from Medicaid for health care services rendered to BCPS students.
Funds recovered from the Third Party Billing program supplement existing program budgets by
funding staff positions and supplies and equipment for several programs designed to enhance
special education and health-related services.
The Office of Third Party Billing provides annual school-based training sessions to all service
providers, offers incentive programs for schools designed to maximize the recovery of funds,
conducts self-monitoring of the program to minimize audit findings, coordinates state monitoring
visits conducted by the state health department and the Maryland State Department of Education
(MSDE), coordinates visits by external Medicaid auditors, and works collaboratively with other
local education agencies and MSDE on statewide issues that impact the Third Party Billing
program.
Since 2000, the Medicaid program has undergone changes at the federal and state levels. In
several instances, revenue is decreasing due to a wide variety of federal and state changes. At
the federal level, the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) proposed two rules that
were to eliminate case management and transportation billing. Congressional action has placed a
moratorium on the implementation of these regulations until April 2009. At the state level, the
billing notes have been decreased by approximately 50% for services. MSDE and the
Department of Health and Mental Hygiene unilaterally decreased the rates after the Office of the
Inspector General’s audit of the State of Maryland in 2005.
In order to address the revenue reduction, BCPS received funding in fiscal year 2009 to support
positions previously funded by this program. BPCS will likely request additional funding for
fiscal year 2010. However, the Office of Third Party Billing will continue to work with schools
and offices in order to determine ways to sustain and enhance this revenue source.
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Division of Business Services
Department of Fiscal Services
Office of Third Party Billing
Annual Report
July 2007 – June 2008

SUPPORTING
STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT
THROUGH THE GENERATION
OF ADDITIONAL REVENUE

Mission Statement
In accordance with the Baltimore County Public Schools’ Blueprint for Progress,
Performance Goal 8, the Office of Third Party Billing is dedicated to strengthening and
expanding special education and health-related services for students in Baltimore County
Public Schools through the reimbursement of funds collected from Medicaid and other
third party payors.

Key Goals and Objectives for the Office of Third Party Billing
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Educate school-based staff to identify and document services provided to
Medicaid-eligible special education students who receive speech, occupational
and physical therapy, and psychological, nursing, social work, audiological,
transportation, and case management services in the Baltimore County Public
Schools.
Provide quality technical assistance and training to school-based staff for
successful implementation of the Third Party Billing program at each school.
Provide quality fiscal management for all funds generated through the Third
Party Billing program to ensure compliance with Maryland State Department of
Health and Mental Hygiene (DHMH), and federal regulations from the Centers
for Medicaid and Medicare Services (CMS).
Collaborate with the Offices of Special Education, Grant Accounting, Infants
and Toddlers, Psychological Services, Health Services, School Social Work
Services, and the Department of Information Technology in order to ensure the
accuracy, effectiveness, and efficiency of the program.
Assess the program in order to determine if the mission of the program is being
met.
Bill Medicaid and other third party payors for services provided in school-based
health centers.
Administer and monitor the State of Maryland Autism Waiver Program in
Baltimore County.
Increase stakeholder and customer awareness and understanding of the Third
Party Billing program in an effort to maximize the collection of reimbursable
funds.
Monitor billings to Medicaid to ensure the integrity of the billing system, as well
as the accuracy of the data collected.
Review encounter data forms for accuracy, completeness, and compliance with
federal and state regulations.
Monitor data and provide timely feedback to schools regarding encounter data
submitted.
Conduct internal audits of encounter and billing data to ensure compliance with
Medicaid regulations.
Research rejected claims to maximize recovery of funds.

Baltimore County Public Schools
Office of Third Party Billing
Historical Overview
In 1988, President Reagan signed into law Public Law 100-360, the Medicare Catastrophic Act.
While the law made sweeping changes to Medicare, it also allowed the billing of school-based health
services to Medicaid.

Since 1992, Baltimore County Public Schools’ (BCPS) Office of Third Party Billing has been
working to recover health care costs from Medicaid for health care services rendered to BCPS
students.

Office of Third Party Billing Facts
2007-2008 School Year
Generated $5.1 million in revenue for FY 2008 – the 2nd highest of all Maryland school
systems
5,011 special education students (37% of total) qualified for the Third Party Billing program
5% of the total BCPS student population qualified for the Third Party Billing program

Third Party Billing Program Revenue
Over the past four years, the third party billing revenue has decreased. This is due to many
factors including a decrease in students who are eligible for the program, new federal and state
requirements for parental consent prior to the billing of services, and the decrease of billing rates
for related services by the Maryland State Department of Education (MSDE) effective July 1,
2007. These changes contributed to a $1.9 million dollar decrease in related service funds for
fiscal year 2008. The Office of Third Party Billing has a systematic approach to ensure that the
district is maximizing revenue and is in a good position to retain the revenue when audits occur.

For fiscal year 2008, the Office of Third Party Billing generated a total of $5,125,608 in revenue,

$3,300,956

$3,337,284

$3,458,952

$3,568,385

$2,778,620

$3,500,000

$3,000,000

$136,795

$97,663

$1,533,522
$135,613

$83,075

$500,000

$239,526

$299,999

$1,000,000

$538,758

$1,500,000

$165,713

$2,000,000

$1,595,341

$2,500,000

$935,928

FundsGenerated

$4,085,677

$3,682,035

$4,000,000

$3,850,793

$4,500,000

$4,117,757

including $56,702 in school-based health center reimbursement.
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Related Services
Cas e Managem ent
Trans portation
Autis m Waiver

Federal Audits

The Office of the Inspector General of the United States (OIG) has audited the State of Maryland
on two occasions, once in 2001 and again in 2005. With the 2001 review of the state, the OIG
visited eight school systems and determined that five of the school systems had findings. Those
findings were appealed to the Departmental Appeals Board and subsequently reduced.

The DHMH paid the cost of the findings and is working collaboratively with MSDE to recover
the funds from the five school systems. Four of the school systems, including BCPS, have
appealed the action citing that the audit was a review of the state and any penalties should be
apportioned accordingly.

In addition, the school systems in question also allege that they

followed the guidance as set forth by the two oversight agencies for the program (DHMH and
MSDE).

The matter is currently under review by the Office of Administrative Hearings. Nonetheless,
DHMH has begun withholding funds from BCPS in the amount of $196,000 per quarter. Unless
the appeal is successful, the withholding of funds will continue for a three-year period.

Infants and Toddlers Program
The Infants and Toddlers program is a joint initiative between the BCPS and the Baltimore
County Department of Health, and serves children from birth through age three. The Infants and
Toddlers program serves approximately 1,001 children, 38% of whom meet the requirements for
billing. BCPS handles all of the billing for the services provided. Over the past three years, the
Infants and Toddlers program revenue for case management services has increased due to efforts
to audit the documentation maintained by program staff. During the past year, the Office of
Third Party Billing has increased its productivity by making electronic encounter data forms
available to all Infants and Toddlers sites and providers.

$250,369

$259,241

$250,000

$203,179

$225,790

$300,000

$276,903

Infants and Toddlers Revenue

$50,000

$35,475

$45,436

$69,826

$100,000

$55,551

$150,000

$38,516

Funds Generated

$200,000
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08
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Training
In support of the Blueprint for Progress, Indicator 8.4, the Office of Third Party Billing provides
an array of training sessions to BCPS employees.

These sessions include related service

provider training sessions, Individualized Education Plan (IEP) chair training sessions, and
school-based training sessions. During the 2007-2008 school year, the Office of Third Party
Billing provided 102 school-based case management training sessions.

Certificates of Achievement
In addition to the return of a portion of the case management funds to each school, the Certificate
of Achievement is also an incentive for schools. Commenced in 1996, the Office of Third Party
Billing produces a Certificate of Achievement for each school that submits 95% or more of its
potential case management encounter data. The awards are presented to principals and are
signed by the board president and the superintendent. Many of these awards are displayed in
school lobbies and showcases.

Certificates of Achievement
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145

140

140
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Accountability
A major reason for the success of the Third Party Billing Program is accountability. To assist
schools and related service office heads who are accountable for the submission of encounter
data forms, the Office of Third Party Billing sends accountability reports on a bimonthly basis.
This report shows each case management encounter data form submitted, and the school-based
staff can use this report as a receipt to ensure that all data were received and to determine what
data have not been submitted. Typically, the dissemination of this information leads to a large
increase in the encounter data submitted to the Office of Third Party Billing.

2007-2008 Case Management Services Provided
IEP Review M odification, 11%

Init ial IEP Development , 0%
M ont hly Ongoing IEP Case
M anagement, 89%

IEP Review Modification
Initial IEP Development
Monthly Ongoing IEP
Case Management

The Office of Third Party Billing also produces reports on encounter data forms for all related
services office heads. This report allows the office head to monitor the data submitted by the
staff at each school. The use of real-time data as a monitoring tool is effective in holding staff
accountable for documenting services rendered to special education Medicaid-eligible students.

2007-2008 Percentage of Related Services Encounter Data Forms

Speech Pathology
67.3%
Physical Therapy 2.8%

Psychological 2.0%

Occupational Therapy
12.1%
Nursing 3.3%
Audiology 0.1%

Social Work 11.3%
Counseling 1.1%

Audiology
Nursing
Occupational Therapy
Psychological
Physical Therapy
Speech Pathology
Social Work
Counseling

School-based Health Center Billing
BCPS has been providing and billing for school-based health center services since 1995. BCPS
bills private insurance companies and Medicaid annually for school-based health center services
provided in fourteen sites.

The school-based health centers are staffed jointly by BCPS and the Baltimore County
Department of Health, and help to keep students who may have health-related issues in school.
The centers are typically used by students who may not receive health care due to a multitude of
barriers, including the lack of health care coverage, parents without adequate transportation, as
well as parents who may have to lose time from work in order to take the student to the doctor.

The school-based health center role for the Office of Third Party Billing is to bill Medicaid and
private insurance companies for the services that are provided to our students. One major
challenge in the billing process is to ensure payment from the insurance company. In order to
receive payment on a rejected claim, research must be conducted and billing documents
reviewed, the company contacted, and adjustments made. The substantial amount of follow-up
required makes the documentation of the service critical to appeal the claims that are denied.

Medicaid Home and Community-based Autism Waiver Program
The Medicaid Home and Community-based Autism Waiver program is a medical assistance
program that was developed as a joint effort between the MSDE and DHMH in order to offer
support at home and in the community to this extremely challenging population. This program
offers services including intensive individual support services, respite care, environmental
accessibility adaptations, family training, and residential habilitation. Eligibility for waiver
services is determined by technical, financial, and medical criteria, and openings have been filled
on a first-come, first-served basis. Originally begun with only 150 openings, the waiver program
currently has over 900 participants statewide. There are no plans at this time for increasing the
state cap. Openings only become available when a child reaches the age of 21, moves out of the
state, or no longer meets eligibility requirements. Baltimore County has the highest number of
children on the autism waiver waiting list.

Students Eligible for the Autism Waiver
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Conclusion
The Office of Third Party Billing is charged with generating additional revenue for the school
system for special education students who have medical assistance. Over the years, the federal
and state governments have changed the process and mechanisms for billing. Recently, audits by
the Office of the Inspector General of the United States (OIG) have pointed out flaws in state
administration of these programs. In BCPS, the revenue from this program is used to support
and enhance special education and health-related services in accordance with State of Maryland
policy.

Revenue is decreasing due to federal and state regulatory changes. At the federal level, the
Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) proposed two rules that were to eliminate
case management and transportation billing. Congressional action has placed a moratorium on
the implementation of these regulations until April 2009. At the state level, the billing rates have
been decreased by approximately 50% for services. MSDE and DHMH unilaterally decreased
the rates after the OIG rates audit of the State of Maryland in 2005. Due to decreasing revenues,
BCPS requested and received funding from Baltimore County government to support positions
that can no longer be supported by generated revenues. Additional funds may be needed for
FY2010 or support to schools may need to be decreased.

The Office of Third Party Billing will continue to work with schools and offices in order to
determine ways to sustain and enhance this revenue source.
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INFORMATION
The Board of Education and the State of Maryland have policies and regulations related to
MBE/SBE participation on contracts. For the past three years, the Board has been provided this
data for previous years. Board Policy 3200 requires the superintendent to report on the
participation of minority and small business enterprise annually.

Attachment I – Minority and Small Business Enterprises – 2008 Annual Report

Minority and Small Business
Enterprises
2008
Annual Report

Definitions
• Minority Business Enterprise (MBE)
– Defined by the State Finance Procurement Article 14301 for State Construction, any legal entity that is:
• at least 51% owned and controlled by one or more minority
individuals or;
• a non-profit entity organized to promote interests of the
physically or mentally disabled.

– State-funded contracts – must be certified by the
Maryland Department of Transportation (MDOT)
– County-funded contracts – must be certified by the
MDOT or other recognized municipalities or minority
associations.

Definitions (continued)
• Minority Groups
– African Americans
– Asian Americans
– Hispanic Americans
– Native Americans
– Women
– Persons with disabilities

Definitions (continued)
• Small Business Enterprise (SBE) as
defined by State Finance Procurement
Article 14-201
– A business with 1-100 employees, depending
on classification
– Generates an annual revenue of less than $7
million (for construction), and $2 million for
other business classifications

Board Policies and
Superintendent’s Rule
• Board Policy and Superintendent’s Rule 3200 –
Purchasing from Minority and Small Business
Enterprises
• Board Policy 7460 – Construction – Purchases
from Minority Businesses
• Sets goals for MBE/SBE involvement
• Specific goals for all contracts
– 14% total value of contracts from both MBEs and
SBEs

• Sets compliance with state contract goals

State Regulations (14-302)
• Goal for State-funded Public School
Construction Contracts
– 25% total value of contracts from MBE
• 7% minimum classified as African American
• 10% minimum classified as Woman-owned

– Specifically looks at sub-contractors in
addition to prime contractor

Board Goals of Surrounding LEAs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Anne Arundel County Public Schools
– 15% total value of board (county) funded contracts, follow state goals for all
construction
Baltimore City Schools
– 27% MBE and 10% WBE total value of board (city) funded contracts
Carroll County Public Schools
– No MBE goal for board (county) funded contracts other than the state goals for
capital construction projects
Harford County Public Schools
– No MBE goal for non-construction contracts, follow state goals for all
construction projects
Howard County Public Schools
– No MBE goal for board (county) funded contracts other than the state goals for
capital construction projects
Montgomery County Public Schools
– No MBE goal for board (county) funded contracts other than the state goals for
capital construction projects
Prince Georges County Public Schools
– 30% for all construction, 20% for IT contracts, 15% for all other board (county)
funded contracts

Contracting Process
• The need for a solicitation is identified by either a
faculty or staff member.
• The Office of Purchasing meets with the user to
identify the specifications of the solicitation.
• The solicitation is then developed and advertised by
the Office of Purchasing on their web page.
• Beginning in 2008, all state bids are advertised on
eMaryland Marketplace and on their online system.

Contracting Process (Continued)
• According to the Education Article of the Annotated
Code of Maryland §5-112, once solicitations are
received from prospective vendors, the Office of
Purchasing, along with the user, evaluate the offers
and award to the lowest responsive bidder who
conforms to the specifications with consideration
given to:

Contracting Process (Continued)
•
•
•
•
•
•

The quantities involved
The time required for delivery
The purpose for which required
The competency and responsibility of the
bidder
The ability of the bidder to perform
satisfactory service
The plan for utilization of minority contractors

Contracting Process (Continued)
• After an award vendor is determined, the award of
contract is submitted to the Board of Education for
approval.
• After Board approval, a contract is finalized and is
executed.

Contracting Process (Continued)
• State-funded Construction Contracts
– All invitations for bids outline MBE participation goals.
– Office of Purchasing notifies the Maryland/
Washington Minority Contractors Association and
Governor’s Office of Minority Affairs of all available
bids.
– Office of Purchasing directly notifies all pre-qualified
contractors of available bids through on-line plan
room.

Contracting Process (Continued)
• State-funded Construction Contracts
(continued)
– A Utilization Affidavit, a Schedule for
Participation and an Outreach Efforts
Compliance Statement must be included at
the time of bid submission.
– As necessary, a request for a waiver must be
submitted if the state goals cannot be met,
and an Unavailability Certificate for Minority
Subcontractors must be submitted.

Contracting Process (Continued)
• County-funded Contracts
– Invitation for bids contain county MBE/SBE
goals for participation.
– A Utilization Affidavit and a Statement of
Intent must be completed at the time of bid
submission by all vendors.
– If the county goals cannot be met, a request
for a waiver and Unavailability Certificate for
MBE/SBE Subcontractors must be submitted.

FY2008 Operating, Grants, Capital,
and Food Services Expenditures
Items Subject to
Competetive Procurement
Process
19%
$274 million

Items not Subject to Bid
(Ex: utilities, salaries, benefits,
copyrighted materials [texts], insurance,
rent, maintenance fees)
81%
$1.13 billion

Annual Reporting Results FY2005 - FY2008
Contract Awards That Include MBE/SBE Participation
July 1, 2004, through June 30, 2008
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Annual Reporting Results FY2005 - FY2008
Contract Awards That Include MBE/SBE Participation
July 1, 2004, through June 30, 2008
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Annual Reporting Results FY2005 - FY2008
Dollar Value of Participation That Includes MBE/SBE
July 1, 2004, through June 30, 2008
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Annual Reporting Results FY2005
State-funded Contracts – Total $36.9 million
MBE Participation for State-funded Construction Projects by Category
July 1, 2004, through June 30, 2005

37.7%

21.8%
Woman
$8.1M

0%
Persons with
Disabilities

Total State MBE Goal - 25%
Total Achieved - 37.7%
African-American Goal - 7%
Achieved - 6.1%
Woman Goal - 10%
Achieved - 21.8%

4%
Hispanic
$1.5M

5.8%
Asian
$2.1M

0%
Native American

62%
Other Non-MBE
$23M
6.1%
African American
$2.2M

Annual Reporting Results FY2006
State-funded Contracts – Total $98.7 million
MBE Participation for State-funded Construction Projects by Category
July 1, 2005, through June 30, 2006

Total State MBE Goal - 25%
Total Achieved – 22.5%
African-American Goal - 7%
4.0%
Achieved – 4.0%
African American
$4 M
Woman Goal - 10%
Achieved – 14.8%

0%
Native American

1.4%
Asian
$1.4 M

22.5%
2.2%
Hispanic
$2.2 M

14.8%
Woman
$14.6 M

0%
Disabled

77.5%
Other Non-MBE
$76.4 M

Annual Reporting Results FY2007
State-funded Contracts – Total $210.2 million
MBE Participation for State-funded Construction Projects by Category
July 1, 2006, through June 30, 2007

Total State MBE Goal - 25%
Total Achieved – 22.2%
African-American Goal - 7%
Achieved – 6.9%
Woman Goal - 10%
Achieved – 11.5%

77.8%
Other Non-MBE
$163.5 M

6.9%
.1%
African American
American Indian
$14.5 M
$.1 M
2.0%
Asian
$4.3 M

0%
Disabled

22.2%

1.7%
Hispanic
$3.6 M
11.5%
Woman
$24.2 M

Annual Reporting Results FY2008
State-funded Contracts – Total $19.1 million
MBE Participation for State-funded Construction Projects by Category
July 1, 2007 through June 30, 2008

30.3%
15.5%
Asian
$3.0 M

1.0 %
Hispanic
$.2 M

Total State MBE Goal - 25%
Total Achieved – 30.3%
African-American Goal - 7%
Achieved – 3.8%
Woman Goal - 10%
Achieved – 10.1%

10.1 %
Woman
$1.9 M
0%
Disabled

0%
American Indian

3.8%
African American
$.7 M

69.7%
Other Non-MBE
$13.3 M

Annual Reporting Results FY2005
MBE and SBE Participation for all Contracts by Category
Total Contracts - $121.3 million
July 1, 2004, through June 30, 2005

19%
SBE
$23.2M

39.0%

.08%
Persons with
Disabilities
$0.1M

Board MBE/SBE Goal - 14%
Total Achieved – 39.0%

12.5%
Woman
$15.2M

1.5%
Hispanic
$1.8M
2.8%
Asian
$3.3M
0%
Native American

3.0%
African American
$3.6M

61.0%
Other Non-MBE/SBE
$74.1M

Annual Reporting Results FY2006
MBE and SBE Participation for all Contracts by Category
Total Contracts - $206.4 million
July 1, 2005, through June 30, 2006
Board MBE/SBE Goal - 14%
Total Achieved – 27.1%
0%
American Indian
2.1%
African American
$4.4 M

1.0%
Asian
$2.1 M

1.4%
Hispanic
$2.9 M

27.1%
7.8%
Woman
$16.0 M
0%
Disabled

14.8%
Small Businesses
$30.6 M

72.9%
Other Non SBE/MBE
$150.5 M

Annual Reporting Results FY2007
MBE and SBE Participation for all Contracts by Category
Total Contracts - $258.9 million
July 1, 2006, through June 30, 2007

25.4%

1.8%
Asian
$4.7 M

1.4%
Hispanic
$3.7 M

10.5% .01%
Woman Disabled
$27.1 M $13.4 K

Board MBE/SBE Goal - 14%
Total Achieved – 25.4%

5.7%
Small Businesses
$14.7 M

.05%
American Indian
$.1 M
6.0%
African American
$15.4 M

74.7%
Other Non SBE/MBE
$193.2 M

Annual Reporting Results FY2008
MBE and SBE Participation for all Contracts by Category
Total Contracts - $139.8 million
July 1, 2007, through June 30, 2008

Board MBE/SBE Goal - 14%
Total Achieved – 44.9%

0%
American Indian

1.5%
African American
$2.1 M

3.8%
Asian
$5.2 M

44.9%

4.3%
Hispanic
$6.0 M
5.4%
Woman
$7.5 M
0%
Disabled

55.1%
Other Non SBE/MBE
$77.0 M

29.9%
Small Businesses
$41.8 M

Reporting
• Annual Report – MBE/SBE
• Monthly Friday Letter – Minority and Small
Business Enterprises Report – New
Contracts

MBE Outreach Efforts
The MBE Officer for BCPS has:
• Participated in the Maryland • Participated in Alliance
Public Purchasing
Express Baltimore, a trade
Association Reverse Trade
show for small and minority
Show.
businesses.
• Participated in the Southern
Maryland Regional and
• Participated in Baltimore
Small Business Procurement
County MBE/WBE
Expo.
Procurement Fair.
• Participated in the MSDE
• Continued the use of Gardens
Workgroup to revise the
Minority Business
Reprographics automatic
Procedures for State-funded
bidder notification for
Public School Construction
construction projects.
Projects.

Comparison of Old and New
Procedures for State-funded Contracts
Old Procedures from June 1, 2005

New Procedures Effective October 1, 2008

• Old procedures set goals for all of
BCPS with each project having the
same minority MBE goals without
regard for type of work.
• No review of the project goals was
necessary as each project was the
same.
• The recommended participation
goals for the system were included
in each advertisement as well as bid
documents.
• If a waiver for any portion of the goal
was requested, the contractor was
required to submit documentation of
their effort to meet the goal.
• The MBE liaison reviewed this
documentation to confirm the effort.
If the effort put forth by the
contractor did not meet established
criteria, the contractor was asked to
provide additional documentation.

• New procedures require BCPS to set
overall and minority specific MBE
goals for each project.
• A Procurement Review Group will
review and analyze each project and
the potential for certified MBE
contractors to participate.
• The recommended participation
goals for the individual project will be
included in each advertisement as
well as bid documents.
• If a waiver for any portion of the goal
is requested, the contractor is
required to submit expanded
documentation of their good-faith
effort to meet the goal.
• The purchasing agent will review this
documentation to confirm the goodfaith effort. If the effort put forth by
the contractor does not meet
established criteria, the bid must be
found non-responsive.
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[RULE 4117
Permanent: Administrative and Supervisory Personnel
Procedure to be Followed When Reassigning Administrative and Supervisory Personnel
Administrative and supervisory assignments and transfers are made by the
Superintendent as the needs of the schools require.
An employee may be reassigned from one administrative or supervisory position to any
other position in the school system by action of the Superintendent.
If a reassignment to any other position results in a reduction of salary for any individual
administrative or supervisory employee:
1)

The employee will be advised of such recommendation before the effective date of
the reassignment, and in the event the reassignment is to be effective for the next
school year, notice shall be given no later than June 15 of the current school year.

2)

The employee shall continue to be paid for the next school year at 100% of that
employee’s salary prior to the reassignment.

3)

For the second school year following the effective date of the reassignment, the
employee shall be paid at 95% of that employee’s salary prior to the effective date
of the reassignment. However, if during the second year after the effective date of
the reassignment, the employee submits a letter of retirement and that letter of
retirement is accepted by the Board, then the employee shall be paid at 100% of
that employee’s salary prior to the effective date of the reassignment.

Legal Reference:

Rule
Approved:
Revised:
Revised:
Revised:

Section 6-201 of the Education Article

Superintendent of Schools
6/25/81
3/25/93
5/12/95
7/10/07]
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Central Area Education Advisory Council
Pot Spring Elementary School
November 20, 2008 at 7:00 p.m.




Meeting Minutes recorded by Sharon Elliott
Question and Answer Session with Lyle Patzkowsky
Central Area Attendees: Laura Mullen, Sharon Elliott, Lyle Patzkowsky, Frank Thomas,
Jan Thomas, Laurie Taylor-Mitchell, Donna Sibly

Opening
 introduction of attending Council members and the Council Coordinator, Jasmine Shriver
Primary Presentation: Question and Answer Session with Lyle Patzkowsky
 assisted by: Jennifer Mullenax, Assistant to the Area Assistant Superintendent
 refer to handout with questions and answers








noted the office of strategic planning and their charting of student population projects by
school
4 schools with concerns: Hampton, Riderwood, Rodgers Forge and Stoneleigh
Elementary Schools
would be 880 over capacity w/projections
first step to solution—451 to new West Towson Elementary School
second step to solution—200 seat addition each to Stoneleigh and Hampton Elementary
Schools
Office of strategic planning is generally accurate in projections (Chris Brocato)
Lutherville, Pot Spring and Timonium Elementary Schools are another area of concern
but not as bad a cluster as the first four mentioned elementary schools

Question: Are the additions to Stoneleigh and Hampton Elementary Schools 200 seats or 300
seats the state requested funding for; Concern – increase capacity too much
Concern: Lutherville, Stoneleigh and Pleasant Plains over capacity because Cromwell
Elementary School is a magnet school with no catchments (100% lottery); should change school
back to local school
Lyle: Cromwell successful magnet; no discussion of changing magnet status; would require
changing boundaries of Stoneleigh, redistrict for new school 11/2009 (deliberation start date)
Question: Why Hampton 100 extra seats for addition which is greater than over 10% capacity
Question: Who is involved in redistricting?
 redistricting public process with committee including Board, schools, parents (suggest
options and choose); Jennifer Mullenax: spoke on redistricting process
Question: How is the committee formed?
 There is a definite process noted in Board policy.

Comment: Cromwell is successful but what is the greater good?
Question: Is the Board/School System considering more private school kids coming back to
public schools due to the economy?
Question: Is Lutherville Lab a regional magnet?
 has local catchments then lottery
Question: Is there any reason why the magnet at Cromwell is in the Central Area?
No, The program can be in any area of the County.
Question: Could they maybe move the program?
Question: Can Cromwell ever use trailers?
 associated comment: feel the pain like everyone else
Question: How will Ridge Ruxton’s summer program be affected by construction?
Question: Has BCPS anticipated funding for additions?
 approved and going through process at State level
Questions: Will the additions include more area for common spaces?
Comment: Hampton Elementary wants additions that are smaller; are advocating for this
Information on Question Four of Lyle’s handout
 2 years ago State said students had to maintain 2 credits in senior year; no longer the
case; have credits can go
 parallel enrollment; students opting to take course or two at high school then go to
college classes
 so 1800 population in a school doesn’t mean that is the number in a given school all day,
every day
 also internships and work study takes kids out of the high schools
Question: What are those numbers? want proof ; has to be a legal place for these high school
students to be; can it be documented---it should be
 Carver also being increased to 1000 students with building expansion
Information on Question Five of Lyle’s handout
Comment: dispute that Question 5 does enough
Comment: Will additions and new school change elementary school boundaries; change middle
school boundaries?
 probably not too much if at all; most still go to Dumbarton
Question: do any numbers project private return to public; large number of central area generally
go private
Page 2

Question: When will Hampton/Stoneleigh get definitive answer as to how will be handled?
 high likelihood getting additions
 approved; will present when have something
 suggest come to Board meetings; write letters to Board if opposed/have comments
Comment: Stoneleigh group sent letters and got form letter in response about Cromwell idea;
want more of a parent/system partnership
Question: Are these large seat schools good for kids?; diminishing returns to economies of scale?
scores have not been the driving influence
Comment: if dollars a problem lets talk about it; school system needs to put more pressure on
County to get what need
Comment: Community and Hampton Associations against addition
Question: Why not build another new elementary school in addition to Towson West?
 no land available in area in need; investigated 24 sites last year
Question: guidelines/rules for schools with regard to amount of open area or cafeteria has to be
certain size for number of students?
Question: What determines what the school system can ask for from the County? How do you
get smaller requests in?
 consider all requests and then make de3cision of what is reasonable given all else
 county executive – priority list then based on money/need
Comment: County Executive dictating to school system; overstepping and deciding instead of
system
Question: Is Hampton/Stoneleigh coming from County Executive?
 no-through BCPS
Question: Is there a list of elementary schools just waiting for deferred maintenance such as
chillers for a/c?
 a/c being given consideration for future to schools without; study coming out in
December 2008
Question: How does board get priorities?
 through M. Sines office in terms of process
Comment: Discussions are wonderful but would like to see more Board members make the effort
to come to these meetings. The tone is lost in written notes. (Fran was supposed to come to this
meeting but could not.)
Comment: communication problem with Dept. of Facilities; Mr. Sines doesn’t respond.
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Question: Is there a priority list of schools who got windows meant for a/c so can get funding in
order when its available?
Comment: Stoneleigh PTA President submitted questions to Board in September (see handout);
response was a lot of words but said nothing
Comment: Hampton would like new school that borders both districts.
Question: Is there any way the school system will introduce kindergarten aids into budget again?
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